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Classificationof karstfeaturesin MountLebanon
R Nader

American Universityof Beirut I Speleo-Club du Liban, Beirut, Lebanon
Abstract
The Republic of Lebanon is located between latitudes 32°34'N and
34°41'N, along the central-easterncoast of the MediterraneanSea. The
Lebaneseland surfacetotals about 10,450km2,with some 7,000km2(or
67%) of the territory covered with Mesozoic and Cenozoic karstified
carbonaterocks. Basicaily,three distinct physiographicunits characterize the Lebaneseterritories.These are: Mount Lebanon(or the Lebanon
- sensu stricto), the Anti-Lebanonand the Beqaa valley. The Lebanon
and Anti-Lebanonare two parallel mountainousranges, trending northnortheast-south-southwest;
they are separatedby a high-plaincalled the
Bekaa.Mount-Lebanonhas averagealtitudesexceeding2200mabovesea
level for a lengthof 170km,formingan efficientobstaclefor the westerly
Mediterraneanwinds. About 80% of precipitationfalls from November
throughFebruary,while almost no rain occur from May to October (the
dry/recessionperiod). There are 11 perennial streams flowing from the
high ranges of MountLebanon- mainly from typicalkarstic springs.The
karstic featuresthat are present in Mount Lebanonare characterizedby a
broad diversity,due to the complexcombinationof various factors (e.g.

climatic, tectonic, geomorphologic,topographic,hydrological)and the
relativelysmall dimensionsof carbonatestructures(e.g. high altitudeplateaus). Deep kasrtificationin fractured carbonatestrata at high altitudes
allows rapid infiltrationcontributingto a considerablereserve of groundwater, which emerges eventually from karst springs as well as coastal
and submarineconfinedsprings. Cave networksare inherentlyassociated
with their location. Accordingly,coastal sea-cavesand phreaticcaves (the
latter forming lateral collectors of reserved groundwater)are discussed
separately from the relatively high altitude caves, which mainly fall in
two groups accordingto the c01Tesponding
rock formationand lithology
- deep, vertical caves in the monotonousJurassic limestone sequences;
and labyrinth, lateral caves in the marl/volcanicsand limestoneinterlayered Cretaceoussequences. In addition, those caves that are present in
the eastern side of Mount Lebanon(facingthe Bekaa) also show distinct
speleologicaland hydrogeologicalcharacteristics.The present contribution attemptsto classify - for the first time - the various karstic features
presentin MountLebanon.Keywords:Karsttypes, Speleogenesis,Lithology, Precipitationrates, Labyrinthcaves, Sinkholes,Lebanon
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Cave Ulica and the denudationof the karst surface- case study from Kras, SW Slovenia
A. Mihevc
Karst research InstituteZRC SAZU,Postojna,Slovenia

Abstract
In the Kras plateau, that is slowly rising, the hydrologicalzones in
karst are moving downwards.
Caves were transformedand reshaped from phreatic to vadose. The
generalkarst denudationbrought caves closer to surface.In many cases
denudationalreadythinnedand removedthe cover rock above the caves
creating unroofed caves that becomes a part of the surface topography.
The 120m long horizontalcaveUlica Pe0inahas 10m thick ceilingleft. It
continuesto 250 m long unroofedcave Ulica. By comparisonof the morphologyof the caveand the surfaceabovethe cave and alongthe unroofed
part of the Ulica, we can infer 011the type and intensity of the processes

in the caves and on the surface. Rough kmen relief, with cli11tsseveral
meters high and small dolines show intensivecorrosionand dissectionof
the surface.The smoothcave ceilingand wallspreservedin the cave show
110signs of corrosionor disintegrationby percolatingwater. This can be
possible if the cave walls are case hardenedby the percolatingwater that
deposits calcite into the karstified rock which surroundsthe cave. This
has also effectson the very small inflow of the water into cave indicating
that the cave is to a great extent isolated from the epikarstvadose water
circulation. Key words: karst denudation, epikarst, unroofed cave, case
hardening, Slovenia
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The underground legend of Carbo n Dioxide heaviness
Giovann i Badino

Dip. Fisica Generale,U11ivers
ita di Torino• Associazione La Venta

Abstract
The interpretationof carbondioxidetraps as due to the "heaviness"of
this gas is discussed,with the fact that in spite of water vapour"lightness"
in comparisonwith air, no water vapour trap exists on the cave ceilings...
In fact the undergroundatmosphereswith specialcompositionare not due
to gravitybut to the absenceof any air movementaround gas sources.

Introduction
It is well known that the measure of how muc.h common is an idea,
does not containinformationabout its truthfulness.We are going here to
discussa case.

A very common idea between cavers (and not only) is that "heavier"
gases tends to accumulatein depressionand, especially,in the bottom of
caves. It is so widely known that the CO2 accumulatesat the bottom of
shafts,that so far nobodyhas discussed this idea.That is triviallyfalse, an
undergroundlegend.

Gas densities
A first indicationthat those who use this idea are simply repeatingit,
withoutany reflection,is that they generallysay that "the heavier gas accumulates" ... Obviously10 kg ofNitrogen are heavierthan 2 kg of carbon
dioxide,or even 1 kg of Radon... The carbon dioxideis not heavierthan
l:.Jtfllnternulionnf Conme.S'sot Snefeufouy -
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0 2 or water vapour,it is denserthan those gases.
Do denser fluids sink in the other?
In case ofliquids the answeris complex,it is necessaryto take into account many effects connectedwith the moleculesinteractions. The gases
behaviouris much simplerthan the liquid sedimentation,because the gas
molecule do not interact each other, and they behave in some ideal way,
as also many solutions do. Each air molecule is free to diffuse in every
direction and it is easy to calculatethe atmospherestructure at the equilibrium. If the sedimentation,in the meaning of the people that declares
that "heavier" gases accumulatein depressions,does really exist, then we
would live in a carbon dioxide atmospherein the few metres above the
seas, in oxygenup to the top of main mountains,in nitrogenabove,to find ·
finally all the water vapour (and rains!) in the stratosphere.Is it true? No,
it is not. Neither the legend of carbon dioxide"heaviness".

WhereMmoi
is the gas molarmass and R is the gas constant.It is easy to
integratebetweenthe surface{z=0,P=P0) and {z,P{z))to obtain

z)

Mmolg

RY'o

It gives an exponentialpressure decreasewith altitude.This equation
can be used to describesthe upper parts of Earth atmosphere,from 10 to
80 km, where the temperatureis quite constant.
It is not correct to use it in the lowestpart of atmospherebecausealso
the temperature changes with altitude·, but the equation describes very
well the chemical gas sedimentationin caves where the temperatureis
quite constant.
The term in parenthesismust be dimensionlessand then we can intro-

The gravitationalsedimentation
Let us then discussthe gas sedimentationstratifiedin the gravitational
field (g=9.8 ms-2) on a flat surface.The hydrostaticequilibriumimposea
pressure (P) variationwith altitudez (positiveupward)as

dP

p =

duce the scale lengthof a gas sedimentationin the gravitationalfield
We can now calculatethe scale length at T0=288 K.

Mmolg dz

RTo

Gas

Mmnt

Nitrogen

28

Oxygen

32

[10·3kg moJ-1]

Rlo
Mmolg

Lz[m]
8700
7600

P(1000)/P0

P(lO000)/P0

0,89

0,32

0,88

0,27
0,31

Air

28.9

8500

0,89

Hydrogen

2

120000

0,99

0,92

Methane

10

24000

0,96

0,66

Watervapour

18

13600

0,93

0,48

Carbon dioxide

38

6400

0,86

0,21

Radon

222

1100

0,40

0,000113

Atmospheresof pure gases in diffusive equilibriumstratify exponentially, which means that each altitude increase of L causes a relative reductionto a factor e-'=0.36... of pressure.For instan~e,in pure oxygenwe
have to increase 7.6 km to reduce the pressure of 63%, in pure hydrogen
the rise have to be 120 km, in radon 1.1km and so on.
The real atmosphere is a gas mixture, but the gases behave in independent manner, they collaborate to create the final total pressure, but
the partial pressure of each one behaves as the others do not exist. So,
the atmospherecan be considerednot only a differentgases mixture,but
roughly also a differentatmospheresmixture,each.onecomposedby pure
gases. So, they have a tendencyto separateeach other on a tenths kilometres scale-altitude,but the strong vertical mixing processes in the lower
layers (called"homosphere",up to 80 km) preventssuch diffusiveseparation and create a quite uniform chemical composition.Neverthelessit is
really true that in its upper layers ("heterosphere")the Earth atmosphere
is arranged into four shells, the lower dominatedby molecularnitrogen,
the secondby atomicoxygen,the third by helium and finallyby hydrogen
atoms [LUTGENS,1998].
The gases scale lengths are.around ten kilometres what means that,
also in perfectly calm atmospheres,it is possible to appreciatechemical
compositiondifferencesonly workingwith large altitudedifferences.The
table says us that 1 km above the seas the differentgases have essentially
the same pressure, we would not be able to detect the different"weight"
measuringthe partial pressures,also in absence of verticalmixing.
Then some sedimentationdoes exist, but it works on kilometres... On
21-28 Auuusl 2005. l(alumus. Heffas

few metresit is impossibleto detectany partialpressurevariationbetween
gases due to their differentdensities,neither radon.
So, the water vapour and methane do not concentrateon the ceiling,
carbon dioxide and radon do not concentrateon the floor,unless we consider cave altitudesof many kilometres.
The sedimentationidea, repeatedthousandstimes from a cavingbook
to the other, is triviallyfalse.

The carbondioxidetraps
But there is a problem,becausewe knowthat it is true. Wehaveworked
in Tropics,we met caves filled with carbon dioxide,we have developed
techniquesto work in these conditions, we have studiedshaft equipments
to descendin holes where was possibleto meet deadly atmospheres[ANTONINI, 1997].Did we work for somethingthat does not exist?
No, the problem does exist, but its classicalinterpretationis false, the
shafts are not filled by carbon dioxide because it is an "heavy" gas, but
because the carbon dioxide is produced at the bottom of the shaft in an
absolutelycalm atmosphere.
Note that the false idea dependson the fact that the gas is potentially
deathful. If in the shaft there is a lake the air at the bottom is filled with
water vapour.We do not interpretthis obvious fact as due to the "heaviness" of water vapour (that, in any case, is less dense than air), but as
merely due to water presence.This is absolutelycorrect,the water vapour
is concentratedjust near the water surfaces.
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In exactlythe same way, the carbondioxide is concentratedjust near
the "carbon dioxide sources".And in the same way the gases of upper
atmosphereare concentratednear the source,in ionospherethe X and UV
solar radiationsproduceatomicoxygenand hydrogen,and they accumulate there.
The carbon dioxide comes essentiallyfrom putrefactionof organic
substances,that are much denser than the air, and tend to accumulatein
the lowestparts, as waterdoes (but often water can flowsaway and often
the dead organic substancescannot). So, the carbon dioxide and water
vapourtends to accumulatein the depressionsthat often are more humid,
and sometimesdeadlyenrichedwith carbondioxide.
There is somethingworst, but often neglected because not only the
carbon dioxideis dangerousat high concentration,also oxygen-pooratmospheresare deadly,independentlyby the presenceof othergases.
Each carbon dioxide moleculecomes exactly from the reaction of a
carbon atom with an oxygenmolecule;then, in general,near the carbon
dioxide source we can meet a deadly presence of carbon dioxide and a
deadly absenceof oxygen.So, the problemis double, if we have the organic compoundson left, we have to calculatethe oxygenflux to the left
and the carbondioxideflux to the right.
We have to make also a note about another smallerundergroundlegend, the idea that is possible to monitor the lethality of an atmosphere
lookingif the acetylenelight works well. We have two independentway
to producea lethalatmosphere,high concentrationof carbondioxide,low
concentrationof oxygen.The light bum if there is sufficientlyoxygen,
that is all. So, in an atmospherecomposedwith 28% of oxygenand 25%
of carbondioxidewe die quicklywith a wonderfullight on head.

The gas diffusionin gases
Let us at first discusswhy and how a gas diffusesin some direction.
It happensbecausethe gas moleculeare quite free to move and then
they move. If we consider a surface in the space, the molecules flow
throughit in the two possibledirections.If the numbern 1 of moleculeper
volumeunit near one surfaceside is the same as n2 near the other,the net
flux is almostthe same,and no net gas transferrate throughthe surfaceis
observable.But if n 1 is higherthan n2 then from the 1-sidemore molecule
will flow than from 2-side,and we then say that the gas diffusesthrough
the surface.
It is easy to see that the equationthat describesthe diffusionprocesses
are exactly the thermal transfer equation(Fourier and Laplace)because
also those describea diffusion,the "heat" diffusion.
The total flux (moleculesper secondper square metre)througha distance /1zthat separatestwo gas volumeswith c2 and c1 gas concentration
(kilogramsper cubicmetre)is givenby

1

Docg
p
Dg

oc T

312

'

The detailof diffusionprocessesare quite complexand generallyonly
the self-diffusion(the moleculediffusivityin a gas of identicalmolecules)
is described:The real case, in which differentgases diffusesone inside
the other,have to take into accountdifferentmoleculesizes, asymmetries,
masses,details of repulsionforcesbetweenmolecules.A reviewof these
details can be found in the beautiful[JOST,1952]but are not important
to us here.
We obtain that the diffusioncoefficientchanges reasonably,but the
variabilityis not so large.The table [JOST,1952]gives this parameterat
TPNC.
DJm 2 s-1]
l.89xl0· 5
l.98x 10-5
l.04x10-5

Gas in gas
O2 inO 2
N2 inN 2
CO2 inCO1
CO2 in air

l.78xl0-5
lJ8xlQ- 5

Hp in air

2.36x10-5

0 2 in air

The diffusionequationare not simpleto be solvedin practicalcases,
especiallyin transientcondition, that is in the period in whichthe system
tends to stationarity.Neverthelessit is easy to showthat in practicalcases
very smallcarbondioxideproductionin a not-mixingatmospherecan create deathfulconcentrationsnear the source.The key role here is playedby
the thermaluniformityof caves,that hampersair movements,and worst,
can create "traps" of cold air, becausethe "heavygas sedimentationdoes
not exist,but the thermalsedimentationdoes. Complex,too...
It is possible to make estimationin this way. We can introducethe
maximumgas flux that can evacuatedby diffusionalong/1z

F

=p

max .

D
_g
g&

That for carbondioxidebecomes

F=D

g
5

The Dg is the gas coefficientof diffusion,that dependson the gas viscosity'Ilgand densitypgas

Where f is a factor of order unity. From this we easily obtain the Dg
dependencen the state variable

= l. l Dg = 2.2x 10F:nax 6 f:...z
f:...z

If the producedflux is greaterthan Fmax the gas concentrationaround
the sourcewill tend to saturation.So, we can obtaina perfectlytoxic atmosphereof almostpure carbondioxidethanksto a very small flux and
very calm conditions,at the bottomor at the top of a cave.
What about the "weight"of carbondioxide?Nothing,it does not matter; exactly the same things can be said for an oxygen or nitrogen (or
methane,in coal mines)sourceto obtainpure gas atmospheresnear it.
We can say this also for a water vapoursource,but this gas is so far to
14th ln!emolion11fCumnessof Soeteolouv
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be perfect at TPNC that saturation,condensation,enthalpyreleases, eddies and so on appear (the problemof its diffusionin stable atmospheres
is very complex).

The doublediffusion
We are now ready to confrontthe problemof doublediffusion.In general we have not a carbondioxidesource,but some organicstorage(vegetables)in contactwith oxygen.
The oxidationand dismountof long organicmoleculescauses an Entropy increase,so it must happen:each carbonatom,each Hydrogenatom
of this deep storagewill surelybe boundedwith oxygen,to flow away to
returnto be wood, skin,milk... The flowingawayis generallyvery quick,
helpedby a numberlesstype of creaturesthat lives of the going away of
this died orderand distributeit to the surroundinglife: they are fungi, bacteria, birds,jackal, humansand so on. But when the organiccompounds
stay in a very stable situation,far from these workers,as in a cave, only
the SecondPrinciplecan work.And work, slowly.By diffusion,by slow
air draughts,by smalltemperaturedifferences.
Wehave an organicdepositS, with somemass M per squaremetre.To
mass is organicand its chemicalcompositionis very roughlysome C0 H20
plus details.The putrefaction(oxidation)of these moleculesis

That in term of massesgives

(3.4M)

0

+M

• (3.lM) cv +(l.3Mt

In volumethis meansthat the putrefactionof one kilogramof vegetable mass needs 12 cubicme~resof air and emits2 cubic metres of carbon
dioxide.But above all it needs the oxygenarrivalon it.
It is reasonableto assumethat the oxidationrate of compoundis proportionalto the local oxygenconcentrationin S. The proportionalitydepends on exposedsurface,compoundtype, reactivity,temperature,presence or bacteria,total mass of S and so on.Wedo not want to calculatethe
K0 , that is almostimpossible,we only say that a K0 does exist.
So, the flux of CO2 from S becomes

Wherec0 ,0 is the oxygenconcentrationon the compounds.We can also
assumethat the free atmospherethat feeds oxygento S, is also the same
that evacuatecarbondioxide(it is not a trivial assumption,but in general
it is true), so our free atmosphereis at /j,zfrom S.
At the equilibriumthe systemparametersdo not dependson time (note
that this assumptionis extremelyimportant)and then we must have that
the evacuatedCO2 moleculesrate exactly equals the incoming oxygen
moleculesand exactlyequalsthe carbondioxideproduction.Here we are
- 2 7-28 Auaust 2005. l{ulmnos. Hellos

going to call ccD,oand c0 ,0 the gases concentrationsin S and cco,i and c0 , 1
those in the free atmosphere.It is easy, but quite long, to show that the
gas concentrationsare reduced due to this two-waysdiffusion flux. Let
us call F0 the oxidation rate of S in free atmosphere·, then the general
formulasare

c

0 ,0

F
=c --=c
0,1 F;)

F~
CcD,o

= DcD

1
0,1

(1+ 1.8 X l 05Fof::,.z)

1

= ( 1.38 x 10-' + 2.5 J

Po~
The oxidationflux is reduced as comparedwith free atmosphere,and
correspondinglyare reduced the concentrationof oxygen as compared
with free air and also that of carbondioxideas comparedwith that calculatedbefore.It is interestingto see the behaviourof our results in extreme
conditions.
Wehave assumeda very stableatmospherearoundS, but does it makes
sense? An oxidation_always involves enthalpy releases (the reaction of
organicsubstanceswith oxygenreleases3x 107 J/kg) and then temperature
increasesand, finally, convectiveprocessesthat transfer air much more
efficientlythan diffusiondoes.
Is this enthalpyit able to mix the surroundingair on the b..zthat separate S fromthe "free" atmosphere?It is not possibleto answerwithoutthe
knowledgeof systemgeometry.
If we considertypicaltemperaturedifferencesbetweenthe organicdeposit and the cave around 0.1-0.5 K, we can estimatein few centimetres
per secondthe typical air flow velocities,in generalmuch more efficient
than diffusionto evacuateso small carbon dioxide fluxes. The situation
that appear to be the most favourableto use this energy for convective
movementsis when we have S on a vertical wall: the heated air forms
eddies in front of S and at the same time the water flows away from it
reducingits coolingrole.
The worst situationis surely if S is on the roof (or, more reasonably,
in a closed ascendingcave branch):the energy released create a thermal
sedimentationthat traps air in the bubble, only diffusion can evacuate
gases from there, also if the entranceis quite large.
We may say that it is in general a very small energy release, but its
effectsdependson systemshapedetails:organicdepositorientation,reactivity and depth,water presencein the deposit.
In any case, it appears that extremelylow air fluxes are sufficientto
preventthe formationof carbon dioxiderich or oxygenpoor atmosphere
insidecaves,and really these conditionsare quite difficultto meet.

Transientconditions
We cannot discuss here other detail like "thermaldiffusion"or "Soret
effect",but we have to spend some words about the volcanic carbon dioxide "rivers"that sometimeshave been able to kill many people, and on
the general fact that if we have a cup filled with carbon dioxide we can
pour it in anothercup, gravitationally.How can it be possible?
It is simple, are typical transient situations.A gas filled cup it is very
similarto a hot stone, which is going to cool, slowly, with similar diffusion law.
This means that if we produce, in some way, the filled cup with an
externaleffort, its gas will hold there for some times, like the cold air in
supermarketfreezer,but the situationis not stable. The freezer situation
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is stabilizedby a continuousair cooling, the carbon dioxide trap can be
stabilizedby a gas source (and we return to "stationary"physics), but if
these "sources" are absent the system evolutes to a maximum entropy
state, one to uniform temperature and the other to complete mixing. In
this case the gas will then diffuse away to fill the Earth atmosphere,very
slowly,but meanwhilecan be poured like a liquid or flow along a gallery
floor.
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Calibrated Holocene Paleotemperature Record for North America from Stable Isotopic Analyses of Speleothems and their Fluid Inclusions
P.A. Beddows, R. Zhan g,
Ford, H.P. Schwarcz
School of Geography& Geology,McMasterUniversity,Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
Abstract
The secularvariationof the oxygenisotopecompositionof speleothem
calcite provides a powerful but qualitative index of climate change. In
principle,it is possible to calculatethe true temperatureof calcite deposition from the partitioning of oxygen isotopes between the speleothem
calcite and the formationwater. The obstacle to completingthis calculation is the need for samples of the original drip water from which the
calciteprecipitated.We are now able to extract this drip water from fluid
inclusionstrappedin the calcitematrixusing new techniquespartly developed by the McMasterworking group. The oxygen of the fluid inclusion
water may have exchanged with the enclosing calcite after entrapment
and therefore shouldnot be used as a direct measureof the temperatureof
formation.The deuterium/hydrogenratio (dD) of the entrappedwater will
be unchanged,however,allowing us to use the dD of the fluid inclusion
combinedwith the Craig-Dansgaardmeteoric water line (assumedto be
valid over the Holocene)to reconstrnctthe initial dl 80 ratio of the drip
water. Using this with the dl8O of the speleothemcalcite we may then
determinethe actualtemperatureof calcitedeposition,a value which is of
great interestas it will be approximatelyequal the mean annual temperature above the cave in most instances.Validationof this method is being
providedby analysisof modem speleothemcalcite combinedwith an an-

nual cycle of monthly bulk drip water samples, and instrumentalrecords
of drip rate, temperatureand total dissolvedsolidsfrom 18monitoring stations placed in six caves in 2004. The speleothemclimatechange records
includingthe calibratedtemperaturerecord will allow us to assess important changes in regional climate through the Holocene along a west-east
transect that is broadlyacross the middle of the NorthAmericancontinent
and close to the modem mean position of the Polar Front. Towards this
end, two easternand two western field areas have been selectedfor intensive study.We will assess the gradientin d 180 of the precipitationacross
the western cordillera of North America (from VancouverIsland on the
Pacific coast to Bow Valley,Alberta) and thereby provide insight to the
evolutionand shifting of storm tracks as"they move east from the Pacific
into the rain shadow of the CanadianRockies. Contemporaneousrecords
from the mid~west(Indiana) and north-east (New York) will be used as
continent-widepoints of comparison.The PacificCoast site includesthree
caves locatedover a range of altitude from sea level to 750m asi. Here we
hope to observe shifts in the boundarybetweenthe northernand southern
Pacific gyres which would affect the isotopic evolution of precipitation
generatingrechargeto the caves. Results from the cave water monitoring
and isotopicanalysisof speleothemswill be presentedfromthis ambitious
continentalscale project begun in 2004.
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Origin of the Climatic Cycles from Orbital to Sub-Annual: Speleothem data
Y.Y. Shopov, D. Stoykova, L.T. Tsankov, D.C. Ford, C.J. Yonge
UniversityCenterfor Space Researchand Technologies,Universityof Sofia, Bulgaria
Abstract
We developeda new real- space periodogrammeanalysis algorithm
to calculate,compareand calibrate the real intensityof the cycles in speleothem luminescencetime series. We studied variationsof the length of
these cycles with time by evolutivepower spectral analysis. We studied
long cycles in luminescentspeleothemrecords from Jewel Cave, South
Dakota, US and from Duhlata cave, Bulgaria 10000km apart, covering
89300- 138600yrs B.P. and the last 250000 yrs respectively. These solar insolationproxy records contain orbital cycles of 41, 23 and 19 kyrs
and solar luminositycycles with durationfrom severalcenturiesto 11500
years. The mostpowerfulnon- orbitalcycle is 11500years cycle (as powerful as the 23000 a. orbital cycle in our record). It was found previously
to be the most intensivecycle in the delta C-14 calibrationrecord and was
interpretedto be of geomagneticorigin. Our recent studies suggest, that
this is a solar cycle modulating the geomagnetic field. We determined

the Solar origin of the cycles with durationsof 11500,4400, 3950, 2770,
2500, 2090, 1960, 1670, 1460, 1280, 1195, 1145, 1034,935,835, 750 and
610 years. It was done by their detection both in proxy records of speleothemluminescence,D14C and the intensityof the geomagneticdipole.It
is well known that the main variationsin the last two recordsare produced
by the solar wind. These millennial solar luminositycycles can produce
climatic variationswith intensity comparableto that of the orbital variations. We used the same digital analysis to calculate the intensity of the
cycles of the speleothemluminescence(representingcyclesof solar radiation or air temperature)in speleothemsfrom Cold Water Cave, Iowa and
Rats Nest Cave, Alberta. Obtained power spectra demonstratethat many
speleothems recorded cycles of the soil temperature in the region with
duration of about 11 and 22 years. These are the well-known solar cycles, which drive temperaturechanges in some climaticregions.Although
this sofar cycles produce variations of the solar constant with amplitude
14th Jnternulionnl Com1russ of Soefeoluuy
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of less than 0.4% cosmicrays influenceon the atmospherictransparency
provides a mechanismof strong multiplicationof solar variationson the
solar radiationat the Earth's surface.Cosmicrays have strongmodulation
by the solar wind, whichroles their concentrationat the Earth.It is proven
that luminescenceof speleothemsfromRatsNest Cave,Albertareproduce
air temperature,but such records from this cave exhibit a strong cycle of
425 years,which is well knownfromD 14Cto be an importantsolarcycle.
So it shouldmodulateair temperatureas well as cosmicrays fluxrecorded
by D 14Cvariations.The same recordscontainalso the well-known cen-

tury and bi-centurysolar cycles.In additionto the annualcycle produced
by the Earth's rotation we found sub- annual cycleswith durationof 27,
23 and 14 days in an extremelyhigh-resolutionluminescentrecord from
Cold Water Cave, Iowa. Such cycles can be producedby the period of
rotation of the Sun, which produces similar variationsin the solar wind
modulatingcosmicrays flux. This periodproducesperiodicalappearance
of the active zones on the Sun, which are major emittersof solar wind so
producestrongvariationsof its density.
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Periodicityin environmentalchange revealedfrom New Zealand speleothems
P.W.Williams,D.N.T.King,J.X. Zhao, K.D. Coilerson
Auckland University,New Zealand

Abstract
Spectral analyses of stable isotope values from New Zealand stalag. mites showdistinctperiodicities.A periodof about90 years is particularly

prominent.Speleothemsanalysedcover an intervalof about 25,000years
from the Last GlacialMaximumuntil the present.Chronologicalcontrol
is providedby more than 40 TIMS dates.
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A census of italian sea caves
GrazianoFerrari
(No affiliation)Via Vignati18, 1-20161,Milano,Italy- gwferrari@gwferrari.it

Summary
In 2001 CLEM, an independentresearch center in marine sciences,
performed a census of Italian sea caves. The aim was to gather a general view of scientificknowledgeabout sea caves in Italy. Thanksto the
sponsorshipof the Italian Ministry of the Environment,the census was
publishedin 2003.A large multi-authoredbook collects50 papers on the
various aspects of sea caves scientificrelevance.A bibliographicreference of nearly 1000entriescompletesthe book.An attachedCD-romcontains the book papers in html formatand the actualcensus. 1048cavesare
registered,but many more are to be discovered.

Introduction
The scientific and environmentalimportance of sea caves is well
known. The EuropeanCommissionenclosedsea caves in the list of endangeredhabitats,that are worth a specialprotectionstatus (LIFE Directive, 92/43/EC,Annex I).
However,scientificand environmentalknowledgeabout sea caves in
Italy was dispersed among several sources: caving associations,divers,
cave-divers, sea biology researchers, geologists, archaeologists, seabound environmentalistassociationsand so on.
In 1997,Fabio Cicognaproposeda data collectionof all scientificaspects of sea caves. Sponsorshipand funding from the Italian Ministryof
the Environmentwas grantedto the project.The result is a largebook with
an attachedCD-Rom,publishedin 2003.
Fabio Cicognaand CLEM
Fabio Cicogna (1925-2004)was a philanthropicsupporterof marine
scienceresearch.In 1978he establishedCLEM (CentroLubrensedi EsplorazioniMarine - LubrensicCenter on Sea Exploration)in Massalubrense (Naples, Italy). CLEM was a non-profitorganization;it sponsored
and supporteda largenumberof researchworks and dissertations,mainly
on biology and ecology of marine habitats. From the beginning,the interest in sea caves was relevant. Such interest stemmedmainly from the
parallel interestin red coral (CoralliumRubrum).
21--28Auuust 2UU5.f{nfomns. Hellos

CLEr-,1
producedtwo scientificbooks on red coral (with the sponsorship of the ItalianMinistryof Agricultureand Fishery),a mediacampaign
againstthe edibleuse of the date-shell(Litophagalitophaga)and the feasibility study of the "Punta Campanella"protectedmarine area (Naples,
Italy).
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Historyof the census on sea caves
In 1997, the generalinterest in sea caves evolvedinto a more defined
project.Fabio Cicognaproposed to Prof. Paolo Forti (Universityof Bologna) andto the ItalianSpeleologicalSocietyto cooperatein a nation-wide,
multidisciplinarycollectionof informationabout Italian sea caves.At the
time, the author was the coordinatorof the Cave Register Board of the
Italian SpeleologicalSociety.The National Cave Register Board, structured in regional branches, summedup data sheets about nearly 30.000
caves,but sea caves owed no specialevidence.
Furthermore,explorationof sea caves is carried out by severalgroups
(cavers,universityresearchers,divers, etc.), and some of them do not report to cavingassociations.A data collectionwas needed,with the cooperationof all the involvedgroups.Fabio Cicognaand the authorcooperated
in the definitionof a detailedproject.
The authorleft the Cave RegisterBoard,but continuedto arouseinterest in the project from the Cave Register and several regional and local
cavingassociations.In the meantime,Cicognaarousedinterestfrom geology and biologyresearchersand from Legambiente,a large environmental organizationwith a strong involvementin marineprotection.
In 1999the project was submittedto the Italian Ministryof the Environment,Sea ProtectionDirectorate. It was approvedand funded at the
end of 2000.

Developmentof the sea caves'census
Theprojectstarted effectivelyon 17th February2001and it was planned
to last for 18 months.Fabio Cicognaacted as project manager, with help
from the author.Prof. Paolo Forti supervisedthe geologicalsection and
Prof. Carlo Nike Bianchi (presentlyat the Universityof Genova)coordinated the biology / ecologysection.The authorwas also in charge of the
actualdata collection.These fourpeople composeda projectmanagement
board, and they acted as the book editors.
The projectresult was designedas a multi-authoredbook collectinga
largenumberof scientificcontributionsabout severalaspectsof sea cave
sciences.A specificsectionabout technicalissueswas added (tools,techniques, training, rescue).An attachedCD-Romwas designed to contain
the papers printed in the book and the actual cave census data sheets, as
plainweb pages. Furthermore,a small collectionof representativeimages
and movieswas added.
The editingwork proceededfor about a year, with few problems.
On the registerside,however,the ItalianSpeleologicalSocietyrefused
to sign an agreementabout cave register data. Sea caves' data collection
proceededanyway. It was based on a comprehensivebibliographicalresearch,performedin largepart at the "Franco Anelli"SpeleologicalDocumentationCenter,at the Universityof Bologna(thanksto Prof. PaoloForti
and to MicheleSivelli). Furtherdata were collectedthanksto researchers,
divers,cave divers,divingcenters.
Finally, the Italian SpeleologicalSociety agreed to share its data,
mainlythanksto the presentcoordinatorof the CaveRegisterBoard,Prof.
PaoloMietto(Universityof Padova). This subsequentagreement, together with Fabio Cicogna'shealth problems,accountedfor an overall delay
of 6 monthsin the project completion.1048single caves were identified.
A survey was available for 548 of them (429 directly from the survey
authorsor from publications,119from the Cave Register).Publicationof
each surveywas explicitlypermittedby the author,by the originalpublicationownershipor by the Cave Register.
Thebook is not for sale. 1000copieswereprinted;about 500 were sent
free of charge to: regional environmentalmanagementagencies, marine
protectedareas, central and local directionsof the Harbor Master's Office ("Capitaneriedi Porto"), institutionsand researchersinvolvedin sea
cave studies, scientific libraries, central and local cave register offices,
nationalheads of the Cave Rescue Corp, members of the Cave Diving

Commissionof the Cave Rescue Corp, single paper authors and single
data contributors.

The book structure

Thebook is designedas a collective work,with 54 authorscontributing
a total of 50 single papers.All the contributionsare in Italian, with a collective summaryin English. It was gatheredand edited by C. N. Bianchi
and C. Morri. The followingnotes are abridgedfrom the book summary.
The book starts with a Presentationby Dr. Aldo Cosentino,Director
Generalof the Sea ProtectionDirectorateof the Ministryof the Environment.The Introductionby Fabio Cicognaand the list of authors follow.
The book is structured in seven largely independentparts. The first
part shortly retraces the history of explorationand scientificresearchon
sea caves.
Geology
The secondpart, coordinatedby Prof. P. Forti, with considerablehelp
from Dr. F.Antonioli,is devotedto the geology,geomorphology and palaeontologyof sea caves.
Dealingwith cavitiesof continentalorigin and their marine evolution,
the authorsmaintainthat the shortperiod variations(inducedby tides and
atmosphericpressure)may be disregardedbecause they have practically
no effects on speleogenesis.But other factors like ice melting due to climatic variations,tectonicmovements, elasticmovementsinducedby glaciostasy and isostasy,and also subsidingmovementof the coastal plains
must be taken into considerationbecause they may heavily control the
evolutionof caves along the seashore.Thereforeit is importantto know
the variation of the sea level zone by zone in detail because the effect
of isostasy,the tectonic behaviour and many other factors, may change
dramaticallyeven within a few kilometers.The evolutionof the sea caves
is normallyproportionalto the period the sea water remained in contact
with the hostingrock and thereforethe largestof such cavitieshave been
normally observedwhere the average sea level has been relatively constant in time.
On the basis of the definitiongiven at the beginning,sea cavesmay develop in any kind of lithology,but their genesismay be extremelydifferent. Thereforeit is useful to split sea caves into two differentcategories:
• Marine ingressioncaves
• Sea caves (sensu strictu)
All the continentalcaves belong to the first group, their genesis being independentfrom the presence of the sea: they may be tectonic, eolian, volcanicor karst cavitiesfloodedby the sea when its level rose. The
marine ingressioncaused nothing else than the stop in the speleogenetic
evolutionof such cavities.
A whole chapter is devoted to the caves of the second group, which
are said to be far more interestingfrom the geneticpoint of view: in fact,
their evolutionhas been directly controlled by the sea water, in a passive
manner(primarycaves in a reef barrier), in a mechanicalmanner (littoral
caves made by marine erosion), or in a physico-chemicalmanner (mixing water caves).The genetic mechanismsfor all these caves are shortly
discussed.
A further chapter deals with chemical and physical deposits. Cave
environmentis extremelyconservative;moreovernearly all the cavities,
and mainly the marine ones, may be partially or totally filled by physical and/or chemical materials. The mechanismswhich are responsible
for sedimentationsinside marine caves are briefly reportedtogether with
the descriptionof the most peculiar of such sediments.These physical
and chemicalsedimentshave a fundamentalimportancefor studyingthe
paleo-climaticand paleo-environmentalevolution, in particular for the
recent Quaternary.
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Finally,the most significantcase studies, from the genetic and/or scientific point of view, are reported: minerogeneticenvironments,underground estuaries,both in Italy and abroad, ipogenic sea caves, important
paleo-climaticand paleonthologicalfindings.

Figure 3 - Monk seal (Monachusmonachus)Grottade! Bue Marino (Sardinia)(photo
by E. Altara. 1967)

elude communitystructure,trophic organisation,the origin and fluxes of
matter and energy in submarine caves and bacterialmetabolism.
Last but not least, the sixth section of the biological and ecological
part takes care of methodologicalaspects. The currentlyadoptedsampling
and measurementtechniquesand experimentalecology methodsare considered.

Figure 2 Stalagmite section, Grotta Scaletta, Palinuro Sampling depth: -48 m (photo
by F Antonioli)

Biology
The third and largestpart of the book serves as an introductionto the
biology and ecologyof marine caves.The sectionwas supervisedby Prof.
C. N. Bianchi.It begins with a purposelydone Italian translationof "The
role of sea cave investigationin marine sciences", a classical paper by
R. Riedl originallypublished in 1978by the old and prestigiousPubblicazioni della StazioneZoologicadi Napoli.
The Riedl seminalpaper is followedby a large numberof chaptersorganised in six sections,the first of which updatesknowledgeon the biota
of marine caves and opens with a chapter that provides a general outline
of the flora and fauna.
Single papers report about present knowledgeon sponges, hydroids,
scleractinians,molluscs, serpuloideanpolychaetes,decapod crustaceans,
bryozoans, brachiopods, fish, insects, birds, bats and, finally, the monk
seal.
The second section of the biologicaland ecologicalpart exploresevolutionarypatterns of marine cave biota, and is composedof three chapters
on evolution and speciation,adaptationsin marine invertebratesand the
anchialinehabitats.
The third section consistsof four chaptersthat engagein the main biocoenoses living in submarinecaves. They are related to spatial zonation,
the infaunalcommunities,the meiofaunaand the plankton.
The fourth section takes into account environmentalfactors. It comprises papers about the relationshipbetween light and marine vegetation,
the hydrologicalconfinementand the trophic depletion,
The fifth section approaches ecosystem studies, which take into account communitystructure and ecosystemfunctioning. These papers in-

Figure 4 - Petrosiasp. geneticalfyadaptedto cave habitat (photoby G. Bavestrello)

Archaeology
The fourth part of the book is devoted to archaeology. A chapter describes techniques and provides examples of researches performed by
scuba diving in Italian submarine caves.

Socialsciences
The fifth part of the book considersthe socio-economic importance
of submarinecaves and the need of environmentalprotection. The diving
departmentof the environmentalistassociation "Legambiente"takes care
of these issues, providinga chapter that underlinesthe positive and negative impacts of recreationalscuba diving in sea caves. Possible sources
on pollutionare stressed,both from inland and sea (oil spill). The several
formsof legal area protection are discussed.
Technicalissues
Exploring and registering submarine caves is a central topic to all
research and managementissues about this peculiar environment.It is
tackled in the sixth part of the book, comprising four chapters.The first
underpins the need for proper underwater techniques and safety rules.
Cave diving requires knowledge not included in traditional training. Independentlyof skills, special equipmentis neededand definiterules have

to be followed,because safety must be the primary point.
materials, dangers and techniques are briefly analyzed. In consequenceof the
growingdiving tourism and in order to avoid accidentsand.environment
damages,it's up to Port Authorities,Diving Centersand ScientificCommunitiesto establishprecautionarymeasures.
What to do to prevent accidents in sea caves and how to operate for

Brief presentation of the sponsoringinstitution(the Italian Ministry of the Environment), of the project coordination associations
(CLEM) and of the two main cooperatingassociations(Legambiente and the Italian SpeleologicalSociety).
The papers printed in the book, convertedin plain html format.The
reader can easily surf them in sequenceor hierarchically.
• The cave census (more on this later).
• The bibliographicreferences,orderedalphabetically.
A selectionof photos and videos.
The CD-Rom is designed to provide an easy distributionof information. It is independentof the book, so it can reach a wider audiencethan
the limited edition of the book.
All authorshiprights about papers,photos,video and surveysare properly acknowledged.In this way, future researcherscan properlyreference
other people's contributionto sea caving science.
®

Figure 5 - Cave Rescue Corp training (photoby G. Spaziani)

rescueis the concernof the second chapter.An accidentin a confinedunderwaterenvironment,as sea caves are, is usuallyvery seriousand results
oftenin fatalities.Preventionrelies on a high levelpsyco-physicaltraining
and on suitablespecifictools. In case of an accidentin a sea cave, several
organizationscan operate in the rescue. The Corpo Nazionale Soccorso
Alpino e Speleologico(CNSAS - National Mountain and Cave Rescue
Corp),throughits CavedivingCommission,is ableto p~ovidea medical=
ized rescue.
The third chapter reports about the present status and future projects
of the Italian cave register,managedby the Italian SpeleologicalSociety
(SSI).
The fourth chapter describestechnical aspects and the training structure of the Cave Diving School (SNSS) of the Italian SpeleologicalSociety (SSI).
The seventh and last part of the book presents the sea cave census.
In five comprehensivechapters, G. Ferrari in tum introduces entry data
forms,describesmaps, analysesdata quality,assesses criteria for quoting
sourcesand data property,and providesan exampleof fonn.
Tn conclnsinn,Fahio Cic0gn~repnrt-:ahont the ~mhlems cnnceming
a completeand correct multidisciplinarystudy of a marine cave: professionaldiving instruction,a homogeneousdata collectionto permit a comparison among different marine caves and that means the necessity of a
particularresearchprotocol.
The book ends with an impressivelist of nearly one thousand bibliographicreferenceson all aspectsof marine cave science.
The CD-Rom
The attachedCD-Romcontainsfive sections:

Figure 7 - Map of sea cave areas

The census
Accordingto the census rules, a sea cave is a cave containinga water
body directlyor indirectlyconnectedwith the sea. The indirectconnection
accountsfor the so called anchialinecaves, which contain salt water bodies with no apparent connectionwith the sea.
Marine related caves which are presently at a higher elevation than
the sea level are not comprisedin the present version of the census. Both
coastal (semi-submerged)and (fully) submergedcaves are present.
Of course,data collectionis far from complete.Most coastal caves are
well known. In some areas, a detailed positioningand surveyingwork is
yet missing or incomplete.On the other hand, few areas can claim that
submergedcaves have been thoroughly explored and reported. In some
areas, the only informationis a numberof citationsfrom local divers.
As far as size is concerned,the officialUIS rules were applied,where
possible:
Developmentlonger or equal than 5 meters.
e
Entrancewidth and height lesser than development.
Of course, most sea caves open in limestone cliffs. However, some
caves in sandstone, schist, andesite and tuff are registered.A submerged
lava tube is reported in Sardinia.
0

Figure 6 - The CD-Romfront (photo by H. Jantschke)
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Each cave is representedby a fact sheetwith four main sections:
• Geographic,metric and positiondata.
• A brief description,usuallytaken from a publication.
• Surveysand photos, with referencesto authorsand publications.
• Bibliography.
Each fact sheet is designedas a web page, to be displayedon PC with
a web browser(NetscapeNavigator,MicrosoftExplorer,etc.).The overall
register has a geographicstructure,divided in Regions and in main sea
caving areas. The geograpfiicstructureallows an easy display of related
caves and most searchesand selections.
Other availablesearchesare: byMunicipality,by name (or part of), by

Region
Basilicata
Calabria
Campania
Friuli-VeneziaGiulia
Lazio
Liguria
Puglia
Sardegna
Sicilia
Toscana
Italy

Caves
17
25
238
4
103
53
201
247
108
52

17
18
113
4
38
30
185
156
23
27

1048

611

development,by entranceelevation(or depth),by longitude,by latitude.
The collecteddata were also integratedwithinthe SIDiMar,the geographicinformationsystem of the Ministryof the EnvironmentSea ProtectionDirectorate.
The followingtable summarizesfacts about Italiansea caves, divided
by Regions.Separateentries are provided for caves alreadyincluded in
the National Cave Register and for caves not yet includedin the Cave
Register(due to failureto transferdata to the CaveRegister,or to missing
/ incompletepositioningor missingsurvey).Each specificdata columnis
furtherdividedinto caves with and withoutsurvey.

Alreadyregistered
Surveyed
Unsurveyed
9
8
15
3
85
28
4
0
12
26
18
12
132
53
155
1
12
11
21
6
463

Futuredevelopments
Since the present census is far from complete,the main objectiveis to
furtherpush data collection,with more publicationsin the geologicaland
biologicalareas. The diving magazinesoften report referencesto unpublished submergedcaves. This means more field informationfrom professionaldivers is needed.
The increasinginterestin sea caves causedthe definitionof a law proposal at the national Parliament.The proposalaims at the protectionand
the exploitationof sea caves. Care must be taken not to exploit sea caves
before the proper scientificstudiesare performed.The risk is to over-use
or abuse little known resources.
A better approach would be the definition of a nation-wideplan of
local area research campaigns,aimed to collect a completeand detailed
knowledgeof sea caves, area by area.
In this sense, a powerfulhelp would come from the use of the multibeam side-scan sonar. This was the last Fabio Cicogna's idea about sea

148

65
23
16
91
85
25
437

85

352

caves. Entrancesas small as 0.5 meters wide can be identifiedat depths
down to 50 meters.The followingpictures showthe resultsof a test performedin Salento(Lecce,Puglia).
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Figure8 - Sonarprofile and 3D digital terrainmodelof the Grottadelle Corvineentrance(Lecce,Puglia)
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0
7
125
()

Not yet registered
Unsurveyed
Surveyed
0
0
0
7
43
82
0
0
65
0
7
16
9
7
84
7
12
73
18
7
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A schoolfor cave rescue managers
Corrado Camerini, Graziano Ferrari
CNSAS- CorpoNazionaleSoccorsoAlpino e Speleologico* ViaPetrella 19, 1-20124,Milano,Italy- segreteria@cnsas.it

Summary
In 1999the Italian Cave Rescue adopted a fonnal technical training
model, structured in seven steps, up to National Instructor.A national
technicalschoolwas established.
In additionto the technicaltraining,the need for a fonnal training of
cave rescuemanagersappearedof the utmost importance.In 2004 an experimentalmanagerschoolwas establishedand a three-yearscomprehensive trainingmodel was outlined.Coursessubjectsrange from high-level
managementof rescue operationsto bureaucracy,funding,relationswith
mountainrescue organizationsand so on.
The paper detailsthe rationaleof the trainingmodel and reports about
the first year experience.
Introduction
Caverescuein Italy is perfonnedby a specializedstructureestablished
in 1966.It collectsvolunteersselectedfrom the caving community. The
Cave Rescuebelongs to the CorpoNazionaleSoccorsoAlpino e Speleologico (CNSAS- National Mountainand Cave Rescue Corp), which in
turn is part of the ClubAlpinoItaliano(CAI - ItalianMountainClub).CAI
is a large non-profitassociationestablishedin 1863,with about 300,000
members.The MountainRescuein turn was establishedin 1954;the table
at left summarizessome facts about CNSASin 2004 (CNSAS,Annuario
2004).
The CNSASis a nationalstructure,vvithanAssemblyof Representatives, a Council Board, a President and two Deputy Presidents. On the
mountain rescue training side, a National TechnicalSchool was established.In 2004 it relied on 29 NationalTechnicalInstructors.Specialized

Schools for physicians,avalanchesearchdogs and surfacesearchdogs are
alsopresent.On the local side,the CNSASis structuredin Regional Services, Zones and Stations. The Rescue Station is the operativebranch. It
managesmost rescues,under the directionand the responsibilityof a Station Head and a Deputy.The Zone is the managementstructure: it collects
several Stations under a Zone Head and a Deputy. A Regional Service
collects severalZones. It managesthe generalRegionalactivity,on both
the operativeand training side. Furthennore,it managespoliticalcontacts
with the RegionalPublicAdministration.In severalRegions,the CNSAS
has an agreementin order to provide an highly specializedmountainand
cave rescue service, in the frameworkof the Public EmergencyService
(usually identified with the toll-free emergencyphone number "ll8") .
Several National and Regional Laws recognize the CNSAS structure;
CNSASis a componentof the Civil Defenseat nationallevel.

21 Regional Mountain and Cave Rescue Services
32 Mountain Rescue Zones
255 Mountain Rescue Stations
15 Cave Rescue Zones
32 Cave Rescue Stations
7,151 Rescuers (243 Physicians)
5,188 Rescue Operations
5,595 Rescued People
29,983 Involved Members (Member/operation)
3,485 Helicopters

CNSAS

~]~

IZone Council

The Cave Rescue in Italy
The Cave Rescue is a specializedstructure inside the CNSAS, with
some autonomy.It collects about 700 members and it is managed by a
NationalHead and a Deputy,togetherwith a Council Board and a Zone
Head Board. Each Cave Rescue Zone is usually related to a single Region.At nationallevel, severalspecializedcommissionswere established:

Board

I

medical,technical,cave diving,blastfngtechniques,news agents.In Cave
Rescue, Station Heads are usually the operationalteam leader inside the
cave, while the overall operationmanagementand responsibilityfalls on
the Zone Head and its Deputy.
In addition to cave accidents, the Cave Rescue is involved also in
canyoningaccidents.This means that a canyoning commissionwas es-
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tablished,too. In many areas, MountainRescue Stationscan provide an
importantsupportin canyoningrescues.Manyminorcanyoningaccidents
are quicklyresolvedby the MountainRescuealone.
Luckily,cave accidentsare infrequent(in 2004: 13 accidentswith 24
victims). However,a cave rescue is often considereda big emergency,
due to its duration,large numberof involvedrescuersand impactover the
mediaboth at local and nationallevel.
On the technicaltraining side, a training plan was adopted.The plan
definesfive steps:
1. Admissiontests and introductorytraining;
2. Cave RescueOperator(in-cavebasic rescuetechniques);
3. Cave Rescue Technician(further technical and medical training,
helicopters,eventualsnow and avalanchetraining);
4. SpecializedTechnician(advancedrescuetechniques);
5. Team Leader (in-cave operations management,human resources
management,cooperationwith the operationhead).
Steps 2 to 5 are usually definedby three events:an initialprerequisite
test, a specifictraining(with final evaluation)and a periodicmaintenance
test. Each new entry must reach level 3 within four years.
A Cave Rescue Technical School was establishedin 2001 with the
task to providetechnicaltrainingto all membersof the CaveRescue.The
TechnicalSchoolis structuredin a National School(28 NationalInstructors) and in RegionalSchools,with RegionalInstructors.Steps 1 to 3 are
provided by the Regional School, while the national structureprovides
training to levels 4 and 5 and to Regional and National Instructors.In
cooperationwith the technical commission,an OperationManual ("Tecniche di Soccorsoin Grotta",at left) was publishedin 2002. In few years,
the TechnicalSchool was able to establish an organic training program
and to raise the general technical level of the Cave Rescue.The technical training model is now reachingmaturity.Its definitionrelied on past

workbt the commissions(mainlythe technicalone) andby the ZoneHead
Board; a first edition Cave Rescue Handbookwas publishedas several
bookletsfrom 1992to 1996.
A NationalSchoolfor CaveRescuePhysicianswas alsoestablished,in
order to updateand to share experiencesand techniques.

The managingheads
In Cave Rescue, the Zone Head is usually the generalmanager of a
rescue operation,with help from the DeputyHead. However,the overall
managementis a very complexand demandingtask, with severalcomponents to take care of:
• Coordinationof the operationteams;
rv1am1gc;1rn:;rn
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tions;
• Managementof contactswith LocalAuthorities;
• Managementof human and materialresources,logisticsand warehouse;
• Contactswith the Media;
• Contactswith the Air Force (helicopters);
• Contactswith other Zones;
• Contactswith the RegionalService;
• Contactswith the CaveRescueNationalHead and the Commission
Heads.
Technical,operational,logistic,media and political competencesare
needed,in the frameworkof a medicaland technicalemergency.The Zone
Head becomesa "disaster manager"of a very special kind. Of course a
singlepersonis not able to sustainsuch a workload.Usuallycontactswith
Media are deputedto a news agent, logisticsand warehouseto a specific
responsible.Nevertheless,the operationsmanagementneeds a small directionteam as the Head of OperationsStaff.
The normalmanagementof a CaveRescue Zone is also very demanding. The main tasks of a Zone Head are listedhere:
• GeneralZonemanagement:accounting,logistics,warehouse,communications,staff,updating
• Organizationof cave rescuepractices
• Organizationof trainingevents
• Organizationof promotionalevents
• Participationto regionaland nationalevents
• Funding
• Contactswith the Public Authorities:AdministrativeAuthorities,
Police, Civil Defense, Medical EmergencyService (118), Media
and so on.
Also in this case the Zone Head needs a smallstaff of peoplewho take
care of the differentresponsibilities.Some of these tasks come from the
fact that a Zone Head should act also as an "imagepromoter"for his/her
structure.Actually,in order to effectivelymanageall facetsof the charge,
a Zone Head shouldbe endowedwith competencesand experiencecomparableto those of a high level companymanager.Furthermore,the legal
responsibilitiesof the Zone managementare relevant. However, Cave
Rescuemembersand heads are volunteers;the time devotedto the Zone
managementis usuallystolenfrom the actualwork or fromthe socialand
familylife.
Managingchargesare elective.This means very few people have the
neededexperience,trainingand free time to be consideredoptimalcandidates.However,the organizationneeds to improveas far as possiblethe
trainingof its managingheads; it needs also to conveythe experienceof
its long-timeheads to the newly appointedones.Furthermore,a common

knowledgebackgroundis strategicasset establishingand improving
the competenceand the efficiencyof the organizationas a whole.
As a first step in the OperationsHead training, a "Zone Head Handbook" was developed; it was includedin the Cave

meetings, a training plan was defined and approved. It is structuredover
three years, with three training coursesand three updating courses.

Trainingcourses:
T 1 Operationsmanagement
T2 Basic Zone management (Laws, Insurances, External contacts,
Training)
T3 Advanced Zone management (Planning, Resource management,
Macro-emergencies)
Updatingcourses:
Ul Basic update: Communications
U2 Basic update: Role playing game on operationsmanagement
U3 Advancedupdate:Accounting,assessment,technicalupdate, other
CNSAS structures,PublicAdministrations

The roleplaying game at the 1999 Zone Head stage

Rescue Handbook as a separate booklet. In this way, each member
of the Cave Rescue was able to understandand accept the logics of the
rescue managementdirections.This means a further step toward the improvementof the overall structureeffectiveness.
A sirnulatedcave rescueoperationwas developed.It resulted in a "role
playinggame":a ''game master"(a kmg time headof operations)proposes
severaltypical situations,from the emergencyphone call to the operation
developmentand completion.Each participantreacts to the single situation and states its proposedactionsfor the future operationdevelopment.
The periodicZone Head Board meetingoften resulted in a brainstorming about actual accidents management. ln l 998 a three-days specific
OperationsHead stage was designedto share experiencesand to train on
specific topics. It was the first step tmvard a fom1altraining plan. The
stage was open also to interestedCave Rescue members,with the aim to
train in advance people who are willing to share the Zone management
load with the actual Zone Head. In this way, Zone Heads to-·bewere able
to gain competenceand confidencelong before the elections.The Operations Head stage \Vasorganizedannuallyuntil 2002.
In 2001 a large simulatedoperationwas designed in order to test the
Cave Rescue at a national level on a high depth and long duration emergency. From the OperationHeadspoint ofvie\:i/,it acted as a very detailed
and comprehensivefield training.

The school for cave rescue managers
At the end of 2003, the Zone Head Board charged a small team of
experts with the task to define the draft of a training plan. After several

In each year, a T course and a U course are organized.This means the
whole plan is as follows:
Year1: Tl Operationsmanagement
Ul Communications
Year2: T2 Basic Zone management
U2 Role playing game
Year3: T3 AdvancedZone management
U3 Advancedupdate
Such plan has two main rationales:
1. In a three year period, all basic and advancedtraining is provided.
SAS offices.This means an newly appointedZone Head or Deputy
can have its training within the office period. On the other side, an
interestedbut not yet appointedmembercan have a completetraining in an officeperiod, so as to be a competentcandidatein the next
period.
2. The most importantand urgent training,operationsmanagement,is
the first one to be provided. It is stressed again in the second year,
in the role playing game. The third year is reserved to advanced
topics.
Furthennore,the Schoolfor cave rescuemanagershas no fixedInstructor staff. The expert team manages the course organizationand defines a
detailed program. Each relation is assigned to a specific topic expert. In
this way, actual field experience is gathered together to build a whole
training framework.
Each T course is planned to last three days, and each U course is
planned to last two full days. The following tables show the six courses
program in deeper detail.
Tl - Operationsmanagement
Structureof CNSAS
Operations l - The call, summoningof teams
Operations2 - Operationsplanning
Operations3 -·Operationsexecution
End of operations
How to prepare for an emergency
Case studies
T2 - Basic Zone management

The OperationsRoom at the national high-depthpractice Matese 2001

Duties and responsibilitiesof CNSASoffices
The operativecenter,the warehouse,vehicles
Practicesplanning
ul SneleolO{IY

HellenicStu:leu!uqical
Society

Laws and rules, Zone bureaucracy,purchaseof goods,assemblysummoning
Personnelassessment
Contactswith local and nationalCNSASstructures
Case studies
T3 -Advanced Zone management
Purchaserules, bids
Accountingassessmentsand inspections
Disciplinaryactions
Persuasiontechniques
Operationallimits (in-scopeand out-of-scopeoperations)
Planningof inter-Zoneor nationalpractices
Accidentto a technicianin operation
Macro-emergency:definitionand operativestrategies
Case studies
Ul - Communications

Internal communications:theory of communicationmodels, disaster
managerand communication
Public communications:the news-agenttask, the media system, the
press conference,the TV interview
Communicationstools: cave phones, mobile phones, radios, radiolinks, mobilephone links
Exercises:bulletins,interviews, press conferences.
U2 - Roleplaying game
Full simulationof an operation
Managementof a Macro-emergency
Externaland internalsearchin an area with many caves
Searchof missingpeople in cave (managementof severalsearchteams
in parallel)
U3 -Advanced update
Qualitycontroland assessment
ISO 9000 rules
CNSAStechniques
Mountainrescuetechniques:
• Canyoning

• Avalanchesearchdogs
• Surfacesearchdogs
PublicAdministrationsand Corps:
• Fire Brigades:organizationand operations
• FinancialPolice:organizationand operations
• NationalForesterCorp:organizationand operations
• Civil Defense:organizationand operations
A note about the Public Corps: in Italy the FinancialPolicetraditionally patrols the national boundaries.It performs mountain rescue with
helicopters; also the Forester Corp, which patrols public forestedareas,
performsmountainrescue. On the other side, Fire Brigadesraiseda structure trained in technicalrescue(river,mountainand cave).
In 2004 the first courses were organized:Tl - Operationsmanagement and Ul - Communications.Each of themgatheredmostZoneHeads
and Deputies, and many other interestedCave Rescue members.About
40 people attended each course. Among the Tl invited speakers,there
were six in-charge- or past-NationalHeads or Deputiesand the two CNSAS Deputy Presidents.Relations detailed all aspects of a cave rescue
operationand the variousmanagementtasks. It was a very comprehensive
experienceand it providedthe participantswith a brainstormingaboutthe
many peculiaritiesof a cave rescue operation.Furthermore,the experience of the olderheads was collectedand rationalizedto the advantageof
the youngerones.
The communicationcoursewas compressedin just one day and a half,
due to externalreasons.In this way, it resultedtoo intensiveand it missed
most exercises. Anywayit provideda completeframeworkof caverescue
communication,from internalcommunicationbetweenoperationalteams
and the operationheads to media management.Also some StationHeads
attendedthis course.
In 2005 a secondnational long-durationpractice is plannedto be organizedin Sardiniain September.This is a largerole playinggame about
a cave rescue operationby itself, so the planned U2 course will be convertedto a set of actionsin parallelwith the main practice:internalsearch
of missing people,simulationof a secondaccidentand so on.
The Cave Rescuemanagerstrainingplan arouseinterestin the Mountain Rescue side of the CNSAS. Consideringthe National Heads, the
Regional Services Heads, the Zone Heads and Deputies and the Station Heads and Deputies,the CNSAShas more than 600 managersto be
trained. Most mountainrescue operationsare performedby small teams,
in cooperationwith the MedicalEmergencyService(118). However, several operations(canyoning, avalanche,surface search, big emergencies,

The course U2 - Communications(Bologna 2004): the attendance (left) , communicationbetween the in-cave physician(s) and the Operations Management(right).
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... ) deploy in a way similar to a typical cave rescue operation (long duration, many technicianinvolved,several teams in parallel, several helicopters, interactionwith Public Corps, high media profile, ...). In this sense
and in the general managementof a rescue organization,the experience
raised by the Schoolfor Cave Rescue Managersmay be very useful to the
CNSASas a whole.
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Chemical and stable isotopes profiles along two cores from the snow deposit in the Lo Le 1607 ice cave (Grigna Settentrionale, Italian Alps)
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Abstract
Two snow cores from the Lo Le 1607 "Crepaccio superiore in media
Val Laghetto" ice cave were analyzed for their chemical and stable isotopes composition.The cave, located at an altitude of 1948 m a.s.l., contains a snow deposit fed by windblown snow showing a yearly thickness
variabilityof some metres in connectionwith winter snow availability.
We compare data from the two snow cores data and discuss the characteristics and significanceof the observed enriched levels. A distinctive
pattern characteristicof the ablating top snow surface is described,with
particularattentionto the behaviourof those ions typical of the carbonatic
environment(Ca2+,Mg2+)when comparedto the other ions. These results
can be useful in developinga method for detection of buried ablation surfaces in cave snow cores. A first simple attempt to derive such a method
is proposed.

Introduction
The entrance to thr Lo Le 1607 "Crepaccio superiore in media Val
Laghetto" ice and snow cave is located at an altitude of 1948 m. a.s.l. on
the northern slope of Grigna Settentrionale(Central Italian Alps), in the
Moncodenohigh altitude karst area (Fig. l ). Surface morphology of the
area is dominatedby dolines, bare rock surfaces and karren. Buried karst
surface landfonns testify of a time when the very poor present soil cover
was more abundant. Field work started in 1999 and developed from a
generalsurveyof a selectionof the many caves known to host ice deposits
to the coring of two snow cores year 2000. Further work on cave ice in
the area is summarizedin Citterio et al. (in press); since autumn 2004 at a
nearby ice cave a large microclimaticsystem is collectingdata both from
the epigean and the hypogeanenvironmentsdown to a depth of 100 m.
The Lo Le 1607 is a small cave in the infiltration zone of a karstic
system decapitated by glacial exaration (Bini & Pellegrini, 1998). The
cave has been surveyedin the past decades and the presence of perennial

ice and snow deposits is reported since the first surveys (publishedmany
years later by Bini & Pellegrini, 1998),which also show a now obstructed
down-goingpassage in the ice . The present setting of the cave is shown
in Fig. 2: the snow deposit at the bottom of the entrance doline has an unknown depth and is directly and abundantly fed by snowfalls. Following
to the entrance of the cave and the steep debris slope is another snow deposit where accumulationis due to windblownsnow. In summer 1999the
deposit featured a statigraphycomposedof more than one hundred layers
over a total thickness of about 2.5 metres. These layers were bounded
by irregular undulated surfaces produced by refreezing of a usually millimetric wet snow level. The proximity to the cave entrance allows for
the relatively wide temperature oscillation needed for the development
of such features. The thickness of this deposit showed a rapid variability:
the few metres observedduring summer 1999were found to have reduced
to less than one metre when the cores have been drilled in summer 2000.
Nevertheless,the two short cores allowedprecise samplingand high quality samples for chemical and isotopical analyses. At the time of drilling
the snow deposit was undergoing a strong ablation phase also promoted
by sparse dripping from the cave roof.
The interest for ice and sno\Ydeposits in caves is mostly connected
with the attempt to use them as sources of past environmentaldata, both
for the last years or tens of years (in the case of deposits near to the cave
entrance) and for the last centuries or even thousands of years (at deeper
and more stable ice deposits). Dating by various techniques at some ice
caves have already confirmedthe existence of cave ice deposits reaching
these ages (Serban et al., 1967; Achleitner, 1995; Citterio et al., 2005).
Nevertheless,for a snow or ice cave deposit to be a viable source of information about the past, it has not only to represent a long time intervalwith
good resolution, but its stratigraphy also has to be clearly defined. Most
importantly,melting episodes resulting in stratigraphic gaps have to be
readily recognizable someway. Direct observation of vertical exposures
on the sides of the deposits are not always available or even reliable, and
the advantagesof working on ice and snow coresback in a cold room calls
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Figure 1 - Map of the Moncodenoarea; the black dot marks the locationof the Lo Le 1607cave,

LO LC 1607 "Crepaccio Superiore in
Media Val Laghetto" ice cave
10m

Figure 2 - Plan and verticalcrossmaps of the Lo Le 1607cave (simplifiedand updated
from Bini & Pellegrini,1998),

for the developmentof practicalmethods for detectingablationsurfaces
buriedby successiveaccumulationevents.What makesthis an even more
challengingissueis the presentlack of a crystallographicand texturalevolutio model of snow in cave environments.Due to the differentthermal
regimesof ice caveswith respectto epigeansnowcovers,the well known
sequence of recrystallizationstages involved in metamorphismof snow
into firn can be expectednot to be immediatelyportableto hypogeansnow
evolution (Per~oiu,pers. comm.). Similarly,snow compositionprofiles
availablefrom the nivologicaland glaciologicalliteraturemay not be directly comparedwith findingsfrom cave environment.

Matherialsand methods
Manytechnicaldetailsare involvedboth in field and laboratoryoperations on ice cores. The EnvironmentalSciencesDepartment(DISAT)at
the Universityof MilanoBicoccais active in leadingice drillingprojects
in Antarcticaand the Alps;buildingon this expertise,researchassets and
resourceswe cored a total of four cores in the Moncodenoarea (Italy),
and a fifth one in the Padi~area (Romania)in cooperationwith the Cluj
sectionof the SpeleologyInstitute"E. Racovita"of the RomanianAcademy of Sciences.For the Lo Le 1607 snow core, the same conventional
lightweightcorerused in all of the othercaveswas selected.The drillhead
is an aluminiumring bearing three hard metal alloy knives of selectable
shape and geometry.The stainlesssteel corer barrel has an internaldiameter of 10 cm, it is 1 m long and it can accept up to 60 or 70 cm of ice
in every single run. Its externalhelicoidaltrail drives the ice chips to the
upper part where two windowslet them enter and collect in a chamber.
Rotationis providedby a 220 V, 1.5 kW low rpm electricengineand the
operatorboth suppliesthe thrust force and contraststhe torquemanually;
a heavy duty power line was used to connect to a 2.5 kW power unit
locatednear the entranceof the cave. The core was drilled from the top
surface of the snow deposit down to the coarse rock debris found at the
bottomof the snow deposit.The cold transportfrom the coringplace was
a two steps process: first, the cores were immediatelyclosed in plastic
bags, hauled to the surface inside sections of rigid PVC pipe to protect
them fromhandlingshocks,and placed in insulatedboxes cooledby solid
CO2; at the end of the coringoperationsthe boxeswere taken downvalley
with the help of two mules and finallyto cold storageby car. Once in the
cold room of the Universityof Milano Bicocca the cores were cut with
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Results
Chemicalprofiles (Fig. 3) show a pattern consistentlypresent in both
the cores and for any of the measuredionicspecies:the topmost5 cm high
sample is always more enriched than the sample immediatelybelow it,
usually by three to five times. The strongenrichmentof the topmostsample can be clearlyobservedin everyplot.A strongpeak in the Ca2+content
and a lower one for Mg2·1·, typical ions of the carbonaticenvironment, can
be observedboth in the 1650-1and in the 1650-2cores at a depth of 35
cm and 20 cm respectively.No significantenrichmentin any other ion has
been found at these same depths. Cave samples show lower values than
samplesfrom an old snow patch sampled in the cave area in June, 2001
(Tab. 1) with the exceptionof Ca2+and Mg2+,which are more abundantin
the cave samples.

a band saw and 5 cm thick continuoussamples were cut for chemistry,
stable oxygen isotopes,pollen content and insolubleparticles analyses.
This samplingprocedureof the core, which producesa virtuallycontinu. ous recordof equal,regular,prismaticsubsamplesunder controlledconditions, is impossibleto be reliablycarriedout in the field.
The chemicalanalyseshave been carriedout by ionic chromatography
on meltedand 0.45 µm filteredsamplesat the AnalyticalChemistryDept.,
Universityof Firenze;the oxygenisotopesanalyseshave been performed
at the Geological,Environmentaland Marine SciencesDept., University
of Trieste.
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36
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24

14

152
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Table 1 - Major ions averagecontentin the two snow cores (5 cm high continuous samples), in samplesfrom a nearby epigean old snowpatch and in
the Colledel Lys core (this last data set is from Radice,2000).

low similartrends in the two cores (Fig. 3) but, despitehavingbeen cored
in two very near locations (less than one metre apart from each other)
the 1607-1 core has a higher ionic content. The correlationcoefficient
matrixesfor both cores are similar and Tab. 2 showsthe correlationcoefficientmatrix for the 1607-1core.

When consideringas a rough referencethe averageddata from an Alpine glacierhigh altitudecoring (Colledel Lys Glaciercore, representing
the 1971to 1997snow accumulation),where seasonalityhas been found
to be particularlystrongin NH/, NO3- and SO/ contents(Radice,2000),
it can be seen that these same ionic species show the largest differences
betweencave and epigeanold snowpatch data. The chemicalprofilesfol-
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Table2 - Correlationcoefficientsmatrix for the 1607-1core data.
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Figure3 - Majorions contentprofilesalongthe two snow cores (5 cm high continuoussamples).The strongenrichmentof the topmostsample
canbe clearlyobservedin everyplot.Verystrongpeaksin the contentsof ca2
+andMg2+,typicalof the carbonaticenvironment,canbe observed
at a certaindepthin both the cores,while the otherions consistentlyfeaturea fairlyconstantcontent,withoutshowingany enrichmentat that
samedepth(see the textfor a discussionof thispatterns).Concentrations
in ppb,depthsin cm.
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As can be seen from Tab. 2, while in general the correlation coefficients are quite high, the correlation coefficientsof Ca+is very low with
any other ionic species exceptMg2+.
8180 values are remarkablyconstantalongthe core length(fig. 4), with
average values of -6.0 and -6.1 %0in the two cores. The chemical and
oxygen stable isotopes plots with depth show no correlation,being the
constant8180 values does not reflecting neither the generalizedionic enrichmentat the top of the core, nor the deeper Ca2+peak describedabove.

Discussionand conclusion
The main focus of our discussionwill deal with the different nature
of the two levels of comparativeiyhigher ionic contentwhich have been
found in the two snow cores from the LO LC 1607 ice cave. Further discussionmay deal with the lower content in most ionic species (notablyin
the industry-relatedspeciessuch as SOt) with respectto the Colle del Lys
core, despitethe fact that the latter is from a:site located at much higher
an altitude,but this falls beyond the main purpose of this paper, which is
to investigatethe feasibility of detecting stratigraphicdiscontinuitiesin
the snow deposit.The fundamentaldifferencebetween the two enriched
levels, which are found one at the very top of the core and the other at
the depths of 35 and 20 cm in the 1607-1and 1607-2cores respectively,
is the enrichmentin all ionic species opposed to the enrichmentin Ca2+
(and to a lesser extent, ofMg 2+)only. The commonfeature of both levels
is the completeabsenceof any correspondingsignal in the oxygen stable
isotopes ratio data. In order to interpret the evidences found, it is necessary to take into account the setting of the investigatedsnow deposit,
and its consequenceson the accumulation,possible contaminationand
ablation of the deposit. The coring location is a few metres inside the
cave and is not reachableneither by free falling snow nor by avalanching
snow because of the peculiar internal topography of the selected cave.
Accumulationis thus represented by windblown snow only, the strong
winds being also responsiblefor the presence in the cave of leaves from
the broadleafforest a few hundredmetres of altitudelower.This accumulationprocesscan also be expectedto mix to some extentthe snow before
it enters the cave, thus smoothingthe chemicaland isotopicaldifferences
of the various snowfalls.Dusts are also likely to be blown into the cave
by the strong winds. The deep Ca2+ and Mg2+ enriched levels are clearly
relatedto contributionsfrom the carbonaticenvironment,either under the
form of aerosolsdue to water drippingand enrichedin these ionic species
typical of the carbonatic environmentor to the presence of light windblown layers of carbonaticdust of local origin or finally to other means
of contaminationof the snow deposit by rock derived content. It is also
likelythat this processis acting slowly in nature,so that the Ca2+peak will
only developduring a temporaryaccumulationstop. The differentdepths
at which this level is found in the two cores is an effect of the different

thickness of the snow deposit in the two coring sites and it is interesting
to observe that, when measured with referenceto the bottom of the core,
they it is found at 10-15 cm in both of the cores. This last note actually
supports the described genetic model of the deep enriched layer, since it
is more likely that a roughly regular surfacewas producedby windblown
snow accumulationinstead than by ablation. In facts, the ablationsurface
at the time of coring was quite undulatedand irregular.
As for the enrichedsurface level, we must excludeany processleading
both to isotopic fractionationor allowing for the preferential accumulation of certain ions at the top of the deposit.Warm season ablation in the
cave can be considered as dominatedby melting, being the humid, cold
and solar radiation shielded cave environmentnot favourableto significant evaporationand sublimationprocesses. During the ablation season,
as was the case at the time of coring, the snow deposit is melting and
the surface of the snow gets enriched in ionic content without undergoing any significant isotopic fractionation;this may be accompaniedby
some amount of percolationthrough the first millimetresand centimetres
of snow by the slightly ~nrichedmeltwaters.During the frequent cloudy
weathersome small and isotopicallyundetectableamountof condensation
on the snow surface may also take place from the humid air enteringthe
cave, but the dominantphenomenonseems to be acting concentratingin
the top surfacethe ionic contentalreadypresent in the meltingsnow,since
the ratio betweendifferent ions remains roughly constant.
Unfortunatelythe short length of the two cores prevented from fully
investigatingthe occurrenceand characteristicsof a series of many high
concentration layers, but it is obvious that a new accumulation event
wouldhave buried the surfacelevel here describedand a new surfacelevel
would have startedgetting enrichedduring the followingablationphase.
These observationsmakes for the main conclusions of this work: it
seems possible to detect from chemicaland isotopicalprofiles the occurrence of missing gaps (marked by peaks in the content of every ion and
constant 8180 values) or even of stopped accumulation(marked by Ca2+
and Mg2+peaks only and constant 8180 values). Further work on this and
other similar cave deposits is needed in order to confirm the reliability
and convenienceof this method and to refine the suggestedmodels for the
developmentof the enriched levels.
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The speleologist's psychologyand fears
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Abstract
Key words: Fear of the unknown,confrontingpanic, cave phobia, inner self.
I have a fear of falling!What about you?
I was always afraid of falling!I understoodthen that the fall will not
kill you! The fall is a journey downwards...What kills you is... the sudden
stop at the END! The evolutionof the humanspeciesdependson the type
of informationthat they seceivefromthe environment.All creaturesneed
to feel secure and this applies mainly to the human creatures. Withouta
sense of security,our nerveswouldbe shredded.On the other hand, when
. our lives become easy and without problems, we tend to become inactive and relaxed. Maybe we would even commit suicide, if we cross the
borderto the unreasonable.Manypeoplewant to do somethingbut do not
know how. So, they start searchingthe mysteries.The feelingsproduced
by mysteriesare fear, anxietyand surprise.However,it is surprisinghow
little we know about fear itself. Basically,it is primitive animal feeling
that exists in order to protect the integrityor securityof the person.It is a
defensemechanismor a mechanismfor maintainingthe safety limits.
However,the messagewe try to send out is which way can we convert the unknownand unfriendlyenvironmentinto familiarthroughdirect
contact with it. First of all, it should be noted that very often nowadays
the term "phobia" is used in a wrongway. Opposedto "fear", a "phobia"
has no direct and real object. Therefore,the "threats" we receive are imaginaryand originatein our minds.The fear of heightsas well as claustrophobia can be overcome.
Having these phobias, before each descendthe descendermust convince himself on the reason of his descend inside the cave, since very
often he is not sure of what he is about to do. The answer could be easy:
simplecuriosity!The secretof successin life is to dare take risks.Weneed
to defy fear and go on in life, even if we are terrified.In this way, we will
eventuallycoguerour fear.Wemust confrontfear and win a very powerful
and mercilessenemy:our negativefeelings.
We confrontour other self, our inner self. The need for a personaldialogue with ourselvesis created.The other self that we obstinatelykept in
dark, breaks free and comessearchingfor us. And maybebecausemost of
the times that other self is the true self while we are the false, the victory
belongsto him and in a way to us as well, since we are the other half.
Panic does not allow the mind to think, to combine, to devise and to
invent. It is a matter of faith. Panic brings up on the surface all our hidden fears, makes us feel that suddenlywe are the center of the word and
that even worse things will come in a few moments. The modem cave
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explorermay nevermeetthe variousmythologycreatures,but he is sureto
confrontthem all at once, insidehis own self. Ifhe managesto masterthis
other self, then he will have achievedthe much desiredself-knowledge.
The fear of death is the biggest and most importantfear of people.
Due to the fact that we do not know exactlywhat death is, what awaits
us after death, in essencethe fear of death is nothingmore that the fear of
the unknown.
And w~at is exactlythat renownedself-knowledge?The personturns
to himself,time stops and you realize that the world is differentworlds
inside other worlds! When you detect the evil standingin front of you,
in essenceyou detect the evil inside you. When you detect the good in
anything,it' s becauseyou are good inside.
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The formation "scientific team-member" of the French Federation of Speleology
S. Jamet, n. CaiHwl, M. Meyssormier
CommissionscientffiqueLyon - France

Abstract:

The formation "scientific team-member" of the French Federation of Speleology
The French Federation of Speleology set up, since 1998, a new formula of scientific training
course. The training course lasts 5 days and constitutes a module of the formation of the
monitors of speleology. The formation is open to all autonomous speleologists and the
traineescarry them out even observations in hydrology, geomorphology, biospeology or
archaeology. At the end of the formation,a reportand articles are published.
Key-words : Scientific formation, French Federation of Speleology

Resume:
La Federation Frarn;aise de Spelfologie a mis en place, depuis 1998, une nouvelle formule de
stage scientifique. Le stage dure 5 jours et constitue un module de la formation des moniteurs
de speleologie. I1 reste cependant ouvert a tous speleologues autonomes. Durant le stage, les
stagiaires realisent eux meme des observations dans le domaine de l'hydrologie, de la
geomorphologie, de la biospeologie ou de l' archeologie. A l' issu du stage, un rapport et des
articles sont publies.
Mots des : Stage scientifique, formation, Federation Fram;aise de Speleologie

L'enseignement scientifique
Speleologie

ala Federation Fran~aise de

Il a toujours ete present. Depuis la construction des premiers stages de speleologie et en
particulier de formation de cadres, ceci, avant meme l' existence de la Federation Frarn;aise de
Speleologie, le souci d'un contenu scientifique accompagnant la technique a ete present.
Parmi les artisans de cette epoque citons Pierre Chevalier ou Philippe Renault. Plus tard dans
les annees 70, Font d'Urle (Sud Vercors) sera le theatre d'une serie de stages techniques et
scientifiques marquants. Vers la fin des annees 80, autour de Philippe Valet et Pierre
Mouriaux, une serie de stages scientifiques se met en place avec une implication forte des
commissions enseignement et scientifique de la Federation Fram;aise de Speleologie. Ces
formations ciblees pour les cadres de l'Ecole Fran~aise de Speleologie sont d'une tres bonne
qualite mais ne font pas toujours le plein de stagiaires.

Dans les annees 90, Jacques Bauer organise autour de la Pierre Saint Martin une serie de
stages orientes sur la connaissance de ce magnifique massif. Le succes est grand.
En fin a partir de 1998, avec l' aide de Remy Limagne puis celle de Joel Possich, nous mettons
dans le cadre de la reforme des stages de formation de I'Ecole Fran~aise de Speleologie, une
nouvelle grille pour les stage s scientifiques (fig. 1).
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Figure 1 : Organigramme des stages de l 'Ecole Franfaise de Speleologie et place des
formations scientifiques.

Le stage « Equipier scientifique »
D' une dun~e de cinq jours, le stage national « equipier scientifique » de la commission
scientifique est aussi le module 2 du cursus moniteur. Quand en 1998, l'idee a germe de
refondre la formation des moniteurs de speleologie, il devenait aussi necessaire de relancer
l' activite enseignement au sein de la commission scientifique. De 1998 a 2004, sept stages ont
eu lieu autour de cette formule: la grotte du Chateau de la Roche (Doubs), la grotte de
Foissac (A veyron), le systeme de Foussoubie (Ardeche ), la Cabome de Menouille (Jura), le
reseau de Pont de Ratz (Herault), la Pierre Saint Martin (Pyrenees-Atlantiques) et la Cocaliere
(Ardeche).

En 1998 a lieu a la grotte du Chateau de la Roche, dans le Doubs, le premier stage « equipier
scienti fique ». Ce fut un stage tres sympathique ou tout le monde a pu travailler sur cette
cavite passionnante (realisation d'un trac;age et d'observations geomorphologiques).
Cependant l'heterogeneite du niveau des stagiaires ne facilita pas le deroulement du stage (un
stagiaire quasi debutant en speleo, un autre deja instructeur. .. ). II devenait necessaire de
definir un referentiel precis et de fixer un niveau d'entree au stage. La reforme de la formation
moniteur allait le permettre.
Des lors, le stage se structure autour d'une duree et d'un canevas. II repond a uncertain esprit,
celui de former des speleologues deja autonomes a des techniques de releves et d'observations
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en grotte. II devient necessaire que les stagiaires arrivent avec uncertain niveau minimum de
pratique de speleologie. Ceux qui sont deja initiateur ont une pratique de speleologue
satisfaisante. Il est demande aux autres stagiaires d'etre totalement autonomes en progression
souterraine avec un sac pour une dun~e de 6 a 8 heures. lls doivent, en outre. conna1tre les
techniques de topographie soutenaine (leve et report avec la methode graphique au moins).
Avec un groupe de stagiaires plus homogene en niveau, mais qui reste heureusement divers en
origine, il devient plus riche d' attaquer directement les techniques d~observations face a un
public de toute fa~on a l' aise sous terre.
Car l'objectif n'est pas de faire en cinq jours des scientifiques du karst, mais bien de former
des speleologues aux techniques scientifiques du karst. On entre en science non pas par des
cours et des exposes, mais directement en manipulant sur (et sous) le terrain des instruments,
des appareils qui sont ceux de la science. Ce n'est qu'apres, pris par le gofit de !'acquisition
des donnees (et de la restitution) que les stagiaires se plongeront dans les bouquins,
rejoindront les col loques et autres rencontres et finalement animeront la vie scientifique de
leur region. L' esprit du stage, ce n' est done pas : <<venez 1n' ecouter, je vais vous parler de
mon karst >>(meme si ce type d'approche est dans le stage quand meme), c'est plut6t de dire:
« faites le vous meme, ce n' est pas si difficile, vous y prendrez gout ».

L'organisation du stage<< Equipier scientifique »
La cavite etudiee, ou portion de cavite, est choisie en fonction d'un objectif avant tout
pedagogique : richesse et diversite des problematiques, potentiels attractifs du site, difficultes
techniques limitees et surtout temps d' acces au site d' observation reduit au minimum.
L'equipe d'animation est pensee autour de deux poles, celui des encadrants et celui des
intervenants.
Les encadrants sont des instructeurs (necessaires pour val ider le module 2 du curs us
moniteur), des moniteurs en cycle instructeur ou non et enfin un ou deux speleos « du coin »
qui connaissent parfaitement le massif, assurent le relais avec les speleologues locaux. Les
intervenants sont des specialistes regionaux en geologie, geomorphologie ou hydrologie et des
specialistes de leur discipline. Ils ne participent pas a 1'organisation du stage mais
interviennent ponctuellement avec leur specialite. La duree de leur intervention varie d' un
court expose en salle a plusieurs jours de presence sur le ten-ain. Ils font veritablement la
richesse du stage. Tant6t universitaires, tant6t personneis des administrations de l'etat (service
archeologie de la Direction Regionale des Affaires Culturelles par exemple), tantot
specialistes reconnus, ils sont geologues, geomorphologues, hydrogeologues, archeologues,
biospeleologues, historiens etc ...

Figure 2 : Jacques Bauer explique la geologie de la Pierre Saint Martin. Stage juillet 2003.
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Quel que soit le lieu , queue que soit la cavite, le deroulement du stage est calque sur un
canevas qui sans etre rigide structure les cinq journee s du stage en deux periodes
respectivement de deux et trois jours (fig. 3).

Figure 3 : Organisation du stage sur un canevas de cinq jours.
Le lundi commence par une prise de contact avec l' ensemble du groupe. La journee est
ensuite consacree a la visite de la region. Sur la journee, il doit etre possible de <<faire le tour
du massif>>, c' est a dire d' en perce voir sa dimension generale, de comprendre et voir les
zones d'alimentation , le ou les exutoires ..Un phenomene geologique particulier peut etre
reconnu, une grotte touristique visitee, une petite cavite aux remplissages interessants est
parcourue.
Le jour suivant (mardi) est consacre a la cavite proprement dite, que l'on parcours si possible
sur une large portion en prenant le temps de se poser et de discuter frequemment C' est a ce
moment la que I' equipe (stagiaires et encadre ment) se retrouve face aux sites qui seront les
enjeux des etudes de la suite du stage. On se pose des questions, on realise quelques premieres
observations et on oriente les themes des etudes a faire . Le soir, le groupe est divise en equipe
generalement de trois stagiaires. Chaque equipe prend en charge un theme. L' une va par
exemple relever les concretions erodees dans cette portion de galeries et en faire un report
cartographique pour determiner une surface de pointe de crue. U ne autre va realiser une petite
operation de tra<;age pour apprecier la variabi1ite des vitesses de deplacement d' un nuage
colore en fonction de la morphologie des conduits. Une troisiem e va relever des anciennes
traces d' exploitation de minerai pour positionner correctement un balisage de protection. Une
demiere va conduire un preinventaire des especes souterraines pour apprecier leur evolution
dans l' espace de la cavite.

Figure 4 : Lever topograpliique dans la salle Chevalier. Stage juillet 2003.
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Ces differents travaux, les stagiaires vont les mener en autonomie quasi-complete au cours
des joumees du mercredi et du jeudi. C'est adire que sur le terrain, accompagnes d' une ou
deux personnes ressources, ils vont conduire eux memes leurs experiences de terrain, noter
seuls le fruit de leurs observations, gerer integralement leur equipe, le materiel necessaire
etc ... De retour en salle, ils vont mettre au propre ces donnees, completer eventuellement les
observations (analyse du tra~age au spectrocolorimetre, identification des especes
recoltees ... ). Jusqu' au vendredi midi, ils devront produire un texte et des figures. Ces
demieres doivent refleter au mieux le fruit de leurs observations (topos, coupes, graphes,
schema ... ). Le texte doit comporter au minimum : le nom des participants, la problematique,
les outils employes, les observations realisees et eventuellement une interpretation de ces
observations. A l' issue du stage, les equipes produisent generalement 3 a 6 figures et un texte
de 2 a 8 pages. L'asp ect <<interpretations des resultats » n'es t pas patticulierement pousse
dans le stage, non que cela ne soit pas interessant ou que les stagiaires n'en soient pas
capables, mais pour bien montrer le caractere fondamental des observations brutes
correctement mises au propre et bien presentees.
Le vendredi apres midi enfin est le moment des echanges. Chaque equipe presente (avec des
transparents ou grace a un videoprojecteur) les observations qu'elle a menees et mises au
propre au cours de ces deux jours et demi de fin de stage. C' est ace moment que l' on prend la
veritable mesure de la moissen de donnees que peut apporter une equipe meme reduite sur un
espace bien limite dans un temps tres court.

Figure 5 : Identification

a la loupe binoculaire

des especes recoltees dans le systeme de la
Cocaliere. Stage avril 2004.
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Les resultats de cette formation
IIs sont ala fois nombreux et pourront apparaitre disparates et peu aboutis. A chaque stage, un
rapport est realise. II comprend outre les. informations generales sur le deroulement du stage,
la totalite des observations menees par les differentes equipes sur chacun des themes. C' est le
corps du rapport. II est suivi de complements bibliographiques, et d'un ensemble de photos
mustrant la semaine passee ensemble. Au dela de cette production papier, tiree a une centaine
d'exemplaire et diffusee le plus largement possible, des articles ont ete realises dans les actes
de la rencontre d' octobre (de 1998 a 2004 _sansinterruption). Cette valorisation du travail du
stage etait au depart reaJisee par l'equipe d'encadrement Mais de plus en plus, on voit les
stagiaires prendre en charge eux-memes cette partie et presenter les resultats de leurs travaux.
En outre, d'anciens stagiaires realisent des observations dans leur region, d'autres participent
a l'encadrement du stage« equipier scientifique », d'autres structurent la vie scientifique de
leur Comite Speleologique Regionaux ou de leur Comite Departementaux de Speleologie.
Tout ceci constitue un premier pas qui devrait a terme relancer les observations menees en
grotte et motiver la publication, speleologique regionale ou nationale.
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QattineAzar Cave in Lebanon:From Speleologyto Socio Economic Development.
Le gouffre de Qattine Azar - Liban ~ De la speleologievers un d.eveloppementsodo-economique
Antoine Comaty & Jad Saadeh
AssociationLibanaised'Etudes Speleologiques-ALES

Discoveredin summer 1996and exploredby membersof Association
Libanaised'Etudes Speleologiques(ALES), Qattine Azar is the second
deepestsinkholein Lebanon(-515m).Its total known developmentreaches 4365mand explorationis still on going.
At its bottom and through the "Galerie de la jonction" the sinkhole
links to an undergroundriver of 1800mlength with a flow of 8000 cubic
meters per day. The importanceof such a river in a mountainousarea
where potable water is an urgent need, has pushed the Governmentof
Lebanonto undertakea completestudy of the network in order to tap the
water,raise it to the surface and distributeit to 22 villages in the nearby
area,A professionaltopographicalsurveyeffectedby the Frenchtopographe speleologistMr. Paul Coubonwith the supportof Lebanesespeleologists allowed locatingon the surfacethe QattineAzar's terminal lake. A
further electromagneticpositioningconfirmedthe accuracy location of
the terminallake position.
By late 2003 the first boreholeof 285 meters depth pierce the ceiling
of the terminal lake. ALES speleologistswill report his exact point of
emergencecomparedto the room dimensions,thus allowingfurtherthree
boreholesto be drilled successfullyby end of year 2004. Furthermore,in
an attemptto find the originof water,ALESspeleonautesdived the upper
sump searchingfor the origin of the water. Due to narrow passagesthey
wereunableto crossit. Actuallyexplorationis focusedon a lateralgallery
by use of artificialclimbing.

Liban, pays petit par sa superficie(10450 km) mais le plus riche au
Moyen-Orientavec la Turquiepar la diversitede son monde souterrain,
que les speleologueslibanaisont inventoriedepuis plus de soixanteans.
Plus de cinq cent cavitesace jour ont ete recenseesdont 293 ont un developpementOUun denivelesuperieura 20 metres.
Le Liban occupe la limite ouest de l'Orient arabe. Il est constituepar
une cotebordeepar la mer Mediterraneeet par deuxchainesmontagneuses
dont le point culminantest a 3083m.Ces deux chainessont separeespar
la riche plaine agricole de la Beqaa. Le relief karstique represente65%
de sa superficie. Avec une pluviometrieannuelle moyenne de 900mm
et un enneigementhivemal de ses haut plateaux,de nombreusessources
jaillissent du flanc de ses montagneset a travers d'impetueux torrents
printaniersencaissesdans des gorgesprofondes,elles vont se jeter dans
la Medherranee.
En 1996 les speleologues de l' ALES decouvrent a 1415 metres
d'altitude un nouveau gouffre « Qattine Azar» ou ils atteignent a -437
metresune belle riviere souterrainequi se terminea -515m dans un vaste
siphonen forme de lac de 34m x 18m(voir plan et coupe).

Une colorationa la fluoresceinepermet de connaitrela resurgencede
l'eau qui emergeapres 14jours non loin de la mer, a +60m, dans la tres
belle grotte d' Antelias soit un parcours de 15 km a vol d' oiseau et un
deniveled'environ 900 metres a partir du siphonterminal.
La decouverte d'une richesse hydraulique aussi importante pousse
le Gouvemement.Libanaisa entreprendreune etude exhaustive du reseau souterrain en vue d'une exploitationde ces eaux pour permettre
l'alimentationen eau de 22 villages de la region du Metn Nord. En effet
ces regions intensivementhabitees en periode estivale souffrentprecisement d'un rationnementd'eau important durant les mois d'ete. L'eau
a venir facilitera ainsi un developpementsocio-economiquepuisque ce
projet de captagesera suivipar la constructiond'un lac collinairequi collectera les eaux de pluies pour des besoins d'irrigation. Ainsi, le cumul
des eaux de ces deux projets sera suffisantpour avoirun bilan hydraulique
positif couvrantles besoinsjusqu'a l'an 2035. Ceci favoriserale developpementtant de l'activite estivaletouristiqueque celle de !'agriculture.
Pour les speleologues,la tache requise est ardue. En premier lieu, il
s'agit de delimiter exactementen surface l'emplacementdu lac terminal
pour y effectuerdes foragespermettantainsi de pomperl' eau sur une hauteur de 280 metrespour la distribuera travers canalisationset reservoirsa
toute la region avoisinante.
Pour y parvenir, les speleologuesvont collaboreractivementavec le
B.T.D.,(Bureau Techniquepour le Developpement),bureau d'ingenieur
conseil specialise en hydraulique,dans le but d'etablir un releve topographiqueprecis du reseaudepuisl' entree du gouffrejusqu' au lac terminal
et cela a travers une successionde puits dont l'un d'entre eux est le plus
profond au Moyen-Orient(180 metres),pour atteindrela base du gouffre.
A partir de ce point, il fautparcourir450 metresde galeriessinueusespour
rejoindre le cours de la riviere, puis suivre l'eau sur 1800metres en vue
d'arriver au lac terminal.Deux campagnestopographiquesseront lancees
durant les etes de 1997 et 1998 sous la directiondu topographefran9ais
Paul Courbon.Un camp de base est installe a la base des puits a-412 m
car la topographiede la section aval jusqu'au lac terminal prendra trois
jours de suite. Apres la projection en surface de la riviere souterraine,
!'emplacementdu lac souterrainse trouve delimitesur une des gorgesdu
Nahr Beyrouth. Pour y parvenir,il faut percer une route de 1200metres
de long a partir du village de Aintoura.
Des mesures de debit de la riviere souterraine montrent un debit
d'etiage de 8000 m3/jour dont 6000 m3/j sont exploitableset qui peuvent etre augmentejusqu'a 9000 m3/jour durant la periode hivemale et
printaniere.
De plus un positionnement de l' emplacement du lac terminal par
la methode electromagnetiquesous la direction de Joan Erra est effectue en 1999. Elle viendra confirmer les resultats de la topographieet
Jc/thfn!ernnlionul Co11messof
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ainsi la marge d'erreur n'est plus que de l'ordre de 2 metres ce qui est
pleinementsatisfaisantcar une erreur d'emplacementdu lac terminal entrainant des cofits de forageseleves aurait pu entrainerl' arret des travaux
et l'annulation de la suite du projet (voir article de Mr. Paul Courbon:
Modes de positionnementtopographiqueet electromagnetiqued'un siphon. Kastologiano. 40 Pl9-26 du 2/2002).
La mission des speleologues de l' ALES va reprendre a partir de
l'automne 2003 au moment ou le premier forage debute. 11s'agit en effet
de situer exactementl'emplacementde l'emergencedu forage dans le lac
terminal par rapport aux parois en vue de delimiter l'endroit du forage
suivant. Les speleologuesde l' ALES sont au rendez-vouset les informations retransmisespar cable telephoniqueala surfacepermettentde fixer
le point exact du second forage. 11est prevu d'implanter trois forages sur
une distance n'excedant pas 15 metres de long et 7 metres de large pour
qu'ils atteignent la partie profonde du lac. Pius de 20 missions vont se
succeder durant l'annee 2004 entrainantde longs sejours souterrainsexcedant achaque fois les 30 heures avec des arrets au le camp de base. En

definitif 3 forages d'exploitationde 44 cm de diametre ont atteint le lac
terminal.11sont ete tubes et sont prets arecevoir 3 pompes submersibles
qui refoulerontl'eau vers la surface285 metresplus haut.
De par sa conception,c'est un projet unique au Moyen-Orientet peu
repandumondialementcar i1est tres rare qu'une etude speleologiquedetaillee entraineun captagereussi aune aussi grandeprofondeur.Le Gouvemement libanais deceme aux speleologuesde 1'ALES la medaille en
Argent du Merite Libanais avec Palmes le 25 Novembre2004 en reconnaissance des services rendus dans la reussite de.ce projet tant dans sa
partie de decouverteque dans l'execution des travauxdemandes.
Les explorationsdu reseau ne sont pas encore terminees.Les speleonautes de l'ALES ont effectuesdes plongees dans le siphon amont d'ou
emergela riviere souterrainesans reussir ale franchiret des galeriesparalleles sont actuellementsous exploration.Le developpementtotal du reseau atteint 4365 m faisant de QattineAzar le gouffre le plus developpe
duLiban.
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Photo 1: La rivieresouterrainese deversantdans le lac terminal.

Photo 2: Premierforage reussi. Le trepande laJoreuseperce leplafondpres de laparoi
droite du lac terminal.
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Photo 3: Dans la partie profonde du lac, trois cables d'acier descendus de la surface et marquespar des
turbansrougesindiquent! 'emplacementdesforages.

Photo 4 : Puits de 43m la remonteede deux speleologuessur !es
cordes.
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The role of chemicalweatheringin the erosional speleogenesisof some caves in igneous rocks
L.D. Hose
National Cave and Karst ResearchInstitute, 1400 UniversityDrive, Carlsbad,NM 88220 USA

Abstract
Long mislabeledas "talus" caves, several of the most notable caves
in.crystallinerocks in the westernUnited Stateshave little or no association with talus. The thirteencaves of the Lost Creek Systemin Colorado,
HurricaneCave on Pikes Peak, Colorado,and the Greenhornand Millerton Lake Caves in Californiahave formed through a three- to four-step
process in which talus building processesplay only a minor, or no, role.
The Colorado caves formed in the potassium feldspar and biotite-rich
ProterozoicPikes Peak granite. The Californiacaves formed in a Cretaceous quartz monzonite(tonalite).All these sites lie within major mountain ranges that have been subject to intense tectonism, which caused
rectilinear fracturing. These joints provided pathways for groundwater
flow through the otherwisemostly impermeablerocks. The groundwater
concentratedin situ chemicalweathering(i.e., hydrationand hydrolysis)
along the joints, convertingbiotite to hydrobiotiteand vermiculiteand
feldspars to clays. The phyllosilicateproduct crystals take up notably
largervolumethan their parent mineralsand, hence, further fracturedthe
crystallinerock along the pathways. Rocks lining the tectonic fractures
were convertedto grus. Streamcutting formednarrow, steep-walledcanyons ~r subterraneansuffusion formed bedrock-enclosedconduits and
mechanicallyremovedthe grus as the third commonstep in the processof
21-28 lwuust 2[)05, Kutumus . Hellos

developingthese caves.Althoughshort segmentsof some of these caves
were completelyformed at this point, most of the passagesexperienced
a fourth,roof-forn1ingstep. The roof of the MillertonLake Cavesmostly
fom1edby the catastrophiccollapse of immediatelyoverlyingrock that
had been underminedby the enlargementof sub-horizontaljoints in step
three. The dominantroof-forming(step four) process in the Lost Creek
System involvedthe settlingand wedgingof verywell-rounded,overlying
or nearby corestonesthat had fonned in steps two and three. The expansion of talus accumulationshelpedroof over somecavepassages,particularly aboveHurricaneCave. However, the Lost Creekand MillertonLake
Cave Systemshave no nearbycliff or true talus landformsthat could ha';e
contributedroof material in their development.Erosionalcaves in other
poorly solublerocks probablyformedthrough similarthree-to four-step
processes. Vadose,dendritic, conduitpassagesin an unusual~750 m long ·
cave in Jalisco, Mexico,are almost completelyenclosedin a Quaternary
ash fall brecciabedrock.Insteadof chemicalweatheringfocusingalong a
tectonicfracture, a paleosolbetweenflowunitsprovideda thin, impermeable layer focusingintermittentwater flow along its surface. Chemical
weathering alters the mafic mineralsto clays, which are readilyremoved
by suffusion.In this example,only steps two and three appearcritical to
the process.
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Decoupled and depth stratified circulation in a coastal carbonate aquifer: Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico
P,A, Beddows,P.L. Smart, S.L. Smith, F.F.Whitaker
School of Geographyand Geology,McMasterUniversity,Hamilton, Canada
School of GeographicalSciences, Universityof Bristol, UK
Departmentof Earth Sciences, Universityof Toronto,Canada
Departmentof Earth Sciences, Universityof Bristol, UK

Abstract
The conventionalmodel for saline groundwatercirculationin coastal
carbonate aquifers is that a shallow zone of saline outflow is entrained
coastwardby the dischargeof the overlyingfresh water lens, with a compensatoryinflow of sea water at depth. However,this model is supported
by only a limited number of field observationsas in situ monitoring of
groundwatercirculationremainslogisticallychallenging.Here we present
an alternative model based on instrumental records (velocity, salinity,
temperature) and dye tracing of groundwater circulation in extensive
flooded cave systems on the Caribbeancoast of the YucatanPeninsula,
Mexico.The conduitsare the focus of this study as they accountfor >99%
of the aquifer flux. The saline flow to ~5 m below the fresh-salinemixing zone is modulatedby the semi-diurnaltides, while lower frequency
alternatingcycles of net inflow and outflow correspondto the annualperiods of high and low Caribbeansea levels. The shallow saline groundwater temperaturesare comparableto that of the Caribbean seawater at
the coast but decline by 1.8oC at 9 km inland indicating that the saline
inflow penetratesfar into the aquifer.The semidiumaltides impoundthe
fresh water on top of the mixing zone during high tides, however all data
indicate a persistent net dischargeof fresh water regardless of mean sea
level. The coastwardfreshwaterdischargeis decoupled from the revers-

ing shallow saline groundwatercirculation.As a result, the mixing zone
within the conduits is characterisedby very steep density gradients and
stronglyshearedflows. In contrastto the reversingshallow saline circulation, velocity measurementsof deeper saline water in three conduits to
depths of 45 m below the mixing zone indicate continuous inland flow
irrespective of mean Caribbean sea-level. Whilst this is consistent with
the conventionalcirculationmodel, it may also indicate a unidirectional
cross-platformcirculationchannellingwater from the CaribbeanSea into
the Gulf of Mexico, the drive for which may be a head differenceacross
the platform. A limited number of deeper profiles reveal a second but
smaller density interface a few metres below the mixing zone suggesting
shear and decouplingbetween the shallow and deep saline flow regimes.
The pathways for the cross-platformsaline flows may in part be via a
deeper tier ofkarstification formed duringprevious low sea levels. These
results challenge the conventionalcirculationmodel specificallyby providing direct observationof decouplingof fresh and saline groundwater
flows across the mixing zone, althoughwe recognisethat furtherresearch
is required to confirm the proposed deeper cross platform saline circulation. Our findings present new insight into speleogeneticprocesses in
density stratified carbonate aquifers, as well as indicate the difficultyof
predictingthe fate of effluentpumped into the saline water
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Improvingkarst subsurfacecartographyusing geophysics
JCremyA. TaUent'~,Josh Brewer,PatriciaKambesis, Leigh Ann Croft, Nicholas C. Crawford
Centerfor Caveand Karst Studies,AppliedResearchand TechnologyProgramof Distinction,WesternKentuckyUniversity,BowlingGreen,Kentucky,USA
Abstract
All cave survey data inherentlyhave errors due to factors including,
but not limitedto: inaccuratecave surveydata due to conditionsinside the
cave, inaccuraciesassociatedwith compass and tape measurementtechniques, surveyinstrumentcalibrationerrors, and errors relatedto magnetic fields. In localeswhere urban planning and constructionare conducted
upon karst landscapes,it becomes importantto know the exact location
of caves, cave roof collapses,regolith voids, bedrock crevices and other
potential sites for sinkholecollapses.Therefore,subsurfacesurvey errors
must be detected and corrected before the subsurface data can be correlated with the surface cartography.This paper will demonstratehow
geophysical data including microgravity and electrical resistivity data,
cave radio-locationtechnology,geo-referencedgeologic and topographic
quads, and cave survey data can be correlatedusing GIS softwareto produce a highly accurate subsurface-to-surfacecartographicrepresentation
of an area.

Introduction
A few decades ago, the ethics behind caving began to change, the
number of cavers increased, virgin passage became scarce, and more
people began to think about cave preservation, cultural resources, and
the consequencesof building upon karst landscapes.In these times cave
cartographybecame an encouraged activity among caver groups, thus
producingtangible data about the caves they explored.Now in the most

recent years, cave cartographyhas experienceda paradigm shiftjust as it
did decades ago, due to GIS and other technologicaladvances.Multiple
forms of data includinggeophysicaldata can now be combinedusing GIS
(GeographicalInformationSystems)technologiesto produce levels of accuracy in representationsof subsurfacecartographythat are greater than
ever before. This is done by collectingvarious forms of geophysicaldata
that are directlyrelated (geo-referenced)to a cave map or other subsurface
cartographic representation.This geophysical data along with the cave
cartographyand geologic and topographicdata are combinedinto a GIS
for this high level of accuracy.To further demonstratethis, the paper will
examine two case studies conductedby the authors and other staff at the
Centerfor Cave and Karst Studies(CCKS),WesternKentuckyUniversity,
where these techniqueswere used.
Geophysics, geophysical equipment, and software utilized
Before the research is examined,some backgroundinformationneeds
to be discussed.The followingsectionsreview topics that are inclusiveto
this research.These topics are reviewedin the followingheadings:

I. GeophysicalEquipmentand Data:
A. Microgravity- This geophysical technique is conducted using a microgravity meter, specifically in this case, a Scintrex
Autograv CG-3MAutomatedMicrogravityMeter. This gravity
meter detects changesin subsurfacedensity,measuredin microGals. It allows non-evasivedetection of voids due to the lowl-lt!I intnmuliunnl Comm:ss ot Srwleofouv

gravity signature they exhibit, relative to the surroundingarea.
A properly locatedvoid or cave will have the look of an inverted
bell curve on the X-axis of the data, if a perpendiculartraverse
is placed directly over the entire cave passage.
B. Electrical Resistivity - Electrical resistivity is another nonevasive geophysicaltechnique that can indicate a void or cave
presence. The particular electrical resistivitymeter used in this
study is an AGI Sting and Swift Rl. This method also uses perpendiculartraverses,just as microgravitydoes. Subsurfacefeatures like air-filled voids, etc, will typically show up as an area
of high resistivity,surroundedby areas of low resistivity
C. Cave Radio - Unlike the previously discussed geophysical
techniques,Cave radiolocationtechniquesrequire access to the
cave to perform. The cave radio used by the CCKS was created
by Brian Pease, and uses very low frequency 1-3 kHz electromagnetic waves to operate. The principle behind cave radiolocation is simple.A cave radiolocationtransmitterlocatedwithin
a cave is leveled (for proper broadcasting)and its positionnoted
relative to the nearest survey station within the cave (Figure 1).
The transmitter is activated, causing an emission of very low
frequencywaves in an arching manner out from the transmitter.
These waves are dispersed in 360 degrees,but as shown in Figure 2, the only location on the surface where a null zone occurs
(location where the waves do not reach) is directly above the
transmitter.The term ground zero is used to describe the exact
surface location above the transmissionsite. By using a receiv-

ing antenna, the null zone is determinedthrough triangulation
on the surface, thus creating a point on the surface that can be
documentedand have its GPS coordinates recorded.Given that
the null zone on the surface is directly above the subsurface
transmissionpoint, this providesa surfaceto subsurfacecorrelation point.
H. Software Used:
A. ESRI ArcGIS 9.0 - ArcGIS is computersoftwarethat allowsthe
inputof multipleforn1sof data into a geo-referenceddatabasefor
analysisandcomparison.Thereare otherversionsofGISsoftware
available,butthis versionis mostwidelyused.Datacanbe entered
in as a point, line, or polygon.The data ~re entered into the system while maintainingits contextualdata, and GPS coordinates,
B. Adobe mustrator l O and Cave Illustrator - Illustrator is a
digital drawing/drafting program that is used to compose
(electronically draw) cave maps. Cave Illustrator is a special plug-in for Adobe Illustrator created by Jim Olsen and is
freely available for download online. Cave Illustrator works
in tandem with Compass Cave plot and creates the ability to
import a cave's lineplot and station data into Adobe Illustrator.
C. Compass Cave Plot, and CaveX - These programs are used

to create a digital version of the lineplot created by the sketch
artist. This digital lineplotis then used to comparewith the data
recorded in the cave and errors are looked for. The lineplotcreated can now be exportedinto multiple forms, includingshapefiles. This new shapefileaddition is availablethrough CaveX (a
lineplotviewer) also freely availablevia the internet.

Cave survey and survey error
Cave cartographyis the scienceof creatingpaper or digital representations of a subsurfacevoid or cave. This is conductedvia a set of processes.
First, a lineplot of the cave is created. A lineplot is a two dimensionalline
that demonstratesthe azumuthalchange in a cave passage. This is called
the plan view (bird's eye view). This lineplot is created by setting up a
series of points that extend from within the cave, to its entrance.Each of
these points are linked to the other points by recordingthe horizontal and
vertical change of each point relative to the next and previous stations.
These horizontaland vertical changes are measuredusing a compass,clinometer, and fiberglass tape measure (Figure 3). Each station has a direct

Figure 1: CaveRadio Transmitter.
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Figure 2: Electromagnetic;waves emitted by the cave radio transmitterfrom within the
cave. Gibson, (2002)
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Figure 3. Cavesurveyingin ColdwaterCave (2005).

Figure4: Map showingCaseStudy 1 and CaseStudy 2.

line of sight to the previous station.As has been discussedbefore, these
plots, and measurements are never perfect due to human error and other
factors.Theseerrorscan be detectedand eliminatedthroughthe use of the
techniquesdemonstratedin the followingcase studies.

Case Stud ies

Case study locale information:Both study locales are within close
proximity of each other, and are related to the same industrial area,
specifically the Kentucky Trimodal Transpark (Figure 4). Both case
studies were also conductedby the CCKS. The followinggeologic and
topographicinformationcan be attributedto both case studies.Both caves
are locatedin the Horse Cave Memberof the Mississippian(LowerCarboniferous)Ste. GenevieveLimestonebelow an extremelyfossiliferous
silicifiedreeflimestonebed calledthe Lost River Chert and directlyabove
the CorydonChertMemberof the MississippianSt. LouisLimestone.The
topographyof the area can be described as a low-reliefsinkholeplain, the
BristowPlain.

Case Study One

Selection of a monitoringwell location for the Kentucky Trimodal
Transpark.
A monitoringwell is to be placed downstreamof the Kentucky Trimodal Transparkto monitorwater quality from this new industrialpark.
After reviewing the karst hydrologyof the area, a cave (Grant-Palmore
Cave) was found that is downstreamof the Transpark.Given these facts,
this cave was selectedas one which could be used for a monitoringwell
location.

Description of Study area
A general description of Grant-Palmore Cave is as follows: The
entranceto the cave is marked by a 200 meter wide collapse sinkhole,
with the entrance to the cave at the bottom right (Figure 5). The passage
continuesto curve to the right around the perimeter of the sinkholefor
about 150 meters. In this first portion, many layers of very large breakdown are present.The breakdownhas a vertical extent of 15-20meters
at some points.At the bottom of the breakdownis a chert layer where a
stream flows during most times. This stream is a tributary to the trunk
cave stream that flows through the Graham SpringsGroundwaterDrainage Basinto dischargeat GrahamSprings. Continuing furtherin the cave,
the passage moves beyond the boundariesof the massive sinkhole and

Figure 5: Lineplot of cave in Case Study One, note the perpendicular microgravity
traverse (A-A').

the cave structure changes. In this structurally different portion of the
cave, no breakdownis present and the floor has very large sinuous mud
dunes. The fore-mentionedwater flows out of discontinuous chert layers
on the wall and flows downstreamuntil it reacheseither a deeppool at the
terminationof the cave or flows downwardthroughsmall openingsin the
lower, continuous che1ilayer that serves as a basementrock for the cave.
The water level of the deep hole fluctuatesbut it is typicallynever lower
than 15 meters in water depth. Excellentexamplesof chert are numerous
throughoutthe lower portions of the cave. Dye traces by the CCKShave
revealedthat the deep pool is connectedto the largetrunk cave streamthat
flows to GrahamSprings. The cave has a currentlength of 320 meters.

Method used in determining subsurface cartographic accuracy

A monitoringwell is to be drilled into the deep pool for systematic
water sample collectionand testing.Therefore, an accuratecorrelationof
the locationof the pool on the subsurfacemap with that of a surfacetopographic map was necessary.This required a highly accurate subsurface
map so that it can be used to drill into the pool chamber.This goal was
achievedusing the followingprocesses:
1. Surveyteams drafteda map of the cave. This was conductedin the
fashion describedin the previous paragraphabout cave survey (+
- 2 degreesaccuracyusing Suuntoinstruments).
2. The cave map was then digitized (drawn digitally using the
program Adobe Illustrator) and its survey data was entered into
Compass, cave plotting software.Compass created a lineplotthat
corresponded exactly with the survey measurementstaken in the
cave. This Compassgeneratedlineplotwas then used as reference
when comparingother data such as survey data or geophysics.
3. Cave survey data, the Compass generated lineplotdata, and digital
topographicquadswerenext geo-referencedintoArcGIS.Compass
cave editorand CaveXviewerhave the abilityto exportobjectsand
lineplotsas shapefiles,loadableinto ESRI's ArcGIS 9.0.
4. Geophysicswas used to test the accuracyof the cave map, in this
case, a microgravityanalysis. A microgravitytraverse was performed on the surface.This was done by locatingthe area on the
surface directly above the large chamberwhich containsthe mud
dunes.This area was located by referringto the GIS map. The GIS
allowsthe comparisonof the cave map in respectto the topography
of the area,and providedthe exactGPScoordinatesof the subsurface
features,in this casethe mud dunechamber.A perpendiculartraverse
was setupto intersectthe centerof this chamber( Figure5).
5. Microgravity analysis was performed.The microgravityreadings
indicatethat the perpendiculartraverse may have been terminated
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while still above this large chamber. This data indicates that the
survey may be in error.An error of3.5-5 meters was anticipated.
Cave radio was used next. With these conflictingreports, cave radio broadcasts were conducted near the edge of the pool chamber
and in the dune chamber.These subsurfacebroadcast points were
documented in survey notes and their positions relative to other
survey stations were noted. As described before, these subsurface
broadcastpoints can be interpolatedon the surface using a triangulating antenna. The cave radio, not only provided the latitude and
longitude for the broadcast site, but also the depth. Three different
broadcasts were conducted on different days and their locations
marked on the surface.
Highly accurate OPS technologywas used to record the exact OPS
coordinatesof the differentbroadcastspoints.
This lat-fong data taken from the OPS was then entered into the
ors. This was done through the usage of the input X/Y data command in ArcorS.
The data was analyzed in the ors.

Resultsof case study one
The original cave map was slightly in error causing a 3 meter discrepancy. The cave radio broadcasts and the microgravity data both indicate
this discrepancy.Later, resurvey was conducted and found one of the stations readings to be in error, possibly causing this discrepancy. The cave
radio locations were used to make minor adjustmentsto the cave map so
that it accuratelyindicates its true position relative to the ground surface.

Case study two
Protection of prehistoric and historic cultural resources and archaeological sites near a proposed building location at the KentuckyTrimodal
Transpark.
A cave was discovered during the excavation for a part of the storm
water runoff treatment system near the proposed location for the Kentucky TechnologicalCollege building presently being constructedat the
Transpark. The cave was surveyed by the CCKS to determine its extent
and proximity to the proposed building location. Until the recent discovery of this cave, its existencehad not been known, and it is thoughtthat its
entrance collapsed or was filled in around 100 years ago.

Descriptionof StudyArea
The cave was accessible (now resealed to preserve the Native American burial sites, and petroglyphsinside) via an artificial entrancethat was
created during the construction of a storm sewer for the job site. This
entrance consisted of a five·meter drop from the surface into the cave.
The cave continuesin both directions,approximatelynorth and south, and
has multiple leads, all of which terminate in breakdown. The research
indicates that these breakdowntermination points sometimescorrespond
with sinkholes on the surface. The cave is shallow,and typically is 0.5-2
meters in height, though in some areas standing is possible. In some areas the ceiling reaches 4 meters in height. The cave never plunges below
10-12 meters in depth because all passages are above a continuouschert
layer lo~atedaround 10-12meters below the surface.This is the Corydon
Member of the St. Louis Limestone.The cave has a total length of around
three-forthsof a kilometer.The cave seems to be very inactivehydrologically. Even during rain events, very little water enters the cave. It appears
that during the hydrologicallyactive period this cave, water drained to
the center portion, which is the deepest, where it then descendedtoward
the water table (over 30-40 meters below) though a small opening in the
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chert layer. Unfortunately,this opening through the confiningchert layer
is much too small for human entry.
During the course of surveyingthe cave by the CCKS, multiple cultural artifacts and archaeologicalresources were found. These included,
but where not limited to, multiple petroglyphs (Figure 6), cane charcoal
fragments, wood charcoal fragments, cultural artifacts from circa 1890,
candle writings, and two intentional human burial sites. The Kentucky
StateArchaeologist,and the director of Anthropologyand Archaeologyat
the University of Kentucky were contacted by the client, the Intermodal
TransportationAuthority (ITA) and hired to conduct an investigationof
these archaeologicalfindings.
Preliminaryfindingsshowthat humans enteredthe cave at two distinct
times in the past: most recently, around the late 1800's when the wood
charcoal and candle writings were produced and around 2000-3000BCE
when the cane charcoal, geometric petroglyphs, and the human burials
were placed in the cave. At the time of the writing of this research,carbon
datingresults were not yet completed,and these ages of the archaeological
sites are estimatedby the preliminaryresults of the archaeologicalinvestigation.

Methodused in determiningsubsurfacecartographicaccuracy
The techniquesused for this study area do not vary much from those
used in the previous example (Case Study One) except for a couple of
exceptions. Electrical resistivity data was analyzed and inserted into the
ors instead of microgravity,and more cave radio points were collected.
This is due to a few factors:
1. The cave length is greater in StudyArea Two.
2. Study Area Two has multiple objects of interest that must be accurately located in relation to the rest of the cave survey,namely the
archaeologicalsites.
3. This cave is not as deep as the cave in StudyArea One.
These differencesresulted in a greater reliance on cave radio data in
this study than that in StudyArea One. Cave radio points (surfaceto subsurface correlationpoints) were placed in areas where they would provide
the best accuracy for both, archaeologicaland cultural artifact location
data, and provide accurate data for the entire cave. In other words, by
placing the cave radio in areas near the extremitiesof the cave as opposed
to the center of the cave, one can better gauge the accuracy of the entire
cave map because a greater percentageof the cave is in close proximityto
a cave radiolocationtransmissionsite.

Resultsof case studytwo
The cave discussedin this study is approximately three-forthsof a kilometer long, much longerthan Grant-PalmoreCave, the cave previously
discussedin Case Study One. Thereforemultiplecave radiolocations(and
other surface to subsurfacecorrelationpoints, [i.e. entry site OPS data])
were used in testingthe accuracyof the cave survey.Also, the proximityof
the archaeological resources and sites was taken into account. Logically,
the closer in proximityto a radio-locationbroadcastpoint, the greater the
accuracy of the sketch for that area. The broadcast points were selected
to provide adequate coverage of the extremities of the cave, while also
still being in close proximityto the petroglyphsand burial sites. Initially,
before corrective measurementswere made, the survey had an error of
3-4 meters. After ors techniques were used, this error was reduced by
more than two hundredpercent.These results were then transferredinto a
computer file format that the site engineers could utilize and import into
CAD for better planning. This allowed for better protection of the cave
archaeologicalsites and culturalartifacts.
Conclusion
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Figure 6: Petroglyphsfrom Case Study Two. Circa 2500 BCE
The techniquesdiscussedin this paper increasethe accuracyof subsurfacecartographyto levels that were not possiblebefore.This level of
accuracyis helpingto improveand increasethe usefulnessof the GIS data
as well.No longerare cave maps only the interestof the cave enthusiasts.
Now,since GIS data is easily searchable,and transferable,multipledisciplines of scientificresearchare able to use cave cartography.Contextual
data describingattributes of objects and features found in the caves can
now be includedin the GIS. These sciencesinclude,but are certainlynot
limitedto; paleontology,archaeology,geology,hydrology,and engineering, just to name a few.As technologycontinuesto advance, it is hoped
that more disciplineswill continueto utilize GIS and subsurfacecartography.
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Recentkarst and cave studiesof the AladaglarMassif,CentralTaurus,Turkey,and their significanceto paleogeographicreconstructions
L. Nazik, S. Bayari, A. Klimchouk, N.
K. Tork
MineralResearchandExploration,Ankara,Turkey,HydrogeologicalEngineeringSectionof HacettepeUniversity,Ankara,Turkey,Instituteof Geological
Sciences,NationalAcademyof Scienceof Ukraine,Kiev, Ukraine
Abstract
Aladaglaris an outstandingkarst massif locatedin the CentralTaurus
Range within Adana-Kayseri-Nigdeprovinces of Turkey, between the
regional Ecemis Fault on the west and the deeply incised valley of Zamanti River on the east. It is composedmainly by Triassic, Jurassic and
Cretaceouslimestonesand has the local relief extendingbetween 400m
and 3750melevations.During 2001-2004extensivekarst and cave studies have been carried out in Aladaglarunder the joint Turkish-Ukrainian
project, resulting in new data and insights into regionalkarst evolution,
hydrogeologyand geomorphology.The aquiferassociatedwith Aladaglar
covers about 1900km2. Most of dischargeoccurs at elevationsranging
between400 and 750m on the eastern flanks of the massif, where it totals in about 32 m3/sec. Hydrochemicaland isotopic studies suggest the
presence of "shallow" and "deep" circulation systems and rather small
groundwaterresidencetime in both. Sixtyper cent of dischargecomprises
rechargesof the last 3-4 years. Along with high concentrationof the discharge,this pointsto the presenceof well-developedand highlyintegrated
conduitsystemsin depth of the massif. Geomorphologically
, three types
ofkarst are recognizedin Aladaglar:(1) Covered(contact)karst alongthe
marginsof the retreating coverof the ophiolitemelangeand Mioceneconglomeratesat the altitudesbetween 1200-1900;(2) Polygonalkarst of the
utmostdensityofkarstic landformsat the altitudesbetween l 700-2400m;
(3) Highmountainkarst at the altitudesabove 2600m.These types represent the evolutionary successionof the karst developmentin Aladaglar in
the Plio-Quatemary
. Besides,there are signs of paleokarstof presumably

Late Miocene age and of paleokarst associated with hydrothermalism.
During recent years over 150 caves have been explored, mainly vertical,
of the total depth of 6640m.Of them 32 caves are deeperthan 50m deep,
and 12 caves are in excess of 100m.Fifty-sevencaves are located above
the 3000m altitude,the highest exploredcave being at 341Om.The most
remarkableis KuzgunCave, currently 1400mdeep and 3187mlong, with
its outstandingvariety of mineral formationsand sediments.Cavities of
at least five generationsare preliminarilyidentified:(1) ancient(Late Miocene?) with massive speleothems, (2) hydrothermal,(3) pre-glacialand
modem vadose invasion(commonlydecapitatedby the last glaciationin
the high sector)and, (4) spring outlets.Generalpotentialof the Aladaglar
Massif for deep caves is estimatedto be up to 2500m, althoughthe hydrologic system circulationdepth can be up to 2700m. Major karst and
cave developmentin Aladaglarstarted since Late Miocene,being guided
by differentialuplifts, uncoveringof the carbonaterocks, hydrothermalism, formation (re-organization)and incision of the erosional network.
The overall morphologyand karst developmentwere severelyimpacted
by Quaternaryglaciations,particularlyby the last one that occurredbetween 9,500 and 7,500 years BP accordingto cosmogenic36Cl dating
of morainicboulders.The AladaglarMassif, with its intenseneotectonic
development,diversityof karst and cave types, variouskinds of paleoenvironmentalrecords and deep cave systems, appears to establish as an
outstandingnatural laboratoryfor studyingcomplexkarst evolution.The
ongoingcombinedspeleological,geomorphologicaland hydrogeological
researchesare aimed to reveal this evolutionin more details.
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Results of the Field Work in Kapovaya Cave (Shulgantash) by a Team from the A. Karpinsky All-RussiaResearch GeologicalInstitute of
the Russian Geographic Societyin 2001-2005.
Yu. Lyakhnitsky, A. Solodeinikov,A. Yushko
Theses:
I. Ancient DrawingsNeed Protection
2. Digital PhotographyRevealedDetailsInvisible to the Naked Eye
3. SpeleologistsFound the MostAncientArtists Palette
In 2001, the Ministry of Culture of Bashkortostaninitiated a revival
of comprehensivefield work in KapovayaCave (Shulgantash).The cave
is located in the South Urals near the river of Belaya in the Shulgantash
National Preserve. This is a mildly branching three-level speleosystem
with a runninglengthof3 kilometersand verticalamplitudeof260 meters
(includingunderwatersyphoncavities)with large halls, galleries,underwater lakes, and a river.
In 1959,A. Ryumin, an employeeof the preserve, found Paleolithic
drawingsin the cave. Later the cave was studiedby archeologists0. Bader and V. Shchelinsky.Shchelinskyopened a cultural layer of the upper
PaleolithicAge in the SignsHall.Thus,the studyof this monumentproves
the existenceof a developedPaleolithiccivilizationin the Urals.
Our studies aim at preserving the cave with its unique Paleolithic
drawings.Weproposeto organizea museum-preservewithinthe cave and
to carry out scheduledimprovementof the area surroundingthe entrance
to the cave. This is necessaryfor preservingthe internalareas of the cave
with their ancientdrawings.
In order to track the changesin the conditionof the cave and the cave
drawings, as well as to develop measures for preserving the drawings,
monitoring of dynamic parametersof the speleosystemis taking place.
The following factors are being studied: geological,geomorphological,
hydraulic, hydrochemical,microclimatic,microbiological,and geoecological parameters. The set of monitoredphenomenahas been significantly extendedthrough using new kinds and methodsof research,such
as radon contentsand air ionization.A great deal of attentionis being paid
to monitoringthe conditionof Paleolithicdrawingsand its archiving.
As a result of the field work carriedout by our team, a largenumberof
new drawingshave been discoveredand a previouslyundetectedstructure
of old drawings has recently been revealed. New, previouslyunknown
extensionsof the cave have been discovered.Field work of speleologists
from Moscowhas shownthat phreaticzones of the deep circulationof the
cave run 78 metersdown fromthe surface-much deeperthan the level of
the Byelaya River.The unexploredunderwatercavities run 3 kilometers
under the valleyand the ShulganCanyonup to the OzhiganovskayaCave,
a sinkholeof Shulganstream,which feedsthe karst system.
One of the main goals was detailedarchivingof the drawings,someof
which might be lost in the near future.
Topologicalsurveyingandphotographyof the drawingsis takingplace.
In order to accuratelycopy or trace the interiorsof the cavitiesand position of drawings,topologicalreferencingof the halls with drawingsis taking place. The drawingshave been photographedby A. Solodeinikovand
Yu. Lyakhnitskyusing color and size standardsand taking into account
horizontalorientationof objects.
"
An original method of digital image processinghas been devised. It
allows for revealing drawingsthat are difficult to see or invisibleto the
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naked eye. This has led to the discoveryof dozens of new drawingsand
around a hundredunclassifiedspots-remains of drawingsdamagedby
the elements.
Studyingthe drawingshas shown that in additionto realistic depictions of animals,numerousdrawingsdepict geometricmarks. The most
abundantare variants of the trapezoid,which is characteristicof the Kapovaya Cave. Complexity,systematism, and variety of these marks allows us to suppose that they bear certain significance,i.e. are virtually
hieroglyphs.We have observedseveralcases of, seemingly,ritual applying new drawings on top of old one, in order to distort or destroy the
originaldrawings.
The accumulatedmaterialsallowus to publisha Catalogof Drawings
and Marks Found in the KapovayaCave, which will includearound200
depictionsof five types:red ocher,polychrome, black-charcoal,ciay, and
cave (partiallymodeled)bas-reliefs.
Limonite,foundnear the cave (getite,hydrogetite,and otherminerals)
was used for most drawings.It was kilned and mixed with variousdyes,
for example clay and carbonateocher from eroded bark, and, probably,
"animal glue" made from fat and blood. No certain results on organic
compoundsof the dyes have been obtainedso far.
The grouphas not carriedout archeologicalexcavations; however,interestingchancediscoverieshave been made duringresearch.An ancient
"palette" has been found in the rocks. This was a flat rock with a layer
of preparedred ocher. It was removedby archeologistsand can now be
observedin a museumin Ufa.
Several natural cavities have been discoveredbetween large chunks
of rock, some of which almostcertainlywere artificiallyextendedor isolated. They are locatedalong the perimeterof the Hall of Chaosand may
have been used for rituals.
In conjunctionwith the State Hennitage (E. Melnikova),we have
developeda method of coating the drawingswith a protectivelayer of
hydrophobicformula,which was tested on modelsbut the final decision
for its use has not yet been made. Measuresfor modelinghydraulicand
micro-climaticconditionsin the caveare also in development.This is necessary for preservingthe Paleolithicdrawings.
Thus, our speleologicteam carries out detailed and comprehensive
explorationof the speleosystem, monitors its dynamic parameters,and
archives ancient drawings.The results allow us to develop methodsfor
improvingthe extremelyunfavorablehydrologicalconditionsof the cave
necessaryfor preservingthe uniquePaleolithicdrawings, and outlinethe
prospectsfor organizinga contemporaryhistorico-archeological
and landscape-speleologicalpreserve.
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Main 2001 to early 2005 result s on the karst of khammm.ume, centra l laos : long caves, sloping caves, hollow stalagmites and others

laude.mouret@wanadoofr,La Tamanie F-87380 MAGNAC-BOURG

Abstract

The 2001-2005 explorations in the karst of Khammouanehave led to
the mapping of an additional 55 kilometres,bringing the total surveyed
lengthto 130kilometres(since 1991). The longestcave exceeds24 km and
the highest one reaches + 465 metres of relative eievation. Sloping caves
have been discovered, one longer than 12 kilometres(Tham Phiseua). It
has a phreatic origin and may have formed during the Late Miocene to/
or the Lower Pliocene. Unusual mineral formations are present, including
iron crusts, abundantmondmilch, gypsum crusts and around 200 hollow
stalagmites. Hollow stalagmites and rims are encountered in two other
caves, together with mondmilchand gypsum in one of them.
Besides, prehistoric representationshave been discovered in several
caves, dating possibly from 2500 to 3500 BP.A cave with 229 Buddha images, discoveredin 2004 by a villager, was studied by us in detail,together
with the tens of cave shields it contains. Additional activity concerned,
among others, ethnospeleology and cave biology. This paper presents
some of the main results.

Resume
Les explorations2001-2005 sur le karst du Khammouane ont permis
de topographier55 kilometres, qui participent aux 130 kilometres !eves
depuis 1991. Le grotte la plus longue depasse 24 kilometres et la plus
grande deniveleeest de + 465 metres. Des grottespentues sur de longues
distances ont ete explorees, dont une de plus de l 2 kilometres (Tham
Phiseua). Son origine est phreatique elle a pu se former au Miocene
superieuret/ ou au Pliocene inferieur. Des formationsminerales inhabituelles y sont presentes, comme des crofltes ferrugineuscssur lcs parois,
du mondmilchen grande quantite, des croutes de gypse et environ 200
stalagmites creuses. De telles stalagmiteset des rims existent dans deux
autres grottes, associes adu mondmilch et du gypse dans l'une d'elles.
Des figurations prehistoriques ont etedecrites dans plusieurs autres
grottes et attribuees a un age possible de 500 a 1500 av. J.C. Une grotte
avec 229 statues de Bouddha, decouverte en 2004 par un villageois (et
que nous avons expertisee), contient aussi de nombreux disques de calcite. D'autres resultats proviennent, notamment, de recherches ethnospeleologiques et biospeologiques. Cet article presente plusieursresultats
marquants.
The karst of Khammouane is 290 x 40 km largeand made up of around
1100metre-thickPermo-carboniferouscarbonate.It has a two-seasondry
and wet tropicalclimate.All the flows go to the MekongRiver.

average flows in the world (Mouret, 2001). Many large chambers have
been discovered as well.

Hydrog eological karst feat ures

Our explorations have greatiy helped in clarifying hydrogeological
relations. The best example is the Nam Bout-Nam Pak.anRivers system
(nam= river),that topographicmaps were indicatingas two rivers flowing
out of the karst, in opposite directions (the first towards the Mekong, the
second towards the opposite karsf edge). This was theoreticallypossible
within the regional setting, thoughnot so likely. The explorationof the remote Nam Bout valley (on the upstreamside of the karst) has proved that
the Nam Bout and its main tributariesoriginate from allochtonous formations. The Nam Bout followsthe karst edge withoutsinking, then it enters
a narrow 12 kilometres long blind valley and Tham Boumlou at the end
(tham = cave). The water flows throughout the karst massif down to the
polje of Ban Boumlou,where it takes the name of Nam Pakan. It crosses
the polje and sinks again to re-appear :inthe Mekong valley.This setting
is more simple and in good agreement with the regional hydrogeological
organisation:the main directionof flow towards the Mekongis parallel to
the maximumhydrogeologicalgradient.
The lack of sinkingof the Nam Bout along the karst is surprising,but it
is not the only river to do so along the upstream edge of the karst in Khammouane. One of its temporary flowing tributaries,the Houay Nadan, enters the borderpolje ofBan MouangLouangwithoutsinking significantly.
Accordingto the villagers, the water of the polje, when it is flooded, escapes into the Nam Bout. At the dry season, we have observed ponors
which show no morphologyof sinkhole and temporary karst springs on
the edge of the polje (a large part of the poije is like a blind valley perpendicular to the karst edge).
The iack of sinking must be due to a too weak absorption (low permeability) at the beginning of the rainy season and/or probably to water
emission from the karst itself. Flow inversion may exist between some
ponors when the water level is rising in the karst The aquifergets quickly
full (at best, it absorbs little water) and this creates a fast flooding of the
polje (a few metres of water depth over severalsquare kilometres),largely
fed by the HouayNadan water income and karst spring flows.In this way,
allochtonouswaters are forced to escape along the karst edge. This setting
is, in the detail, rather complexand more work on it is planned.

Oblique cave networ ks along dipping strata

caves
All together,we organised 14 explorationcampaignsand three reconnaissancetrips in Khammouane, leading, among many results, to the mapping of 130 kilometresof passages. Following our 1991-2000research,
further cave exploration has led to the mapping of an additional 55 km
of caves passages, bringing the longest single cave development to more
than 24 km in the Nam Non Cave, and the highestone to+ 465 m in Tham
Phiseua.
Now,we have explored l cave longer than 20 km, 3 caves between 10
and 15 km, 5 between 5 and 10 km and many shorter ones. A large part
of these caves is still under exploration. One cave entrance is around 215
m wide and a 9 km long river cave (Xe Bang Fai) has one of the largest

For long, only subhorizontal caveswere knownin Khammouane. Most
of them are located close to the present day elevation of poljes and karst
plains. A few short ones were known 10 to 15 m below polje surface and
a few fossil ones were known up to + 140m, relativeelevation (RE), with
cave openings up to 260 m RE above poljes and karst plains. Besides,a
few obliquecaves were known: the shortThamNam Thieng,which opens
at 260 m RE (Mouret,200l) and a few sunk caves exploredby divers:
spring of Nam Kongleng: - 47 m (Benoit, 1998); spring of Nam Kham:
- 48 m (Morieux, 2000).
In 2000, we reached+ 96 m in Tham Phiseua, a cave located 15 km to
the North-EastofThakhek (Mouret et al, 2001), then + 315 min 2002, +
379 min 2004 and + 465 min February 2005. In 2005, we also reached
nearly+ 200 min Tham Houay Sai-Koun Don. The two cave systems,
uf
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both longer than 1Okm each, are located in the same part of the karst and
perhaps connect each other (a possibility that we will further investigate
very soon).

ThamPhiseua
Generalorganisationof the cave
Tham Phiseua is comprisedof two parts: a nearly rectilinear,subhorizontal, passage (Gregory, 1996a & b), controlledby fractures, flowing at
the rainy season (Fig. 1), and a complex system of fossil passages,which
are nearly all following stratificationsurfaces (Fig. 2). These fossil passages are locally rejuvenated by present day flows at the rainy sea~o~,
which result from infiltration in differentupper parts of the cave. This 1s
due to the fact that the cave develops in a karst hill which has a limited
extension, though at the base it connectslarger karst areas. The fossil passages are oblique and dip around 18 degrees, broadly towards the lower
spring entrance. The main entrance is a side passage besides the spring
and it is located to the West of the hill. The fossil passages rise toward
the Northeast and pierce the northern flank of the hill in no less than four
openings between around + 250 m and + 465 m RE. The highest one is
close to the top of the hill.
This.setting is extremely interesting, as the cave has (at least in the
exploredpart) a nearly constantoverall slope (Fig. 2), related to an almost
regular structural dip: the cave gently rises between the active lower passage and the upper openings and it shows no vertical part, except a few
younger pitches that have cut through fossil passages. The slope of the
passages varies according to their direction along the bedding surfaces:
it is equal to the dip value where the cave follows the dip direction and
to a few degrees where it follows the strike. These two directions make
up a framework which controls the cave pattern and generate a complex
setting.
Main passages (around 15 x 10 m or 20 x 6-8 m) are commonly connected by extremely dense mazes of smaller galleries (around 4 x 3 m).
There are also lesser dense mazes with larger passages and very large,
low, passages along strata surfaces, which are tens of metres wide and 1
to 3 metres high: some of the latter connect other passages through false,
bottomless,evorsionhollows, which are subcylindricalholes betweenthe
end of an upper passage and the roof of the lower, large and low, passage.

Uppel'

The passages are usually much larger than high, speciallywhere they
follow the dip. They tend to be more squared in passages followingthe
strike. Passages form a continuous network and show very numerous,
thousands of, cupolas. These cupolas are densely distributed in the midelevation part of the cave, in passages followingthe dip and along their
continuationmore parallel to the strike. Main passages with a low slope
often show a much lower density of cupolas. Cupolas are commonlyone
metre large, but some reach more than 10 m long. Their height is usually
OJ to 0.8 m. They are commonlyoblique, with a somewhat flat sloping
surface parallel to the passage. Their size is clearly larger and higher in
largerpassages at the junction with smallerones: these "junctioncupolas"
are very clearly drawn, larger,and located immediatelynext to a passage
junction.
Moderatelydevelopedfloor incisionsare observedin a numberof passages. They have a regular size and do not look like typical vadose features. They are distinct from the late vadose incisions,which have a more
irregular long profile and differentproportions.They mainly occur in the
slopingpassages in the dip direction.In addition, in the upper part of the
cave, they are sealed by mondmilchand gypsumcrusts.
A limited ~umber of p9tholes exist in the cave. Besides many false
ones, as explainedabove, some erode old, severalmetres thick, Lhinlyand
regularly bedded calcite deposits.
Cave detrital sediments are overall not so abundant. They make up
rather regular depositswith a pale brown to yellowishcolour, made up of
mainly silt-sized to fine-grainedgrains. Trough cross-beddingis locally
visible but, overall, observed sedimentary features do not corroboratea
high energy setting: the grain size, the continuityof the facies, the regularity of the deposits. Locally, at the top of the sediments, some coarser
grains exist, but they are different, richer in iron pebbles and probably
result from late reworking.
Such characteristicsclearly indicate a phreatic cave formationand, so
far we have observedno indicationof allochtonoussedimentinput (no allodhthonouspebble or gravel ...). Regionalsettingis probablynot favourable to them, as Tham Phiseua is located close to the Mekong River (the
regionalbase level, but since when does it exist as such ?), i.e. far from the
sources of allochtonoussediments.Obliquityof cupolas indicate a gently
flowing water body when the cave was active (hydrodynamism).
Given the difference of elevation in the.cave, more than 400 m, and
consideringthe average (we have no more detailed possibility) regional
uplift and denudation(it startedaround 50 millionyears ago and the den~dation is around 3 to 4 km (Mouret, 1994,2001), it took more than 5 million years for the area be upliftedenoughto make the cave completelydry.
So the cave was probably active duringthe Early Plioceneand/ or the Upper Miocene, but how itdried up is less clear. We do not observeany clear
rejuvenationunder vadose conditions, except recent flows in secondary
passages during the rainy season and exceptionalheavy rains during the
dry season (as in 2004). We do not know the modalitiesof denudation,but
we observe the present day morphologywith a karst plain at the bottom
and the isolated hill as describedabove.
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Fig. I: ThamPhiseua; mappingstatus after 2004 exploration(now +465m).
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Fig. 2: ThamPhiseua; long section,status after 2004exploration
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Cavemineralogicaldeposits
Cave mineralogy, under investigation, is extremely interesting. A
numberof passagesare covered with a crust of iron oxide and/ or hydroxide, mainly along the walls, but also at the roof and even inside cupolas.
The crusts are "plastered" on cave walls and covered with some porous
calcite(?) deposits(under analysis),themselvesunconformablysealed by
onlappinggypsum crusts on the cave floor. This gypsumalso covers thick
powderymondmilch. Iron crusts are one to severalmillimetresthick. Wall
calcite is commonly 10 to 20 cm thick. Gypsum is a few centimetres and
mondmilchcan reach more than 50 cm.
Iron crusts are well developed in the upper part of the cave, but not
only. They are encountered also in steep passages in the mid-elevation
part of the cave, where they preferentially"plaster" the lower half of the
walls. In other passages at lower elevation,they are still found at the roof
of some passages. Clearly,there seems to be more iron oxide/ hydroxide
in the upper part of the cave, as seen also, for instance, on the cave floor,
where dark blood-red sediments are well present. The lower parts of the
cave seem to show much less of these iron oxides/ hydroxides.At around
+ 230 m, in a spacious low slope passage, there was in February 2004,
just after severaldays of heavy rains during the dry season, a strong smell
much alike the smell of sulphide mine deposits stored outside. This suggests the presence of sulphides in the cave floor sediments of this blackish-colouredpassage.
Hollow stalagmites, very unusual in caves, are many (and we have
discoveredmore of them in two other caves) and encounteredabove+ 250
m RE. There are around200 of them, which are mainly locatedon flat and
marginallysloping grounds. They are commonly around 80 cm high and
can reachup to 1.75 m. In another cave, Tham Lo, they are associatedwith
gypsum crusts and mondmilchpowdery sediments, as in Tham Phiseua.
Tham Lo shows several large rims. In the third cave, Tham Houay SaiKoun Don, they are associatedwith vents and rims in specific locations.
Phiseua stalagmites have a central channel over the whole length,
which even enters the floor. Because of this characteristic and the lack
of stalactite in at least 95 % of the cases, because the axial hole may be
covered at the top by stalagmite minerals, and because this axial hole is
sometimeslargely deviated from the vertical (and in these cases it cannot
be due to dropping water), it was initially thought that such stalagmites
are fed from ascendingfluids from below the floor. However,several stalagmiteswere found on large size boulders and there is no hole below the
boulder. However, things are probably not so simple:.some stalagmites
show morphologiesthat would exist if they were flowing at the top (Fig.
3, d).
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Fig. 3: Hollow stalagmitesfrom Tham Phiseua. a to f external shape, regular (a),
bigger near or at the top (b, c), open and shaped like a pourer-spout (d), composite
(e), open, like cracked (f); g: the internal channel goes down into the ground; h to k:
internalshape, almost closed on top (h), narrow hole on top (i), top hole smaller than
the channel 0), same with internal radial crystals (k); l: elliptic channel and top opening; m: top enlargementof the channel; n: view of the composite internal channels of
stalagmite(e) showing both the vertical and oblique channels.

Are there several ways of formation ? The rarity of stalactites (Fig.
4) suggests rather unusual conditions of formation. Stalagmites are not
uncommonly aligned below crests separating broadly featured cupolas:
gravity-relatedphenomenon only ?
Stalagmites mineralogy often shows a case of oxidised iron minerals
between other minerals (and iron is more abundant in the upper part of
the cave). The central channel,not always cylindrical,looks like corroded
in many stalagmites, so there a clear effect of corrosion in the formation
of the hollow stalagmites, but the unusual mineralogy (under study) and
the lack of stalactites must play a role. We are dealing with an unusual
setting.
In the same area as the stalagmites, but not in "stalagmitefields", there
are large masses of stalactites (up to lm large) with flat stalagmites below.

Fig. 4: Some hollow stalagmites (height is around 0.8 m) in the upper part of Tham
Phiseua. Note the absence of stalactite.Photo by Helene Frume.

Hypotheseson cave origin
The age of the cave, the unusual mineral associations, the existence
of hollow stalagmites rich in iron, the smell of sulphides and associated
black colours in the passage, the existence of cupolas, the fine grain size
of sediments and the phreatic nature of the cave , suggest - but it remains
to be confirmed - the possibility of a hydrothermal,H2S driven, speleogenesis. Ongoing analyses will help in solvingthe problem. In the present
status of the knowledge, such a speleogenesisis compatible with the regional geologicalsetting.
ThamHouaySay-KounDon
This cave has three entrances on the downstream, southern, side
(Mouret, 1998),which are locatednear the end of an elongatedkarst plain.
One is the spring of the large Nam Don (a river which has highly contrasted flow rates), the sump of which was dived in 1998 over around 240
m (end at - 12 m), with a low point at - 23 m along the way (Espinasse,
1999). Another one (Tham Houay Sai) is a cave with a temporary flow.
The last one is nearly fossil, though it is partly invaded by dormant (?)
water in the rainy season. The two latter entrancesare located on different
sides of the Nam Don and they are connectedby a more than 4 kilometres
long loop.
Our team discovered and started exploringthe cave in 1997. We went
again in 2000, 2003 and February 2005.
The cave shows two areas with respect to the slope of passages: first, a
downstreamarea behind the three outlets; it is around one kilometre large
and the slope is small, a few degrees, as is the structural dip. The area
behind the above mentioned loop has a steeper, around 20 degrees, slope
(though this varies a bit) and a dense network of passages along dip and
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strike. The relative elevation reached in 2005 is close to + 200 m and an
exit in a topographic, valley-like, low opposite to the entrances has been
discovered.
To the West, the cave massif is bounded by a valley which is higher
than the karst plain of Nam Don and an additional set of three openings
to the outside was found in fossil galleries.The part of the cave which is
lining the eastern cliff of the valley shows hollow stalagmites and small
rims. The cave floor shows common calcite cover through which the stalagmites are set. Some hollow stalagmitesare associatedwith rims up to
15 cm in diameter. Some thin-walled speleothemsintermediate between
rims and hollow stalagmitesare present as well. One area shows a hollow
speleothem diverging upward from the vertical then curving down and a
nearly horizontal one. No mondmilchis observedin this part of the cave.

ThamLo
This fossil cave surveyed over more than five kilometres is located
around 100m above the surroundingpolje of Ban Vieng.It shows a major
main passage, which reaches up to a 70 metres width and a 60 metres
height, and side galleries. Besides the main gallery which is subhorizontal, many of the side galleries are significantlyslopingalong the structural
dip, with differencesin elevationup to 85 metres recorded.
Tham Loshows several large rims which are located no further than
50 metres from the main entrance (twin openings in the passage wall),
though they are distant of nearly one kilometre from the end of the passage, cut through by a karst valley. The bottom of a side shaft is also
covered with mondmilch and gypsum crusts. More rims are found on
sloping flowstones and in the boulders of a large chamber around 250 m
from the main entrance (each of them displays a cemented, sealed on the
side, chimney).Further away, mondmilchcovered with a gypsum crust is
encounterednear a major sloping passage.At some distance again, there
are rimstone dams made up of a soft mineral assemblage under study.
Then hollow stalagmitesare found further inside the cave, on the side of
the large passage.

Archaeologicaldiscoveries,biology,ethnospeleology
Prehistoric cave art was discovered in 2000, 2002 (Ostennann &
Mouret, 2004) and 2004, in rock shelters and cave entrance areas in the
Xe Bang Fai Valley(a route betweenVietnamand the Mekong River valley) and to the South of it. One set of is isolated in the polje ofBan Vieng,
beyond a high limestone ridge. Drawings and paintings represent human
beings alone, human beings pulling animals (domesticated animals and
one dead animal), animals such as elephants(one with a load on the back),
geometric patterns and -figurations difficult to interpret because of their
alteration.The colour is red or black. A part of the figurationsis estimated
to be 500 to 1500 BC, but there is more than one generation of cave art.
A major archaeologicaldiscoverywas made by a villager in April 2004
in Tham Pafa, a cave located severalkilometresto the NE of Thakhek,the
provincial capital. The previously unknown fossil passage was found 15
metres above ground level, above a large entrance shelteringa permanent
lake. There, down a narrow opening,an enlargementrevealed 229 Buddha
statues, pottery and old writings in two large trunks, dating probably back
to the 18th Century. These treasures were likely hidden during the Thai
invasions at the end of the 18th or the beginning of the 19th Century,then
their knowledgewas lost until 2004. We made an expertiseof the cave for
the authoritiesand we advisedthem on its conservationand its geological
stability.Indeed, the place where worshippersplace themselvesto pray is
largely located on a less than one metre thick calcite deposit (which may
bear some silt or clay horizons)and this part of the cave is above the lake.
It has a thin wall with the cliff (locally less than one metre) and fractures
exist. Tens of cave shields are also present in the cave.
Cave biology has been largely carried out by our team, including the
2 ! -28 !wousJ 20DS. l{ofunws . He!!ns

study of microfauna and macrofauna, giant spiders specially. Finally,a lot
of image acquisitionwas made, includingmovies.
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Specificcmu::iuctivity
in karst waters~ what can vvelearn from it ?
W.E.Krawczyk.D.C. Ford
UniversityofSilesia, ,Sosnowiec,Poland,-McMasterUniversi(v,Hamilton, Canada
Abstract

Under field conditionsmodem digital conductivitymeters give standardized, rapid and reproducible measurements.Here we investigate the
accuracy of their estimates of the compositionof karst waters, as total
hardness(TH, as mg/L CaCO3) for limestoneand dolomite and as meq/
L for gypsum. PHREEQCtheoretical curves for the dissolution of pure
cakite/aragoniteand dolomite in water at 25°C are comparedwith water
analysesfrom karst studies worldwide.Other principal ions encountered
are sulphates,nitrates and chlorides(the "SNC" group). From carbonate
karsts, 2309 spring, well and stream samples were divided into uncontaminated(SNC<l0%), moderatelycontaminated( l 0<SNC20%)classes.

Wherespecificconductivity(SpC) is less than 600 mS/cm,a clear statistical distinction can be drawn between waters having little contamination
and substantially contaminated waters with SNC>20%. As sometimes
claimed in manufacturers' literature, in ''clean" limestone waters TH is
close to ½.SpC, with a standard error of only 2-3 mg/L. The slope of the
best-•fitline for 1949 samples covering all.SNC classes where SpC<600
mS/cm,is 1.86,very close to the 1.88obtainedfor clean limestonewaters;
however,the value of the interceptis ten times higher. The regressionline
for clean limestone waters where SpC>600 mS/cm helps to distinguish
polluted ,;vatersfrom clean waters with possible endogenic sources of
CO2. In the range 250<SPC
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Phenomenonof the underwatercaves of RivieraMaya, Mexico
Zdenek Motycka
CzechSpeleologicalSociety
RivieraMaya is a part of easterncoast of MexicansemiislandYucatan
by the Caribbean,in state of QuintanaRoo.
The area of carbonatesis about 190000km2. They are esentiallypure,
depositedfrom Paleocen till Pliocen.Uplift of penninsula in Pleistocene
predisposedkarst platform to dynamicsspeleogenesis.Oft rains penetrat-·
ed throughthe porous surfaceand createdthe shallow systemsthat leaded
the water to the sea. In the next period there was another drop of the sea
level and it caused the erosion broadened existing caves ·whileeroding
deeper passages. In the meantimethe process of secondarykarstification
and collapsingof thin cave ceilingswas runningthrough and the cenotes
occurred.18000years ago the sea startedto rise to the contemporarylevel
and these caves were flooded.
Todaythe surface is absolutelyflat, covered with a jungle. There are
no rivers, only lagunasand cenotes.Lagunasare big lakes, while cenotes
can be small, often hidden behind the rocks. At the scaseide there are
calets where the fresh water flows to the ocean. Thanks to its attractive

Fig 1 Wiewon a Riviera Mayasurface, coveredwithjung!e. Photo by: Zdenek A1otycka

location it also becan1ea favouritetourist destination.
The cenotes and caves are the really unique ecosystem,Hundretsspe. cies of animals were describedin iast century.
The first bigger system Nohoch Nach Chich v1asdiscovered in 1986
by the team of Mike Madden.It was the beginningof the invasionof divers and many other cenotes and kilometrs of corridors were discovered.
At the present there are nmre then 140 cave systems where 580km of
underwatercave corridorswere discovered.SystemOx Bel Ha is the longest cave systemin the world with 134kmof corridors.The explorationof
cenotescontinuesup to now by many projects. One ofthern in secondlongest underwatercave systemof the world called SacAktun. The Members
of SAET (Sak Aki1.mexplorationteam) leaded by Robert Schrnittnerand
SteaveBoegardsestablisththat this system is now 77 183 m long.
In 1990The Quintana Roo SpeleologicalSurveywas establishby Jim
Coke to collect all dates about caves in RivieraMaya.
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CaveName

Lengthin Meters

Explored

No. of Cenotesin System

Depthin Meters

By

Lastup date

1

SistemaOx Bel Ha

134048

-33.5

87

Devos/LeMaillot

01/2005

2

SistemaSacActun

77183

-25.0

61

SAET

05/2005

3

NohochNah Chich

63073

-71.6

34 (?)

M.Madden

05/2005

4

SistemaDos Ojos

56671

-119.1

24

Jasper/Turgeon

08/2001

5

SistemaNaranjal

21525

-34.7

8

B. Phillips

09/2004

6

SistemaPonderosa

15019

-16.5

18

S. Gerrard

02/2000

7

Sist.YaxchenEast

13090

-16.5

29

K./G.Walten

10/2003

8

SistemaChac-Mol

9193

-28.3

9

A. Matthes

01/2000

9

CuevaQuebrada

9000

-10.7

5 (?)

S. Ormeroid

1993

10

SistemaZapote

7697

-27.4

3

R. Weijski-Wol.

02/2005

11

SistemaCamilo

7397

-19.5

4

CambrianFnd.

04/2004

12

SistemaXel-HaNorte

6652

-13.4

4

Bogaerts/Phillips

09/2004

13

CuevaAerolito

6100

-27.4

3 (?)

S. Ormeroid

199J

14

SistemaToh Ha

5818

-10.4

3

Berni/Sieff

03/2005

15

SistemaActun Chen

5435

-25.0

9

Birnbach/LeMaillot

01/2001

16

SistemaTajMahal

5361

-24.4

8

Carnahan/Phillips

04/2004

17

SistemaActunKoh

5156

-16.5

5

F. Devos

01/2001

18

SistemaTortuga

4900

-27.4

2

R. Weijski-Wol.

12/2004

19

SistemaTux Kupaxa

4777

-14.6

5

Schnittger/Phillips

05/2005

20

DzonotTook

4736

-16.5

5

Lins/Matthes

08/2000

21

SistemaBurrodromo

3962

-14.3

2

W. Skiles

09/1988

22

CenoteChan-hol

3938

-11.6

1

K. Davidsson

05/2005

23

SistemaK'oox Baal

3838

-17.7

7

Labarthe/Phillips

04/2005

24

SistemaDos Pisos

3704

-25.9

3

Dotchon/Schmittner

08/2003

25

SistemaJoolis

3636

-20.1

5

CzechSpeleo.Soc.

05/2005

26

SistemaDos Pies

3516

-13.1

5

F. Devos

01/2001

27

SistemaIch Tunich

3343

-15.8

6

Schmittner/Dovland

04/2003

3303

-11.3

3

Berni/Sieff

05/2005

3163

-18.9

2

Meacham/Madden

01/2003

-14.6
3118
30
SistemaMinotauro
Fig. 2 List of longestcaves in RivieraMaya,QuintanaRoo, Mexico

5

Birnbach/LeMaillot

01/2001

28
29

SistemaSac Be Ha
SistemaCrustacea
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The formationsof the grutasdel palmito,(Bustamante,NuevoLeon, Mexico),PreliminaryResults
Paolo Forti, Univ.Bologna,ViaZamboni67, 1-40127Bologna,Italy
Arrigo A. Cigna, UIS-SSI,Fraz. Tujfo,1-14023COCCONATO (Asti),Italy
Abstract
The formationsfound in the "Grutas del Palmito" confirmthe existenceof differentclimaticsituationsoccurredin the cave.Amongthe more
commonformationsthis cave is characterisedby a number of rimstone
pools, sometimesvery large.In someof them big cave pearls (up to more
than 10cm diameter)are found.Physicalchemicalanalysisof the material
of the rimstonepools show a very fast depositionrate with the presence
of thermalwater.
Key words:Palmito,formations,rimstone,cave pearls speleogenesis.

Introduction
The cave environmentcan be dividedinto three parts (Fig. 1 and 2):
1 First part, alreadyused as a show_cave:Salonde Baile (about 150
m)

2 Middlepart: from Paso de la Muerteto GrandesDesniveles(about
160m)
3 Lastpart: Salonde los Gigantes,Catedral,Cuevade Nieve, etc.
The first part is peculiarfor many rimstonepools, often rather large,

ment on the bottom of a shallow sea. Other sedimentswere deposited
on the limestone,until about 60 millionyears ago when geologicforces
pushedup the rocks to form the SierraMadreOriental.Successivelysuch
rocks have slowly been eroded to expose the limestone_and to cut the
BustamanteValleyover 500 m deep.

Physicalfeaturesof the cave
This cave probably developedunder hydrothermalconditionssince
there is evidenceof gypsumin some formations.On the other hand, thermal watershave been observedin the area (Ojo del agua, with a temperature above26°C,sourceS. Lorenzowith a temperaturearound25° C, with
the outsidetemperaturearound 13°C).
Importantcycles of depositionand corrosionmay be observedin the
cave; concerningboth the formationsand the rock. In addition,close to
the entrance,many stalactiteshave an evident bent toward the entrance
itself,due to an air flow enteringthe cavewhen suchstalactitesdeveloped.
For this reason the cave had anotherentranceat a lower altitude,which
later was closedby the growthof formationor collapse.

1000km

Fig. 1 - Locationof the «Grutasdef Palmito»

Fig. 2 - Map of "Grutasde Bustamante"("Grutasdel Palmito")

in additionto stalactites,stalagmitesand column.In somerimstonepools
there are big cave pearls (up to 10 cm in diameter).In the secondpart,
close to the western side (on the right when entering)there is a room of
someten of squaremetreswith very nice helictitesratherwell preserved.
In the last part many columnsare found,some of them fallen down in
the past and, successively,other stalagmitesgrew on them.
From the point of view of formations,this cave has an exceptional
abundanceof cavepowder(Hill & Forti 1997),which is the.mainconstituent of the rimstonepoolsand is alsofoundin somerocks,beingprobably
the remnantsof ancientpools. For this reason some small sampleswere
taken to study their compositionand possibly define their origin. In this
note, after the geologicaland climatologicalcharacteristicsof the cave
have been summarised,the samplesof cave powder are describedwith
referenceto their morphologyand mineralogy,and eventuallya genetical
interpretationis reported.

B
Fig. 3 - Samplingpoints

Geology
Grutasdel Palmito (also called Grutas de Bustamante)formed in the
CupidoLimestone,which was deposited115 million years ago as sedi-

Sincethe presententrancewasthe "warmentrance"of the karst system,
the airflow entered during the Summertime. Thereforethis fact agrees
with the seasonof the fasterdevelopmentof the stalactiteswhichoccurred
during the Summer,a rainy time in this region. Presentlyvery weak air
ol

Fig. 4 - SEM image of a characteristiccalcite aggregatefromsample 1

Fig 5 - SEM image of a "gigantic" calcite crystalfi"omsample 3

Fig. 6- SEMimage ofa vertex of a crystal characterizedby holes inducedby insuffTCient
crystallisationenergy

Fig 7 - SEM image of an aggregateof calcite crystalsof sample 3 partially coveredby
a thinfi'acturedcrust

Fig. 8 - SEM image of.filaments growing over the crust covering calcite crystals of
sample 3

Fig 9 - SEM image of a "biogenicnest" in sample 3

flow were detected (below 1 cm/s) at the entrance, sometimes directed
inside and outside the cave. Such a flow may be due either to ~ "barometric cave" (i.e. the air moves inside or outside accordingthe change of the
atmosphericpressure outside) or to a chimneyeffectwith a lower entrance
is due to small fracturesor the porosity itself of the rock. The phenomenon
of the acousticresonancewas excludedbecause the time intervalbetween
the change of direction (infJow or outflow) of the air was too long with
respect to the intervals (some minutes) due to this phenomenon.
A series of thermometric measurements inside the cave resulted in a
uniform air temperaturearound 19.5°Call over the cave, sometimeswith
local changes around one tenth of Celsius degree. Such uniformity also

in the vicinity of the entrance is a proof of a rather stable equilibriumof
the cave from the energybalancepoint of view. Thereforethe presence of
visitors and the lighting system should not alter such equilibrium.
Experimental

Three sampleshave been collectedin the cave (Fig. 3):
l From the remnant of a ridge in the middle of the main flat chamber.
2 From the ridge of the rimstone pool in the same chamber, towards
West.
3 From a whitish rock towards the "'Pasode la Muerte"

Fig. IO - Cavepearl with a serpentinenucleus (size 13 mm)

Fig. 11-Cavepearl is composedby the coalescenceof at least threepearls.

These samples are quite similar and non11allyconsist of small aggregates of euedral crystal of calcite (Fig. 4), even if larger isolated calcite
crystals have been rarely observed (Fig. 5). Under a higher enlargement
it is possible to see that many vertices of the crystals in samples 1 and 2
have a "skeleton"structure(Fig. 6) with many triangularcavitiessuggesting an extremely fast growth witho ut the possibility of keeping a euedral structure. In sample 3 such structuresif not absent are much rarer.In
sample 3, unlike the previous ones, a thin crust is observed. Such a crust,
characterised by dry up fractures,covers many calcite crystals(Fig. 7). In
additionthis crust supportedbiogenicactivitiesas confirmed by filaments
(Fig. 8) and complexstructures (Fig. 9) having an evidentbacterial origin.
X-ray analysisconfinned that samples l and 2 are composedexclusively
by calcite, while in sample 3 also traces of gypsum were found.
In point 4 of Fig. 3 two calcite cave pearls were collected in two different rimstone pools. They are whitish with a botrioydal structure with
diameter around 7 cm. After having been sectioned and polished, one
has a serpentinenucleus (size 13 mm) while the others is composedby
the coalescenceof at least three pearls possibly with nuclei smaller than
1 mm. Both pearls' calcite layers are alternately"thin and compact" and
"thick and porous", sometimes botrioydal without any sign of successive
solution or erosion.

ferent conditions.In fact, the calcite(also if in small amounts)was solved
and re-depositedas gypsum.
Some biogenic process, as supportedby the presence of hyphae and
globulesforms this crust, and the consequentdepositionof gypsumprobably implies that such reactionscould have developedwithin the cycle of
sulphur(Forti, 1989). Thus, the environmentalconditionsof the evoiution
of the cave powder should have developedin an aerial environmentwith
the powder slightly wet by condensationwater and the presence of small
amounts of organic material. Then some micro-organismscould develop
ad produce a small amount of sulphuricacid, which corroded the calcite
and covered it partially with a thin crust having some gypsum inside.
From the analysis of the two cave pearls described above it is possible
to obtain some information on the paleo-environmentaland paleo-hydrological evolutionof the cave. The existenceof very large cave pearls (up
to 15 cm) is due to a very high "prompt" energyinside the rimstone pools.
On the other hand the pearls did not rotate or knocked heavily among
them due to the absence of erosion. Thereforethe water flow in the cave
should have had few but important floods to avoid that the pearls could
attach to the floor but not enough strong to develop any evident erosion
The presence of rather iarge nuclei (Fig. 10) togetherwith very small nuclei (Fig. 11) agrees with the hypothesis of a water flow rate reported
above. In fact, during the few floods some gravel could be transported
by the flowing water into the pools where, however, for rather long time
intervals,small and very small nuclei would prevail on account of the low
energy of the whole system.The coalescenceof some pearls into a larger
one is probablydue to some local condition,as the shape of the pool, but
its is not possible to describe any more detailed process on the basis of
the present data.
The inside structure of the cave pearls is more interesting: the abundance of porous layers (sometimesquite botrioydal)is due to long intervals of partial or total emersion of the cave pearls with the development
of structures resulting from the evaporation and not the diffusion of CO2.
Instead, the presence of thin and compact layers is due to intervals when
the water supply of the pools was continuous and constant longer than
one year.
Therefore,during the growth of the cave pearls, the hydrology of the
cave was characterisedby few floods and long intervalsof dryness when
water in the pools evaporatedtotally.Anyway,periods of more abundant
rainfall (few years or few tens of years each) should have existed resulting in the growth of more compact layers of the cave pearls. Presently
the water flow in the upper part of cave is connectedto heavy rains s a
consequenceof more dry climate.

Discussion
The experimentalresults show that the cave powder samples 1 and
2 are quite identical and therefore also their origin should have been the
same. Sample3, on account of the presence of larger crystals, of gypsum
traces and organic material, and the absence of "skeleton" strnctures,
implies an evolution different from those of the previous samples. The
purity, size and imperfectionof the crystals of samples 1 and 2 support the
hypothesisof a growth by a fast deposition due to a fast release of CO2
in the atmosphere from water with a relative high concentrationof CO2,
probablyof thermal origin. The precipitationwas due to physical chemical processesonly, whichjustifies the purity of the deposited calcite.
The evolution of sample 3 should have been slower and more complex. Larger sizes of the crystals, together with the absence of "skeleton"
structures support the hypothesisof a slow deposition under a low supersaturation.Accordingly the processes of crystal growth (bi-dimensional) were more frequentthan the processes of formation of new nuclei
(three-dimensional). Therefore this cave powder was formed probably
for evaporationthan for the diffusionof CO2. The presence of a thin crust
with traces of gypsum above many calcite crystals shows that, after the
depositionof calcite, the evolution continued for a short time under dif-
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Conclusion
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The first results of the investigationshere reportedsupportthe hydrothermalorigin of the cave, with a good agreementwith the cave morphology. The existence of hydrothermalsources in the vicinity confirms this
evidence.The cave itself shows a number of differentconditions,which
probably followed one after the other. In fact, successive conditions of
deposition and corrosion can be observed on many formations,particularly in the part of the cave closer to the entrance.
Further researches both on the hydrothermal sources of the region
and cave formationswill provide more details on the processeshere described.
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The hydrodynamicBehaviourof Cretaceousand 0ligomiucenekarsticaquifersof Boroujerd(Westof Iran)
M.Ahmadipour, B.Ebrah imi
Lorestan University,Iran, Isfahan Regional WaterBoard, IR.Iran
In this study the developmentof karst in the Cretaceouslimestoneand
Oligomicenelimestonehave been compared.Both the karsticaquifersare
situated in the high Zagros zone of Iran.The analyses of the recession
curves of the springsof Zoorabadand Aziz bad whoichoriginatefrom the
cretaceouslimestoneindictethat due to the developmentof the secondary

fraturesthe flow regime is of turbulent type. The analysesof the springs
of Sarab-e-Absardeh and Sarab-e-Golumsozwhich discharge from the
Oligomiocenlimestonedue to the low karstic developmentis of laminar
flow
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Recentexplorationundertakenby S.EL.A.S.club in the "Dersios"sink-holeat Paleochora,Arcadia
N. Mitsakis, S. Zacha rias
S.EL.A.S Club
Between the years 2003 and 2005, cavers of SELAS club have been
extending the exploration done by a French team in the 1970's in the
"Dersios" sinkholeof Arkadia.The sinkholeis at about 750m altitudeand
presentstechnicaldifficultiesas there are manyparallelpassagesendingin
floodedsections.These have been exploredby emptyingthe sumps or by

2 7-28 Auuusl 2005. l<ulnmos. Helfas

cave-diving.The expeditionsof S.EL.A.S.have doubledthe depth of the
exploredcave andmore than tripled its length.The cave presentsa perfect
opportunityto test and perfect techniquesat relativelysmall depthswhich
can then be applied in deeper caves and it is these techniqueswhich will
form the focal point of our presentation.
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ENVIRONMENT
STUDYIN ORDERTO USEPOTENTIALTHERAPEUTICFACTORSEXISTINGIN THECAVITYOFONESALT
MINEFORTHEACHIEVEMENT
OF SOMEPERSPECTIVES
OF SPELEOTHERAPY
DEVELOPMENT
IN ROMANIA.
Scientific researcher U.Dr.B, Ph.D.SIMIONCA Iuri (Ghcorghe)1,Biochemist HOTETEU MihaW, Eng. GRUDN[CKl Nko lae\ Chief of works
Dr.med. KISS J aroslav1,.Dr.Physich. ENACHE Liviu1,Scientific researcher U Dr.Chemist PETEC CALIN Ghcorghe1, Chemist ROGO JAN Rod ica1, Geol. MA.TEI Mihacla2•
National Instituteof Rehabilitation
, Physical Medicineand Balneoclimatolog/,Bucharest; NationalSocietyof Salt "SALROM"S.A.2, Bucharest,Romania.
Health and environmentproblems, of allergic people and of persistence of some inflammatorybroncho-pulmonarychronicdiseasespresent
a specialinterestin world.Both OMS and internationalscientificcommunity,in previousyears (1998,2000, 2003)remarkeda substantialincrease
of allergic people. Accordingto the report signed by Prof. Dr.Richard
Beasley(Geneva)at worldwidelevel are about 300 millionspatientswith
bronchialasthma (BA). Same, the Balkan Congressof Allergologyand
ClinicImmunology(Bucharest,25 May 2000) remarkeda substantialincreaseof allergicpeople.
Practicingin Europeof somenew directionsin bronchialasthma(BA)
present interest such as using of some salt mines and caves with therapeutic properties-speleotherapy.This therapy method is preponderant
practicedin Centraland East Europe, but also in West Europe (Beamon
S, FalkenbachA, FainburgG, Linde K, 2003).At the presentmomentare
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about 53 underground cavities in salt mines and caves used for speleotherapy,out of which: 17-in Germany,4- in Hungary,3- in Czechia,5- in
Slovakia,4- in Austria, 3-in Ukraina and 1-2 in other countries.In the
salt mines with the temperature9-24° C operate 15, in karstic caves with
9-18°C -34, and in the thermal with 27-38°C- 4 such speleotherapeutic
centers(Tab.l ).
It was experimentalstated that the salt effect on bronchial system is
of stimulationof secretion, eliminationof viscous secretion, inflammation inhibition,decreasingof the irritationwith producethe cough,cleaning of the mucous membranecillium (EberhardJ.Wormer,1999).After
speleotherapytreatment an increasingof T lymphocytesnumber and of
their functionalactivity,normalizingof lymphocytesB number,level increasingIgA, decreasingIgM (SimioncaIu and others 1998-2002)were
remarked.It was stated that at patients with BA, in speleotherapyresult
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appear rarely modificationsof concentrationby CIC, complementand lg
(SimioncaIu and others, 1990-1998;Mohapl J, Bohac S, WeiglE, 1991).
In the last decade, through increasedtherapeuticefficiencyof microclimatic factors from salt mines and caves, ST is used on higher scale
for prophylaxis,therapy and preponderantrecovery of the patients with
bronchial asthma, chronic bronchitis, but also sinusitis, allergic dermatitis, psoriasis. The ST efficiency is certain at re-convalescenceswith
bums. Experimental,ST is provedutile also in woundstherapy,including
yf infected and inflamedones (GorbenkoV.P,SimionkaIu.M and others,
1985-1998;SimionkaIu.M and others, 1985-1993).
As a result of some complex scientificresearches, achieved in some
speleotherapeuticcenters from Europe, it was establishedthat the speleotherapy in some salt mines comprisesmucolitic, anti-microbial,antiinflammatoryeffect of purifying for respiratory ways and tegument, of
activationthe mechanismsthat assure anti-infectiousresistanceand also
(in the last 3-5 years) the hipo-sensitizerand immuno-modulatoreffect.
Obviouslythat benefic effect is not the same in different salt m1nesand
caves.This dependson the old and gravityof disease,of speleotherapeutic
effect and mechanismof remindedcurativefactorsthat at its turn depends
on differentgeo-physics,microclimaticand sanitaryparametersofunderground environment,of specificmethodologyfor speleotherapeutictreatment of some diseases.
··
Results of analysisof undergroundfactors from salt mine in absence
of the patientsand touristsand in theirpresencein orderto determine
the inter-systemactivitiesof undergroundenvironmentcomponents
which form speleotherapeuticcurativefactors.
The salt mines from Romania is found between the hills with relative
low altitudes, of 500-700 m, with a continentalclimate moderateof hill,
with a relaxant bio-climate,sedative-indifferent,of take car~.Aero-ionization with a tendency to negative ions predominance.Concentrationof
aerosolparticles is high, with a percent of particlesbelow 3 µm:
In medicinethe salt mines SlanicPrahovaand Targu Ocna are used. In
the salt mines Cacica, Praid and Turda the "tourism" is practiced.At the
present,in Romanianew researchingand developmentof range is put into
evidence(VIASAN,2004).
~
-

Slanicprahovaresort,slanic salt mine, mine "unirea"
Slanic is situatedin central-northpart of Prahovacounty, nearby some
big urban centers: at 40 km North of Ploiesti, 100 km of Bucharest,was
documentaryattestedin year 1532and 1685.The openingworks of"Unirea" mine began in February 1938and the operationbetween 1943-1970.
"Unirea" salt mine presents an underground complex of galleries and
rooms from rock salt (NaCl) - 14 rooms wit trapezoidalprofile, 10 m
opening at ceil and 32 m at base, height 54 tn, with walls slope of 60 degrees. Differenceof level betweenthe surface and mine area is of 208 m.
After 1970 the mine becomes touristic objective with adequate arrangements for recreation and treatmentof respiratorydiseases.The access in
"Unirea" mine is achieved with elevator inside the well corresponding
ananged for persons transport.
The environmentinvestigationsfrom "Unirea" mine were achievedby
spedalists of the National Institute of Rehabilitation,Physical Medicine
and Balneoclimatology(INRMFB), in more locations.
Aero-ionizationmeasurements were achieved after classic method,
with aid of register Ebert type, based on the principle of dischargingthe
condenseras consequenceof the transportof one air volumewith specific
flow.The sensibleelementis a bifilar electrometer,Leyboldtype, without
auxiliary field, connected with a suction device. Aerosol concentration
and salt particles measurementswere achievedby suction methodof one
air volume with adjustable pump and forced sedimentationof aerosol
particles with subsequentnumberingof these by microscopywith aid of
ocular micrometer.
2 l- 28 11uuust 2005. Hntamos. He/fas

Chemicalcompositioninvestigationsof rock salt from "Unirea"mine
were achieved by Slanic salt mine personnel through specific physicalchemical and chemi.Galmethods. The investigationsof pollutant gases
- through air volumd suction method with adjustablepump and subsequent detenninationby analyze of specific colorimetrictubes (REI and
SENSIDIN).
The samplesfor microbiologicinvestigationswere collectedat the levels 1,5 m, 70 cm and 20 cm height from "saline soil". At the collecting
of air samples,Krotov apparatuswas used with suctionpropertiesof the
volumeestablishedby air throughforcedsedimentationof aerosolmethod
with particlesof 1-10and more µm. As culturemediumsfor air sampling
were used as follows; Simple agar-agar (G), Agar-agar-Blood5% (GS),
SabourandAgai:-agar(Gsab), Agar-agarwith 6,5 % NaCl and yolk egg,
Agar~-agar-methylene
blue (GEAM).At same levels from "saline soil",
from a surface of 100 cm2 on salt walls from the above mentionedlocations, sampleswere collectedin simplebullionand glucosefor determination of microorganismsconcentrationsand microbiologicpurity of saline
surfaces.
Radiationinvestigationswere achievedby researchersof Engineering
Institute and Nuclear Physics "Horia Hulubei" (IFIN-HH),by analyze
the beta-gamma flow dose measured with detectors with thermo-luminescence (TLD), the results that were read with high resolutiongamma
spectrometrywith portabledetector.
On investigationsperiod in "Unirea" Mine, the collectivewas accompanied and helpedby specializedpersonnelof Slanic Salt Mine and geology engineers- representativesof SNS "SALROM"S.A.

Resultsof investigations
The obtainedresults prove the fact that the majority of evaluatedmicro-climaticparametersare characteristicsof salt mines from Romania.
So, the temperatureis relative stable in the abovementionedlocationsbetween 11,6 - 12,8°C , relativehumidity- about 50 - 52 % and atmospheric
-~~sure is di~erent with 8 mmHg in com~arison with t~at from outside.
The-speedof air cunents ls extremelylow, m some locations- un-dosage.
As consequencein "Unirea" Mine a relative cold microclimateprevails.
The aeroionsconcentrationis presentingin table 2 .
Both concentrationof negative ions and those positive is relatively
low in comparisonwith the bibliographicdata from other salt mines from
country,single-polaritycoefficient(K) being considerablelow.
Flows of beta-gammaradiationsdose in "Unirea" Salt Mine are lower
than these measuredwithoutthis.
By high resolution gamma spectrometry,radionucleids of telluric
origin, as K40 and from natural series Pb214 were put into evidence in
quantitiesbelow the detectionlimit, and radionucleidof artificialorigin Csl 37, also in quantitiesbelowthe detectionlimit.Cs137 presencemay be
explainedby contaminationwith dust outsidethe salt mine, a part brought
in precinct duringthe visit. The results is presentingin figure 1, 2, 3.
Investigationsindicatea relativelow beta - gammadose debit on mine
in comparison with outside(0,21 uGy/h).
Accordingto the data from QualityDepartmentof SlanicPrahova,the
salt compositionpreponderant from sodium chloride is remarked (%):
NaCl- 97,12-97,32; MgCL2- 0,04; CaSO4- 1,57-1,64; insoluble substance-1,03-1,16; humidity- 0,08.
In the air of "Unirea"mine by forced sedimentationmethodof aerosol
phases with particlessize of 1-10 µm a very low concentrationsof microorganismsis present, with variationsof total numberof germensbetween
160 and 560/m3 - in elevator area, "old well" of aeration and in space
destinedto so-called"sanatorium"for the patientswith BA.
It is remarkedalso the minor concentrationsor in some cases lack of
microorganismsconditioned-pathogen(Staphylococcus,Streptococcus,
Enterobacteriaceae)and fungus. A higger number of germens in the air
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from "Genese Hall" is stated and also significantbigger - in the area of
sanitarygroup (600 and 900 germens/m3 respectively).
The fact that the total concentrationsof microorgai1ismsis different
and depend on locations (the smallest being in "old well" aeration area)
and the level in comparisonwith "saline soil" ("floor') of the investigated
air samples (the biggest concentrationbeing at level of 20 cm from "soil)
present also interest.Microorganismeconcentrationin undergroundenvironment from "Unirea" Mine in lack and in presence of tourists I patients
with BAare presentedin the tables 3.
Also on saline walls from "Unirea" Mine a minor concentration of
micro-organismsin the areas used by tourists and patients is stated, although must be remarked that this and spreading of germens pathogenconditioned is more significant (Staphylococcussp., Streptococcus Sp,
Enterobacteriaceae)fact that is own to pollution from surfaceand possible
developmentof some halophytesgermens shapes.
Between the identified microorganismsthe saprophytes are encountered: Escherichia Coli, Citrobacter sp., Enterobacter aerogenes, Flavobacteriumsp, sporophylebacteria, Staphylococcussp (saprophyiticus,epidermidis)and Micrococcussp. RepresentativeSaprophytesofFungiceae
were also put into evidence.
As a conclusion, the undergroundsaline aerosol from "Unirea" Mine
is a natural aseptic environment, total number of germens·being lower
as proposed norms for surgery rooms and is framing in the category of
salt mines microbiologicvalues from Europe and from country, used in
medical purposes.
Consequently,in the achieved study result and also of bibliographic
data analyze the followings components of underground saline environment from "Unirea"Mine possible fortningof speleotherapeuticfactor are
put into evidence:
1. Lack of vegetal allergensand of irritation inahalingnoxa agents

2. Extremely low concentration of micro-organismsin saline underground environment, rarity of germens conditioned-pathogenand
lack of those pathogen - presence of aseptic environmentanalogue
to surgery room.
3. Constanttemperature ofair (11,6-12,8°C)
4. Relative humidity of air 50 %
5. Speed of air current is decreased: from 0,1 mis - at un-dosage, resulting a comfortableclimate
6. Low radioactivity
7. Partial pressure of 0 2 is with 18 mmHg more than at surface
8. Concentrationof natural aerosols with a significantpercent of particles with size < 3 µm.
9. The salt mine operates as a FARADAYcavity where atmospheric
changes can not penetrate -favorable effect to broncho-obstructive syndrome
The studies and tests of undergroundenvironmentfactors, achieved in
"Unirea Salt Mine and analyze of microclimaticstudies achievedby IMFBRM researchersand those of the other institutes from country allow to
put into evidencethe presence of some therapeuticproperties,that may be
used for patients recovef): with different pathologies and especially with
bronchitis asthnia and chronic bronchitis and also for possible achievement of correction effect of immunologicmodifications at patients with
bronchitis asthma - a new perspective of developmentof speleotherapyin
Romania. Data analysis, also, allow elaboration of a complex investigations, necessary for studies of saline underground environment,in order
to evaluate the speleotherapymechanism and subsequent medical using
of this.

Table1. UNDERGROU
ND CAVITIESFROMEUROPEUSEDFOR

SPELEOTHERAPY
No.

SALTMINES

CARSTCAVES

3.

Solotvino(Slatina)SaltMinenr.8.RegionalAlergologycHospital,Transcarpation
Reg., Ukraine,1968

TapolcaSeehohle(Tavarsbarlang)
, Hungam,1966

4.

SlanicPraid, Harghita,Romania,1972(1955*)

5.

SlanicPrahova,Romania,
1972(1971
*)
Solotvino(Slatina)SaltMinem.9.UkraineanAlergologycHosp.1976

1.
2.

6.
7

THERMAL
CAVES& MINES
Monsumano
Terme,GrottaGuisti,Italia,1971
SolbadSaltseiman,
Germany
, 1955
Kluterthohle, Ennepetal,Westfalia
, Germany
, 1950(1946*)
(1942*).
Wieliczka,
Sanatorium
"Kinga",Krakowia,Polska, Friedenshohle
/ bakebarlang,
Iosvafo/Nordungam,
Miskoltz, BadGastein- Bockstein,TermalGalleryMine(Rn
1958(1955*)
222)Salzburn:.
Osterreich1965(1952*)
Humrnrv19650959*)

Berezniki,Permreg., Russia(K,Na),1977(1975*)

Gombasecka
Jaskyna,"SlovenskiKras",Slovakia,1971
(1965*)
AbaligetHohle,Pees,Hungam,1971

Caveof theWind,Provinceof theLucca(Southeran Carfagnana (Toskany,
Italy,1990(1989*)
FreeEnterpriseHealthMine (Rn222),USA,1975

MaguraCave,VidinskiOkrug,Bulgaria,1977(1970*)
Sloupskovska
Jeskyna,Czechoslovakia,
1977

Bystrianska
JaskynaBanskaBystrica(Pediatr.& Adolesc.
TarguOcna, Statiuneabalneoclimatica
SlanicMoldo8.
Clin.F.D.RooseveltHospitalandSVESAN
/SpeleoCo.LTD,
va,Bacau,Romania
, 1978(1974*)
Slovakia1977(1975*)
NahicevanSaltMine.Phisiotherapeutic
Hospital,
Oberyeiring
Heilstollen
, Astmayentrum
, Osten-eich,
1978
9
(1973*)
Azerbaidian1984(1980*)
Tetri-Mgvime
u. NovzAphon,Tskhaltubo,
InstituteofHealtChon-Tuz
SaltCavein highaltitude(Chol-Pan,
Ko10.
ResortTreatmentandPhzsiotherapz,
Tbilisi,Georgian,1978
cikorskDistrict).RepublicofKyrgystan
, 1987(1980*)
(1973*)
BishkekSaltCavein highaltitude,RepublicofKyrCaveCisarska,Ostrovu Macochz(TheChildrenSanato11.
!!vstan1987(1980*)
rium). CvechRenublic1980( 1979*)
AvanSaltMine, Speleotherapeutic
Hospital,Erevan, ZlateHory(Yuckmantel),
Layenska,Tschechische
Republic
,
12.
Armenv.1988
1982
13.

SoligorskSaltMines,RepublicanSpeleotherapeutic Silbergwerkstollen,
Neubulach(Nordschwarywald)
, LuftkuHospital,Minsk,Belarus,1990
rort,Schwarzwald
Anzeigen
, Deutschland
, 1990(1978*)

14.

SaltCaves,DeadSeaReg.in IsraelMontainof Sedom 1993(1991*)

Eisensteinstolen
in BadGrund(Harz),Deutschland
, 1990
(1987*)

15.

Salzbergwerk
Berchtesgaden,
Deutschland
, 1997

HajnoczyBarlang,Hungary,1988
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BadBleiberg
, Friedrichstollen
, Oslmeich,1990(1978*)
Schwabische
Alb,Aalen,DeutscerSpelaotherapie
Verband
,
1990
Szemio-Hegy
BarlanginBudaMountains(Szemiohegyer
Aragonthohle
), Budapest,
Hungary
, 1990
MladecJaskinaCzechRepublic1990
FairyCaves,(Schaubergwerk,
Schmiede
feld,Thuringer
Schiefergebirge;SaalfolderFeengrotten
undHeilstollen
,
1990(1987*)
Bodenmais,
Bayrischer
Wald,Deutschland
, 1990
Kurzentrum
Pottenstein,
Frankische
Schweiz,Luftkurort,
Deutschland
,
1990(Verkehrsburo
/ Kurrverwaltung)
Munsterial,
Sudschwarzwald,
De1,1tschland
, 1990
SezanaCave,Slovenia,1991
Demanovska
Jaskyna
, Slobody
, Slovakia
, 1997
JasovskaJaskyna
, Slovakia,1997
TieferStollen,Fairstenzeche,
Deutschland,
1998
BarbaraStollen
, Deutschland
, 1999
Kiliansstollen
, Deutschland,
2000
Schindler
Stollen
, Deutschland,
2000
Hellagiack
StollenDeutschland
2000
RudolfStollen,Deutsch
land,2000
Besuchererbergwerk
Prettau,Italy,2000(1995*)
Freengrotten
Deutschland,
2001(1998*)

*- publicationstill the operationof speleotherapycenter

Tab.2. The aeroionsconcentrationin Salt Mine "Unirea"
Aeroions,polarity

Concentrationof
aeroionson outside

Concentrationof aeroionsin differentsalt mine locations
Elevatorarea, entry in
"Old well" area of
"Sanatorium"area in
salt mine
aerationfrom mine
salt mine
266
286
184

n-/ cm3

367

n+ / cm3

245

204

143

122

The polaritycoefficient(n+/n-)

0,67

0,77

0,50

0,66

Totalaeroions/ cm3

612

477

409

306

3
air in "Unirea"Mine, SlanicPrahovaSalt Mine.
Table3. Totalconcentrationof micro-organisms/m

Locationsin mines and micro-organismsconcentration/ m3 air

Conditionsof experiment

Concentrations
of microorganisms
outside,in salt
mine court

In air : were collectedat 1,5 m from "saline soil" :
Staphylococcussp.- ~-hemolyticus
Streptococcussp. - a-hemolyticus
Staphylococcussp. - lecytinaza(+)
Enterobacteriaceae
Fungi
were collectedat 0,7m from "salt soil":
Staphylococcussp.- ~-hemolyticus
Streptococcussp. - a-hemolyticus
Staphylococcussp. - lecytinaza(+)
Enterobacteriaceae
Fungi

960
4
0
2
6
0
1000
4
0
3
5
0

21-281luqus1 20D5. l(nfomos. He!las

Elevatorarea, "Old well" area
"Sanatorium"
entry in mine, of aerati on from
area in mine
15 touristsat mine, 58 touris (withoutpatients
distanceof ts/patientsat 20 m
presenceor
5-20m
distance
tourists)
240
8
2
4
2
0
240
10
2
5
6
0

160
2
0
0
1
0
160
4
0
1
2
1

240
3
0
0
0
0
400
4
0
2
2
0

"Genese
Sanitary
Hall" (11 group(5
tourists at touristsat
distance distance of
5-10 m)
5-10 m)
600
2
1
2
1

0

-

900
2
2
2
14
2

flellemcS1wle
alouic
a! Society

were collectedat 0,2 m from "salt soil":
1680
Staphylococcussp.- B-hemolyticus
5
Streptococcussp. - a-hemolyticus
1
Staphylococcussp. - lecytinaza(+)
3
Enterobacteriaceae
9
Fungi
0
On salt stratum(ml lichide culture medium/ 100
2340
cm2) : were col lected at 1 5 m from "salt soil" :
Staphylococcussp.- P-hemolyticus
24
Streptococcussp. - a-hemolyticus
12
Staphylococcussp. - lecytinaza (+)
13
Enterobacteriaceae
127
Fungi
0
were collectedat 0,7m from "salt soil":
2500
Staphylococcus sp.- P-hemolyticus
29
Streptococcussp. - a-hemolyticus
15
Staphylococcus sp. - lecytinaza(+)
12
Enterobacteriaceae
249
Fungi
0
were collectedat 0,2 m from "salt soil":
4670
Staphylococcussp.- P-hemolyticus
33
Streptococcussp. - a-hemolyticus
11
Staphylococcus sp. - lecytinaza(+)
21
Enterobacteriaceae
292
Fungi
14
*Humidity flaw on salt stratum (6 m2) In "Old Well" area
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The structureof the therapeutic(speleotherapeutical)factor in the salt mines - primordialelementin speleotherapymechanismand effect
Dr.b., Ph.D. SIMIONCA Iu. (Ghe.)
NationalInstitute of Rehabilitation,PhysicalMedicineand Balneoclimatology.Bucuresti.
TheRomanianPermanenteCommissionof Speleotherapy
The anthropicchanges and the environmentpollutionrepresentsome
of the factors"trigger"and risk in the bronchialasthma. The environmental factors, this time in the undergroundenvironmentin caves and salt
mines, have the role of reducingthe sensitizereffect of the allergenswith
a therapeuticaction for the humanbody.
Speleotherapyof patients sufferingfrom bronchial asthma and other
illnesses- the therapyin the undergroundenvironmentin some caves and
salt mines with curativepropertiesis efficientlypracticed in Europeand
it succeededto be impressivein the therapyof somepathologies.We also
mentionthat its effectis differentdependingon the multitudeand quality
of undergroundenvironmentcomponentparts in the cave or salt mine.
In this paper the authorpresentsthe point of view concerningthe role
of the cavitiesparametersin the salt mine in orderto formthe curativefactor for the undergroundenvironmentand the speleotherapeuticalmechanism.
On the basis of the studiesin this domain,effectedin many salt mines
in Europe (Solotvino-8,Solotvino-9sub-CarpathianUkraine;Wieliczka
Poland; Cacica and Slanic Prahova Romania) several categoriesof salt
undergroundparameterswere discovered,with an importantrole in the
formationof the environmentalfactor with curative properties- speleotherapeuticaland which aiiow estabiishinga concept of efficientand secure structure of the speleotherapycenter in different salt mines. These
parametersform a complexgeophysical-chemicaland biologicalsystem
of the undergroundenvironment,amongthem remarkableare:
1. The existence of some admissiblevalues of the geomechanical,
geophysical, ·rheological,mineralogicaland geochemicalparameters in the salt mount and excavatedcavities for the presenceof
some groups of patients or tourists, as well as the stabilityof these
parameters.
2. The absence of the undergroundwater in potential destructive
quantities, as well as the absence of other geologicalfactors (such
as creep phenomena)that could affect the safety of the excavated
cavitiesand could lead to their crashor to otherundergrounddisasters.
3. The salt chemicalcomposition,the physical,mechanicaland rheological properties, the granulometric structure shouldn't affect
stationed people in the mine cavities. The salt should be mostly
formed (90-99%)of sodic chloride.
4. The absence of the toxic substancesin the salt mounts and excavated cavities,as well as the pollutinggases,whosepresence could

have a similareffectas the "trigger"factorsand whichcould cause
different pathologicreactionsof the humanbody,includingallergical reactions with bronchial spasm at the patients suffering from
asthma.
5. Microclimaticparameterswith valuesin the "comfortarea"; prevalent negativeionization.
6. The absence of pathogen microorganisms
, conditionedpathogen
microorganismsor the absenceof the saprophyticembryos- possible·etiologicalfactors of the inflammatoryprocess or possible
allergens; the total concentrationof microorganisms- up to 1000/
m3 air (preferable100-300embryos/ m3 air). The presenceof the
antibacterialeffect and of the self combingout possibilityof the
undergroundenvironmentin cavities.
8. The absence:ofthe allergenswith chemical,vegetaland animalorigin.
9. The measureof the particlesin the salt aerosols- prevalentunder 5
mkm (preferable0.5-3.0 mkm);concentration- 1.5-7.0mg/m3 air.
The relations between systems:the depth of undergroundcavities in
, the salt mine dedicatedto speleotherapy- the saltwallsof the underground
space and their chemicalcomposition- the air chemicalcompositionand
the salt aerosolsstructure- ionization-microclimaticparameters- microflora concentrationand variety- the absenceof allergens- anthropogenic
activity - geomechanical,geophysical,geochemicaland microbiological
stabilityin the salt layer and of the cavitiesin the mine - natural and/or
artificialregenerationof the undergroundsalt environment- the presence
of the propertiesuseful for speleotherapy and/ortouristic scope form, in
the author's opinion, the base of the curative (speleotherapeutical)factor
in the undergroundenvironmentof the salt mine.
The existenceof these systems' relationsbetween the parametersof
the salt undergroundenvironmentensuresthe mechanismof speleotherapy and the clinical, mucilaginous,antimicrobialand anti-inflammatory
benefic effects,the effects of cleaningthe breathinglines and tegument,
the activationof some mechanismsthat ensure the resistanceanti-infection and appropriateimmunitystatus,the effectofhypersensitizingof the
human body and of regenerationof the injured and infected tegumentresultsobtainedclinicallyand experimentally,most of them disseminated
and confirmedthroughstudiesof other authorsin differentspeleotherapy
centers(in salt mines and caves).
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Abstract
The paper makesa reviewon the aspectsregardingthe characteristics,
the action, the effects, and the importanceof the electric climate - the
naturaland artificialair ionization- on livingorganisms.The underground
21· 28 lwou st 20lJ5. l{al mnos. Hell as

spaces,representedby caves and mines (salt mines,particularly), present
somephysical characteristicsthat couldbe valorizedfor the treatmentof
some specificdiseases- one of the main speleotherapypurposes.
The paper presentsdata regardingthe natural and artificialair ioniza-
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tion characteristicsin some salt mines and caves from Romania,some of
them with therapeuticdestination.
Keywords:air ionization,salt mines, speleotherapy.

Introduction
The environmentalsituatednearby the soil, there where the majority
of livingorganismslive, is characterizedthroughmany characteristicsout
of which some are of physical-chemicalnature and others of biological
nature.All these factors are in a closed interdependenceand fulfill some
specificroles. Any quantitativeand qualitativemodificationof environment characteristics,over some limits, evidencesits presence at the level
of one livingorganismas differentshapes.
From physical factors of aerial environment, in frame of electric atmosphere for beautifulweather,an importantrole is given to naturalionization of the air. This aero-electricparameterpresents many valences as
a consequenceof the influenceand direct and indirect effects on living
world,favorableor unfavorable,depending on the intensity,exposingperiod, or its characteristicfeatures.
The first remarks regardingthe existenceof aerial.gaseous ions were
made since 30's of past century, the researches were taking again and
elaboratedthen after 50's by differentcollectives, that put into evidence
the existingrelationbetweenthe contentof small ions from air and pollution of respectiveatmosphere, and also the fact that almost daily lack
of a sufficientquantityof small negativeions of oxygenin work and rest
placesis a causeof appearanceof one unavoidabledisorder,often severe,
of health state.
A significantnumber of researchesconfirm the existenceof connection between this electric parameter of the air and a series of biologic
effects shown on different stages of organizationof living world, from
cellularlevelup of that of organism.

The paper proposes to present the results regarding some characteristics of undergroundenvironment(temperature, humidity,pressure difference, air ionizationand others) from some salt mines and caves from
Romania(figure 1) in order to use them in balneo-and speleotherapeutic
purposes [4, 5, 11, 12].

Theoreticalaspects regardingthe natural and artifical ionizationof
the air
Air ionizationconsists of existencein surroundingatmosphereof different types of ions, gaseousmainly, as shape of some moleculeselectric
loaded (positive and negative), of different dimensions and movement
speeds (mobility),that which make possible ions classificationin more
categories[2, 7, 8].
Ions existence is the result of interaction between the physical factors, generatorsof aerial ions, on one hand and on the other hand of air
molecules.Generatorsfactorsfor troposphereair are representedof radioactive elementsfrom soil and air, and also of cosmic and solar radiation
that troughcorpuscularradiations(a, P) and electromagnetic(y, roentgen)
releaseddirectlyor indirectly,assurethe energynecessaryto neutralmolecules of gases and water vapors from atmosphere[9, 1O].
Ionizationphenomenonof these moleculesis complexand is achieved
in more successivestages, at its final differentcategoriesof aero-ionsmay
be generated.
In initial stage, primary ions are produced, for example the oxygen
ones.
If the electronshave sufficientkinetic energy,then others categoryof
ions may appear.
Followingto these reactions in atmospheremay appear aerial ions as
follow: W( Hp),(HPY (Hp), 0 2·( Hp\, Off( Hp\ and others.
From secondary ionizing agents, the processes of water fragmenting present especiallyimportance(breakingin micro-particles,spraying
throughfinejets of water,breakingof the pelliclesof air bubblesfromwater surface, evaporationprocess,breaking of ice crystalsthroughcollision
and others), processesand physicalphenomenonknown in meteorology.
Betweenthe action of generatorfactors and those which lead at ions
recombination(destroying) a balance is established,reflected sometimes
in existenceof one regime of air ionizationand in consideredplace. In the
table l somevaluesof negativeions concentrationsregisteredin different
places, are presented.
Table1 - Negativeions concentration(c) in differentplaces.
Place
Nearbya cascade

Figure1 - Locationof salt mines and caves on Romanianterritory.

At mountain

50000
4 500 - 8 000

In some balnealresorts

3 000 -4 000

After lightning

1 500 - 2 500

Outsidethe town

500 - 1 000

In town
Theresearchesachievedin the last decadesin Poland,Austria,Ukraine,
Slovenia, Slovakia and others,but also in Romania, regardingthe physical-chemical characteristicsof caves and salt mines microclimatepoint
out the fact that this may carry on favorableeffects on organisms and
recommendit for its valorizationin the treatmentof some diseases(speleotherapy).
The features of air ionization from these undergroundprecincts, together with microclimateones, contribute at defining and completion
knowledgeof the specificphysicalconditionsof these in orderto be used
for therapeuticpurposes[1, 3, 6].

c (ions/cm3)

Moderntypical office

< 500

350

Closedvehicle in movement
200
Except natural ionization, through differenttypes of generatorsapparatus, ions concentrationsof both polarities(in limited spaces) that may
attain high values, arrivingat a few millionsions/cm3 may be obtained.

Materialsand method
In order to appreciate local specific characteristicsan importantrole
revenue to knowledge of microclimatic conditions from these under741/J!nternnfiunu! Conuress of Soufeo!uUY
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with a bifilar electrometer,Leybold type, without auxiliary field, connected with a suction air device, with a volume flow correspondingto
_measuredions category.
Theremarksfollowedstabilityof smallnegativeandpositive ionsconcentrations(moreimportantas therapeuticaspect)and were madethrough
incidentalmeasurementsin differentseasonsof the year.

ground precincts. Microclimaticdeterminationsinside salt mines were
achievedwith Assmannpsyhrometer(temperatureand relative humidity
of air) mechanicalanemometerswith bucketsand pallets (air speed) and
with an aneroid barometer (differenceof atmosphericpressure because
of level difference~h in comparisonwith entry in salt mine). Thermal
comfort appreciationthrough 0 TEE determination(temperatureequivalent effective)was made in accordancewith correspondingnomographic
calculationmethod.
For the determinationsregardingair ionizationin the salt mines and
caves from Romania the classic method was used (electrometric).The
measurementsmade at SlanicPrahova,Cacicaand TarguOcna salt mines
and also in Lazu, Clo~aniand No.2 caves (the remarkswere made in the
National Institute of Recovery,Physical Medicine and Bioclimatology,
Bucharest) were achieved with aid of one ions register of Ebert type,
based on the dischargingprinciple of one electric condenser,provided

Results
Cacicasalt mine (old salt mine) from SuceavaCounty,is locatedin a
regionwith hills with a pie-climatepreponderantsedative.In frameof the
salt mine some applicationsclimato-medicalare carriedout.
The microclimaticremarks developed in the course of time in the
above-mentionedsalt mines, and also in three caves (Mehedinticounty)
fromRomaniaare summarizedin the table 2.

Table2 '"Microclimaticdata regardingsomesalt minesfromRomania
Air temperature(°C)

Relativehumidityof
air(%)

Air speed
(mis)

Pressuredifference
in comparisonwith
outside(mmHg)

Cacica(-38;-58)

9,5 -10,0
10,2-10,4

54-55
76

<0,1
<0,1

+7 ++8
+5

SlanicPrahova(-210)

11,6-12,8
10,0-1,6

61-75
50-51

<0,1
<0,1

Targu Ocna (-15)

11,7-12,4
9,0

67-74
74-75

<0,1
0,2-0,3

+18++20
+18
<+l
<+1

Praid (-100)

15,6
15,2-15,4
15,4-15,8

59
70-72
70-72

0,47
0,26-0,50

7,2-10,5

60-76

0,0-0,4

9,5-11,2

72-80

<0,5

Lazu

8,9
12,0
7,9

93
90
92

0
0
0

Clo~ani

11,5

95

Nr.2

17,0

72

Salt mine/ Cave
(~h, in m)

Thermalcomfort
0
( TEE)

Measurements
period

9,5
9,5
12,0-12,5
7,9-11,2

III,1979
VIII, 1999

11,5
10-12

VI, 1972
XI, 1993

13,5
14,3-14,4
14,5-14,6

1980
X,1989
VI, 1990

7,1-10,4
9,1-11,0

III, 1989

0

+12
+8++9
+8++9
+1++2
(superiorlevel)
+5++6
(Rudolfroom)
-

0

-

-

om

Turda(-60)

The air ionization determinations(in the area of undergroundlake)
achieved with preliminarycharacter,indicate big values (the biggest in
ratio with the others undergroundlocations)of ions concentrations:n+=
1500 ions/cm3, n_= 1300 ions/cm3, k = 1,15. The continuationof aeroionizationmeasurementsis imposed.
Measurementsof air natural ionizationare presentedin table 3.
Slanic Prahova salt mine ("Unirea" salt mine) is found in the resort
with samename situatedon Slanicriver valley,at about 45 km North of
Ploie~ti,at an altitudecomprisesbetween380 and 430 m. The localityis
characterizedby a hills climate,with small annuallyamplitudesof main
meteorologicalparameters.
The salt mine for sometherapeuticactivitiesis situatedat 210 m depth,
in frame of some largerooms with a trapezoidalprofile (heightof 60 m),
with walls having smoothsurfaces.
The remarks regardingair ionizationfrom the salt mine put into evidence the fact that the values of ions concentrations, although constant,
are relatively small and they were modified in time. Thus, positive ions
that were presentedconcentrationsover 350 ions/cm3 after measurements
from 1972,were decreasedat almost half in 2004 and those of negative
ions were diminishedin a small measure.The lowestconcentrationswere
remarkedin the point "Hospital"in comparisonwith the others measurement points (aerationwell, elevator).It was also stated the fact that, in
21-28 lwuusl 2005. Kolmnos. He/las

V,IX,1972
XII, 2004

VII, 1989

-

IX,X,1983
VIII,1984
VII,1985
VII,1985
VII,1985

the remarksfrom 2004, air ionizationwas preponderantnegative,aspect
sustainedby single-polaritycoefficient,of which size was presented a
sub-unitaryvalue.
TarguOcnasalt mine is situatedin the area of OrientalSub-Carpathians, at an altitudeof about 280-400m, on MeadowTrotu~(at confluence
with Slanic river), at about 14 km of One~ticity. Under climatic aspect
the localityis situatedat limits betweenclime of hills and that of middle
mountains.
The spaces destined for speleotherapyhave the shape of a series of
precinctswith dimensionsof8x8x12m3 with unfinishedwalls (withrough
aspect).
The air ionization determinationsput into evidence a modification
(decreasing)in time of the concentrationsfor small ions both positive
and negative.The measurementsfrom 1972(the most complete)shown
that air ionizationfrom salt mine is comparablewith that from surface,
with values of 600-800 negative ions/cm3,450-700 positive ions/cm3
respectively,the ratio between positive and negativeionizationis maintainedespeciallyconstant,at about 1,12,the data presentinga very small
spreading.
Praid salt mine (old salt mine) is situatedin the localitywith same
name from Tamava Mica valley,at an altitudeof 500-550m and located
in a largedepressionsurroundedof hills with middleheights(600-750m).
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The local geographicalconditions determinea continentalmoderate cliwinters.
mate of large mountaindepression,with relative cold summers and cold
Table3 - Naturalionizationof air fromsome salt mines and caves fromRomania
n

n

Locality
(cm-

3
)

lcm-

3
)

/cm-

3
)

k

Period

1500

1300

2800

1,15

VIII,1999

SlanicPrahova(Prahovacounty)

350-450
120-250

275-340
180-270

650-750
300-520

~ 1,3

0,5-0,9

V,IX,1972
XII,2004

Targu Ocna
(Bacaucounty)

600-800
250-400

450-700
220-330

1050-1500
470-730

1,12-1,48
1,00-1,25

VI,1972
XI,1993

Praid (Harghitacounty)

413-610

1,14-1,53

X,1989;VI,1990

Turda (Cluj county)

450-850

1,0-1,5

II,VII,1989

410
490

780
920

0,89
0,92

IX, X,1983
VII,1985

Cacica(Suceavacounty)

Lazu (Mehedinticounty)

370
450

Clo~ani(Mehedinticounty)

570

530

1100

1,07

VII,1985

Nr.2 (Mehedinticounty)

245

245

590

1,00

VII,1985

Air ionization in different points (entry, central area at intersection,
sanitarypoint) indicates moderate values of total concentrationsof ions
(positive and negative) comprisedbetween 413-610 ions/cm3 and a coefficientof single-polarity(k) containedbetween 1,14 and 1,53. Higher
concentrationswere stated at salt mine entry and the lowest in treatment
area.
Turdasalt mine is situated in west of TransilvarriaDepression,with
reducedaltitude(335 m), characterizedby a moderatecontinentalclimate,
with steppecharacter,of hills.
Natural total aero-ionizationvaries between 450-850 ions/cm3,being
maximin the upper area of Rudolfroom, at aerationhole 2 and minimum
at soil level from Rudolfroom. The ratio of single-polarityvaries between
1,0 and 1,5,that which prove positiveions predomination.
Air ionization determinationsfrom the three caves indicate values
relative averageof ions concentrations,comparablewith some areas situated in free atmosphere, unpolluted. Smaller values remarked in Lazu
caves (season 1983) in comparisonwith the measurementsare because
increasedhumidityof air (93 %).
In some salt mines (Tg. Ocna, Sl. Prahova)studies were also achieved
with artificialaeroionization,in therapeuticaims.

Conclusionsand recommendations
1. The salt mines from Romania are appreciatedas relative cold (10120C)with low speeds of air currents (absence of air currents or speeds
much below 0,5 mis), depending on aeration system of salt mine, with
relativemoderatehumidities(60-70 %), higher humiditiesof air are registered in the three researched caves. Air pressure inside these precincts
varies dependingon the outside pressure and of level differencein comparisonwith the surface.
2. The microclimateis, generally,characterizedby a big constancyor a
very low variationboth insidespace and in time of meteorologicalparameters such as the temperature,pressure differencedepending on outside
and air movement.
3. Air ionization for every salt mine is distinguishedthrough a very
small spreading of the concentrationvalues remarkable smaller than at
surface.
4. Differencesare statedbetweenthe values of ions concentrationsbetween differentsalt mines, especiallyas consequenceof salt mine operation mode. Smallervalues of ionizationmay be owe both to low content
of radioactiveelements of salt rock and operationmode and also of final
processingof these precincts walls. There where the walls are presented
with irregular aspect of surfaces (Tg.Ocna and Cacica salt mines) ions

concentrationsare h1gherthan m the precmcts with walls with smooth
surfaces(Slanic Prahova salt mine). Crystals breaking is accompaniedof
generationof electric load, which arrive then in inside air through evaporation, because of the sharp edges and comers of salt crystals.
5. Continuation of aero-ionization measurements is imposed for
measurements completion, data updating and their corroboration with
determinationsof spatial load, saline aerosols.
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and the currentview of the cave regardingits candidaturefor the WorldHeritage List
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Vjetrenica is the largest and most interesting cave in Bosnia and
Herzegovina,developedin the deeply marked Karst of the southernDinarid massif,in the final part of the courseof the canyonriver Trebisnjica.
It has been the subject of research and explorationthroughouthistory.
It was proclaimedto be a natural monumentin L950,the first in Bosnia
and Herzegovina.After this proclamation,modem explorationfollowed
to draw up plans to make it accessiblefor tourists. In 1964a tourist path
was opened and electric lightingset up over about·1050m of the cave, a
motel was openedand tourist guides began work. In 1991war broke out
in Bosnia and Herzegovina.Vjetrenicawas one of the first places to be
affectedby the war, all its tourist installationsand all the buildingswere
destroyed,and even the Institutefor the Protectionof Culturaland Natural
Heritagein Sarajevo,where documentson Vjetrenicawere destroyedby
fire. Over the past five years, after a ten-yearbreak causedby the war in
Bosniaand Herzegovina,researchinto Vjetrenicahas been going on, and
this has resulted in some importantnew discoveriesrelatedto the picture
of the cave.A new speleologicalplan of Vjetrenicahas been made, which
has correctedsome earliererroneouslydefinedsituations,and this formed
the basis for a monographentitled"Vjetrenica,a glimpseinto the Earth's
soul"which covered,systematizedand presentedall the knowledgeabout
Vjetrenicaavailableat that time. This particularlyrelates to information
about fauna, where Vjetrenicais the secondin the world in terms of biodiversity.After the monographthe speleologicalresearch continuedand
comprehensivebio-speleologicalresearchlaunchedincludingdrawingup
an inventoryof habitats and fauna, and the recently introducedall year
round ecologicalmonitoring.All these eventsconcerningVjetrenicahave
been accompanied by enviable publicity in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
where there is a need and desire for perspectiveand more positive news.
The basic touristprogramhas been restoredand the idea born of entering
Vjetrenicaas a candidatefor the WorldHeritageList, and this has been
done. Efforts are now being made to gain public supportfor the building
of an institutionwhich would work on this idea in an organizedmanner,
and also the idea of setting up a multi-functionalcenter for Karst, which
would organizeresearch, education,tourist activitiesand environmental
protection.
Vjetrenicais the biggest,the most famousand the most exploredcave
in Bosnia-Herzegovina.It is situated around the middle of the western
edge of PopovoPolje, some 12 km from the AdriaticSea.

«Wind»and the local tradition
Vjetrenicagot its name thanks to the fascinationof the poeple with
a strong «wind» blowing from cave during the warm season, and with
somewhatweaker «wind»blowinginto the cave in the winter (vjetrenica
= wind cave). Scientists and adventurorswere equally fascinated.Here
are some examplesof visitors' impressionsof the «wind»:«The noise is
louder than a thousand steam machines» (Ayala 1850); or: «Compared
to the hurricane blowing from the cave, the northern wind called burn
is but a spring breeze». (Riedel 1888).What the local people thought of
the «wind»can be seen from the traditionallegendswith all sorts of fairies and other creaturessupposedlyliving in the cave. Duringhistory,the
noblestook the cave over from the fairies.Theybuilt a summerresidence
on its entranceand used the «wind»as a uniquecoolingsystem.Anybody
1··28Augusl 2005. J(alamos. He/las

who spent a hot summer day in HerzegovinaKarst can confirmthe importanceof the invention.This is the feelingthat has eventuallystartedto
attracta completelynew kind of visitors- tourists.

The historyof exploration
The first known scientificwork aboutVjetrenicadealt with its unique
air circulation.It is Historianaturalisby Plinythe Elder,in 77 AD (Plinio
Secondo1884).In his work he mentionsa cave in Dalmatia,which could
be Vjetrenica.This theory is supportedby one of the most famousrenaissant:ebiologistsUliss1,;Aldruvamlifrom Bologna: on the margins of a
letter by the duke of Ston (Dubrovnikseaside)Jakov Sorkocevic,(written somewherebetween 1580 and 1584),he added the Pliny reference
(Grmek,Balabanic2000).At the same time, the duke of Dubrovnikand
philosopherNikolaGuceticin his On Aristotle'smeteors(1584)mentions
a cave with a strong wind in Popovo polje. This reference is the starting point for the scientificcave explorationin Bosnia-Herzegovianand
Croatia.
In 1888the first modem study of wind was conducted:Austrianengineer Riedelwantedto create a wind-propelledmill. Twoyears later Hristifor Mihajlovic,a monkfromthe nearbymonasterydrewthe first groundplan of the cave. Since then, six speleologicaldrawingsof Vjetrenicaare
knownhave been made.
In the first quarterof the 20th Centurythe first comprehensivemodem
researchwas conductedto discoverthe Vjetrenicawe know today:Czech
geographer,biologistand archaeologistKarelAbsolonwas the first to explore everypart ofVjetrenicabetween 1912th and 1914th (Aboslon1916),
later to be measured,describedand explainedby Mihajlo Radovanovic
(1929),co-workerof Jovan Cvijic.
Absolon was especially interested in subterraneanfauna: he visited
Vjetrenica27 times and found as many as 47 organismsthere. In the
nearby Bjelusicahe found as many as 51 organisms!(Pretner 1976).His
work markedthe beginningof a wave of modembiologicalexplorations
throughoutthe 20th Century,the most successfulbeing the researc:hof
StankoKaramanin the thirtiesand early fifties.Also,the work of a series
of Sloveneresearchersmust be mentioned,Egon Pretner and Boris Sket
among many others (Lucic 2003). Sket has explored,documentedand
describedVjetrenicain biospeleologicalterms,his most recent work was
publishedin a 2003 monograph.Early second half of the 20th Century
saw some paleontologicalexplorationin Vjetrenica:bones of some 10
speciesof prehistoricanimalswere found, includinga completeskeleton
of a leopard(Pantherapardus) (Malez & Pepeonik 1969),the only such
find in the area and scientificallythe most interesting.

Karstin the Trebisnjicaregion
Vjetrenica developed in the deeply marked Karst of the southern
Dinarid massif, in the final part of the course of the river Trebisnjica,
once the longestundergroundstream in Europe.The Karst here is made
of some 5 km thick blocks of carbonatelayers.Accordingto the basic
geologicalmap of the Popovopolje area (Cicic,2003) it was created in
Jurassic and Lower Cretaceouslimestone layers with interbededdolo-

mite. In some parts of Popovopolje, limestoneis 99 percent calcite.The
rocks are exposed to heavy geodynamics:annually they move some 2
cm northwards,which causes changein their compactness,told Croatian
geologistEduardPrelogovi6.Drainagebasin goes alomostfrom the highest peak in Bosnia-Herzegovina,Maglic (2386 m) on the eastern border

of the country,to the Adriatic Sea, to the South.That is why this area is
45 times bigger than Popovopolje (Vlahinic2004),with Vjetrenicaon its
edge. If one adds 2500 mm of rain annually,one gets ideal situationfor
the developmentof Karst.

Picture1. Hydrogeologicmap of the Trebisnjicariver-basin,(Tookfrom «Vjetrenica-pogled u dusuzemlje»)
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Explanationof colours/signson map:
Brown - irnpenneablerock
Blue - serni-penneablerock
Light-blue- penneable rock
White - Karst valley
Yellow-brown- river and marsh alluvium
Arrow - directionof subterraneandrainage
Ponor - swallet
Vrelo- spring
Estavela- estavelle
Vrulja- submarinespring
Note: Vjetrenicais near Nr. 16

Vjetrenicaand modernhydrology
Experts think that the tectonics and specific hydrology of Popovo
polje had the main role in fonning this cave. Geornorphologiststhink that
Vjetrenicaused to serve as a drain for the water flowing from Popovo
polje towardsthe Adriatic(Radovanovic1929)(Cvijic 1950).Subsequent
carstificationtowardsthe edge of Popovopolje createda series of ponors
with severalhundred of kilometersof undergroundchannelsthat lead to
a series of springsand wells in the lower part of Neretvaarea and in Dubrovnik area on the Adriatic Coast, where they emerge as springs and
submarinesprings. Further carstificationalong Trebisnjicariver created
more than 500 small and big ponors and estavellas(Milovanovic1979)

whichtoday mostlytake the water towardsOrnblanear Dubrovnik.During this periodthe side channelsofVjetrenicawere fonned by drippingof
surfacewater,whileVjetrenicain this periodwas a spring,bringingwater
to Popovopolje. (Milojevic1938).

Speleologicalsurvey
In recent speleologicalresearch conductedin summerof 2002, 2003
and 2004. by SpeleologicalSection of UniversityMountaineeringSociety Velebitfrom Zagreb and SpeleologicalSectionof the Mosor Mountaineering Society from Split, a new map of Vjetrenicawas drawn up.
It is a detailed map, scale 1: 500. As for the ground-plan,the length of
the cave is 6141 rn, while the polygonlength is 6384 rn. New measuring
showedthat the total length is much shorterthan 7503 rn mentionedby
Radovanovic(1929).As there is no sufficientdata on Radovanovic,it is
difficultto comparativelyanalysethe results,but based on a comparison
of the ground-plansit seemsthat no channelshavebeen missedout.
Recentspeleologicalresearchhas shownthat GomjiAbsolonovkanal
and Dubokadvoranaare connected.The exactlocationof the Velskikanal
has been defined, while the newly explored Ravanjskikanal has been
added to the map. The new map shows a differentpositionof DonjiAbsolonovkanalswith regardsto DonjaVjetrenica:DonjaVjetrenicaseems
to go in the same directionas Donji Absolonovkanal. These two channels createa singlehydrologicalentity:waterprobablygoes fromthere to
Lukavac.The lengths of individulchannelshave been measured.(Table
1 and Picture2).

Table1. Channellengthsin Vjetrenica

No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Name of channel

Glavni kanal
Vilino gumno
Donja Vjetrenica
Zlatna dvorana
N iski kanal
Gasparovimev kanal
Radovanovimev kanal
Gornji Absolonov kanal
Spoj Radovanovi~evog i Gornjeg Absolonovog kanala
Donji Absolonov kanal
R:zehakov prolaz
Makaron galerija
Visoki kanal
Visoki kanal - Prvi desni odvojak
Visoki kanal - Drugi desni odvojak
Velika dvorana
Lijevi odvojak prije Leopardovog kanala
Leopardov kanal
Saljev visemih jezera
Po:zovo brdo - Visoki zasigani kanal do oznake Lou
Velski kanal (od oznake Lou)
Styx
Desni odvojak iza Bijelog saljeva
Lijevi odvojak prije Kanala s dubokim jezerom
Kanai s dubokim jezerom
Ravanjski kanal
Ravanjski kanal - desni odvojak
Sum total

Polygon length

2465,9
67,3
391,3
44,9
65,8
75,3
234,0
180,2
35,9
405,5
16,1
55,4
207,2
34,9
12,9
129,5
22,0
270,6
21,7
234,4
281,3
87,6
43,9
30,5
129,9
736,1
103,9
6384,0

Ground-plan length

2433,0
67,2
371,1
43,6
65,8
74,1
223,0
173,0
34,8
518
396,0
13,9
54,7
204,9
31,8
249]
12,6
124,7
18,6
252,4
19,6
209,3
273,1
81,5
38,4
30,3
122,9
670,9
----=99,8 770.7
6141,0
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Picture 2. Map o[Vjetrenica:channelnumbersrefer to numbers in Table I

Morphologyof Vjetrenka
In hydrologicalterms,Vjetrenicahas three main parts.
One:the stretchfromthe entranceto the Cetvrtipjati (1460m fromthe
entrance),from there the watercourseis northbound,goes to the Popovo
polje. This part of the cave, some 1000m from the entrancehas a siphon
duringwinter.
Two: From Cetvrti pjati to Bijeli Saljev where the watercoursegoes
underground.The watercourseis South-Westbound,
the directionopposite
the PopovoPolje.
Three: Ravanjski kanal from which the watercourse is Nort-Westbound,towardPopovoPolje.It createsan undergroundstreamunderneath
the blocksof rock in the Mainchannel,after whichthe watercoursemakes
a sharp tum so it is impossibleto tell whether it keeps or changes its
direction.

Picture 3. The Main channel (Glavnikanal) of Vjetrenica- some 800 mfrom the main
entrance,photo by Ana Opalic

Cetvrtipjati is an undergroundwatershed:the watercoursefrom there
is northboundor southbound.It is still unclear whether the watercourse
from the Ravanjskichannelchangesdirectiononce it sinks.The complex
situationshouldbe exploredfurther.
The cave was formed on the cracks stretching in NW-SE and N-S
directions.The general directionof the cave from the entranceto its furthermostpoint in Ravanjskikanal is S-SE(azimuth157°).Averageincline
is 1.2°with the cave goingup: in the horizontaldistanceof2153 m it goes
45.5 m up. But if we look at the Main channel (Glavnikanal) and its furthermostpoint, in relationto the entrance,then there is a slight downfall,
the incline is - 0,3°.
Vjetrenica is easily described as a horizontal speleological object
with channelsin three levels. The lowest, and hydrologicallyactive level consists of Donja Vjetrenica,Donji and Gomji Absolonovkanal and
Radovanovicevkanal. The middlelevel consistsof Glavnikanal with side
channels,stretchingfrom the main entranceto Dubokojezero, while the
third and highest level consists of Pozovo brdo, Visoki zasigani kanal,
Velskikanal and the southernmostparts of Ravanjskikanal. The lowest
point is in DonjaVjetrenica,26 metresbelowthe entrancelevel,whilethe
highest point is in Visoki zasigani kanal, 116 metres above the entrance
level.
Majority of the channels in Vjetrenica has a lot of speleothemsof
variousshapes,which contributeto a unique visual experience.There are
flowstones,stalactites,stalagmites,curtainsand sinterpools. In the oldest
and highestparts of the cave one can find even somearagoniteformations
and crystals.
In autumn and in winter, when the temperatureof the atmosphereis
lower than in the cave, the air is suckedinto the cave, until the temporary
siphon closes.When that happens,there is no circulationof air any more.
This could mean that there are higher entrancesor cracksbelow the temporary siphon,which in tum could mean that the cave itself is biggerthan
!4!11internut,onu/Conmess of
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we now think The currentof air at the entrancemeasuredin Augustranged
form 5.1 to 9.8 mis, averagespeedbeing 6.1 to 8.5 m/s. The strongestcurrent was measuredin the afternoon (at 14.00hrs) with the biggest difference betweentemperaturesin the cave (11.4 °C) and outside(29.7 °C).

Biospeleologicalresearch
Severalinventoriesof fauna have been made so far (Wolf 1934-1937;
Buturovic 1951; Pretner 1963; and Miksic 1979). According to Culver
and Sket (2000),Vjetrenicawith its 60 cave-limitedspeciesis the second
such cave in the world, rivalled only by Postojna-PlaninaCave Systemin
Slovenia,which has 84 such species.The most comprehensiveinventory
of fauna and habitats of Vjetrenicaand the nearby Bjelusicacave and Lukavac spring,the three being parts of a single system,has been published
rather recently (Sket 2003). This study found 110 species in the system,
76 troglobionts,36 of them terrestrialand 40 aquatic.
InAugust2004comprehensivebiospeleologicalresearchwas launched,
includingmicroclimateand environmentalmeasuringnad drawingup an
inventoryof subterraneanfauna. The researchwas conductedby Croatian
Riospeleological Society from Zagreh. Scientists such as Gordan Kara-

man and Bofana Karamanfrom Podgoricaalso participatedin the exploration, while Boris Sket from Ljubljanasupervisedit all.
First analysisof the recentlygatheredmaterialand comparisonwith the
most comprehensivelist of fauna in this cave system (Sket 2003) showed
17 new taxa, includingsevenpositivelyand three most likelytroglobionts.
Three species are probablytroglophilsand four are trogloxene.
The most up-to-date inventory of fauna in Vjetrenica,Bjelusica and
Lukavac has 128 species, including 85 troglobiontsand possible troglohionts. Among them, there are 45 terrestrialtroglobionts,and 40 aquatic
stigobionts.More than nine species have been found in Vjetrenicaalone,
among them two monotypes - snail Zavalia vjetrenicae i mysid shrimp
Troglomysisvjetrenicensis.(Sket 2003). The fauna ofVjetrenica includes

also the only European subterraneanvertebrate covjecja ribica (Proteus
anguinus), the only cave clam Congeria kusceri, the only cave serpulid
worm Marifugiacavatiaca,etc.A rich ecologicaldiversitywithinthe cave
includessome very unusualhabitats,most especiallythe cave hygropetric·
whichharborshigh specializedcoleopteransspecies,Hadesiavasicekiand
Nauticiellastygivaga(Leptodiranae), as well as Niphargus(Amphipoda)
Typhlogammarusmrazeki.(Sket 2003).The most numerousare the crabs,
especiallyAmphipoda,ten speciesaltogether,(includingeight Niphargus
spp.), and also insects(11 speciesof Coleoptera),snails,etc. Vjetrenicais
the locus typicus for as many as 32 troglobionticspecies.
As of summer 2005, Vjetrenicawill have an all-year-roundenvironmental monitoring.Further research will positively come out with new
speciesfor the expertsto study
Usage of Vjetrenica
It seems that Vjetrenicawas used as a winter and summershelterbut
nobodyused it for living,the reasonbeing the narrowentranceand strong
wind preventingpeople form enteringthe cave.Also, one shouldnot forget the very strongpsychologicaleffect of the wind. But the local people
lived with Vjetrenica,hence the local word «pjat» (Italian for plate) for
seriesof a sinterpools, or «cejrek»(Turkishfor a quarterof driedmutton)
for series of a small cmiains, etc.
The beginning of the protection of Vjetrenica started around 1900,
when the metal gate was first made. The same gate, slightlymodifiedin
early '60s, is stillthere (Rzehak1965).Legalprotectionof the cave started
in 1914,when the authoritiesissuedthe first Rule regardingthe protection
of the cave, and it was proclaimeda natural monumentin 1950.
First attemptsto make it accessiblefor tourists were made at the end
of 19th Century,by monk Hristifor Mihajlovicwho, around 1890 managed to draw interest from scientific circles and who, by some sources,
expandedthe main entranceto the cave. Local etnologist,writer and politician Ljubo Miceviccreateda 1250m long path to Velikojezero (Rzehak
1965).By the end of 1950sVjetrenicawas for the most part ready for the
tourist project realised in 1964: a tourist path was opened and electric
lighting set up over 1045m of the cave, a motel was opened and tourist
guides began work. According to available information,Vjetrenica attracted some ten thousandvisitors annually.

A new pictureof Karst
In 1991war broke out in Bosnia and Herzegovina.Vjetrenicawas one
of the first places to be affectedby the war, all its tourist installationsand
all the buildingswere destroyed(Lucic 2001), and even the Institute for
the Protectionof Culturaland Natural Heritagein Sarajevo,where documents on Vjetrenicawere kept was destroyedby fire. Over the past five
years, after a ten-yearbreak causedby the war in Bosniaand Herzegovina,
research into Vjetrenicahas been going on, and this has resultedin some
importantnew discoveriesrelated to the picture of the cave. Monograph
entitled "Vjetrenica,a glimpse into the soul of the Earth" covered, systematized and presented all the knowledgeabout Vjetrenicaavailableat
that time.
SpeleologicalSocietyVjetrenica- Popovopolje has renewedthe piewar tourist programme,but flashlightsare used at the moment, instead
of electrical lighting. The B-H Academy made iniciative to candidate
Vjetrenica for the World Heritage List. The idea has got public support
and publicityunprecedentedin B-H terms when environmentalissues are
concerned.

Picture4. The beetleHadesia vasicekiin its locus typicus,photo by DarkoBaksic

What next?
Caving associationstogether with internationalexperts are trying to
establish modem standardsfor the managementof Vjetrenicaand other
unique Karst phenomenaof Bosnia-Herzegovina.A multifunctionalCen-

tre for Karst should be established,with fourfold function:research, education, tourist and protectionof the environment.The idea was first heard
in the summer of 2004 when SpeleologicalSociety Vjetrenica - Popovo
polje, together with Ravno Municipalityand the Ministry of the environment of the Herzegovina-NeretvaCounty applied for technical cooperation, as announcedby the governmentof Japan. Several months later the
initiativewas endorsedby SIBIOS, noting that future developmentmust
pay special attention to the subterreaneanfauna. We expect the similar
supportby UIS.
«SIBIOSenthusiasticallyendorsesthe candidacyofVjetrenica in Bosnia-Herzegovinafor the World Heritage list». This is the beginning of
their statement which further on describes Vjetrenica as a «remarkable
subterranean hydrogeologicalsystem, worthy of all of the superlatives
one can muster». It stresses the importance of its biodiversity,calling it
the very centre of the centre of endernisrns,with a large number of cave
species.
In orderto protect the cave, the SpeleologicalSocietyVjetrenica- Popovo polje will be very careful in future dealing with Vjetrenica. Contact
was made with the IUCN Task force for Karst and caves, and very soon
work in Vjetrenica cave lighting will continue. Neil Kell from Australia
describes his lighting approach as one using »as little light as possible
for two reasons: firstly, to conserve the cave ecosystem, and, secondly,
to reinforcethe rea.lity that it is a cave environmentwhere darkness is the
natural state».

Conclusion
Data gathered from both previous and recent research show that
Vjetrenica is unique in spleological,biological, paleontological,cultural
and others terms. That is why it should be included in the World Heritage
list: it is not only importantfor Bosnia-Herzegovinaand the countries of
Dfoaric Karst, but is also universally important for further research and
protection of most interesting subrettaneanhabitats. Also, its tourist and
educationalimportanceis noted.
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The destructivedevelopmentof Alistrati Cave (Greece)
Dr Nkkos A. Poulianos
Ministry of Culture,Ephorate of Palaeoanthropology- Speleaology,Ardittou 34b, Athens 11636.Aegean Un., Medit. Studies, Rhodes, Anthropological
Associationof Greece,5 Daphnomili,Athens 11471.Greece.E-mail:ww.aee@vip.gr

Abstract
Financial and legal factors are related to destructive activities during
the developmentof Alistrati cave. According to decisionAl/<1>41/36829/
2130/ 6-10-1995 of the Greek Ministry of Culture, the construction of
an elevator at the end of the cave's touristic path was strictly forbidden.
However,in 1997and 1998the SerresPrefecture,through severalbureaucratic manoeuvres,proceededto create a well-hole 7 rn wide and installed
an elevator.Soon afterwardsit was demonstratedthat the lift could not be
11serlhermisen1stpreventerlits fnnrtion. Furthermore,hmdslidehwz::irds

did not permit the constructionof a road for visitors to return to the parking lot. As a result, a silo-like tube 42 rn high stands as a monument of
spelaeologicalfailure.This failure is due to the followingtwo parameters:
First, the enormous financing of the Serres Prefecture at almost 1 million
euros was trusted to non-specialists in the field of spelaeology. Second,
the incapabilityof the State directors supervisingthe project resulted in an
ecological catastrophe for the cave's rnicroclirnate.Humidity diminished
dramatically and bats may no longer inhabit the Alistrati karstic formation. To this destruction must also be added the constructionof a cement
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corridor2 m wide(!) and 1200m long preparedby an electricbulldozer
which flattened the cave's stalagmiticfloor. Both: the Anthropological
Associationof Greeceand the HellenicSpelaeologicalSocietyalertedthe
authoritiesto the above facts. Nonethelessthe process identifyingthose
responsiblefor the illegalconstructionshas still not started.Unfortunately
the same appliesto the process of restoringthe cave and rescuingit from
the aforementionedcatastrophicinterventions.

*******
Alistraticave was discoveredduringthe 1970's and soon the National
TourismOrganizationof Greeceaskedthe founderof the Anthropological
Associationof Greece,Dr Aris Poulianos,to conductan examinationfor
the purposesof tourist development.In additionto the Poulianosreport,
other Austrian and Greek speleologistsundertook the explorationsand
providedthe Statewith studiesfor the samepurpose.
The developmentstarted during '90s not by a scientific teem, but
from the local authoritiesof the Alistrativillage.In 26 June 1995the late
Anna Petrocheilouon behalf of the Hellenic SpeleologicalAssociation
addresseda report to the Greek Ministry of Culture,the National Tourism Organizationand the Alistrativillage. In this report she tried to give
adviceson how to restore severalinadmissibleconstructions(largecorridors, removalof hundredsstalagmiticcolumns,impropercave lightening
etc).·TheGreek Ministryof Culturesent then an officialletterto Alistrati
villageorderinga permanentsupervisionof the technicalconstructionsby
the scientists of its responsibleDepartment(i.e. of Palaeoanthropology
- Splelaeology).Followedthe above mentionedministerialdecisionAl/
<1>41/36829/
2130/ 6-10-1995,excludingthe constructionof an elevator
at the end of the touristic corridor,as it was unnecessaryfor economical
reasonsand destructivefor the cave.
In 20 August 1996the Alistrativillage asked the pennission from the
Greek Ministry of Culture for future exploitationof the cave. Unfortunately the Ministryrepliedpositivelyaccordingto a new policy for helping the province,but in a wrong and catastrophicway for the caves.In the
meantimethe SerresPrefecturegot involvedand receivedexcellentfunding for the works (approachinga sum of 1 million euros). Both Alistrati
villageand SerresPrefectureinsistedfor permissionof the elevator'sconstructionwhichproceededafterwardsin a totallyillegalmanner.Although

the ministerialdepartmentwas informed, it did not react. Thus, during
1997and 1998,throughseveralbureaucraticmanoeuvres,the openingof
a well-hole7 m wide and the installationof an elevatorwas initiated.
Soon after it was demonstratedthat the lift could not be used because
rust preventedits functionand a landslidehazard did not permitthe constructionof a road for visitorsto return to the parking lot. As a result, a
silo-liketube 42 m high stands as a monumentof spelaeologicalfailure
in northern Greece. Humiditydiminisheddramaticallyand bats may no
longer inhabit the Alistratikarstic formation.To the aforementioneddestructionsmust be addedthe constructionof a cementcorridor2 m wide
(!) and 1200m long - preparedby an electricbulldozer,which flattened
the cave's stalagmiticfloor.
The above actionsand illegalconstructionswere broughtto the attention of the Ministryby three geologistsfrom the Departmentof Palaeoanthropology- Splelaeology.The same actionswere also denouncedby the
Hellenic SpeleologicalAssociationand the AnthropologicalAssociation
of Greece.The Ministrynot only ignoredthesepleas,but went furtherand
askedits DisciplinaryCouncilto interrogatethe authorabouthis examination of the cave in 15August 1998.The "charge"was that he visitedthe
Alistrati cave without permission,althoughhe had paid for an entrance
ticket. Obviouslysuch a chargewas dropped,but no other investigation
of the destructivedevelopmentof Alistrati cave was pursued. Because
of these negativeministerialactions,the AnthropologicalAssociationof
Greeceappliedto the Advocateof the Citizens(independentStateauthority) which in April 2005 prepareda report admittingthat the construction
of the elevatorwas illegal.Mediawere also interestedin the subject.The
AthensnewspaperKATHIMERINI(29 December2002) and Thessaloniki TV stationMAKEDONIA(24 & 26 March2004)condemnedthe above
mentionedacts. Nevertheless,the process identifyingthose responsible
for the illegal constructionshas still not begun. Unfortunatelythe same
applies to the process of the cave restorationfrom the above mentioned
catastrophicinterventions.
Aris Poulianosis ready to appeal to Justice and the assistanceof the
Internationaland GreekNationalSpelaeologicalFederationsmay be of a
great importance.
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Introductionand tourist developementof Postojnacave from 1818 - 2004
B. Debevc
Postojnskajama, turizem,Postojna,Slovenia
Abstract
Postojna Cave is the longest show cave in Sloveniaand one of the
country's most recognisabletourist destination.The cave ~as discovered
in 1818and openedto the publicin 1819.Sincethan morethen 30.000.000
people have visited this undergroundworld. The record year to date was
1985 both in the total number(942.256visitors) and in the number of
guests from abroad(757.318).The war for Slovenian's independance
and the events that followed in the territory of former Yougoslaviadecreasedthe numberof visitors. Situationis gettingbetter, so last year we
achieved the number close to 500.000 visitors. In order to improve our

tourist serviceswe decidedto start 15 new projects attachedto the cave
and its surroundings.The cave is easily accessiblealso due to the unique
undergroundrailroadconstructedin the distant 1873- 74. I would like to
underlinethat the PostojnaCave was one of the first caves in the whole
world which was illuminatedby the electriclight alreadyin 1884.Postojna Cave is undoubtedlya cradleof Speleobiologyand amongmore then
80 different cave's animals ProteusAnguinusrepresentsthe misterious
ruler of Dinaric Karst aqatorium.Key words: history,tourist developement, projects,cave's infrastructure,Speleobiology.
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Libanese D'Etudes Speleologiques (ALES) re-explored and mapped it (Beayno et al., 1996). They
mapped approximately 460 m of passageways .
This cave is actually an iron ore mine that was operational in the 1940' s and 1950's, during the iron
rush in Lebanon as one of the locals pointed out. The iron extracted was used locally. He added
that the cave was used by the Lebanese militias during the Lebanese war as shelter, before it was
closed by locals for safety reasons until it was reopened again after the war in 1994.
In 2002 and while the souterrainian group of SCL re-explored this cave they made brilliant
discoveries. The iron ore body was found out to be hosted in a palaeocave. The irop body in this
mine is in the form of thinly banded layers of hematite and limonite. The host rock ·is the gently
dipping beds of the Sannine - Maameltein Formation
the Cenomanian- Turonain age. Removing
the iron ore unraveled the different features of a palaeocave ranging from ripples on the surface of
the limestone to pressure conduits. These features were observed over the length of the explored
souterrain structure. It was clear that this souterrain structure was originally a cave that developed
in the Sannine - Maameltein limestone Formation (Figure 4 ). Due to tectonic and sedimentary
processes the cave was filled with iron rich deposits which were enriched by leaching and digenesis.
The iron after enrichment became economically significant but the extent of the ore body was
limited to the extent of the cave. Removing the iron resulted in uncovering of such an amazing
structure. Finally studying the iron and if possibly dating it will unravel a great deal on the age of
the cave and the period in which it developed and will give further clues on the tectonic history of
Lebanon.

Figure 4: Sketch diagram showing the palaeokarstic cave of Mgharet el Hadid in the Sannine-Maameltein Formation
exposed after mining the iron rich deposits from it.

TAR MINES
Besides iron tar was considered in the last century as one of the economically important minerals in
Lebanon.

SohmorMine
The Sohmor souterrain, more precisely tar mine, is located south of Sohmor Village, close to
Tairoun valley in Southern Bekaa. They are located at an elevation of 955 m asl. An unpaved road
connects the Sohmor village with these souterrains; which was probably used for the transportation
of the raw material and the miners during the production periods.
Sohmor mines were first explored by SCL cavers in 2001. Several pits were discovered probably
drilled for exploration purposes. The deepest of these pits reach15 m. However, the main tar
14111
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producing mine has two interconnected shafts approximately 65 m deep. The two shafts are
approximately 40 m apart (Figure 5). The shafts are connected at their bottom by a main tunnel.
As early as the Phoenicians the tar was discovered and used for smearing boats and houses. The
Romans used it for the same purpose. Digging trenches and small pits to extract such a valuable ore
started as early as their discovery. Extraction and usage of such a product was performed during all
the periods throughout history of this country. The knowledge of seepages of Asphalet goes back to
ancient ages. The Romans referred to them as "Lacus Asphaltites". They used to occur on the
surface. However, mining them through drilling of trenches started as earlier as that date and then
advancement in the mining techniques lead to extensive exploration and mining in the last century .
Locally the tar or bitumen deposits are called el Hommar. The mining technique was developed and
exploitation boomed during World War II and mid of the last century. However, the bulk of the
production was mostly directed to local use as pointed out by one of the locals.

r
Figure 5: Topographic map of Sohmor Mine (SCL Archive)

Figure 6: The tar curtain discovered in Sohmor mine

The mine is present in the karstic limestone of the Eocene Formation. The mine was developed
along an E-W fault for the main tar vein which is approximately 20 cm wide exists along that E-W
fault.
Several rare possibly unique types of tar speleothems were observed in the Sohmor mine. A curtain
of tar was observed with a beautiful folded base (Figures 6). The curtain is 120 cm in width at the
top and 55 cm in width at the bottom. It is 160 cm long and thinner than 0.5 cm . The folded base
looks like melted chocolate and has a thickness of 30 cm. This souterrain structure was visited twice
during a period of two months in order ,to document the velocity of movement of such ductile
material. For this purpose the curtain was observed to have moved approximately 10 cm in length.
One fold was added to the base of this structure. In addition to this curtain a cluster of stalactites
reaching 2m in length were documented and popcorn of different shapes and sizes were also
observed along with flow like structures on the walls.

'"
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CONCLUSION
Souterrain structures in Lebanonalthoughscarce have great potential. A working group was
developed in 2001 for the purpose of exploring, documenting and protecting such structures. This
paper documents more than 1 km of these structures. However, their significance also lies in the
archeological, speleological and geological findings in them. Other subterranean structures in
Lebanon still await identification, exploration and discovery. Example s include the Hasbaya tar
mine in south Lebanon which has not unraveled its l km drilled tunnels and pits and the Zanoubia
archeological tunnel in Hermel northern Bekaa, will continue to enrich the speleological, geological
and archeological circle ofknowledge in Lebanon and the rest of the world.
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Le cavita' artificiali del trentino - alto adige: uno sguardo d'insieme
Marco Meneghini

Administratorof the Trentino- Alto Adige Artificial CavesRegistry of the Italian SpeleologicalSociety and the TridentineAlpine Society

In Trentino - Alto Adige,la regionepiu settentrionaled'Italia, posta al
confineconl' Austria, il fenomenodellecavitaartificialiha un'eccezionale
diffusione,legata a molteplicifattori storici, econornicie geografici. Le
opere piu significative sono senz'altro quelle militari (il Trentinofu uno
dei teatri principalidella Prima guerra mondialesul fronte italiano) e le
miniere(scavatein particolarmodo nel periodo rinascimentale).La speleologialocale, che sinorasi era occupatadi cavitaartificialiin modo saltuario, sta affrontandostudi e ricerche sull'argomentoin maniera sempre
piu diffusa e approfondita,soprattuttograzie alla recente istituzionedel
Catasto regionaledelle Cavita Artificiali, gestito in collaborazione dalla
SocietaSpeleologicaItalianae dalla SocietaAlpinistiTridentini.

The artificial cavities of tre ntin o - alto adige: an overview

In Trentino-AltoAdige, Italy's northernmostregion, situated on the
border with Austria, the phenomenonof extensivelyscattered artificial
cavitiesis exceptionaland it is tied to varioushistorical,economicand geographicfactors.The most significantones certainlyare the militaryones
(Trentinowas one of the main Italian battlefieldsduring the 1st World
War)and the mines (dug mainlyduringthe Renaissance).Local speleologists, who were not very active in exploring artificial cavities up until
recently,are now performing frequent and intensive studies, especially
fJJ The official nameof this regionis the bilingualone in Italian and German,

thanksto the recent creationof a regionalregistrydesignedto record artificial caves and run in cooperationwith the Italian SpeleologicalSociety
and the TridentineAlpine Society.

Trentino - alto adige: short geographical and historical overview

Trentino-Alto Adige Sildtirol[IJ is Italy's northernmostregion, and its
morphologyis mainly characterized by mountains,and in particular by
the presenceof the centralAlps. These reach the highestheight at almost
four thousandmeters on the Ortles - Cevedale mount.
There are smallportions of flat land along the valleys of the main rivers, particularlythe river Adige (which flows into the Adriatic sea) and
the river Isarco (which is one of its tributaries).This is where the main
cities of the region are located, i.e.: Trento,Rovereto,Balzano and Merano. Thanksto the presenceof these deep valley tracks, which run along
the regional territory,particularly from North to South, Trentino - Alto
Adige is an importantpassageway: this region is situated on the border
with Austria to the North (the Brennero Pass is the main link between
Central Europe and Italy), with Switzerland to the West,with the region
Lombardyto the South and to the West and with the regionVenetoto the
South and to the East.
The alpine and rural landscapes, and the rich historical and artistic

Trentino -Alt o Adige Siidtirol.
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monuments of the cities make Trentino- Alto Adige a beloved touristic
spot.
From an administrativepoint of view, the region is divided into two
provinces having a special autonomy: Trento (Trentino), with an Italian-speakingmajority,and Bolzano (Alto Adige - Stidtirol),with a German-speakingmajority. There are other protected minority groups, and
in particular the Ladins, living in both provinces, and the Cymbers and
the Mokens (German-speakingpeople whose presence here is due to the
migrationsof the past centuries,and connectedto the mining activity) in
Trentino.
The territorywhich is now Trentino- Alto Adige was originallyinhabited by various populations (Venetian- Illyrian, Retes, Gallic, etc.), and
it was finally conqueredby the Romansin 15 b.C. After various barbaric
invasions, and after the Lombard and Frankish dominations,the Region
became part of the Holy Roman Empire. Subsequently,in the 11th century, the Emperor established the Bishop's Principalitiesof Bressanone·
(in Alto Adige) and of Trento,with the aim of strengtheninghis relations
with the Church. The Bishop's Principalityof Trento, in particular, was
destinedto influencingthe events of the entire area with its economicand
political power,up until the arrivalof NapoleonBonaparte.
The Restoration,taking place in 1816,finallyassignedTrentino- Alto
Adige to Austria, which added it to Tyrol and thus fuelled the Italian irredentist forces. Adding this land to Italy became one of the main aims
against Austria, and, during the Third IndependenceWar almost seemed
reached,until howeverthe Savoytroupesenteredinto Trentinoonly a few
kms away from the main city, in 1866,but then retreated.
Right after the end of the First World War, in 1918, Trentino - Alto
Adige becamepart of the Kindomof Italy under the name of VeneziaTridentina.This, however,caused a series of requestsfor autonomyfrom the
German-speakingminority. Today's independenceof these two provinces
is due to a long-lastingnegotiation, which at times also became particularly delicate and difficultbut which, in time, diminishedstrongly.

Artificiai caves in trentino-alto adige

In Trentino-AltoAdige, artificialcaves are exceptionallywidespread,
due to a number of economicas well as geographicalfactors.It is possible
to state that there are several thousand caves, though it is almost impossible to calculatetheir numberwith any degree of accuract
In addition to this, until 2004 the region did not have an organic archive collectinga relevant amountof data and classifyingartificialcaves
in various typologies.
The creation of the Trentino - Alto Adige Artificial Caves Registry,
which will be describedbelow, may fill in the gap. The registry will only
become a remarkabledatabasein a little while, sincethe relevantinfonnation have onlyjust startedbeing collected:as a matter of fact, in July 2005
twenty-threecaves were officiallyrecorded.
Many more are still waiting to be includedin the registry,since interesting classificationstudies, involving artificial caves located in various
parts ofTrentino Alto-Adige,are takingplace but have not been concluded yet. It shouldalso not be forgottenthat the classificationproceduresare
new for many speleologists:this results in a series of practical difficulties
and in the lengtheningof the time requirements,as it invariablyhappens
when a system has not been fully tested and acquired.
The lack of a registry of artificialcaves does not mean, however,that
no documentationis present.Bibliographicalreferencesare countless;the
archive documentationis also remarkable, especiallythe documentsconcerning extractiveactivities,which are property of the Mining Serviceof
the AutonomousProvinceof Trento.
By merely analysingthe documentationavailable, some extremelyinteresting caves which had fallen into oblivion for decades or even centuries can be identified. It may prove difficult, however, to find these caves,

Fig. 1 General and detailed geographic overview of Trentino - Alto Adige Sudtirol
(Italy)

because of the loss of historicalmemories,or because the younger generations are less familiar with the local territ01y, or because some areas
have graduallybecomedepopulated.In such cases,a new discoveryor the
restorationof artificial caves is particularlyimportantin the valorisation
of the territoryand has beneficialresults on tourism.
It is clear then that the currentstate of the researchand data collection
does not provide a clear and completedescriptionof the situation.This
work aims to be a broad introductionto the phenomenonand will hopefully be followedby more detailedand accuratestudies at a later stage.

Hydraulicworks
Trentino-AltoAdige is particularlyrich of surface and deep water, a
preciouselementfor the economicdevelopmentof the area. Thereis some

evidenceof this typology of caves: a roman well was recently found in
Arco (Trento).
From a speleologicalpoint of view, however, some more interesting
examplesdate back to the 19th century,namely some interceptiontunnels created to meet the requirementsdue to the growth of some towns
in Trentino:there is the gallery of the Citagol aqueduct(CA 2 VT TN) in
Mezzolombardo,in the valley of the river Adige, and the 125-metre-long
Speronespring (CA 23 VT TN) in Riva del Garda.
An interestingsection is the remarkablenetworkof hydroelectrictunnels, spanningtens of kilometres, dug in the 1950s to produce electric
power in order to cope with the increasingrequirementsof the industries
during the economicboom followingthe end of the Second World War.
In that case water proved to be a great source of wealth for a scarcely
industrialisedregion, though it had a particularlytraumaticsocial and environmentalbacklash: the hard working conditionsof the workers, with
many tragic accidents,shouldnot be forgotten.

Mount Calisio, also called Argentario. There are also many mines in Valsugana and in the Cembra Valley(eastern Trentino).
Alto Adige is rich of this type of caves, too, includingthe Monteneve
and Ridanna structures,recently opened to tourists, in which the highest
entrancesare located at more than 2000 metres above the sea level.
Mining activitieswere carried out in the same old structures,through
ups and downs, until the second half of the 20th century, although the
requirementsof the industrial developmentonly focussed on some other
materials,like baryta, fluorites and cadmium(in the RidannaValley).
Starting from the Middle Ages, mining activities resulted in a series
of migrations,especially from northern Italy and central-easternEurope,
which had a deep impact on the local society and culture; these movements continueduntil the main mines were closed, that is until very few
decadesago.

Fig. 3 Inside the mine of VignolaFalesina (ValsuganaValley- Trento).Picture by Daniele Sighel.

Fig. 2 Interceptiontunnel in the Citagol aqueduct (Mezzolombardo- Trento).Pictures
by the author.

Miningworks
The presence of undergroundmining works has had remarkablehistorical, geographicaland social effects in Trentino-AltoAdige; the first
caves of this type, in all likelihood,date back to the early Middle Ages,
there is evidenceof them since the end of the 12th century.Their existence is tightly connectedto the investituresof the powerful vassals of the
Holy RomanEmpire,particularlythe Bishop Prince of Trento. The power
of these feudatorieswas based on the mines, scatteredon the mountains
throughoutthe region, from which metals were extracted (mostly silver,
but also cupperand lead), making it possible for them to coin money.The
importanceof the mining activity in Trentino is highlightedby the fact
that the first European mining code was issued by the bishop of Trento,
FedericoVanga,at the beginningof the 13thcentury.
Medievalminingworks are countlessand have formedcomplexstructures. Some of the areas hosting the highest numbers of caves are the
mountainsnorth of Trentoon the left bank of the river Adige, particularly

Mmtary works
Military works, along with mining works, resulted in the most fascinating caves in Trentino-AltoAdige. This land is the ideal link between
north and south, for commerceand for invasions,which have taken place
a number of times for thousands of years. The morphologyof the territory, which is characterisedby mountainsand valleys (most of which are
closedand easy to control),has favouredthe buildingof countlesscastles,
especiallyduring the MiddleAges and the Renaissance.Accordingto the
legends, many of these castles have undergroundpassages, though their
existencemust obviouslybe proved.
In any case, undergrounddefensiveworks reached their heyday in the
middle of the 19th century.
Alto Adige and Trentino, belonging to the Austrian Empire, started
being threatenedby the new Italian state when it obtained full control of
the Lombard-VenetianKingdom.Therefore,the Austrians started a large
fortificationprogrammeto defend both the boundariesand the towns, especiallyTrento,by creating a defensivebelt on the surroundinghills.
The typologies of defensive works built until 1914, however,did not
include any major undergroundwork, but were mostly defences on the
ground, at first made of stone, then reinforcedconcrete(for example,the
forts near Trento, like Mattarelloand Romagnano). There are some caves,
though, used as storage areas or passages, like the entrancetunnel of the
Bus de Vela fort, not far from the city of Trento.
When the First WorldWar broke out, the new military techniquesresulted in a multiplication of military undergroundworks. The mountains
of Trentino and Alto Adige became the battlefieldsof bloody battles between the Italian and the Austro-Hungarianarmies, and for this reason
both enemiesbuilt artificialcaves, often in places so hard to reach that we
can hardly believe they could have made such enormousefforts.
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To the west, in the area of mountAdamello,closeto the boundarywith
Lombardy,the highestbattle in the entirewar was fought:it took place on
the eternalglaciers,at more than 3,000metresof height.Verylong tunnels
were dug, in order to protect.soldiers from enemy attacks as well as the
inclementweather.
Great fortificationsfor the artillerywere made in the southernsector,
for instance a fortified tunnel with areas for the artillery near Riva del
Garda, the so-calledTagliatadel Ponale (CA 3 VT TN), more than one
kilometrelong, and the forts of MountBrione.
In the eastern sector, the Pasubio area, located between Venetoand
Trentino,where a long undergroundbattle took place and the most important structuresare the Austrianfortifiedcomplexesof Como Battisti and
Forte Pozzacchioare located, should be mentioned.While tunnels were
being built along the frontline,the defencesof the town of Trento were
also strengthened,by diggingmilitarycavesin previouslyfortifiedplaces
(MountCalisio,Mount Celva,Tagliatadi Civezzano).
Fortificationworks did not end at the end of the GreatWar,in 1918:in
the 1930sand 1940sthe Italian governmentimplementeda defenceprogrammealong the northernboundaries,which also involvedAlto Adige,
in order to prevent a possibleattack from the North.
Alongthe main valleys,a series of reinforcedcementbunkerswas developed,occasionallyunderground,with narrowpassagesleadingto huts
and shootingpositionsfor machineguns and smallpieces of artillery.
Outline of the developmentof speleologyin the region:trentinoalto
adige artificialcaves registry
Speleologyin Trentino developedtowards the end of the nineteenth
century thanks to some explorersand geographerswho were associated
to the TridentineAlpine Society,to which speleologistsare still strongly
connectedtoday. In the province of Trento there are now seven groups,
which are all part of differentsections of the TridentineAlpine Society,
which is the Trentosectionof the ItalianAlpine Club.
The situation in t&eprovince of Bolzano is the same: there are two
speleologicalassociations,and both are connectedto Alto Adige Italian
Alpine Club.
Many speleologicalgroups have been active for many decades, and
their activitywas full of explorativeand scientificresults of great importance. However,up until now they have only dealt with natural cavities,
at least officially.
The study of man-madecavitiesis creatingan increasinginterest for
speleologistsin Trentino- Alto Adige,thanksto the widespreadpresence
of caves and to the high historicaland anthropologicalvalue they hold.
Overthe past few years, the situationhas furtherevolved,and speleologistshave becomemore involvedin the survey,researchand recoveryof
artificialcaves.This, however,did not createoccasionsfor the discussion
of this topic and, most of all, this did not involvethe creationof a reference database.
A Registryfor natural caves was createdat the end of the 1920's,but
we had to wait until the year 2004 to have somethingsimilar for artificial caves. In that year, the TridentineAlpine Society and the Italian
SpeleologicalSociety created the Trentino-Alto Adige Artificial Caves
Registry.The creationof this registryhad stronglybeen requestedby both
societies2•
The idea of a cooperationbetweenthe TridentineAlpine Societyand
the Italian SpeleologicalSocietywas developedkeeping into consideration the experienceacquired and the good working methods which the
ItalianSpeleologicalSocietyhad alreadyused for artificialcaves(the Ital2

ian SpeleologicalSocietynationalregistrydatesback to 1981).They also
kept into considerationthe strongpresenceof the TridentineAlpine Society on the territory,as it is an historicalsociety,establishedin 1872,which
has a great prestige locally and which gathersall speleologicalgroupsof
the provinceof Trento.
This cooperationincludesthe Alto Adige sectionof the ItalianAlpine
Club for the province of Bolzano,thus allowingterritorialcontinuityof
the ArtificialCavesRegistryin the entireregion.
The regionalArtificialCavesRegistryis part of the NationalArtificial
Caves Registryof the Italian SpeleologicalSociety,and it uses the same
data acquisition and conservationprocedures,in cooperationwith the
TridentineAlpine Societyfor its managementand, most of all, with the
RegistryWorkGroup (which had alreadybeen establishedto coordinate
and cataloguenatural cavities)in which take part all the representatives
of the speleologicalgroups of the region. The aim of this register is to
catalogueall anthropicalcaves, by collectingthe data which determine
their extension,their positionand which allowtheir identificationaccording to the modelsand the proceduresdefinedby the Italian Speleological
Society.The personin chargeof the ArtificialCavesRegistryis a member
of the NationalArtificialCaves Commissionof the Italian Speleological
Society:this allows a local operationalautonomyof the Registryand it
also allowsa directparticipationofTrentino -Alto Adige speleologistsin
projectsof wider scale,both nationaland international.
The job done to start the Registrywas excellent,especiallyconsidering the speed with which the results were reached and the tools which
can now be used. Everyonecooperatedat best with each other and with
myself,in my role as the administratorand as the person in chargeof the
Registry.
The Trentino- Alto AdigeArtificialCavesRegistryis awaitingfor the
officialrecognitionby local bodies,since it is a preciousdatabasefor the
safeguardof the territory.We hope that this will take place shortly,with
the help of the ones who are more involved,such as the region Trentino
- Alto·AdigeSudtiroland the AutonomousProvincesof Trentoand Balzano.
At first a lot of time and energy were spent for the creation of the
Registry,for the contacts,the technicalmeetings,the definitionand the
approvalof the rules.
Subsequently,the Registrywas advertisedon the press and to the people having an interestin it. This includeda trainingand didacticactivity
to those who can give or use the data in the future.We must bear in mind
that for most speleologistsfrom Trentino,artificialcaves are a wholenew
topic:a lot of the peopleinvolvedare not familiarwith the workingprocedures,with the classificationof caves of variouskinds,with the technical
and historical aspects of cavities.This is the reason why we organized
trainingclasses,aimingnot only to speleologists.
In fact, in Trentino- Alto Adige artificialcaves are of great interest
also for amateursand scholarsof other sectors:historians,people interested in the places where the Great War took place, in minerals,and so
on, who regularlyattend and study militaryand miningworks, and publish works and studies of great interest.Therefore,the Registrymust not
remain within the speleologicalfield, as it was createdto interactwith a
varied and complexreality,allowingto handledata at best and to coordinate researchesand activitiesat best.
The caves which have been registereduntil now are scatteredin the
provinceof Trento,and can be classifiedinto the followingtypologies3:
• A - Hydraulicworks: 2
• D - Militaryworks: 16

The Trentino-Alto AdigeArtificialCavesRegistryhas its own regulations,approvedby the CentralCouncilof the TridentineAlpine Societyon 18.10.2004and subsequentlyendorsed
by the Artificial CavesNational Commissionof the Italian SpeleologicalSocietyon 30.11.2004and by the directivecouncilof the ItalianSpeleologicalSocietyon 18.12.2004.
3
The typologyclassificationis the same used by the NationalRegistryof Artificial Cavesof the ItalianSpeleologicalSociety.The typologiescan be dividedintogroupsand sub-groups.
Thegroups are indicatedby a capitalletter,and they are:A - hydraulicworks;B - inhabitedareas;C- cult works;D - militaryworks;E - miningworks;F - transit areas;G - other.
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E - Mining works:4
Promiscuous works: l (typol. A- D)
Caves were numbered according to the directions of the Italian SpeleologicalSociety: each artificial cave is marked by CA followed by a
regional progressivenumber and by the letters indicating the region and
the provincewherethe cave is located, and then followedby a progressive
number, The letters used by the Artificial Caves Registry of Trentino are
VT/TN,and VT/BZindicates the artificial caves of Alto Adige 4 •
Pleasenote that the regional acronym for Trentino - Alto Adige is VT,
which is Venezia Tridentina, deriving from the first official name of the
region, dating back to the l 920's, right after the First World War, when
Trentino- Alto Adige was annexedto Italy: Venezia Tridentina precisely
coincided with the regionalterritory of today.
We chose VT for artificial caves mostly for historical reasons, and to
conform artificial cavesdata to the data in the Trentino -Alto Adige Natural Cave Registry, which was created when the official name of Trentino
-Alto Adigewas VeneziaTridentina. The acronym used at the time, VT, is
still used today in the Natural Caves Registry.
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this report.
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The stufe di nenm.e (Nero's Oven): an ancient artificial cave near Naples (Italy).
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Abstract

The earliest known example of a cave plan was publishedin 1546 in
a book by Georg Agricola. It represents a set of branchingtunnels called
the Stufe di Nerone (Nero's Oven) in the volcanic region of Pozzuolinear
Naples. This cave was excavated in the tufa deposits to reach hot springs
to be used therapeutically.
This old plan, another one drawn at the end of the 18th century and
a modernone are here reported togetherwith some ancient prints of this
cave which is just one remnant of the rich cultural- and geo- heritage of
this corner of Italy.
Key words: ancient artificial cave, the oldest cave plan, Italy.

fotrodu ction

Agricola (1546) published what can be considered to be the earliest
knownexampleof a cave plan. (Fig. 1) as reported by Shaw( 1992). In the
past it was a large spa developedprobably alongthree levels. The first one
at the sea level is presently underwater.The second level opens a few me-

tres above the road and is now inhabitedby a family (Middleton,2000),
while only a few halls of the third still remainabout 10 m higher.
This cave lies in the volcanicregionof PozzuolinearNaples, in a small
hill betweenthe Lake of Lucrinoto the north;the Gulf ofBaia to the south
and the "Rione delle Mofete"to the west, about 200mnorth of the "Punta
dell'Epitaffio".From the main road which runs from Pozzuolito Baia, a
smalllane runningalongthe foot of a high cliff leadsto the cave. The lane
bears a typical marble street sign "Via Stufedi Nerone".

Agricola's description(16th Century)
The plan itself (Fig. 1) appears only in the first edition of Agricola's
book (1546) and the Italiantranslationof 1550.Accordingto his description, there are hot waters at the foot of a hill and, by climbingup 43 steps
of a stairway, the "largest steam room ever found, with a length of three
miles and more" is reached.Obviouslythis length is grosslyoverestimated becausethe plan is rather similarto a modem survey(see later) where
the length of the surveyedpassages is around 150 m. In another edition
14th inlrmmllrmnf
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(Agricola,1558)the plan is replacedby a cut-awayview of the hill (Fig.
2) which is really interesting,even if it cannotbe as accurateas a survey.

Fig. I - Theplan published by Agricola(1546)of the Stufe di Nerone(Neros Oven).

Os cuniculis:tunnel entrance.Fossa: ditch. Locus hie, sedes sudantium: this is the steamroom wherepeoplesweat.Fons aquae exiliens,quae
ad sex cubitoslevatur:water sourcesix cubitsdeep (about2.7 m) Vianulli
tentanda:passage to be avoided by everyone.Hie locus calidus exhalat
pestilensquiddam,quare hominesmortuiconcidunt,cera liquefecit, cerei
extinguuntur:this hot place releases somethingnoxious, for this reason
men dye, wax melt, candles extinguish.Via fuliginisplena: passage full
of soot. Pars muri collapsa:collapsedpart of the wall. Cinis albus & calidissimus,qui genuainambulantisattingit:ash white and very hot, which
coversthe knees of walkingpeople. Saxu in medio quod Caballu, vocas:
rock in the passage, called the Horse. Aer hoc in loco teperatus: in this
place the air is temperate.Hoc in loco fons ingens, cuius aqua exilit: in
this place there is a large sourceof water flowingaway.
The steam room (literally "Tritoli's sweaty hall") was comprisedof
some (at least three) rooms excavatedin the rock and suppliedwith stone
beds in the walls. The recent transformationinto a private house modified the original appearancealthoughithe structureis the same.The heat
released by a hot aquifer reaches a room (presentlyused as a kitchen)
through two passages, which cannot be easily visited on account of the
high temperatureand the obstructionby a heap of rubble in one of them.
The passagesare nearlyhorizontal,but the main one, towardsits end has a
slopeof about 30° and reachesa pool of water with a temperatureof 92°C
(AbruzzeseSaccardi,1974-75).

Saxumcaballum:rock called horse. Cinis albuset calidus:ash white and
very hot.Aer temperatus:temperateair.

Panvini'sdescription(18-19thCenturies)
The Abbe PasqualePanvini, a learned person, doctor of Philosophy
and Medicine,member of academiesof sciencesand art, wrote a book
describinga trip lastingthree days to look for antiquitiesin the vicinityof
Naples (Panvini, 1818).He used the tables publishedsome years earlier
by Paoli (1768) to illustratehis text. The book by Panvini is very rare
and now commandsa high price. Luckily,this book was reprintedas a
facsimilein 1990.
Accordingto his description,along the road from Pozzuolito Baia, at
the sea leveltherew~reroomsexcavatedin the rock,sometimesinundated
by the sea. One of theseroomswas very hot as was the sandof the near-by
seashore. Other rooms had baths inside and in a large one there were the
remainsof statueswith their hands showingthe illnessto be treatedin the
correspondingbath. Someinscriptionsdescribedin greatdetailthe effects
of suchbaths.
These indications,which could be easily interpretedby ordinarypeople withoutany need of instructionsby medicaldoctors,causedthree famous physiciansfrom Salemo to go to the place and destroythe statues
and the inscriptions!Unfortunately,accordingto DionisusfromSamo,the
smallship carryingthese men was wreckedduringtheir returnhome.
Somewhathigher along the same road, there was a modem (for the
18th Century!)buildingwhere the patients fromthe hospitalof Nunziata
in Naples (up to 900 per year), could be accommodated
, waiting for the
treatmentin the steam rooms. These halls were found along some passages to reach the sourceof the hot water (Fig. 3).
Accordin~to tradition the passages were excavatedby direction of
Nero (hence the name Nero's Oven). These "preciousbaths and steam
rooms", to use the very words of Panvini,where describedby Alcadino
from Syracuse,physicianof FredericII emperorand king of Naples, by
SebastianoBartoli, under order of the vice-kingPietrantonioof Aragona,
in his work "ThermologiaAragoniana"of 1668, and by other illustrious
persons.

Fig. 3 - The plan published by Paoli (1768)and reportedby Panvini (1818). Plan of
the CaveAAA of the Oven on the road to Baja,, see Tab.35. B Higher passage of the
Hot Oven. CCC.Lowerpassage reachingthe boilingsalt water at sea level at D EEE
differentrooms.forpatients' rest.
Fig. 2 - The cut-awayview of the hill with the Stufe di Nerone(Agricola,1558).

Sudatoriummagnum:Large steamroom. SinusBaianus: Gulf of Baia.
Balneae Salveati:Bath of Salveati.GR XLIII: 43 steps. Os cuniculi:tunnel entrance. Sedes sudantium: steam room. Cuniculus:passage. Fons
ebulliens:boiling source. Exhalationeslethales:lethal fumes. Via fuliginosa: passage full of soot. Pars muri collapsa:collapsedpart of the wall.
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Moderndescription(20th Century)
In 1974-75AbruzzeseSaccardipublisheda plan of the cave (Fig. 4)
with a short description.This authorwas particularlyinterestedin the micro-organismsliving in a very hot environment.In fact he found some
bacterialiving in the hot water at 92°C (density0.980at 92° and O.oI5 at
15°C).Fig. 5 shows the range of some micro-organismswith respect to
pH and temperature.Unfortunatelyno furtherresearcheswere carriedout

at the Stufe by Abruzzese Saccardi(pers. comm. 2004) Such an organism
appears to be of particular interest as it can live at a higher temperature
than any other.

Com:lusions
From a historical point of view this artificial cave is very interesting
because of its long existenceand the records of it through many centuries.
Presentlyit deservesmuch more attention from the authoritiesconcerned
with culturalheritage. In particular,it should no longer be used as a residence and should be restored to its original state. The people living in it
shouldbe providedwith a normal house.
On the other hand, the presence of a pool of hot water hosting microorganismsshouldbe the subject of further research,with the advantageof
the site location close to a city where such studies may be conveniently
carried out.
So there are a least two avenues for further investigationsin this cave,
one historical includingan accurateexplorationof the passages including
the parts not normally safely entered due to high temperatureand fumes.
The other research field concernsthe study of life in an extreme environment.
It would be of great benefit if these investigationswere taken up by
local researchers.
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Abstract
The first citation on caves in Sardinia dates back to 1580 when
Johannis Francisci Farae mentions some famous caves such as Grotta
Verde (Alghero), Grotta San Giovanni (Domusnovas) and the Su Gologone spring (Oliena). Sixty years have to pass before another
SalvatoremVitalem Marenses (1639) mentions the Ucca 'e Bobois cave
(Ussassai), and thirty-four years later Jorge Aleo (1673) describes the

archaeologicalcave of Bonaria (Cagliari).
During the XVIIIth century only two authors, Francesco Cetti (1771)
and Giuseppe Cossu (1799), mention some minor caves for their faunistic
(sea-birds)and geographicalinterest respectively.
In the XIXth century many travellers discover the Island and give
descriptions of the most famous caves, especially the Nettuno cave near
Alghero.The most interestingspeleologicalobservationsand descriptions

are given by Alberto La Marmora (1826 and 1860) and Vittorio Angius
(1833-1856, in Goffredo Casalis). The first publication on cave dwelling fauna dates back to 1872 when Fairmaire describes the first troglobe
species collected by Raffaello Gestro the year before in Su Marmuri cave
(Ulassai). Important archaeological excavationsand discoveriesoccur towards the end of the century, Giovanni Spano in Sa Rocca Ulari cave,
Borutta (1873), Francesco Orsoni in Sant'Elia and San Bartolomeocaves,
Cagliari (1876), Arturo Issel, Leon Gouin and A. Baux in s'Oreri cave,
Fluminimaggiore(1884) and Filippo Vivanetat Genna Luas cave, Iglesias
(1891). A couple of years later CJ. Forsyth Major starts studying paleontological materials discovered from caves at Capo Caccia (around 1900).
During the next 35 years many papers written by archaeologists,palaeoanthropologists,biologists or geologists recall several caves for their
scientific interest, but the first real speleologicalcontribution,containing
a list of94 caves, is given by Carmelo Maxia in 1936.WorldWar II inhibits the developmentof real speleologicalactivitiesuntil the constitutionof
the first caving associations in the early 50's (Alghero, Cagliari, Nuoro).
In 1955the National SpeleologicalCongresstakes place in Sardiniabringing a strong impulse on caving activities on the Island.The results of these
pioneer explorations is resumed in a book written by Antonio Furreddu
and Carlo Maxia (1964) that becomes the "bible" for the next generation
of Sardinian speleologists.
During the followingyears results of caving explorationsare published
in Italian bulletins such as Rassegna SpeleologicaItaliana (Milan), Grotte
(Torino) and Sottoterra (Bologna) until the appearance of Speleologia
Sarda, the first caving journal of Sardinia published for 18 years by the
Gruppo SpeleologicoPIO XI of Cagliari (1972-1990).
Other important caving journals are founded in 1974 (Gruttas e Nurras, Gruppo Grotte Nuorese), 1975 (Bollettino del Gruppo Speleologico
Sassarese), 1984 (Antheo, Gruppo Speleo-ArcheologicoGiovanni Spano)
and 1992 (Sardegna Speleologica, Sardinian Federation of Speleologists).
Since 1995 all bibliographicaldata on Sardinian caves are inserted in a
database (Access) and thanks to the collaborationwith four cavers (Guido
Bartolo, Giuseppe Grafitti, Mauro Mucedda and Mauro Villani)this database is integrated and completed comprising everythingpublished in the
interval 1580-2003.

Introduction
This paper resumes the work carried out by a team of Sardinian cavers
(Guido Bartolo, Jo De Waele, Giuseppe Grafitti, Mauro Mucedda and
Mauro Villani) in the past 5 years on the speleological bibliography of
Sardinian caves. The bibliographic citations have been inserted in a database (Access)together with the caves described and the treated arguments
(archaeology,geology, biology etc.) in order to be able to perform complex queries. The entire bibliography will be published in a book together
with a CD in order to give a service to all people, cavers and scientists,
interested in caves and karst of Sardinia.
The first citations on caves of Sardinia
About 8% of Sardinia's surface is characterisedby the outcropping of
carbonate rocks of various ages, ranging from Cambrian to Quaternary,
and karst phenomena are sometimes well represented,reaching spectacular landforms in many areas (De Waele, 2003a; 2003b). Since the arrival
of humans on the Island after the LGM (Late Pleistocene)(Sondaar et al.,
1995)caves have been known and used as shelter and/orburial places. But
from a bibliographicalpoint of view the first citation on caves of Sardinia
appears only in the late XVIth century, when Johannis Francisci Farae
(1580) mentions some famous caves such as Verde (Alghero), San Giovanni (Domusnovas)and the Su Gologone spring (Oliena) (Fig. 1). These
very important and easily recognisable karst sites will not be mentioned
anymore until the beginning of the XI:Xthcentury. Instead, in the XVIIth

centurytwo more caves are cited in literature,Sa Ucca 'e Is Bobois (Ussassai) (SalvatoremVitalem Marenses, 1639) and Bonaria (Cagliari) (Aleo,
1673).In the early XVIIIth century another cave of Cagliari is mentioned
for the presence of doves
1774).
the end of the century other 5 caves are reported
(Dorgali),is important.
(Cossu, 1799),only one

Fig. 1 Caves and karst areas a/Sardinia

The travellers of the XIXth century
During the XIXth century the Island is visited by many Italian and European travellers,and an increasingnumber of caves are cited in their diaries and books. The first detailed descriptionsof important caves are due
to Massala who first narrates his visit to Nettuno cave (Alghero)(Massala,
1805), later also reports Monte Majore (Thiesi), San Giovanni (Domusnovas) and Su Mannau caves (Fluminimaggiore)(Massala, 1808). These
are the first more or less scientific descriptions of caves in Sardinia. A
couple of years later other caves are mentioned and a short description is
given of a small cavern close to Santadi, Grutta 'e Sa Candela(D' AustraEste, 1812). The first sketch map of a cave in Sardinia is published ten
years later by SmythWH. (1823), representingthe Nettuno cave. Many
other travellers and authors follow generally reporting the already mentioned caves (Mimaut, 1825; La MarmoraA.,
Saint-Severin,1827;
Smyth, 1828). New citations can be found in the work of Angius in the
monumentalwork of Casalis on the Kingdom of Sardiniawritten between
1833 and 1856 (Angius, 1833-56) listing a total of 60 caves, most of
which are only small shelters or artificial undergroundvoids. Nevertheless some very importantcaves are here for the first time reported, such as
Angurtidorgius(Villaputzu/Ulassai),Bue Marino (Dorgali),Cane Gortoe
(Siniscola), Sa Conca Bulia (Sedini), Sa Muragessa (Seui), Is Janas (Sadali), Su Marmuri (Ulassai), Su
Porchinu (Mores), San Giovanni
Su Anzu (Dorgali), Tumba 'e Nurai (Lula), Sa Conca Manna 'e Locoli
(Lula), Sa Ucca 'e Su Tintirriolu(Mara), GutturuPala (Fluminimaggiore),
Rocca Ulari (Borutta), Su Mammucone (Urzulei), Serbissi (Osini/Gairo)
and many others. Other travellers that have left us interestingdescriptions
of mostly already cited caves
Valery (1837), Tyndale (1849), Delesse1i (1855), Miles (1864), Maltzan (1869) and some others. In the same
year the first citation on guano
in Sardinian caves is published
(Aventi, 1869) and some years later also the first Sardinian cave adapted
animal, the beetle Ovobathysciolagestroi from Su Marmuri, is described
(Fairmaire, 1872). Some years later also Magretti (1880) reports some

faunistic observationson the Colombi cave (Cagliari). Important reports
on archaeologicaldigs in caves are publishedin the same years, especially in Sa Rocca Ulari cave (Borutta) (Spano 1873), San Bartolomeo cave
(Cagliari)(Orsoni, 1879; 1880; 1881), in s'Oreri cave (Fluminimaggiore)
(Baux, 1884; Gouin, 1884; Issel, 1884) and at Genna Luas (Iglesias)
(Vivanet, 1891). Very detailed and precise descriptions of caves appear
towards the end of the century, such as Nettuno (Alghero) (Costa, 1889)
and Su Marmuri(Ulassai)(Businco, 1893).The first descriptionof fossils
discoveredin cave depositsappearstwo years later citing Pleistocenebird
remains of the Fiori d' Arancio cave on the Tavolara Island (Lydekker,
1891; Shufeldt, 1896). A first ecologicaldescriptionof cave bats is given
for the Inferno cave near Muros (Monticelli,1896), and a secondtroglobe
species, the ChilopodLithobiusdoderoi, is described from three caves of
Ogliastra,comprisingthe alreadymentionedSu Marmuri cave near Ulassai (Silvestri, 1898).

Speleologyin the early XXth century
The early XXth century is still characterised by the absence of real
speleologicalresearches, since the first official caving associationwill
be founded only in the early 50's. Caves are visited by travellers, but an
increasing number of scientists (biologists, palaeontologists, archaeologists) start working in a more systematicway in caves. In the beginning
of the century many fossil extinct Quaternaryanimals are discovered in
cave deposits, such as the famous Prolagus sardous but also other mammals (Forsyth Major, 1900a; 1900b; 1902; 1905; Brandy, 1905; Dehaut,
1911). Also from a biospeleologicalpoint of view many articles report
cave dwelling fauna of Sardinian caves (Solari & Solari, 1903; Dodero,
1904a; 1904b; Gestro, 1904; Gozo, 1906; Silvestri, 1908; Budde-Lund,
1909; Krausse, 1912; Silvestri, 1912). Many important archaeological
findings are carried out in caves in the same period (Ardu-Onnis, 1904;
Taramelli, 1904a; 1904b; 1905) with the citation of important historical
caves such as San Michele (Ozieri) (Bray, 1906; Porro, 1915; Taramelli,
1915). Important general papers on caves and karst are published in the
20's and 30's (Bertarelli, 1929; Lucchi, 1933; 1934), generally reporting
the caves described in the preceding years, but the most important summary on speleology in Sardinia appears a couple of years later (Maxia,
1936), reporting a list of 94 caves.

The birth of SardinianSpeleology
The breakout of World War II inhibits the development of speleology in Sardinia for twenty years and the first caving associations appear
only in the 50's. Meanwhile Sardinia is visited by several Italian caving
associations and some of these explorations are published in Rassegna
SpeleologicaItaliana of the Gruppo Grotte Milano (Barajon, 1949; Sommaruga, 1952, 1955; Barajon, 1955; Balducchi et al., 1956) and in the
Notiziario of the Circolo Speleologico Romano (Patrizi, 1952; Segre,
1952)with the citation of some new caves among which Grotta dei Fiori
close to Carbonia. In 1955 the VIIth National Congress of Speleologyis
held in Sardinia,giving a very importanceimpulse to the local cavers and
new born caving clubs. Slowly also Sardiniancave associations,e.g. the
Gruppo Grotte Nuorese, begin to report their fast speleological results,
with the discovery and the exploration of very important cave systems
such as the Su Bentu-Sa Oche system near Oliena (Columbu, 1955; Giacobbe, 1955) and Bue Marino near Dorgali (Columbu, 1956), but also
minor but very famous caves (Cala Luna, Dorgali) (Columbu, 1955). In
1955-56 the Gruppo SpeleologicoPIOXI of Cagliari collaborateswith
the CommissioneGrotte EugenioBoeganexploringmany caves of Monte
Albo, and these results are reported in the Proceedings of the VIIIth National SpeleologicalCongress,held at Como (Finocchiaro,1958).In 1957
one of the most remarkableexplorationshas been carried out: the descent

of the famous Sterru 'e Golgo, a natural karst pit of 275 meters depth
(Furreddu, 1987).
A couple of years later the Gruppo SpeleologicoBolognese and Unione SpeleologicoBolognese start their explorationsin Sardinia(Cantelli,
1962; Altara 1964; Altara & Pavanello, 1964; Altara, ·1976) and some
years later also the Gruppo Speleologico Piemontese begins to explore
some of the most beautiful karst systems of Sardinia, San Giovanni Su
Anzu near Dorgali (Gatto, 1964). And 1964 is the year that changes Sardinian speleology: the book "Grotte della Sardegna.Guida al mondo carsico dell'Isola" is published, and this monumental work will guide the
new generationof cavers (Furreddu & Maxia, 1964).The cave list of Sardinia has reached about 350 caves (Furreddu, 1964).

The speleological "boom"of the late sixties-seventies
The publication of the "bible" of Sardinian Speleology (Furreddu &
Maxia, 1964) causes an explosion of speleologicalactivities in Sardinia
in the late 60's and early 70's, with the exploration of well-known and
very important cave systems such as San Giovanni Su Anzu (Dorgali)
(Balbiano d' Aramengo, 1966) and the discovery of some new and very
big caves such as Luigi Donini (Urzulei) (Clo & Donini, 1965),Taquisara
(Gairo) (Grimandi, 1967), Edera (Urzulei) (Assorgia et al., 1967; 1973)
and Cuccuru Tiria (Iglesias) (Neri, 1969). Many important cave associations are founded immediately after the printing of the "bible", the most
important of which are the Speleo Club Cagliari (Cannas, 1967) and the
Gruppo Speleologico Sassarese. The first starts publishing monographic
issues on several karst areas and caves (Argiolas et al., 1970; Bartolo &
Di Paola, 1970; Bartolo & Ferrara, 1971; Sanna et al., 1972; Bartolo et
al., 1973; Speleo Club Cagliari, 1975;Bartolo et al., 1980)while the latter
prints its own bulletin since 1975.Also the Gruppo SpeleologicoPIO XI
publishes Speleologia Sarda since 1972, and two years later the Gruppo
GrotteNuorese starts issuing Gruttas e Nurras. This speleological"boom"
triplicates the known caves in Sardinia in less than ten years (Catasto
delle Grotte della Sardegna, 1974) and greatly enhances biospeleological
knowledge(Puddu & Pirodda, 1973).

ModernSpeleology
The introductionof modem cave explorationtechniquesin the late 70's
gives a further impulse to speleological activities in Sardinia and allows
the exploration of very big cave systems such as Codula Ilune (Chabert,
1980;Gori et al., 1980;Atzori et al., 1982),Edera (Cabras et a~.,2003), Su
Bentu (Carta et al., 1988),Lovettecannas(De Waele et al., 2002), Istettai
(Crobu, 2003) and several others. In the early 80's the Federation of Sardinian Speleologistsis founded and other cave bulletins are born, among
which "Antheo" of the Gruppo Speleo-ArcheologicoGiovanni Spano has
to be mentioned. In 1990,with the death of Antonio Furreddu also "Speleologia Sarda" dies and is substihlted by the review of the Federation
"Sardegna Speleologica".In the last 20 years many importantbooks were
published (Mucedda & Pala, 1990; Mucedda et al., 1997; 2002; Bartolo
& Fadda, 1998) and the cave register has reached a total number of 3000
natural caves, some of which are among the most importantcave systems
of Italy, and the Island has become one of the most important biogeographical cave fauna areas of the Mediterranean(Grafitti, 2002).

Conclusions
Since the first citation on caves in Sardinia in 1580 many other papers
have been publishedreaching a total of more than 5000 articles and books.
All this bibliographicalinformationon Sardiniancaves has been inserted
in a database (Access) and thanks to the collaborationwith four cavers
(Guido Bartolo, Giuseppe Grafitti, Mauro Mucedda and Mauro Villani)
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this databasehas been integrated and completedcomprisingeverything
published in the interval 1580-2003.This SardinianSpeleologicalBibliographyintendsto be a useful tool for the Cave Register,for all cavers
intendingto visit and explorecaves and karst areason the Islandand especially to all researchersand scientistsof all kinds (geologists,archaeologists, biologistsetc.).
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L'ardechesouterraine
P. Brunet
1

FFS, IVRY,France

Abstract
Le reseau des grottes de Saint Marcel d' Ardeche est l'un des plus
grand de France (48,5 km). Son explorationa debute il y a plus d'un siecle par les grandes galeries du reseau 1, dont une partie est aujourd'hui
amenagee.Depuis, et en particulierdans les annees 1970,de nombreuses
decouvertespermirent de connaitre les reseaux 2, 3 et 4. En plusieurs
points, parfois tres eloignes les uns des autres, l'eau etait atteinte sans
que le niveau noye ne soit connu. Les mises en charges et les decrues a
priori peu coherenteslaissaientimaginerune structurecomplexeavec une
alimentationmultiple provenant de l' Ardeche et par plusieurs origines,

des plateaux de Gras. Depuis 1994, les explorationsd'AVENSont porte
sur le reseau noye. Les premieres et topographiesrealisees en siphon et
post siphon a cette occasion dans le systeme « Saint Marcel, source du
Bateau et perte de la Cadiere» represententpres de 17 km. Une nouvelle
sortie naturelle a ete decouverteapres un parcours de 1,4 km dont 1 km
noye. Plusieursterminussont amoins de 500 metres les uns des autres et
laissent esperer de nouvellesjonctions. Saaint Marcel est le plus grand
Karst noye de plateau d'Europe. Video projectionde 25 mn. Un texte de
4 pages peut etre joint.
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Speleo-discography:a progressreport
David N, Brison

8 rue d 'AlsaceLorraine
92100 Boulognesur Seine, France
A cave is a natural work of art wrought in stone. What better way to
celebrate caves than to create works of art inspired by them? Of all the
fine arts, music has a uniquepower to capture the specialmagic of caves,
that spiritual beauty of caves, which cannot be transmittedin words or
images.
Forty years of research has brought to light a considerabletreasure
of music totally inspired by caves, either real or imaginary.This speleodiscographyis a detailed,annotated,internationallisting of commercially
recordedcave music and cave spokenword coveringnearly the entirehistory of recorded sound from 1919 to the present.All categoriesof music
are included: classical, contemporary,film, world, folk, jazz, new age,
country,and rock. Opera music has been omittedbecausein nearly all operas the lyrics rarely mentioncaves and the cave only appearsas a purely
theatrical element in the stage settings. A separate part of this discogra-

phy presents spoken word discs, recordings of both fictionalworks that
include significantcave-relatedincidentsand non-fictionaldocumentary
recordingsabout caves.
Each musical entry includesall necessaryinformationconcerningthe
composer,performers,recordingcompany,differentreleases,and detailed
notes about the compositionitself plus other pertinent facts followedby
a selected bibliography.A serious effort was made to locate or gain information about all the known versions of a particular piece of music
or a particular song. For each version of a specific work, all the known
record releases of that work are provided; often resulting is a detailed
discographiclisting of the differentcountries,labels,and turntablespeeds
for that particularversionunder consideration.
In the categoryof classicalmusic, the most importantwork is the Fingal's Cave Overture composedby Felix Mendelssohnin 1832. Over 95

Many contemporary composers of art music have turned to writing
film music. The recorded scores for a number of fiction feature films,
which include cave scenes, also include musical cues written speciallyfor
these cave scenes. Among over 75 entries, a few of the more significant
cave film composers are: Alan Silvestri for The Clan of the Cave Bear,
Bernard Hemnann's famous score for Journey to the Center of the Earth,
Philippe Sarde for Quest for Fire, and John Barry for Swept from the Sea.
Steve Wood, Daniel May, and The Moody Blues wrote the music for the
IMAX documentaryfilm, Journey into Amazing Caves.
In the categoryof world and ethnic musicmany countrieshave contributed fascinatingworks inspired by their caves. Australia has five didgeridoo pieces; France offers two popular songs about the Chambre d' Amour
cave near Biarritz; Greece has three songs about bats; the Netherlands,
Jamaica, the Philippines, and the Tonga Islands each have songs about
bats; Spain offers fourteen stimulating pieces dealing with caves on the
peninsula and in the Canary Islands including one song by Carlos Nufiez
celebrating the longest cave in Galacia,Cova do Rei Cintolo,Incorporated
within world music are Scottish, Gaelic, and American folk music. Here
Scottish music predominates with seven different compositionsinspired
by seven caves there. American folk music includes one about the Leatherwing Bat and another about the cave-dwelling itinerant, The Leatherman. In this category of folk music a separate section has been added for
several recordings of caving ballads composed by American and British
cavers. Normally cassette recordings are not included in a discography,
however, an exceptionwas made here to include cassette releases of caving ballads since there are so few of them.
The earliest form of country music now called, old time music, started
to be recorded in 1924.The tragedy of the trapped Kentucky caver, Floyd
Collins, inspired six different old time ballads spanning the months following his death in February 1925 right up to 1929. These were all released on 78rpmrecords and constitutethe first collectionof cave-inspired
music to be perseveredon phonographrecords. In 1941,TommyMagness
composed a fiddle piece inspired by the Natural Bridge in Virginiaand to
date eight versions of it have been recorded. The most successful recent
country cave song, Miller's Cave, was written by Jack Clement in 1959
and recorded by over 20 different performers,the popular hit versions being the ones by Hank Snow in 1960 and Bobby Bare in 1963.
From the very beginning,jazz clubs all over the world tended to be located in undergroundcellars and frequentlythese cellar clubs were given
cave names, such as, El Grotto in Chicago; Bohemian Caverns in Wash-

different versions of this cave--inspiredpiece have been recorded, spanning nearly the entire history of recorded music; starting in 1919 with an
acousticalEdisonrecording,through the 78rpm electric recordings,to the
33rpm long-playingrecords, right up to the recent cornpactdisc releases.
In 1963,the world-classClevelandOrchestra conductedby George Szell
recorded a memorableperformance.Other important classical works in,spired by caves include: La Source du Lyson, a classical guitar piece by
NapoleonCoste inspiredby this resurgencecave in France;and La Grotte,
a poem set to music by Claude Debussy.
Severalworks of contemporaryart music have been recorded ranging
from Altamira by the Hungariancomposer,Zsolt Durk6; In the Cave, In
the Light by Keith Jarrett; Sonido en la penumbra,a full synthesizerwork
by a Spanish caver, Mario Gomez Calderon; and experimentalmusic by
Mariolina Zitta, performedby tapping (without damaging)on the formations of caves in Liguria and Sardinia, Italy. The magnificentshow cave
in Lebanon, Jena, inspired a major work of concrete music by Frarn;ois
Bayle.
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ington,D.C.; and BeverlyCavernin Los Angeles.Jazz groupsthat played
for extended periods in these clubs would often dedicate a new piece to
the club, so recordings appeared of Cavernismand At the El Grotto by
Earl Hines; The Cavesby The RamseyLewis Trio; and The Purple Grotto
by Herbie Mann. A jazz cellar in France is called "une cave," the French
word for cellar, and Sidney Bechet recorded a number called, Blues in
the Cave. In the Faeroe Islands of the North Atlantic,KristianBlak, composed, Concerto Grotto, a suite of eight cave-inspiredjazz pieces that
were performedlive in a huge tectonic sea cave there.
The past twenty years has seen the emergenceof what·has come to
be called "new age" music, where musicians improviseon a theme as in
jazz but use relaxingrhythmsunrelatedto jazz. Often directlyinspiredby
nature, new age music has proved to be a fertile source of music inspired
by real or imaginary caves. So far over sixty compositionsof cave new
age music have been recorded, some of them importantworks with several selections.AndreasVollenweidercomposedCavernaMagica; David
Antony Clark performedsix tracks relating to Paleolithiccave artists for
The Man Who Painted in Caves; the British caver, Steve Thomas,wrote
an entire album of fifteen tracks around the experienceof cave diving;
Romano Serra wrote fifteen selections all dedicated to the Grottes des
Grandes Canalettes in the French Pyrenees; and Samuel Aguilar composed an album of synthesizermusic celebratingthe lava tube, Jameosdel
Agua, in the CanaryIslands.
By far the mostprolificcontributionsto cave-inspiredmusichave come
from rock music,rangingall the way fromrhythm 'n' blues to psychedelic
to grunge. Right at the start of the rock 'n' roll movementin 1955,Billy
Wardand his Dominoescame out with Caveman,which kicked off a long
successionof prehistoriccavemanrock songs.TommySteele,in England,
had a hit with Rock with the ·caveman in 1956;The Vibrationscut Cave
Man in 1960;The Jimmy CastorBunchgot a hit with Troglodytein 1972;
and The Cramps did Caveman in 1981. Then there was the monster hit
Alley Oop, by The HollywoodArgyles in 1960, which was inspired b;
the caveman comic strip. Down through the years other landmark cave
rock songs and compositionsby famous groups came in 1956,with The
Majesties and Cave man Rock; in 1963,with The Big Three and Cavern
Stomp; in 1971, The Pink Floyd and Echoes; in 1974, Rick Wakeman's
Journeyto the Centre of the Earth; in 1988,Lita Ford's Back to the Cave;
in 1993, Crash Test Dummies and In the Days of the Caveman; and in
1997,with Pearl Jam and Leathennan.All told over 200 cave rock songs
have been released since 1955.

In an effort to be as complete as possible, an additional section has
been includedfor marginalcave songs,where the lyrics includethe word
"cave" or "bat" only once, whereas the overall theme and feeling of the
songshave little or nothingto do with either cavesor bats. Followingthis,
yet another listing was set aside for compositionsand songs that have
"cave" or "bat" in their titles, but which rlo not in ~myway qrn:1lify ::istnie
cave music.
Another special section was created for music that has been recorded
during concerts in natural caves, most importantly,at the Cango Caves
in SouthAfrica, CathedralCave in Australia,Grotte de Han in Belgium,
Hohler Fels in Germany,Cueva de Nerja and Cueva del Drach in Spain,
PostojnskaJama in Slovenia,and Luray Cavernsin the United States.
As an importantpart of this discography,this listing of cave-inspired
discs, it was necessary to include a separate section, having nothing to
do with music, reserved exclusivelyfor all the spoken word and documentary recordings.Fictional spoken word has been divided into adult
and children's fiction.The adult fiction recordingsinclude mostlypoetry
readings of W. H. Auden's In Praise of Limestone;Samuel Coleridge's

The Pleasure Dorne of Kubla Khan; and La Fontaine's fable La Chauvesouris et les deux belettes (The Bat and the Two Weasels).Spanning both
adult and children's fiction, Jules Verne's Journey to the Center of the
Earth, has been released in French, English, and Spanish. Several charming little children's tales from different countries ·wererecorded: Babar et
le Professeur Grifaton, where the elephant, Babar, goes caving; En Jep
Espeleoleg, a Catalan comic tale about exploring a polluted cave; RandeH Jarrell's outstanding The Bat Poet; and another captivating bat tale
by Janell Cannon, Stellaluna. Rounding out the children's spoken word
records are eight separate recordings of the Cyclops tale from Homer's
The Odyssey and ten readings of the cave scene from Mark Twain's The
Adventures of Tom Sawyer.
A complementarysection is devoted to non-fiction, documentaryspoken word discs. Here some of the more outstanding documents are four
recordingsof the world-famous F1:ench
caver,Norbert Casteret; one of the
equally famous French prehistori
an, Abbe Breuil; and two flexible discs
about cave explorationin Soviet Georgia. There are also three records accompaniedwith color slides for various show caves in Slovakia, Slovenia,
and Australia.A further section was created specially for field recordings
of bats and cave-dwellingbirds in various parts of the world.
For the connoisseur of phonograph records it has always been an
added esthetic pleasure to acquire, along with the recorded music, those
beautifuljacket-cover photos, paintings, and illustrations. So it was considered importantto include at the end of this discography all known picture covers that depict caves, whether real or imaginary,plus prehistoric
cave paintings and bats. There are cave picture covers representing caves
all over Europe, Africa,Asia, and North America. Some are 19th Century
paintings of caves, others are strikingly dramatic photos of cave entrances
or cave interiors, and still others are drawings or paintings of totally imaginary caves. A selected number of cave picture covers even merit being
framed and hung on exhibition.
Finally this discographyincludes an appendix providing the complete
lyrics for all the songs from the different categories of recorded music
included in the listing. In most cases these lyrics have never been printed
anywhere so they had to be transcribed by the author directly from the
recordings.
The finished reference work with introductions for each section, fleshed-out entry notes, and four indexes will probably surpass 1200 pages,
which would require splitting the work into two volumes. The present
format consists of double columns with profuse illustrations, which look
good on the printed page. But to save paper, it vvouldperhaps be better
to rearrange the page layout for the screen and publish electronically on
DVD with the advantageof rapid cross-indexing.Including completedubs
or excerpts of the original cave music recordings would be very desirable
and probably entirely feasible for some works where the music copyrights
have expired, but, regarding the more recent compositions,it will be necessary to investigatethe possibility of obtaining the music rights.

This research on recorded cave music primarily involved searching
in numerous record stores, catalogs, set sales, and auction lists. Over the
years I have passed in review hundred of thousands of music and song
titles to succeed in finding nearly every piece of cave music. The resulting discography is more than a simple listing of cave-inspired works, it
is a detailed and dedicated presentation of each work in an effort to open
doors, promote this unfamiliar nmsic, and transmit its special appeal.
Caves are one of the few places on this planet where total silence can
be heard. Music begins with silence, then out of this silence grows an
abundance of sound, filiing and resonating in space, There is also the
image of the composer as explorer. The act of composing music often
involves, on the part of the composer, a process of searching, exploring,
and discovering the right combination of notes to create pleasurable or
desirable sound structures, One of the most powerful of the fine arts for
moving the emotions, music can liberate us from tedious moments in life.
Cave music has been written and recorded that will take you back spiritually to the cave environment and allow you to recapture some of those
emotions of wonder and awe that you felt there.
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Abstract
The undergrounduse of the Auriga softwaredrasticallyimprovesthe
cave surveyingprocess.By trading their traditionalpaper notebookfor a
Palm OS PDA (PersonalDigital Assistant,i.e. handheldcomputer)running Auriga for the input of the numerical survey data, cave surveyors
benefit from featurestargetedat yieldingbetter cave maps faster. Survey
blunders are rapidly spotted,thanks to the real-timedisplay (as new survey shots are input) of the topographicalpath of the cave, the displayof
passage walls and lists of poorly-closedloops and orphan survey shots.
Also featuredare sketchingaids such as a user-configurablemap grid, the
displayof stationcoordinatesusing the sketchingpaper's grid and the display of projectedlengthof survey shots. Cave surveydata can be viewed
in both graphical and tabular forms, with color cave maps or computed
coordinateslists. Supportingthe use of geographiclocations, either input
nianuallfortfiroughiserfalliiik with a GPS,Aurigalets cave explorers
immediatelyknow how·close they are getting to other known cave passages or surveyedsurface features.Auriga's user-friendlinessrelies on a
wealth of user-customizableoptionsas well as a smartuser interfacewell
adaptedto small PDA screens,even when used undergroundthroughthe
windowof a protectivecase.Acquiredsurvey data can be transmittedvia
IR to other PDAs, while a software"conduit" handles the bidirectional
exchangeof data betweenthe PDAand popularPC cave surveysoftware.
Already in use in various countries, Auriga undergoesa rapid development, with several new releases a year. Upcomingfeaturesinclude loop
closure,blunderdetection,electroniclinkswith automatedsurveydevices
apd, ultimately,the ability to sketchpassageswalls and featuresdirectly
on the PDA screen.Auriga is availablefor free, in 3 languages(English,
French and Spanish), and comes with a comprehensiveuser manualand
onlinehelp.
Mots-cles: Auriga, Topographiede grottes, Logiciel, Electronique
souterraine
Resume
L'utilisationd' Auriga sous terre ameliore considerablementle processus de topographiedes grottes. En remplac;:ant
leur traditionnelcarnet
de papier par un ANP (AssistantNumeriquePersonnelou ordinateurde
poche) Palm OS executantAurigapour la saisie des donneesnumeriques
de topographie,les topographesbeneficientde fonctionnalitesdestinees
aproduire de meilleurestopographiesplus rapidement.La detectiondes
erreurs est faciliteegrace aun affichageen temps reel (au gre des visees)
du cheminementtopographiquede la grotte et des dimensionsde galeries
ainsi que des erreurs de fermeturede boucle et des visees orphelines.Le
logiciel offre egalementdes outils d'aide au dessin tels une grille graphique configurable,l'affichagedes coordonneesdes stationsal'echelle du
carnet et l'affichage en continu de la longueurprojetee des visees. Les
donnees topographiquespeuvent etre revues tant en modes graphique
que tabula.ire,avec une topographieen couleur ou une liste des visees
et des coordonnees calculees. Supportant !'utilisation de localisations
geographiques,acquises manuellementou par un GPS connectevia un
lien seriel, Auriga permet aux explorateursde se situer immediatement
par rapport aux galeries deja topographieesOU aux phenomenesde surface releves. La convivialited'Auriga repose sur un eventail d'options
et une interface intelligentebien adaptee au petit ecran des ANP, meme
lorsqu'utilisessous terre a traversla fenetred'un etui protecteur. Les donnees acquises peuvent et~etransmisespar faisceau infrarougeentre les
21-28 Auuusl 2005. l(nfomus. He/las

ANP, tandis qu'un «conduit» logiciel permet l'echange bidirectionnel
des donneesentre l' ANP et plusieurslogicielsde topographiede grottes
sur PC. Deja utilise dans divers pays, Auriga connaitun developpement
rapide, avec plusieursnouvellesversionspar annee. Parmi les fonctionnalites avenir figurentla fermeturedes boucles,la detectiondes erreurs
grossieres,des liens electroniquesavec des dispositifsd'acquisitionde
donnees automatiqueset, ultimement,le dessin des gale1riesdirectement
sur l'ecran de l'ANP.Aurigaest disponiblegratuitement,en trois langues
(frarn;:ais,anglais et espagnol),accompagned'un manuel d'utilisationet
d'aide en ligne.

Text
. Much.has changedoverthelast 20 yearsin the field ofcav.esur:veying.
Most cave surveyorsprocesstheir numericdata with PC-basedprograms,
while the number of hand-drawnsurveys is ever decreasing,thanks to
sophisticateddrawingprogramsand the availabilityof scannersto digitize
notebooksketches.
By contrast,the input of survey data has changedvery little over that
period: the vast majorityof cave surveyorsstill use a measuringtape, a
compass and a sighting inclinometerand jot down their measurements
into a waterproofpaper notebook.
But the times are changing,thanksto the availabilityof Auriga,a cave
surveyfreewarethat runs on Palm OS handheldcomputers.
Originallycreatedin 1997by MartinMelzerto help tune his compass/
clinometerelectronicsensor box prototype, the Auriga project became
dormantaround 1998.Luc Le Blancresumedthe softwaredevelopmentin
2002, aiming at designingthe perfect electronicreplacementof the classical survey notebook.Auriga is now a user-friendlyalmost full-fledged
cave survey software,albeit with a strong input interfacedesignedto be
used underground.
With universalityin mind, pretty much everythingis user-customizable:
• naming format and auto-incrementationscheme of survey stations;
• map units (length,angle, and slopeOreference);
• handlingof reverseheadingsand slopes(backsights);
• handlingof passagedimensions;
• handlingof unsaveddata;
• handlingof duplicateshots;
• hardwarebuttonuse;
• variousautomatedbehaviors.
Auriga's target is to suit the needs to survey a complexcave system
with severalsimultaneousteams,possiblywith differentinstruments(e.g.
metric.tape in small passages and Topofil in collectors)using different
measurementunits (e.g. a Topofilcounting in centimetres)and bearing
differentcalibrations.Of course,all this data must supporteasy merging
once back at camp.

Mixinginstrumentsthanksto sessions
The abilityto mix heterogeneousdata is madepossiblewith the use of
sessions,a conceptalreadypresent in severalWindows/MacOS cave sur-

vey software.Each survey shot belongs to a session, i.e. an abstract time
period (its actualdurationis left up to the user) duringwhich survey shots
are taken.Each surveysession consistsof two sets of instruments,calibrations, measurementunits, and some default settings. The data read from
the instrumentscan then be input "as is" into Auriga; the surveyor is not
botheredby the broken end of his metric tape, the magnetic deviation, or
the compassshift; the sessiontakes care of these. When computationsare
performed,Auriga simplyuses the proper session settingsto interpret the
survey data, without ever altering the original input data. In this respect,
Auriga is as faithful as a paper notebook.
Tight storage
Despite an effort to squeeze as much survey informationas possible
into the meager 54 bytes used for each survey shot record in the Auriga
cave databases, limits are few. Length, heading,slopes, reverse headings
and slopesand passagedimensionsare each storedwith two-decimal precision as 16-bitintegers,i.e. in hundredths of units. Surveyshot length is
thus "limited" to 655.33 meters (or feet, depending on user choice), an
uncommonspan in caves. Since survey data is stored in input units, no
rounding error due to meters-feet conversioncan occur when presenting
the original data. In addition to basic survey data, a note of up to 255
characters(bytes)can be appendedto each surveyshot and sessionrecord,
and to the cave databaseas a whole.Auriga cave databasescan hold up to
a maximumof 16 384 records (one per surveyshot or session), a Palm OS
limit. This limit can be pushed several folds by combiningcave databases
into networks.

Managing passages
Survey stations can be namedwith up to 8 characters, with user control
overthe permittedcharacterset (numeric, alphanumeric,punctuation,etc.)
The user can choose between a 4.4 format (e.g. "2.6", "A31.74") and an
8-characterfree format (e.g. "Cascade", "X24-46b".) The 4.4 format allows the use of series, a conceptinspiredby Toporobot.A series is simply
a suite of survey stations and shots sharing a commonroot (like "A2.0",
"A2.2" and "A2.3lb") which can be acted upon collectively.As series are
usually,and appropriately, made equivalentto passages,their use allows
users to selectivelyhide passagesfrom a crowdedcave map, distinctively
colorizethem in the map, exclude surface shots from total cave development, select the projection direction of a passage in the projected crosssectioncave map view,or just navigatebetweenpassageswhen reviewing
survey shots. The sole prerequisite to manage survey shots as a series is
to have a "series-beginningsurvey shot", i.e. a virtual survey shot linking the series-beginningvirtual station to the rest of the cave (or to itself,
starting a new disconnectedleg.) The series-beginning station must bear
the smalleststationnumberwithinthe series (e.g. station2.3 cannotbe the
beginningstation of series 2 if there exists a physical station 2.1.) Since
...·series-beginningshots are virtual (zero-length)shots,the unused shot data
storagespace in their databaserecord can insteadhold a geographiclocation (like the UTM co-ordinatesof the cave entrance)or an absolute XYZ
co-ordinate - a convenientfeature when workingwith cave subsets.
For those not familiar to the series concept or for compatibilitywith
software that ignore it, most series benefits have been extended to sessions, offeringan alternateway to managepassages.

Two mechanisms allow sharing survey data between teams: infrared
(IR) beamingand the Palm HotSyncprocess.
IR beaming is the common device-to-device Palm OS data sharing
mode.Auriga can send a whole cave database,or a subset of it, to another
device. In the latter case, every survey shot sent is accompaniedby its
correspondingsession, so as to make the beamed data completeby itself.
If the cave database does not already exist on the target device, it is created and filledwith the beamed data. Otherwise,a record-by-recordmerge
process is triggered. Similar but different survey shot or session records
are duplicated and logged into a text memo for subsequentclean-up by
the user. Otherwise,if the beamed records contain a note or other survey
data that records on the target device do not have, while start/end survey
stationsare the same,records on the target device are simplyupdatedwith
this additionalinformation.
The HotSync process takes place on the target PC (or Mac) through a
conduit launched by the HotSync Manager, a software componentshipping with every Palm OS device. This process of synchronizingthe Auriga cave databaseswith those present on the PC is a more complexprocess
than IR beaming because it runs between heterogeneousdatabases (Auriga and non-Auriga)and it is a bidirectional process (insertions,deletions
and modificationsmust be reflected on both sides.)
It is highly unlikelythat anotherPC cave survey softwarewould have
its internaldata formatmatch Auriga databasesfield for field. Some software recognizeseries,some don't; and the same goes for reverse measurements, mixed direct and reverse shots, mixed measurementunits, passage
dimensions,etc. Thus, in order to transfer the Auriga survey data to the
dqsktopsoftware,the conduit may have to adapt this data to a formatthe
target software can understand. This can mean merging the session calibration with shot data, removing series-beginning virtual shots, inverting
reverse shots to make them all forward,etc. In the process,some information could be lost. To prevent this informationloss, the conduitperforms
a two-phasesync: the Auriga data receivedthrough the HotSyncmanager
is first stored into a mirror XML databaseon the PC before being adapted
for the target software. This way, if the survey data is modified via the
PC software, thus requiring a transfer back to Auriga (data consistency
between the PC and the Palm must be maintainedif furtherAuriga surveying is to take place in that cave), the conduit can fetch from the mirror
database the previouslydropped data and re-attach it back to the synced
records before writing them into the Auriga database. Note that this latter step of fully synchronizing both databasesis not yet implemented.Of
course, the extent of this data removal and recoverydepends on the target
software, some being more restrictive than others. The Auriga conduit
structure supports both the usual single user mode and a multiple user
mode where several users can collectivelysync their data with the same
cave database; this choice is made within Auriga when creating a new
cave database.
The current Auriga conduit, developed by Christian Chenier, allows
the bi-directionalexchangeof surveydata with Visual Topoand Compass,
but support for other desktop cave survey software will be added based
on demand.

Surveyingwith Auriga
Auriga can be used as:
an electronicnotebook to store numeric survey data and instantly
view the cave map while in the cave;
• a scientific calculator to convert survey shots into Cartesian coordinates while at camp;
• an input device to transfer survey data from the paper notebookto
the PC withoutwasting battery power.
0

Sharing the data
If severalteams are let loose surveyinga cave, conflicts are to be expected ( ... ) with regard to station names or session numbers. To circumvent these,Aurigaoffersvarious maintenancefunctionsto rename or shift
stations names or series numbers, renumber or merge sessions, or move
surveyshotsto anothersession.Ideally, teams shouldharmonizetheir data
beforemerging it, in order to minimizetedious subsequent clean-ups.
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The most commonuse for Auriga is to input survey data while in the
cave. But canying a Palm underground?Once you accept that you must
treat a device as fragile as a Palm (compassesare also fragile)with proper
care, it is no problem. In easier caves, wrappingthe Palm in a Ziploc bag
and carrying it inside the survey notebook (still required for sketching)
may be sufficient.Otherwise,Aquacasemakes, for US$ 25, a watertight
soft case with a write-throughfilm on the front. Screwed into the cover
of a regular surveybinder, the setup allows for simultaneousinput of numeric data into the Palm and sketching on the usual waterproof paper.
This setup was used for my own field testing,.and Auriga was improved
accordinglyto ease data input,up to the point where the usual stylus is not
required for most tasks: a field-awareself-adaptivecustom alphanumeric
keypad with finger-tappablekeys was developedfor navigationbetween
fields and survey data input.
A configurableinput Assistant further increases the user-friendliness
of the whole input process by automaticallycreating survey shots based
on the previous one, auto-incrementingstation names (with both digits
and letters), popping-up the custom keypad when necessary,incrementally computingnew survey shots, displayingthe revised cave map. Everything is done to prevent mishapsthat could result in data loss.

Computingthe cave
Auriga performs, automaticallyand on demand, all the computations
required in order to display the cave map and essentialstatistics.In order
to handle every possible survey shot arrangementand to pave the way for
a future loop closure algorithm,a full-blownnon-orientedgraph is internally constructed to represent survey stations (nodes) and survey shots
(arcs)betweenthem.An iterativealgorithmscans in alternatingdirections
the list of survey shots in the cave database to compute XYZ Cartesian
station locationsrelative to the origin.
Any station can be manuallyselectedas the Cartesianorigin (0,0,0)of
the cave, or as a point with a known fixed offset from this absoluteorigin.
If the cave does not have ~ determinedorigin, the computationprocess
chooses the first survey station (sorted in alphanumericorder) as the origin and assumesa zero offset.It is alsopossibleto assigna pre-determined
XYZ co-ordinateto a series-beginningor virtual survey shot (presumably
computed somewhereelse), thus allowing the computationof "real" coordinatesfrom a cave subset that does not includethe cave origin.
Likewise, any virtual station owning a geographic location (UTM,
with or withoutaltitude)can be manuallyselectedas the geographicreference for the cave; after which any other survey station displayed in the
cave map can be queried for its geographiclocation!

Viewingthe cave
Auriga offers a graphical display of the cave map display, with full
pan and zoom capability and the ability to graphicallypoke stations for
information, XYZ coordinatesor geographiclocation.The line plot can be
displayedin top view or S-N, W-E, extendedand projectedprofile views.
One convenient feature is the ability to get the orientationof a passage,
the inclinationof a slope, or the distancebetween two points by simply
draggingthe styluson the screen.Orientationanglesobtainedthroughthis
feature are automaticallycopied to the clipboard to allow quick pasting
into the projectionangle selectiondialog.
The cave map is probably the most compellingfeature to use Auriga
underground:surveying with Auriga allows cavers to see the cave map
while the cave is being surveyed.Not only can survey errors be detected
faster, but it can orient the explorationprocess: by knowing right away
where the cave is heading to, surveyorscan decide which way to take or
which passage to survey in priority.If a junction is expected, Auriga can
let cavers know how close they are from the other passage and eventually
2
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keep hope... Actually,Auriga could become an incentiveto surveywhile
exploring,a good practicein every respect!
Auriga also supports cave networks, where several caves can be
logically linked and geographicallypositioned on a common display.
This feature turns out to be very convenientnot only to simultaneously
view closely locatedcaves but also to display caves so large (in terms of
number of survey shots) that they had to be split into several sub-caves
(ex. Lechuguillaor WindCave.)
A recent addition is the Sketch to Scale dialog where survey station
coordinates are displayed according to the selected map scale and the
paper grid size, makingthe in-caveuse of the ruler and protractora thing
of the past.

What'snext?
The rising activity in the field of electronic data acquisition has
allowed Auriga to re-activate its serial link with sensing devices, starting with the compass/clinometerRevolution module from True North
Technology- others should come soon. Survey data can be fetched from
electronicdevicesand fed to the data input form in a fully assistedfashion.
This should give Auriga a great boost: cavers may be reluctant to bring
a Palm undergroundjust to add features to their classic notebook, but
the prospect of an affordableelectroniccave surveyingprocess may well
becomeirresistible.Furthem1ore,with the recent additionof OPS support,
the trackingof the cmTentsurfacelocationagainsta "movingmap" of the
cave underneathis just monthsaway!
The next featureto be implementedshouldbe a loop closurealgorithm
along with blunder (gross errors) detection.This will improvethe detection and correctionof surveyerrors while in the cave.
The ultimate future additionto Auriga will be the ability to sketchthe
cave walls directly onto the Palm screen. This may sound like a heresy
to purists, but a full screen of drawing space for every survey shot, in
scale with the surveyor's own visual perception,would possibly lead to
better sketches.This feature would definitelyrender the paper notebook
useless,while allowingcaversto come back to the surfacewith an almost
finished cave map. But the complexitiesof this feature, with regards to
curve handling, storage and conduit syncing could be the topic of an
articleby itself.

TryingAuriga
The software can be downloadedfrom the Auriga homepage, along
with sample caves and a completeuser manual. Do read the manual at
least once. Auriga is not complicated, but complex; the manual should
give you a good understandingof the underlyingconceptsand may help
you discover featuresthat are not immediatelyobvious in the user interface.
If you do not have access to a Palm OS device, you can nonetheless
try the softwareunder a free Windows-basedemulator.Get the details in
the Auriga homepage.
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Use of a non-linear curve fitting program to separate the emission spectra of multiple fluorescent dyes from spectrofluorophotometer
analysis used in grm.:mdwaterdye tracing
S. Roach, N, Crawford
Centerfor Cave and Karst Studies, WesternKentudy University
Abstract

Synchronous scanning spectrofluorophotometr
ic analysis has proven
to be the most efficientand effectivetechnique for analyzingfluorescent
dyes used for tracing groundwatermovementin karst aquifers. Quantitative as well as qualitativeresults can be obtainedproviding that the individual spectracreated from each fluorescentdye producesemissionspectra that do not overlapand thus mask the emissionoutput of other dyes in
a sample.Injectingmultipledyes in a groundwatertracer study can result
in only qualitativeresults at best if the spectra from these dyes overlap
and/or the spectra of one dye greatly mask the nearby spectra of another
dye. With the aid of a non-linear curve-fittingcomputer program these
overlappingemissionspectra can be separatedand quantifiedbeyond the
capabilitiesof a spectrofluorophotometeralone. This data analysis program can model gaussiancurves of varyingheights and widths in the data
stream producedby the synchronousscanning spectrofluorophotometer
.

The data stream is broken down into the individual spectra of fluorescent
dye moleculescontainedin a multi-dyetracer sample. These individually
separatedgaussian curves are identifiedby the wavelengthof peak locations. The non-linearcurve-fittinganalysis softwareis set to then perform
integraiion on each gaussian curve to detennine the area bounded by each
curve. Calibration curves derived from similar analysis of laboratory
standards are then used to calculate the concentrationof each fluorescent dye present in a sample. The Center for Cave and Karst Studies
has successfullyutilized this non-linearcurve fitting analysis method for
fluorimetric analysis on countless fluorescent dye tracer investigations.
Utilizingthe non-linearcurve-fittingprogram allows for multiple dyes to
be injected simultaneouslyand effectivelyprovidesqualitativeand quantitative results.This greatlyreducesthe numberof overalldye trace events
that would ordinarilybe required if only one or two dyes are used. This
methodcan be performedequallywell for both quantitativewater analysis
and semi-quantitativeactivatedcharcoalelutant analysis.
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An Open-source Web-based National Cave Database
Michael Lake,AustralianSpeleologicalFederation,2 DerribongPlace
ThornleighNSW 2120, Sydney,Australia,MikeL@speleonics.com.au
Peter Matthews, UIS Informatics Commission,+61 (3) 5263-1686,matthews@melbpc.org.au

Abstract
Buildingon its successfulexperiencein 1985with the AustralianKarst
Index Database (140 fields, 6600 caves and karst features, 2400 maps,
925 references, and the associated 500-page book [1]), the Australian
SpeleologicalFederationteamed up with the InformaticsCommissionof
the InternationalUnion of Speleologyto expand and convert the KID to
a modern, web-based, fully relational database using open-source software. Those responsiblefor each of Australia's 355 cave areas can keep
it up to date and control access to the informationusing a simple web
interface.The read-only KID using the 1985 data has been operational
on the web since 2001, and the updateableversionsince mid 2005 (http://
www.caves.org.au).ASF producedthe softwareand the installation,while
the InformaticsCommission(http://www.uisic.uis-speleo.org)
advisedon
the field definitions and database structures, for which this installation
also acts as a pilot. The Commissioninvites many more fields from the
caving,researchand managementcommunities.
The software was professionallywritten and documented to ASF's
detailed specifications,and released under the GNU Public Licence so
that it wouldbe freely availableto other groups. It runs on a GNU/Linux
server,but could also run on other platformsbecauseit uses MySQL,Perl
and Apache, all of which are open-source and multi-platform. Though
easy to use, it requires reasonableknowledgeabout computer servers to
install and manage.Attentionhas been paid to ease of conversionof the
programsand data to languagesother than English, and to ease of adapting the user interface,though there may be internationalisationproblems
for some languages. It is hoped that its ease, adaptabilityand economy
will lead to wide use, and with its formally defined fields, will facilitate
the ready exchangeand consolidationof caving and scientificdata.

Introduction
The Australian SpeleologicalFederation'snational Karst Index Database is accessible on the Internet at http://www.caves.org.au/(Click on
"Karst Index database"). Most of the informationon the 6 600 caves is
accessableto anyone via a guest login. The softwarewas written so that it
can be used via any Webbrowser,includingtext-basedbrowsers,so users
with vision impairmentcan access all functionalityof the KID. The database itself consists of approximately500 fields structuredinto 69 tables.
The ASF's KID is the first Web-based database to implement the
suggested information standards developed by the International Union
of SpeleologyInformaticsCommission(UISIC) [3]. These Standardsinclude definitionsfor the cave and karst data fields,numericcodes for their
values, and suggestedtable structuresfor cave and related databases.

Functionality Provided by the ASF's KID
Features of the Web-basedKID for users include:
* a web-basedinterfacethat is easy to use;
* works with text based browsers - important for visually impaired
users;
* users can make queries about areas, caves, maps, persons and organisations;
* updaters can update areas, caves, maps, personsand organisations;
* users can see what changes have been made to the data so users and
State Coordinatorscan easily identifywhat data has changed;
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* the software creates Cave and Map SummaryForms for archiving
and in-fielduse in PDF formatdirectlyfrom the database;
* data attributionkeeps track of contributions.
Featuresfor administratorsinclude:
* web-baseduser administrationsystem;
* administratorscan create,delete or edit users;
* administratorscan assign user access from state down to cave area
level;
* administratorscan restrictuser accessto individualfields;
Additionalfeaturesinclude:
* UISIC field compatible;
* open sourced under the GPL licence so others can use it and contributeto it;
* source code is well documented;
* scalableto cope with tens of thousandsof caves;
Anyone can use the KID to make queries, however updating functions are oniy avaiiabieto updatersvia a usernameand password.Screen
shots and detailed tutorials for updaterscan be viewedby anyone in the
documentation section (http://www.caves.org.au/kid/doc
). This means
that anyonein a cavingclub in Australiawishingto help updatecaves can
sec how updating works and overseas organisationswishing to gain an
overviewof the updatingsystemcan also see how updatingis done.
The integrityof the data in the KID is of paramountimportanceand for
this reason checkingof all updatesby independentcheckersis part of the
KID updatingsystemso that the possibilityintroducingerrors into KID is
reduced.Effectivelya peer-reviewsystemis used; updatesgo into a staging table, a checkerthen reviewsthe changesand only if they are passed
do the changesproceed into the main data tables where they can then be
seen by users makinga query.
This also means that no single user is responsiblefor errors that get
into the database. Errors can still make their way into any database so
data history is recorded so that all changes can be traced and mistakes
corrected.This also extendsto cover the data qualityfields.
Data quality for fields is also recorded so that the accuracy of the
entered data can be specified(e.g. data quality for the "discoverydate"
·maybe "probablycorrect" while data quality for a cave's length may be
"known to be greater than"). There are 27 available data quality fields
varyingfrom simpleranges suchas "correct"to "wrong"to morecomplex
statementsabout data accuracy.
Data attributionis also trackedso that data is attributedto the organisation that producedthat data.

TheASF KID Licence
TheASF's KID is releasedunderthe GNU GeneralPublicLicense[4].
Indeed, one of the requirementsof the ASF specificationto the progammer was that the softwareused in the KID was open source and released
under the GPL. This meansthat the the ASF did not need to purchaseany
softwareor softwarelicencesand we can use other people's high quality,
open sourcecode in our KID. Becausethe KID softwareis releasedunder
the GPL it's also availablefor other speleologicalgroups and individuals
to use and hopefullycontributeto it.
There is no publically available link on our website for the source
code, howeveryou only need to email the KID Administratorand a link
from where you can downloadthe latest version can be emailed to you.
The completecode is 2.9 MB and some sampledata is 200 kB in size.
There is no publishedlink yet because:
a) The softwareis developingrapidly and we probablywill not keep
the link up-to-datewith the latestversion.
b) We would like to know who is interestedin the software.If you

decide you don't want to use it we'd like to know why, was it too
difficultto install?was the interfacenot what you expected?
c) It is not client softwareand cannotbe easily installedon Windows
machines.
If people do downloadand use the KID, and make changesto the system, we would like to know.Wewouldprefer if the code does not "fork".
Keeptrack of your changesand ifit is possiblewe will try and incorporate
thosechanges,if applicable,into the KID code so that other countriesand
ourseivescan benefit.
-

Softwareand SystemRequirements
The KID softwarewas writtenby a professionalprogrammerfrom our
detailedspecifications.The softwareruns on a DebianGNU/Linuxserver,
however any other Linux distributioncan be used. With minor changes
to the installationprocedureit will also install and run under Mac OSX.
The databaseused is MySQL (http://www.mysql.com).
The web server
is Apache 1.3 server with mod_perl. The softwareis written in the Perl
programminglanguageand uses severalCPANmodules(Comprehensive
Perl ArchiveNetworkhttp://www.cpan.org).
This perl code runs to over
150 000 lines. We are also using some open source relationaldatabase
interfacemodulesdevelopedby Praxisfor rapid applicationdevelopment.
All of this softwareis availableunder eitherthe GPLor other open source
licence.
Thereis a detailedInstallationGuideand a MaintenanceGuidefor the
KID availableon the KID Documentationpage. Howeverto install and
managethe KID does requirea reasonablelevel of computerknowledge.
You will need to know how to setup, configureand run a web server,
installsoftwarefrom a tarball,an RPMor Debianpackageand installPerl
modulesfrom CPAN.
Finally,the securityof the systemwas carefullyconsideredthroughout during coding.Howeveras with all systemsthat are connectedto the
Internet,installand run as few applicationsand servicesas possible,keep
your systemup-to-datewith the latest securitypatches,read your log files
regularly,run an intrusiondetectionsystemand check it regularly.

UISICDatabaseSchemas
UISIC aims to facilitatelocal and internationalstorage,use and exchange of data related to caves and karst by developingand publishing
reiated information-handlingstandards (http://www.uisic.uis-speleo.org/
exchange/exchprop.html).
These standardsincludedefinitionsfor cave and karst fields and their
values, and suggested table structures for cave-relateddatabases. The
ASF's Web-basedKID is the first Web-baseddatabase to implement
these standards.The draft field definitionsand mostof the suggestedtable
structuresare used and the ASF will try to followthese standardsas they
evolve.
UISIChas identifiedthe followingthreerequirementsto allowthe valid transfer,comparisonand/or consolidationof cave/karstdata between
independentdatabases.It is not requiredthat the same softwareor database structurebe used at each end of the transfer.Theserecommendations
are still in draft, and will be discussedvia internationalUISIC working
groupsbeforebeing finalised.All are invitedto contribute.
1. RecordIdentifier:Useof a recordidentifierwhichis internationally
uniqueand permanentfor each cave or karst featureor other entity
being transferred.The unique identifierfor an entity being transfened consistsof the concatenationof an ISO 2-lettercountrycode,
a 3-letterorganisationcode issuedwithinthat country,and a serial
numberissuedby that organisation.The identifieris thereforeissued
locallyby the creatorof the record,yet is uniqueinternationally.
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2. Field Definitions:Use of internationallyagreed definitionsfor the
data fields and field values to be transferred.The draft fields and
definitions can be seen on the above web pages. Fields and their
values are designated by numeric codes so that they are independent of any national languageyet can be expressedin any language.
3. TransferFormat: Export and import of the exchange data from/
to the database via an intermediate standard UIS transfer format. A UISIC working group is currently establishing the transfer format using XML. Its name is CaveXML.Use of a standard
transfer format means that the various independent database systems need allow for export/importto only one format to be able
to transfer data to/from any other participating database system.
(See http://www.cavexml.uis-speleo.org).
The ASF is trying out the record identifiers,field definitions and values, and suggested table structures in a real-life situation. However the
CaveXMLtransfer format has not yet reached draft stage.

System Documentation
The software is very well documented. There is a detailed Installation Guideand a MaintenanceGuide availableon the KID Documentation
pages.The field definitionsused by the ASF are availableas HTMLpages
producedon-the-fly from the KID database itself. The table relationships
are also producedon-the-fly.
In addition to the code itself being well commented for every perl
module in which object classes are defined the objects and methods are

documentedin HTML format.
Updaters require documentation to assist them in understanding the
overall KID system, the procedural aspects of field data collection, collation and updating and in understandingthe many fields in the KID and
their meaning. This documentationis well advancedbut much remains to
be written.
Future Directions
Internationalisation: The softwarecurrentlyuses the English language.
Future versions of the software should be internationalisedso that it can
be easily adapted by other countries. The KID already has excellent separation of the Perl code from the HTML markup so redesigning the user
interface for other speleo groups is not too difficult. However there are
areas of code which will present some problems, especially for countries
that use non Latin character sets.
Further entities: Other entities we expect to add in the future are lists
of articles/papers,lists of biological species, etc etc.
References
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Contribution to the cave origin by mechanical weathering in temperate zone
Ludovit Gaal
Slovak CaveAdministration,031 OJLiptovskyMikulas,Hodzova II, Slovakia, e-mail:gaal@ssj.sk
Abstract
There are several examples of caves originatedby mechanicalweathering in various rocks of the WesternCarpathians(andesite,basalt, rhyolite and their tuffs, limestones) described in this paper. The mechanical
weatheringis a physicalbreakup or disintegrationof rocks without changes in their composition. It consists mainly of washing up, temperature
oscillations(solar warmth), frost wedging, eolic processes. Cooperation
of more componentsat the same time generally occurs in natural conditions.The mechanicalweatheringmoves forwardin appropriatestructural
and/or lithologicalenvironment (fault, gravitational crevice, joint, layer
intercalation,xenolits, tree molds and others). Loose rocks are the most
prone to the mechanical weathering (sandstone, aleurite, conglomerate,
tuffs etc.).
Key words: pseudokarst caves, mechanicalweathering, washing up,
temperatureoscillations,frost wedging.
Caves originated by mechanical weathering - without chemical dissolution - are not frequent in nature and do not reach larger dimensions.
Weatheringphenomena originated by the frost wedging and other cryogenic processes occur more frequently in northern and periglacial zone,
high mountains(Holler & Holler 1989, Sjoberg 1989) and as Pleistocene
remainsin temperatezone (Demek 1989).
Several small caves, which originatedby mechanicalweathering, occur in temperate zone of the Central Europe. This process is caused by
followingexogenousforces:
1. Washing up: raindrops (0.004-8.0 mm of size) infiltrate through
fissures (lithoclases, diaclases),joints, interlayer sheets and pores

of rocks and carry along the smallestparticles into the deeper zone.
This process is considerablein humid areas. In Central Europe the
annual average rainfall is 170-600mm in continentalzone and up
to 2,000 mm in mountains and Atlantic zone. The plant cover can
delay the infiltration and decrease the washing up. Larger washing
up process is known as suffusion (piping, tunneling - Liszkowski
1995, Halliday 2004, sapping, tunnel erosion - Bryan & Jones
1997).
2. Temperatureoscillations:outer part of rocks is warmed more than
the inner one. A stress is generated between them and exfoliation
happens. Daily temperature oscillations in summer in temperate
zone range between 40-60 °C and are extended to the depth of
0.25-0.6 m. Exfoliation and disintegrationhappen due to different
warming of dark and light minerals (dark minerals increase more
their volume than the light ones, some minerals are enlarged only
in certain directions). In basic rocks the sonnenbrandt(exfoliation
in small rounded forms due to sunshine)is typical.
·
3. Frost wedging: the frozen water - ice - expands its volume down
to -22 °C (1 cm3 of water produces 1.0908cm3 of ice) and, under
condition of bottle effect and filling up of all pores with water, it
pushes out the surroundingparticles of rock. The greatest effect is
in rough, schistose,bedded and vesicularrocks, mainly by repeated
processes.The depth of the frozen part of rock is 0.4 - 0.9 min the
temperate zone. Frost wedging is effective only in caves entrances
in this climate (several caves are known in limestone in the West
Carpathians - Mitter 1983).
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Fig.4: The Belinskaja.ikyiia Cave in Cerovcivrchovina(Slovakia).Photo: L. Gaal

4. Wind erosion: it was stronger in the temperate zone in the cold

Fig. I : The Delta Cave originated by washing up and.frost wedging along a gravitational crack in Stiavnicke vrchy (Slovakia). Photo: M Solar

Fig. 2. The Jaskyiia v Budinskejskate Cave. Compiled by L. Gaal.

Fig. 3. Small underground spaces along the beddingplane in sandstone in Cesky raj
(CzechRepublic). Photo: L. Iidinsky
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periods of Pleistocene, when strong winds in lowlands took along
many soft clasts.
5. Spreading forces of tree roots: cracks in rock can start by the
growth of tree roots, which press the smrnunding rock with power
of 10-15 kg/cm2.
6. Crystallization of salts: several salts can spread the smTounding
rock; it may have the same effect as frost wedging in cracks.
Particles of rocks loosed by this processes will be fallen down and
exfoliated by the gravitation power. However, the majority of the upper
mentionedprocesses generally occur simultaneously in nature. Therefore
the classification of weathering caves by the mechanic processes is questionable.
The exogenous powers work in nature conditions generally along
sheets of predisposition, i.e. mainly faults, crevices, layers, schistosities,
joints, as well as in consequence of differenthardness of rocks and weathering ofxenolits. The optimal rocks for mechanical weathering are loose,
not much coherent for example as conglomerate, sandstone, claystone,
loess, tuffs and so on. However, in appropriate conditionsthe weathering
processes take place also in solid rocks.
The weathering processes proceed the most frequently along the tectonic fissures or gravitational crevices. Some caves of this type occur in
Permian-Mesozoic sandstone of Saint-Cross (Swi~tokrzyskie)Mts. in
Poland. Their development consists in widening of vertical fissures by
subsurface water with contribution of mechanicalweatheringand gravitational collapsing (Urban & Kasza 1994). Similarway of origin has several
caves of the Czech Cretaceaus region, mainly around Broumov (Vitek
1979, Kopecky 1982) and in the upper Triassic sandstones near Bayreuth
in Germany (Striebel 1994). Small underground tunnels are known in
gneiss of Zdarske vrchy in Czech Republic (Kirchner 1989).
Two small caves occur in the Stiavnickevrchy Mts. in Slovakia (Delta
10,7 m and Bukova diera 5, 1 m), which originatedby washing up and frost
wedging along a gravitational crack in relativelyweatheredrhyolite.
Weathering processes often operate along the bedding plane or stratum intercalations.One example of a bedding cave is the 5 m long cave
Jaskyiiav Budinskej skale in the Ostrozky Mts. in Slovakia,that originated
by frost wedging and washing up along the tuff intercalation in andesite.
The other nice example is the KomonieckiCave in the Beskid Maly in
Poland created between sandstoneand conglomerate (Waga 1990).Many
bedding plane caves occur in sandstones of Czech Cretaceaus region
(caves in Klokocska skala - Vitek 1987, in Broumov region - Kopecky
1982, caves in marlite - Vitek 1977), Elbsandsteingebirge("schichthoh-
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Fig. 5. Undergroundtube of the Trpasliciajaskyiiatree mold cave in Slovakia.
Photo:P Bella.

len" - Borner 1989) and Zittauer Gebirge in Germany (Bothe & Winkelhofer 1989) but also in Paleogene sedimentsnear Sokolov in Czech Republic (Cikankacave - Kukla 1950).
Weatheringprocesses can proceed along a joint plane in volcanic
rocks. Very interestingweatheringcave of this type occurs in the Cerova
vrchovina Mts. near Fil'akovo in Slovakia. The 4.5 m long Belinska
jaskyna is developedon the plane of columnarjointing of Pliocene basalt
by the weatheringof sonnenbrandttype by temperatureoscillations(Gaal
1996).
Underground cavities can originate also by selective weathering in
rocks with different hardness and resistance. The cave Abcina with 12
m of length in Pol'ana Mts. in Slovakia originated by dropping out of
andesiteblocks from loose tuffit. Later, it was enlargedby eolic and frost
processes.
The event of washingup of sandstonexenolith in basalt neck is known
in Salg6tarjanin the Northern Hungary(Baglyas-kocave - the opinion of
fumarole origin of this cave is known as well - Ozoray 1960). Probably
unknown object was washed out in the case of andesite cave Janosikova
skrysa in OstrozkyMts. in Slovakia(Gaal 1996).Arched shape of jointing
of andesiteand its exfoliationsignalizedthe existence of this object.
Specialtypes of the selectiveweatheringcave·s are the tree mold caves.
In temperate zone they originate by washing up or decay processes of
trees usually covered by the volcanoclasticmaterial. The trees were depositedby periodicalflows on the volcanicslopes or by debris flows, mud
flows as lahar sediments.The first type is representedby caves with the
length of about 5-10 m in Miocene volcanoclasticrocks of the Central
Slovakia (Jaskyna pod Jasenym vrchom, Trpaslicia jaskyna, Jaskyna v
tufoch, and Vonacka).
Mucinskajaskyna in the Southern Slovakia originated by weathering
of totally carbonifiedtree. The little cave Jaskynav maare in the Southern
Slovak Basin lies in lapilli tuffs of maar crater's wall. The trees near the
crater were probably pulled down by strong volcanic explosions,thrown
to the air and their remains (trunks) were consecutively covered with another layer oflapilli tuffs (Gaal, Tachihara& Urata 2004).
The nice example of the tree mold cave in lahar occurs in Doupovske
vrchy in Czech Republic. The tree mold cave is a compound of 7 trees
with the lengthof 18 m found there amongthe ca 15 caves named Jeskyne
skfitku.
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Infiltrationin the dolomitickarsticsystemof Nerja Cave (SouthernSpain)
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Abstract
Hydrogeologicalstudieshave been carriedout withinNerja Cave since
1991to characterisethe dripwaterwithin the cavity,both chemicallyand
isotopically, and to determinethe hydrodynamicfunctioningof the unsaturated zone of the aquifer in which it lies.Analysisof the naturalresponses
(hydrodynamic,hydrochemicaland isotopic)observedat a representative
drip point in the cave to variations in the volume of precipitationreveals
the existenceof two types of infiltrationthroughthe marbiesoveriyingthe
cavity,and enablesus to establishthe mean residencetime of the infiltration water in the unsaturatedzone of the aquifer.

Introduction
Nerja Cave is in the province of Malaga (Andalusia,southern Spain),
some 5 km east of the coastal resort of Nerja (Fig. 1). It has three entrances,two natural and one artificial,and was openedfor tourist visits in
1960(one year after its discovery).Since then, it has receivedan average
of 500,000visitorsper year. The cavity containsan almost uninterrupted
25,000year-longarchaeologicalsequence,togetherwith importantgroups
of Palaeolithicand post-Palaeolithiccave paintings.
The cave, with a volume of approximately300,000m3, has a practically horizontaldevelopment,lying between 123 and 191 m a.s.l. (SEM,
1985). It is divided into two sectors: one is open for tourist visits (the
Tourist Galleries) and occupies about a third of the total volume of the
cavity; the other area (High Galleriesand New Galleries),occupyingthe
remainingtwo thirds of the total volume,is closed to tourists and is only
occasionallyvisited, by researchers and small groups of speleotourists.
The general orientationof the main galleriesis N35°Ein the tourist zone
and N-S in the rest of the cavity (Sanz de Galdeano,1993).
Outside the cave, the air temperaturevaries between 8.1°C (January)
and 27.8°C (August), with a mean annual value of 17.3°C.The mean
precipitationin the area is 490 mm/year (Andreo and Carrasco, 1993a),
although it is irregularly distributed over the year, with a well-defined
wet season during the months of Novemberto January, and a dry season
duringthe summer.
From a geological viewpoint (Fig. 1), the cave lies within rocks belonging to the Alpujarride Complex of the Betic Cordillera (Andreo et

al., 1993).The stratigraphicseries of this Unit is made up of a Palaeozoic
lower metapelitic succession and of an overlying carbonate sequence,
constitutedof dolomiticmarbles (in which the cave developed)of Middle
Trassic age toward the bottom and calcareousmarbles.of Upper Triassic
age toward the top. These marbles, which are permeable as a result of
fracturingand karstification,form part of the Sierra Almijara carbonate
aquifer.
Today,the cave is situated in the unsaturatedzone of the aquifer, several metres above the piezometric level (Fig. 1), as a consequence of the
tectoniclifting of the region during the Plioceneand the Quaternary. The
thicknessof the marblesabove the cavity is highlyvariable:from 4 to 50
m in the area open to tourism, and exceeding90 m in the non-visitable
area. Rainfallinfiltratesthroughfissuresand fracturesin the marbles,and
drips from the roof of the cave.
The objectiveof the present study is to describe how infiltrationtakes
place in the unsaturatedepikarst zone of the Nerja cave system, on the
basis of the results obtainedfrom over a decadeof investigation.

Methodology
From 1991 to the present day, a systematic study has been made of
the hydrodynamics, the hydrochemistry (principalcomponents),the isotopic content (8180 and tFH) and the physical-chemicalcharacteristics
(pH, temperatureand electricalconductivity)of the water obtainedboth
outsidethe cave (rainwaterrecorded at the weather station)and within it
(dripwater). Daily records have been kept of the volume of precipitation
above the cave, measuredby the pluviometerat the weather station, and
the volumeof dripwaterwithin the cavity.
Until March 1993,the controlnetworkwas madeup of 10pointswhere
dripwaterwas monitored.After this data had been analysed(Andreoand
Carrasco 1993b; CarrascoandAndreo 1993;Ca1Tascoet al. 1995, 1996),
the monitoringwas restrictedto a single dripwaterpoint in the Cataclysm
Chamber,known as the Rincon del Organodrip point, which was considered to be representative.Samplingperiodicityhas varied over the years;
it was performedmonthly from 1991 until December 1993, fortnightly
from January 1994 to October 1995, and then weekly from November
1995to date. The TotalOrganicCarboncontentof the dripwatercollected
at this point was recorded fromApril 2000 to August2001.
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Fig. I. Locationof Nerja Cave and hydrogeologicalcross-section(not to scale). Key: 1- metapelites; 2- marbles; 3- Plioceneand Quaternarydeposits;E- evapotranspiration
; Ipinfiltrationof rainwater
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Fig 2. Temporalevolution of the volume of dripwaterflow at Rincon def Organo,plotted againstprecipitation (A) and autocorrelogramsof the data seriesfor dripwater flow and
rainfall (B).

Hydrodynamic of the unsaturated zone
The dripwaterflow withinthe cavity is, in general,very low, at around
10-100m3/year under averagepluviometricconditions.At the Rincon del
Organodrip point, the mean dripwaterflow is 90 cm3/day. The temporal
evolutionof the dripwater flow at this point is wave-shaped,with maximum values duringthe summerand minimumones in the winter (Fig. 2).
The fissuresand fractures in the dolomiticmarblesabove the cave present
only a slight aperture (or width) and, moreover,are partially filled in by
clays or carbonates,which means rainwater must infiltrate very slowly
throughthe marbles.
The temporalevolutionof the volumeof dripwater, with respect to the
local pluviometry(Fig. 2A), reflects the existenceof two modes of infiltrationthroughthe epikarst and throughthe unsaturated zone (Carrascoet
al., 1996,Lifianet al., 1999):one is a slow infiltration, that is predominant
throughoutthe year, and the other is a rapid infiltrationthat occurs only
occasionally.Takinginto accountthe annual distributionof precipitation,
the overallevolutionof the volumeof dripwater,with maximumvalues in
summer/autumnand minimum vaiues in winter/spring,means that rainwater circulatesslowlythroughthe aquifer,from its entry until its appearance at the drip points withinthe cavity.Only duringperiods of significant
recharge, in magnitude or in intensity(for example, in the early months
of 1997), is there evidenceof rapid infiltration, visible as a marked,rapid
increase in the volume of dripwaterwithin the cavity. The magnitude of
the latter dependson the quantity of the recharge and on that of the water
stored in the epikarst of the cave, before the precipitationoccurred.Rapid
infiltrationtakes place in responseto high levels of precipitationthat produce a faster circulationof water throughpreferentialdiaclases.
The correlatory and spectral analysis of the daily precipitation and
dripwaterdata, correspondingto 5 hydrologicalyears, reveal the inertial
behaviourof the unsaturatedzone and the strong modulatingforce of the
input signal recorded (Andreoet al., 2002). The correlogramof the dripwater flow displaysa slope flattensmore slowlywith respect to that of the
rainfall (Fig. 2B), there is a marked memory effect (about six months),
the regulationperiod is high (85 days), the spectral band is narrow,with
a cutoff frequencyof 0.10 (10 days) and the entry-exitlag, for events of
annualperiodicity,is around6 months.The quantityof water stored in the
epikarstbefore precipitation occursplays a very importantrole in the hydrodynamicfunctioningof the system; the latter factor has been observed
to be less inertialduring a wet year than during a dry one. Only in periods
of high levels of recharge (iri-~nagnitudeor in intensity) is there a considerable, rapid increasein the volume of dripwater within the cave. The
magnitudeof this variationdepends on the previous hydrodynamic state
of the unsaturatedzone above the cave, that is, on the greater or lesser
quantityof water storedbefore the precipitation occmTed.

Both rainfall and dripwatersporadicallypresent a very high content of
K+ (up to 49 mg/1in rainfalland up to 92 mg/1in dripwater)and of Cl- (up
to 61 mg/1in rainfall and up to 139 mg/l in dripwater). By making use of
the K+ content as a tracer it has been calculatedthat the transit time, from
the rain falling onto the surface until the dripwater appearing within the
cavity, is approximately2 to 8 months (Fig. 3), dependingon the quantity
and intensity of recorded precipitationbefore, during and after the K+rich rainfall, and also on the path this water follows through the fissures
of the marbles (Carrasco et al., 1996, Linan et al., 1999, Andreo et al.,
2002b).

Fig. 3. Entry and exitflows of JC

The values of 8180 in the dripwater are lower during the summer and
autumnmonths, and higher during the winter and spring. Comparisonof
the entry and exit flows of 8180 reveal the existenceof a slow circulation
throughthe unsaturatedepikarst zone (with a duration of some 8 months)
together with a faster circulationpresenting a transit time of 1-3 months
(Andreoet al. 2002b; Linan et al. 2002).
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The temporalevolutionof the TotalOrganicCarbon(TOC)contentof
the dripwaterreveals a seasonalvariation,with maximumvalues during
the summer and minima during the winter (Fig. 5). The organic matter
contentin the soil lying above the cavity is higherduringthe summerbecausethis is when the vegetablematterthat falls onto the soil accumulates
and decomposes,as part of an adaptationmechanismto the dry conditions
prevailingat this time of the year.The rain that falls duringthe subsequent
monthsof autumnand winterwashesthe soil and carriesthis organicmatter into the aquifer,and thus into the dripwaterthat appearsin the summer
(Batiot et al., 2003). This again illustratesthe existenceof a seasonallag
between rain falling and its exit through the dripwaterpoints within the
cave. The water drainedby the drip point containsminimallevelsofTOC
becausethe latteris mineralisedand becausethis water falls and infiltrates
duringthe winter and spring, when the organicmatter contentof the soil
is low,the decomposedorganicmatterhavingbeen washedpreviouslyby
the rain fallingin autumnand winter.

dolomitewhich,in tum, is relatedto the PC02 of the dripwater;in winter,
the water is more supersaturatedin calciteand dolomite,there is a greater
precipitationof calcium carbonate,the Mg2+1Ca2+ratio increases,and
so the electricalconductivitydecreases.In summer,the water is less supersaturatedin calciteand dolomite,there is less-precipitationof calcium
carbonate,the Mg2+1Ca2+ratio decreasesand the electricalconductivity
increases.

Fig. 6. Temporalevolutionof the electricalconductivity,the chemicalcompositionand
theparametersof the calcium-carbonicsystemof the dripwaterat Rincondef Organo.
Fig. 5. Temporalevolutionof the TotalOrganicCarboncontentof the dripwaterregisteredat Rinconde! Organo,and of theprecipitationrecordedat theNerja Caveweather
station.

Hydrochemistryof the unsaturatedzone
Withinthe cave there are two main types of water: that which is ob- .
tained in the area closest to the entrance,and the samplestaken in the rest
of the cavity (Andreoet al., 1993aand b). The first type, with a bicarbonated-sulphatedcalcic-magnesicfacies and presentingan averagelevel of
electricalconductivityof 1150?Siem,has a PCO2 of 0.43% (0.43 x 10-2
atm). This water is obtained from a nearby boreholeand is used to irrigate the garden,after which it seeps into the cave. The secondtype has a
magnesic-calcicbicarbonatedfaciesand a mean electricalconductivityof
468 ?Siem. It is clearly of meteoricorigin, as evidencedby its chemical
and isotopiccomposition(Linan et al., 1999).In general,the mean PCO2
is 0.15% -0.15 x 10-2 atm- (Carrascoet al., 1998),which is higher than
atmosphericvalues and, moreover,is higher in summer than in winter
(Fig. 6). The water inside the cave is supersaturatedin calcitethroughout
the year, and so producesdepositsof calciumcarbonate.
On an annual scale,the chemicalcompositionof the meteoricdripwater is mainlyinfluencedby the Ca2+ and Alkalinity(TAC)contentand, to
a lesser degree,by the K+ and Cl- content(Fig. 6). In tum, the Alkalinity
and the Ca2+ and Mg2+ contents influencethe degree of saturationof
calciteand dolomitein the dripwater.
The electricalconductivityof the dripwaterincreasesin summer,when
the volumeof dripwateris greater,when the water is less supersaturated,
has a lower Mg2+1Ca2+ratio and a higher Ca2+ and TAC content,and
presents higher PCO2 values. The electricalconductivitydecreasesprogressivelyduringthe autumn,coincidingwith the progressivereductionin
the dripwaterflow.These seasonalvariationsin the electricalconductivity of the dripwaterare related to the degree of saturationin calcite and
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Conclusions
The hydrogeologicalstudies carried out in Nerja Cave have enabled
us to characterisethe hydrodynamicfunctioningof the unsaturatedzone
of the aquiferin whichit lies.Analysisof the naturalresponses(hydrodynamic,hydrochemicaland isotopic)at one of the drip pointsin the cavity,
with respect to variations in precipitation,reveals the existenceof two
types of infiltrationthroughthe epikarstand the unsaturatedzone: one is
slow,and predominatesthroughoutthe year, while the other is rapid (or,
rather, less slow) and only occurs sporadically,when rechargelevels are
very importantin magnitudeor in intensity.
The residencetime of the rainwaterin the epikarstand in the unsaturatedzone,until its appearanceat the drippointsin the cave,is 2-8 months
("rapid"and slowinfiltration,respectively),as calculatedfromthe hydrogramobtainedat the drippoint, fromthe resultsof correlatoryand spectral
analysis,from the time lag betweenentry and exit flows of K+ and 8180
and fromthe temporalevolutionof the TOCcontent.
The chemicalcompositionof the dripwateris mainly determinedby
the Ca2+ and TAC content, and to a lesser degree by the K+ and Clcontent.There are seasonal differencesin the electricalconductivityof
the dripwater,which are related to differencesin the degree of saturation in calcite and dolomite,and thereforein the PCO2 of the dripwater.
Whenthe latter is low,the water is more supersaturated,there is a greater
precipitationof calcium carbonateand the electricalconductivityof the
dripwaterdecreases;when the PCO2is higher,the wateris less supersaturated, the precipitationof calciumcarbonateis reducedand the electrical
conductivityof the dripwateris higher.
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Unusualsubaqueousspeleothemsfrom ZlomiskCave (Low TatraMountains,Slovakia)
M. Gradziiiski, P. Holubek
Institute of GeologicalSciences, Jagiellonian University
Abstract
Speleothems growing continuously bathed by standing water in
perchedpools are commonlycomposedof macroscopicallyvisiblecrystals
of calcite or aragonite.In Zlomisk Cave (Jaskyna zlomisk) another type
of subaqueousspeloethemshas been encountered(Hochmuth& Holubek,
1998;Gradzinski& Holubek,2005).They are similar to the speleothems
called cottonballs, which were known from Cataract Cave (Hill & Forti,
1997).Zlomisk Cave (Jaskynazlomisk) lies in the Janska Valley(Janska
dolina) in the northern part of the Low Tatra Mountains (Nizke Tatry).
The cave is developed in Gutenstein limestone and dolomites (Middle
Triassic) which are thrusted over Mesozoic autochthonouscover of the
crystallinecore of the Low TatraMountains.The cottonballsoccur in the
perennialpools located in the main passage in southernpart of the cave
at 815 m a.s.l. and ca. 70 m below the surface.The water temperaturein
the pool equalled6.0 °C and pH was 7.8. The cottonballsform whitish to
pale orange globularbodies up to 12 cm in diameter covering almost all
the bottom of the pool. Their consistencyis soft, gelatinousand resembles
that of the fresh cottagecheese. In some places there are some clustersof
organic mould attached to the particular cottonballs.They contain more
than 92 wt.% of water.Calcite is their dominantmineral. It builds minute
crystals, which togetherwith organicfilaments, probablyof fungal origin,

form dense irregularmat. The consistencyand co-occurrenceof micro-organisms with needle shaped calcite crystals stronglyresemble moonmilk
speleothems(see Gradzinskiet al., 1997).Although the cottonballsfrom
Zlomisk Cave have some common characteristicswith moonmilk, they
differ is severalpoints such as a lack of bacteriain the studiedsamplesand
small needle-fibre calcite crystals, which both are typical of moonrnilk.
The morphologyof calcitecrystalsproves that calcitebuildingthe cottonballs is an autchohtonousmineral phase. The role of micro-organismsin
the formationof cottonballsstill remains an open question.One may only
suppose that the presence of living fungi influencesthe calcite precipitation. References Gradzinski,M. & Holubek, P., 2005. Cottonballs- peculiar speleothemsfrom Zlomisk Cave (Low Tatra Mountains,Slovakia)
- pilot results. SlovenskyKras, 32 (in press) Gradzinski, M., Szulc, J. &
Smyk, B., 1997.Microbialagents of moonmilkcalcification.In: Jeannin,
P.-Y. (ed.), Proceedings of the 12th International Congress of Speleology, vol. 1. InternationalUnion of Speleology,Basel, 275-278. Hill, C.
& Forti, P., 1997. Cave Minerals of the World. National Speleological
Society.Huntsville, 463 pp. Hochmuth, Z. & HolubekP., 199.8.Geomorfologicke pomery a topografia novoobjavenychcasti Jaskyne zlomisk v
Janskej doline v Nizkych Tatrach.SlovenskyKras, 36: 59-80.
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Cueva Charles Brewer (Chimanta)
Cueva Ojo§ de Cristal (Roraima) the greatest quartzit e caves of the world (table-mountains, Venezuela)
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Abstract
This contribution-article discusses about quite new discoveries (20022004) of the most extensivequartzite caves of the worldby leadingcavers
and scientists from Venezuela, Slovakia and Czech, who in 2004 created
common numerous international SouthAmerican-MiddleEuropeanworking team, specialized in the research of the subterrainportion of plateaus
of Venezuela (so called tepuy). Because of the limited possibilityof the
length of this article does not allow the authors to write broaderabout the
latest findings and explorationsof the spaces, already longer than 13 km
(on the massifs Chimanta and Roraima), so fresh and diversified, that it
would take (and it will) whole compendia, we will struggle in the next
lines to point only to the most substantialpart for now,what touchesto the
history of the discoveriesabout the morphologyof the quartzitecaves discovered by us and to mention expressively coupleof curiositiesaroundit.
People who are interested in this specific, however exceptionallyvaluable
knowledge of the problem, can find more in already published articles
in world speleo-magazines (as Spelunca, NSS News, Descent, Regards,
Speleof6rum, Journal of Sydney SpeleologicalSociety and so on), or in
the monographs alreadypublished, or being preparedby us.
Intro duct ion
The modem speleologicalresearch in the area of Venezuela'stepuy is
of very young data. Greatprogress to the knowledgeaboutthis fascinating
table-mountains was provided by the photographicpictures from the air
and by the possibility to use a helicopter. The expeditionsthere however
remain relatively expensive and difficult in logistics:plateaus, like Cerro
Duida, Marahuaca, or the very Chimanta, are deeply inside the country,
and they are isolated from the surrounding impenetrablejungle and from
the savannas by vertical (or overhanging) walls of hundreds of meters.
Expeditions to here thereforeare still not numerous.
The first such known legendary action was performedto known Cerro
Autana, by the well-knownresearchist Charles Brewer-Carias.In mountain climbing way he got to the wall about 150 m under the top, he found
in this marvelous, about one kilometer high tower, caves and tunnels of
the same name, alreadyin 1971, crossingthe massif in the lengthof 653 m
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(Brewer-Carias, 1976a).Basically it was the discove1yof the first quartzite cave, additionallywith evidentfluvialmodeling.In 1974then, the also
by him, in the cooperationwith the scientistsfrom SVCN, the giant abyss
at the plateau Sarisarifiamawas the first time explored,known as Sima
Mayor, with the depth -314 m and with monstrousoval mouth, 350 min
diameter, whichhad the internalvolume 18millioncubicmeters(BrewerCarias, 1976b).Otherremarkablediscovery at this area was perfonned at
the plateauAuyantepui: the dimensionalabyss SimaAonda(-383 m) was
exploredby the Venezueliancavers from SVE (Galan, 1983). At the same
massif, later ( 1992-1996),the Italian caversfrom the associationLa Venta
(for example Bernabei et al., 1994), were expioringhere the system in
quartziteSimaAuyantepuiNoroeste(2950m/-370m) whichwas not long
ago the biggest one, or other dimensionalcollapses,crevicesand collectors (Sima Churunand so on).
By this article we would like to introduce to you, at least briefly, the
last importantperiodofthe speleologicalresearchin the area oftepuy (or
of the Lost World, how it was poeticallynamed in the famous novel by
Sir A. C. Doyle, 1912). Since 2002 we discoveredat the mountainsRoraima and Chimantathe greatest quartzite caves of the world, which are
immensely interesting,not only by the parametersof the length,or of the
volume, but also for it's unique genesis, spectacularfillings of biogenic
origin, or by the endemicfauna.

Cueva ojos de cristal
During short tourist visit of the famous plateau Roraima (40 km2),
at the borders of Venezuela,Brazil and Guayana,on 4th February2002,
MarekAudyand ZoltanAgh,by the logicaldisappearingof water(butotherwisein fact accidentally)found the entranceto the subhorizontalinflow
cave. Becausethey were also excellent cavers, they entered to it's trace,
in the lengthof about the first 300 m, where they foundsmallerwaterfalls
and quite dimensionalpassageswith an undergroundriver. For the further
explorationof the undergroundthey were not ready in the time. The had
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just basic headlampsand no mappingtools (Audy, Smida, 2003).
Because it seemedthat the cave could continue,they organizeda serious speleologicalexpeditionto there one year later. During the expedition
in the days 8th-15thJanuary 2003, we explored here in the group of five:
M. Audy, B. Smida, E. Kapucian, M. Griflik and L. Vlcek (members of
SSS and CSS, Slovak speleologicalsociety and Czech speleologicalsociety) not only the cave named as Cueva Ojos de Cristal (in Slovak or
in Czech Krystaloveoci, in English Crystal eyes), in precise scaled map
(scale 1:500) the length 2410 m, but also other new caves, with the total
length of undergrounddiscoveries3,7 km (Audy, Smida, 2003; Smida et
al., 2003; Smida, 2004; Vlcek, 2004).
During the next expedition in the days from 20th to 28th Febrnary
2005,we continued in the speleological explorationof this area, already in
the cooperationwith the speleologistsfrom SVCN (Grnpo espeleol6gico
de la Sociedad Venezolana de Ciencias Naturales). The system Cueva
Ojos de Cristal is fanned by the three evident main lines: Mischel, Cueva
del Hotei Guacharos,and the first known Ojos de Cristal, which were connected into one complexwith the length of 3164 m and with the elevation
-48 m (Smida,2005).
Their main passagesare 4-7 m wide and 2-3 m high in average.Locally
howeverthey reach the width 15-20m, and maximum 10-12m of height.
The greatestknown space is Sala con catarata (40 x 20-25 m). The inflow
rivers flow through the branches Ojos and Mischel, at the circumstances
when the passages are comfortablefor the exploration (during relatively
dry season January-March), with water flow 0,5-3 1/sec. (In the time of
rain, the flow can increase to tens of 1/sec.)Only slight increase of the
water flow during raining will cause flooding of wide and relatively very
low passages,which are not availablefor crawling then at the ends of the
branches, which are, though relativelywide, but they arejust 0,5 m high in
the profile. Cueva del Hotel Guacharosis the one with the higher position,
originally surely the older branch of the hollow basin depression (100 x
180 m), where as if blind end of the valley is in fact the main entrance to
the branch Ojos. The passagesof the system are connectedby some mutually parallel passageswhich are smaller in dimensions,they are separated
from each other often only by narrow rocky barriers and connectedto the
labyrinth. Their direction is much subhorizontal, as if little bit oblique,
but otherwise almost without remarkable steps (the highest is about 4 m
high, the other steps are about up to 0,5 m high) - the average cadence in
the straightenedcut is only about 2-3 %. The cave tunnels go subparallel
with the surface, not deepbelow the surface(20-30 m). The passageshave
mostly quite flat rocky floor, with micro-cuts, deepening, or somewhere
with turbulent hollows (diameter up to 40 cm) and with swirl holes (so
called "ojos de cristal"), which were engraved by quartz pebbles (originally crystals of pure quartz brought from the surface) - the name of the

cave is by this phenomenon.The passag~s are otherwise mostly without
sediments, somewherethere are rocky bridges, or fallen pieces of ceiling
(by the plate separation or the separation of ashlar shapes). In the fossil levels, or in the wider passages it is evident side "plastic" separation
of the lengthy quartzite plates. The passages are generally significantly
wider than high, commonly in the ratio of the width to the height 4:1
(somewhereit is at the edge of being available,and the ratio is 40-60:1!!).
The speleothemesare rare, however if they are present, they have often
lovely shapes, they are directed by relatively strong drafts: no once they
are concentratednests of dark very solid stalactites in the shape of spiky
carrots up to 0,5 m long. Some speleothemesappeared here by the decay
of moulds or by unique decompositionand lithologicalhardeningof some
down from the little birds of Zonotrichiagenus.
The cave was created by the secondary c01Tosionof the layers, which
are the least resistant of the almost 98 % ortho-quartzite (mainly at interlayer discontinuities, and on the planes of hiatus), which is caused by the
sophisticated enrichmentof the water in organic materials, coming from
the products of metabolismand from the decay of special endemicflora at
the surface (for example also carnivorous plants). The repeating inflows
of the water, during enormous rain seasons (the most of the year), apply
significantlyat the removal of the material from the block areas.
The cave has five entrances discoveredtill today, 3 of them are standard and 2 are in the form of remodeled vertical crevices (the deeper of
them is about 100 m long and -18 m deep).
The discovery of the cave is unambiguousand undoubtable,because
we did not find any traces of human activity inside Cueva Ojos de Cristal
neither in 2002 (what was possible to verify also in the fossil passages,
where there are very creepuntouched little crnsts developingthousandsof
years). The entranceto Cueva del Hotel Guacharoswas known to the local
indians Pemons, however even they did not enter to the tract deeper than
the first 100 m, where we found their pictogram - further the sandy floor
of the passages was untouchedand the rocky floor was quite clean (Audy,
Smida, 2003; Smida et al., 2003).

Cueva de los pemones and another discoveries in the karst at roraima
The cave Cueva Ojos de Cristal likely has some genetic and hydrological connectionwith the next interestingcave in the close area named
as Cueva de los Pemones (for the tribute of already mentioned indians
- Pemons).These locationswere not connectedin the time of our research
in February 2005, by physical personal passing through them.
One of the entrancesto this secondbiggest systemat Roraima,called as
Pokemon 2, we had known already in 2003, it had been found by the duo
B. Smida and L. Vlcek, on 14th January 2003 (Smida et al., 2003). Other
potential entrancesto this genetic subsystemwe also partially exploredin
2003 (Cueva de Gilberto, Cueva Asfixiadora). The location, which was
visited by the cavers from Oxford(?)just before us (not by very clean and
ethical way, using our knowledge),we mapped precisely in the days from
20th to 28th Febrnary 2005, in the scale l :500, while we discoveredhere
some great extent of passages not visited by anyone and ever (again by
the not existing footprints)and also some crevice entrances,mainly in the
South-Eastascendingtract.
The passages of the main line Cueva de los Pemones, descending in
the direction to the West, are 10 m wide in average, somewherehowever
even 15 or 20 m (or even more). Their height is also 2-3 m. The connection of the crossings and passages here also forms locally almost chaotic
labyrinth of disorientation (mainly in the middle part of the cave). The
main passage of the system is more compact, in the middle part (analogically as in Ojos de Cristal) with oval, also with ashlar shapes, and also
with deeper lake pools, which must be passed around, by the several meters higher situated fossil parallel passages. (There are nice hollow pits in
11111
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them.)There are also some collapsedlittle domeshere. The biggestof the
spaces is the lengthypassage-likehall, the dimensionsare about 20 x 30
m and the height is 8-9 m. Twoof the entrancesare formedby about 100
m long collapsiblecrevices, about 25 m deep. Further similar,but little
bit more shallow crevices (coveredby high-mountainjungle) create the
entrancesto the South-ascendingbranch of the system.
In the cave several smaller inflows connect together in the shape of
deita, to one concentratedlittle river, with ihe minimalflow about 30-100
1/sec.(In the monsoon season, or at intensiverain, the flow can increase
at least to severalhundreds1/sec.)This river disappearsin the cave in the

floor with collapsedboulders,only some 80 metersfromthe verticalwall
of the plateau.The most probablyit feeds some strongspringat the heel
of this wall, called by the indians Tuna Deuta, which is approximately
350-400m lower (at the beginningof the access ramp to Roraima).The
way to this remarkablyvertical hydrologicalsystem unfortunatelywas
not foundyet.
Cuevade los Pemoneshas the mappedlengthof 2070 m for now (200
m ofless significantbranchesand spursare drawnonly for the orientation
for now). The elevationof the cave is -73 m (Smida,2005).
AH the remarkablegenetic system of the caves at Roraima has 13
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known entrancesfor now (in the altitudesaround 2600 m above the sea
level): two of them are heading directly to 300-400m high wall at the
Southedge of Roraima,about 30-50m belowthe top plateau.(Theywere
found by the explorationfrom inside and they are beautifulplaces,with
impressiveview from some kind of amphitheaters, with special flora.)
The other 8 entrancesare collapsecrevicesremodeledby the water (relatively direct, or only slightlycurving),which are up to 25 m deep, from
1 to 3-5 m wide, and even more than 100 m long. Because they are by
their characteristicsdifferentfrom the others and from the common"not
cave creating"crevicesat Roraima,we use for them not geneticterm, so
called pokemon (Smida et al., 2003). These are orientedroughly in the
directionsWSW-ENE,and if they did not collapse to the underground
totallythere are higher longerhalls createdunder them in the caves,with
the falls of with the surface water in the form of disperseddrops falling
down.
The lengthof the commongeneticsystemof the caves CuevaOjos de
Cristal and Cueva de los Pemones,which could be later connectedinto
one loci:ition,is 5,3 km now.At the close area of the plateau(roughly500
x 1000m) there is not impossibleeven to discoverother less visible subbranchesand labyrinths,after the precisemappingof the branchesmaybe
another kilometer of the length could be reached. Even the connection
with the other close locationshere is possible, for examplewith the cave
21-28 lwoust 2DOEi.!(n!amos. !-fellas
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Cueva de Gilbe1io(505 m long for now), Cueva Asfixiadora(125 m),
Cueva FragmentoMarginal(78 m), or Cueva con Bloquesde Piedra 2
(75 m). Beside these, we discoveredbigger numberof anothercaves at
Roraima,80-150m long for now.Alreadyin 2003 we exploredsomeof
the huge crevices, for exampleGrieta de DiablitosVolantes(-120 m),
where some numerouscolonyof the blind birds live "guacharos"(Steatomis caripensis),or Cuevacon Puente(-80 m).

Cueva CharlesBrewer- the greatestquartzitecave of the world
The entranceto this unique, directlymonstrousquartzitecave by its
dimensions,was observedby it's discoverer, Mr. CharlesBrewer-Carias,
the best experton the researchof tepuyin Venezuela(he performedabout
150 expeditionshere!), for the first time on 11th January 2002, during
the flight above one of the plateauof the dismantledmassifof Chimanta
(1470 km2).After the analysisof the flight photographsby stereoscope
and after another position determiningflight, then they finally entered
on 27th Febmary 2004, togetherwith a group of 11 friends,as the first
humans in the history at all, to a giant cave, and then (on 28th Febmary) they passed approximatelythe first two kilometers, wherethey were
stopped, as they were not preparedfor such dimensionsof the cave, the
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Cascada Vanessa
in Cueva Charles Bre1,ver, photo: Jlf. Audy

Gran Galer{a de los Gucicharos
has volume 320 000 cubics , photo: lYl Audy
40 m long and relatively deeper lake (Lago Chayo) stopped them in further proceeding. In the group under the leadership of Ch. Brewer-Carias,
there were: Ch. Brewer-Capriles, F. Mayoral, A. Tovar, L. A. Carnicero,
F. Tamayo, A. Chumaceiro,E. Wallis,A. Chacon, C. Barrio, R. Guerrero
and F. Delascio.
The next already very well organized and unusually successful action
was performedhere not much later, in the days from 28th May to 2nd June
2004, while at this action when Cueva Charles Brewer completlymapped
in the length of 4482 m and with the altitude difference 110 m (Smida et
al., 2004, 2Q.05a
, b, f), again under the leadership of Ch. Brewer-Carias
also participated: Ch. Brewer-Capriles, F. Mayoral, L. A. Carnicero, J.
Brewer,photographerM. Audy and B. Smida.
For now the latest, this time very numerous, 25 member multi-disciplinary Venezuela,Slovak, Czech natural-science and speleologicalexpedition was performedto this area (again under the leadershipof Ch. BrewerCarias and B. Smida) relatively not long ago, in the days from 6th-17th
Febrnary 2005. Also this was exceptionally successful and we are just
processingnow the wide results, knowledge and the samples obtained.
Cueva Charles Brewer is a spring in fact, with the entrance that has
enormousdimensions(30 x 120 m!) in some kind of amphitheatervalley.
The main branch of the cave is up to 50 m wide, already at the beginning.
However in spite of that (from the reason of barrier of huge blocks being
at the entrance) in the time of strong rains during few hours a lake can
appear here up to 200 m long, 7-8 m deep, which is like half-siphon (or
a real siphon?). The entrance to the cave is closed then, and it is better to
be outside in the time... At the time of absolutely dry weather at least 300
1/sec. flows through the cave, otherwise however commonly 500-800 1/s.
We suppose that at the sudden inflows of water the capacity of the river
floor can take much more (maybe up to 20-30 m3 sec.!!), the traces of
corrosion at the walls from water, and the first speleothemes preserved
and growing (also in wide passages!) show, that the level is even 8-10
m above the basic flow level. Because of the huge dams formed by the
fallen blocks, surely big and deep lakes are created along the whole cave
passage in that time.
In the cave two types of galleries appear and they repeat relatively
regularly: 1. dome-like (width 40-100 ml height is 10-40 m, with huge

asymmetrical debris areas; they are hard to pass, the walk through the
cave to the end and back with some light equipment can take several
hours), 2. canyon-like (width 10-15 m, height 15-20 m, which have the
river flow in the whole width; therefore these are dangerous places during sudden water inflows). There are some super-dome widening areas,
with the volume commonly more than 50 000 m3, and more places with
above 100 000 m3 (for example enormous oval hollow Planetario, 90 x
150 m). The biggest space of the cave is 355 m long, and up to 70 m wide
portion of the passage Gran Galeria Karen y Fanny, with the calculated
volume of about 400 000 m3. It is the biggest natural underground space
in Venezuela,and the biggest undergroundquartzite chamber in the world.
(For the comparison even the smallest passage profile in Cueva Charles
Brewer reaches 5 x 15 ml)
There are turbulent waterfalls in the cave (the highest, Cascada de
Eslovaquia, is 5 m high), and all the forms of the underground quartzite corrosion which are possible to imagine (mantels, lake dishes and
cave "pokemons", rock bridges, selectively separated columns, "ojos
de cristal", lateral flood floors), as well as various fillings (for example
sandy beaches). There is a unique diversity of the speleothemes: Champignons, Munecos (Puppets), Carrots, Guacimos... (Brewer-Carias,2005,
in press). This classification and typology has it's reason, because each
of the mentioned types was created in a different way. For example, the
big hard white balls (diameter up to 15-30 cm), in the fonn as if "mushrooms" or "footballs" are created as alive(!) accumulations of Cyanobacteria (Aubrecht et al., 2005, in press), creating in aphotic conditions big
wall colonies (after the lithological hardening of their growth layers opal
stromatolith appears).Another researcher (Marcano et al., 2005, in press)
has found other autotrophand undescribed symbiotical organisms... Other
speleothemes of coral shapes appear as a result of drafts, with heavy aerosol and at the same time there are places with culmination of the organic
material by spiders building their webs everywhere.
Also the initial proto-channels of the cave Cueva Charles Brewer were
created at interlayer and hiatus predisposition (for example the old beach
scallop surfaces) of the quartzite sandstones. These could be created at
least from the Cretaceousperiod, so it is a very old cave. So, it is in fact
accidental connection of two big hydrological drainage areas and at the
lnternutimwf
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Cueva Charles Brewer
Macizo del Chimanta
Venezuela

Longitud: 4482 m
Desnivel: 110 m
(datos al 2/6/2004)
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crossing point the enormousentry collapse appeared. The cave passages
of Cueva Charles Brewer are about 100-150m below the surface.Their
basis is created by much silicate containingortho-quartzitemass, and the
wideningof the passagesto 40-50 m appearedat the somehowrhythmical
position of the more soluble silicateswith belts, which is about 10-12m
thick. The enlargementof the passages to the height then appearedafter
the lateral widening, and by the consequentcollapse of the ceilings (or
better said by the side breaking of the huge masses of the rock) and by
the attacks of the water at the turbulentwater conditions,to the displaced
fragments(Smidaet al., 2004, 2005a,b, c, d, e, f).
In this exceptionallyvaluable cave, the discovery of which can be
compared to the discovery of the highest waterfall of the world, Salto
Angel, we performed during the last expedition intensive scientific research - making geologicalprofiles of the walls, connectedwith taking
and analyzing samples, hydro-geochemicalstudies, climatologicalobservations and analysis of the air, watching the hydrological regime, we
performed also detailed mapping (the mapping of the cave and drawing
the map was in the scale 1:1000), we created morpho-geneticmodel of
the developmentof the cave, we picked up rich cave fauna: the giant up
to 8-12 cm long scorpions of Broteochactasgenus, which are relatively
abundanthere, and everywherein the cave(!), troglobionte bugs, big cave
crickets Hydrolutos,probably new species of cave leech, Isopoda and so
on. The results of this expertiseand very complexresearchare just being
processednow, but they will be publishedsoon.
21-28 11uuust2005. Knfumos. Hc!lns

Anothernewlydiscoveredcavesof the massifof Chimanta
During our commonexpeditionin February2005 (all the authors of
this article participatedin it) at the plateau Chimanta,we explored also
further big caves, which might have some connectionwith the hydrological system of Cueva CharlesBrewer:
1. Cueva del Diablo (Devil's cave). This cave complex is createdby
the centralabyss-likecollapse(80 x 200 m), -80 m deep, fromwhich some
robust tunnel passageslead to all directions.To the North, approximately
500 m long fossil gallery,with averageprofile 30-40 x 15 m, ending by
dome-like cavity, with 80 m in diameter,60 m high, reactivatedby the
river at the South,giant corridors,50 x 20 min profile, at one place almost
80 m wide. There are up to 3 m long(!), very massive stalactites,built by
organic material, "mouldy and bacterial" speleothemes, or fossil "mushrooms". The systemis 2,3 km long for now.
2. Cueva del Canon Verde(Green canyon). From the enormous col~
lapse, -80 m deep, there was exploreddimensionaltunnel-likegallery to
one direction,800 m long, and locallyup to 30 m wide. Wedid not explore
the continuationto the oppositeside yet. The lower end of the gallery is
closingby the peripheralarea to Cuevadel Diablo.
3. Sima Noreste (North-Eastabyss). It's enormouslengthy collapsecrevasse(so calledgrieta)has the dimensions400 x 60 m and the explored
depth is -130 m for now. There was evident a deep continuationhere,
at least to -170 m. Still the hypotheticalbasis was not found, where the
source of the main river floor of the branch of Cueva Charles Brewer
could be expected.
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finding of the continuation through the collapsible end of Gran Galeria de
los Guacharos connected with the surface.
But in the potential underground hydrological drained area of Cueva
Charles Brewer it was explored by us altogether more than 8 km of the
cave passages, crevices and abysses (Smida et al., 2005). By connecting
them, which is really supposed, plus by the discoveries and explorations
of the new caves, which have entrances(and mainly some access to them)
that we alreadyknow, it will appear unprecedentedlyand for long time the
biggest known karst system in quartzite. It depends on the next expeditions how fast we will get to it, and we are already planning them.
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The perspectives
By our discoveries at the plateaus Chimantaand Roraima the view on
the style of karst creation in the quartziteand on the undergroundpotential
of similarmassifs of table-mountains is changed principally.
The cave Cueva Charles Brewer was prolonged to 4732 m by some
shortprogressagainst the flow at the end of the main gallery,as well as by
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Velika klisura (Gryka e Madhe) in Kosovo - the discoveryand explorationof one of the biggest cave systems at Balkan
B. Smida,J. Smoll
Slovak SpeleologicalSociety (SSS,Slovakia)
Abstract
At the foothillof the massifProkletije,at the border of Ciernahora and
Kosovo (republics of former Yugoslavia),in the wild limestone canyon
Rugovskaklisura,with the walls up to 800 m high, there is the entranceto
the well branched cave system, the lenght of which is today, after 7 performed expeditionsof the membersof the Slovak SpeleologicalSociety
(SSS), almost 10 kilometers.It,s entrancewas localisedand estimatedas
a perspectiveone in 1992by five Slovak cavers,who at the first moment
consideredit to e at not penetrateablespring. Just in 1995,at the repeated
visit of the locality,the water level dropped, and four Slovaks found the
higher-floodentrance to the incredible,ascensive cave. The first kilometers of the subhorizontaltunnelsand cascadeswith wild river (in the time
ofrain more than 1-2 cubicsper second, 100 liters pre second in average)
were absolutelyfree then, the explorerswere stopped by muddy half-siphon. After digging through it in the 1996,during the winter expedition,

there was foundso calld "New Cave",fabtasticallydecoratedwith various
speleothemesand with lake dishes with unique macrocrystallicsurface.
The next explorationwas orientedto climbingand in the numeroushigher
levels, which are in fact fossil siphons,and in the spiral chimney-likeinflows, there was reached the whole amplitudeof the cave up to 310 m
(+296m,-14 m). It is in a way the "highest"cave at Balkan,exploredfrom
downside, by pretensive speleoalpinisticclimbing. In this several-level
cave which is after the year 2002 exploredand mappedby Slovakcavers,
already in the cooperationwith the local ones, Kosovian explorersfrom
the city Peja (Pee),there are severalsiphonsand beatifulblue-greenlakes,
some of them were partially exploredby cave divers. The autochthonous
system of the main undergroundriver and of some of it,s feedershas the
potential of the high to plus almost 1,5 km and the cave has very similar
ascensivecharacter,as the well-knowncave Lamprechtsoein Austria.The
explorationof this longestcave of Kosovois continuing.
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Karst protection and conservationin Venezuela;Inventoryof caves in Natural Parks and protectedareas using GIS techniques
C. Silva Aguilera
Abstract
Venezuelapresents a considerablekarst areas developmentand with
more than 600 caves reported. Cave and karst system are importantbesides other reasons by the sourceof fresh water resourcesand groundwater until now unexploitedin Venezuela,The protection and management
of these vital water resources are critical concerning' the public health
and to sustainabledevelopment.Actually there are two figures of natural
protection in Venezuela:the 43 natural parks and 36 natural monuments.
National parks in Venezuelacover a total area of 13.6 ha and naturals
monuments4.3ha which represents19 % of the countrysurface.Until the
21-28 lwausf 2005. I(ulamos. Hel/as

present is not clear the amountof caves locatedwithin the area of the National parks and most of these are not consideredinside the inventoryof
the features of the park. A data base of the Venezuelancaves was created
using the informationof the VenezuelaSocietyof Speleologyand others
speleologicalgroup like Speleo-USVand GEO-UCVbesides others. A
review literature a source of informationabout National parks, Digital
' ElevationModels and geology,thematicmap were created and processed
using GIS techniques.The results showthat 252 caves are within the protected areas mentioned, from these only few are consideredwithin the
Park features. Some actions for includedthis caves in the Natural Parks
are proposedand discussed
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Potential Impacts of Acid Mine Drainage on the Hydrogeologic System of Russell Cave National Monument, Alabama, USA
W. Hawkins, P. Kambesis, C. Groves
WesternKentucky University,BowlingGreen,KY, USA
Abstract
RussellCaveNationalMonumentis a 310-acrefederallyprotectedarea
locatedin Alabamaat the base of the CumberlandPlateauEscarpmentin
Doran Cove. This preserveprotects an AlabamaTreasuredForest on the
surfaceand Russell Cave below it. Until recently, no attempts had been
made to study the hydrogeologyand sourcewaters of Russell Cave. The
Centerfor Cave and Karst Studiesand HoffmanEnvironmentalResearch
Institute,in conjunctionwith the NationalPark Service,have now completed a hydrologicstudy and karst inventoryof the area which includes
undergroundflow routes determinedby dye tracing.Fieldworkas part of
the projecthas identifieda cause of concernin this region of the Cumberland PlateauEscarpmentbecauseof the potentialfor Acid Mine Drainage
(AMD)from the inactive coal mines locatedat the head of Doran Cove.
Drainagefrom these mines flows into sinkingstreamswhich have been
dye tracedto RussellCave.The goalsof this study are to investigatehow
pH, water temperature,and bedrockcompositionaffect dissolvedmetals
that are commonin AMD, to determinehow, if at all, these metals affect
the water quality of Russell Cave, and to indicate if land use activities
other than AMD were negatively affectingthe water quality of Russell
Cave.To completethis study, sampleswere taken from coal mine efflu-

ent, effluent-containingsurface streams before they sank underground,
streamslocatedin the cave, and from the main springthat drains the cave
system.Lab analyseswere conductedby the WATERSLab, a laboratory
consortium comprised of resources from Western Kentucky University
and Mammoth Cave National Park. In addition to water sampling the
physicalparametersof pH, dissolvedoxygen(DO), temperatureand conductivitywere measured in the field. Observationsof iron oxyhydroxide
flocculents(locallycalled "yellowboy") and other cation accumulations,
indicatorsof acidic waters and especially AMD, were also recorded.Preliminarymeasurementsindicatethat acidiceffluentfromthe coal minesat
the head of Doran Cove is naturallyattenuatedby the limestonebedrock
on/in which the effluent/streamsflow before sinking underground. The
pH at selected resurgencesin the area ranged from 7.4 - 8.1. Readings
within Russell Cave ranged from 7.8-8.0. Samplesfrom these locations
and from inside Russell Cave will help determinethe effectAMD has on
this karst environment.Further analysesare being conductedat this time.
The integrationof this water chemistry/qualitydata will illustratewhich
areas of the watershedare most vulnerableto acid mine drainageand to
the negative affects of current land use. Project results will allow better
understandingand protectionthe of RussellCave System.
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Undergroundbeautyshow withoutdestruction
Ing.JanNovomesky
COMLUXsro, SK-82104Bratislava, Kopanice5,fax 00421-2-43422641
COMLUX@POBOXSK
Keywords:cave, light, lampsflora.
Presentation·of special technical informationsbased on our own design,installationand maintenanceof 15 cave lightingequipments(CLE's)
in the last 20 years and on study of CLE's in a lot of others showcaves
recently. They shoul'd help us to know the light influenceon growingthe
lampsflorain the caves better and to plan the new CLE's more friendly
and inoffensivto the caves enviromentin the future.
Somerecommendationsfor designof CLE's followedfrom our work.
Recomendedand "forbidden"lamps, suitableluminairs,design, installation, controland operationof CLE's. Somethingabout the use of colours
and the light effects.
The fight againstold lampsflora.

The answer for the showcavesis very simple, in the others very difficult.
To prepare a cave to a showcaveit is quite complicatedand it is allways drastic interferenceinto her ecosystem.To avoid full destruction,
we must work extremely sensitivly so that way we avoid the bad light
influence.
We collectedspecialtechnical informationsfrom a lot of showecaves
during last 2 years. These helped us to make some decisions about the
light influenceon the lampsflora(LF) growingin the caves and will help
us to plan the new CLE more better and inoffensivto the caves enviroment.
The most importantinformationscollected:
Quantityof luminaires
Totalpower of CLE [kW]

Introduction
The cave lightingequipment(CLE)is one of the most importanttechnical equipmentin the cave. It enablesthe visitorsto observe the beauty
and dimensionsof rooms, variety of colours and shapes and safe move
througtthe cave.
Reallydo we need the light in the cave ?

Number of switchedcircuits
Typeof lampsused in CLE
Averageoperationtime of CLE [hours/day]
Length of visitorspathwith CLE
Number of visitorsin a year
Averagetemperature( C]
0

The caves alone don't need any light and any visitorstoo !!!

How much lampsflorais in the cave : none - less - medium- a lot

YES or NO, open for the visitorsor visibleonly for the speleologist?

And some others additionalquestions
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1st RESULTS
We've got the informationsfrom :

SAFETYof persons and objects.
sensitivINSTALLATIONSand OPERATINGKOST.
easy CONTROLand MAINTENANCE.
THEREIS NO STANDARDSOR RESTRICTIONS
about the light quality and quantityin the showcaves.

CLEs planed by COMLUX

15

12000

Other CLEs

40

30000

360
14

8030

Also altogetherfrom 70 caves with 50000 m visitorspaths.
The answers were mostly usefull, some quite poor too - depending
from the skill of the persons and his
knowledgeabout the CLE. Unfortunatelythe datas of about 15 caves
aren't completely. We know, it wasn't easy to fill our questionaire,we
achievedthe best results in the caves visitedby ourself.

PRACTICALEXPERIENCE:
ILLUMINANCEof SHOWOBJECTS,
like in stagelighting lies between 10 and several 100 Ix - mostly directlight.
For the SAFETYon the PATHSand DANGEROUSPOINTS
(steps, low profile, ... ) are suitable about 2 Ix (minimum 0,1 lx) mostlyindirect,sometimeswith specialluminaires.
EMERGENCYLIGHT,
mostly with guide carriing the torch, (seldom with special luminaires).

What did we see ?
"WHITE"v.s. "COLOURLIGHT"

j
Quality of CLE

15
(I)

~
(I)

U').

A

s

~
(I)

~

'O

...c::

u

:.a

9

1

Good

16

4

Medium

20

3

Bad

3

2

Awfull

2

4

ij

.s
Excellent

;;?

As we can see, only 10 % CLEs with mcandescentlamps are bad or
awfull,while 43 % CLEs with dischargelamps failed into this categorie!
The result is, that it is necessaryto pay higher attention to plan
and install of CLEs with dischargelamps !

PRINCIPALRULESofESTHETICis
TO SHOWTHE NATUR
and it means:
- NO FUNNYCOLOURLIGHT,
- we HANDLE CAREFULYwith LIGHT and SOUND EFFECTS.
Importantare
ESTHETICNEEDS on ROOM and OBJECTLIGHTING,
TECHNOLOGICALEQUIPMENT,
FINISHINGTAUCHofINSTALLATION.
ENVIROMENTPROTECTION(ECOLOGIE)
during the installation(destructionof cave),
while at work of CLE (light and heat).
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WHITE!!!
If we'd like to show to visitors the beauty of natur, we need the light
with very good Ra and Tc :
karst cavesTc max. till
4000 K (neutralwhite)
optimum
3000 K (warmwhite)
Ra minimum 80
ice caves
Tc optimum 4000 K, sometimes til 6000 K (day
white).
Ra minimum80
COLOUR
only if we'd like to make a SHOWin the cave, but for this reason we
don't need the cave indeed !!!
What has the positive influenceon growingof LF ?
1. LIGHT
EXPOSITION=<I>x t
2. HEAT
but isn't enough alone (can only dryed the
cave)
3. LIGHTand HEAT EXPOSITION2= EXPOSITIONx Kor+ K
4. 1 and/or 3 combinatewith somethingelse (humidity, etc.)??? There
must be a limit value of
EXPOSITION, under which the LF doesn't exist !!!
BUT WHICHONE ???
Certainlysome preferedwavelenghtstoo (questionfor biologist???).
Where:
<I>- luminousflux affectedthe lighted surface
t - time, the influence period of luminousflux
K - heath coefficient(amplifyfactor ofEXPOSITION)
What can we do to avoid the grow of LF ?
Prevention- today's the moustlyeffectivemethod.
l .Minimalize <I> it means, less illuminance(but there is a treshold
value for acceptablesight), dynamic of light, more
lamps of less power, bigger distance from the objects,, suitablepositionsand aimingof floodlights.
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2.Minimalizet

it means, short controlledparts, no standstill light of
paths, (RESTRICTVISITORSQUANTITY!!!???)

3.Minimalize K it means to use the lamps with less heatproduction,
what means high efficiency (lm/W), FL and HPH
instead LI/LH today (if possible), LEDs as main
light sourcein the foreseenfuture.
4.Toeliminate the "bad" wavelenghtsfrom lamps spectrum.
It's quite speculateve matter, because if we take
some wavelenghts from visible spectrum, we get
practicallythe colour light !

2nd RESULTS
Technicaldatas of cave lighting equipments
(CLE)

·s

~
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A

Caveswith incandescent
lamps, planedby COMLUX

45

680

1200

B

Caves with discharge lamps,
planedby COMLUX

10

670

1300

A

Other caveswith inc. lamps
- summ

25

400

1600

B

Othercaves with dis. Lamps
- summ

15

1100 4800

While other CLEs with LI/LH have mostly less illuminance, they run
longerand have more EXPOSITION!
The other CLEs with dischargelamps have to much illuminanceand
very much EXPOSITION!!!

EXTREMS
A Caveswith incandescentlamps

1

10

81

1750 8000

B

1

8

37

2230 17820

Caveswith dischargelamps

The mostly mistakesof CLEs are :
insufientquantityof switchedcircuits(extremely only 1 for the whole
cave),
to long operatingtime - 3 till 8 hours in a day,
to much luminous flux by CLEs with dischargelamps,
use of HPS lamps,
THEREIS NO EXISTANCEOF ANY "WIZZARD"LAMPS
(they give us a lot of harmlesslight - no LF growing) ! ! !
The lamps

Ra

forCLE

LI - incandescent lamp,reflectorlamp

100%

OK

LH - halogen lamp

100%

OK

FL - linear fluorescent lamp

80%

OK

FLC - compact fl.lamp, compact fl.lamp with
80%
reflector

OK

HPH - metal halide lamp (high pressure)

80%

OK

LED - light emmitingdiode

80%

OK

HPM - high pressure mercury vapour lamp

60%

???

HPS - high pressure sodium lamp

30%

NO

LPS - low pressure sodium lamp

%! !!

NO

Recomendedlamps
·LI - incandescentand - less efficient,but small, cheap
LH - halogen - and easy to handle.
FL/FLC- fluorescent(linear/compact) - good but sometimes to big.
HPH - high pressure metal halide - good but specifical start
(with electronical ballast) - and reignition behavior.
LED - light emiting diode - seemsto be the lamp of the future,
(efficiency about 20 lm/W today,
50 till 80 lm/W in the future expected),
efficient,small, very long life, easy to handle.
"Forbidden"lamps :
HPM - high pressuremercuryvapour- bad Ra, lm/W,start and reignition
HPS - high pressure sodium- bad Ra, (Tc),start and reignition
(you don't see LF in this light!!!)
HPL - low pressure sodium- Ra = 0 (no coloursvisible) !!!
ONE MORETIME THE SUMMARY- we shoul'd avoid :

Recomendedvaluesfor CLEswith incandescent lamps
A

OK

>5

<2

< 60

< 900

A

???????

>1

<4

< 100

< 1500 <6000

>4

> 100

> 1500 > 6000

A BADtill CRITICAL!!!!! 1

< 1800

Recomendedvalues for CLEs with dischargelamps
B

OK

>5

<2

< 15 < 900

B

???????

>1

<4

<2 5

< 1500 < 6000

>4

>2 5

> 1500 > 6000

B

BAD till CRITICAL!!!!! 1

< 1800

the change of colour of the objectscausedby:
to much light,
colour light,
light with the bad colourrendering.
the damageof the objectsby:
row installation,
IR - light (heat)
UV-light.
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OurTools:
less light,
luminaireswith less power ,
lamps with less heat production,
suitablepositions and aiming of luminaires,
sofisticatedcontroll system : smallercontrolledcircuits,
shorter operatingtime of CLE.
Fight against the ,,old" lampsflora (MEMENTO- some photos will
be presented)
Difficultand no tender : mecanical
chemical- severalposibilities
optical - UV lamps
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Cave and Karst Centers of Excellence
J .R. Goodbar
Bureau of Land Management, Carlsbad,New Mexico, USA

Abstract
A Centerof Excellenceis a conceptthat bringstogetherstate-of-the-art
practices,actions,and technologieson a specifictopic or subjectarea. By
this definitionthere are numerous Cave and Karst Centers of Excellence
alreadyin existencearound the world. Identifyingthese Centersof Excellence is based on recognizingcurrent activitiestaking place in that area
and their mutual benefit to healthy cave and karst environments,and to
the benefit of the people. To achieve this goal, partnershipsamong governmentalagenciesas well as academic,non-governmental-organizations,
private, and internationalpartners can be broughttogether.These partnerships will help build an infrastrnctureto raise awareness and foster an
understandingof cave and karst resourceswithin a region and around the
country. The goal of a center of excellenceshouldbe to enhanceresource
protectionand managementthrough the collaborationand cooperationof
the partners and the education of the public. As a Center of Excellence
the cooperatorsfocus on objectivesthat highlight the best management
practicesof cave and karst resourcesand their interpretationand environmental education of the public. Major objectivesin establishinga Cave

and Karst Center of Excellenceare to: (1) Developworking groups and
partnershipsfocused on cave and karst actions and issues ** Cavers, **
Academia,** Governmentalagencies,** Industry(2) Establishcommunity based tourism opportunitiesto communicatewith and educate the
public about cave and karst environments.** Offer backcountry cave
tours,** TravelingCave/Karst Exhibits,** Karst Maps with educational
driving tours, ** Cave/KarstBrochures (3) Foster, concentrate,and develop technicalexpertisefor the protection,conservation,and restoration
of caves and karst terrains. ** Work with local and regional industries
and appropriateinterests to develop the best managementpractices for
projects, ** Confer regularly with research groups and encourage cave
and karst research projects, ** Highlightbest managementpractices regardingcave and karst resourcesuse. A Cave TourismA LoggingA Grazing A Oil & Gas DevelopmentA DevelopmentProjects Cave and Karst
Centersof Excellenceprovide recognizedleadershipto communitiesand
regions.They support local economyin a sustainablemannerby educating the public and protectingcave and karst resources.
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The cadasterof speleologicalobjectsin Serbiathe supportto research,protectionand sustainableuse of karst
B. VasiJjevic
Ministryof Science and EnvironmentalProtectionof RepublicaSerbia
Abstract
Karst terrains cover 8,150 km2 or about 9,3 % of the ten-itoryof the
Republicof Serbia. The number of known speleologyobjects (caves and
pits) was determined as utterly approximativeone to 2-2,500. There is
not a unified and technically modem cadaster/registerneither for registrating those objects nor of the other (geomorphologic,geological and
hydrographic)karst phenomena. Data records on these significant geoheritage objects are kept partially,and they are found in funds of several
speleologistorganizations,faculties and other institutionsor individuals.
It is necessaryto establish and update this cadasterfor many reasons, especially for the reasons of more efficientresearch and evaluation, more
successfulprotection and appropriateuse of caves and karst in general.
About 30 speleologistobjects, 10karst sourcesand some gorgesand natural rocky bridges are under the states protectionas natural monuments.In
- 2 1-28 Auuust 20ll5. f{nlmnos. Hellos

the frameworkof other protected areas (nationalparks, parks of nature,
protected areas, nature reserves) there is a certain number of significant
speleologistobjectsand karst phenomena.Regardlessto long traditionof
scientificinstitutions, supportedby concreteachievements(especiallyin
the field of morphology and hydrogeologyof karst, speleobiologyand
speleopaleontology),speleologists'knowledgeand skills (includingspeleodivingand modem techniquesof activitiesin the caves) and research
are dividedand the results are scatteredand hardlyaccessibleso that they
do not have quality of general benefit. Six caves have been equipped/arranged for mass tourist visiting,but due to poor managementand economy state in the country,a total numberof visitorsper year does nor exceed
100,000.
<P><P>This paper shows the idea/conceptof making a Project for
creating a cadaster of speleologistobjects in Serbia as a GeographicIn-
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formationSystem, and organizational,financialand otherrelevantaspects
of that Project feasibilityare being considered. A pre-conditionfor this
cadasterformation is a preciselegalregulationof research,protection and
use of speleologistobjects (throughthe Law on Nature Protection, other
laws and sub-lawacts) and activityrestorationof SpeleologistOrganization of Serbia. For every speleologistobject, as for a key entity, a wide
range of hierarchicallyarrangeddata have been stipulatedthroughseveral
bases/classes,groupsand attributes.Primarydatabasesare: a nominalobject identification,location- spaceidentification,geologicalcomposition,
morphometriccharacteristics,morphographic characteristics (including
cave sediments), hydrological, climate, paleontological,archeological
and biological marks,use and protectionof the object.Primarymap templates are: Generalgeographical Map of FRY 1:1 000 000 (OGK 1000),
Descriptivetopographicalmap 1:300000 (PTK 300), Topographicmap
1:25 000 (TK 25).
Main data groups about the objectare createdin vector format so that
interaction/relationbetweenthem is enabled, as well as two-waycommunicationbetweenbases and mappingtemplates. A processingmodelof the

system,logical and technologicalarchitecture of the applicationare being
adapted to basic aims and general contentsof the cadaster,as well as to
the requirementsfor efficientdata management.A conceptof multi-layer
applicationin GIS environmentis implied, with the Internet access/use
and with the option of making a connection with other (relevant)informational systems. In the final definitionof classes and groups and their
attributes it is neccessaryto take into account interantionalexperience,
especiallythe classificationand labellingand code standardswhich are
being applied or proposed in the documents of the UIS (Interantional
SpeleologyUnion), including possible changes and improvementsthat
are going to be presentedat the 14thWorldCongressof Speleologists in
Athens.A descriptionof other contentswill be designedas well: graphic
(orthoelevation,longitudinaland crossprofile)and textualdocumentation
(scientificand other papers, studies,projects, acts, correspondenceetc.),
the research history, the review of significantorganizations,institutions
and individuals, bibliographiesof the objectpapers,photographies, drawings, maps, videos and so on.
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The "MaladieVerte"(GreenDisease)of the caves
Merdenish.mosM.D. PhD.
Universityof Athens,Athens, Greece
As it is known, most of the karst caves a few years after being touristically developedstart graduallydisplayingan anti-aestheticgreen patina
on the surface of their stalactitesand near the areas illuminatedby the
spotlights.It has been found that this substanceis a kind of microflora
which,year after year, is spreadingon the speleothemsof the cave creating irrevocabledamageand, consequently,downgradingits tourist value.
This phenomenoncalled "maladieverte" (green disease)became known
mainly in the 1960sdue to the afflictionof the famousrock paintingsof
the Lascau Cave in France by chlorophyceae.The problem, since then,
has been of majorconcernfor the internationalscientificcommunitywithout, though, being able to providean absolutelysatisfyingsolution.
The followingwere determinedfrom the to-date research in the various Greekcaves as regardsthis problem:
a) The greenpatina of the walls and, mainlyof the speleothemsof the
caves, is of phytogenicorigin (microfloraand later rnacrocflora)
which during the first stage includes lower chlorophyta (mainly
chlorophyceaeand cyanophyceae)while during the second and
third stagesit also includesbacteria, fungi and some higherplants.
b) The main factor contributingto the developmentof microflora is
the long-terminfluenceof the radiationfrom the spotlightson the
speleothems.As this radiationderivesmainlyfrom the visible electromagneticspectrum,it createsideal conditionsfor the photosynthesis, cultivationand developmentof algae. The green colour is
createdbecauseof the photosyntheticabilityof these monocellular
organisms.
c) The appearanceof the microflora is also favoured by the small
but long-term changeof the microclimatologicalconditionsof the
cave due to the projects of tourist developmentwhich irrevocably
leads to an increase in temperature,the change in the concentration of carbon dioxidein the air, the creationof micro-currentsof
air and the transfer of fungi by the visitors. In particular,the high
concentrationof carbondioxidein the air_(mainlyfrom the visitors'
exhalation)in combinationwith the humidityexisting in the caves
contributesto the increaseof the photosyntheticabilityand, conse~
quently, to the faster growthof the flora.

"MALADIE VERTE" IN CAVES
Vegetable microorganism

A'PHASE
Chlorophyta
Chlorophyceae
Cyanophyceae
Diatoms

B'PHASE

C'PHASE

Superior Vegetables
~
Thiobacteria
Ferro bacteria
Nitrobacterium
Fungus
Lichens (Algae+Fungus
Bryophvtes

On the basis of the data derivingfromthe to-datestudiesfor the prevenFACTORS
FORTHEDEVELOPMENT
OF"MALADIE
VERTE"
IN CAVES

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Brightradiation
Temperature
augmentation
Carbondioxide(CO 2) rise
Dissemination
offungiandothermicroorganism
High percentage
of moisture
orunderground
waters
Riseof movement
of underground
air

tion of "maladieverte" (green disease)the followingare recommended:
1) Washingof the recentlyafflictedareas with the use of water under
pressure. It must be noted, though, that the long-term impact of
microfloraon the crystallinesubstanceof calciumcarbonateof speleothems creates permanent deterioration(chemical erosion) and
later, incorporationof the biologicalmaterial;therefore, the above
method is not effectivein this case.
2) Annualsprayingof the lightedareaswith dense solutionsof special
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plant protection products based on Cupric Ammoniac or, preferably, with a 1% solution of formalin or 5% solution of Sodium
Hypochlorite.
3) Installation of appropriate lighting fixtures of "cold light" from
special gas-filled tubes mainly emitting in wave lengths from 500600 nm. (e.g. sodium vapour lamps of low pressure).
4) Setting up special electrical installations for partial lighting of the
areas that are being toured, both with the use of strong lighting only
during show time as well as with the use of weaker lighting during
the time the specific area is visited.
In this way, the time of diurnal duration and lighting intensity will
be minimised having as a consequence the significant delay of
photosynthetic process for the development of chlorophyta. (Note
that to-date, most of the touristically developedcaves in Greece are
needlessly lighted during visiting hours even if there are no visitors). Apart from everything else, ultra violet lamps (sterilisation)
could be used in the lighted areas during the hours that the cave is
not open, with the aim of destroying all micro-organisms which

Cave "Glyfada" at Diros Peloponnese.Microfloraon the speleothemsdecoratio

are developed on the speleothems. Although this solution seems to
be the best, questions are raised concerningthe danger of destroying the Cavernicolous(Cavity dweller) organismstogetherwith the
undesirablemicroflora.
5) Careful study for the placement of double doors with the aim of
protecting the cave from the undesirable change of its microclimatol.ogicalconditions.
6) Temporaryclosure of the cave's operationduring the months which
are not considered to fall within the tourist period. Apart from everything else, this will help to the unhinderedmaintenanceand restoration of its damages.
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Fifty springs on the Niagara Escarpment , Ontario, Canada
D. Ford, S. Worthington
Abstract

The Niagara Escarpment (famed for Niagara Falls)is created by ~50
m of resistant but penneable dolomites resting on weak but impermeable shales. The Escarpmentwas fully glaciated during the Wisconsinan
(Wurm)Ice Age; most earlier karst was destroyed.At Castle Glen, in the
middle of the escarpmentin Ontario, 50 karst springs of small to intermediate size discharge at the dolomite-shalecontact along a 1500 m frontage. There is deep cover of glacial detritus on most of the source dolo-

mite plateau above the springs, but there are several seasonal flood sinks
(turloughs) where the cover locally thins. Dye tracing with fluorescein
and eosine was combined with frequent water temperature and electrical
conductivity measurementsat the springs during the annual thaw floods
of 2004. This revealed an elegant pattern offlood and diffuse flow waters
mixing that changedwith time, indicatingthe presence of a young but well
organisedconduit aquifer which could be divided into five sub-basins.
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Hydrogeologyand speleogenesisin the vadoseand phreaticzone of the chain"Peaksof the MusiMountain"(WesternJulianFore-Alps)
Rino Semeraro1
I GeokarstEngineeringS.r.l. - AREA SciencePark,Padriciano99, 34135-Trieste(Italy),E-mail:rino.semeraro@area.
trieste.it
Abstract
The chain of the Peaks of the Musi Mountain(1869.4m), in the western Julian Fore-Alpsis east-westorientedand consistsof a north dipping
unicline,which is made up of carbonaterocks,belongingto Triassicand
Jurassic.The karst of the Musi Mt northernslopedevelopsentirelywithin
a Rhaetian- Liassiccarbonatesuccession,whilesouthernslopeis characterisedby the Norian- RhaetianDolomiaPrincipale.Thenorthernslopeis
of structuraltypewith glacio-karsticlandforms.On the plateauthe speleologicalsurveysallowed230 cavesto be explored.The largestcaveis Abisso "R. Pahor"(altitude1425m), 495 m deep, 1091.5m length;whereasto
the west,at the foot of the southernslopeof MusiMt. Grottadell'Uragano
develops(altitude796 m). It is 743 m lengthwith a positivelevel of 133
m. In the percolatingzone a complexof vadose shafts and canyon-type
passages,partiallyderivedfrom phreatictubes associatedwith deep corrosion pits is predominant.The epiphreaticand phreatic karstic zone is
scarcelydeveloped.Thiszone is almostmissingin the northernslope.The
undergroundkarstwatersare typicalof mountainaquiferswith fast flows,
having low contentsof Ca2+ (28-32.9mg/L) and Mg2+ (5.8-1.8mg/L).
The most importantkarst springs of the slope are the Group of springs
on the left slope of the VoidizzaStream(altitude653 m), with flows of
10-11Lis and the Springsof the TorreStream(altitude529-532m), with
a dischargeof 1.8 m3/s; on the northernslope of the Fontanondel Barman spring(altitude760 m) with estimatedfloodsof 1.5m3/s. Twotracing tests (Uranine)of the streamon the bottomof the Abisso"R. Pahor"
showed,in low waters, traces at the Springsof the Torre Streamand at
the Springsof the VoidizzaStream.On the contrary,duringa regimedue
to heavyrainfallsthey showedtraces at the Fontanondel Barmanspring,
thus suggestinga dynamicundergroundwatershedas a functionof the hydrogeologicalregime.A third tracingtest with TinopalCBS-X,performed
in the perennialstream in the Grotta dell'Uragano showedthe existing
relationshipsamongthis streamand the way-outspresentin the "canalone
di Barman"(Barmangully)relatedwith the Fontanondi Barmanspring.
Hydrogeologicaldata show that, within the northernslope, water moves
within largekarst suspendedchannels(emptyonlyduringrain period);in
correspondencewith Barmangully there is a large karsticwater circulation, residualin large epiphreaticand phreaticconduits,not related with
the base-levelof the Barmanstream.Withinthe southernslope,the water
table is dispersedin a fracturenetworkconstitutinga real reservoir.

1. Introduction
First information about the karst phenomena in the chain of the
Peaks of the Musi Mt were made at the beginningof the 20th centuryby
Friulian geographersand geologists.In 1961 speleologistsfrom Trieste
startedagainresearchesexclusivelyfocusingon the findingof the Grotta
dell'Uragano,principaldrain for the karst system.In 1990new field trips
and expeditionsby GSSG from Triestebegan and they last for 12 years
favouringthe almost complete speleologicalsurveys of the Musi area.
During this period, a lot of specialistsand laboratorieswere involvedin
geological,geomorphologicaland hydrogeologicalstudies(three different tracing tests have been performed).These studiesallowedobtaining
an ideaaboutthe undergroundhydrologicalcirculationand the speleogenesis responsibleof the karst networkevolution.

2. Geologicalsetting
The chainof the Peaksof MusiMt (Fig. 1)is locatedin the westernJu21-28 AUtMJS'l:"2DU5.
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lian Fore-Alpsand borderedto the N by Rio Ucceastream(IsonzoRiver
basin),Rio Canizzastreamand Rio Barmanstream(Resiastreambasin),
to the S by Voidizzaand Mea streams(Torrestreambasin).The highest
peak is MusiMt (height1869.4m).
The chainof the Peaksof MusiMt is madeup by dolomiteand calcite
rocks, mainly Triassicand Jurassic in age, and by Quaternarydeposits
(Ceretti, 1965;Carobeneet al., 1981;Frascariet al., 1981;Anselmiand
Semeraro,1997;Carulli et al., 1998). Southernslope, is constitutedby
DolomiaPrincipale(Norian-Rhaethian).
In the northernslope,Dachstein
Limestones(Rhaethian)and Lias-Doggeroolithicand chertylimestones
outcrop.
The wholearea is E-W oriented,N-dippinguniclinal.The uniclinalis
closedto the southby the "M. Brancot-Caporetto-Circhina
line": an E-W
overthrustpassingby the TorreValley.
The northernslopeof Musi Mt, especiallytowardsthe peak, is interested by huge karst phenomena.In this area differentlithologicaltypes
outcrop;accordingto the existingliterature,six of them (the most important consideringthicknessand volumes)were groupedin six lithological
Units(Anselmiand Semeraro,1997).
The six lithologicalunits are representedby: DolomiaPrincipale(Norian-Rhaethian);Dachstein Limestones(includinePoscala Limestones
and Val Venzonassadolomitic Limestones)(Rhaethian);"transitional
grey limestones"(Rhaethian-Lower
Lias);"oolithicLimestones"(LowerMiddleLias);"chertylimestones"(MiddleLias-Dogger).All these facies
are generallylayered(50 cm - 2 m) sometimesmassif(somehorizonsof
dolomiticlimestones);thin layering are exclusiveof cherty limestones.
UcceaFlysch(supraCretaceoussedimentarycycle),representedby thin,
centimetriclayeredargillitesand silty marls,overlieslimestones.
Alongthe northernslope,Quaternarydepositsare representedby talus,
while Wurmmorainesare presentin S. Anna di Carnizzaand in Lischiazze (Barmanstreamvalley).Along the southernslope,Wurmmoraines
are presentin the Voidizzastreamvalley,and are probablyburiedbelow
the alluviumin the Mea streamvalley.

3. Karstphenomenain the Peaksof Musi Mts
Large karst phenomenaare concentratedin the northernslope limestonesas the DachsteinLimestones,the transitionalgrey limestonesand
the oolithiclimestonesconstitutingthe so-called"acrocorodel Musi" or
"Musi cirque"plateau.It is a structuraltype plateau,presentingcirques,
glaciokarstdells and gullies. In the southernslope, stream trenches in
dolomiticrocks are present. In the Musi cirque, with an area of about
5.5 km2, 230 caveshave been explored.The most of the cavesare in the
DachsteinLimestones,even if the larger are in the oolithiclimestones.
Six fundamentalsmorpho-types(macroforms)are representedwithinthe
cirque caves: 1- ancientphreatic conduits:beddingplanes or, more frequently,joint planes,usuallylenticulal;2-mixeddissolutive/erosive/clastic form galleries:generallylargerthan canyons,subhorizontalor gentle
inclinedand presentingseveralcollapses;3- canyons:erosivegalleries,
tall and narrow,slightlymeander-like,sometimesvery large; 4- vadose
shafts:verticalerosiveconduits,presentingerosionmorphologyalonghe
wall wherewaterfelt or is still fallingdown;5- deep corrosionpits: vertical pits bell-shaped;6- surfacecorrosionsmallpits: superficialpits, often
inclined,at least 10-20m deep.
The largestcave of the cirqueis the Abisso"RobertoPahor",(altitude
1425m a.s.l.,495 m deep, 1091.5m length).Formedby manypassages,it
is constitutedby pits and canyons;somepassagesare fossil,otherare hy-
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Hydrogeologicmap of the area
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Fig. 1. Hydrogeologicmap of the area "Peaksof the Musi Mountains".Legend: 1 = dolomites(prevailing)(Triassic);2 limestonesand dolomiticlimestones(Triassic),limestones,
cherty limestones,oolitic limestones,dolomiticlimestones(Jurassic);3 = marly-arenaceousFlysch (Cretaceous);4 = morain, till,jluvio-glacialdeposits (Quaternary);5 alluvial
deposits (Quaternary);6 = landslide,talus, colluvialdeposits (Quaternary);7 = reversefault; 8 = fault; 9 = glacial cirque; JO morenicarc; 11 = terrace;12 alluvialfan; 13 =
main spring: [1] Springsof TorreStream (T); [2], Springs left of VoidizzaStream,[3] Fontanon di Barman springs (BJ; 14 = cave-spring:[4] Grottadell'Uragano (U), [5] Grotta
di Barman (Ba); 15 = cave Abisso "R. Pahor" (P); A-A'= cross-sectionthroughthe Torresprings and Barman gully; B-B' = cross-sectionthroughthe "Pahor" Abyss; a lower
hemisphereequal-areastereonetsshowingthe 500joint poles in the calcareousNorth karstifiedslope; b = lower hemisphereequal-areastereonetsshowingthe 400joint poles in the
dolomiticSouthslope.
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drologicallyactive; some parts show a 45° inclinedfeature,related to the
geostructuralarrangement.To the west of the cirque,at the footwallof the
southernMusi slope, in the Barmimgully, Grotta dell'Uraganodevelops.
In the Grotta dell'Uragano (altitude 796 m a.s.l., 743 m length, +133 m
height), paleoflowpassagesto the top and semi-floodedgalleriesnear the
bottom are present. On the bottom a perennial streamflows.

4, Speleogenesis
In the percolationzone a series of vadose shafts and canyons,partially
derived from phreatictubes is predominant.Deep corrosionpits are associated to them. The'cavity net is locatedunder the glacialplateau,forming
a basin in highly karstified lithofacies. It is actually in an evolutionary
stage, especially in deep-seatedpart of the massif where percolationis
kept by drains.
Vadose water trickle formed gorge system connected with shafts.
These are phenomena that repeatedly occurred always equal. Small
phreatic conduits originated these shafts. The dispersed percolation
caused the formationof the deep corrosionpits.
Conduits, shafts and galleries, generally inclined, are linked to N-S
fracture system [k4], to E/ESE-W/WNW [k2], to SE/SSE-NW/NNW
[k3]. Rarely, some branches are linked to the stratificationplanes [ss],
around E/ESE-W/WNW,dippingnorth at around 50°. The morpho-structural statisticalanalysis of the gallery-shapedcavities [G] shows 5 main
and subordinate "structures" [P = main, S = secondary,the indication
-+ is the versus], which can be linked to the discontinuitysystems:the
structures[G 1P-+N] with the system [k4] and the planes ss, the structures
[G2S-+ NE] with the system [kl], the structures [G3S-+SE/SSE]with
the system [k3], the structures [G4P-+S/SSW]with the system [k4], the
structures [G5P-+NW]with the systems [k2] and [k3]. As for the pits,
the "structures"mainly correlatewith the systems [k3] and [k4] and subordinatelywith the system [kl]; the sequences of pits that characterise
the major abysses predominantlydevelop on joints and masterjoints of
the system [k3]. Consideringonly the karstifiedplateau the predominant
joint systems are four, linked to the stresses ala and alb, respectively
north-south, north east-southwest, belonging to the phases Mesoalpine
(Paleogene)and Neoalpine(Neogene).

5. Karst hydrology
Rocks forming the chain of the Musi are almost totally made up by
dolomites, dolomitic limestones and limestones differerentlykarstified,
allowingthe water to percolateunderground.
Both large fractures in "be" position (shear) along the Musi unicline
(Iacuzzi and Vaia, 1975) and large fractures in "hkl/hk0" position with
respect to the main B=~ (Anselmiand Semeraro,1997)drainpluvio-nival
supplies into depth. It seems that the last fractures, open, are the main
drains to the south. Porous aquifer are representedby the Mea stream alluvium and by the Voidizzastreammoraines.
The current percolation is important: the isohyets are over 3000
mm/year.On the high altitudes of the Musi, rainfalls over 3500 mm/year
are estimated,with a relativelylow evapotranspiration(Er) calculatedat
14.2%.Since the drippingbasin of the plateau of the Musi has an area of
~5.5 km2 an averagetheoreticalflow of0.5 m2/s/day will be obtained,less
during winter time and dry summerperiod.
In the southern slope, according to Iacuzzi and Vaia (1975), Torre
springsare suppliedby Mea streamgroundwaterand from waterpercolating from the Musi chain; accordingto Mosetti (1989)it is possiblea contribution from water percolatingin the Sorochiplasand PostonciccoMts
limestoneridge. In the northern slope, the so-calledFontanondi Barmim
spring (760 m a.s.l.) is supplied by waters percolatingfrom the western
area of the slope (Poscala)as well as by Musi cirque.

The Fontanon di Bannan spring is the outflow of the subterranean
stream of the Grotta dell'Uragano. This link, has been establishedby
Brun and Semeraro (2004) by using Tinopal CBS-X tracer test. The
hypothesis of deep drains in Musi chain, with a undergroundwatershed
migratedtowardsthe north with respect to the hydrographicone has been
proposedby Iacuzziand Vaia(1975).This hypothesishas been confirmed
by Anselmiet al. ( 1997)andAnselmiand Semeraro(2003)usingtwo Uranine tracing tests. The waters normally drain towards the Barman gully,
whereas during low waters they would flow also towards the maximum
point of depressionof the aquifer that is the Springs of the Torre stream
and the Group of springson the left slope of the Voidizzastream.
Meteoric and snow melting waters, quickly percolate in depth, especially in the northern calcareousslope. On the contrary,in the southern
dolomiticslope,a certainamountof water flood alongthe streamtrenches
into the Torre valley alluvium.Percolatingwater flood into the shallow
phreatic zone of the mountainchain. The water table is characterisedby
an undergroundwatershed,still undefined.In fact, the aquifer drainsboth
to S-SW(maximumtopographicallow, i.e. springsto the left ofVoidizza
stream at 653 m a.s.1.,discharge Qavg 10-11 Lis and Springs of Torre
stream,529-532m a.s.l., dischargeQavg 1,8 m3/s) and to NW to the Fontanon di Barman(760 m a.s.l., dischargeQ ~ 1,5 m3/s) connectedwith the
perennial stream of the Grotta dell'Uragano (dischargeQavg ~ 50 Lis).
The Grotta dell'Uragano is the terminal part of the N area passages,i.e.
large karst conduitsrepresentinga principaldrainage.

6. Hydrogeologicaland chemicaldata of groundwaterflows
Torrespringscould probablybe suppliedby storedbase-flow,coming
from a calcareous and dolomitic reservoir of the karst system, as suggested by low temperatureand Mg/Ca ratio ranging between 0.48 and
0.32; anotherpart of waters comes from the outflowsof the Musi Valley
porous aquifer.
In the springarea, the thicknessof the porous aquifer(gravel)is about
70 m, interbeddedwith lacustrineloam and clays (10-15m thick) forming
an aquiclude,probably separatingtwo differentaquifers(one unconfined
and one confined).The springsto the left of the Voidizzastreamcouldbe
probablysuppliedfromthe karstwater table hostedby the dolomiticrocks
as suggestedby temperature,4°C higher than those of the Torre springs
and Mg/Ca ratio equal to 0.54.
In the northern slope, waters of the Fontanon di Barman spring show
Mg/Ca ratio equal to 0.18 evidencingcalcareous domain, and the lowest temperature(0.7-1°C less than Torre springs). Chemical features of
undergroundwaters of Fontanon di Barman spring during summer dry
period (Mg/Ca ratio equal to 0.28) are not very different from average
values.The result of one analysesof waters sampledon August 10th,2003
shows: Ca2+ 28.9 mg/L, Mg2+ 8.33 mg/L, K+ 2.82 mg/L, Cl- 2.5 mg/L,
Na+ 0.55 mg/L,total hardness7.2 °F,HCO3-110mg/L, conductance197
µSiem.It is possibleto notice a scarcemineralizationshowingthe paucity
ofhydrologic resourcesin that period.
Severalchemicalanalyseson the karst spring waters, includingsmall
springsof the southerndolomiticslope, always show low values of Ca2+
(28.0-32.9mg/L) and Mg2+ (5.8-18.2mg/L).
Hydrologicaland chemicaldata of springpoint out to the existenceof
a inhomogeneouskarst system, divided in two part. The northernpart is
characterisedby large conduits,with a saturatedzone extremelyreduced
(or not present during the seasonallacking of recharge),with a principal
drainagesystemtowardsthe Grotta dell'Uragano stream(Brun and Semeraro,2004).The southernarea - poorly known- shouldbe probablycharacterised by phreatic conduits (perhaps a network of lenticulaltubes in
Dolomia PrincipaleFormation),slowly discharging,as perennialsprings
are recharge of the saturatedzone store, as resulting by hydrographand
recessioncurveof springsto the left of Voidizzaand TorreStreamsas well

as by little variations of Ca2+ e fvlg2+between dry and rainy periods, as
described by Iacuzzi and Vaia (! 975) and Anselmi and Serneraro (1997).
It seems that Torre springs are a mixing between waters from a basal
carbonate aquifer and the porous aquifer of the Mea stream (upper ToiTe
Valley). They are collected by a large well (about 10 meters deep) from
which 27 horizontaldrains spread out. Repeated chemical analyses show
that conductance(K25) is between 186 and 215 ?S/cm, and total hardness
is between 11 and 13 °F. Rain contribution is very low, chlorides (Cl-)
range between 0.8 and 1.3 mg/Land sulphates (SO42-) between 2 and 3
mg/L. Even nitrates (N03-) deriving from soils and anthropic poHution
are very low, between 2.8 and 4 mg/L. During three years of analyses
total coliforrnswere absent, apart from some summer period where they
were between 15 and 60 UFC/I00mL Only one, 500 UFC/lOOmL were
measured. Fecal coliforms always missed.
Among all the springs of the chain, the temperatures of Torre springs
are the most constant being comprised between 4°C and 8.5°C, suggesting
a longer standing in the aquifer.

6, Karst outflows in the Barman gully
In the northern area, the Barman gully is quite interesting. In the gully
there are many perennial or temporarily karstic groundwater outflows
from buried or impassable cavities. Beneath the Fontanon di lJarnu1.n
spring (buried by collapses, 760 m a.s.l.), forming a large waterfall, in the
gully there is also the stream of Grotta dell'Uragano (796 m a.s.1.)supplying the Fontanon di Barman, and springs at lower quotes are active during
low waters. On the left slope there is the Grotta di Barman (entrance at
660 m a.s.1.). Giving this, there are about 100 meters of vadose zone. Even
the waters of Grotta di Barman, normally represented by trickles-flow descending from pits in bedding planes 60-70° inclined, during strong rainfalis outflow from the entrance. In order to better evaluate these phenomena, a lot of measurements on hydrology are available. These data were
measured during autumn~winter 2003 and are linked with meteorological
data of OSMER. Between 20 and 24/10 about 88 mm rained, then there
were three dry days. Following this, underground waters outflow from
both Grotta dell'Uragano and Grotta di Barman. Rainfalls started again
on November 1st, about 4.6 mm. After thirteen dry days, flood persisted
in Fontanon di Barman ( 16/11). That day rained 3.4 mm. On December
28th, it rained 84.4 mm and the following day 143.4 mm. The same day
after the rain began, inside the Grotta di Barman, percolationfrom the pits
started. After 2 hours, the flow increased 4--5times reaching about 5-6
Lis. Even if the data are scattered, it seems clear that 80 mm rain can be
responsible for the outflow of undergroundwater from generally inactive
cave entrances.
During the maximum rainfall period, between October and December,
the effect of percolations is very fast (hours). M·oreover,dry period, in
the karstic conduits (Grotta dell'Uragano, bedding planes springs at lower
quotes in the gully), the outflows persist for a long time, suggesting the
existence of water being stored in depth.

7, Conch.1.s
fons
In the chain of the Peaks ofl\1usi Mt, the vadose zone is mainly karstic
in the northern calcareous slope. In the southern dolomitic poorly karstified slope, the vadose zone is represented by fracture network and lcnticulal tubes. ln limestones, even inclined pits and canyons represented the
cavities; but there are ancient phreatic conduits at high altitude cut by glacial erosion or pulling-back of the slope. These conduits testify the long
evolutionof the karstic aquifer, probably began in the Tertiary,while, the
Quaternary glaciations and valley erosion determined downward of drains
system and the dismemberingand disappearanceof the old rechargezones
and abandonated cavity.

Percolating area quickly drains water into depth, driving them to the
spring levels. The thickness of the saturated zone seems to be minimum,
especially in the northern slope where seasonally is almost not existing
because water flows in large hanging karst conduits (storing water only in
rainy period), In the southern slope the phreatic water is more dispersed
in a fracture network constituting a real resen1oir.In correspondence with
the Barman gully, an important hydrological karst residual circulation,
exists as large epiphreatic and phreatic conduits, still not linked with the
valley base level of Rio Bam1an.
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Karst Hydrogeologyof LookoutMountain,a SynclinalMountainin the FoldedAppalachianMountainsof SouthEASTTennesseeAND
Northwestgeorgia,USA
BrianSakofsky*KentBallewandNicholasCrawford
Centerfor Caveand Karst Studies,AppliedResearchand TechnologyProgramof Distinction,Departmentof Geographyand Geology,WesternKentucky
University,Bowling Green, Kentucky,USA
Abstract
The primaryobjectiveof this researchwas to investigatethe hydrogeology of LookoutMountain,locatednear Chattanoogain southeastTennessee and northwest Georgia,USA. The National Park Service (NPS)
funded this researchto better understandthe karst groundwaterflow under the ChattanoogaNationalMilitaryPark and how urban development
in the vicinityof the park might affectthe karst and groundwaterquality.
If a major spill of toxic materialoccurson LookoutMountainas it did in
1996with a ColonialPipelineoil spill, the NPS must be able to track the
flow of the contaminants.
Lookout Mountainis a synclinalmountain located within the Folded
AppalachianMountains.Its stratigraphymimicsthat of the nearby Cumberland Plateau.The caves tend to be orientedalong the strike, and there
are numerousverticalshaftswhere cave streamsdrop off resistantstrata.
Dye tracing and cave explorationand mappingwere used to investigate the hydrogeology.The Center for Cave and Karst Studies (CCKS)
uses fieldwork and fluorimetricanalysis for qualitative dye tracing. A
karst hydrologeologicinventorywas conductedon and aroundthe base of
LookoutMountain,and 43 coconutcharcoaldye receptorswere placedin
all springs,surfacestreamsand severalcave streams.
Four different dyes were injected on two separate occasions into
spring-sinksin the complicatedlithologicstructure.The researchindicates
that surfacestreamsflowingoff the sandstone-cappedmountainsink into
the underlyinglimestonesto create cave streamsthat then flow alongthe
strike of the synclinalmountain.The cave streamshave a stair-steppattern as they breach confininglayersand descendthroughthe Pennington,
Bangor, and MonteagleLimestones.The deepest of these vertical shafts
is MysteryFalls (the deepestverticalshaft known in Tennessee,85.6 m).
It was createdby a cave streamdroppingthroughthe HartselleFormation
shaleconfininglayerdowninto the MonteagleLimestone.Thishydrogeologic research has identifiedmajor flow routes within the karst aquifers
under LookoutMountain.

1. Introduction
Dye tracing is a powerfultool in karst hydrogeology.Dye tracer tests
combinedwith knowledgeof the geologicstructureand stratigraphycan
identifythe major flow routesthroughkarst aquifers.They are, therefore,
fundamentalin explainingthe complex nature of groundwaterflow in
most karst aquifers(Quinlan, 1989).Dye tracingis one of the most effective methodsfor determiningzones of contribution,directionsof groundwater flow, and quantifyingresidence times for water in karst aquifers
where conduitflow prevails.

2. StudyArea
Lookout Mountain,part of the folded AppalachianMountainChain,
extends 134 km from the TennesseeRiver at Chattanoogainto northwest
Georgia. Lookout Creek flows northeast parallel to the mountainalong
its westernside, and ChattanoogaCreek flows northeastalongthe eastern
side of the mountain.Both streamsdischargeinto the TennesseeRiver at
Chattanooga,Tenne~see.The mountainlies withinthe foldedAppalachian
Mountainphysiographicregion near the horizontalrocks of the Cumberland Plateauto the west.
2J:-28 Auoust 2005. l(olpmos. He/las

Stratigraphywithin the mountain is similar to that of the Cumberland Plateau with a Pennsylvaniansandstoneand shale caprock above
Mississippian·carbonates. Lookout Mountain is topped by Pennsylvanian period WhitwellShale, SewaneeConglomerate,SignalPoint Shale,
WarrenPoint Sandstone, and the RaccoonMountainFormation(shaley
sandstone).A perched aquifer exists within the WarrenPoint Sandstone,
which makes up the majority of the top of the mountain.Groundwater
from this perchedsandstoneaquiferand stormwater runoffflow over the
steepcliff sides of the RaccoonMountainFormationconfininglayer onto
the underlyingMississippianstratigraphy.The MississippianFormations
that outcrop along the flanks of the mountainon both sides include: the
PenningtonFormation(approx 120-150m, mixed sandstonesand lime- stones), Bangor Limestone (61-122 m), the Hartselle Formation (0-12
m, siliceous sandstonesand shales), MonteagleLimestone(61-91 m),
St. Louis Limestone(12-30 m), WarsawLimestone(12-30 m), and the
FortPayne Formation(27-61m). The ChattanoogaShale(6 m) lies at the
base of the mountainbelow the chert beds of the Fort Payne. The strata
form a shallow synclinethat plunges gently to the south (Finalysonand
others, 1964).
A near verticaljoint set strikesN45Etowardsthe interiorof the mountain. An opposingjoint set strikes N50W. The CranmoreCove Thrust
Fault flanksthe west side of LookoutMountainwith the Fort Payne Formation on the hangingwall overlyingthe WarsawLimestone.Extending
northand southis the ChattanoogaFault,a high anglereversefault,which
extendsparallelto the CranmoreCoveFaultto the north.This faultterminates on the northeasternextentof LookoutMountain(Mies,2005).
Crawford(1979) describesgroundwaterflow· along the Cumberland
PlateauEscarpment(Figure 1). His model proposescavern development
througha drainagesystemcomposedof verticalshaftsand horizontalconduitsactingtogetherin a stair-steppattern.This schematicmodelindicates
that allogenicstreamsflowoff the silisiclasticcaprockand invadethe subsurfaceas they flow onto the underlyingMississippianLimestones,along
the edge of the retreatingescarpment.Thereis a similarpatternnoticeable
at the northernextentof LookoutMountain.

3. DyeTracing
In this ongoingstudycommissionedby the US NationalPark Service,
dye tracingis being used to delineatethe sourceareas for their undefined
watersheds at ChattanoogaNational Military Park. A comprehensive
karst hydrogeologicinventorywas conductedover the entire study area
to identifyall karst featuresincludingsprings,seeps, sinkingand loosing
streams,karst windows, major sinkholes,and caves. The two important
springs identifiedduring the karst hydrogeologicinventoryare Skyuka
and Anderson.Skyukaflows directlyinto LookoutCreek that then flows
8.5 km to the TennesseeRiver. AndersonSpring is now buried beneath
riprap under Interstate Highway24. Anderson Spring rises through the
riprap directlyinto the TennesseeRiver (NickajackReservoir).Two significantcaves also exist on the northernnose of the mountain.The stream
in MysteryFalls Cave flows along the HartselleFormationbefore dropping 80 m into the MonteagleLimestone.The stream in Ruby Falls Cave
also flows along the top of the Hartsellebefore droppingapproximately
24 m into the Monteagle.
Activatedcoconutcharcoalreceptorswere used to adsorbthe following dyes: Sodium Fluorescein, C.I. Acid Yellow 73; Eosine, C.I. Acid
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Red 87; SulphorhodamineB, C.I. Acid Red 53; and Tinopal CBS-X,
FluorescentBrighteningAgent 351. Each dye was injected at individual
locations on two events, 13 February 2005 and 23 April 2005. Fifteen
receptorswere placed along the bank of the TennesseeRiver to catch dye

rising from springs now inundated by Nickajack Reservoir. Three receptors were placed along Chattanooga and Lookout Creeks. Four receptors
were placed in cave streams, and twenty-onewere placed in springs. All
dyes were injected on the west side of LookoutMountain.

Figure 1. Generalizedcross section along the Cumberland Plateau Escarpment in Tennessee(Crawford,1979)

Receptorswere changedon a weeklybasis, then analyzedat the Center
for Cave and Karst Studies(CCKS)dye tracer laboratoryat WesternKentucky University.Smart solution (Smart and Laidlaw, 1977)was used to
elute the dye from the charcoaland the elutant sampleswere analyzedon
a Shimadzu Model RF-5301PCSynchronouslyScanningSpectrofluorophotometer.Analysison a scanningspectrofluorophotometer
provides the
lowest detection limits and most reliable dye analysis. Eight dyes were
injectedon the west side of LookoutMountainat seven springs-sinksand
at one cave streamlocation.

4. Dye TracingResults
The results of the eight dye traces are presented in Figure 2. Lines
indicate the suspectedflow paths from each of the injection locations to
resurgent springs. Injection points are represented by teardrop symbols
and dye receptorlocationsites by round points.
Fluoresceinwas injected at Craven's House Spring on the Pennington Formation.Receptors picked up dye at Mystery Falls Cave stream
and then at the Anderson Spring resurgencein the TennesseeRiver. The
dye did not sink into the Pennington, but instead followed man-made
structures (culverts and drainage ditches) until it sank into the Bangor
Limestone and flowed along the Hartselle Formation to Mystery Falls.

SulphorhodamineB was injected into Gum Spring-Sinkon the Pennington, and it flowed to Mystery Falls Cave and then to Anderson Spring.
Eosine, injectedin Apollo Castle Stream Swallet,also followeda similar
path after dropping off the Raccoon Mountain Formation,down through
the Pennington and Bangor to the Hartselle and then to Mystery Falls
Cave and Anderson Spring. Tinopal CBS-X was injected at both Dogwood Spring-Sinkin the Bangor and Rock Spring-Sink in the Pennington
on separateoccasions.Tinopal CBS-X injected at Rock Spring-Sinkwas
first detectedat Dogwood Spring-Sink. It then flowed upon the Hartselle
Formationconfininglayer to Ruby Falls in Ruby Falls Cave, and then it
was detected at Anderson Spring. Surface water sinking at WarrenPoint
Falls Swallet was traced to Skyuka Spring using Eosine dye. This surface
streamdrops off the RaccoonMountainFormationand sinks into the Penningtonto then resurge at Skyuka Spring. Similarly, SulphorhodamineB,
injectedinto Pond Spring-Sink,was traced to SkyukaSpring.Fluorescein
injected into a streamin ChamblissCave flowed along the strike down the
plunge of the LookoutMountain Syncline to resurge at SkyukaSpring.
Water flowing from Rock Spring-Sinkmay travel along a N50Wjoint
to Dogwood Spring-Sinkbefore continuing to flow along the strike to
Ruby Falls and then to a final resurgenceat AndersonSpring.Resurgence
in Ruby Falls instead of Mystery Falls could be due to a lower flow path
in the BangorLimestone.
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Figure 2. Lookout Mountainin northwestGeorgiaand southeast Tennesseeshowingsuspecteddyepaths, dye injectionpoints, major springs,major caves, and dye receptorlocations.
Source: Chattanooga,Fort Oglethorpe,Hooker,and WauhatchieTopographicQuadrangles.
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Chambliss Cave Stream and the Apollo Castle Stream dye traces show
the approximatedrainage divide between groundwaterthat flows north
to AndersonSpring and groundwaterthat flows south to Skyuka Spring.
Chambliss Cave Stream flows throughthe HartselleFormationinstead of
being divertedto flow along the strike.
Dyes injectedinto ChamblissCave Stream, WarrenPoint Falls Swailet, and Pond Stream Swallet flowedto SkyukaSpring
and then into Lookout Creek. Dyes injected at Apollo Castle Stream
Swallet, .Rock Spring-Sink, Dogwood Spring-Sink, Cravens House
Spring-Sink,and Gum Spring-Sinkflowednorth alongthe strike, perched
upon the Hartselleconfining layer, to drop off at Ruby Falls or Mystery
Falls to a final resurgenceat AndersonSpring along the TennesseeRiver.
5, Discussion
The northern extent of Lookout Mountain receives an average of
138.48cm of rainfall per year (NationalWeather Service, 2005). During
heavy precipitation events some of this water flows down usually dry
streambedsto Chattanooga or LookoutCreeks.However,much of it sinks
intoperchedkarst aquifersto then resurgeat springs. After flowingoff the
RaccoonMountain Formation confining layer, surface streams sink into

limestone beds in the Pennington Formation, Bangor Limestone, or the
MonteagleLimestone. During low flow,the entire dischargeof a surface
streammay sink into limestonebeds within the PenningtonFormation. At
higher flow,it may also sink into the Bangor and MonteagleLimestones.
During very heavy precipitation events, some of the stream water may
reach Lookoutor ChattanoogaCreeks without sinking.
As discussed by Crawford ( 1979), not all cave streams flowing upon
the Hartselleconfininglayer resurge as springs. Some streamsbreach the
Hartselle and sink in back of the escarpmentcreating vertical shafts and
undergroundwaterfalls.These verticalshaftsappearto be due to stress-relief fracturescaused by the release of confiningpressure near the escarpment. It appears that virtually all cave streamsflowing upon the Hartselle
Formation under Lookout Mountain breach the Hartselle underground
creating spectacular vertical shafts and undergroundwaterfalls, such as
MysteryFalls and Ruby Falls. This may be due to an increased number of
stress-relief fractures and/or faults due to the synclinalfolding and thrust
faulting of Lookout Mountain.
All of the dye traces indicated that surface runoff flowing down the
west side of Lookout Mountain sinks into the limestones and then either
flowsnorth to Mystery or Ruby Falls and then to Anderson Spring or flows

Figure3. HartselleFormationdirectsgroundwaterdowndip towardtroughof Lookout Mountain syncline. Theperched water table then causes groundwaterto.flow along the strike
until it drops throughverticalshafts in the Hartselle, resulting in undergroundwaterfalls, such as, Ruby Falls and MysteryFalls. (Source:modifiedfrom Finlayson,1964).Figure3.
LookoutMountainin northwestGeorgiaand SoutheastTennesseeshowingsuspected dyepaths, dye injectionpoints, main springs, caves, and dye receptor locations
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west to resurge at Skyuka Spring (Figure 2). Dye injected into Apollo
Castle Slream Swallet,Gum Spring-Sink,and the Cravcn's House SpringSink sank through the PenningtonFormationand Bangor Limestoneuntil
they hit the Hartselle Formation confininglayer. They then flowed down
the dip towards the trough of the syncline (Figure 3); towards the center
of the mountain. The dyes then flowed along the strike towards Mystery
Falls or Ruby Falls and then to a final resurgence at Anderson Spring.
Therefore, this hydrogeologicinvestigationhas rev'ealedthat the master
conduitshave formedparallel to the strike along the western side of Lookout Mountain due to the structure and stratigraphy.The hydrogeologic
investigation is continuing along the eastern side of the mountain. Also,
the influence of the Cranmore Cove Fault and ChattanoogaFault systems
on the hydrogeologyis still being investigated.
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Intensive Monitoringof Drip Waterin Two Shallow Caves
Beverley L. Shade
4811Duval,Austin, Texas78751USA,GeorgeVeni,GeorgeVeni& Associates,11304CandlePark, San Antonio, Texas78249-4421USA

Abstract
The role of drip water in cave hydrology is often poorly studied and
understood. The duration of observationsduring most trips into caves is
, insufficient to adequately characterize drips and delineate their source
areas. Two caves in central Texas, USA, were intensively monitored for
several months to determinethe similaritiesand differencesbetweentheir
drip waters. The ceiling of Bunny Hole ranges 2-3 m below the surface,
and the ceiling of HeadquartersCave ranges from 2-14 m below the surface. Irrigation systems were placed over each cave to artificially induce
recharge, and drip water in the caves was measured for temperature,conductivity,volume, and response time.
Both caves showed similar responses to natural and artificial rainfall,
with some initiationof dripping as rapid as within the 15-minutesampling
interval of the instruments,comparablyfast declines in conductivity,and
subtle seasonal changes in temperature.Drip water in HeadquartersCave
generally exhibited a slightly slower response time, probably due to the
cave's greater depth and epikarstic groundwater storage. Tracer testing
and artificial rainfall over selected areas demonstrate complex groundwater flow paths into the caves, even where the cave ceiling is as thin as
2 m. The rapid recharge into caves without sinkholes or other large karst
features apparent on the surface demonstratesthe vulnerability of karst
aquifers to groundwatercontamination.

Site Descriptionsand Methodology
This drip water research is part of a joint project with Texas A&M
University and the Edwards Aquifer Authority. The larger goals are to
understand and quantify recharge to the Edwards Aquifer through the
2
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vadosezone, particularlyas it may be impactedby vegetation.During the
summer of 2004, monitoring equipment was set up at two caves at the
Camp Bullis military training facility locatedjust north of San Antonio,
Texas, USA. Due to rapidly increasing demands for groundwaterin the
region, the effects of vegetation on recharge are becomingan increasing
concern.
Bunny Hole and HeadquartersCave are caves selected in the vadose
zone of the Edwards Aquifer recharge zone at Camp Bullis because of
their location, geologic structure, and relative differences. Bunny Hole
is a shallow cave developedin the DolomiticMember of the Kainer Formation. Formed under phreatic conditions,its low-vefocitygroundwater
resulted in a series of braided passages.Bunny Hole reaches a maximum
depth of 5 m. Its passages are normallyless than 1 m high by 1.5 m wide,
with a cumulative length of 198 m, and floors mostly covered by grayblack organic sediment and underlying light-brown silt. Headquarters
Cave developed phreatically in the upper member of the Glen Rose
Formation,but collapse raised the ceiling so most of its accessible 54 m
length is in the Basal Nodular Member of the Kainer Formation.With a
vertical extent of 11 m, this cave consists of two moderatelylarge rooms
with floors mostly coveredby rubble and gray-blacksediment.Simulated
rechargeat the two caves was comparedto naturalrainfall events to determine recharge rates and volumes, as well as how much precipitationover
the cave footprintsis rechargedthrough the underlyingbedrock.
Significant recharge locations were defined in both caves based on
in-cave observations during both natural and simulated rain events.
Drip water collectors were built at these locations from PVC pipe and
polyurethane sheeting. Collected water drains to tipping-bucketgauges
connected to dataloggers,allowing for continual monitoring.Additional
cave instrumentationcontinuouslymeasures electrical conductivity,and
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water and air temperatures.At Bunny Hole, each drip collector has its
own tippingbucket.At Headquarters Cave,the shallowestfour of the drip
collectorsare groupedinto two pairs, and the deepestdrip collectorhas its
own tippingbucket.
One air temperatureprobe monitorsBunny Hole and two of the drip
sites are instrumentedfor water temperatureand conductivity.All of the
in-cave instrumentationrecords to the dataloggerat 15 minute intervals.
This very shallowcaveprobablyhas a relativelysmall catchmentarea and
consequentlydrips only during and soon after rain events. Because the
drips are not alwaysactive, monthscan pass without significantdrip water passingthroughthe cave. Duringtheseperiods,water in the sampling
reservoirsbecomesstagnant.For this reason, the water temperaturesand
conductivitiesat Bunny Hole are only significantduring and soon after
rainfallevents,but the water temperaturesprovidea good checkon the air
temperaturemeasurements.Air temperatureswere initially measuredwith
relativehumidityprobes, which began to malfunctionin the high-humidity cave environments. The air temperatureprobe began malfunctioning
in mid-December2004 and was replacedwith a solid-statethermistoron
15 February2005. Despitetwo monthsof
missing air temperaturedata, the close correlationof water temperature to air temperature(about 0J'IC duringtimes of no recharge)allows
us to assumewith confidencewhat the air temperatureswere during this
time.
At HeadquartersCave, two drip sites were monitoredfor water temperatureand electricalconductivity.One measureswater from a drip site
approximately6 metersbelowthe groundsurfacein the path of significant
air flow.The other measureswater from a drip approximately13 meters
belowthe groundsurfacewith no detectableairflow.
Ultimately,drip data from the caves will be integratedwith the followingdata collectedconcurrentlyon the surface above the caves in associatedprojecttasks.Instrumentationincludedat BunnyHole consistsof
stemflowcollectors,throughfallcollectors,sapflowmonitoringdevicesto
evaluateevapotranspiration,and a series of rain gauges to help quantify
all aspectsof the waterbudget, as well as runoffmeasurementinstrumentation. A surface weather station records air temperature,precipitation,
wind speed,and relativehumidityat Bunny Hole. A rainfall simulatorat
the cave consistsof six masts that rise above the tree canopy,each fitted
with four sprinklers,capableof producingrainfallrates between2.54 and
25.4 cm/hr,at 2.54 cm intervals.The rainfallsimulatorallowscomparison
of natural and simulated rainfall events. The above-canopysprinklers
providea morenaturalre-creationof throughfalland the spatiallyvariable
distributionof rainfall, and allow comparisonof the other instrumented
componentsof the water budget.

Results:BunnyHole
The first simulatedrainfall experimentat Bunny Hole began on 25
August2004 at 1205and ended at 1311.A measured 14,723.1L of water
were intermittentlyapplied to the cave footprintat a rate of 25.4 cm/hr
for 39 minutesover a 66-minute period withoutan in-cave observer.The
first recordedrechargeinto the cave occurredat approximately45 minutes
afterthe simulationbegan, and rechargecontinuedto enter for the next 24
hours. The peak of the hydrographoccurredat 1315, four minutes after
the simulationended. Measuredrechargeinto the cave totaled 575 Lor
3.91%of the total water applied while throughfallamountedto 10,372L
or 70.44%. Stemflowinstrumentationfailed to operate properly due to
programmingerrors in the dataloggers.The remainderof rainfall in the
water budget was thus lost to canopy interception,storage in the soil, or
was transportedoff site via overlandflow or lateral subsurfaceflow.An
importantobservationmade during this simulationwas the presence of
surface water ponding inside the cave footprint.Approximately5% of
throughfallponded on the surface, allowingit to later infiltrate the soil

and probablybecomerecharge.No actualsurfacerunoffleft the cave footprint, but small amounts of water did move laterally across the surface
withinthe footprint.
Natural rainfall events monitoredfrom late September2004 through
June 2005 show the cave is hydrologicallydynamic relative to dripwater. Volumesof water entering the cave on a monthlybasis ranged up to
10,281Lin November2004. During this time, the area received32.3 cm
of precipitation,equivalent to approximately54,910 L of rain over the
cave's footprint.The measureddrip responseaccountsfor at least 18.7%
of the rainfall.This is a minimumvalue becausenot all rechargeinto the
cave is measured, and also because of some tipping bucket equipment
failures.Equipmentmalfunctionsin both caves were mostly due to high
humidity in the caves. Moisture-vulnerable componentswere identified
and replaced with more suitable equipmentduring the spring of 2005.
The differencein responsebetweensimulatedand naturalrechargeevents
suggeststhat even a cave as shallowas Bunny Hole has a catchmentarea
significantlylarger than its footprint.
Figure 1 illustrates recharge through temperature, conductivity,and
precipitation data. On 28-29 May 2005, a shower that lasted 4 hours
yielded 2.29 cm of rain. Within 1.25 hours of the rain's onset, low-conductivityrechargehad reachedthe probe.On 1 June 2005, anothershower
dropped2.41 cm in 2.75 hours. Within 30 minutes,the rechargereached
the probe. Since the surfacetemperaturesare higher than the cave at this
time of year, the conductivitydips are matched exactly by increases in
water temperature as warm, low-conductivitywater entered the cave.
These two similar-sizerain events illustratethe importanceof antecedent
conditionsto the rate of recharge. After the first shower,only I liter of
rechargewas recordedin the cave.Afterthe secondshower,142.5litersof
rechargewere recorded.Additionally,these eventsmay also illustratethe
importanceof the precipitationrate on the rate of recharge,with the second rain event occurringin a 31% shorterperiodthan the first.Additional
data are neededto quantitythe effectsand limits of precipitationrates on
rechargeindependentof antecedentrainfall.

Results:HeadquartersCave
Headquarters Cavewas tested for sensitivityto rechargein a simulated
irrigation event using perforated garden hoses. On 3 March 2004, approximately 20,800 L of water were appliedover the southerntwo-thirds
of the cave's footprint,coveringa surfacearea of 303 m2. This irrigation
event lasted 109 minutes and maintainedan average applicationrate of
3.91 cm/hour. Personnelinside the cave observedrechargewithin ninety
minutesof initiatingirrigation.
Natural rainfall eventshave been monitoredat the cave from November 2004 throughJune 2005. The cave's response to rain events in November2004 clearly demonstratesits sensitivityto rechargewith 62,480
L of rechargerecordedfrom 32.3 cm of rain, equivalentto approximately
97,869 L of rain falling on the cave's footprint.The measured drip response accounts for at least 63.8% of the rainfall. This is a minimum
value, becauseonly one of three tippingbucketswas functional.Comparing later responsesto rain events, the bucket that was working accounts
for 86.9%of the
rechargemonitoredin the cave, so the estimatedtotal volume for the
cave's monitoringstationswas probablyon the order of 73% of the rainfall. This value is still conservativedue to all of the drips that were not
measured.Figure 2 showsthat duringthis November2004 rain event,the
drips at the bottom of the cave are very responsiveto rainfall,even being
about 13 m below the ground surface.The time lag betweenpeak rainfall
and peak drip rates becomes progressivelyshorter with each event. The
lag time for the first rainfall peak was about 8.5 hours, 6 hours for the
second, and 4 hours for the third. Precipitationrates for these events are
0.34, 0.57, and 0.54 cm/hr,respectively.
/:.I/fl
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weather.The response time for the shallowerdriparea, whichranges from
5.5 to 6.5 m belowthe surface,was about 15hours.Soonafter,a rain event
of 2.4 cm (0.32 cm/hr) on 7 February2005 had a responsetime of about
3 hours.A small rain event of 1.6 cm (0.11 cm/hr)on 26 February2005
had a responsetime of 10 hours, while one of 3.0 cm (0.7 cm/hr)starting

The November 2004 rainfall event was one of the major precipitation events of the year. However,the cave was also highly responsiveto
smaller,more typical rainfall volumes.Between27 January and 7 March
2005, 16.0cm of rain fell in severalpulses.The first event occurredon 27
January,with 4.1 cm ofrain (0.18 cm/hr)followingseveralweeks of dry

Figure 1
Bunny Hole
Temperature, conductivity, and surface precipitation for Drip Site A1, June 2005
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Headquarters Cave
DriJ?site at bottom of cave and surface precipitation, November 2004
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on 5 March 2005 had a response time of 12 hours. While the 7 February
rain was not the largest in this group, it had the fastest response time by
far,but as with BunnyHole, the relativeeffectsof antecedentprecipitation
and precipitationrate on rechargevolumerequire additional analysis and
data. During the period from 27 January until 7 March, the 48,480 L of
rain over the cave's footprint yielded a measureddrip response of 7,052
L, or 14.5%of the rainfall.
·
The fastestresponseat the shallowdrip site in HeadquartersCave was
during the initial water applicationtest on 3 March 2004. While the cave
was not yet instrumented,human observationin the cave showed that the
shallow drip area responded in about 1.5 hours. This response is much
quickerthan for the natural rainfall events,but water was also applied at
a much higher rate: 3.91 cm/hour. By comparison, this rate is about seven
times higher than the average rate of the 22 November2004 rainfall.The
difference is almost certainly the result of applying water directly to the
ground in March 2004, whereas the natural events allow for interception
by vegetation.
HeadquartersCave respondedfaster to the high rates of the water application test, but the water was only applied over its footprint. During
a natural rain event, water falls over a much larger area. While the contributing area is not well known, it is certainly larger than the footprint.
Deeper drips should have a larger contributingarea than shallow drips.
This is evident by comparingthe long-termrecords between the deeper
monitoring site and the shallowerones. During the two weeks preceding
the rainfall of 27 January 2005, no rainfall was recorded. The shallower
drip watershad a constantrate of 0.05 L/hour(18 L total) while the deeper
drips had a constantrate of 1.6 L/hour(578 L total). This is not a function
of the size of drip area, as the collectorfor the deeper drips is smallerthan
any of the collectorsin the shaliowerarea. Instead, this differencein volume representsthe largercatchmentarea of the deeper drips.

Drip study conclusions
The drip records from Bunny Hole and HeadquartersCave illustrate
their rapid recharge in response to rainfall. Both caves are capable of
rapidlytransmittingsignificantamountsof recharge.The rate and volume
of recharge into Bunny Hole indicate that water travels primarily along
solutionallyenlarged fractures and bedding planes. The shallower drips
in Headquarters Cave are also probably from such solutionally enlarged
features, but the slower response for the deeper drips may indicate less
solutionaldevelopmentor simply slower response due to greater depth.
Additionally,differencesbetween and within caves may also point to differencesin storagecapacitiesin the differentlithologiessurroundingeach
cave. Although flow along solutionally enlarged fractures and bedding
planes has proven a significant source of recharge into both caves, the
contributionsof diffuse, fracture,and conduit flow are complex and warrant continueddata collectionand analysis. Fractureflow and its dynamic
nature are easily seen in the quick response of the caves to significant
rainfall events. While solutional enlargementof the fractures seems minor, based on visual inspection,their rapid hydrologicresponse suggests
some have enlargedenough to functionas conduits.
Some of the potential hydrogeological differences between the
caves are illustrated by comparing Figure I and Figure 3. Bunny Hole
does not have any significant baseflow. The cave responds quickly to
rain events, and as shown by Figure 1, at least at drip site Al. When it
rains, water flows into the limestoneso quickly that it doesn't even have
time to change temperatureor go though chemical reactions to alter its
conductivity.Headquarters Cave has baseflow.The shallower drips may
effectively stop during the hottest and driest months, but the·lower drips
havebeen continuousfor almosta year of monitoring.In Figure 3, instead
of decreasing conductivity·following precipitation, as at Bunny Hole,
the conductivityspikes and then declines,demonstratingthe presence of

groundwaterwith high conductivity,due to limestone dissolution during
vadose storagepushed out of storage ahead of the recent recharge.
During natural rain events, both caves recharge a significantlyhigher
proportion of the rain calculated to fall over their footprintsthan during
simulated events limited to their footprints.In both caves, some drips respondto natural rechargeevents that do not respondto the rainfall simulations. Observationssuch as these stronglyargue even caves as shallowas
Bunny Hole can have catchmentareas significantlylarger than their footprints and indicate the need for tracer studiesto delineatethose areas.

Tracerstudies
On 21 October 2004, a tracer study was initiated at Bunny Hole to
begin delineatingthe cave's catchmentarea and to better understandflow
through the vadose zone. The goal of the first set of tracer tests was to
define flow paths close to the part of the cave that has been instrumented
for the recharge analysis. Four fluorescentdyes common in groundwater
tracer studies were used: uranine, eosin, phloxine B, and rhodamineWT.
Each dye was injected into a separate location in or around the cave
footprint:0.5 g ofuranine was injected in a 10-cmlong by 3-cm-wideby
2-cm-deep depressionat the base of an oak tree just outside and north of
the cave footprint,0.17 g of phloxineB was injectedinto an open bedrock
fracture over the cave's main room, 0.35 g of eosin was injected into a
30-cm-diameterby 40-cm-deep soil-collapse sinkhole just outside of
the cave footprint's northeast corner, and 0.14 g of rhodamine WT was
injected into a small surface depression south of the cave's main room,
within the cave footprint.Since these dyes adsorb stronglyto organicmaterial, particularlydry organicmaterial,each injectionsite was pre-wetted
with as much water as possible in three hours. After dye injection, each
injectionsite was flushed with water over the course of the next two and
a half days. On the morning of the final flushing,a small storm provided
additional flush water.
Direct water samples were collected from two drip sites for two and
a half weeks, from 21 October through 16 November 2004. Samples
began with IS-minutes intervals to resolve detail on the leading edge of
fast-movingbreakthroughcurves, then graduallyincreasedto 12 hour intervals by the end of the samplingperiod. These and nine other drip sites
were passivelymonitoredwith packets of activatedcharcoal.Between21
October2004 and 25 March 2005, 78 charcoalsampleswere collectedat
eleven drip sites, includingthe sites monitoredfor direct water samples.

Tracerresultsand conclusions
The results of this tracer test demonstratethat flow in the vadose zone
in karst areas occurs at a variety of velocities that reflect the nature of
karst systems. Some componentsof the epikarst and vadose karst·system
are very effectiveat recharge, such as solutionallyenlargedconduits and
fractures.But in other parts of the system flow velocitiescan be very low,
and all flow paths are hard to predict.
Only one site yielded positive dye results for direct water samples
but illustrates how fast groundwater velocities can be in karst, even in
the vadose zone. Phloxine B arrived at drips directly under its injection
point within 15 minutes of the onset of flushing. This drip site (Al) is
located below a prominent enlarged fracture in the ceiling in the middle
of the cave's main room; the dye was poured into the same fractureduring
injection.During the two and a half weeks of direct water sampling,total
recovery of phloxine B at that site was calculatedat approximately0.096
grams of dye, or 57% of the total phloxineB injected.
Drip site A 1 also illustratesthe unpredictabilityof flow paths in karst.
Phloxine B was also detected in charcoal from approximately 1.5 m to
the south, from a small set of drips that nm down the passagewall onto a
flowstonemound (A2). The dye peaks at siteA2 were much smaller,probl.:Jtil lntemuii onu! Con1Jress u! Soe!euluov
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Figure 3
Headquarters Cave
Water conductivity and drip volume at the deeper drip site, January 23 - March 18, 2005
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ably indicatingthese drips are less hydrologicallyactive.Due to
the response from previously observedevents, both natural and artificial, phloxine B was expected at drip sites Al and A3, another focus
of drip water issuing from the same solutionallyenlargedfractureas A1.
Together,A3 and Al form a large flowstonemound that dominatesthe
main room of the cave; the closest reachesof the two collectorsare only
centimetersapart. PhloxineB also appearedatA2, but it is not the site that
shared hydrologicpatterns with Al. Instead, the dye illustratedthat the
much less prolific drip site A2 must sometimesfunctionas an overflow
route for the water that recharges throughAl , a relationshipsupported
both by the charcoalpacket data and direct observationduring water applications.
The only other dye detected in the cave was eosin. During flushing,
the in-caveobservernoticed sheetflowalongthe passagefloor that trends
towardthe eosin injectionsite.A charcoaldetectorwas placed in the passage floor in front of the advancingflow.This site had clear eosin peaks
for two months.The relationshipof the injectionpoint to the cave is not
clear.It may be relatedto a known sinkholejust outsidethe cave footprint
or be an unrelatedsoil collapse over a solutionallyenlargedfracture like
the phloxineB injectionsite.Additionally,most of the water injectedwith
eosinwas not seen in the cave, and it is not knownif it was absorbedinto
the sedimentor flowed into a continuationof passageseastwardbeyond
the known sinkhole.
The solutionallyenlargedfracturethat feeds to Al, where phloxineB
was injected,is a relativelyyoungfeaturevadoselyformedto rechargethe
EdwardsAquifer.Tracer tests demonstrateits very effectiveconduit recharge.The sinkholewhere eosin was injectedis also a vadosely-formed
rechargefeature, and the tracer tests demonstrateit is effectiveat delivering at least a portion of its rechargeto the cave. The other two injection
sites, both within or very close to the footprintof the cave, were not karst
features. Over a period of five months, they did not deliver dye in detectible quantitiesto the most significantrechargesites in the accessible
2 f ··28 Aurwsi 2UD5.l{alamos , fief/us

portion of the cave underlyingthem. Consideringthe location of these
injectionsites relative to the footprint of the cave and proximityto the
drip sites, it would have been reasonableto detect all of the dyes in the
monitoredarea, albeit at differenttimes due to the differencesin mode
of travel. There are a variety of reasonsthat uranineand rhodamineWT
were not detected.First, the injected dye volumeswere very small, and
too fuuchof the dye may have adsorbedto organicmaterialto be detected
when the water reachedmonitoreddrip sites. Second,the flow velocities
may be so low that the dye had not traveledthe severalmetersto the cave
in five months.Finally,the dye-ladenflushwater may have bypassedthe
accessibleportionof the cave and moved downwardto rechargethe Edwards Aquifer.The multi-stagedevelopmenthistory of the cave adds to
the possible complexityof rechargepaths. At this point, we don't know
which reasonis most likely,but continuedwork at the cave may provide
answers.
These tracer tests also illustratethe complexityof storage in the vadose zone.Whilealmost60% of the phloxineB was recoveredin two and
a half weeks, phloxinewas still present above the detectionlimit in the
charcoalsampleafter five months (25 March 2005). Betweenthe end of
direct water samplingand 25 March 2005, at least 5,977 additionalliters
of flow passed through Al (the bucket was out of the cave for repairs
from 29 Novemberthrough 16 December2004, duringwhich time there
was 0.97 cm of precipitation),yet someof the unaccounted-for0.073g of
Phloxinewas still passingthroughthe drip site, probablyslowlyreleased
from epikarsticstorage.
Futurework
Researchat these sites will continuefor severalyears. In the summer
of 2005, rainfallsimulationswill be performedat BunnyHole and HeadquartersCave.Afterapproximatelytwo yearsof data collectionhave been
completed, woodyvegetationwill be removedfrom the caves' footprints.
Naturalrainfallcollectionand simulationswill continuefor approximately two more years, and those data will be evaluatedand comparedwith

previousdata to determine the effectsof its removal on the water budget
and recharge.
Tracertests will continueat BunnyHole and will also be conductedat
HeadquartersCave. Testswill focus on different areas to determinewhat
portion of the landscapecontributes rechargeto the caves. These data will
help quantifythe results of monitorednatural and simulatedrecharge,as
well as improveour understandingof the nature of karst flow throughthe
vadose zone, especiallyin the EdwardsAquifer recharge zone.
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Groundwater SensitivityMapping of the Beaver Dam and Campbellsville30' x 60' Quadrangles
P.Kamhesis,A, Croskrey, C Groves
HoffmanEnvironmentalResearchInstitute, WesternKentucky University,Bowling Green,KY USA

Abstract
Groundwatersensitivityis the susceptibilityof groundwaterresources
to contaminationas a result of the inherent characteristicsof the aquifer
and overlyingmedia. In the fall of 2004, groundwatersensitivitymapping
for the digital, 30' x 60' quadranglesof Beaver Dam and Campbellsville,
Kentuckywas completed.Many methodswere looked at to producethese
maps. In 1985 DRASTICwas created by Aller et al. to make available
an objective format to evaluate groundwatersensitivity and provide an
index so areas could be contrasted.Due to the inability of DRASTICto
adequatelyrank some regions in Kentucky,primarily regions with karst
geomorphology,Ray and O'dell applieda new techniqueentitledDIVERSITY in 1993. They created a 1:500,000 scale groundwater sensitivity
map that dividedthe Commonwealthof Kentuckyinto five hydrogeologic

sensitivityregions.ThoughDIVERSITYgave a more appropriateranking
for karst regions, the map was at too small a scale to assist in land-use
planning. Thus, a rubric focused on lithology and topographywas used
to create maps at a scale of 1:100,000.The process was done digitally
using GIS used the DigitallyVectorizedGeologic Quadrangles(DVGQ's)
put out by the Kentucky Geological Survey (KGS). We also wanted to
consideroverlandflow of contaminatesoff low permeabilitycaprockonto
high sensitivity areas, a phenomenon that could occur around the Pennyroyal Sinkhole Plain and seems to be unaccountedfor using methods
such as DRASTIC and DIVERSITY.In the end, we hope to reach the
long term goal of developing 1:24,000 scale maps for all of Kentucky
that would appropriatelyarticulatethe groundwatersensitivityfor use in
land-useplanning.
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A Tale of Looting of PaleontologicalCave Resources or International Commerce
David A. HUBBARD,
VirginiaSpeleologicalSurvey,40 WoodlakeDr., Charlottesville, VA22901 USA; e-mail: david.hubbard@dmme.virginia.gov

Abstract
The looting of archaeologicaland paleontologicalresources has long
been a problemin caves.An informalsurveillanceoflnternet sales of archaeologicaland paleontologicalitemsfrom cavesin USA evolvedinto an
eleven-monthinternationalsurveyover the year 2002. This paper summarizes a survey of 430 Internet auctionsof 356 paleontologicalitems from
the caves of Austria, Canada, "Europe", "Eastern Europe", France, Germany,Italy,Netherlands,Poland,Romania,Russia, and USA. The majority of the fossilswere fromRomanian(42%)and Russian(31%) cavesand
overwhelminglywere of Ursus spelaeus (9~.6 %). The other items were
a Crocuta crocuta spelaea (hyena)jaw, Crocuta crocuta spelaea (hyena)
skull, Panthera leo spelaea (lion) sacrum, Mammut americanum(mastodon) patella,and a Procyonlotor (raccoon)skull.Ursus spelaeuselements
includedteeth,jaws, articulatedpaws, skulls, vertebrae,phalanges,claws,
articulatedskeletons,humeri,ulnae, bacula, a tibia, an ankle element,and

a pelvis fragment.Cave bear remains are common mega-faunafossils in
the caves of Europe. Certainly,some of these items were legallyobtained.
Contraryto one dealer's claim that "fossil cave bear material is ALWAYS
LEGAL!!!,"undoubtedly,many of these specimenswere taken illegally.
The concern is that commercialharvestingof mega-faunalremains probably occurs without the study or documentationof context and associations and archaeological,paleontological,and sedimentological resources
are destroyed.

Introduction
Humans have exploited caves throughouthistory. Significantrecords
of extinct paleo-fauna,paleo- and prehistorichuman, and historichuman
are known from cave sites. Such sites documentpresence, but more importantly, forensic elements convey information about the nature of an

occurrenceand culturalas well as individualpatterns of human cave use.
Many initialdiscoveriesof speleanfauna]recordsare madeby curiousand
observantcave visitors not formallytrained in the disciplinesof physical
anthropologyor paleontology. Private collectorslong have competedfor
a share of the known specimens.The lootingofNativeAmerican (American Indian) sites in U.S.A. caves historicallyhas eclipsedthose examined
by scientificmethods,but paleontologicalsites in U.S.A. caveshave been
more closely balanced between advocationaland scientificexploitation.
Perhaps the most significantperiod of commercialexploitationof vertebrate cave fossilsworldwidefollowedthe publicationof Jean Auel's book
The Clan of the Cave Bear in 1980.Auel's Cave Bear Clan novel series
has spurred an unprecedentedinterest in the cave bear and an extensive
market has developedfor cave bear remains.Althoughcave bear remains
are relative common in many eastern-and western Europeancaves, their
wholesaleacquisitionhas imperiledfossil cave depositsas well as associated archaeologicaldepositsand the stratigraphicintegrityof sedimentsin
which they occur.Internationalmarkets can be difficultto appraise,but it
vvasthoughtthatInternetsalesareone sourceof information
by vvhichthe
degree of exploitationmight be scaled.
This study was initiated after a purported Pleistocene-ageraccoon
skull, from a Missouricave, was offeredon an Internetauction.It is probable that the taking of this skull was in violation of the Missouri Cave
ResourcesAct.

Methodsand Results
Vertebrateremains from cave sites offered on an Internet auction site
were recorded for an eleven-monthperiod over 2002.A total of 430 auctions of356 cave vertebrateitems were reportedas fromAustria,Canada,
"Europe," "Eastern Europe," France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Romania,Russia, and U.S.A. (Missouriand Florida).The majority
of the fossils were from Romanian (42%) and Russian (31%) caves and
overwhelminglywere ofUrsus spelaeus(98.6 %). The other remainswere
a Crocuta crocuta spelaea (hyena)jaw, Crocuta crocuta spelaea (hyena)
skull, Panthera leo spelaea (lion) sacrum, Mammut americanum(mastodon) patella, and a Procyonlotor (raccoon)skull.Ursus spelaeuselements
includedteeth (130 lots: 37% of items),jaws (91: 26%), articulatedpaws
(42: 12%),skulls(22: 6%), vertebrae(20: 5%), phalanges(15: 4%), claws
(15: 4%), articulatedskeletons(6), humeri (3), ulnae (2), bacula (2), tibia,
ankle element, and a pelvis fragment. Items sold included a skull for
$3500,paw for $270,jaw for $135, caninefor $134, and the only skeleton
that sold - for $2900 in U.S. currency.Of the 356 lots, 274 were successfully sold for a total of $28,415.70in U.S. dollars.

Legal and EthicalIssues
Long, long, long ago, humankindas did other animals,utilized many
cave sites and took what they could use from caves as well as most other
places they visited.Evidenceof a prehistoriccollectionfrom a cave is preserved in the Grotte de Foissac in France. Off from the commercialtrail,
in a dry rimstone pool is a site where a prehistorichuman shatteredthe
skull of a cave lion to extractthe canineteeth. We still are using caves and
worldwidehave seen to it that our caves and their resourcesare protected
for enjoymentand study.
The legality of removing fossil non-humanremains from cave sites is
relatively simpleand based on the laws in place in the jurisdictionwhere
the cave is located and if the cave owner permission was granted. The
caves of Romaniaand Russia are owned by their governments.Seventythree percent of the parcels reported in this study were identifiedas from
Romanian and Russian caves. Legislation in Romania, since 2001, specificallyprotectscave resourcesand prohibitstheir removal.The claim of
one of the internetcave bear fossil merchantthat "fossilcavebear material

is ALWAYSLEGAL!!!,"is untrue.
In 2001, Americancave historian Dean Snider (personalcommunication, May 2005)visited some Romaniancaves in the Bihor Mountains.In
one of the caves he visited, he observedthe disturbedremains of Ursus
spelaeus,which had been excavated(Figure).Examinationof this photograph reveals that Dean posed in an excavation,the disturbedfossii bear
bones were discardedon the spoil pile adjacentto the excavation.This is
not a scientificallyexcavatedsite, but evidence of looting,probably for
skulls and jaws. Nor are carpals, metacarpals,or phalangesvisible, but
these smallbones - that comprisethe paws, could easilybe overlooked.

Discussion and Conclusions
It is doubtfulthat the efforts of the individualscommerciallyexcavating Ursus spelaeusremains are using scientificmethods and documenting the context and associationsof the deposits they are exploiting.One
must assumethat this glimpse of the internationalmarket for non-human
vertebrateremainsfrom caves is but a small fractionof the actualmarket.
The enforcementof caveprotectionacts, wherethey occur,is difficultand
where successfulit is usually through the aid of local cavers, who may
observe the activities or evidence of looters. The commercialexploitation of speleanfossil depositsis likely to continue.The major concernof
this paper is not that there appears to be a large market demand for the
relativelyabundantremainsof the Ursus spelaeus,but that the fulfillment
of that demand has imperiled fossil cave deposits as well as associated
archaeologicalresourcesand the stratigraphicintegrityof the sedimentary
depositsin which they occur.
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Figure.Dean Sniderposing in a lootersexcavationadjacentto thejumble of disturbed
cave bear remainsin an cave in the Bihor Mountainsof Romania.
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Beneficial model development of the Petralona Cave
By the AnthropologicalAssociationOF Greece (A AG)

Abstract
The scientific foundation Anthropological Association of Greece for
more than 30 years has been conductingthe developmentof the Petralona
Cave, in a way to protect both the cave itself as well as the excavating
data. There, the life of the humans for hundreds of thousandsof years during the Ice ages, made them promote even more the cooperation,which
inspires all peaceablepeople today!

Full Text
Dr Aris Poulianos' (Photo 5: DR ARIS POULIANOS) and AAG's
excavations during the last four decades proved that Petralona cave in
Chalkidiki (Ellas / Greece) (Photo 6: HALKIDIKI PETRALONA),is a
most importantprehistoriccave in Europe (Photo 7: PETRALONACAVE
b), since the 0,7 m.y.a skull of Archanthropuswas found there in 1960.
In its Petralona culture, human cooperation,at least in cave life, and the
respect of the wiser elders were of primary imprortance.The same principles always characteriseAAG and its work.
Excavations and studies of palaeoanthropological material proceed
in collaboration with an international team of experienced specialists,
such as Budil L, Horacek I., Ikeya M., Kretzoi M., Kurten B., Liritzis Y.,
Murrill R.I. The same Associationconductedalso the developmentof the
cave, in a way to protect both the cave itself as well as the excavatingdata.
This offered dozens of jobs, while the members of AAG are still working
voluntarily, having much contributed economically too, especially Dr
Poulianos.
A certain number of measureswere taken and are still supported:
1. The tourist corridorswere constructedpiece by piece with an antislip surfacecover,and afterwardswere put on their bases along the
visitors' path inside, in order to permit any displacementneeded,
The corridorswere adapted to the cave path and not the opposite.
2. The tunnel opened in the rock was not covered with cement, so the
cost was lower as was the pollution of the environment.
3. Every winter stalactites and stalagmites are cleaned safely from
parasitic micro-organisms.
4. Over and aroundthe cave 3.000pines were planted. Their roots expand horizontally,and prevent the vertical expansion of evergreen
oak's roots, thus protectingthe cave.

Photo I. Dr Aris Poulianos

Photo 2. HalkidikiPetralona

5. Because of the lack of sufficientrain during the last threedecades
in Chalkidiki, a system of artificial raining has been put externally,
over the roof of the cave, Its humidity, which is provided in the
cave, revives it and protects the stalagmitedecoration.
6. A safety and a fire alarm system are covering the whole area.
7. AAG offered the most in expenses and work for the unique daily
open Anthropological Museum in Greece to be built outside the
cave from 1977 to 1982.
8, 400 show-casesexhibit more than 2000 findings.
9. A 24 hours guard service with personnel and cameras is provided.
AAG also:
1. Has constructedan open air theatre, were each summera festival is
held.
2. Organizedsuccessfullyin Petralonaan International and a National
Congressesof Anthropology,in 1982.
3. Constructed a bilingual website (http://www.aee.gr),serving the
informationof any researcher worldwide,
4, Edited the book "The Cave of the PetralonianArchanthropinae",by
Dr Aris Poulianos, in four languages,Greek,English, German and
Russian (Photo 8: THE PETRALONACAVEBOOK).
5. Promotes the scientific development and training on the palaeolithic era in Greece.
6. Is currently erecting three buildings that will shelter labs and research center.
Finally we have to mention that among the numerous eager to learn
visitors of the cave from all over the world, who admire it and write
about every day, were the presidents of Greece, the late K Karamanlis,of
France, Mr. V. G. d'Estaing, and of Russia, Mr. V. Poutin.
We will be glad to guide you in the famous Petralona Cave, where the
life of the humans for hundreds of thousands of years during the Ice ages,
made them develop even more the cooperation,which inspires all peaceable people today!
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Protection and utilisation of caves in Slovakia
Pavel Bella - Peter Gazik

Slovak CavesAdministration,Hodzova 11, 031 01 LiptovskyMikulas,Slovakia

Abstract
Natural values and utilisationof caves, specificfeatures and stability
of cave geosystems,negative anthropogenicinterferencesand state protection of caves in Slovakiaare characterizedin this paper. Scientificresearch,environmentalmonitoringand documentationof caveswith practical applicationsfor nature protection(planningand elaborationof cave
managementprograms and cave protection zones), also other practical
protectionactivities(cave guard service,cleaningand datingof caves,expertise inspectionsand evaluationof human impacts,environmentaleducation,etc.) are realizedby the SlovakCavesAdministrationas a qualified
institutionof natureprotection.
Key words: cave geosystems,anthropogenicimpacts, nature protection, Slovakia

Introduction
More than 5,200 caves are known in Slovakia at present. They are
formed mostly in carbonaterocks (limestones,dolomiticlimestones,dolomites and travertines). Karst areas cover more than 2,700 square km
and representsignificantlandscapeunits of the WesternCarpathians.The
most of the caves is locatedin the SlovakKarst, Low Tatras,Spis-Gemer
Karst (SlovakParadise,MuranskaPlateau),Great Fatra, StrazovskeHills,
Western,High and BelianskeTatras.Only 179cavesof the wholenumber
are formedin non-carbonaterocks (andesite,basalt and its volcano-elastic
rocks, sandstone,granite, quartzite and others), occurringmostly in the
Cerova Highland,Kremnickeand StiavnickeHills, Ostrozky,Tatrasand
LevocskeHills.Everyyear,new cave spacesare discoveredmostlythanks
to the volunteercaversassembledin the SlovakSpeleologicalSociety.

Naturalvaluesof caves
Several genetic types of syngeneticand epigeneticcaves in carbonate and non-carbonaterocks (corrosion,fluviokarst,crevice,crevice-corrosion, crevice-breakdown,crevice-talusand talus caves, caves formed
by mechanicalweathering,travertinecrater caves, caves of constructive
travertinewaterfalls,volcanic-exhalationcaves, fossil abrasioncaves and
others) are the manifestationof extensivegeodiversityof natural values
in the territory of Slovakia.The system of the DemanovskeCaves (33.8
km long), StratenskaCave - Psie diery Cave (21.7 km long), Dead Bats
Cave (19.2 km long, 320 m deep), as well as some smallercaves are remarkableexamplesof undergroundkarst phenomenadevelopment(some
also from the internationalpoint of view).Undergroundexposures,underground river canyons and other rock formationsas well as hydrological
phenomenathat can be observedin caves are illustrationsof geological
and geomorphicdevelopmentof the Slovakterritory.
Naturalvaluesof caves are given by the characterof their fills, mainly
exceptionalcalcite and aragonite sinter forms. From the scientificpoint
of view importantare also profiles of elastic or chemogenoussediments,
which are representativefrom the viewpointof cave genesisreconstruction. There are 40 permanentlyglaciated caves in Slovakia(Dobsinska
Ice Cave, DemanovskaIce Cave, Big Ice Abyss in Ohniste and others).
They mostly occur in the regionswith mountaincool, cold and very cold
climate (almost85%).A remarkablephenomenon,from the viewpointof
conditions for permanentpreservationof ice, is the Silicka ladnica Ice
Cave situatedat only 503 m's elevation(probablythe lowestelevationfor
permanentlyglaciatedcave in the northerntemperateclimaticzone).Cave
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climate(speleoaerosol)has curativeeffects on human organism.Several
endemitesand protectedanimal speciesare the part of cave fauna (water
and terrestrial invertebrates,bats). Some caves are rich in osteological
findings,mainlyof cave bear bones (Bear Cave and Dogs Holes Cave in
the SlovakParadiseand others).
The caves of the Slovak and Aggtelek Karst (including Ochtinska
AragoniteCavein the RevuckaHighland)are inscribedon the WorldHeritageList sinceDecember1995on the basisof bilateralSlovak-Hungarian
project.The extensionof this projectin 2000 appendedthe DobsinskaIce
Cave (includingStratenskaCave) to the existingworld heritage site. As
invaluableand irreplaceablevalues of universalimportancethey require
speciai protection, care and presentation.The Domica Cave has been
includedamong the internationallyimportantwetlandsaccordingto the
RamsarConventionsince2001.

The use of caves
Caves have been drawing attention of man by their mysteriousness
since the ancienttimes. Some of them were settled or used as sacrificial
places, sheltersand refuges. Severalcaves are significantarchaeological
findingplaces (DomicaCave,ArdovskaCave, Silicka ladnicaIce Cave,
Kostrova Cave, PrepostskaCave, Derava skala Cave and others). Historical inscriptionson the walls were preservedin some caves (Jasovska
Cave, DemanovskaIce Cave and others).Many caves served as refuges
duringthe WorldWarII.
At present, the caves are mostly used as educationallocalitieswithin the frameworkof tourism. The twelve show caves (BelianskaCave,
BystrianskaCave, DemanovskaCave of Liberty,DemanovskaIce Cave,
DobsinskaIce Cave,DomicaCave,Driny Cave,GombaseckaCave,HarmaneckaCave,JasovskaCave,OchtinskaAragoniteCave,VazeckaCave)
are attendedby 650 to 720thousandsof visitorsa year.The BojniceCastle
Cave is visited as a part of the castle tour. The Dead Bats Cave, Krasnohorska Cave and Zla diera Cave are opened for visitors in a half natural
way,howeverwith higherdemandson visitors'movementand safetyunderground(overall,boots, helmet, individuallight). Influenceof visitors
on naturalenvironmentis studiedand regulationis aimedat adequateand
optimaluse.
Speleotherapyis providedin selectedcaves (BystrianskaCave),healing speleoclimaticstays (JasovskaCave, BelianskaCave) and spa treatment(ParenicaCavein SkleneTeplice)in someothers.Severalkarstwater
springsas well as water flows in caves are used as resourcesof drinking
water (VyvieranieCave in the DemanovskaValley,Bobackain the MuranskaPlateau,RiecnaCave in the BorinskyKarst in Little Carpathians).
Benedikt's Cave and Svorad's Cave serve for religiouspurposes. Some
caves were used for storageof food and especiallydairy products(VyvieranieCave).

Cavesas specificnaturalgeosystems
Cave geosystems present underground spaces, entirely or mostly
borderedby rock environmentor cave georelief.They are characterized
by specific physiognomicfeatures of geographicalsphere components,
spatial organizationand natural processes. Pedogeneticprocesses and
photosynthesisare absent in caves. Specific features of biocomponent,
speleoclimateand water as a part of hydrosphereand lithospherewith
cave georelief in the zone of hypergenesisare characteristic.Under-
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Fig. 1. Theprotectionzone and Ramsar boundaryof Domica Cave. Compiledby P Gazik

ground water flows, seepage of atmosphericwaters as well as lakes occur in caves. Steady annual course of climatic parameters is typical for
the caves. Genuine cave animals (troglobites)are adapted to conditions
in undergroundcavities (darkness, constant lower temperature,high air
humidity)by reductionup to ceasingof sight organs, depigmentation,by
body size and shape,as well as by life functions.
The cave geosystemsare characteristicby spatial (vertical and horizontal) structure (speleotopes, speleochores, set of speleochores) and
time-spatial changes (seasonal regime, dynamics conditioned by the

change of geoecologicalinvariant, evolution developmentin geological
periods). The knowledge on spatial structure and time-spatialchanges of
cave geosystemsare importantin dealingwith various analyticaland synthetic tasks, including environmentalproblems in karst landscape(Bella
2002).
Cave geosystems in karst territories have stronger connectionswith
surface landscapesystemsthan it is in non-karstterritories.From the vertical point of view it is mainly seepage of atmosphericwaters, from the
horizontal one it is ponor autochthonousor allochthonouswater flows.
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drain into karst by ponor allochthonouswater flows.

Negative anthropogenicinterventions and stability of cave geosystems
Many anthropogenicactivitiesinfluencethe natural processes (accelerated seepage and drainage of waters, acceleratedcorrosion,changes in
air movements,washing off soil sediments,etc.) by which the stabilityof
cave geosystems structure is disturbed. The most frequent negative anthropogenicinterventionscausedby improperhuman activityis pollution
of undergroundwaters with damages and destroying of water fauna by
sinking allochthonouswater polluted from manuredump and agricultural
chemicalsor industrialfertilizers,deteriorationof hydrologicalregime of
seepageatmosphericwaters into cave spacesdue to removalof vegetation
cover, washing off soil sedimentsinto cave spaces after deforestationor
impF'per

1
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sinter fill by aggressivewaters due to anthropogenicinfluences,breaking
of sinter fill, rubbish disposaland throwingof dead animals into abysses,
illegal collectionof cave fauna, osteologicaland archaeologicalfindings
(Jakal 1979, Bella 1992, Gaal 1997 and others). Cases are known of destroying caves by excavationin quarries or during constructionof communications. Regenerationcapability of karst landscape including cave
geosystemsis low, and in some cases impossible(Jakal 2002). Non-karst
cave geosystemsare substantiallymore resistant to anthropogenicinterventions.
Self-regulationof cave geosystemsand thresholdvalues of their resistance is important from the viewpointof cave protection.An exampleof
self-regulationof cave geosystemsis balancingof speleoclimaticchanges
(increaseof temperatureand decreaseofrelative air humidity)due to visitors' movementin show caves. On the basis of monitoringthese changes
the number of visitors is regulatedand limited in show caves. On the contrary,the self-regulatinglinkagesare absentwhen the static speleoclimatic
conditions in glaciated cave spaces are disturbeddue to tunnelingto the
surface or through siphons filled with sedimentsto passages without ice
(improperway of speleologicalresearchor developmentof caves for tourists). Regulativeanthropogenicinterventionsare necessaryfor prevention
of ice fill decrease (filling up or v1allingup the openings,etc.). Sincethe
karst permeabilityin solublerocks is connectedwith low filtrationcapability,the self-cleaningcapabilityof pollutedundergroundwaters in karst
is low and in advancedstage of karstificationalmostnone.
On the basis of character of hydrologicalprocesses, degree of karst
permeability and character of further componentsof cave environment
we can distinguishvery instable speleotopeswith fractionalvalue of car-

Fig. 2. Hydrologicaland climatic monitoring.Domica Cave. Photo: P Bella

moderately stabile speleotopeswith increased value of carrying capacity and relativelystabile speleotopeswith high value of carryingcapacity
(Bella 2002). The characterof speleotopeswith the rate of their representation can serve for categorizationof speleochoresstability.In case the
cave is composedof the set of speleochores,the stabilityis consideredin
combinationof stabilityof individualspeleochores.The problemsof cave
geosystemsstabilitycategorizationneeds to be workedout in more detail,
mainly for practicaluse.

Cavesand state natureconservation
All the caves are the ownershipof state accordingto the constitution
of the Slovak Republic.They are also protected by law of the National
Council of the Slovak Republicno. 543/2002on Nature and Landscape
Protection. The most significant are designated national nature monuments (44 caves and abysses).The stimulusfor their protectionare geomorphicvalues, occurrenceof unique sinter or ice fills, palaeontological
and archaeologicalfindingsas well as historicalmonuments.The most of
caves is situated in protected areas (national parks, protected landscape
areas, natural reserves).
Protection and practical care for caves in Slovakia, operation of 12
show caves, as well as administrationof caves as the ownershipof the
state is securedby the Slovak CavesAdministrationseated in Liptovsky
Mikulas - the qualifiedorganizationof nature protectionunder the Ministry of Environmentof the SlovakRepublic. Since a complex approach
to cave protectiondeservesscientificinformationand vocationalfoundation, the Administrationconducts and coordinatesresearch, monitoring
and documentationof caves. The Administrationalso cooperatesin work
on national cave database,which is operated by the Slovak Museum of
Nature Protectionand Cavingin LiptovskyMikulas.

Research,monitoringand documentationofcaves
Geological,geomorphic,hydrological,hydrochemical,speleoclimatic
and biospeleologicalresearch of caves is, accordingto the capacity,primarily aimed at caves designatednational nature monuments.The newly
discoveredcaves and caves with no previous detailed research undergo
a preliminaryresearch to find out basic natural values of caves and determine main tasks of the cave protection.In case the preliminarystudy
brings importantdata on cave values,a detailedinventoryresearchis necessary.Hydrologicalmonitoringis conductedmainly in caves threatened
and polluted with ponor allochthonouswaters due to agriculturalactivities (Domica Cave, GombaseckaCave, Ponicky Karst, VazeckyKarst).

Fig. 3. Biospeleologicalresearch,Dobsina Jee Cave. Photo: P Luptacik
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Fig. 4. Cleaningthe dolinefrom waste, VazeckyKarst. Photo: P Holubek

Fig. 5. Securing the Veter/in Abyss entrance. Photo: P Stani

Fig. 6. Gatingthe upper entranceof Belianska Cave.Photo: L. Plucinsky

Fig. 7. Marking the protection zone of Liskovska Cave. Photo: I. Matocha

Speleoclimaticmonitoring in show caves recordsthe influence of visitors
on cave environment(OchtinskaAragonite Cave, Driny Cave, Vazecka
Cave, DobsinskaIce Cave and others).
The resultsof researchand monitoring are used whenprocessingexpert
opinionsin casesof anthropogenic impactassessment on cave geosystems
and their surrounding,when workingout proposalsof protectionzones of
threatened or potentially threatened caves, when working out cave care
programs, visitors' rules for show caves etc. Geographical infonnation
system is set up also in connection with the national cave database. GIS
applicationsare used also in dealing with research, documentation and
practical protection tasks. The scientific conferences"Research,Utilization and Protectionof Caves" are organized biannually.

caves, educational paths, information boards, educational printed materials and films, seminars, etc.).

Practical care for caves

Speleological guard service (cave rangers) and gating of important
caves is organized in cooperation with the Slovak SpeleologicalSociety.
Severalcaveswere cleanedfrom waste materials, which is importantalso
for protection of underground waters. Legal expertise of aragonite and
sinter forms societal value is conducted in cases of damagingthe sinter
fill in caves. The Slovak CavesAdministrationissues expert opinions for
decision support of state authorities in nature protection, proposes revisions of naturalmonuments- caves, supervisesallowed activities in caves
and coordinates speleological surveysconductedby volunteer cavers.Environmental educationis aimed at presentationof cave values, necessity
of their protectionand prevention against negativeanthropogenic impacts
(expositionsand permanent exhibitions in entrance buildings of show
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Protectionof caves and their findings
NikosGoulopoulos
AnthropologicalAssociationof Greece,Dafnomili 7,Athina-Hellas(Greece)
Abstract
Protection of caves and their findings is a special duty of peaceable
civilised societies,as culturalheritage,especiallyof our pre-war prehistory, promotingunderstandingbetweenpeoples and the disseminationof
culture for the well being of humanity.

Full Text
Caves are monumentsof nature.They bear data of Earth's history,includ1ngmankind'sevolutionduringprehistory-whichwas peacefulfor its
greatestpart (Photo I: THE PEACEABLEPREWARHUMANS),before
dangerous overpopulationoccurred 10.000 years ago (Photo 2: WARLESS SOCIETIES)- and modem times. As such, caves deserve to be
protectedby any spelaeologicalbody, either state or not. The main tools
to achieve this purpose are education,through discussion,research (including guided simulationby a beneficentteam of experiencedinspiring
individuals),applicationof laws and actions.
Although methods concerningexplorationand exploitationof caves
are widely developed,the same can not be stated as regards their protection. Cultural objects (palaeontological,archaeological,zoological,
botanical etc) found inside or outside caves, are frequently irreparably
damagedby illicit excavationsand exportfrom their countryof origin.
Since the beginningof wars until our ages, the hate-addictedmanioattacking groups beyond the "legitimateright to kill", promote the violent "right to plunder and destroy"(Afghanistanand Iraq being the latest
known examples).
Greece has also sufferedsince middle-easternkings' and Romans' attacks, from such inhumanmentality,untill recenttimes, when the famous
ParthenonMarblesof AthenianParthenonremovedby lord Elgin,English
monarchy ambassadorto the falling Ottoman empire. Several cases of
such practicehave followedever sinceworldwide.
As Greek caves are concerned,not much has been done for their protection. Clandestine activity has been taking place inside and outside
Greekcaves.Non touristcavesare often lootedand/orprehistoricmaterial
is illegallyremoved(e.g AyiaTriadacave - Boeotia).Intourist caves, all
the possibleways to protect stalamgitedecorationare not applied.To this
purposea programis appliedto the Petralonacave (Photo3: HALKIDIKI
- PETRALONA),where everywinter stalagmitesare cleanedsafelyfrom
parasiticmicro-organisms(Photo4: PETRALONACAVEa).
As for cave findings, there have been several instances of their being stolen and illegally exportedabroad. Such an example concernsthe
thousandsof fossilsexportedin 1968to Hannover.AAG denouncedthis
actionbut the Ministryof Culturestill has not promotedany investigation
on the case. Duringthe violentremovaland absenceof aag fromthe place

Photo 1. Thepeaceableprewar humans'in
and aroundcaves

Photo 2. Warless
societies

(1983-97)other fossilswere stolen from the museum;an illegal excavation duringnight took place too...
Our Associationasks the help of the present 14th InternationalCongress of Speleologyto assist findings' - human remains included - returnedto the Petralonamuseumwherethey belong.
On our own initiative,the Minoanmicrocephalicskull fromZakropalace in Crete,was repatriated;it is our expectationthat the samethingwill
happenfor every similarcases.
So a recordby the Ministryof Cultureof all caves' findingsin Greece,
as well as in every country,will help the effortsfor their restitution,preservationand study.rn~ESCO(UnitedNationsEducational,Scientificand
CulturalOrganization),is workingwith its IntergovernmentalCommittee
for Promotingthe Return of CulturalPropertyto its Countriesof Origin
or its Restitutionin Caseof IllicitAppropriation.In its ThirteenthSession,
7-10 February2005, in Paris it announcedgenericexamplesofretum and
restitutionof culturalproperty.
As the protectionof culturalheritagepromotesthe understandingbetween peoples and the disseminationof culturefor the well being of humanity,the objectiveof improvingthe protectionof culturaland natural
heritage is a matter of priority.The practical preservationof caves and
monumentsin generaland the restitutionof culturalobjectsis in the interest of all.
Scientistsand governmentsmust further support such actions,proving their interestfor commonwelfare,becausethe closerto their original
plac~the culturalobjectsare studied,the betterknowl~dgeis served,helping the internationaleffortsfor peaceableco-existenceand prosperity.
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THE CLIMATEOF KARTCHNERCAVERNS(Arizona, USA)
Arrigo A. Cigna, SSI-UIS, Fraz. Tuffo,1-14023COCCONATO,Italy
Rickard S, Tomey, III, KartchnerCavernsState Park, PO Box 1849, Benson,Arizona, 85602, USA
Ginger Nolan, Kartchner CavernsState Park, PO Box 1849, Benson,Arizona, 85602, USA
Abstract

Relationship between outside and inside climate

KartchnerCavernsis a recentlydevelopedshowcave in the southwestern United States.One tour opened to the public in November 1999 and
anotheropenedin 2003. These openingsfollowedover 11 years of work
carriedout by the ArizonaStateParks.Monitoringof the cave began prior
to developmentand has extendedto the present.In this monitoring, some
changesin temperatureand humidityhave been detected.Comparisonof
the changes at KartchnerCaverns with some undevelopedcaves in the
vicinitysuggeststhat much of the changeseen at Kartchner can be attributed to regional changes in climate;however,developmentand tourism
is also a factor.
·

A first indicationof a possible influenceof a natural change was detectedby a comparisonbetweenthe PalmerDroughtSeverityIndex for the
southeasternarea of Arizona.This indexis a climatologicalparameterthat
uses rainfall,temperature, and soil moistureto expressthe moisturestate
of an area. When this index was comparedto the most extreme changes
noted in the cave, notablesimilaritieswere observedin the records.These
similaritiessuggestedan influenceof the outsideclimaticvariationon the
cave environment(Toomey,2002).
To furtherexaminethe possibilitythat changesobservedat Kartchner
relate to regionallyobservedchanges,the quarterlyto semi-annualmeasurementsof temperaturesand relativehumidityin four caves in the Coronado NationalForest near KartchnerCavernswere considered.The four
caves are WhetstoneCake Cave # 1, WhetstoneCake Cave #2, SP Cave,
and Cave Mine Cave. They are all located in Cochise County relatively
near KartchnerCaverns (Figure 3). WhetstoneCake Cave #1 and #2 are
smallcaves (100-150m long) with relatively large entrancesin the Whetstone Mountainsabove KartchnerCaverns State Park. They are not very
good analoguesto KartchnerCaverns,because their small size and large
entrancesresult in large seasonal differencesin temperature.However,
they do providedata from undevelopedcavesthat are near the park. Cave
Mine Cave and especially SP Cave are much better analoguesfor Kartchner Caverns.They are each relativelyextensivecaves with somewhatrestrictedentrances. They are each locatedin the HuachucaMountainsnear
SierraVista. The characteristicsof these caves are here summarized:

Introduction
The climateof KartchnerCavernswas alreadythe subject of a paper
(Cigna,2001)where the propagationof the seasonalheat wave from outside was evaluated for different sectionsof the cave. The delay grouped
mainly around two-three months and extended in one case to about 8
months.In addition,predevelopmentdata on the cave microclimatehas
been reported(Buecher, 1999).
Becausedevelopmentand exhibitionof caves may cause significant
changesin the microclimate,the cave temperatureand humidityhas been
monitoredfrom before developmentthroughthe present. The long-term
monitoringhas occurredat approximately11 environmentalmonitoring
stations throughoutthe cave (Figure 1). The series of temperatureand
relative humiditymeasurements, which extends for some stations from
mid-1988,shows either a positive and negativetrend, dependingon the
station.The most extreme exampleof the climaticchanges at Kartchner
was noted in the Lower Throne station (Figure2). This could suggestan
effectdue to the developmentof the show cave in spite of the great care
paid to avoid, as much as possible, any disturbance.Thereforemore detailed studies were carried on to investigatethe cause of such climatic
changes(Toomey,2002; 2003).

WhetstoneCake Cave #1
Elevation~ 1800meters
Length~ 100meters
Depth~ 10 meters
Large entrance
The measurementsare taken in the variabletemperaturezone near to
the entrance
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Fig. 1 - Map of Kartchner Cavernsshowing the natural entrance, the excavated tour
tunnels,tour trails,and the locationof the environmentalmonitoringstationsdiscussed
in thispaper.
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Fig. 2 - Temperatureand relative humidity measurementsand trendsfrom the Lower
Throne environmentalmonitoringstation. The point symbols show individual measurements. The black (relativehumidity) and gray (temperature)lines showfive measurement moving averages of the individualreadings to show the general trend~more
clearly and to reduce data noise. This station shows the most extreme change of the
stationsat Kartchnercavers.
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Whdstone,.Cake·eave ·#2
Elevation~ 1800meters
Length <50 meters
Depth < 10 meters
Large entrance
The measurementsare taken in the variable temperaturezone near to
the entranc
SP Cave
Cave M ine Cave
Elevation~ 1900meters
Length ~300 meters
Depth ~20 meters
The measurementsare taken in.the large roomjust off the fairly large
mine entrance
Cave Mine Cave
Elevation~ 1850meters
Length ~600 meters
Depth ~25 meters
Entrancesmall (less than 1 squaremeter)
The measurementsare taken tens of meters back from entrancein the
stable temperaturezone.
An initial comparisonbetween the values of temperatureand relative
humidityobtainedin these cavesand the correspondingones in the Kartchner Caverns (Toomey,2003) showed some similaritieswhich indicated
that certain climatic changes in KartchnerCavernsmight be attributedto
regionalchangesin surfaceclimate.In order to investigatemore accurately the role played by natural and human factors, a quantitativeevaluation

location of '1<artchner Caverns
and Comparison
Caves

··· ·of the-data-obtained-in-the--wikl-caves-was-performed.Jn-particular-thelin,,, ···ear best fit of the results availablefor these caveswas calculated.In Table
1 and 2 the coefficient"a" of the best fit linear equationfor temperature
and relativehumidityvalues are reported.Such a coefficientis a measure
of the variationof temperatureor relativehumiditythroughtime.
A systematictrend is quite evident, with an increase of the air temperature and a correspondingdecrease of the relative humidity.Average
values of "a" were also calculated. Similar evaluationswere carried on
for some stationsin KartchnerCavernsby taking into accountthe values
obtainedroughly in the same time interval (Tables3 and 4). The trends
of the climaticvariationsfrom a surface station,in the·wild caves and in
KartchnerCaverns is also similar from a quantitativepoint of view, confirming that the general trend observed in Kartchner Caverns is mainly
due to a natural cause.
Table 1 - Best fit of the air temperaturevalues obtainedoutside and
in the wild caves.
Station

T=ax+c

Period

"a"

Outside

January1991- July2004

0.0007

SPCave

November1991- September2004

0.0003

CaveMineCave

July 1991- September2004

0.0002

WhetstoneCave 1

July 1991- February2002

0.0005

WhetstoneCave2

July 1991- February2002

0.0007

Average±lsigma

0.00048±0.00020

Table2 - Best fit of the relativehumidityvalues obtainedin the wild
caves.
Cave
SPCave
CaveMineCave

Period

RH=ax+c
"a"

November1991- September2004

- 0.0005

July 1991- September2004

- 0.0009

Average±lsigma

- 0.0007±0.0002

In order to evaluatethe delay of the propagationof the seasonalheat
wave from outside into the wild caves a sinusoidalbest fit equation was
calculated.Unfortunatelyon accountof the very few values for each season, only indicativevalues were obtained,these suggest a delay ranging
between Oto 2 months with respect to outside. Such values compare favorablywith most of those obtained in KartchnerCaverns(Cigna, 2001)
and reportedin Table 5.
Table3 - Best fit of the air temperaturevalues obtainedin Kartchner
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Fig 3 - Simple map of the region around Kartchner Caverns including other caves
discussedin thispaper.
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Caverns.

Period

T=ax+c
"a"

Big Room

January17, 1991-April 9, 2004

0.0003

Cul de Sac

January17, 1991- Januaf'J13,
2003

0.0003

EchoPassage

January17, 1991-January 13,
2003

0.0001

GrandCentral

January17, 1991- July 5, 2004

0.0002

Jack Rabbit

June6, 1994- August9, 2004

Station

0.0005

KartchnerTowers January17, 1991-April 4, 2004

0.0003

LowerThrone

January15, 1991-August6, 2004

0.0007

LunchSpot

September8, 1992- May 3, 2004

0.0004

January17, 1991- July 5, 2004

0.0003

Rotunda

January15, 1991- August9, 2004

0.0009

SharonSaddle

January17, 1991- July 19,2004

0.0003

MainCorridor

0.00039±0.00022

Average±lsigma

Table4 - Best fit of the relativehumidityvaluesobtainedin Kartchner
Caverns.
Station

RH=ax+c

Period

"a"

January17, 1991-April 9, 2004

Big Room

- 0.0003

January17, 1991-January 13,
2003

Cul de Sac

- 0.0002

January17, 1991- January13,
2003

-0 .0001

GrandCentral

January17, 1991- July 5, 2004

- 0.0008

Jack Rabbit

June6, 1994-August 9, 2004

EchoPassage

opment work performedwithin the KartchnerCaverns, as well their opening to visitors, played a very minor role in the variation of the climatic
parameters inside the cave. However in some stations of the Kartchner
Caverns, e.g. Lower Throne and Rotunda, a polynomialbest fit of the 3rd
order is preferable to a linear one, with a correlation ratio R2 around 0.9
instead of a R2 around 0.7 obtained with the linear best fit.
This result, combinedwith characteristicsof these stations,may be local effect due to heat releasedby visitors and by the electricplant. Because
the Rotunda station results also exhibit the minimum delay (1 month) in
the propagation of the heat wave from outside, they could infer the existence of some possible connection with outside through unknown passages.
Because development and tourist activities contribute some component of the warming, there may be steps that can be taken to mitigate this
portion of the climate change. Using more efficient lamps and reducing
time that such lamps are switched on may contribute to a decrease of the
human impact.These steps are being taken incrementallyat Kartchnerand
the results are being examined to see if they improve the situation.

Table5 - Delay of the propagationof the seasonalheat wave from
outside in some stations of the Kartchner Caverns (Cigna, 2001).
Date of max

Station

Delay (days)

Outside

1-Aug

0

Rotunda

5-Sep

35

Cul-de-Sac

30-Sep

60

MainCorridor

30-Sep

60

GrandCentral

30-Sep

60

LowerThrone

30-Sep

60

Big RoomOverlook

30-Sep

60

KartchnerTowers

16-Oct

76

Jack Rabbit

22-Oct

82

- 0.0007

Sharon's Saddle

15-Nov

105

KartchnerTowers January 17, 1991-April 4, 2004

- 0.00005

Echo Pass. (Start)

28-Mar

238

LowerThrone

January15, 1991- August6, 2004

- 0.0005

LunchSpot

September 8, 1992 - May 3, 2004

- 0.0004

January17, 1991- July 5, 2004

- 0.0002

January 15, 1991-August 9, 2004

- 0.0004

January17, 1991- July 19,2004

- 0.0003

MainConidor
Rotunda
SharonSaddle

-

Average±lsigma

0.00036±0.00024

The result of the investigationsreported above indicatesthat the <levelLunch
Spot
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Ground water flux distributionbetween matrix, fractures, and conduits: constraints on modeling
WiUiamB. Whiteand ElizabethL. White
MaterialsResearchInstituteand EnvironmentalResourcesResearchInstitute,
The PennsylvaniaState University,
UniversityPark, PA 16802 USA

Introduction
Attemptsto describe,analyze,or model ground water flow in karstic
carbonateaquifersusuallybegin with someaspectof the triplepermeability model (White, 1999;Worthingtonet al., 2000;White,2002).The three
componentsare matrix permeability,fracture permeability,and conduit
permeability.Each contributesto the flow field but frequentlyonly one
or at most two of these componentsare includedin the calculations.The
choiceof componentsand decisionsconcerningwhat can be neglectedare
often based on little more than guesswork.
The object of the present paper is to show the relative contribution
of each of these permeabilitycomponentsto the overall flux of moving
ground water.The calculationsare based on a cross-sectionspanningthe
full width and thickness of the aquifer.By varying the contributionsof
each of the permeabilitycomponentsa measure of their relative importance to the overall flow system is obtained.The intent is not to provide

an aquifer model, but rather, by using actual numericalvalues, provide
someinsightinto when and underwhat circumstances,one or more of the
componentsof aquiferpermeabilitycan be neglected.Such calculations
providesome constraintson the variousequivalentporousmedia models
such as the one developedfor the Edwardsaquifer in Texas(Scanlonet
al., 2003).

The TriplePermeabilityConcept
Table 1 gives the essentialcharacteristicsof the three componentsof
the triple permeabilitymodel for karst aquifers.The matrix, fracture,and
conduitpermeabilityare, essentially,independentcomponents.Any spe~
cific real aquiferwill have a mix of these contributions.There also exist
real aquifersin which one of the componentsis completelydominant.

Table1. Characteristicsof the threecomponentsof the triplepermeabilitymodel.

PERMEABILITY

APERTURE

TRAVELTIME

FLOWMECHANISM

Matrix

µmtomm

Long

Darcianflow field. Laminar

Fracture

10 µm to 10 mm

Intermediate

Cube law.Mostlylaminar;
may be non-linearcomponents

Conduit

l0mmto 10m

Short

Darcy-Weisbach.Open channel and pipe flow.Turbulent
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Calculations
The frameworkused for the calculationsis shown in Fig. 1. A fixed
cross-sectionof aquifer is assumed.The aquifer is taken as rectangular,
100 meters thick and one kilometerwide, giving a cross-sectional area
of 105 m2• The aquifer cross-sectionis an adjustableboundary and can
be set to any value, providingthat the area is large comparedto solution
featuresthat are embeddedin it. The head is assumedto be constantand
uniform across the aquifer area. This is an extreme assumptionbut one
that eliminatesconcernfor the watertable and also the variableheadsthat
would be characteristicof most aquifers containingconduits.The rock
matrix is characterizedby an adjustablehydraulicconductivity. Varying

Fracture spacing

The MatrixComponent
Groundwater flow through the limestoneor dolomitebedrock is not
intrinsicallydifferent from ground water flow in any other aquifer. The
guidingequationis Darcy's law. However,calculationsmust use hydraulic conductivitiesfor the rock. Such data are sparse.Most hydraulicconductivitiesare based on pump tests on wells and those data are dominated
by the fracture flow component.Intrinsichydraulicconductivitiesof the
bulk rock must be measuredon core samplesin the laboratory.Somerepresentativedata are shownin Table2.
The flux through the matrix is a fixed quantity for chosen values of
hydraulic conductivity. Lines of constant flow rate were calculated for
KentuckyMississippianlimestone(K = 2 x 10-11 m/sec) which shouldbe
typical of many Paleozoiclimestonesand dolomites.Other lines of constant flow were calculatedfor the EdwardsLimestone(K = 1 x 10-8) and
for the meanvalue of the Floridanaquifer( K = 3.65 x 10-6). The latteris a
carbonateaquiferin which matrix flow is a dominantcomponent.

i

Width=

proportionsof fracturesand conduits of adjustablefractl!reapertures and
conduit diametersare the calculationalparameters.A further assumption
is that there is sufficientrechargebehind the aquifercross-sectionto provide whateverflow is called for by the calculations.
The guidingequationsfor the permeability(Tablel) showthat the flow
rate, Q, varies linearlywith the head in laminar flow but with the square
root of the head in turbulent flow. The head becomesa scaling variable.
The head, or hydraulicgradient,dh/dL,is here set equalto 0.01, a nominal
value for smallkarstic drainagebasins.The guidingequationscontainthe
densityand viscosityof water,both of whichare functionsof temperature.
A temperatureof 10 °C was selectedas typical ofkarst groundwatersbut
the variationin the parametersover the range of temperaturesexpectedin
karst aquifersis relativelysmall.

1000 rr,

Fig. 1. Sketchshowingthe aquifercross-sectionusedfor calculations.

Table2. Hydraulicconductivitiesfor some carbonaterock aquifers.

RockUnit

K (m/sec)

Reference
Budd and Vacher(2002)

FloridanAquifer
Wackestone

1.97X }Q·7

Packstone

9.61X lQ·7

Grainstone

3.82X 10·6

Sucrosicdolostone

9.61X 10·6

MammothCave,Mississippianlimestone

2x 10-11

Worthington(1999)

Siluriandolomite, Ontario

l

Worthington(1999)

Englishchalk

lxl0·

8

Worthington(1999)

Pliocenelimestone,Yucatan,Mexico

7x 10-5

Worthington(1999)

EdwardsAquifer,Texas,Cretaceous

l

10·8

Worthingtonet al. (2002)

SwabianAlb, Germany,Jurassic

8 X 10·9

Worthingtonet al. (2002)

X

X

10-10
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The FractureComponent
The idealized model for fracture flow assumes a fracture with plane
parallel walls and a uniform aperture.For the ideal case, the cubic law can
be derived theoreticallyfrom the Navier-Stokesequations.

Q

wr gb

I h

3

flh
M

[1]

Here, Q = flow rate in m3/sec, w = fracture width in m, p = density of
water= 999.7 kg/m3,g = gravitationalacceleration= 9.8 m/sec2,b = full
aperture of the fracture in m, and 11= viscosity of water = 1.307x 10-3 Pa
sec.
It has been long recognized that real fractures do not have uniform
apertures and that the walls are not parallel. Witherspoon et al. (1980)
resolved this problem by compactingthe constants of equation [ 1] into
a single constant and then adding an empirical friction factor, f, to give
the form of the equation shown in Table 1. More recent work (e.g. Brush
and Thomson,2003; Konzuk and Kueper,2004) has proposed more quantitative descriptions of rough-walled fractures but in general the results
change by no more than a factor of 2. For the rough calculations in this
paper, the plane-walledfracture (equation [1]) should suffice.
The fracture width, w is the total extent of fractures measured perpendicular to the flow direction. There may be multiple fracture sets at
different angles with respect to each other. In the model assumed in Fig.
1, there are both vertical fractures and horizontal bedding plane partings
in an assumed horizontal bedding. The total width of vertical fractures
is the aquifer width/mean fracture spacing. The total width of horizontal
fractures is the aquifer thickness/meanspacing of bedding plane partings.
With the aquifer dimensionsgiven in Fig. 1 and a typical 10 meter spacing
for both vertical fractures and bedding plane partings, the model would
contain 18,900 meters of fracture assuming that the boundary planes are
not fractures.A second curve was calculatedusing only vertical fractures
with a 50 m spacing.
Fracture flow calculationswere cut off when the aperturereached 0.01
m as this is the d,imensionat which turbulentflow is expected to develop.
The cubic equation applies only to laminar flow. If all fractures were to
develop to the largest aperture, fracture flow would completelydominate

the flow system. Somethinglike this occurs in aquifers with maze cave
development. In most aquifers, rearrangementsof the flow path would
have occurredbefore all of the fracturesreached this very large aperture.

The ConduitComponent
A single conduit is assumed as sketchedin Fig. 1. The conduitradius,
r, is taken as the dependentvariable. Conduit flow in the laminar regime
is describedby the Hagen-Poiseuilleequation [2].

Q

pr g r

8h

4

l:l
/1

[2]

Turbulentflow in a conduit is describedby the Darcy-Weisbachequation. Written as volume flow and taking the cross-sectionas a circular
conduit gives

-Q

2p -g
(f

J½r %( -l:l J½
11

Application of equation [3] requires numerical values for the DarcyWeisbach friction factor, f, which must be determined empirically.The
friction factor relates to the wall roughness and, in the case of a conduit
that behaves as a uniformpipe, estimatesoff have been made from irregularities, usually scallops, on the conduit walL Most conduits, however,
are not uniformpipes. Breakdown,sedimentchokes, and varyingpassage
shapes also contributeto the effectiveroughness.An alternativeapproach
is to measure all other parametersin equation [3] and then back calculate
f. The two approaches give dramatically different results as shown in
Table 3. Because the friction factor enters the Darcy-Weisbachequation
as a square root, the effect of the differentnumericalvalues is somewhat
muted. Calculationswere made with the smallestvalue (0.039)and one of
the largest values (130).

Table3. Estimatesof the Darcy-Weisbachfrictionfactor.
Location

From Discharge

Mendips (UK)

24- 340

Castleguard(Canada)

0.87 - 2.31

MorecombeBay (UK)
Glomdalsvatn

0.116

From Roughness

Reference
Atkinson(1977)

0.33 - 0.90

Atkinsonet al. (1983)

0.077

Gale (1984)

0.039

Lauritzenet al. (1985)

(Norway)
Tumhole (KY)

27

Friars Hole (WV)

46-74

Holloch (Switzerland)---

0.322

Maligne Basin

130

(Canada)
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Worthington( 1991)
Worthington(1991)
Jeannin (2001)
Smart (1988)
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Discussionand Conclusions
The results of all calculations are plotted in Figure 2. The x-axis gives
the aperture,either fracture apertureor conduitradius. The y-axis shows
the flow volume that would be expected under the specified conditions
of aquifer cross-section and hydraulichead. Changingthe aquifer crosssection and the hydraulichead would shift the numericalpositions of the
curvesbut not their relativepattern.

consistentwith the conclusionsof Worthingtonet al. (2000) that although
the main portion of the flow in karstic aquifers is throughthe conduits, the
main portion of the storage is in the fractures.The results are also consistent with the high well yields obtainedfrom fractureddolomite aquifers.
Conduitsystems do indeed dominatethe flow system in many carbonate aquifers.However,in order for tliem to developthere must be a focusing mechanismsto drain off water from the fracturesbefore they develop
wide apertures.
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For matrix flow the "aperture" is the total cross-sectionof the aquifer
so the matrix components plot as horizontalstraight lines whose vertical
positiondependsonly on the assumedhydraulicconductivity. As expected, in the dense,low permeabilityPaleozoiclimestones,the matrix flow is
negligible.It becomesmore importantin more permeablelimestones and
yields a significantcontributionto the flow field when K exceeds values
of 10·6 m/sec.
A surprisein the calculationsis the dominanceof fracture flow. Most
observed fractures in carbonate aquifers have apertures in the range of
hundredsof micrometers.If these fractureswere enlargedby dissolution
to the millimeter to centimeter range, fracture flow would completely
dominatethe system. What happens in most aquifers is the focus of the
flow into a few localizedpathwaysearly in the developmentof the system.
Becauseof the accelerationof dissolutionkinetics at the criticai aperture
in the one-centimetersize range, a single conduitor small set of conduits
grow at the expenseof near by fractures.Loweringhydraulicheads in the
conduitscause the conduitsto act as drains and the simplifiedmodel used
for the present calculationsis not applicable.In those aquifers where geologic factors prevent the focus of flow into single conduits, fracture enlargementdoes continuewith the productof maze caves.These results are
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THEHYDROGEOLOGICAL
REBUSOF THE COASTALKARSTOF OROSEI(EASTSARDINIA,ITALY)
Jo De Waele
Dipartimentodi Scienzede/la Terra,via Trentino51, 09127 Cagliari,Italy; e-mail: geoam@unica.it
Abstract
Hydrogeologicalresearch of karst areas in Sardiniais often hindered
by the discontinuityof superficialrunoff and as a consequencethe difficulty in performingdye tests. Recent combinedspeleologicaland hydrogeologicalsurveyshave brought to importantscientificresults in the carbonaticmassif of Supramonte(Central-EastSardinia)wherehydrological
input and output points are well known and easily monitored.Not the
same can be said for the adjacentGulf of Oroseicoastalkarst area where
inputs and outputsare relativelywell knownbut difficultto monitor.
From a geologicalpoint of view the Gulf of Orosei is characterised
by a Mesozoic sedimentarysequence covering a crystallinePalaeozoic
basement composed of granites and metamorphicrocks. The Mesozoic
sequencestarts with transitionalalluvial-lacustrineconglomerates,sandstones and marls of the Genna Selole Formation (Bajocian-Bathonian)
immediatelyfollowedby greyishdolostones,fossiliferouslimestonesand
oolithiclimestones,depositedin more or less shallowwater characterised
by coral reefs, back- and fore-reef and inner continentalshelf environments (Bathonian-Berriasian).
The whole Mesozoicsedimentarysequencehas been foldedand faulted duringtertiaryaccordingto main N-S, NW-SEand NE-SWdirections.
The overall monocline eastwardstilted structure of the Gulf of Orosei
greatlyinfluencesthe hydrogeologicalasset, showinga generaltendency
for undergroundwater to flow from Westto East. Waterflows in through
various sinkholesin the western part of the area and flows out of the system throughseveralsubmarineresurgences,the most famousof whichare
Bue Marino, Cala Luna, Bel Torrenteand Ispignadorgiusprings. In the
Southernpart, where the granitebasementcrops out close to the sea, two
other outflowsare known, s'Erriu Mortu and Olcoecaves.
Besides direct infiltrationin the carbonateaquifer,so~e of the water
is allogenic,comingfrom the Palaeozoicbasementto the West.The best
exampleis givenby the CodulaIlune drainagebasin,introducingwater in
to the CodulaIlune karst systemthroughseveralsinkholes.
Some dye tests have enabledto reveal at least partiallythe hydrogeologicalasset of the coastalaquifer,but especiallythe central-southernarea
remainsa rebus.
Recentcave surveys,carriedout alongthe coastby Germanand Italian
cave divers and in the contact area at almost 1000m altitude by French
and Sardiniancavers, have enabled to discover several active and very
long submarinekarst springs and contact-sinkholesthat have inducedto
organisenew dye tests.
This paper resumesthe hydrogeologyof this importantaquiferbased
on past researches and on the new data derived both from cave surveys
and from dye tests.

Introduction
The Gulf of Oroseiis a coastalkarst area locatedin the central-eastern
part of Sardinia(Italy) and is constitutedof an almost 40 km long limestone coast with cliffs reaching heights up to 700 meters. Recent cave
researchcombinedwith geomorphologicinvestigationhas enabledto enhance the understandingof the hydrogeologicalasset of this coastalkarst
area, even though many questionsremain unanswered.In the future dye
tests should be carried out in this difficult area where surface runoff is
very scarce and extremelylimited in time and main outlets are almostall
locatedin submarinekarst springs,hinderingthe monitoringoperations.
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Geologicaloutline
The Gulf of Orosei coastal karst area is characterizedby a thick
Mesozoic sedimentarysequence of dolomitesand limestonescovering
a Palaeozoic granite or biotitic schist basement (De Waele & Pisano
1997) (Fig. 1). The Mesozoic transgressionoccurred after a long-during continentalperiod (Permian-LowerJurassic),and slowly floodedan
undulatingVariscanpeneplain during Bajocian-Bathonian.The Middle
Jurassic-LowerCretaceoussea remainedrelativelyshallowand the different carbonatefacies evidenceseveralshallowdepositionalenvironments,
goingfromlagoonsto coralreefs.This sedimentarysequenceis composed
of dolostonescontaininglimestonelenses, oolithic limestonesand massive fossil-richouter-shelf,reef, interreefand backreeflimestones(Dieni
& Massari 1985).
The Jurassic transgression is introduced by elastic sediments of
the Genna Selole Formation,representedby quartz conglomeratesand
sandstoneswith plant fossils typical of a fluvial or delta environment
influencedby tidal movements(Amadesiet al. 1960;Fazziniet al. 1974;
Dieni et al. 1983).This facies becomesmarly towardsthe top, typical of
a littoral depositionalenvironmentand the alternationof marl and dolostonebeds preludes the DorgaliFormationdolostones(Amadesiet al.
1961;Calvinoet al. 1972;Dieni& Massari1985;1987).Thesedolostones
range from sandy in the basal levels to pure brownishdolostonesin the
upper beds and locally containfossils of Bathonian-Callovianage (Middle Jurassic)(Dieni& Massari 1985).
Upon these dolostonestwo heterotopiclimestoneFormationsare reported:the Monte Tului and MonteBardiaFormations(Dieni & Massari
1985).
The first is characterizedby microcrystallineand oolithicsandy limestonesfor a varyingthicknessof0-120 m depositedin an outer-shelfenvironment,accordingto the fossil fauna of Callovian-UpperKimmeridgian
age (Middle-UpperJurassic). The Monte Bardia Formation instead is
composedof typical reef and bioclasticlimestones,with frequent fossil
corals(sometimesin life position)and their debris.The age of these limestonesis Kimmeridgian-Berriasian
(UpperJurassic-LowerCretaceous).
The first sedimentslocally recognizableupon the Mesozoicrocks in
the Gulf of Orosei are alluvialconglomeratesand quartz sands relatedto
an intenseerosion-depositioncycle causedby an upliftingphase of Middle Plioceneage (Massari& Dieni 1973).These sedimentsprecede and
are contemporaryto the effusionof Pliocenebasaltsthat have givenK-Ar
ages comprisedbetween 2.0-3.5 million years (Savelli & Pasini 1973).
Upon these basalts alluvial sands and conglomeratesare found (Cala
Gonone,San Pietrovalley,Biddunie,Cala Luna)probablydepositedduring EarlyPleistocene(Dieni& Massari 1966).DuringPleistoceneseveral
periglacialsedimentswere deposited,the most interestingare the stratified slope-wastedeposits (eboulis ordonnees), composed of limestone
fragmentsin a reddish clay matrixformingcoastalcliffs of more than 40
metersheight and developingup to 600 m a.s.l.,and aeoliansandsvisible
in karst pockets, along the limestonecliffsup to severalmeters a.s.l. and
also on the near shore continentalshelfup to 40 metersb.s.l..
From a structuralpoint of viewthe Jurassiccarbonatecoveris tiltedtowardsthe East (centerof the Gulf) with an almostconstantdip of20-30°.
This monocline structure is disturbedby two transcurrentarcuate fault
systemsdirectedNNW-SSEandNNE-SSW(Pasci 1997).Amongthe first
the Serra Oseli fault can be mentionedwith an inverseand sinistralcinematicwith almost 500 meters verticalupliftingof the eastern limb. The
second fault system is well representedin the Southernpart of the Gulf,
with the Piano d'Otzio and the San Pietro-Onamarradextral faults with
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up to 400 meters uplifting of the Eastern limb. These faults are related
to the continentalcollisionbetweenthe Apulianand the South-European
plates.The eastwardsloweringof the Jurassiccarbonatesis thus compensatedby this tectonicstyle, and the sedimentsoutcropcontinuouslyup to
a bathymetricdepth of almost 100 meters on the continentalshelf (Orm
& Ulzega 1987).
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Fig.] - Hydrogeologicalschemeof the Gulfof Orosei.

Surfaceand undergrounddrainage
The Gulf of Orosei karst area, occupyinga surface of more than 210
squarekm, is a spectacularcoast of high carbonatecliffs cut by somemajor streams,from North to South CodulaFuili, Codula Ilune and Codula
Sisine,formingcanyonsthat end in the Sea.This surfacedrainagenetwork
is most probablya relic of the ancienthydrographyrelatedto wetter (thus
warmer)periodsand continuesalso on the shelf for severalkilometersup
to a depth of at least 120meters (Orm & Ulzega 1987),correspondingto
the maximumlowstandof the MediterraneanSea duringthe Last Glacial
Maximum,around22,000years ago.
At present surface drainageis activatedonly after heavy rain periods
and almost exclusivelyintereststhe major rivers, meaning Codula Ilune
and Sisine,and only exceptionallyothertributaries(CodulaFuili, Codula
Goloritze,Bacu Maore, Bacu Mudaloroetc.). This also because Codula
Ilunehas morethan 60 % of its drainagebasin extendedupon granitesand
Sisinedrainspart of the basaltic San Pietro plain.Almost all other rivers
are completelycomprisedin the carbonatestructure,characterizedby well
developedundergrounddrainage.
·
The fluviokarsticlandscapeis enrichedby typicalkarst landformssuch
as dolines,well developedon the dolostonesclose to the contactwith the
Palaeozoicgranites in locality Marghine.Here a N-S directed series of
more or less big dolines and semi-closeddepressionsmakes up one of
the most importantabsorbingareas of the Gulf where many cave systems
have been exploredin the past few years (Brozzi et al. 1989;De Waele,
2001;De Waeleet al. 2002).

Morphologyin the coastal areas is caused by a combinationof karst
and littoral processes, and erosion is locally enhancedby corrosionthat
becomes prevalent where mixing between fresh and salt water occurs
leading to hyperkarstphenomena(De Waeleet al. 2001). Many erosion
sea caves, formed by the wave action on joints and structurallyweaker
areas, are located along the coast. Where fresh water outlets occur, instead, mixing phenomena have lead to the development of important
coastalkarst caves reachingdevelopmentof severalkilometers(De Waele
& Forti 2002).
Cave explorationhas revealedmuch new informationon underground
karst developmentin the Gulf of Orosei in the past few years, and many
Authors have reassumed this speleologicalinformation(Fercia & Pappacoda 1991;De Waeleet al. 1995;Fancelloet al. 1997;De Waeleet al.
2002; Schafheutleet al. 2002; De Waele,2004).
The most interestingareas are the CodulaFuili and CodulaIlune canyons, the Marghineplain and the entire coastline.
CodulaFuili is the northernmostfluviokarsticcanyon of the Gulf and
flows in a SW-NEdirection followingan importantstrike-slipfault and
ending in the TyrrhenianSea forming the Cala Fuili beach. Many caves
have been documentedalong its course (Fancello et al. 1997), mostly
representingremnantsof well developedkarst systems.The underground
drainageis characterizedby the importantBue Marino cave, the present
outflowof the systemlocatedon the coast 500 meters Southof Cala Fuili,
with a developmentof more than 15 km part of which are open to public.
The northernbranch of this cave, in fact, followsthe Fuili canyonand
almost reaches the Barisone doline, and is constitutedof a long succession of more than 40 sumps and many dry parts for a total development
of 7 km (Fancelloet al. 1994).Maximumwater depth correspondsto 33
m b.s.1.and the underwater conduits,decoratedwith speleothems,have
averagewater flow of 50 1/sreachingsome cubic meters/sduring important floods.
The Southernbranch, instead, initiallyflows in a Southwestdirection
for about 3 km where the passage becomes submerged.This 630 meters
long sump reaches 32 meters of water depth and gives access to further
2.5 km of cave with some other smallersumps,eventuallypassing under
the Codula Ilune canyon (Fancelloet al. 1994).The huge pre-sumppassage is characterizedby important sedimentsprevalently composed of
granites,dolostones,and limestonesand has cut phreatic conduitswhich
are completelyfilled with basalt (Mahler 1979),related to the Pliocene
volcanicperiod and contemporaryto the basalts outcroppingin the upper
parts of Cala Luna, Cala Fuili and on the San Pietro plain dated 2-3.5
M.y. (Savelli& Pasini 1973).This branch is characterizedby water flow
only duringfloods of CodulaIlune (after heavy rain·periods)and in these
circumstancesdischargessome cubic meters/s(Fig.2).
The CodulaIlune canyoncontainsthe biggestcave systemof Sardinia,
exploredsince the early 80's and totalinga developmentof more than 42
km. The Codula Ilune cave system, discoveredin the upstream part of
the canyon and partially developedon the contact granite-dolostones,is
characterizedby two undergroundrivers that meet in a subterraneanlake
forming a unique collector.The system has at least four different cave
levels easily recognizableby the presence of abandonedphreatic cave
tubes and main streampassagesdevelopedat differentaltitudesand likely
correspondingto differentclimaticphases (De Waele 1997;Forti & Rossi
1991). The present outlet of this cave systemis located 100meters South
of the Cala Luna beach, and is characterizedby a narrow and rectilinear
passageexploredfor 630 meters and with a maximumdepth of37 m b.s.l.
but developingessentiallyat 10 m b.s.l. (Hovorka1993).Inside this submarine karst spring remnants of aeolian cemented sedimentshave been
found related to an arid and cold period (Antonioli & Ferranti, 1992).
Dischargein averageis about 100 1/s,reachingpeaks of severalm3/s during floods.
Recent explorationshave discoveredseveralinterestingcaves at Mar-

ghine, South of the upper Codula Ilune river at an altitude of approximately 1,000m a.s.1.,probablyrepresentingbranchesof a unique absorbing cave system that has its outlet in the Bel Torrentecave, located 500
meters North of Cala Sisine.The sinkholesof Lovettecannas,Su Canale
superioreand Su Clovu develop for severalkilometersalong the contact
betweengranitesand dolostones(Brozziet al. 1989;De Waeleet al. 2002)
and show only scarcelyformedphreaticpassages,typical of an allogenic
karst system(Palmer,2001), also suggestingtheir relativelyrecent formation. The Bel Torrente submarinespring, instead, is a large underwater
passage that developsat an averagedepth of 5 m b.s.l. and has been explored for more than 1 kilometer.The cave dividesin a huge dry phreatic
passage and a submergedactive branch at 700 meters from the entrance,
both branches are decorated with speleothems.This submarine spring
has been definedthe most importantof the Gulf, thus having discharges
greater than Cala Luna spring and Bue Marinocave (Morlock& Mahler
1995;Fancelloet al. 2000).
Severalother importantcaves are reportedalong the coast such as the
Fico cave and the Utopia-Ispuligideniekarst system.The Fico cave is located about 4 km South of Cala Sisine, at an altitudeof 15 m a.s.l., and
develops for more than 1 km (Jantschke 1998).This cave has a rather
complexdevelopmentwith ascendingbranchesup to almost 60 m a.s.l.,
characterizedby abundant concretions(e.g. aragonitehelictites),a main
corridor parallel to the coastline and submergedpassagesup to a depth
of 20 m b.s.l. A modest fresh water spring inside the cave is probably
co-responsibleof the wideningof the joints by hyperkarstprocessesdue
to mixing.
The Utopia-Ispuligideniecave system is located one more km to the
South, in correspondencewith the outlet of the Bacu Mudalorocanyon.
This system is composed of two main branches that meet close to the
coastline;the active submarinekarst spring of Ispuligidenieto the South
and the submergedUtopia passage to the North. This impressivesubmarine cave system,with extremelywell developedand wide cave tunnels,
showing both phreatic and surface evolution,reaches a total length of
more than 4 km representingone of the biggestunderwatercaves of the
Mediterranean.The mean depth of the main karst tunnel is around 30 m
b.s.l., the maximumdepth is 80 m b.s.1.and only rarely the passage develops above sea level. Submergedspeleothemshave been observed to
depths of 30 m b.s.l., representingthe deepestones found in the Eastern
Sardiniancoasts(Bohnertet al., 2003).Waterflow is difficultto estimate,
but shouldrange between20 1/sand severalm3/s duringintensefloods.

Fig.2 - Thefamous CalaLuna beachduringthe December2004flood. The river eroded
temporarythe eroded the beach. The CataLuna spring is locatedright behind the big
limestoneblocks in the sea (PhotoMario Pappacoda).

Hydrogeologicalasset
From a hydrogeologicalpoint of view the undergrounddrainage is
controlledby the structureof the carbonatesequenceand the downward

confinementby the imperviousPalaeozoicbasementcomplex.Theoverall
structureof the Gulf is characterisedby the monoclinaldippingtowards
the centreof the Gulf,thus undergroundwaterflowis directedtowardsthe
East.Coastalsurveys(Colantoni,1967;Bianco,1995;Morlock& Mahler,
1995;Jantschke,1998;Schafheutleet al., 2001;De Waele& Melis,2003)
have allowed to discover the most importantoutlets of the karst aquifer, from North to South Bue Marino cave, Cala Lune resurgence,Bel
Torrentecave and Utopica cave. Some minor outlets such as Fico cave,
S'Erriu Mortu and Olcoe are relatedto smallerhydrogeologicalsystems.
Dye tests (Mucedda,1985; Pappacoda& Fercia, 1991)have allowedto
define the hydrogeologicalsystem of Codula !lune-Resurgenceof Cala
Lunaand its relationshipswith the adjacentsystemsof BueMarinoand Su
Clovuin a satisfactorymanner.This latter cave system,togetherwith the
recentlydiscoveredundergroundrivers of Lovettecannasand Su Canale
Superioreare probablypart of the Bel Torrentehydrogeologicalsystem,
even though dye tests carried out in the summerof 2003 did not have a
positiveresult after two months of monitoring,probablydue to the small
quantitiesof water.The Bel Torrentesystemprobablyalso drainspart of
the SouthernGulf (sinkholesof Istirzilietc.) basedon the structuralmodel, but here also dye tests shouldbe carriedout, hinderedby the fact that
no undergroundrivers are yet known.Futuredye tests will be repeatedin
the near futureto help and solvethis rebus.
The Utopica system, instead, surely drains the basaltic Golgo plain
(sinceit developsunderneath)and is probablylimitedto the Westby the
importantSSE-NNWSan Pietro:-Onammafault.

Conclusions
From this short review it is clear that the hydrogeologicalsetting of
the Gulf of Orosei coastal karst area is not yet well definedbecause of
the difficultyin performingdye tests. Hydrogeologicalstudies are hindered by the lack of surface flow, the present absence of cave systems
with undergroundwater flows that would allow tracing experimentsand
the difficultyof monitoringthe submarinekarst resurgencesaccessible
only by boats and cave diving.The structuralmodelallowsto define,in a
rather rough manner,the differenthydrogeologicalsystems(Fig. 1). The
situationis quite well understoodin the North (systemsof Bue Marino
and Codula Ilune), moderatelyin the center (Lovettecannas-SuClovuBel Torrenteand Golgo-Utopicasystems)and almostcompletelyignored
in the southwesternpart. This is related to the knowledgeon caves and
undergroundstreams, much better known in the areas of Bue Marino
and Codula Ilune. Future cave explorationsshouldbe carried out in the
absorbingareas on the westernborder of the Gulf (lstirzili)with the hope
of findinga cave systemwith undergroundwaterflowthat wouldallowto
carryout somedye tests.
The monitoringof the submarinesprings(at least Cala Luna,Bel Torrente and Utopica)is not easy outsidethe summerseasonbecauseof the
weather (often causing surf), the logistic difficultyof finding transport
by sea and the fact that monitoringmust rely on cave divers.A serious
dye test programshouldbe settledin the near futureto put light into this
hydrogeologicalrebus.
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Applicationof dye tracertechniquesin the preparationof a conceptualhydrogeologicmodelfor a contaminatedkarst aquifer:saad superfundsite, Nashville,Tennessee,USA
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Centerfor Caveand Karst Studies, AppliedResearchand TechnologyProgramof Distinction,Departmentof Geographyand Geology,WesternKentucky
University,Bowling Green, Kentucky,USA

Abstract
The SAAD Oil Company, a U.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency
(USEPA)Superfundsite, is locatedin Nashville,Tennessee,USA. SAAD
Oil Company extracted impurities from used motor oil to enable recycling, and the USEPAsuspectedit was the sourceof over 20 years of contaminationflowingfrom Croft Springwhichis locatedapproximately762
m (2,500 ft) southeastof the SAAD site and the headwatersof a stream
that flows through the Nashville Zoo. After SAAD Oil declared bankruptcy,over 200 of its clients who had sent used oil to them for recycling
were named as the primary responsibleparties (PRPs)for the contamination, and accordingto U.S. law, for its clean-up.Attorneys for the PRPs
believed the source of contaminationto be from two other sites, 1) the
GeneralElectricfactory to the east that had lost polychlorinatedbiphenyls
(PCBs), and 2) the CSX Railroad Radnor SwitchingYard (CSX Radnor
Yard)locatedadjacentto the SAADsite to the west that had a groundwater
contaminationproblem due to loss of diesel fuel. Therefore,the USEPA
funded a hydrogeologicinvestigationby Crawford to determine which
facility or facilities were responsible for the contamination.The results
of a karst hydrogeologicinventory which includedover 100 dye receptor locations,a water table surface elevationinvestigation,a stage height
investigationat Croft Spring,six dye tracertests, and a matrixinterference
analysisrevealedthat both the SAADOil Companyand the CSX Radnor
Yard were responsiblefor the contaminationat Croft Spring. Resuits are
presented in a map showingthe karst hydrogeologicfeatures,water table
contours,and the approximatedye trace flow routes and groundwaterbasin boundaries. Also included is a hydrogeologicprofile across the site
showingthe geologic stratigraphy,the water table surface and a general
model of the interrelationshipbetween groundwaterflow and geology.

KarstHydrogeologicInventory
A hydrogeologicinventorywas performedto locate all springs,water
wells, monitoringwells, caves, karst windows, sinkholesand other karst
features within an area that covered approximately103.6km (40 sq mi).
This required severalweeks of field work by karst scientiststrained to locate these features.Activatedcoconutcharcoaldye receptorswere placed
in over 100 springs, wells (primarily monitoring wells), and surface
streams, and automatic water samplers were placed at Croft Spring and
at the Radnor Yard Outfall (this storm sewer outfall is actually a spring
that dischargesboth groundwaterand storm water runoff from the CSX
RadnorYard).

WaterTableInvestigation
The water table surface for the uppermostkarst aquiferwas contoured
by measuringthe water levelsin the numerousmonitoringwells at various
factory sites that were screened into the water table aquifer.In addition,
spring and surface stream elevations were determinedby leveling from
nearby benchmarks.This data permittedthe water table surfaceto be contoured during both a dry period in October and a wet one in March. The
water table elevation fluctuated only a small amount between these two
periods. The water table data provided very importantinformationconcerning groundwaterflow direction. It indicated a water table ridge that
extended northeast-southwestin the vicinity of the SAAD Oil and CSX
RadnorYard sites, and it revealedtroughs in the water table that extended
21-28 Auuusl 2005. Kulnmos. Hellas

from the water table ridge downgradientto the east toward Croft Spring
and to the northwesttoward the RadnorYardOutfall Spring.
Dye TracerInvestigationof GroundwaterFlow
Groundwaterflow direction could not be establishedfrom the water
table data since all three sites were in the vicinityof the water table high.
Therefore,six dye tracer tests were performedto better definegroundwater flow direction.Previousto dye injection,fluorescentdye background
levels were establishedat all monitoredlocationsto determinedye selection and to observe the fluctuationin backgroundlevels for the various
dyes being considered.Both one-weekand two-weekbackgroundlevels
were established,with backgroundmonitoredduring at least one significant storm event.

MatrixInterferenceAnalysis
There were three concerns relating to the groundwatercontaminants'
possible effectupon the dyes being consideredfor injection.Some of the
contaminantsmight: 1) diminish the dye's fluorescence,2) diminish the
ability for the dyes to be adsorbedonto the charcoaldye receptors,and/or
3) impact the ability of the Smart Solution(Smartand Laidlaw,1977)to
elute the dyes adsorbedonto the charcoal.Therefore,a three-partlaboratory matrix interferenceanalysis was performed on four-liter(1.06 gal)
grab water samplesfrom the followinglocationsin order to quantifythese
variablesfor the dyesbeing consideredfor use: 1) Croft Spring,2) Radnor
Yard Outfall Spring,and 3) contaminatedgroundwaterfrom wells in the
vicinitywhere the dyes were to be injected.
The matrix interferenceanalysis did not indicate a significantimpact
on the fluorescenceability of the dyes investigated,nor upon the adsorption capacityof the activatedcharcoal,nor upon the eluent's (Smart Solution) abilityto elute the dyes from the charcoal.

HydrogeologicInvestigation
U.S. GeologicalSurvey,7.5 minute, geologic quadranglemaps were
investigatedfor the SAAD site vicinity.In addition,numerouswell logs
from monitoringwells at several industrial sites in the area were studied. Although regolith is typically very thin above bedrock throughout
much of the vicinity, this data indicated that the regolith (residuum)in
the vicinitywas over 15.4 m (50 ft) thick in some areas. In addition,data
revealedthat, in order to preparea level surfacefor the CSXRadnorYard,
approximately9.1 to 15.2 m (30 to 50 ft) offill materialhad been placed
over a large area above the regolith. The geologic data indicated that
the regolith was underlain by the OrdovicianBigby-CannonLimestone
which was typically 6.1 to 12.2 m (20 to 40 ft) thick. Below the BigbyCannon was the OrdovicianHermitage Formation, an argillaceousand
shaley limestonewhich tends to be a confining layer. Croft Spring and
the Radnor Outfall Spring are located directlyupon or slightlyabove the
HermitageFormation.Therefore,the karst aquiferwas locatedwithin the
Bigby-CannonLimestone.At most places, the water table was locatedin
the regolith,well abovethe top of the Bigby-CannonLimestone.This fact
indicatedlaminargroundwaterflow throughthe regolithuntil it reacheda
conduitin the underlyingBigby-CannonLimestone. It also indicatedthat
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the dye traceswouldbe difficult,and that dye wouldmove slowlythrough
the regolith until finally getting into an open conduit in the underlying
Bigby-CannonLimestone.

StageHeightInvestigationat CroftSpring
Croft Spring, an obvious karst spring, was reported to rapidly rise
and fall over 1.22 m (4 ft) after heavy rains. This informationtended
to indicate a turbulent flow karst aquifer with rapid recharge through
sinkholesand sinking streams.However,the landscapein the area does
not have noticeablesinkholesor sinking streams and the hydrogeologic
investigationindicatedthat the water table was in the regolithwell above
bedrock,indicatingmorediffuseflowwith slowrechargeratherthan rapid
conduitflow.Precipitationand stagewere monitoredat Croft Springwith
a pressuretransducer/dataloggerduringthe dye tracer tests for a periodof
approximately10months.Eventhoughseverallargerain eventsoccurred
duringthis period,the spring stage only fluctuated.06 m (0.2 ft), indicating that rechargewas primarilyfrom slow percolationthrough the thick
regolith down into the solutionally-enlargedconduits in the Bigby-Cannon Limestone.This data provided very useful informationconcerning
the nature of the karst aquiferand the.relativelyslow dye flow rates.

Dye Traces
Previousconsultantshad drilled and installed monitoringwells over
45.7 m (150 ft) deep in the vicinity of the General Electric factory.An
investigationof the well logs indicatedthat monitoringwells had been
drilled completelythrough the Hermitageconfining layer and screened
into a confinedaquifer in the underlyingCarters Limestone.Further examinationof the logs revealedthat one of the wells had encountereda 2.1
m (7 ft) void only 7.3 m (24 ft) undergroundin the Bigby-CannonLimestone directlyabove the Hermitage.The drillers did not encountersufficientwater at this depth,so this void was cased off, and drillingcontinued
throughthe Hermitagedown into CartersLimestoneconfinedaquifer.
For this investigation,a new well was drilled approximately0.9 m
(3 ft) from the well that intersectedthe 2.1 m (7 ft) air-filledvoid, and
SodiumFluorescein(ColorIndex:Acid Yellow73) dye was injectedand
flushedwith 7,570 1(2000 gal) of potablewater.The dye did not resurge
at Croft Spring but instead resurged45 days after injection at McNally
Drive Spring located about 609.6 m (2,000 ft) east of the site. This data
agreedwith the flow directionindicatedby a downgradienttrough in the
water table. Therefore,the dye tracer results indicated that the General
Electricfacilitywas not responsiblefor the contaminantsresurgingfrom
Croft Spring.
Five additional dyes were injected into monitoring wells and open
excavatedpits in the vicinity of the SAAD Oil facility and CSX Radnor
Yard. Eosine (Color Index: Acid Red 87) dye injected into a pit at the
SAAD Oil site was detected 103 days later at Croft Spring, and interestingly,also detected 103 days after injection at the CSX Radnor Yard
OutfallSpring.RhodamineWT (ColorIndex:Acid Red 388) dye injected
into a monitoringwell at the CSX RadnorYard site was detected at the
RadnorYardOutfall Spring 102 days later and at Croft Spring 174 days
after injection.Three other dyes injectedin the vicinity of the SAADOil
site and at CSX RadnorYardwere also detectedat both springswith dye
flow rates that varied from 5.25 to 9.43 m (17.24 to 30.93 ft) per day.
Interestingly,slug tests performedon several monitoringwells in the vicinityby previousconsultantsindicatedan approximateflow rate of 40.2
m (132 ft) per year. Slug and pumpingtests do not provide valid data in
most karst aquifersas has been demonstratedon numerousoccasionsby
dye tracer tests.

GeneralElectricfactory flows directlyto McNallyDrive Springand does
not flow to any other location.The results of the dye tracer investigation
indicatedthat groundwaterfrom the SAADOil and the CSX RadnorYard
sites, both located along a ridge in the water table, flowed to both Croft
Springto the east and to the RadnorYardOutfall Springto the west.

Site ConceptualHydrogeologicModel
Figure 1 is a site conceptualhydrogeologicmodel showing the water table contours, the results of the six dye traces and the approximate
location of the groundwaterdivide boundariesbetween the Croft Spring
GroundwaterBasin, the Radnor Yard Outfall Spring GroundwaterBasin
and the McNally Drive Spring GroundwaterBasin. The diagram clearly
showsthat five of the dyes injectedalongthe top of the groundwaterridge
flowed downgradientto both Croft Spring to the east and Radnor Yard
Outfall Springto the west.
Figure 2 is a hydrogeologicprofile from RadnorYard Outfall Spring
across the drainage divide to Croft Spring, and it clearly reveals how
groundwaterflows to both springs.The placementof9.l to 15.2m (30 to
50 ft) of fill material along the headwatersof Brown Creek by the CSX
Railroad had a damming effect upon groundwaterflow. Not filling the
area near the headwatersof Brown Creek created a large depressionapproximately457 m (1,500ft) in diameter.CSX Railroadinstalleda storm
sewer to drain this large depressionwhich extendedunder CSX Radnor
Yard to dischargeat the Radnor Yard Outfall.The fill material increased
infiltrationand reduced storm water runoff causingthe water table to rise
above the storm sewer, even during base flow conditionsas indicatedin
Figure 2. Therefore,groundwaterhas been flowing out the RadnorYard
Outfall since its constructionin the 1950s.It also appearsthat this large
area of fill material displacedthe water table divide to the west, and the
divide is now located directlyunder the RadnorYard surface depression
(Figure2). Sincethe dyes injectedin the vicinityof the SAADOil and the
CSX Radnor Yard sites were injected into the regolith (residuum)along
this divide,someof the dye traveledto Croft Spring,but somealso flowed
into the storm sewer to dischargein the oppositedirectionat the Radnor
YardOutfall Spring. Therefore,the site conceptualhydrogeologicmodel
indicatesthat SAAD Oil and CSX Railroad are both responsiblefor the
groundwater contaminationof Croft Spring and Radnor Yard Outfall
Spring.This investigationprovides a good exampleof the applicationof
dye tracer techniques in the preparationof a conceptualhydrogeologic
model for a contaminatedkarst aquifer. It provided definitive evidence
of contaminantflow throughthis karst aquifer,and the resultshave withstood serious scrutiny by not only governmentregulatory agenciesbut
also numerousattorneysrepresentingall three companies.
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Development of innovative karst hydrogeologic research techniques for solving karst environmental problems
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Abstract
Since its inceptionin 1978,The Center for Cave and Karst Studieshas
played a major role in the developmentof innovativetechniques to facilitate the work of geologists,hydrologists and engineers in karst terrains.
These techniquesinclude: cave explorationand mapping, dye tracer tests
to determine groundwaterflow through karst aquifers, and microgravity
and electrical resistivity to investigate karst subsurface conditions. The
techniquesprovide accuratekarst hydrogeologicinformationto engineers
and planners who can then make informed decisions on how to best protect the public and karst environment.Karst hydrogeologicinvestigations
have dealt with proposedroutes for highways, dam locations,foundations
for proposedbuildings,stormwater runoff, and various groundwatercontamination,sinkholecollapseand sinkhole floodingproblems. The Center
has received numerous grants and contracts from various federal, state
and local governmentagenciesas well as numerousengineeringand environmentalconsultingfirms from throughoutthe U.S.A. as well as several
foreign countries.Severalapplicationsare provided within this paper.
The applied research within the Center provides a major learning experience for WesternKentucky University undergraduate and graduate
students. They have the opportunity to work on "real world" problems
in cooperationwith Center faculty and professional staff. These research
experiencesfacilitatetheir employmentafter graduation.Severalgraduate
and undergraduatestudentsare listed as coauthors of this paper.

Introduction
The Center for Cave and Karst Studies, established in 1978 at Western KentuckyUniversity, was the first center establishedprimarilyto deal
with karst problems in the U.S. The Center's offices and labs are located
within the Departmentof Geographyand Geology in the Environmental
Sciences and TechnologyBuilding at Western Kentucky University.The
Center's personnel consist of a director, chemist/laboratorymanager, researchhydrologist,educationcoordinator, office coordinatorand graduate
and undergraduateassistants.
The objectivesof the Center are as follows:
(1) To be a research center dealing with all aspects of cave and karst
studies, with an emphasison solving environmentalproblems associated
with karst;
(2) To provide educationalprograms concerning cave and karst studies: a) undergraduateand graduate instruction,b) cooperative education
program with MammothCave National Park InternationalCenter for Science and Leaming, c) workshops,seminars,and scientificmeetings;
(3) To provide public service by assisting individuals, private firms,
and governmentagencieswith karst environmentalproblems.
Over the past twenty-sevenyears, the Center has attracted outstanding undergraduateand graduate students from various parts of the United
States. Graduate and undergraduate research assistants are actively involved in the researcheffortsof the Center.Several graduatestudents, and
even a few undergraduatestudents,have a substantialnumber of publications and presentationsto their credit. Studentsget "hands-on"experience
in dealingwith karst groundwaterproblemsthrough the Center's research

for government agencies, as well as for private business. Our graduates
have been very successful in obtaining positions with both government
and private consulting firms.

Subsurface investigations
Microgravity
Gravitysurveys are used to detectvariation in the density of subsurface
materials. Variationsin the earth's gravitationalfield higher than normal
indicate underlying material of higher density while areas of low gravity
indicate areas of lower density.In most karst areas, the followingaverage
density values are assumed:
Air= 0 g/cm3
Water= 1.0 g/cm3 Sandstone= 2.35g/cm3
Limestone = 2.5 g/
Regolith or cave sediments= 1.5 g/cm3
cm3
Therefore, density contrasts of 1.0 to 2.5 g/cm3 are anticipatedfor any
subsurface cavity, depending on whether the cavity is filled with air, water or sediment. This makes the microgravity method a good technique
to investigate subsurface conditions in the vicinity of sinkhole collapses.
Microgravity provides useful informationconcerninga) depth to bedrock,
b) extent and shape of a void below the surface, c) location of a crevice,or
crevices, through which regolith and water are sinking and d) additional
regolith voids in the vicinity of a sinkhole collapse (Crawford 1999 and
2000). In order to detect voids or cavities, very high precision is required.
A SCINTREX CG-3M Autograv Microgravity Meter that has a 0.5-microGal sensitivity is used by the Center.
After all corrections have been calculated, the reduced data consists
of a Simple Bouguer Gravity value for each measuredpoint. Increasingly
negativevalues for Bouguergravity indicategreaterdeficits in mass below
each measurement point. Graphic plotting of data produces a trend line
that illustrates the relative fluctuations in gravity along each traverse.
Eiectricairesistivity
Electrical resistivity surveys provide an image of the subsurface resistivity distribution.Features that are not good conductors of electricity,
such as air-filled voids in the regolith or a cave in the bedrock, result in
high resistivity anomalies. This makes the resistivity method a good exploratory technique for investigatingkarst subsurface features, or where
depth to bedrock is needed.
Several different electrode configurationscan be used to collect resistivity data. These include the Schlumberger,Wenner, Pole-Pole, Pole-Dipole, Square arrays, and Dipole-Dipole. The Dipole-Dipole array generally provides the highest precision, permits reasonabledepth investigation
and has the greatest sensitivity to vertical resolution and data coverage
(Loke, 1998).
The resistance measurementsgathered by the field survey are reduced
to apparent resistivity values. This conversion is performed by the AGI
AdministratorVersion 1.1.0.4 program. The RES2DINVprogram is then
used to convert the apparent resistivity values into a resistivity profile
model that permits interpretationof the subsurface.The modeled results
along a traverse are calibrated by comparing observed anomalies with
physical data, such as, topographicmaps, geologic quadrangles,rock outcrops, and drilling/boring data.
Cave mapping
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Many jobs require caves within or near investigatedsites to be explored and mapped in order to determineif the underlyingcave is within
the proposed project area. Surveyingis done with a nylon tape, Suunto
compass and clinometer.Backsights are taken within one degree. The
cave passagesare surveyedand sketchedand profile sectionsof the cave
dimensions are provided on the cave maps. Dimensionssuch as shot
length and bearing can be inputted into a programknown as COMPASS
which produces a line plot of the survey data. Howeverto gain more informationon the size, shapeand orientationof the rooms so that more can
be learnedof the geology,hydrologyand origin,more informationsuchas
left, right, up and down measurementsmust be added so that a 3-D model
can be created.
Cave radio
In order to better coordinatethe subsurfaceposition and depth of a
cave with that of surfacefeatures,an instrumentreferredto as cave radio
is used. This techniqueuses a receiver antenna to locate the position of
a transmitterbeacon, called a cave radio, placed inside the cave, which
emits a very low frequencysignal, generatedby an amplifierattachedto
the transmitterantenna,resultingin a magneticfield(Figure1). Therefore,
the techniqueworksthroughmagneticinductionrather than audibleradio
waves. When the receiver antenna is in such a position that it no longer
detectsthe magneticfield,the exactpositionof the underlyingtransmitter
beacon can be determined(Gibson2002).

pH. The feature is photographedto completethe inventoryrecord. The
resultsaid in the dye receptorlocationplacement.
Lineamentanalysis
A lineamentanalysisis performedfor the area withinand surrounding
the study area using topographicand geologicmaps, the countysoil atlas
and aerial photographs.A field investigationis necessaryto confirmthe
accuracyof the geologicmap and to identifyimportantgeologicfeatures
not on the map, such as joint sets,prominentbeddingplanepartings,chert
or shalebeds that might constituteconfininglayers,etc. This information
combinedwith field measurementsof joints, strike and dip, etc. provide
indicatorsof possiblegroundwaterflow routes. It also provideimportant
informationfor locatingmonitoringwells if needed.
Potentiometricsurfacemapping
All accessiblewater wells and monitoringwells in the area are measured duringa dryperiodand the depthto watersubtractedfromthe ground
surfaceelevation.In additionto wells,the elevationsof springs,karstwindows and selectedpoints along streamsand lakes are measuredby leveling.These elevationsand terrain features,such as, topography,sinkhole
distribution, sinkingstreams,cave locations,etc. are used to constructa
map of the water table (Figure2) for the uppermostaquifor.lf sufficient
wells are available,it may be possible to delimit groundwaterbasin divides.

Figure I: Magneticfield linesfrom an undergroundtransmitter.Image courtesyof www.
caves.org.uklradio/radioloc
Jor _cave.html

Figure 2: PotentiometricSurface map of investigatedsite.

Dye tracerinvestigations
ResearchProcedures
Karst hydrogeologicinventory
The field survey for the Karst HydrogeologicInventoryis conducted
under conditionsrangingfrom moderateto high flow duringa wet period
when all resurgencepoints are active.The surveyis conductedby walking
or floatingall streamsand associatedimpoundments(lakes,ponds) in the
study area to visually identifykarst features includingbut not limitedto:
Springs, seeps, sinkholes,swallets, karst windows, sinking streams and
caves.
The features are located on a 7.5-minute series topographicmap.
Each feature is given a name and a unique inventorynumber.General
informationand physicalcharacteristicsof the featureare recordedon the
Karst FeatureInventoryForm.The physicalcharacteristicsof inventoried
springs,streams,and wells includea measurementor estimateof the discharge and measurementof the temperature,specific conductance,and

Backgroundmonitoringand matrix interference
TheBackgroundFluorescenceMonitoringtaskinvolvesthe monitoring
of springs,wells and streamsin the study area for backgroundconcentrations of dye frompreviousdye traces,pollution,and naturalinterference.
The resultsof the backgroundmonitoringis used to evaluatethe appropriate dyes and dye concentrationsto be used for the dye tracerinvestigation.
In addition,a matrixinterferenceinvestigationmay be neededpreviousto
selectionof the dye or dyes to be used. This involvesa laboratoryinvestigationto measurethe potentialimpact of chemicalsin the groundwater
on the dye concentration,the adsorptionof the dye by the charcoalor the
release of dye from the charcoalduring elution.
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AnalysisProcedures
Charcoaland water analysis
Analysis on a scanningspectrofluorophotometer
providesthe lowest
detectionlimits and most reliabledye analysis.For a typical analysisfor
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TinopalCBS-X,Direct Yellow96, Fluorescein, RhodamineWT, Eosine,
FD&C Red 3, D&C Red 28 or SulphorhodamineB, a synchronousscan
is performedwherethe excitationand emissionmonochromato
rs are kept
at a fixed wavelengthseparation during the scan. If the scan indicates
positive results for fluorescentdye, a second printout is made utilizing
spectrumintegrationand calibrationcurves stored in the computerto determine the concentrationof the dye or dyes. If the sample is a water
sample,the scanningparametersare adjustedto compensatefor shifts in
the excitationand emissionmaximumwavelengthsas well as differences
in the Stoke's shift caused by the differencesin pH and polarityof water
as comparedto elutent.

Eosine Levels at Lost River Rise
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Quantitativedye tracing
Quantitativedye ·tracing involves installing ISCO automatic water
samplers at the hypothesizedspring or springs. The collected samples
are then analyzedaccordingto water sample analysis procedures. This
providesa graph of the completedye breakthroughcurve at the spring or
springs(Figure4). A quantitativetrace is oftenperformedsimultaneously
with the qualitativedye receptortrace.It providesmoredefinitiveproof of
dye flow to a springsince the dye concentrationin the water is measured
duringthe entirepassageof the dye cloud as it flows from the spring.
Case studies
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Figure 4: Histogramshowing breakthroughcurve during quantitativetrace.

Sandstone boulders

Figure5: Electricalresistivityprofile showingdeep depths to bedrockand thepresence of conductiveclays belowresistivesandstoneboulders

Proposedhighways
Microgravityand electrical resistivity were used to locate possible
voids in the regolith and/orbedrock under the proposedroadwayfor the
new Highway27 route in east Kentucky.In addition, the area contained
three caveswhoseentranceswere near the investigatedsite. The research
approachwas to conductmicrogravityand electricalresistivitytraverses
down the center of the northboundand southboundlanes and along each
shoulderand to exploreand map each cave.The microgravitystationsand
the resistivityelectrodeswere placedin the same locationsso that the data
couldbe compared. The cavepassageswere surveyedand mappedso that
the caves couldbe placed on a site map for comparisonwith the locations
of the roadways.This research confirmedthat the engineerswould not
haveto adjusttheirplans due to the caves,but that changeshad to be made
to deal with largeamountsof deep, unexpected clays duringconstruction
of the road and to plan for deeper depthsto bedrockthat were discovered
duringthe investigation(Figure5).

SinkholeCollapse
Microgravitywas used to locate a possible sinkhole collapse underneatha preexistingdistributionwarehouse.The area,prior to construction,
had been pockmarkedwith sinkholecollapsesthat where repairedbefore
the buildingwas completed. However, a sinkholecollapseoccurredat the

east end of the building years later. The business was concernedof the
possibility of other collapses occurring in less accessible locations beneath the building.Areas of low gravitythat could be consideredhazardous and subjectto surveillancewere located.The previous collapsewas
visible on the microgravitydata (anomaliesE and F, Figure 6) due to a
remediationfailure, along with other lesser anomalies (anomaliesA-D,
Figure 6). A profile extendingfrom areas of higher gravity to areas of
lower gravitycan be seen in Figure 7.

Ground water contamination
An oil leak from a pipeline company line was discoveredin Central
Tennessee. As part of the emergencyresponsea dye trace study was conducted. The studyintendedto determineprobablyresurgencepointsof the
oil at springsor surfacestreams.Dye tracing, Potentiometricmappingand
geologicmapping were used to determinesite hydrology(Figure 9).
The dyes injected at the pipeline spill site resurgedat Four Spring on
the opposite side of the Stones River. The research revealed that a cave
stream from the site flowed under the perennial Stones River, which is
flowingupon the LowerRidleyLimestoneconfininglayerat this location.
The flow throughthe karst aquifer was downdiptoward a structurallow
locatedon the oppositeside of the StonesRiver.
References
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Drip-water monitoring in a superficial Alpine cave (Cogola di Giazzera, Trentino , NE Italy)
Renza Mion rndi 1, And rea Borsato 1, Silvia Frisia 1 & Flavio Corradini2
(JJMuseo Tridentinodi ScienzeNaturali, Trento
, Italy - miorandi@mtsn.tn
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<2J JstitutoAgrariodi S.Michele all 'Adige,'Trento,Italy

Abstract
The two-year-longdrip-watermonitoringof ten stalactitesat Cogola
di Giazzeracave located on the Pasubio mountain(TrentoProvince,NE
ofltaly) revealsthe predominantseasonaldischargeof all the studied stalactites. The discharge,electricalconductivityand saturationstate of the
stalactitedrips are directly controlledby the infiltrationevents and, as a
whole,the longer is the time elapse from the infiltrationevent the lower is
the drip-rate,and electricalconductivityof the water. This latter phenomenon is clearly related to prior calcite precipitationalong the flow-path,
both in the rock abovethe cave and withinthe cave itself alongthe feeding
stalactites. In fact, the chemical analyses of two stalactite drips (G1 and
G 10) reveal a linear relationshipbetween Ca content and calcite saturation state (R2 = 0.74 for G 1 and 0.67 for G 10),an exponentialcorrelation
betweendrip rate and Ca content(R2 = 0.59 for G 1 and 0.85 for G 10) and
an exponentialcorrelationbetween drip rate and calcite saturation state
(R2 = 0.41 for G1 and 0.47 for GlO).

Riassunto
Il monitoraggiodi due anni del drip-waterdi dieci stalattitialla Cogola
di Giazzera,situatasul Massicciodel MontePasubio(Provinciadi Trento,
Italia nord-orientale), rivela un dominante flusso stagionaleper tutte le
stalattitistudiate.Il flusso, la conducibilitaelettrica e lo stato di saturazione dei drip di queste dieci stalattiti sono direttamentecontrollati dagli
eventi di infiltrazionee, nel complesso,piu e lungo il tempo di mancata
infiltrazione,piu elento il drip-ratee piu ebassa la conducibilitaelettrica
dell'acqua di stillicidio.Quest'ultimoaspettoechiaramentecollegatocon
la precipitazionedi calcite lungo le fessure di scorrimentodell'acqua, sia
attraversola roccia soprastantela grotta sia all'intemo della cavita stessa
lungo i punti di alimentazionedelle stalattiti. Infatti, le analisi chimiche
dell'acqua di stillicidiodi due stalattiti (G1 e G2) rivelano una relazione
linearetrail drip-ratee il contenutodi Ca (R2 = 0.59 per la G 1 e 0.85 per
la G10) e una relazioneesponenzialetra il drip-rate e lo stato di saturazione della calcite(R2 = 0.41 per la Gl e 0.47 per la Gl0).

1. Introduction
Dripwatermonitoringis more and more utilisedfor testingthe presentday cave environmentcondition in order to calibrate the paleoclimate
proxy-data extracted from speleothems (Borsato, 1995; Baker et al.,
1995).In the frame of the AQUAPASTproject - which aim was to reconstruct past climate in Trentinoregion studing speleothemsfrom different
caves - was monitoredchemicaland physicalparametersfor five caves in
Trentino.One of this monitoredcaves was Cogoladi Giazzerathat we are
going to illustrate.

2. Cave site and environmental settin g

Cogola di Giazzerais located on the Pasubio mountain in the Trento
Province, NE ofltaly (Longitude11°05' 50"; Latitude45°51' ll " N) at the
elevationof I 025 m a.s.l. The cave is cut in fissuredLowerJurassicwellbedded limestones (CalcariGrigi formation),with a maximumrock overburden of 30 m (Fig.1). The cave opens on a slope with a south-westorientation coveredby deciduousforest with brown-calcareoussoil cover.
The cave entranceis a big chamberat the end of which starts a gallery

Fig.I. Locationmap and cross-section ofCogola di Giazzeracave.

consistingin a single 20 m long chamberconnectedby a flat, narrow passage with the entrancechamber.A second very narrow passage lets to the
last chamberof the cave where the monitoringprogramand the following
palaeoclimaticstudy were carried out. The central area of the terminal
chamberis decorated with hundredsof stalactites, stalactitesand columns
(Fig. 2), with several active morphologiesand small pools.

Fig. 2- Several stalagmitesand columns in the terminalchamber.

m a.s.l.), is 1162 mm/year (average period 1923 to 1990)and show a bimodal distribution with a maximumbetween April and June and a second
maximumin October- November.The mean annual air temperatureat the
cave site is about 8.8°C, while the mean monthlytemperatureis near zero
from December to February, period during which the area is cover by
snow. The theoretical infiltration, calculatedusing the Thomthwaiteformula, show summerdrynessfrom June to Augustand occasionallyin September,whereas the highest values are recorded in November(110 mm),
October (90 mm) andDecember (75 mm). The result is a strong seasonal
signal that is recorded in the fabric of the active growing stalagmites that
are mostly composedby dendritic texture.
3. Material and methods
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The monitoring program started in 2002 and lasted for two years including a hydrogeologicaland microclimaticstudy of the cave. To realise
that some instrumentswere installedin the terminal chamberand the cave
was visited each month. We utilise a Logotronic temperature and electrical conductivity (EC) datalogger for the G 1 stalactite drip (EC range:
1-2000 µSiem, accuracy of ±1 µSiem, resolution 0.1 µSiem; temperature
range: -5 to 100 °C, accuracy:±0.2°C, resolution 0.0l 0 C) and two Hanna
Instrumentsdataloggerfor the air temperature(range: -10 to +40°C, resolution: ±0.1°C). Electricalconductivity,pH and temperaturewere checked
monthlyby a portableWTW Multivaminstrumentthat has similartechnical characteristicsof the Logotronicdatalogger.All the EC measurements
are corrected to the reference temperatureof 20°C.
Inside the terminal chamber 10 stalactites (G1 to G 10) with different
drip-rates and response time were chosen for the monthly measure of the
drip rate in order to investigate the hydrologicalbehaviour and the lagtime of the aquifer with respect to the infiltrationevents. Two of the most
regular drip points (GI and Gl0) were chosen to collect water for chemical and isotopical analyses. Being that the water flux for each stalactite
was quite slow (mean annual flow < 0.1 ml/min) we utilise 500 cc plastic
bottles below each drip site to collect enough water for chemicalanalyses
that were carried out at San Michele all' Adige laboratory.The chemical
analyses include the ionic composition,pH, EC and alkalinity that allow
to calculate the calcite saturationstate. Moreover,below four other drips,
were installed glass templates used to investigatethe present-day calcite
precipitation.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Drip-waterdischarge
The two-years period records a different annual precipitationamount
with 1793.8 mm during the 2002 and 730.6 mm during the 2003 (Ter-
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ragnolometeorologicalstation).However,the strongestannual difference
was the snow precipitation that, in the quarter from January to March
varied from 176.2mm in 2002 to 36.6 mm in 2003 (fig. 3 A).
The measured stalactitedrips show a mean annual dischargebetween
0.6 and 0.006 ml/min (i.e. ~ 10-5to 10-8L s-1), with a marked variability
from one to the other and less pronouncedintra-annualvariability.Figure
2 B show the trend of five stalactitesthat representsthe whole spectrum
of the 10 monitoredones. The general featureof the two years monitoring
is a clear seasonal trend, with drip-rateincrease in late autumn following
the November recharge and a progressivelydecrease,punctuatedby episodic short-livingincreases, in spring and summer.The major difference
from 3/4 2002 and 2003 is the strong recharge in late February 2002 due
to the snow melting that is not present in 2003 due to the near-absenceo
snow precipitation in the winter. Discharge of stalactites G1 and G2 are
more constant during the year while G7, G9 and GI0 display a greater
variability and during some period (Jan to Feb 2002 and autumn 2003)
they reduced strongly the discharge and some of them stopped. Nevertheless, as a whole the coefficientof variability of all the drips vary between 50 to 150%,with few intraannualvariability,and match the field of
"seasonal drip" follow Smart and Friedrich, 1987 and Baker et al., 1999
definitions.

4.2. Electricalconductivityand temperature
The general trend of electrical conductivitymeasured on G1 drip-water (Fig. 3 C) is characterizedby some abrupt increase in EC up to 70-90
µSiem followedby gradual decreases.The more pronouncedof these latter occurred in winter-spring 2003 when was reached the lowest value of
234 µSiem. The strongestEC increasesare due to precipitationevents exceeding20 mm (19.11.02,19.05.03, 17.11.03, 29.11.03)or, only for 2002,
to snow melting event (22.02.02). The lag-time between the EC rising
and the mid-point of the rainfall events vary from 12 to 48 hours. These
episodes triggered the drip-rate increase in all the monitored stalactites
and the strongest drip-rate increases are recorded in the faster discharge
stalactitesG7 and GI0 (cfr. Fig. 3 Band C). The general trend, therefore,
is exactly the opposite of fast dripping stalactitesmonitored at Grotta di
Ernesto, that open about 45 km NE from Cogola di Giazzera, were the
strongestrainfalls were followedby abrupt EC drops of -20 to -50 µSiem
due to the fast infiltration of the lowmineralizedwater associatedto the
rainfall events (Borsato, 1997).
Figure 2 C visualize the water temperature: although the terminal
chamber is near to the cave entrance,and the rock overburdenis less than
25 m, the temperatureis constant throughoutthe year with a mean value
of 8.08°C. In the graphic are visible some minor peaks that are connected
with the monthly visits to the cave that usually last 2 hours.
The cave needs one or two days to re-equilibrateits temperature.
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Fig. 3. Two-year long drip rates offive selectedstalactitesin Cogoladi Giazzera main
chamber (B) comparedwith the rainfall record at Terragnolo (A) and the electrical
conductivityand temperature continuousmonitoringof stalactiteG1. Thegrey bars in
(A) representthe snow-meltperiods;the circlesin (C) theperiodicelectricalconductivity measurements.
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4.3. Calciumcontentand saturationstate
Figure 4 visualize the relationshipbetween drip-rate, Ca content and
calcite saturation (Slee) of drip GI and Gl0 . For both stalactitesthere is
a clear positive correlationbetween the three variables. In particular,we
observe a linear relationshipbetween Ca content and Slee (R2 = 0.74 for
G 1 and 0.67 for G 10), and an exponentialcorrelation between drip rate
and Ca content (R2 = 0.59 for G1 and 0.85 for G 10).The exponentialcorrelationbetween drip rate and Slee (R2 = 0.41 for G 1 and 0.47 for G10)is
weaker, due to some dispersionat low-SI values, but still striking.These
situationreflects the calcite precipitationinside the aquifer and along the
flow-pathin the cave (mostly along the feeding stalactite),that lower the
Ca content and the Slee during low-dischargeperiods.
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5. Conclusion
The two-year-longstalactite drip-water monitoringat Cogola di Giazzera reveals the predominantseasonal dischargeof all the studied stalactites. The discharge,electrical conductivityand saturationstate of the
stalactitedrips are directly controlledby the infiltration events and, as a
whole, the longer is the time elapse from the infiltrationevent the lower
is the drip-rate, Ca content, electrical conductivityand calcite saturation
state of the water.This feature is clearly related to prior calcite precipitation along the flow-path,both in the rock above the cave and within the
cave itself on the stalactite.This study testify the peculiarity of shallow
caves in fissuredaquifer with respect to karst hydrology,and the implication for palaeoclimaticreconstructionfrom speleothems.The cave show
an enhancesensitivitythat can record even sub-annualand monthly-long
episodes,but is prone to possible discontinuousgrowth during drier periods.
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The geothermalflux shieldingby deep drainageconduits
Giovanni Badim)
Dip. Fisica Generate,Universitadi Torino,5AssociazioneLa Venta
Abstract
The geothermalflux role is analysedfor mountainwith underground
water or air drainage in conduits. The problem of interactionbetween
caves and the geothennal flux is convertedto classicalthermo-engineering problemsin terms of shapefactors.It is then possibleto showthat the
fluid flow perturbsthe whole rock temperaturefield until the geothermal
flux of a large area is focalisedonto the conduits.The introductionof the
"geothermalcross section"of an undergrounddrainagestructureallowsto
improvethe classicalformulaof minimumprovenancedepthof a geothermal water, alwaysunderestimated,and the geothermalheatingof caves.

The geothermalenergyflux
It is widely known that the rocks below us have a temperaturethat
increaseswith depth due to a thermalenergyflux comingfrom the Earth
bulk.
The geothermalflux is widely variablebut the world average (VERHOOGEN,1956)is

That is some 60 kW per squarekilometre.
The geothermalflux will heat the rock until the temperaturegradient
in it becomesable to evacuatethe geothermalpower on the surface. This
equiiibriumconditionis then obtainedwhen the gradientis
Fgt

oT
=KRoz

In this case we can assumea rockthermalconductivityKR=2.5Wm-1K
typical for granite,whilst the limestoneconductivityis some 10% less.
The temperaturegradientat the equilibriumis 24 °C per kilometre.
At first, this appearnot true in the case of caves' atmospheres,that are
really quite cold (essentiallyat the external average yearly temperature
(BADIN0, 2004) -from hereafterTave
-) whilstthe mines' atmospherescan
be very hot.
It is then useful to comparetwo UndergroundNeutrinoObservatories,
in Mont Blanc (betweenFrance and Italy) and in Gran Sasso (in central
Italy), which are assembledin halls in motorwaytunnels. The depth of
first, dismissed in 2001, was some 1800 m below the surface, at an altitude of 1300 m asl, whilst the depth of second is around 1050m at an
altitude of I 000 m asl. Their temperaturesare neverthelesscompletely
different, in the fi,rstit is around 32 °C, in the second at 6 °C, the two
unsuitablefor working.
The reason of the two differenttemperaturesis the different rock permeability.
The Mont Blanc rock is mainly granite and the waters met by tunnel
were essentiallyfossil waters, the meteoricwater circulationbeing quite
epidermal(up to depth of 100-200m below the surface),with some exceptionlocalizedalong largemajor rock discontinuities.
The Gran Sasso rocks is limestone.The infiltrationwaters at the surface are at Tave'and cross the whole mountaineasily and with small heating.
Then into the Mt Blanc's depth there are essentially"mines"waters in
thermalequilibriumwith hot, deep rocks, whilstthe deep Gran Sassowaters are essentiallyexternalwaters, in equilibriumwith the atmosphere.
Undergroundhigh temperaturesare connectedwith good thermal insulations,then a tunnel, or a mine, can be excavatedacrossrocks that are
1
,
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very hot (high temperature)because,i) they have almostno contactwith
surfaceand ii) they have then acquiredequilibriumwith the geothermal
flux. In this work we are going to discusssystemsthat have attainedstationarity,i.e. they have assumedthe asymptoticthermalconfiguration.

The problemof infiltrationtemperature
The formula(CELICO,1986)that gives the minimumdepth attained
by a geothermalwater is based on the assumptionthat undergrounddoes
exist a first layer (heterotermic)in thermalcontactwith the atmosphere,
belowwhichthe rock temperatureincreasesin conductiveregime(homotermicregion).In the upper Earth surfacelayersthe geothermalenergyis
interceptedby water that releaseit to the atmosphereat the springs.
The energythat comes onto a large surfaceA is FgtA.
If the precipitationis P, the infiltrationis P minus the part Pout"lost"
outsidedue-to evaporation.Then the enthalpyextractedfrom the system
is (P-P0u).6.Tg
A, where.6.Tg1 is the water temperatureincreaseduringdeep
1
flow.At stationaritythis term has to be equal with Fg1A, then, calling P*
the infiltrationin [mmy-1],we can write
HEREGEOTHERMAL_FIG_l.JPG
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The upperparts of drainagesystemsare almostexactlyat Tav
e' then the
betweenthe lowestcave parts and the
water is in generalwanned of .6.Tg
1
springs,that is along the flow in the phreaticsystems.
In alpine karsts P* is some 1000 mm y-1 and then the water average
tem_peratureincrease is some 0.5°C. Bogli (BOGLI, 1980) estimates
reasonably0.2°C, Mathey (MATHEY,1974) estimates a maximum of
0.55°C.

The problem
Neverthelessin karst we are dealingwith conduits,not with plane watertables.The scenarioof a regular,flat, diffusewater table in general it
giveswrongresultsin the internalrock temperaturefield estimations.
To study a morereal modelit is necessaryto estimatethe energyinterceptionmadeby a finite systemburiedin a semi-infinitemediumin which
a thermalflux Fgt is flowingfrom infinite.
The temperaturefield at depth H belowthe surfaceis the given by

T(H)=T0

+(~~} +(;}
=T0

It is very naturalto supposethat the energyinterceptedby a deep structure is

It is a very natural assumption,but it is false.If we bury a systemable
to interceptand to evacuateelsewherethe energy,the whole temperature
field in the rock changesand then the flux itself changes.
Let us at first discussit qualitatively,drawingthe constanttemperature
lines in the rock. The Fig. 1 showsa reasonablesituationthat respectsthe
boundaryconditions. It is possibleto see two things:
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1) The isothermalsurfaces have a tendency to converge, then to be
focussed,on to the cave;
2) They are "compressed"aroundthe cave.
The thermal flux flows along the maximumT variation and that its
value is proportionalto the gradientof T then: i) the cave focus on itself
the geothermalflux and, ii) in the rock surroundingthe cave the geothermal flux is much more intensethan the naturalone.

The generalsolution
The problem of temperatureand thermal fluxes calculationsappears
to be very difficultto solve, but there is a simpleway to lead it to typical
situationsof thermalengineering.
Let us considerthree differentsystems:
1) The real system,which we call from hereafterS (Fig. 1);
2) The systemcomposedonly of semi-infiniteundisturbedrock, without caves and with external temperatureequal to 0, which we call from
hereafterS' (Fig. 2);
HEREGEOTHERMAL
_FIG_2.JPG
3) The more complexsystem S", (Fig. 3), composedby a hot cave at
a particulartemperatureT" buried in a semi-infiniterock, that releases
energyto the surfaceat temperatureT0•
Let us assumethat T" in S" is

F

T" = T0 + _!I!_ H

Kr

These three temperaturefields are solution of the Laplace equation
(notethe stationarity!)

The term FA describes the flux outgoingfrom the surface in presence
of the cave, FgtAthe total flux if it would not be the cave, and F" the flux
in the system S". Than the energy flux capturedby the cave is the difference betweenthe two

= FcaptA= FgtA- f"'A FgtA- FgtA+F"A = F"A
In this way the problem of energy interceptionof a cold cave buried
in an energyflux is reducedto the energytransferbetweena hot cave and
the surface.
The shape factor
The thermaltransfer engineeringuses a very effectiveapproachto the
problemof complex-shapesystems,reducingthe differentgeometriesto a
plane conductive wall, with

w =KRSFi1T
The term SF is the ratio between the surface crossed by the thermal
energyand the distancebetweenthe two sources.It is a "length"that characterizeseach system shape that exchangesenergyamongtwo sources.
This length is called "shape factor" in literature. Still in simple configuration its calculation is extremely difficult, but the heat-exchanges
literaturecontainsmany shape factors worked out for the most common
geometricalconfigurations·(HOLMAN,1996).
Table1
Semisinfinite
mediumand
sphericalcavityof radiusR at
depthH
Semi-infinite
mediumwithand
Sr
discof radiusR at depthH

Semi-infinite
mediumand
cylindricalcavityof lengthL of
radiusR, at depthH

Its solutionsare called"HarmonicFunctions",and are amongthe most
importantand studied functionsin Physics(CARSLAW,1959),(NASHCHOKIN,1979).
HEREGEOTHERMAL_FIG_3.JPG
The field structurearound S, that we have qualitativelyshown, is our
unknownterm.
The field structure of the second S' it is obvious, it is composedby
manyhorizontalparallelisothermalplanes.
The third system is the most exciting. There are almost no lines all
aroundunless in the region betweenthe hot cave and the cold surface, a
situationis a very usual situationfor engineering:the "hot cave" can be a
tube transportinghot fluid buried in someengine...
Now we can do the last step: it is possibleto prove that the unknownT
field of the systemS is given by

T(x,y,z) = T'(x,y,z )-T"(x,y,z)
That is, we can subtractthe (verycomplex, but very common)T" field
fromthe trivialT' to obtainour solutionT.
The geothermalenergyfocusingon caves
We can do another step, about the energy flux. It is possible to show
that

FA= -F gtA-F" A

Semi-infinite
mediumand
cylindrical holeof radiusR
drilledto a depthH.
Semi-infinite
mediumwithand
plate(widthW,longL, H» W)
parallelto the surfaceat depth

S-=-~!!:1-R / 2H
1·

ll

41fR
!2R-- tan - (R 12H)
1

SF

2nl
cosh · (HI R)
1

=

S
r-

27rH
ln(2H ! R)

~ .. - ~

,., - 1n(4LIW)

H

The geothermal cross sections of caves
Now let us apply these results to our problem:the equationthat gives
the power intercepted

with the assumed temperaturefor T", it is reduced to a very simple
result

That is
Intercepted flux= (geothermal flux )x (cave shape factor

)x (cave depth)

The shape factor is something 1-10times larger that the scale-sizeof
the structure.
The effectivearea (we shall call it "thermalcross section")for thermal
flux absorptionof an undergroundstructureis not its geometricalarea but
insteadSFH,roughly 10 times the cave size multipliedthe depth,then it is
alwaysenormouslygreaterthan the cave actual area!
of
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The amplificationis due to the lens effect created by the presence of
cold fluids in the cave, that affects the whole structureand shadows from
geothermalflux the above rock on enormousvolumes (Fig. 4).

HEREGEOTHERMAL
_FIG_4.JPG
The water heatingin deep conduits
In the previous discussion was made the assumption that the water
temperaturein conduit does not change, because it is its low temperature
T0 that changes the whole temperaturefield of surroundingrock. This is
equivalentto assume that the water flux is so large that the enthalpy intercepted by the conduit flows away in fonn of a small temperatureincrease
of a very large amount of fluid. We have then that the maximum energy
extractionefficiency (WM)is obtained ifT is almost equal to T0•
The opposite limit is if the warming is so large that the water temperature T becomes T", that of undisturbedrock, and in this case the conduits
becomes completely "transparent" to the geothermal flux. The temperature field assumes a regular geothermalgradient not affected by the cave
presence and, as a consequence,just few energy is intercepted.
The real cases are intermediatebetweenthese two extremes,the water
really warms but, as a consequence,its capabilityto intercept geothermal
energy is reduced.
It is possible to show that the "critical fluid flux" Qc that divides these
two scenarios is given by

Q . = dM = KRSF rk
dt
C ~ g
w

With Cwwater (or air) thermal specific capacity.
In the case of a conduit in limestonethat drain water we have

= 4.22.3
.,.,sf ;' = 5.5 x 10-4 s.r.,., ~kgs -] ·]
X 10-'

If the conduit drains air, the critical flux becomes

Qc,air -~s
-103

The shape factor is in generalcomparablewith the conduit length,usually some 103- 104 m, then the water flux able to create changes in the rock
temperaturefields is in general quite small.
The critical flux Qcfor air or water are extremelyimportantfor another
reason: they are the air or water fluxes able to shadowthe upper rock from
the geothermal flux, forcing it near to the average yearly temperature of
external atmosphere.

Geothermalpower intercepted
It is easy to relate the actual flux Q to the outputtemperaturer'in terms
of the critical shielding flux Qc and the surroundingtemperatures.With
WMmaximum interceptedpower and

_Q

Qc

We have with trivial calculationsthat the excesstemperatureabove the
"external average" TO is

T"+qTO
T (T"-TJl+q

0 :

in -

M

(T"-TJ
__q_W
T"-Ta - l + q
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M

-J

1

\l+q

And the actual interceptedflux is

W: -W

Ho= KR (Tw-To)
F gt

With our equation we have that the evaluationsmade with the above
formula are deeply underestimated, unless for very small discharges, because at stationaritythe flux itself disturbs the rock. In fact it is easy to
show that

Then the q-numberis the "amplification"term of estimateddepth H0•
The main difficulty in these formulas is the estimationof critical discharge Qc,which requires the knowledge of the conduit shape factor. In
case studies it is necessary to take into account the geologicalcontext to
estimatethe probable conduit shape to estimatethe critical discharge.

Geothermicsand phreaticconduitgenesis
During deep flow the undergroundwaters are warmedfrom their starting temperatureTO up to the final T, that has a theoreticalmaximumat T '
as shown above. The consequenceis that the typical warming is around
the value of plane watertables

0.06
3
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The inverseproblem
The problem of deducing the provenance depth of a hot springs is
obviously of main interest. The traditional formula (CELICO, 1986) assumes essentiallythat a water flux at temperatureTwcomes from a depth
H0 at which the temperatureof undisturbedrock is Tw,that is

s-11

C

Qcwat er
'

We have then these two fundamentalequationsthat connect the internal drainage Q to the interceptedgeothermalflux and the outgoing tern~
perature.

4.2 X 10

(P- ~

,)
11

That in real cases .is in the range between 0.2 and 3 °C, a temperature drop that water gains during flow between the cave bottom and the
springs.
How does this warming affect the water chemical equilibria in these
closed, saturated systems?The problem is very complex and depends on
temperature and salt contents (FORD, 1985). Does it play a role in the
phreatic conduitgenesis?We guess that the answer is: Yes, it does.

Conclusions
The estimationsof temperature fields inside mountains are very important for speleogenesisand for undergroundclimate studies, but also
for every cases that require an energy balance on a sub-geologicaltimescale:glac,iersstability,geothermalspringsstudies,deep hydro-geological
analysisand so on.
·
We have shown that these potentially cumbersomemodelling can be
reduced to simple calculations.
These results appear to be very importantfor studies of cave climates
and phreatic speleogenesis.
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Perspectiveof developmentof maroniacave and the surroundingarea (Thrace,Greece)
S. Pavlides1,I. Chatzigogas2,E. Tsoukala1,A. Chatzopoulou1, A. Vasileiadou1,V. Melfos1•
1. Departmentof Geology,and 2. Departmentof Architecture,Aristotle University,GR-54124Thessaloniki
Abstract
Protectionand developmentplans ofMaronia Cave are proposed.The
speleologicaland architecturalstudiessuggestpart of the cave to be used
for touristvisits, in associationwith a modem underminebuilding - museum of natural sciences and environmentalstudies. Suggestionsextend
to surroundingarea (geotopes,flora,archaeologicalpaths etc).
Maroniacave is locatedat RhodopePrefecture,westernThrace, close
to the homonymvillage (2 km NW) and the archaeologicalsite as well.
It is formed in a relatively thin formationof Nummuliticlimestonesof
MiddleEoceneage on top of schists.The decorationof the cave presents
a great variability.Some of the speleothemsare rare and impressive.The
Caveand the districtof SE RhodopePrefecturehave also a great archaeologicalinterest, while it is relatedwith the significantarchaeologicalsites
as old as 3,500 yr, which are spread around the whole region (lsmara
mountain),makingthe area a huge open-airmuseum.
B

BI~

Our proposed master plan for the developmentof the cave and the
architecturalstudy suggest part of the cave (northern chambers) to be
used for tourist visits, in association(cut and cover tunnel) with a modem underminebuilding - museum of natural sciencesand environmental
studies(Fig.1,2). Suggestionsextendto surroundingarea (geotopes,flora,
archaeologicalpaths etc) with a tower (Cafe, observatory)as a symbolof
the cave and referencepoint.
The developmentof the Maronia Cave anticipatesgiving an alternative approach to the visitors in comparisonwith other developed caves
in Greece.Visitorswill have the opportunityto learn about the geology,
paleontology,archaeologyand the flora of the cave and the surrounding
area. They could observethe fauna of the cave (in situ). Camerassituated
in chambersof the cave, will make possibleto see bats as they hibernate
or breed as well as spectacularspeleothems.Some of the endemicinvertebrates of the cave could be observed in terrariums(Paragamianet al.
2004).

r
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~
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Figure1. Viewof the groundplan of an underminebuilding- museumof naturalsciencesand environmentalstudies that communicateswith the cave througha subterraneantunnel.
The externalpath is also shown.
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Figure3. Drawingof the groundplan of the northernpart of MaroniaCave basedon theplan of A. (Petrochilou1985).Arrowsshow the intendedway in and outfor the development
of the cave.Locationof the stages and rock and stalagmitecuttingsare also marked.
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Exploring Cave Interpretation: Towards a set of key principles for interpretingtourist caves
R. Black, P, Davidson
CharlesSturt University,Albury,Australia
Abstract

Contemporary consumers are demanding more from their tourist
experience,they want to discover new experiences, to interact with the
community, and to learn about and appreciate the destination at more
than a superficial level (Jones 1999). Cave guides can provide tourists
with interpretation and informationwhich can enhance their experience.
The field of heritage interpretationhas a significantbody of professional
literatureand practice (Harn 1992,Knudson, Cable, Beck & 1995)yet little relates to subterraneanlandscapes.Hamilton-Smithhas described the
history of cave interpretationin Australia (1995; 1999) and together with
Rohde (1985) has critiqued current cave interpretivepractice. HamiltonSmith (1999) suggeststhat more effective interpretationcan be developed

is by providing a wide range of interpretive experiences that meet the
diverse needs and interests of audiences. This suggests that for cave
guides to develop creative and inspirationalinterpretationthey need a set
of principles to build interpretiveexperiencesthat can contributeto visitor
satisfaction.This research explores the guided interpretive methods used
and experiences created to interpret Australian tourist cave sites. It taps
the expertise of experienced Australian cave interpreters and managers
to identify the current personal interpretivepractices and then identifies
some key principlesfor future cave interpretation.This study is qualitative
in nature and utilised a participatoryworkshopof experiencedcave guides
and managers followedby a formalpeer feedbackprocess to develop a set
of key principles for guided cave interpretation.
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Caves of Isla de Mona, Puerto Rico
P. Kambesis
WesternKentucky University,Bowling Green,KY, USA

Abstract
Isla de Mona has the highestconcentrationof caves of any of the island
in the Caribbean. The caves are significantin terms of cultural, historical
and archeologicalmaterials. They are geologically important as worldclass examplesof flank marginkarst development.Their formations,sediments and mineralogy contain geologic information not only about the
caves themselvesbut also about the island in general. Eight expeditions

were conducted between 1988 and 2004 concentrating on the caves located at Playa Pajaros,the southeastside of the island. Over 30 km of cave
passages have been explored and mapped in six major caves and over 30
smaller caves have been discoveredand documented.Concurrentwith the
cave survey, extensive photographyhas been done not only to document
the caves and their resources,but to also photo- monitor impact of visitation on the various caves in the area.
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Caves and karst in Fengshancounty,Guangxi,sou.themChina
Ged Campion

TwistletonNear Barn, Ingleton, CarnforthLA6 3JA, UK,ged.campion@talk21.com
Abstract
The landscapeson the borders of the Fengshan and Barna counties in
northwesternGuangxi, constitute spectacular fengcong karst. Large dolines, tiankengs,natural arches and caves, that all evolved largely through
the Pleistoceneevolution,feature spectacularlyin the terrain. The British
China Caves Project have been assisting the Karst Research Institute (in
Guilin) and the Fengshan governmentin trying to achieve Geo-Park status; they have now surveyed 50 km of passage in the area, including 29
km in the extensivecave systemof JiangzhouDong, which underliesparts
of both Fengshanand Barna counties.This cave system, now recorded as
the third longest systemin China,would be the centre piece of a Geo-Park
in Fengshan. However,the removal of speleothems from the caves over
generations has resulted in extensive damage to a fragile environment,
and this continuingproblem will present a serious challenge to those involvedin cave conservationin the area. This paper makes observationson
the developmentof the karst sceneryand the further potential for cave exploration in the area, and considershow the delicate balance between the
needs of the population,tourism and conservationmight be addressed.
Key words: Jiangzhou,cave, Geo-park:China

Introduction
The two cave explorationexpeditionsto Guangxi in 2004, took place

during the months of March and October. They were part of the British
China Caves Project, which for many years has been an informal programme of co-operationbetween a variable team of British cavers, under
the auspices of the British Cave Research Association and members of
various Chinese research institutions.
The area involved in this expedition lies west of the Hongshui River,
in the northwestern part of Guangxi AutonomousRegion. The Fengshan
karst is situatedbetween the You and HongshuiRivers, some 300 km west
of Liuzhou.Access to this area was previously allowed only after receiving special permits from the Ministry of Land and Resources. However,
more recently economic and tourist development in China has been accompaniedby a considerablymore relaxed approachto foreign interest in
explorationin these areas.
Parts of Guangxi are considered to be some of the most spectacular
karst areas in Asia. This much-eulogised scenery cannot fail to impress
even the most seasoned traveller, with karst towers and dolines of spectacular dimensions. The vast area of limestone terrain is characterised
by a sub-tropicalclimate, and has fenglin and fengcong karst at altitudes
from 150 m to 2000 m above sea level. The Fengshan area is particularly
striking, with an array of karst features that include the San Gu River,
tiankengs, the Jiangzhou natural arch forming a gateway to the village of
the same name, the huge fossil cave entrance of Jiangzhou Dong, and an
abundance of fengcong conical hills.
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Such is the potentialof the area for scientificinvestigationand tourism
developmentthat the local governmentof Fengshanhas appliedfor GeoPark status.The 18th&19th field programmesof the BritishChinaCaves
Project (Gill et al, 1990;Waltham& Willis, 1993)have been assistingthe
Karst ResearchInstitute(in Guilin) and the Fengshangovernmentin trying to achievethis status. The China Caves Projecthas now surveyed50
km of passagein the area, including29 km in the extensivecave systemof
JiangzhouDong,whichunderliesparts of both Fengshanand Barnacounties. This cave system,now recordedas the third longestsystemin China,
would be the centre piece of a Geo-Parkin Fengshan.Explorationswere
by 17 cavers from Europe, 8 membersof the Karst ResearchInstitutein
Guilin,and membersof caving clubs in Nanning.

Cave formationin southernChina
Along with most of the caves in southernChina,those newly discovered at Fengshanlie in limestone,the age in a sequencethat extendsfrom
Devonianand Triassic.Karst developmentin the region is closelylinked
to the geologic and tectonic evolution and to the paleogeography.The
limestoneslargelypost-datethe Caledonianorogeny,but were all folded
in orogenicphases in the late Triassicand in Cretaceoustimes.
Palaeozoicpalaeo-karstis known across large areas part of the limestone in China.From the early Triassicto the late Jurassic,most of southern China had a humid, tropical-subtropicalor humid-temperateclimate
that greatly favouredkarst development.Karst from this period is to be
seen in many sites at Fengshan.From the middlePleistoceneonwards,the
climatein southernChina becamehot and humid,and has remainedso to
this day. Karst thereforedevelopedover very long periodsof time. China
has about 2.6 M km2 ofkarst, with abouthalf of it (and most of the mature
karst) concentratedin the southernregions(Yuan,1991;Zhu, 1986).

The Jiangzhoucave system
The cave system of Jiangzhou Dong underlies both Fengshan and
Barna Countiesin the hill area of Duyang Shan, in Guangxi.It lies about
24 km SSW ofFengshan Townand roughly 50 km west of the Hongshui
River.The nearestlarge village is Jiangzhou,about 2 km from the southwest edge of the system;one of the entrancesto the cave is close to the
villageofLonghuai,and anotheris just to the northof the scatteredhamlet
ofDalue.

Surfacemorphology
The multi-entrancecave system lies beneath a typical fengcongkarst,
with individualkarst hills rising to about 500 m above a surroundingalluvialplain at about 300 m altitude.The main entrancesand the fossil sections of the cave lie 50-100m above the alluvialplain. The cave passages
are breachedby a spectaculardoline, the Herb Garden,which houses a
forest isolated by its perimeter cliffs. The karst hills are of two types.
Fengcongcone karst, of the peak cluster depressionsub-system,is dominant in this area. On the alluvial plains, there are some isolated fenglin
towers, of the peak forestplain sub-system.

Limestonelithology
JiangzhouDonghas developedin predominantlyLowerPaleozoicdolomitic limestone,mostlyof Ordovicianand Devonianorigin. In manyparts
of the cavethereis evidenceof moresolublevarietiesof limestone,and also
gypsum,that haveprovidedeasy hydraulicroutes.Thesebeds fracturedand
dissolvedmorereadilythan the dolomiticrock, and providesomeexplanation for the impressivesize of cave passagesthroughoutthe system.
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Structure
The exploredcave systemcomprisesmainlyvery largefossilpassages
and chambers,the floors of which are extensivelystrewn with massive
boulders.They are also decoratedwith speleothems,especiallyflowstone,
stalagmitesand large gours, some of the most spectacularof which are
located in the upper galleriesin the far reaches of the cave (HijackPassage).The typicalpassage in Jiangzhouis about 30-50m high and wide.
There appear to be no major faults in the area, and passagedevelopment
has been controlledby percolationalongjoint planes,causingdissolution
and the collapseof the interveningjoint blocks. Percolationof rainwater
landingdirectlyon the karst surfacehas contributedto cave development,
and accountsfor the diversityof branchpassagesconvergingon the main
trunk caves.

Hydrology
Underlyingthe fossil caves, there is an extensiveactive cave system
which can be reached at various points from the fossil galleriesby descending large elliptical shafts, some of which are over a 100 m deep
(DW2 shaft). Some shafts also extend upwards to daylight (Skull and
Crossbonesshaft). The cave rivers pass through numerousflooded sections, so that only short sections of vadose river passage have yet been
found. Rivers off the alluvialplains have transportedlarge quantitiesof
sedimentinto sinkholes,oftencausingmassiveinfilland blockagesin the
active passages.Within the fengcong,many dolineshave floors choked
with sedimentat levelswell abovethe cave rivers (DolineMF2502).

Man'simpacton the caves
It would seem that generationsof local villagershave exploredmany
of the fossil cave passages,and have even descendedsomeof the shorter
vertical shafts (Hijack Passage),risking life and limb to remove speleothemsfor financialgain. This has left well-wornpaths penetratingeven
the most remote parts of the system, and has inevitablycaused despoliation of the speleothemsand removal of many of the most impressive
features.In the nearbycave ofYulongDong,bambooscaffoldinghas been
erected to reach the finest stalactiteslocated 30 m high on the passage
roof. There is no evidencethat Jiangzhouhas been used for ritual purposes or for burials;however,substantialdefensivedry stonewalls in the
Manfeientranceand the Herb Gardendolinesuggesttheremay have been
turbulenttimes duringthe past, in this quiet part of China.

Conclusion
It is perhapsnot unreasonableto be impressedby the understandingof
karst held by the local people in China, given that their countryhas such
an abundanceof limestoneand spectacularkarst terrains. In Fengshan,
the large dry fossil passageswere easily exploredby villagers,but were
unmappeduntil the recent expeditions.Particularproblemswere encountered in the explorationof the river caves from the karst boundary,where
sediment infill is extensive and frustrated explorationof passages that
would otherwisebe very extensive.There is almostcertainlypotentialto
exploremore of this cave systemfurther,both alongremotepassagesand
down undescendedshafts into the river series.Neverthelessthe size and
volumeof the fossilcavesplace JiangzhouDong amongthe most impressive in this part of China,and the cave is a fittingmatchto the spectacular
surface geomorphologyof natural arches, dolines and ,tiankengs in the
fengcongand fenglinkarst.
The damage to the caves at Fengshan is perhaps the single biggest
concernfrom our appraisaland studyof this remarkablekarst.Localpeople have traditionallyviewed the speleothemswithin the caves as a rich
harvestto exploit,notablyfrom JiangzhouDong and YulongDong. Gen-
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erations of villagers have systematicallyplundered the caves to sell the
speleothemsin the markets of Guilin and elsewhere.
Other examples of cave exploitation are perhaps more acceptable
where man and cave co-exist. The cave of Chuan Yan Long Dong has
been developed as a factory comprising units for workshops, using the
plentiful supply of water, the ventilation and the natural shelter to aid industrial enterprise.However,this is a short and unremarkablecave, with
few speleothems,in the centre ofFengshan town.
In order to addressthe problem of speleothemremoval from the caves,
considerablework will need to be done in re-education of the local people. This must make them aware of the unique resource that they have in
their possession, in terms of tourist potential, and also of the long-term
economicbenefits a Geo-park could have for the locality. Conversely,it
is important·to consider what impact increased tourism might have on
the area in terms of conservation;it could bring some disadvantages,but
it could for example promote better local roads and infrastructure.This
is a delicate balance that has to be considered in any future planning at
Fengshan.
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Abstract
The endokarstic patrimony is strongly threatened by degradation in
Lebanon.Fault of being unaware of its value, the authoritiesappear indifferent regardingto this situation.The populationaim for short-termprofitability,often cause, by ignorance,irreversibledamage in this field.
However, in other countries like France or Slovenia, the endokarstic
patrimony represents,through tourist valorization, a socio-economicde·uPlApmP-nt fgf'tAr ,xn,y-icn't -it tl,p
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A survey that was conductedon 600 individualshas enabled us to apprehend on the one hand, the given meaning of the inheritance term by
the Lebanesepeople and in the other hand, their perception of the karstic
inheritance.
This communicationdisclosesthe first results of this investigation.
Keywords:Lebanon,karst, grottos,patrimony.
65% of the surfaceof Mount Lebanonis formedwith karst and accordingly constitutes a considerablenatural patrimony. It is undoubtedly the
most importantin the country.The first speleologicalclub in Lebanonwas
foundedback in 1951and, ever since,over 500 undergroundcavitieshave
been discoveredand listed across the whole territory.
Amongst these cavities, 283 were found to reach above 20 meters of
development.Whilst all the caves are relatively ignoredby public institutions and by the public, certainly due to some unconsciousnesstowards
their patrimonialaspect and value, only one cave is well-knownto Lebanese tourism and consideredas famous:the Jeita Grotto.
Moreover, this patrimony is highly threatened by degradation. Furthermore, authorities and officials seem indifferent to this situation. The
population seeks short-termprofits, thus causing irreversible damage to
this site by unawareness or through the non-authorized exploitation of
quarries.

However, in other countries like France or Slovenia, the endokarstic
patrimony is viewed as a factor of socio-economicdevelopment,through
the developmentof tourism. Why is that not the case in Lebanon? Is this
due to the apparent indifferenceof the Lebanese people for the patrimonial aspect? Or is it caused by ignoranceof the karst as a natural engine of
national socio-economicdevelopment?
We wished to investigate further so as to better understand such a
particular behavior vis-a-vis this inheritance.
A survey conductedon 600 individualshas enabledus to apprehendon
the one hand, the meaning conveyed by the Lebanese people to the term
"patrimony" and on the other hand, their perceptionof the karstic inheritance. This speech disclosesthe primary results of the investigation.

1. The Notion of PatrimonyAmongstthe Lebanese
In a country emerging from a Civil War, where officials seem totally
indifferent regarding patrimony and make no effort whatsoever for its
development, we have questioned the population about the meaning it
conveys to this term.
It has turned out that first and foremost,patrimony is of historical nature. Out of 600 people enquired, 372 have mentioned the aspect. Other
criteria follow: Patriotic (220), cultural (209) and hereditary (111).
As a statement of fact, the notion of patrimony amidst the Lebanese
rarely or never includes the natural aspect; it has only been mentionedby
34 people, in other words 5.6% of the sample.
Only one person considerspatrimony as an economicresource!
What is more, when asked about patrimonial elements in their region
of origin or residence, 38% of the interrogated Lebanese answered that
none existed! When they were.capable to name any, they mostly men-
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tioned either historical or archeologicalsites or regions and streets and
houses of traditionalnature or religioussites.
Nevertheless,having classifiedpatrimonialelements in order of importanceon the national scale in Lebanon,grottos come in third position
(125 people) after archeologicaland historicalsites,as well as after traditions and customs.
Be that as it may, this does not mean that the Lebaneseacknowledge
the real value of the grottos,for the most frequentlymentionedelement,
the famousJeita Grottois a developedand promotedkarstic site.
In fact, it is one of the most impressivenaturalsites in the MiddleEast,
exploitedby the Stateand a privatecompany.It contains2 galleries:in the
upper gallery,2200mhave been explored,out of which 800 are fitted out.
As for the lower gallery,6200mhave been explored,out of which600 are
open to the public.

· 2.2. UndergroundTourismin Lebanon
Out of 600 interrogatedindividuals,436 (73% of the sample) have
visited at least one grottothroughtheir life. In orderto completethis first
information,we have also askedpeoplewho havevisitedat leastone grotto whether they knew of other grottos then asked those who have never
visitedany grotto if they knew of one at the least.
a- People havingalreadyvisitedgrottos
Out of 436 peoplewho have alreadyvisitedgrottos,209 knowof other
grottos,thus 48% (Figure2).
Generally,the cavitiesthey have mentionedare those developedand
promoted. The same names tum out: Jeita (21%), Qadisha (19%) and
Kfarhim(9%). Hence,the Lebaneseseem to respondto promotionsthey
are subjectto.

11Have visitedat
least one grotto

• Have never
visitedgrottos

• People who
knew of other

grottos

• Peoplewho
knew no other
grottos
Figure2 - Knowledgeof the Lebaneseaboutgrottos.

apping Laboratory- Departmentof Geography,FLSH,Sainkloseph University,2003
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2. The Lebaneseand Grottos
Does the fact that the Lebanesepeople do not primarilythink about
grottosmean that they have no interestwhatsoeverfor this kind of site?
2.1. Sites visitedby the Lebanese
In our survey,we have asked people to name the activitiesand kinds

of visits they undertakewhile receivingforeigners.Amongstthe activities
mentioned,visitinggrottoscame in third position(228 people),following
visits to historicaland archeologicalsites (460 people),and lunch invitations (429 people).
Once more, the Jeita Grottoprevails on other grottos.Indeed,87% of
the mentionedgrottos belong to this one and same cavity. Only 9% includetwo other developedandpromotedcavitiesin Qadishaand Kfarhim,
but representno competitionfor Jeita.
To what extentdo these answerstranslatethe real attendanceto tourist
grottos?

Nevertheless,othergrottoshave been referredto (39%).In mostcases,
they are not well-known;they are scatteredin variousareas of the country, often close to the region of residenceor of origin.For the most part,
peopleare incapableof namingthese cavities.They simplystatethe name
of the region of location.
Only 1% of the Lebanesehave visited grottos with social clubs and
sports clubs or various associations.Predominantly,they organizethese
types of visits in groups of friends (39%) or as family (28%). In some
cases, visiting grottos takes place in the frame of outings organizedby
schoolsfor their students(12%).In other cases, Lebanesepeople accompany touriststhroughoutwell-knowntourist sites in Lebanon(7%).
The principalreason for visiting is curiosity(27%).It is followedby
the reputationof the site (20%)and the wish to introduceit to othertourists (16%). Only 3% do it for the pleasureof sportsactivities.
Many reason leadsthem back to a grotto they have previouslyvisited.
In point of fact, out of 436 individualswho have alreadyvisited grottos,
293 have returned to the cavities many time. 25% explain their return
throughthe aestheticascpectof the grotto. 18%comeback to accompany
other people. These reasons are succeededby curiosity (12%), natural
causes (11%), and feeling like participatingin organizedoutings (7%).
27% refer to other reasons: 17% of them explain that through the geographicallocationof the grottoand its closenessto their area of residence
and 14%of them mentionreligiouscauses.
b- People who have never visitedgrottos
Wehave askedpeoplewho have nevervisitedgrottosto namethe cavities they know.Indeed,92% of them have named the most famousones:
Jeita 57%, Qadisha 10%,and Kfarhim7%.
Eventually,out 164 individualswho have never visited cavities,85%
are interestedby this sort of outing.However,variousreasonshave hinderedthem from doingso up until now:high visitingfees, lack of motivation...
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2.3. Visitingnon-developed grottosin Lebanon
Out of 436 peoplewho have previouslyvisited one grottoto the least,
145,thus almostone third of them admit havingvisited one or manynondevelopedgrottos in Lebanon.Anyhow,only 6 of them have practiced
actual caving. The rest were content with simply visiting the entranceof
grottos(97 people)or with smallnon-technicalvisits (42 people). Still, all
considerthemselvesas having visited non-developedgrottos. In order to
verifythe accuracyof these results,we have asked the enquiredindividuals to list the necessaryequipmentfor grotto visits.
In order to verify the accuracy of these results, we have asked the
enquiredindividualsto list the necessary equipmentfor grotto visits. It
seems that 108 have used no equipmentwhatsoever.30 people had but
a torch and only 7 people were fully equipped (helmet, torch, harness,
ropes... )
Consequently,these results verify that the Lebanese do not practice
professionalcaving. Those who venture in the undergrounddo so with
no technique.As for the satisfactionthey get from the visits, out of 145
people, 129have appreciatedthe visit and 104are ready to start it over.

3. How the LebanesedescribeGrottos
In order to better grasp the practice of undergroundtourism in Lebanon, and consequentlyunderstandthe interest Lebanesepeople have in
protectingand developingthis milieu, we had to find out how they perceivethese cavities.
a- The Grotto:a TouristSite
98% of the Lebanesebelievethat a grotto can be a tourist site based on
variouscriteriawhich attracttourists.
Out of 600 individualsinterrogated about the criteria that allow a
grotto to become a tourist site, 39.8% refer to its natural aspect. We
have noted that just a small minority (5.6%) of the sample considered
the natural aspect to be part of the patrimonialcharacteristicof a good:
this discrepancyconfinnsthe difficultyLebanesepeoplehave to perceive
grottosand karst as an inheritance.
Followingthis criterioncome the artistic characteristic- notably aesthetic - (35.5%)and its historicalcharacteristic(25.8%). 22% refer to the
rare and uniqueaspectof a grotto and 15%refer to its picturesqueaspect.
7% think that it is the developmentof a grottowhich turns it into a tourist
site. 6% believethat it is due to its relationto the country: it was formed

4 of the characteristics mainly cited by the Lebanese (artistic, picturesque, historicand natural)are present in the texts of the UNESCO, which
set 6 criteria to applypatrimonialprotection. The missingcriteria in Lebanon are: legendary,named by only 2 people, and architectural, named by
only 9 people.
Nevertheless, only 29 individuals spontaneously think of it as an
inheritance, thus 4.8% of interrogatedpeople.Also, only 11 considerthe
grotto as an economic resource, thus 1.8% of the sample. Accordingly
with these astonishingresults, we have sought to study the profile of the
latter (Table 1).
Apparently,the majority are male. Despite the small size of the sample, we have come up with the followinghypothesis:men are more sensitive to the economicaspectthan women.
9 persons are between 20 and 49 years of age: they essentiallybelong
to the workingpopulation.
We took notice of the fact that these people live in differentregionsof
Lebanon. As for their professions, 4 are students, 3 have a liberalprofession and 2 are tradesmen.They all belong to the intellectualclass.
b- The Grotto:Countrys Patrimony
We have. asked people if in their point of view, a grotto could belong
to a country'spatrimony. 79% have answered"yes". As a matterof fact, it
seemedas thoughthe questiondictatedthe answer.
These people considerthe grotto as a patrimony due to its historical
aspect (223), its patriotic (128), natural (123), artistic (65) and rare and
unique (58) aspects.
One can see that the characteristicsmentionedto showthe patrimonial
aspectof a grotto are quite the same as the ones listedto explainits tourist
aspect(cf. § 3 a). However,the priorityis not the same.A grottois tourist
first and foremostbecauseit is naturaland artisticand it is patrimonialdue
to its historicalcharacter. The Lebaneseassociatepatrimonyto everything
historical, ancient and archeological.The legendary, architectural and
picturesquecriteriamentionedby the UNESCOare rarely or never cited.
Moreover, Lebanesepeople are unable to see patrimonyas an economic
resource, since only.9 people mention this criterion, thus 1.5% of the
population.
These people who insist on the economic role of patrimony are all
males (Table2). They also have a high social standing.

Table1: Profileof individualswho believegrottosare touristic sites becausethey are an economicresource.
Numberof individuals

Sex

Age

Mohafazatof Residence

Profession

1

F

15-19

Beqaa (except for Zahle)

Student

1

F

15-19

Saida

Student

1

F

20-29

Beirut

Tradesman

1

F

30-39

North Lebanon
(Except for Tripoli)

Liberal Profession

l

M

20-29

Beirut

Liberal Profession

M

20-29

South Lebanon
(Except for Saida)

Student

1

M

20-29

Tripoli

Student

1

M

30-39

Beirut

Craftsman

1
l

M

30-39

Nabatiyeh

Employee

M

40-49

Beirut

Tradesman

1

M

40-49

Nabatiyeh

LiberalProfession

1
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Table2: Profileof individualswhobelievegrottosbelongto the patrimonybecausethey arean economicresource.
Numberof individuals

Sex

Age

Mohafazatof Residence

1

M

< 15

Beqaa (Exceptfor Zahle)

Student

1

M

15-19

SouthLebanon(Exceptfor Saida)

Student

Profession

1

M

20-29

Outskirtsof Beirut

Civil Servant

1

M

20-29

Outskirtsof Beirut

Employee

1

M

20-29

1

M

40-49

Tripoli
Outskirtsof Beirut

LiberalProfession

Employee

1

M

50-59

SouthLebanon(Exceptfor Saida)

Teacher

1

M

>=60

SouthLebanon(Exceptfor Saida)

Retirement

1

M

>=60

Rest of MountLebanon

LiberalProfession

In conclusion,the awarenessof the Lebanesecan easilybe soughtfor
the protectionand developmentof endokarsticpatrimony.Theyadmitthat
a grotto is altogethernatural,historical,artisticand unique... It has all the
assets to be consideredas tourist and patrimonial.The Jeita Grottowhich
attracts so many people is the ideal proof of the interest that Lebanese
could have for this patrimony.
However,they are not awarethat it representsan opportunityfor economic activity and benefits. Consequently,they are unable to see the financialand environmentalimportanceto protect this naturalmilieu.
At this point, one questionshould be asked: if the Lebaneseare unaware of the importanceof patrimony preservation,is that a direct consequenceof their education?Wouldawarenessto the importanceof this
phenomenonnot be a sine qua non condition to ensure the success of
any program of patrimonialdevelopment,especiallywhen, in the words

Georges S. ZOUAIN(1999),this failure in the vision leads to an artificial dangerousand negativeantinomybetweenpatrimonyand economic
development?
Setting forth the potentialof a lasting and realistic economicdevelopment of these sites, the locals could more concernedwith preserving
this environmentand would take knowledgeof the socio-economicrisks
linkedto the disappearanceof this patrimony.
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-ZOUAIN S. Georges(1999):Du patrimoinedans l'etat modeme,Reflexionset elementsd'une politique,16p.
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SustainableTouristicUse of the Caves of SaladoIII (Chorriaca),La Laguna (Balsa Huitrin)and Los Gatos (Rinconde los Sauces).Neuquen Province,Argentina.
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Allemand, Jo rgelina (1); Loyza, Lorena (1) y Lipps, Enrique (1 y 2)
(1) SociedadArgentinade Espeleologia(SAE)speleosae@ciudad.com.ar
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Abstract
This project proposes the sustainabletouristic use of the caves in an
EcotouristicmodalitythroughSpeleotourism.It is statedto maketouristic
visits orientatedby local speleologicalguidesespeciallytrained.Withthis
touristicactivity,it is thouhtto make a rationaluse of the caves,including
environmental,social and economicaspects. The touristic importanceof
these caves is based on its genesis,morphologyand its formations(deposition landforms).Withina particulargeologicallandscape, as it is the one
in Patagonia,they are the dominantelementsto show how Nature works
in those cases.
Necessary precautions are taken to prevent environmentalimpacts
proposing as a managementinstrumentthe estimation of the Touristic
ChargeCapacitythe preparationof the guides as environmentalmonitors
and mitigatemeasures.For this it is establisheda continuosmonitoringof
the diferent variables which allow the registrationof the posible alterations over the environment,and so act in consequence.In the same way,
is developeda ContingencyPlan to solve incidentswith visits in the best
way.
This implementationwill bring an economical developmentin the
caves sourrindingszones, Las Lajas and Rincon de los Sauces,main cities that count on speleologicalgroupsand basic constructions.
The touristic competencewill permit that these resources of a great
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educationaland environmentalvalue and with an economicpotentialcan
reach the population.

Introduccion:
Este proyecto se plantea para asociarloa objetivosgeneralesdel de.,
sarrolloturisticode las zonas involucradasque garanticenla sustentabilidad del recursoespeleol6gicoen el tiempoy que como todo proyectode
explotaci6nturistica impliqueque se desarrolley cumpla con planes de
ordenarnientoy de rnanejo.
La irnportanciaturisticade estas cavemas·se basa en sus genesis, su~
rnorfologiasy sus formaciones(espeleotemas)que dentro de un paisaje
geol6gico particular, como es el de la Patagonia, son los elementos
dominantespara rnostrarcomo funcionala Naturalezaen estos casos. Su
habilitaci6nturisticapermitiraque estos recursosde gran valor educativo
ambientaly con un potencialecon6micopuedanllegar a la poblaci6n.
La Espeleologiaes la actividad,para algunos ciencia, que tiene por
principalesfinalidadesencontrar,explorar, observare interpretarlas cavemas, teniendocomo criteriode analisisel conocirnientode sus procesos
de formaci6n, medio donde se insertan y sus arnbientes propiamente
dichos.
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Toda cavema esta inserta dentro de una extension de terreno cuya
area esta relacionadacon los recursos bi6ticos y abi6ticos, superficiales
y subterraneos, del ecosistemacavemicola. Ningunaesta aislada eco16gicamente, el medio externo actua como una cuenca de recepcion(incluso
impactos)de donde la cavema recibira los recursos (incluso la contaminacion).
Por su dinamicala cavema es un gran laboratoriogeol6gicoy biologico que presenta condicionesde equilibrio. Por ello se transfonna en un
observatorioideal de algunos de los procesos naturales que hay en estos
ecosistemasdonde se pueden ver como se modificanpor acciones naturales, especialmente las antropicas:

Espeleoturismocomo actividadEcoturistica:
El Espeleoturisrnoes una actividad intermedia entre la Espeleologia
(estudio, exploracion y conocirnientode las cavemas) y el Turisrno(una
actividadrecreativa).Se lo ubica dentro de las actividadesde TurismoAlternativo (Activo/Active Travel) ya sea en las modalidadesde Ecoturisrno
o Turismo Aventura(donde a veces se lo denomina Espeleismo)lo cual
dependede la oferta comercialde! producto.
En el ambito mundialel Espeleoturismose cornercializacomo visitas
a cavernasadecuadas al visitante y con habilitacionesambientalesotorgadas por los organismos competentesque velan por su conservaci6n.
El perfil del turista para esta actividadse ajusta con el del ecoturistae
inclusocon el que busca turismo aventura. El productose puede extender
a la oferta dei turismotradicional siempreque se respeten las capacidades
de carga y que las visitas sean con guias habilitados.
En el caso de estas cavernas,por lo menos en esta primera etapa, no
podremosadaptar el Espeleoturismoal turismo masivo y mucho menos
al turismo aventura (donde se buscan riesgos) debido a la falta de los
estudiosrespectivos que indiquenlos niveles de vulnerabilidady de resiliencia de estos fragilesecosistemas.
Al incluir el Espeleoturismo en la modalidad Ecoturismoy por ser
una oportunidadrecreativacentrada en la Naturaleza,donde se busca un
muy bajo impactoen la misma, se halla como resultado,ademasde motivar al visitantepotencialel deseo de conocer, el convertirloen aliado de
los objetivos de conservaci6nque se le proponen. Por ello es de destacar
que el Ecoturismocon sus demas actividades(trekking,fotografia, etc.)
que se pueden desarrollar garantizaran el cuidado extremo que necesitan estos recursos. El impacto de este tioo de turismo es reducido y casi
limitado a la sola presen~iafisica, mom~entanea,
del visitante.Dado que
las estructuras(y los servicios) estan en fuerte relacion con el ambiente
en ei que se insertan propondremosun minimo de ellas, aprovechando
las existentes (Ej. los senderos)cuyas instalacionesyo adecuacionesno
afectenal mismo.
Por -lo tanto no se buscara adaptar las cavernas al turista (dado su
impacto) sino adaptar al turista a las cavernas (reduciendo al minimo el
impacto) y en este tipo de cavernas esto es posible si elegimos la modalidad Ecoturismoya que el Espeleoturismo,como actividad,busca la
realizaci6nde excursioneshacia areas poco alteradas o no contaminadas con el objetivo de interpretar, gozar o estudiar el entomo natural o
especificamentealguno de sus cornponentes faunisticos, floristicos y o
geol6gicosasi como tambien cualquier manifestaci6nculturalpresente o
pasada. Como Ecoturismose promueve y orienta las motivacionesconservacionistasademasde despertar el interes por el desplazamiento a estas
localidadescon paisajestan particulares.
Al tener en cuenta que las actividades recreativas previstas deben ser
de muy bajo impactou orientadasal contactocon la Naturalezamantendremosun nivel bajo de intervenci6ny se brindarauna ofertacentradaen la
calidad ambientaloriginaly en el caracter silvestre del area.
Al aprovecharque esta actividad se identificafuertementecon el Turismo Naturalezaes prioritariotransmitir el valor del patrimonioque se

expone, las razones que obligan a su conservaciony las caracteristicasque
lo hacen distintivo.
'

Viabilidad. turistica de las cavernas:

Las cavernas consideradaspara este proyecto fueron exploradaspor
el Grupo Azul de Espeleologia y Montafiismo dei Neuquen,G.A.E.M.N.
y el Grupo Espeleol6gicoLajefio, G.E.La., en la decada del '80. Posteriormente fueron topografiadas por el Grupo Espeleol6gicoNeuquino,
G.E.Neu.
En la decada del '90 comienzana ser visitadas por grupos de h1ristas
interesados en los paquetes ofrecidospor operadores con guias especializados.
La falta de infraestructuraen las cercanias(aguapotable, reparos,sanitarios, recoleccionde residuos, energia electrica)hace que la modalidad
de turismo a desarrollar sea ofreci_da como turismo en la naturaleza casi
como de aventura.
Estos recursos constituyenuna atracci6nimportantey no son independientes de la oferta de la region turistica donde se hallan. Como recursos
naturales constituiranun motivo de visita cada vez mas frecuente dadas
las caracteristicaspropias, que son una novedaden esta provincia.
Sus accesospor rutas asfaltadasy caminosconsolidados,que pertenecen a corredoresturisticosya instaurados, son c6modos y seguros.
Por sus caracteristicasson clasificadascomo cavernas semiantropizadas, grupo 02, segunclasificaci6n de Lino (Marra, 2001)con solo senderos
para atender visitas. En este tipo de cavernas su visita obligatoriamente
debe usar casco, luz individualy ser orientadapor guias especializados.
Son conocidas como cuevas para aventuras.
Habra que transformarlas en Cuevas con antropizacion moderada,
grupo 3, segun clasificacion de Lino (Marra, 2001), es decir prepararlas
al turismo con obras de infraestructurade minimo impacto, sin obras externas.
El plan de manejotiene una estrategiaclara de seguridady confortpara
el visitantedonde sera definido el numero medio de visitantes para cada
guia especializado. Son conocidascomo cavernas para Espeleoturismoy
no tienen ilurninacionfija o permanente. Deben tener supervision y orientacionpor guias espeleologicospara pequefiosgrupos de visitantes

Ubicad(m y descripcion de las Cavernas:

Caverna Salado HI
Esta caverna se localiza a 20 Km al Sur-Sureste de la localidad de
Chorriaca,Departamentode Loncopue,Pcia de Neuquen.
Sus coordenadasgeograficasson: Latitud 38° 03' 19,4" Sur. Longitud
70° 03' 02,3 '' Oeste.Altura 972 m.s.n.m.
Esta se desarrolla en un banco de Yeso con Calizas intercaladas.De
morfologia mayormente lineal con una alineaci6n casi Norte-Sur, tiene
una longitudtopografiadade 577 m.
Por su entrada, descendiendouna galeria, se llega a una galeria mas
amplia que nos deja sobre el sendero interno para uso turistico y que nos
conducepor la Galeria Principalhasta aproximadamenteunos 70 m.
Dentro del sector de transitabilidadturistica se encuentran espeleotemas diversos como estalactitas,colgaduras (velos), columnas, concreciones tipo coliflor y formas pavimentarias. Tarnbienal fondo de la caverna se puede observar una pequefialaguna intermitente.

Caverna de La Laguna

Esta se halla a 9 Km al Sur del paraje Balsa Huitrin,Departamentode
Loncopue, Pcia. de Neuquen.
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Sus coordenadasgeograficasson: Latitud37°45' 01,1" Sur.Longitud
69° 56' 01,6" Oeste.Altura 913 m.s.n.m.
La cavema se ha formado en un banco de Yeso (Formaci6nHuitrin)
con Calizasintercaladas.Tieneun desarrollohorizontalpredominantecon
un rumbo de 140°y una longitud de 215 m. Se accede por una sima de
hundimientode 30 m de diametroy 12 m de profundidaden cuyo fondo
comienza el senderointemo turisticode casi 130m.
Aproximadamenteen la mitad del sendero, a los 73 m, se halla una
pequefialagunaqueen algunasepocasobstruyeel paso al sectorNorte del
sendero. En el fondo del recorridose pueden observaralgunas cristalizaciones sobre las paredes.

Cavernade Los Gatos
La cavema se ubica a 30 Km al Sudestede la ciudad de Rincon de los
Sauces,Departamentode Pehuenches,Pcia. de Neuquen.
Sus coordenadasgeograficasson: Latitud 37° 33' 50,7" Sur.Longitud
68° 46' 23.4" Oeste.Altura 876 m.s.n.m.
La caverna se desarrolla en coladas basalticas (producto de las lavas
que emanaban del Auca Mahuida). La entrada se halla en el derrumbe
de la galeria permitiendo solo el ingreso hacia el sector Norte. Tiene un
desarrollotopografiadode 312 m.
La entradatiene colocadauna reja que no ha logrado su objetivo.
El sector transitablede 240 m se inicia con rumbo Este-Oestey luego
se curva hacia el Norte. A los 33 m de la boca de entrada,donde se inicia
la curva, hay un desnivelde 3 m donde se debe hacer una escalera,ya sea
del mismo material de la caverna o excavadaen el lugar disimulandosu
construcci6n.
En algunos sectores se observancristalizacionessobre las paredes.

Capacidadde Carga turistica:
Los sitios de visitas tienenun punto de saturaci6nque esta dado por su
capacidadde ofrecerla mismacalidadde experienciaa todos los visitantes
(capacidad psicol6gica), la superficie disponible (capacidad fisica) y la
capacidad del ambiente de absorber los impactos negativos que generen
las visitas sin modificarlos parametrosque lo mantienenen un equilibria
lado (capacidadecol6gica).
El manejo de visitantes en un ambiente vulnerable debe ser rigurosamente planificadopara alcanzar los objetivos de conservaci6npor los
cuales fue establecido y, a la vez, lograr que los visitantes tengan una
experienciade calidad y puedan satisfacersus expectativas.
El estableceruna capacidadde carga es relativa y a su vez dinamica
porque depende de la variaci6nde indicadoresque segun las circunstancias pueden cambiar.Esto obliga a revisionesperi6dicas,segun el monitoreo de los sitios, y que aportarana las decisionesde manejo.
Para esto es necesario establecerun sistemade monitoreoque evitara
llegar a los umbrales limitespara impedir se dispareuna alarma ambiental.
Los parametros a monitorearpueden ser la temperatura, la humedad
relativa del aire y algun tramo interno medianteun relevamientofotografico para compararerodabilidaden el tiempo.

Plan de Manejodel Area:
Para el plan de manejo del area se debe tener en cuenta los siguientes
items:
• Planificaci6nde estacionamientos
• Establecimientode senderosexternose internos
• Sefializaciones(cartelera)
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•
•
•
°
•

Iluminaci6ny seguridad
Planes de contingenciaa desarrollaren caso de emergencias
Monitoreode indicadoresambientales
Controlde la visita:
Informaci6nal visitante.

Estudiode ImpactoAmbiental:
Para la factibilidadde este proyectose confeccion6un Estudiode Impacto Ambientalque contempla un Plan de Gesti6nAmbiental,el cual se
componede.
- Medidasy accionesde mitigacion
• Se debe respetarlo establecidoen cuantoa la Capacidadde Carga
que el proyectoturisticoha estimado.
• Los guias deberaninformaracerca de las restriccionespara la caza
y capturade faunay recolecci6nde flora cualquierasea su finalidad.Tampoco pe1mitirael retiro de cualquiervariedadmineral.
• Se informaraal visitante que cualquierresiduo generadodebe ser
trasladadoa la localidadmas cercanapara su disposici6n.
- Ambito Sociocultural
Es importanteinformara los habitantesde las localidadesde cabeceras,
sobre los recursos que poseen para que sean ellos mismos quienes los
protejan.
Las municipalidadesy los organismosque correspondandeben mantener programas actualizadosde los Planes de Contingenciapara casos
de accidentesy en especialen los temas relacionadoscon los rescates en
cavernas.
-Plan de Monitoreo
Segun lo estableceel Proyectoseran los mismos guias quienes se encarguen del monitoreo de los indicadoreselegidos, resultados que volcaran en la "Planillade Controlpor cada grupode visitantes".Para ello es
importantela capacitaci6ny actualizaci6ncontinuaen las diversastematicas involucradas,por ejemplo: muestreos,manejo de instrumentos,interpretaci6nde resultados,etc. Capacitacionesque deben ser proporcionadas
por parte de organismosy o profesionalesid6neos.
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Results of Bulgarian-Albanian Speleological Researches in Albania (1991-2004)
A. Zhalov
BulgarianFederationof Speleology, Sofia, Bulgaria

Abstract
The work presents summarized data, most of them unpublished, collected in the period (1991-2004), when 13
Bulgarian speleological expeditions were undertaken in Albania.
The main explored territory covers an area of approx. 320 km2 and is located in Southern and Central part of the
Albanian Alps. Some explorations have been carr ied out also in Mt Dejes and Mt Gollobordes and in South Albania in
Mali I Thate Mt. and its surroundings.
Two hundred and ten new caves were discovered and surveyed. The most important vertical caves are: BB-30 (610 m); Shpella Ci!icokave (-505 m) and B33 (-205 m). l3 other caves are deeper than 100 m. The most important
horizontal cave is Shpella e Majes te Arapit with total length 840 m. The largest cave chamber is in Shpella e Gjolave
with an area of 8875 m 2 and volume 443 750 m3 • The deepest and longest explored karst spring is Syni i Sheganit (160
m long, 52 m deep).
The present article contains the main results of hydrogeological, lythological, speleo-climathological and biospeleological studies.

Key words: Albania, Bulgarian expeditions, speleology, karst, caves.
1. Survey of the studies of karst and speleology in Albania
The first scientific researches of surface karst phenomenaare made by the Albanian geographers Kristo, 1973,
Gruda, 1981, 1985, l 990, Hoti, l 990 etc. The first archaeological and paleontological studies of Albanian Alps cave
(Shpella Gajtanit) date back to 1923. This cave was excavated by A. Fistany in 1961, and in 1982 there were discovered
fossil remains ofHominoids.
Numerous underground cavities have been distributed from the pioneersof Albanian speleology• Z. Ubani, M.
Uruci,G. Uruci, K. GjHbegu, A. Codra,H. Has a etc. (Uruci, 1994).The beginningofbiospeleological studies date back
to 19 l 4, when C. Lona from Triest, collects the first Coleo ptera from the caves of Mt Cukali. Some other caves were
explored biospeleologically by A. Bischoff, C. Lona and A. Winkler in the period l 922~193 l (Genest & Juberthie,
1994), and later - by the Czech zoologist Hanak (Hanak, 1964) and some Italian explorers.
Recently, starting from 1989, many foreign speleological expeditions have been carried out in different areas of
Albania. The Italian and San-Marinian cavers had explored mainly the Albanian Alps, but some areas in Central and
South Albania (Polisi, Kurvelesh, Tomor,Karabonm.,Mali me Gropa etc.) were studied also. Due to the detailed and
systematic investigation in the Alps were disco vered many new and attractive caves. Among them are: Shpella e Pusit,
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deep 370 m and long 5 km (the longest cave in Albania); Shpella Uomini umidi - deep 520 m (second deepest in
Albania), and Shpella e Gjek Markut - 234 m deep.
The Dutch cavers made 3 expeditions in Mali me Gropa Mt and Daiti Mt. British expeditions were held in 1992,
1995 and 1996. Some karst regions and caves were object of exploration from Belgian, Croatian, French, Polish and
Slovak cavers and speleologists.
The obtained results are presented in over l 50 publications, referred in Speleological Abstacts Bulletin (BBS) of
U.I.S . and other bibliographical publications.

2. Geographical situation of Albania
Republic of Albania is situated in the west part of the Balkan peninsula, on the eastern .littoral coasts of Adriatic
and Jonnian seas. Its North geographical latitude is 42° 39' (Vennosh), South geographical latitude 39°38' (Konispol)
and Eastern geographical longitude 21° 40' (Vernik), West geographical longitude 19° 16' (Sazan).
The total area of the country is 28748 knl . Geographical landscapes are sign ificant with variety of forms. In
Albania there are typical mediterranean landscapes on the west with visible continental influences on the east; passing
landscapes in the central part, mountain landscapes and especially the Alpine ones, inside and in the north of the
country.
Albanian territory takes part in the wrinkled alpine region, connected with seismic movements and various
geological construction - sediments (mainly limestone and dolomite), magmatic and metamorphic formations.
The relief is mainly, hilly-mountainous, with various surface forms. 23.4 % of the territory of the country lays on 200 m above the sea level. The altitudes 200-.1000 m include ,48. l % of the Albanian. territory and over 1000 m • 28.5%.
The two highest peaks ofAlbani~ i~ Korab (2,7$1 m.a.sJ.) in the same Mt. and Ezerca (2692 m.a.sJ) inAlbanian Alps~ ·
The west part _ofAlban~_
,,has. Mediterranean cJimate~
.while in the internal .p<llis..of the country itJs;continental. In·
the high moimtai,n
regJ2
~n~-!~er.:~
.ls ~!pine
.cum,re.. ..- . . .
. ·.-_
.·.
..... '.In genera-I
t the~pr~pilla -ifa,ver;ag• is 143Q;mm -in.a. year.. In total, the averase:annual quantity of the precipiiatio,n,.
changes is from 600 mm to 2100 mm.
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Fig. I Albanian Alps - general view

3. Review of Bulgarian-Albanian and Bulgarian speleological explorations in Albania
The first reconnaissance expedition was carried out in Albanian Alps in November 1991, when the first five caves
were explored by A. Jalov, N. Gladnishki and N. Landjev, kindly supported by the members of Albanian Speleological
Association - G. Uruci (President) and M. Quku and K. Gjylbegu. The most impressive cave is Shpella Gjolave, near
to Bratosh vill., Shkodra district.
From 24th July to 2ist August 1992, the Bulgarian Federation of Speieoiogy and the Albanian Speleoiogicai
Association held their second joint expedition in the west part of Albanian Alps, especially the massifs Velechik,
Pultina, Maj a Zez and Maj a Arapit. Over I 00 caves were discovered, of which 52 were explored. The most interesting
exploration took place in Shegan karst spring, which was explored to a length of 60 m and depth of 28 m,
The third expedition was held between May 19 and June 11, 1993. The main exploration area was located in
Bridash massif. Thirty eight, mainly vertical, caves were surveyed. The deepest was Shpella e Cilikokave, which was
explored down to 390 m. The team went to Shpella Majes te Arapit to continue exploration from 1992. After diving of
terminal sump (length 60 m), including some new discoveries, the total length of the cave reached 840 m. A second
attempt was made to Shegan karst spring, where the explored length grew to 160 m with depth - 52 m. The sump
continues, but its full exploration needs mixed gas for further diving. This expedition started the systematic geological
and biospeleoiogical studies of the area .. In the end of expedition the team worked in the area of Merkuth viii., North
West slope of Lura Mt., where were explored two caves.
In September 1993, the 4th expedition ended with a depth record of - 505 m. This was the deepest point of Shpella
Cilikokave, discovered and explored down to 390 m during the previous expedition in May, the same year.
In June 1994, a group of eight cavers realized the fifth Bulgarian-Albanian expedition. Its object was the
exploration of the Drugomiri massif. Twenty four vertical caves were explored. The deepest of them was BB- l (Ice
Cave) with depth 162 m. During the expedition some geological and tectonic trips were made along with
biospeleological and speleo-climatological studies. In September the same year, the 9 members from speleo club
"Studenetz", Pleven, went to Bridash to continue the work in the cave BB-30. They discovered and explored the cave
to the limit - 60 m in 1992. The cave was explored to - 260 m deptlt without reaching the end. 25 new caves were
dise0vered and mapped. Later the expedi!tenteam worltet!l·iew days near Smalt and Bid Prespa Lakes in South East
Albania, where were explored 3 new caves~ . . · ... ..
. ....· .
·
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From 8 to 24 September 1995, the members of SC "Studenetz"-Pleven worked again in BB-30. The superb efforts
resulted in discovery of few undescended pitches to the depth 570 m without end - new depth record in Albania • and 26
new caves.
The next Bulgarian expedition was held in August 1996, when were discovered and explored 26 new caves in the
massifa Korinotit, Muriqellest Drugomires and Bridash. The deepest of them were K.14-148m; Vbi l -112 m and K.211 l O m. During the expedition were made hydrogeological, lithological, speleo-climathological and biospeleological
studies.
From 8 to 15 July 2002, A. Jalov and N. Gladnishki explored the karst area ofMal~sia e GoUobordes (Golobordes
Mt.) in Central part of East Albania. During the trip were discovered several, but mapped only 2 caves.
In August 2003 (10-28), 6 members of SC "Studenetz''-Pleven, led by 0. K.olov, worked on the prolongation of the
cave BB-30 in Bridash massif of Albanian Alps. The expedition ended with a depth record of 610 m. The cave BB-30
became the deepest cave in Albania.
The last Bulgarian expedition was held from 27 July to 4 August 2004, when 7 cavers from SC "Helictit" and i
caver from SC "Urvitch,,, both from Sofia, explored the karst area of Malesia e Gollobordes (Golobordes Mt.) in the
Central part of East Albania for the second time. During the expedition l O new caves were discovered and 7 of them
were explored. Some caves were explored biospeleologicaly.
4.Scientifk Results
Caves
The eight expeditions, undertaken in Albanian Alps, resulted in discovery, exploration and surveying of 198 new
caves. Most of them are vertical and can be divided into vertical ranges as follows: deeper than 100 m • 19 caves (table
l); from 80 to 90 m • 9; 70-80 m- 7; 60-70 m - 4; 50-60 m -12 and 147 caves in the range from 10 to 50 m deep. The
longest caves are: Shpella ne Majes te Arapit - 840 m and denivelation + 58 m, Shpella Jubanit • 255 m and K.20 ..205
m. The largest cave chamber is that of Shpella e Gjolave with an area of 8875 m2 and volume 443 750 m3 • The deepest
ul sncf eolm;v
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and longest of the three karst springs ~hich were explored is Syni i Sheganit, respectively - 52 and 165 m. The
hypsometrical distribution of 126 of all explored caves is, as follows: 300-400 m a.s.l . - 2 caves; 500-600 -2 caves;
1000-1100-1; 1400-1500 -13; 1500-1600-21; 1600-1700-16; 1700-1800-19; 1800-1900-41; 1900-2000-l 1.
During the two expeditions in the Big and Little Prespa area there were explored 6 new caves, the longest of which
is Spella Ujkut, near Proger viii. (200 m).
The expeditions in Malesia e Gollobordes explored 10 caves and disc overed several new caves. The longest cave
in that region is Gur I Jaut near Borova vm. ( 161 m) .
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Pyrenees tectonic phase deformations led to the opening of joint systems, striking at NE-SW. The deformations in
neotectonic phase have formed secondary joint systems, striking at NW -SE. Faults play a control role about
atmospheric waters drainage, as well as about mechanical transportation of debris and deep up to several hundred-meter
precipices, open around them mainly in brecciated zones. The erosion velocity is dominating on process of massif uplift
during the Quaternary, and many
superficial karstic fonns are filled up by diluvial material. This systems of
fractures determinate the development of most explored caves. The speleological as well as structural-geological ·
investigations in the karstic massif to the North-West of Boge settlements clarified additionally some problems and
showed a strong significance of the fault tectonics as a factor _for precipices and caverns formation in the most
fragmented zones by young displacements. The analysis of direction of development of 77 explored caves pointed that
39% are developed in NE-SW; 25% in NW-SE; 16% in E-W and 20% - N-S. The development of surface karst relief is
dominated by karst corrosion unlike the subsurface karst forms, which are mainly of erosional-tectonic origin.
One of the aims of the expedition, carried out in the Alps in 1996, was to investigate the relationship between
geological, tectonic, climatic and hydrogeological conditions in the karst region Boga-Kozhnia (Ivanov, 1999).
Because of the short time, it was possible to cover only an area of about 10 km2, so our results are not conclusive ,
concerning the whole karst massif. At the same time the research, which has been carried out and the data that are
currently available, are insufficient for complete description of the hydrogeological framework of the region. It will be
possible after an additional and more prolonged and profound further studies. The conclusions we can draw from the
research are primarily of practical importance for our speleological studies of the Albanian Alps and especially explored
~rea. The ba_sic conclusion is, that the lithological and tectonic setting of_the mass~f creates f~vorab_leco~d_iti~nsfor~e
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formation of gigantic karst systems with elevation rangeof over 2000 m between the zones of supply and drainage. The
strong tectonic activities create prerequisitesfor the occurrence of large cavities, especially in the lower parts of
aera tion zone, near to local tectonic fractures. The marked tecton ic disse ctio n implies the div ision of the stream into
mult itude of trickles, its a fast drainage and as a consequence, insufficient time for corrosion activity. Unfortunately,
this also means that below certain depths the cavities will be too narrow for speleologists ·to get through. Practical
exper ience has shown this to occur 500~600 tn below the surface. We hope that the future will give us the opportunity to
made more detailed researches so to confirm once more or to disprove this infer ence.
The speleological investigations gave us a chance to find some meteorite particles in the sediments of two karst
caves placed North-West of the village of Boga, in the Albanian Alps. According some Bulgarian authors (Stoev &
Muglova, 2000), the interpretationof their origin is like follows: The massive is formed in the Jura and in the Trias
lime stone and is defonned in the end of the Eocene. Meteorite particles derive as a result of ablation and paleom eteo rite
collision. Many individual repr esentatives were precipitated, separated from the basic meteorite (in the Jurassic sea).
That is the reason of their limited number in the volume of becoming karst massive. As a most probable mechanism of
ablation is proposed the spraying of meteorite substance as a result of liquefying the surfa ce meteor ite layer. The
bre aking to pieces is under the fomi of spheres and flaskets with charact erist ic morpho metric dim ension s of 102 - 1ff 1
cm (the representatives found are with dimensions of 10 cm to several mm).
The secondary meteorite particles ablation is considered. There is a process of karst collectors formation after
water - mechanical precipitationof meteorite substa nce in the process of mas sive bec om ing ka rst. The velocity of water
flow trans ported and precipitated mechanical particles has been estimated. It is in the interval of 0.8~5.5 mis and
progressively decreases in time.
·
Chemical analysis of six metheorite pieces show that the basic chamical composition Fe (91%), Ni (8.4%) and Co
(0.5<Vo)as wen as the clas s of the fallen paleometeorite-ferrous-nickel.

Cave's Climate
The carrying out of speleoclimaticstudies was the goal of the expeditions in the Alps in l 994 and l 996. Then
micro-cli maticall y observationsof 39 cav es were made (Stoev, Muglova & Stoev, 1997). Appl ying class ical methods oi
microclimate investigation in the caves from the region data for basic microcHmatic parameters have been obtained .
Comparatively low air temperatures in the interval of - 0.8 to + 4.4 °C have been registered. The temperatures as well
as the ava ilability of snow and ice masses of many yearsdetermined the examined caves as ice-caves. The snow , fim
and ice accumulation, are favor ed by the large initial vertical caves deeper tha n 20 m. The age of blocks of snow and ic~
could be estimated using measurements about their annual layers. For example in a section of a block from K25 cave
nearly 365 snow layers has been registered and in cave K.25A they are 286. Probably this stratification shows lim ited
age of bl ocks -a~() ~t,4 0? yea r~~Th~. z,on~
air begi ns from th~ pl~ce of the first SDO\.\' accumulatio11
wh ich imbalances tne microclimate of the caves· and theybecome colder than the others at the same' sea level and
climatic zone. In ,the zones· with corisfiinffomperature
the relative·humidity is 60 ·to 80 % and in most of the caves tht:
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Thanks to the Bulgarian-Albanian expeditions and cooperation a significant amount of cave and external
zoological material was collected. During the expeditions were collected important series of cave and external fauna
from differ ent groups (Crustacea, Araneida, OpiHonida, Chilopoda, Dipfopoda, Coleoptera, etc .). Most of them is still
try to make a review of the
unde r study in Bulga ria and by foreign specialists and wm be described soon so here we
determined animals up to date.
During the expedition in 1994, eight species of Cyclopoids from underground water of North Albania especially
Shkodra district were collected and reporte d by (Pand urski, 1997). One of them, Diacyclops pao lae Pesce & Gallassi , is
stygobion t specie and is new for the Alba nian fauna. Four :new for Alban ia harpacticoids were co llected also from the
karstic groundwaters of North Albania: Nitorca bibernica (Brady); Bryocamptus (Br.)minutus (Claus);
Bryocamptus(Rb.) spinulosus Borutzki, Parastenocaris sp. (APOSTOLOV, 2004).
In 1995, during the conse cutiv e expediti on, zooplancton samp les from eight stations were collecte d. From all of
the investigated waters 14 taxa Rotatoria, 11 taxa Cladocera and 6 taxa Copepoda were established (Kozhuharov, 2000).
The Cladocera Daphnia galeata and the Cyclopoids Tropocyclops prasinus and Acanthocyclops vernalis are also new
for the Albanian fauna.
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The collection of Arachnida from all expeditions contains 12 species of Opiliones belonging to four families and
two species of Scorpions (Euscorpiidae ). Ten of them - the .Opiliones Paranemastoma titanicum (Roewer), Trogulus
napaeformis (Scopoli), Opilio saxatilis (C.L.Koch), Metaplatybunus strigosus (L. Koch), Metaplatybunus carneluttii
(Hadzi), Lacinius dentiger ·(C.L.Koch), Amilenus auratiacus (Simon) and Mitostoma cancellatum (Roewer)(Mitov,
2000) and Scorpiones - Euscorpius carpathicus (Linnaeus) and Euscorpius beroni Fet are new for Albanian fauna and
the last one is new for the science (Fet, 2000).
Sixteen centipede and twenty two millipede species of cave and external fauna are also collected during
speleological campain in different areas of Albania. Six Chilopoda - Eupolybothrus (L.Koch), Lithobius schuleri
(Verhoeff), Lithobius latro (Meinert), Cryptops rucneri (Matic) and Lithobius (s.str.) stygius (Latzel) are new to the
fauna of Albania (Stoev, 1996; Stoev, 2001) . Among the Diplopoda new for Albania are Leptoiulus macedonicus
(Attems), the troglobiontic species Macrochaetosoma troglomontanum (Absolon & Lang), Acanthopetalum albidicolle
(Verhoeft). Acanthopetalum subpatens, Typhloiulus beroni is new specie for the science (Mauries, Golovatch & Stoev,
1997; Stoev, 2001).
The contribution of biological researches during all joint expeditions resulted of discovering of 19 new species to
Albanian fauna, including one new specie for the science.
As a conclusion of the zoological part of this report we must note, that some of the most interesting are the
discoveries of new beetles.
During the expedition in I 993, we explored also the cave of Merkurth (ShpeUa Merkuth) near Kurbnesh- Rreshen
District. There P. Beron and B. Petrov collected two new species for the science: Albanotrechus beroni Casale et
Gueorguiev ( Coleoptera: Carabidae) (Casale&Gueorguiev, 1994), and Albanodirus beroni (Giachino) (Coleoptera :
Cholevidae)(Giachino&Vailati,2001). Two more new species for the science were collected by A. Zhalov, Zh. Petrov
and K. Stoichkov from Speleo Club "Helictite" - Sofia, during the· expeditio_nsin Golo Burdo Mt. in 2002 and 2004.
They are Duvalius (Euduvalius) sp. (Coleoptera: Carabidae: Trechini) (Gueorguiev, B., in press, personal
communication of A.Zhalov and Ceuthophyes sp. (Coleoptera:Leiodidae) {Gueorguiev, B., in press, personal
communication of A. Zhalov).
-

5. Media presentation to the public
The expeditions in Albania and their results found wide reflection in the Bu!garian periodicals, speleological and
specialized scientific journals in Bulgaria and abroad, which could be seen from the bibliography below. Our
cooperative work and joint efforts were in the focus of attention of many European Speleological organizations and
their journals, like: "Spelunca" (France), "Speleologia"(Italy), "Caves & Caving" / later "Speleology" (UK), "Regards"
(Belgium), "International Caver", "Svet" · (Ukraina & Russia), etc.
A visual presentation of Albania to the Bulgarian public was made in l993- l 994. The studio "Chaplains Film"
(director K. Maslarski and cameraman P. Panc~~~)created a 5-series film, which presents in a popular way the nature,
history and culture of Albania, as well as the work of the expedition in 1993. The film was shown several times on the
Bulgarian National Television and took part in the:Intemational Festival of Speleological Films in Barcelona in 1994.
Meanwhile, in J 996, the National Museum. <>fN,aturalHistory anti Bulgarian Academy of Science,· organized a
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Benderev for the useful suggestions during the writing of this text, A. Stoev, B. Gueorguiev, D. Kozhuharov, I. Ivanov,
I. Pandurski, P. Mitov, P. Muglova, and others, who kindly offered me the result on their work, and M. Stamenova, who
help me to translate to English this report.
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Historical data for karst Phenomena in the province of Macedonia, Greece (XVII-XX C.)
A. Jaiov, M. Stamerwva
Speleo club "Helictit" (Sofia), BulgarianFederationof Speleology

Abstract:
The present article aims to look over some little known historical and geographical data about the karst phenomena and
caves in particular, in the region of province of Macedonia, nowadays Greek territory. This information is extracted mainly
from travel notes of local and fot:eign voyagers and explorers (Ottoman, French, Russian and Bulgarian authors), who used
to live and travel in the European part of Ottoman Empire, i.e. the Balkans, from l 7 to 20 Century.
Key words: karst phenomena, caves, travel notes, Greece
In the course of millions of years the geological and geographic conditions had formed various karst phenomena on the
Balkan Peninsula. The most typical and well known of these karst formations are the caves in particular. They can be seen
as an integral part of our common natural and cultural heritage and always have drawn the attention not only of scientists
but of common people as well. The caves appeared to be objects of religious, knowledgeable and exploration interest for
local people and foreigners since the remote past. In the course of time, the exploration of karst and caves became more
intensive and the descriptions of objects became more detailed, accordingly to the achievements of the science at that time.
The availability of such data increases since 17 c, when more and more local and foreign explorers (mainly Ottoman,
French, Russian, Austro-Hungarian and British authors) began to travel, write and publish their impressions about the
European part of Ottoman Empire, i.e. the Balkans. The . descriptions of karst phenomena appeared mainly in the travel
notes of the explorers and voyagers of that period. They are different in topics and style, depending on the point of view of
the authors - they vary from general passing descriptions of places and sites, to detailed information about certain karst
objects. In such context, this work is an attempt to present chronologically some of the above mentioned data about karst
phenomena in the South-East part of the Balkans - the province of Macedonia, nowadays Greek territory, which appeared to
be little known in the speleological community. (map?)
First data about karst and caves in the period 17~20 c. we could find in the books of Ev Ha Che!ebi - one of the most
famous Ottoman voyagers, who lived and worked in 17 century. His numerous wanderings were described in 10 parts of
manuscript travel notes. His books became popular and were fully recognized as a historical source only after their
publishing in the end of 19 and the beginning of20 c. According to the Bulgarian translation (Chelebi, 1972: 168), a part of
volume VIII of the travel notes is dedicated to Chelebi's journey from Istanbul to Thessalonica in 1667. Here the author
describes the mountains west from Seres and mentions that he saw there "one big high rock, called Gerdek-kaia, where are
many hundreds of caves", without giving further information about the site.
New contribution in enlarging of the knowledge about the karst in the area, we can find in the book of 2 volumes of E.
M Cousinery: "Voayage dans la Macedonie, contenant des recherches sul l'histoire, geographie et les antiques de ce pays",
published in 1831 in Paris, which we treat according to the interpretation of Bulgarian authors in the present article
(Shopov, 1907: 784, 788-789; Tsvetkova, 1975: 375-376). The author was a general consul of France in Thessalonica in
l 773, l 783-1785 and 1786-1792. During this period he travelled many times in South Macedonia (he visited the regions of
Thessalonica, Seres, Drama, Kavala, Edessa). He was interested in history, geography, archaeology, geology,,etc. and was a
member of many" ~ientitic ins·titutes:.and organisations (the French Institute, the .M,µoicbJ<ingf : .J\ott.d,~my,
the ·MarseHle
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times by the local people. The cave was round. Its upper part had a shape of almost regular vault arch , twenty five steps
long and fifteen steps high. On the left side were situated rows of big stones, similar to these on the entrance of the cave; it
seems that they were used for seats for the spectators of the cult ceremonies. Inside there was a spring of clear water, which
flew through the cave. Cousinery noticed also an old construction, made under an opening, ftom which inside the cave
penetr ated mysterious iight. Probably this construction was designedfor a staircase, throughwhich people used to enter the
cave, where the nymph was worshipped in the past. Cousinery knew well how the ancient people respected the springs and
the rivers and that is why he was sure that this cave was a temple for worshipp ing ofa deity of the water. Cousinery presents
here interesting data about the continuation of this cult in 17 c. and stated, that the population of the surroundings still
respected this cave as an ancient sanctuary. Close to the cave Cousinery discovered also ruins of massive old buildings,
which could be remains of ancient settlement. In spite of the statement of the author, that this cave was situated in Mt.
Zmiinitza (now Menikio) near to the stream of Panega, the available data gives us reason to suppose, that here Cousinery
describes the cave Maara, which is situated in the foots of Mt. Bozdag (now Falakron), near Drama, Greece. It seems that
Cousinery 's work is also the first known written source, which reports about the existence of this famous water cave and
which explains the origin of the waters flowing inside the cave.
Apart from the information of the above historical site, in the same description, Cousinery mentions about another
karst phenomenon - "losing of surface waters". Based on the story of the Thessalonica bishop, Cousinery writes about a
small river, situated one hour far from Nevrokop (now Kato Nevrokopi), which was losing its water in the sand in this
region. The same river, according to the legend, was flowing under the mountains and appeared again in Drama eparchy, in
the above mentioned cave, the same ancient nymph shrine. The Thessalonica bishop assured Cousinery, that local people
were curious to know where this river flows undergrou nd, that is why they threw millet seeds in Nevrokop, where the river
disappeared . After three hours these mHlet seeds were spotted in the spring of the mentioned cave, by people, who stayed
there exactly for this purpose. This information, which gives us Cousinery, shows in practice the experiment, now known as
"water tracing". These data are the first known ones of such experiment at the time of i 7 c.
Looking at the book of Cousinery in the above context, his work appears to be among the first printed known sources,
which gives us more detailed information about the karst phenomena and historical caves on the Balkans.
The description of karst phenomenon ~ "losing of surface waters" can be found also in the travel notes of the Russian
national Petar Ageev (monk Partenii) ftom 1839. In its Bulgarian translation (Kozhuharova, 1986: 193-194) we find a
description of the travel of Petar Ageev from vilt Perelik, Blagoevgrad district , Bulgaria. to the monastery St. Joan
Predtecha (St. John The Forerunner)(unknown Greek name) in the surroundings of the town of Seres:
"We were walking in the foothills of the steep mountain through the gorge: on the right there was a deep abyss,
somewhere down was running fast a big river and the water was babbling ... After that we went down to the valley, where
flew the river, passing below a stone bridge. We looked under it - we could not see even a drop of water and we were very
surprised why. Up there was coming plenty of water and here there was no even a drop. Where this water flows? We were
very surprised of this fact. We went down again. Now from our right side was the mountain and from the left- a dry valley.
Walking on our way, we were wondering at this phenom enon - why on the top was flowing a river and down everything was
d,y".
Unfortunately in these travel notes there are no data, according to which ~ve could exactly localise the mentioned
phenomenon. Knowing the terrain, we couid suppose that the iosing of water happened in the region of some of the
mountains Orviios, Vrondou or Menikio in Greece.
The Russian national Egor Yuzakov, gives us data about cultural remains in a cave, related to Christian religion and
probably dated back to the mediaeval times. He was a collaborator of the prestige Russian magazine "Suvremennik"
(Contemporary) and in 1860 published his travel notes "One Month in Bulgaria". Here he describes in details his visit to a
small cave church 5 sazena long [l sazen .. 2,134 m], situated on the hill Byala charkva (i.e . . The Hill of the White
Church)(unknown Greek name) near to the town of Kukus (now Kilkis), (Kozhuharova, 1986:291):
·
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terrains and describes typical limestone rocks, sinkholes and springs. For instance, in (Kanchov, 1891: 47-52, 93-l O1) the
author describes the sinkholes of the water in the Big Prespa's lake and points on the presumed underground connection
between the lake and the karst spring near the monastery "St. Naum", Ochrid region. The cited work presents also the local
legend explaining this phenomenon, which shows the various interests of the explorer. In other work (1894:237-247) V.
Kanchov competently describes the movement of the karst waters in the south slopes of Ali Botush/Slavianka (now Orvilos)
and Bozdag (now Falakron) near vii. Zarnevo (now Kato Nevrokopion) and Lissa describing the sinkholes and cave springs
and there, including also the famous cave-spring Maara near Drama The contribution of V. Kanchov to the karstology and
research of the caves not only in Bulgaria, but also on the Balkans deserved to be a subject of a separate work.
More full and detailed descriptions of karst phenomena gives us the book of Herman and Karel_Scorpil, published in
France: "Sources et pertes des eaux en Bulgarie" (Springs and sinkholes in Bulgaria) (Scorpil, H. et K., 1898), where as a
result of specific terrain explorations are presented over 100 karst phenomena (uvalas, caves, springs). In the book are
included also 21 figures, which clearly illustrate the hydrogeological connections in the explored karst regions. In this
remarkable book there is a very interesting chapter: "Panega in Macedonia". This chapter is worked over the information of
the French geologist O.Viquesnel, published in his book "Voyage dans la Turquie d'Europe", Paris 1868. II. Here the author
reports, that near viii. Lissa in the north foots of Bozdag (Falakro) there is a sink hole, where the Eleshka or Lissa River
loses its waters. After passing the underground distance of 5 km, the river, called Panega, flow out of a cave in the south
foots of the mountain Nort-West from Prossotsani (Drama region). The French geologist mentions that, the mountain is
formed of limestone and the sink hole, called Eleshki Doupki is situated on 610 m a.s.l., but the cave is on 134 m a.s.l.
According to the author, the falling of the underground river is about 100 m for 1 km distance, which shows the existence of
big waterfalls. There was a story, that three peasants went into the cave and after three hours walking along the bank of the
underground water, they reached ' a waterfall, which thunder was heard for a long distance. There is no doubt, that the
publication of Viquesnel, respectively of K. Scorpil, tells us about the cave Maara near Drama. These, who are interested in
this information, could find more details in the book of K. and H. Scorpil and in the original publication of the French
author.
After the Berlin congress in 1878, the united efforts of the Great European powers at that time led to returning of
territories from the newly liberated Bulgarian !ands again under the Ottoman ·domination. These territories were situated
mainly in the regions of Macedonia and Odrin Thrace. The Bulgarians from Macedonia and Odrin Thrace began their own
organised armed struggle for liberation from Ottoman yoke. Several revolutionary organisations were established (1893 the Internal Macedonian-Odrin Organisation; 1895 - the Supreme Macedonian-Odrin Committee), which took the
leadership of these liberation fights. In some occasions, the organised groups of rebels used the caves for shelter or depots,
for which we have information in the archive documents. Maybe one of the most interesting data is related to the cave Kape
near Krushevo (now Aladohorion), where in 1898 and from 30 January to 6 February 1903 were looking for shelter the
rebels, led by the famous voivodes (leaders) Gotze Delchev and Vane Sandanski. A description of this cave and the events
related to the above process, we find in the works of Bulgarian authors (Miletich, 1927: 39, 147; Javorov, 1965: 145-152).
More information about availability of caves in the near by area - next to vill. Banitza (now Karie), situated in the East
slope of the mountain Sharlia (Ori Vrondus) can be found in the memoirs book ofS. Takev (Panajotov and all. 1978: 186).
In other memoirs from the period of the liberation fights in Macedonia are mentioned caves on the bank of the Great Prespa
Lake, connected with events in the time ofllinden-Preobrazene uprisisng in 1903 (Miletich, 1926: 71).
In 1993 in Bulgaria was published the book of P. G. Mandzukov "Forerunners of the stormn(Mandzukov, 1993: 241231 ). The author, who was an anarchist, describes his life, part of which was connected with the fighting for the liberation

of Macedonia from Ottoman domination. The memoirs of Mandzukov, dated back to the summer of 1899, present
interesting information, which has direct link to the topic of this article. On the first place we have data about the existence
of many caves in the surroundings of village Guyredzik (now Granitis). Here we find again descriptions of the karst
phenomena cave-sinkhole, karst marsh, spring cave on the south slope of Ali Botush (Mt. Orvilos). Much more important is
the profound information of the karst phenomena in the mountain Bozdag (Mt. Falakron, Greece) The author reports about
numerous conical uvalas on the plateau parts ·ofthe ·massive and about the penetrating of the band he belonged to, in a big
and beautiful cave below the .peak, 9aHe<;I
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where is situated the ancient Trayanopolis. About this site the author writes:
"Half an hour walking above the village in Sare/ski dol (Coomb of Sare/) there is a prehistoric cave, which we visited
and inside of one of its branches wefoundfragments o/Neolithic pottery" (Filov, 1993: 101, 113).
We do not know which are the caves mentioned here and whether they are explored by speleologists. and
archaeologists. At the moment we do not have any data about undertaken explorationsof these sites and we suppose that the
future efforts in this field would be very useful.
The archive and published materials, examined in the present article, could be used as an additional source of
information for availability of caves in the region of the province of Macedonia, Greece, inhabited from 17 to the beginning
of 20 c. with mixed population of Bulgarians, Greeks and Turks. The detailed analysis and careful consideration of these
data could widen or even find a new starting point for various exploration initiatives of the karst in the area, which is still
little known from speleological point of view.
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The speleologicalresearchesin South-WestChina of the MuseoCivico di StoriaNaturaledi Verona(Italy)
R. Zorzin, L. Latella
Museo Civicodi Storia Naturaledi Verona,Verona(Italy)

Abstract
The collaboration between Italy (Museo Civico di Storia Naturale
di Verona)and China (GuizhouProvincial Science and TechnologyDepartment and Guizhou Normal University of Guiyang) was established
in 1994. In fact, in 1992 the Geology and PaleontologyDepartmentof
the Museum of Natural History of Veronahad already initiated a series
of studies on hydrogeologicaland karst developmentin South Western
China; initiallyin Guangxi(1992)and, since 1994,in Guizhou.Eight scientific expeditionswere carried out by the Departmentof Geology-Paleontology and Zooiogy of the Museumof Veronabetween 1994and 2004.
During these research campaignsnumerous speleological,hydrogeological and biologicaldata were collected,most of the latter are unpublished,

which allowedthe identificationin the areas of Hong Lin (QianxiCounty)
and Libo County,of the most suitableand interestingareas for the developmentand integrationof the researchesbegun in the previousyears.The
last researchesin Cina (2003 and 2004) was co-financedby the Ministry
of ForeingAffairs of Italy.The researchproject is named "Qualityof the
most importantreservoirsof karst waters and of the subterraneanenvironments of Guizhou". In this two years more than one hundred caves was
explored and a lot of cave fauna was collected for study.As part of the
project an internet site has been set up (www.progettoguizhou.it),
structured in many differentsparts. This has been an excellenttool for communicationand the diffusionof informationat a nationaland international
level both in the phases prior to the investigationsas well as afterwards.
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Abstract
The Boston Grotto, chartered January 26, 1952, is the 18th oldest
grotto in the NSS. In 2002, in recognitionof the 50th anniversaryof the
Grotto,membersreviewedhistoricalrecords,contactedoriginalmembers,
and then presented the history at the 2002 NSS Conventionin Camden,
Maine. This club's story is typical of many cavingorganizationsand may
help other clubs gain perspectiveon their history.
The grotto startedwhen studentsat Harvardand MIT,led by TomBarr,
decided that visiting caves would provide excitement and adventure in
locales far from Boston where there are few caves. In the late 1950's,
when the core student members graduatedand moved away, it fell upon
a new member,Roioli Schweiker,to resurrect the club. She did this by
recruiting from among working professionals,most in technical fields.
To involvethe new membersin the club she startedprojectsto find caves.
One of her first projectswas the first guidebookto the caves of Schoharie
County,New York. Eventually,Schweiker's leadershippassed to other
chairmen, some of whom did not actively promote membershipin the
Grotto. By the late 1970's, it fell upon John Evans to resurrectthe club.
He did it by appointingeach grotto member to a responsibleposition in
the club, and involving the Boston Grotto in the 1979 NSS Convention
held in Pittsfield,Massachusetts,particularlywhen locatingand mapping
caves in New York,Vermontand Massachusettsprior to the convention.
The two subsequentchairmen, Kevin Harris and Steve Stokowski,continued this caver recruitmentand retention model with caving projects in
Massachusetts,Maine, New Mexico, New York, and Rhode Island, including cave mappingprojects before the NSS Conventionsin New York
and Maine.
Grotto memberscontributedsignificantlyto cave mappingand exploration. A map of Mitchells Cave, NY drawn by the Grotto graced the
first NRO (NortheastRegionalOrganization)Bulletin,and club members
produced the first maps of some of the longest caves in New Hampshire
(MDBTHS)and Mai.lJ-e
(EnchantedLake Cave). Grottomemberswroteor
contributedimportantmaterialfor the publicationsVermontCaves,Caves
of Massachusetts,and NSS publicationsfor the Pittsfield,Schoharie,and
He!!us

Camdenconventions.Grottomembersalso made importantcontributions
in the explorationofEllisons, Fisher Ridge, Lechuguilla,Mammoth-Flint
Ridge, McFails, Mystery,Pefia Colorada,Rio Camuy, San Agustin, and
Scott Hollow caves.
Two Boston Grotto members died while caving. Jim Mitchell, the
grotto vice-chairman,died from hypothermiain SchroedersPants Cave,
NY in 1965. TheNSS namedthe James G. Mitchellawardafterhim. Eric
Tsakle passed away because of rock movementin Fullers Cave, WV in
1985. These fatalitiesled to increasedsafety and rescuetraining, which
preventedincidentsand resultedin better outcomesfor later accidents.
Many membersof the Boston Grotto subsequentlywent on to prominent positions in the NSS and the National Cave Rescue Commission,
received significantawards from the NSS, or completedsignificantand
widely-recognizedcave-related scientific and engineering accomplishments in biology,computerscience,electronics,geology,and medicine.

Introduction
The BostonGrotto,charteredJanuary26, 1952,is the 18th oldestgrotto
in the NSS. Given the extent of karst landscape or lack thereof in the
NortheasternUnited States, it is a true testament to the motivationof a
handful of people that the Boston Grotto ever came into existenceand
thrived for 6 decades.From the very beginning,the major challengethat
faced its memberswas the need to organizelong distancecaving trips to
places like WestVirginiaand the TAGcountry,to find the sparetime to do
it and to do it safely.The holidayweekendtrip to WestVirginiafromBoston, Massachusettsis not an extraordinaryoccasionfor our members.It is
part of life. The unofficial#1 rule of the Grottois this: if your cavingdoes
not exceed in hours your round trip driving then it is not worthy.That is
not to say the BostonGrottomemberssnub at what New Englandand the
Northeasthave to offer.They are the main forcebehind a systematiceffort
to identify,explore and survey all karst formationsin the Massachusetts
area, while extensive mapping and conservationefforts have been un-
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dertakenin the upstateNew York, New Hampshire,Maine,Vermontand
RhodeIslandcoastlineareas.At the same time, the cosmopolitancharacter of a major urban area like the city of Boston ensuresan international
spirit amongstour memberswho have organizedextensive international
trips. To the best of our knowledge, the 14th UIS in Athens marks the first
occasionthat two Boston Grotto members, Emily Davis and Emmanuel
Pothos,will be cavingin Greece,althoughGeorgeEhrenfriedwas known
to pay a non-cavingvisit in the 70's. The commitmentof our members
to cavingis tragicallyillustratedby the fact that the Boston Grotto is the
only cavingorganizationin the NSS and maybethe only one in the world
to have an acting vice chair killed in caving action. His remains are still
entombedin the cave where he fell. The incident is described in more
detailbelow.

The 1950s

Most of the informationin this section is based on an interviewwith
GeorgeEhrenfried(NSS# 2099R) which took place in his house (Cambridge, MA) on June, 2005 and on personal notes provided by George
Ehrenfriedand RoioliSchweiker.It was a groupof studentsfromHarvard
and MIT with interestsin geology, cave biology and simply caving that
put together an applicationto the NSS for a new grottoin the Bostonarea.
ThomasC. Barr,Jr., the foundingpresident,was notifiedof the grantingof
the charteron March 10th,1952.The chartingdate was January261\ 1952.
Tom'sthesiswas on bat hibernation.Soonthereafter, a fellowworkingfor
Polaroidby the name of GeorgeEhrenfriedhappenedon the Sportsman's
Show from February4th to the 9th. Dexter Hinckley (from Schenectady,
NY and a memberof the MET Grotto)had put togetherthe NSS exhibit
there. Georgewas impressedwith the elaboratetunnel and the artificial
speleothemsandwhen Dextertold him aboutthe grottohe decidedto join.
After a February21stGrotto meetingin the HarvardBiologyLaboratory,
Georgeparticipatedin one of the first caving trips to Duanesburg,N.Y.
led by DuaneFeatherstonehaugh.As Georgeremembers,the whole party
stayed in Duane's family barn and "shocked the puritanicalwomen of
the family". Some of the caves visited include Wards, South Bethlehem,
Hailes and Church.Early trips of the Grotto also visited the Twin Lakes
(or Bashful Lady) cave, SchroedersPants, Bensons, Eldons and Sunderland.ClarksvilleCave, one of the perennial and convenientfavorites
for the Grottowas visited on November2nct,1952accordingto the diary
entries of George Ehrenfried. The first Grotto meeting on international
caves\Vason November7th, 1952andfocusedon a presentation
byPierre
Agironof Franceon French caves.
Some of the notable activities of the early Boston Grotto include the
participationin the AmericanAssociationfor the Advancementof Science meetingin Boston in December 1953.NSS was an AAAS affiliate
and GeorgeEhrenfriedreported on the NSS section meeting in Science
magazine.Aroundthat time, the long time affiliation of the Grotto with
the town of Schoharie,N.Y. was initiated with an undergroundresearch
projectto find new water sources. While a pair of still unidentifiedmembers discovereda connectionbetween Bensonsand SecretCaverns, it becameapparentthat the then famouswaterfallwas not running at night. It
was simplyan artificialstreamturnedon and off by the guidejust before a
groupof visitorswere to showup. Finally, it shouldbe noted that the first
recordedaccidentin the Grotto took place when the mother of a Grotto
memberput a pair of cavingjeans in the washer withoutrealizing that a
can of carbide was left in a pocket. Pieces of the explodingwasher went
throughthe ceiling.
A numberof remarkablecaverswere activewith the Grottoduringthe
50s. Tom Barr, the first Grotto chair, was elected president of the NSS
(NSS News, 1965,vol. 23, p. 96) and later became state speleologistin
Tennessee. Rane Curl was one of the early chairs, a good organizer and
prominentin NSS later as President.Don Peterswas one of the most creative chairs of the Grotto and distinguished himself in games, songs and

paintings. He publishedthe booklet "Songs of Cavers" in 1954, while his
trip in Boca del Diablo (the Devil's Throat), Mexicomade the headlines
as he was marooned for three days by high water and rope trouble. In
the November 1957 issue of the NSS News (p. 129) we read an article
by Don Peters on how he and a party of three decided to explore this
famouscave southwestof Mexico City where banditsroamingthe Sierra
Madre disposed of their victims. Except that this time the danger came
from elsewhere. Some fifty feet from the bottom of the pit (total length
was estimatedat 300 feet), the rope snaggedthrough an "eye" in a rock
ledgeand snarled badly.As they workedinto the evening trying to salvage
as much of the twistedrope as they could, a thunderstormbroke looseand
the ensuingdownpourtrappedthem into the cave for at least 20 hours.No
skeletonsat the bottom of the pit, just piles of Pepsi Cola bottle caps!
As creativeas Don Peters was, membershipwas fizzlingout, organization was deteriorating and financeswere not in good shape. Enter Roioli
Schweiker,who made a strong effort in reviving the Boston Grotto. She
started as a competent rock climberand memberof the PittsburghGrotto
around 1955. She soon moved to Boston when she was a pen pal of Don
Peters on the "Songs of Caves", so she joined the Boston Grotto upon
arrival. In the Spring of 1956,Roioli was recruitedas the Grotto's secretary-treasurerby the then Chair Don Grandly.Soon after, chair and vicechair left the area, only to drop the Grotto's fate in the hands of Roioli.
TheodoreUhlmanwas electedchair,but both he and Roioliwere not from
the area and had little topographicalinformationon the local caves.Pieceby-piece and visit-by-visitto relativelynearby areas (SchoharieCounty,
N.Y.for example)with a new baby in arms, Roioli started the New York
State Cave File. Regular exchangesof material with other Grottos were
initiated and the list of caves to be exploredsoon expanded. Cave information poured in and the NortheasternRegional Organizationwas impressed enoughto start a cave survey of New York.The July 1957 issue
of NSS News (p.82) features an article by Roioli on the winter caving
activitiesof the Boston Grottoin January 1957.She describesher visit on
Mt. Mansfield, Vermont, and the Cave of the Winds and the conquestof
its last 20-foot drop and the visit to AdirondackStone Bridge and Caves
in Pottersville, New York.According to the diaries providedby George
Ehrenfried,the first recorded trip to WestVirginiaoccurredin June, 1957.
George Ehrenfriedand Roioli Schweiker were present along with Frank
Maher, Ted Zillman, Hans Fritschi, Henry Oakum, Carol Weston, Jean
Doren and Don Peters. The West Virginiatrip went to Mouth of Seneca, Glue Cave, StratosphereBalloon Cave, Smoke Hole Cave, Sinks of
Gandy and SinnettsCave. By 1958,John Fisher and DickAndersonwere
instmmental, along with Roioli and Frank Maher, in making the survey
of SchoharieCounty an official NSS project. The purchaseof Schoharie
Cavernsand Balls Cave by Jim Gage (who renamedBalls Cave as Gage
Caverns)gave Grottomembersa campsiteand meetingplace at the cabin
and field of SchoharieCaverns.By 1959, LoessersWoods,Lasells Hell
Hole, PorcupineCave on TerraceMountain,Acks Schack, and literally
every singlereasonablelead in SchoharieCounty was located.Jim Fisher,
Hugh Blanchard, George Ehrenfried and others held the first recorded
conferenceon the bylaws of the Grotto on May 4th, 1959. Soon after,
Walter Webbof the Museum of Sciencejoined the organizationand the
decade closedwith a rather difficult trip to PurgatoryPit due to ice on the
rope and a challengingascent.

The 1960's
It was a decade of continuous caving activity and tragedy for the

Boston Grotto. The then active members includedMike Carlucci,Hans
Fritschi,David Gandel, Bob Fenichel,Joanne Roberts, Sue Griggs, Gloria Goldberg, Gay Lorraine, Jim Fisher, Dan Hoyt, Roioli Schweiker,
GeorgeEhrenfried,Francis Kuhn, FrankKreider,AlanBudreau, Markvan
Baalen, Stuart Peck, John Dunning,Emily Davis and others.The diaries
of the Grottorefer to the followingcaves as sites that Grottomembersvis!nrernutional
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ited: Surprise Cave, Rhodes Cave, Bentleys, PettiboneFalls, Eldons and
various unnamed caves in Alabama,Puerto Rico, Californiaand Teeland.
A party of 5 including George Ehrenfriedand Alan Budreau discovered
about 600 feet of virgin passage in Surprise with impressivenew fom1ations and exercised good judgement in keeping it secret until protection
could be arranged.The first documentedcave divingtrip by the Grottoapparently occurredin 1968in Knox and McFailsand involvedBrian Pease,
BarryAllen, Art Palmer,Peg Palmer, Peter Williams,Ed Miller,and Alan
Budreau, with the first two being the divers and the rest being coolies. It
is almost certain that numerous other caves not mentioned above were
visited in the 60s and are simplynot referenced in records.
James GentryMitchell,NSS No. 7157, was the first fatality of the Boston Grotto in SchroedersPants Cave, HerkimerCounty, New York (NSS
News, March 1965,vol. 23, No 3, pp. 35 and 95). The incidenttook place
on SundayFebruary 141\1965.Jameswas a chemistrygraduatestudentat
M.I.T.residing in Winthrop,Massachusetts at the time. He was part of the
researchteam on the GeminiSpaceProject. His cavingactivitiesoriginated in St. Louis when he was an undergraduate.His patents Mr. and Mrs.
James G. and WinaleeMitchellof Waterville, Ohio and a brotherwho was
also a caver survivedJames. His parents have institutedthe James Gentry
MitchellMemorialcaveResearch Fund in care of the NSS.
James was the vice chair of the Boston Grotto at the time of his
passing and an enthusiastic and likeable young caver. During the fatal
trip, he helped Hedy Miller and Charles Wagnerup the rope and out of
Schroeder'sPants cave. The ascent out of the cave exposedthe caversto a
small entrancestreamwaterfall. Upon attemptingto exit the cave himself,
James becamehypothermic, quicklylost consciousnessand died. In a special note that his parents published in the NSS News (ibid), it is emphasized that the temperatureof the water was very cold and James had only
a few minutes to react before he was in serious circumstances.The short
reactiontime left and the lack of appropriateequipmentand experienceby
the other caversto lift James's body over the top led to the tragic outcome.
His remains are still locatedwhere he fell, while the cave has been closed

since authoritiesused explosivesto make it collapse and fill the pit. Reports of unauthorizedvisits sincethen havepromptedthe BostonGrottoto
considerthe option of recoveringJim's remainsfor burial.
According to Alan Budreau, the death of Jim Mitchell energizedthe
Grotto because of the notoriety. Dan Hartline,with help from his friend
Beth and his brother Peter, created a well-organized,safety conscious
club. Definite qualificationsfor "horizontalcaver" and "vertical caver"
were introducedafter much training andrescue practice. Will Crowther
worked out an ingeniouspulley arrangementthat would allow any small
caver to pull almost anyoneup and most of the memberslearnedit.

The 1970s
The previous decade set the pace for the Boston Grotto membersand
definedWestVirginia and New Yorkas the areas most frequentlyvisited
by membersoutsideof New England.The sharedlong car driveswere by
now the norm. Accidentswere reduced but not altogethereliminated.In
1975, a falling rock injuredBoston GrottomemberCarl Trainaas he was
negotiatingthe bottom of the ThunderboltClimb in SchoolhouseCave,
West Virginia.As it was Thanksgivingweekend, hundreds of rescuers
showedup. Led by Boston Grotto members,the rescuers pulled Carl up
the climb and across Nick-of-Time(over a 150-footdeep pit) out of the
cave. He did suffera broken hip.
One of the notableactivemembersin the 1970swere Jmy McCollum,
one of the few blind people ever to cave frequently. He was trip chair for
many years, and had a great sense of humor. He did not let his disability
impedehis explorationsin the least, and was active in conqueringall caving obstacles: climbs, water, chimneysand tight squeezes. His nemesis
was traveiingover rough breakdown, but he flew in crawlways.
Other active members in the '70s were Dave Allured, Peter Quick,
Jeff Barry, Wanda Metcalf, Bob Warshow, Steve Stillman and Henry
S<::hnieker.
Dave move to the west and became orieof the discoverersof

Boston Grotto in the Early Years
TopLeft: Don Peters and Jean Doren in Sinnetts Cave, WestVirginia,June 15'", 1957.
Photograph provided by Roioli Schweiker. Top Right: George Ehrenfried in Onesquethaw Cave, Clarksville, N.Y. December 7'", 1957. Photographprovided by George
Ehrenfried. Bottom Le.ft:Roioli Schweiker in Delaware, undated photo. Photograph
provided by Roioli Schweiker.
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LechuguillaCave. Peter led the explorationand mappingof caves in Vermont beforegraduatingfrom UMass(Amherst)and movingto Michigan.
He later becameone of the principalexplorers of the Fisher Ridge Cave
Systemin Kentucky. In 1974John Evans moved to the Boston area and
joined the Boston Grotto, in which he would serve as Chair from 1975
to 1986. John was the only Grotto member familiarwith vertical caving
when he joined. Over the years, John has participatedin expeditions to
Mexico, and visited caves in over 25 states. He has become proficient
in cave surveyingand mapping,vertical caving techniques, and a certified cave diver. Kevin Harrisjoined the Grotto in 1977and becamevice
chairuntil 1986. Jolinand Kevin emphasizedan "egalitarian"philosophy,
where the Grotto led lots of novice, training and intermediatetrips and
didn't concentrate on aggressiveexploring. Emily Davis, later Mobley,
also becameincreasinglyactive with the organization, especiallyin the
New York area. Emily would eventuallyestablish Speleobooksand invest her efforts in cave conservation in the SchoharieCounty area and
elsewhere. The decadeclosedwith the successfulorganizationof the NSS
Conventionand publication of guidebookby Boston Grotto in Pittsfield,
Massachusetts.

The 1980sand 1990s
GeorgeEhrenfriedmade several trips to Icelandin the '70s and '80s.
One trip in 1985includedKevin Harris,and was noteworthyas an exploration of an old, partiallycollapsedlava tube discloseda sequenceof 28
"caves" and 42 "natural bridges"in a row over a 2 mile stretch of ground
were discovered.
Startingin 1980, John Evans became involvedwith cave rescue. He
currently is Regional Coordinatorfor the National Cave Rescue Commissionof the NSS and organizescourses to train both cavers and rescue
agencypersonnel. As a cultureof caving safetybecameparamountfor the
Boston Grotto, undeservedbad luck did not abandon its members.The
secondcaving fatalityoccurredin WestVirginiain 1985.A shiftingbreakdownblockcrushedmemberEric Tsaklein the Fuller cave entranceto the
CulversonCreek Cave System.Hundredsof cavers had passed the rock
beforethe incidentand none had suspectedthat the 8-tonrock could easily shift and cause seriousinjury. This tragedyaffectedthe grotto greatly:
several long time members dropped out and disagreementsover safety
and editorialpolicy in the newslettersapped energy. Only the eventual
additionof severalenergeticnew memberseventuallybrought the grotto
back to its formerievei of activity. In 1986 (and until 2001) Kevin Harris
becamethe new chairwith John Evans as vice-chair.
The increasedemphasison safetytrainingeventually paid off. In 1991,
Beverly Schwartz got trapped in a very tight crawlway in Clarksville
Cave,N.Y.Gary Lau called for cave rescue assistanceand Bev was freed
after 20 hours. In 1998, Craig Douglas (not a Grotto member) slipped
while negotiatinga tight fissurepassageat Keyhole Cave,N.Y.He ended
up hangingupsidedown from his leg caught in the fissure. BusterMiller,
a BostonGrottomember, attacheda chestharnesson Craigand pulledhim
into a horizontalposition. John Evans, Morrie Gasser,Jeff Zinc, Chrissy
Frottenand otherBostonGrottomembersdirectedan effortof 100people
for 2 days that led to Craig using an air chisel to free himself. Also in
1991, the Grotto was heavily involved in the organizationof the NSS
Conventionin Cobleskill, New York(50th NSS Anniversary).
On November 15th, 1996, former Grotto member Joanne Van Sambeek (formerlyRoberts) was killed instantlyby a reckless car driver in
the land of the bicycle, the Netherlands. Editor of the Boston Grotto
Newsletter,predecessorto The MassachusettsCaver,Joanne was an accomplished internationalcaver and butterfly expert who inspired others
with her outdoor activitiesin the caves and mountainsof New England
(The MassachusettsCaver,January-February1997,vol. XVI, no. 1).
A major grotto project at the end of the 1990swas the editing of the

1996NSS "SpeleoDigest". This NSS publicationis always edited by volunteersfrom the contributedgrottonewslettersfrom all over the USAand
foreigngrottos. SheilaraeLau led a tremendouseffort of coordinationof
selecting, re-entering,and editing one of the most successful Speleodigests ever. Its print run is now sold out at the NSS bookstore.

The New Millenniumand Beyond
Althoughthe trips to nearbyNew York,WestVirginiaand international locationscontinued,a systematiceffort to identify,explore and survey
cavesin Massachusettswas launchedby new chairmanSteveJ. Stokowski
in 2001 and is ongoingup to this day. Steve is a geologistwho has caved
in 28 states, starting in Maryland,and abroad. His ambition(or desperation) to locateas many caves as possiblein the area has also expandedinto
RhodeIsland and Maine and a systematiceffortto locate sea caves in the
New England coastline. Former chair Kevin Harris has trained several
new membersin surveying,quite oftenby ingeniouslyusing "formations"
and "speleothems" made out of gardeningtools, all types of pots and cans
and gardentrees in his own backyard.It is one of the challengesthe Boston Grottohas to face: how to train caversin surveyingin a regionwithout
many caves of appropriatesize.
Our formervice-chair (2001-2005), KevinFlanagan,deservesspecial
mention. Maybein a traditionworthyof the old pioneeringtrips ofRoioli
Schweikerand companyto survey the New Yorkarea, Kevin has become
a significantcontributorto the GermanyValleyKarst Survey (GVKS)in
WestVirginia. His goals include explorationand survey of new passage
in MemorialDay Cave and other old and newly discoveredand dug caves
in that famous valley. At least once a month when the caves are open,
Kevin would drive south for a long weekendto dig and survey for 24~48
hours at a time. Updates on his progress constitutea large part of our
monthlymeeting.
In 2001, the Boston Grotto helped the Boston Museum of Science
market the IMAX film, "Journey into Amazing Caves." The museum's
goals were to increase attendanceand interest in the film. The Grotto's
goals were to supportthe museum,to attract local individualsin the caving communitywho were not in the grotto,and increaseclub camaraderie.
To achievethe goals, the Boston Grotto contributedlarge photographsof
caves, a display of caving equipmenton a mannequin,posters of grotto
activities in speleology and caving.The membersattendingincludedSteven J. Stokowski,Stephen Hulbert, John Evans, Anne Fletcher, Morrie
Gasser, John Hannon, Gary Lau, Joanne Pacheco, Karen Potter, Sybille
Rex and ChrisTaylor.
At the NSS Conventionin 1997 in Missouri,Peter Jones of Camden,
ME recruitedKevin Harrisas co-chair and they beganplanningin earnest
for a successfulNSS conventionbid in 1999.Kevinpassed on the Grotto
chair's position to Steve Stokowskiand Peter and Kevin worked almost
exclusivelyon the planning and logistical work required for hosting the
NSS at this remote comer of the country,along with a massiveamountof
work by other members and regional cavers. The 2002 NSS convention
was a big success with over 1000 attendance,very unusual for a noncentral conventionand a fitting celebrationfor the 50th anniversaryof the
Boston Grotto.
In the followingyear, Boston Grotto organizedthe Fall 2003 Northeast Regional Organization meeting in Barton Cove, Massachusetts.
Several members contributed in writing a detailed guidebook on caves
of NorthernMassachu~etts,Berkshire,SouthernVermontand the Taconic
Mountains.They also led caving trips to RattlesnakeGutter Cave in Leverett, MA; Bears Den in Greenfield; SunderlandIce Cave, Sunderland;
Bamdoor,Serpentand HermitsCave in Erving;BakersQuarry and Coon
Hollow Cave in Lanesborough;Natural Bridge and the Hudson Brook
Chasm in North Adams. Grotto participantsincludedthe NRO staff (Steve Stokowski,Chair; John Evans, treasurer; Sybille Rex and Dan Hoyt,
l:Jt/J!lllernuliunuf Conmess of Sne!eolouv
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guidebookeditors) and members Bob Dion, George Ehrenfried,Morrie
Gasser, Kevin Harris, Steve Hulbert, Katherine Lea, Jim ·Moore, Alan
Plante, EmmanuelPothos,Peter Quick,Hubert Shen and James Keary.
As of Summer2005, the Boston Grotto officersare Steve Stokowski,
Chair; Steve Philbrick,Vice-Chair; Rich Lester, Secretary;John Evans,
Treasurer;Kevin Harris,Editorof the MassachusettsCaver; Chris Taylor,
ActivityChairand trip coordinator;MorrieGasser,webmaster.The reader
is encouragedto visit our website(www.bostongrotto.org).
An onlineversion of the MassachusettsCaveris also to be foundthere. In our monthly
meetingsat M.I.T. we report on and plan our trips in nearby or distantregions,with WestVirginiaand upstateNewYorkbeingthe most frequently
visited. Internationaltrips are on the ascent with members reporting on
trips to Belize,Vietnam,China,Mexico,Italy,France, Great Britain and,
surely to follow,Greece.And our cave diving interestis pickingup with
the help of memberslike John Hannon.
Over the years, many well-knowncavers were Grotto members: two
NSS Presidents(Barr, Curl), three HonoraryNSS Members(Barr, Curl,
Palmer);numerousNSS award winners (i.e. 35-yearlapel pin to George
Ehrenfried in 2001); many NSS Fellows (Barr, Curl, Pease, Zawlocki,
Davis, Evans, Harris, Stokowski); cave photographers (Ehrenfried,
Bosted, Downey); cave researchers: history (Hauer), hypothermia
(Kreider),diving (Fisher),karst geodynamics(Curl), and biology (Barr);
Caver's Digest creator (Lussier); Speleobooksproprietor (Davis); "Adventure" computergame creator (Crowther-one of the originatorsof the
Internet);LED caving light designer(Schneiker);Speleologyfor Caver's
organizer (Stokowski),and northeast coordinatorfor the National Cave
Rescue Commission(Evans). Grotto members contributedsignificantly
to mappingand exploration.For example:1) the Grotto'smap ofMitchells
Cave, NY gracedthe first NRO Bulletin,and, 2) the longestcaves in New
Hampshire(MDBTHS)and Maine (EnchantedLake) were first mapped
by members.The authorsof VermontCaves and Caves of Massachusetts
were members, and the Grotto participatedheavily in the NSS Conven-

tion Guidebooksfor Pittsfield,Schoharie,and Camden.Grotto members
also made importantcontributionsduringthe explorationofEllisons, Lechugiua, Mammoth-FlintRidge, McFails, Mystery,Pina Colorado,Rio
Camay,SanAugustine,and ScottHollowcaves. So, there is more caving
in Massachusettsthan you think! Only look for the cavers first, then for
the caves when you visit the area.
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Boston Grotto
Snapshotsacross20 Years
Top Left: John Evans (seated) and Peter Quick in Nickwacket Cave, Mt. Vt., 1985.
Photoprovided by Steve Stokowski.
Topright: Eric Tsakle at top of CrowHill Cliff, Westminster,1981.Photoprovided by
GeorgeEhrenfriedand Steve Stokowski.
Bottom:Adam Dobson,James Keary,EmmanuelPathos near Mystic Cave, West Virginia, July 2004.Photo taken by Chris Taylor,providedby Adam Dobson.
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The international speleologicalexpedition to Tanzania - organisation pre-during-post expedition
Erik Van den Broeck
VVS- Hades,Belgium erik@speleo.tv
The idea to set up an internationalspeleologicalexpeditionto Tanzania was realisedby setting up an action plan. The items of getting a team
together, organisingthe contacts in the target country and preparing the
actual expeditionhave been entirelypreparedover the internet.
A website was designed and written in php and consisted in two layers. A public part would introducethe project, the participants, the target
country,the sponsors and links to related websitesbut also a public visitors' forum.
A secondpart would only be accessiblefor the prospectiveexpedition
members.The most importantfeatureof this private area would be a correspondanceengine to enable.the membersto communicateand prepare
the expeditionin a mixture of forum and e-mail style. When a member
has posted a messageto the group forum, it would arrive in all members'
mailboxesautomatically.The feedback was done through the group forum by clickingon the weblink in this e-mail, so any replies on this topic
would appear in the forum, whith copies of the updated information sent
to all membersof the group.This systemavoidsmissingout messagesthat
get sent to an incompleteor outdatedlist and is a very transparantway of
communication.
No email adresses are stored or shown in the web pages, but clicking
on a name wouldopen a server-sidescript fetching the email address from

a databaseto prevent spammersfrom gettingthese email addresses.
After logging on to the administrationpage with various levels of access for prospectivemembers,participantsand the expeditionleader, one
could enter, review and change their personaldetails for variouspurposes
as participantsand passportlists, vaccination, etc. This administrationpart
was also used to publish news and articles on the public website during
preparationand actual expeditionphases. It will also serve in the post-expedition phase for publicationof the results and the preparationof future
follow-upexpeditions.
The system was built in less than a month during spare hours and is
customisablefor any similarproject.The actualpreparationof the expedition took about l Omonths. Only half a dozen of in perso meetings were
held occasionallywhen some participants' paths would cross somewhere
around the world.
This expeditionwebsite really made it possibleto set up an expedition
with membersof a dozen countriesof whom most did not know each others before the actual start of the expeditionand has helped to make this
speleologicalproject successful.
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Lukinajama -Manual II (-1392 m), Slovackajama (-1320 m), Meduza (-707 m) and the share of the Slovak cavers at discovering some of
the deepestabyssesof the world and of undergroundsuperverticalsin Velebit(Croatia)in the years 1990-2004
Branislav Smida
Slovakspeleologicalsociety (SSS),Hodiova 11,031 01 LiptovskyMikulas,Slovakia;sandia@nextra.sk

Abstract
Directlyalong the beautiful Jadran riviera there is more than 150 km
long mountainarea of Velebit,of which not an extensiveterritory at the
North, the limestonewildness, where there are huge holokarst mega-depressionsand karst pits, it becamein incrediblyshort time literallya world
term in discoveringmore than thousand meters deep caves, mainly with
immenselydeep shafts and verticals. What is less known, and what is
necessaryto emphasize,is that on the explorationresults of this area is
considerable,if not the substantialshare of youngmembers of Slovakspeleologicalsociety(SSS),who startedwith the systematicworks, basically
as the first ones (since 1990)and sincethen they performed14 expeditions
to here, in fact with fantasticresults.By this contributionwe would like to
introduceto you the objectivehistory of the first discoveringof the deepest caves in Croatia, the systems Lukina jama-ManualII (-1392 m) and
Slovackajama (-1320 m), which belong also to the deepest of the world,
and also the look at the discoveryof the abyssMeduza (-707 m), with it's
giantundergroundshaft, at least 450 m deep, which is the second deepest
undergroundshaft of the world.

RozanskiandHajduckikuakovi
Velebitculminateswith it's height at the south, with the point Vaganski vrh (1757 m). But also in the northern wildly dismantled limestone
zone of this mountainarea, the peaks reach relative heights from the sea
level more than 1650m. (The highestpeak here is Gromovaca, 1676 m.)
This amplitudeis at the same time the possible potential of the altitude

differenceof the not so long ago discovered,more than 1 km deep, and
to all that immenselyvertical cave systems:significantpart of the massif
is build by Jurassic limestonesand by carbonatePaleogenecover (Jelarbreccias), it is drained by huge springs in the sea under the sea level (so
called vrulje).
The central part of the northern Velebit,not an extensiveterritory (18
km2), where two partial massifs Rozanski kukovi and Hajducki kukovi,
seem to be the most perspective from the speleologicalview. Their most
characteristicfeature are huge depressions(it could be said collapse areas), commonlywith the depth over 100m and with the diametermore than
200 m. In the massif of Rozanski kukovi there is about 60 of such huge
mega-depressions.They are ended by extensive block areas at the bot14th lnternUiionul Conuress of Soefeofuuy -
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toms, in the areas of significantthermal inversionthere is snow cumulated
during the whole year. The interior of the depressions is often complete
holokarst, it is hardly penetrable, often with vertical walls between the
levels. The external edges of the depressionsare coveredby spruces or by
impenetrable scrub. The individual depressions are separated from each
other by cone-like peaks, walls, rock towers, or by compact cones (kuk,
toranj), while 50 of them is higher than 1600 m. From the microforms
there are groovy scarps here, often perfectly created.
The carbonatebedrock in this area is stronglydamagedby the tectonics. The most often vertical faults are evident directedNNE-SSW.Just on
these ones the intensive corrosion took place (and is going on), there was
created enormous number of slots, cracks and abysses, from which there
is explored maybe more than 250 today. The overwhelmingmajority of
them is relatively not deep, couple of tens meters, ended by icy or snowy
enclosures.But few of them belong not only to the deepest in the country,
but also to the deepest all over the world. For these abyss cave systems
the deep, relatively homogenousbut mainly direct shafts and verticals are
typical, which are close to each other, often separated from each other
only by narrow rock barriers and by windows, or connected with each
other by curving meanders. There are also huge domes in the abysses.
The undergroundshafts are mostly without calcite decoration, but almost
always in the zone which is close to the surface (100-200m) they are very
strongly filled with ice (icicles, monoliths), and therefore they are also
really dangerous.The explorationis also limited by the season: in the top
summer, when theoretically no rains can be expected, eventually in the
winter, however in the winter there appears the problem with the access
to the area.
The abysses and the systems in the northern Velebitare of significant
alpine character,with low temperature(from minus to maximum 3-4 °C).
The exploration of the deepest of them required connection of bigger
teams of experienced cavers and speleoalpinists,as well the exploration
demandedestablishingremote undergroundcamps.

The first expeditionof slovakcaversto velebitin 1990
Slovak cavers were present at the territory of Rozanski and Hajducki
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kukovi since 1990. Until then it was almost completelyunexploredarea.
Though the entrances to some deep abysses are visible literally from the
touristpaths(!), nobody neither visited them, nor exploredthem. The only
explorative activitiesuntil this time were only shortjourneys of the cavers
from the Croatian speleologicalclub ,,Ursus spelaeus" who in 1980 and
1981, in the area of the peak Crikvena(1641 m), exploredseveralabysses,
the deepest of them (Crikvena 1) to -120 m (Ostojic, 1999).Beside this
the huge collapse area of the cave Varnjacawas known here for a long
time (after our explorationsin 1996 it was exploredup to the depth -120
m) and the tiny abyss filled with ice next to the road, called by the local
meteorologistfrom the Zavizan station, Vukusicjama.
Our first 12days ofactions from 4th to 15thAugust 1990whereparticipated (it could be said the pioneers of the discoveryof this worldlyknown
speleologicalterrain): Branislav Smida (the head of the actions), Zoltan
Agh, Erik Kapucian,Marcel Griflfk,Mario Vrabeland Igor Polacek (our
average age was only 19 years in _that time!), brought in that time mainly
introductionknowledge and unexpected perspectives (Smida, 1991): in
the massif Rozanskikukovi we did recognizantactions to already known
abysses around Crikvena, but we did discover also new ones, from them
the deepest for now became the abysses Platna (-96 m) and in the huge
150m deep depression Jerkovic dolac, directlyon the opposite side from
the little cottageRossijevakoliba,there was Punoledauniquelyfilled with
ice (-157 m; in the year 2001 we did recognizantaction here after more
than 10 years). During one day of this pioneer expeditionon 9th august
1990, we in a group of five visited also the virginalterritory of Hajducki
kukovi, while by the descent from it's logical peak (in 1650 m) we got
into the terrain (B. Smida and M. Griflik) some 150 m from the entrance
to today's system Lukinajama. Of course we did not even anticipateit in
the time...

LukinaJama-manualII (-1392m)
The massif Hajduckikukovi was before our first visit in 1990, in spite
of the incredible possibilities absolutelyuntouched by the speleological
means. In addition, what is paradox, one of the first entranceswhich we
localizedhere, was the lower entranceto the tenth deepest cave today...
It was 28th September 1992, when we during the second expedition
of Slovak explorers to Velebit, the group of five: Zoltan Agh, Stanislav
Gajdosik, Marcel Griflik, Erik Kapucian and Branislav Smida, started
from the hollow basin Lomska duliba, basically ,,blindly" during intensive rain, to NE slopesof the massif,and here, in the obliquestep-likearea
scratchedby scraps, in the altitude 1438 m, we found huge crevice well,
where the thrown stones fell without hearing the sound... and where we
could see at least 80 m into the depth. On 29th Septemberfor the first time
E. Kapucian abseiled into this shaft. On 30th Septemberhe repeated the
abseil together with J. Melus and with S. Gajdosikand they proceededup
to -145 m. As the autumnrain seasonwas culminating, we detern1inedthe
further explorationagain to 2nd October (Z. Agh, S. Gajdosik,B. Smida
and E. Kapucian),when we reached the depth-240 m, pendulatingto side
snowy meander.Under us a never ending abyss appeared, at least 200 m
deep... however after exploringthe abyss we did not continueexploration
at this action. Strong rains ejected us from the mountains, with flowing
dangerouswaterfallsundergroundcarryingpieces of broken ice. This fact
discouragedus. Neither the last abseil on 5th October 1992(E. Kapucian,
Z. Agh, S. Gajdosik)was not more successful- the explorerswere caught
in the depth -230 m by such an intensivesudden stormy inflow,that they
barely climbed out of the abyss... (Smida, 1993, 1996).
We informed the local cavers from the club Zeljeznicar,on the way
back through the city of Zagreb, about finding the perspective abyss,
which we assigned technically as SO.I and we named it as Manual (or
Manual).These cavers came here during the next summerin July and August 1993,then they organizednationalexpedition,where about 60 cavers
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from many Croatian clubs participated.Because the abyss Manual continued quite freely and at the same time immenselyvertically, the depth
-1355rn was reachedvery quicklyby the help of two bivaksin-748 rn and
in -958 m (in huge dome 50 x 100 m).
We learntabout this action and about the unbelievableprogress in fact
accidentally,justat our passingthroughZagreb in the autumn 1993,when
we plannedto continuein Velebitin the startedexplorations. It was a real
surprisefor us... The abyss Manual was at the same time renamedby the
Croatiancaversto Lukinajarna, by 0. Lukic, who died in war.
Howeverit could be said that our Slovak team managed to make an
excellenttrickysuccessjust at the expeditionin the next summer 1994.By
the entrancewhich we had known from two years ago (it was discovered
by Erik Kapucianand by Branislav Smida, on 4th October 1992), in the
altitude 1475rn and about 120 rn from Manual (Lukinajarna) to SE, and
we had assignedis as SO.2, we managedto deepen the system, in fact by
the higher branch, the common system got deeper up to -1387 rn! As the
first ones abseiledto this location,named for certain symbolicas Manual
II, on 23rd July 1994Z. Agh and M. Griflik, they reached the depth -190
rn.After 5 days of explorationwe then managedto lowerat the end of 160
rn deepMonzunovasachta(Monsoonshaft),up to the depth-582 rn, where
on 27th July 1995the trio Z. Agh, M. Griflik and D. Kotlarcikfound the

connectionto the shafts ofLukinajarna (Smida, 1994a,b, c, d).
(Next to this we would like to emphasize that though the Croatian
cavers sometimescall the branch Manual II also as Trojarna, it is not correct, neither ethical, because none of them, during the first explorations,
and in fact neither till now, did visit the cave, neither passed through it. It
shouldbe thus used the correct name and also by us fully acceptedname
of the commonsystem: Lukinajarna-ManualII.)
During the same expeditionin 1994we helpedto Croatiancavers also
at the explorationof the branch ofLukinajarna itself,by the work progress
(transportof the material for diving) by the lower entrance to the system,
1355 rn deep, up to the lakes and siphons at the bottom (1st-3rdAugust
1994,the group of five: Z. Agh, E. Kapucian,M. Griflik, B. Smida and J.
Vykoupil).After the diving ofT. Barisic and Z. Stipeticthe systemLukina
jarna-ManualII became -1392rn deep (Jalzic et al., 1994).

Slovacka Jama (-1320 m)

The entrance to the second cave in Velebit,which is more than one
kilometer deep, discoveredby Slovaks, we found on 28th July 1995, by
the duo BranislavSmidaand Marcel Griflik.The entranceis positionedin
the altitude 1520 rn, not far from the cone elevationMali kuk (1565 rn),
14th i11temuffuno! Cm1rJ1ess
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the relative altitude is about 250m from the meadowyhollow basin Veliki
Lubenovac,where the basic camps of all the expeditionswere since 1995,
while exploring in the close area. The entrance is little bit untypical for
the Velebit conditions: it lays in the side wall of the depression and it's
introductory, not big collapsiblezone, did not tell the appearance (except
the strong pulsatingdraft) that this could be once some exceptionallydeep
system... On the 29th July the same duo, B. Smida and M. Griflik, removed from the entrance squeeze(Fucak)couple of boulders and abseiled
to compact vertical Pokojna (P55). The cave led freely only to -96 min
the time. On it's bottom there were however two narrow branches with
evident draft and pizolits. At first we decided to dig in the higher branch
(with the help of an ascender as a shovel),but after pulling out big blocks
from the meander of the lower well Grepova(P 11), finally at the third day
of the exploration(30th July), the lowernarrow allowedsome progression
(participants of the probing: Z. Agh, M. Misik, K. Kyska a M. Griflik).
The spaces then misled us inc01Tectlydown, to the blind meander and
even the explorationof the window in the hall above was not successful...
Just on 31st July 1995 the group in the composition: E. Kapucian, M.
Misik, K. Kyska and B. Smida, widened another narrow passage above
S5, and E. Kapucian and B. Smida pushed themselvesthrough ascending
edges of the meander, to the position above the huge 194 m deep well
(Cez celu zem, Through the Whole Earth). The preliminarybottom of the
cave, in the depth -516 m, was reached then by the duo E. Kapucianand J.
Vykoupil,on the 2nd August 2005.At the mappingof the lower giant well
of the location, named Poseidon (direct vertical P213) on the 4th August
B. Smida noticed an importantwindow, which he estimated as a perspective one for the further exploration.The new deep cave was named to the
credit of our explorers as - Slovakia(Smida, 1996, 1997a).
One year later as the Croatian cavers recommendedto us to change
the original name of the location to the new one - Slovackajama (what
we accepted), we organized another very progressive expedition to the
cave. The mixed team was formedfrom 14 Slovakan 7 Croatianexplorers
(who performed 78 / 13 abseils altogether).The breakpoint was already
the third day of the expedition,the 22nd July 1996,when J. Vykoupiland
Z. Agh did traverse to the windowmentionedbefore, and they discovered
there some whole maze (Koridor)of big domes and more abyss branches.
We then based an underground camp, in the depth -360 m, from where
the pairs of the researchersstarted every day to the two sub-branches(so
called Crevo-Intestineand the branch of Kankula).Though in the branch
of Kankula, where the two brothers J. Kankula and M. Kankula widened
the narrow little window,with the help of a drill and bullets (Vlocky),our
explorers stopped above in fact free continuation, above the great meander with an echo (the deepest point about -600 m, J. Vykoupiland M.
Sova), they did not abseil deeper,because we needed to support our team
in the neighboringbranch. In the other branch, after some days, we managed to pass through lengthy and pretentious narrows (Saleny meander,
Crazy meander) and we managedto abseil under the next enormousvertical, Patkov skok (P170), on the 3rd August 1996, up to the depth -1000
m (D. Kotlarcik, J. Vykoupil,B. Smida and M. Sova), where a huge oblique dome Pompeje was discovered(Smida, 1997a,b, c; Baksic, Smida,
1999).
On our expedition in 1998, the Croatian cavers continued in the exploration of the branch of Kankula, where they managed to abseil from
-600 m to -1268 m. We, as the Slovak team deepened the branch Crevo
to -1022 m (J. Stankovic,J. Kankula,B. Smida and M. Griflik), while the
secondremote bivouac was placed in the depth -1000 m, and we explored
also the side shafts around the first camp, where we reached -504 m in the
branch Tundra (Baksic et al., 1999).
We concentrated our efforts during our last expedition till the next
time, which was allowed to us to perform in 1999, to the branches of
Hermanova studna (reached depth -530 m) and Zumpa, the continuation
ofwhichwas found directly under the bivouac I. by M. Sova. (Originally
it was ,,the place where we left the remains of our metabolism..." at the
21--28 twuust 70[15. Kalamos, He/Ins

bivouac I.) Here we reached the depth-850 m (on 4th August, P. Medzihradsky, M. Griflfk), and -866 m (5th August, J. Ondruska, B. Smida).
In this branch there is another great shaft created, 156 m deep Adriana
(Smida, 1999).
Slovackajama has the total depth -1320 m today, which was reached
by the cavers from Zagreb in the summer 2002, at the bottom of the
Kankula branch. It is necessary only to remind that thanks to the endurance, high enthusiasm at the widening of the rock narrows, finding the
decisive points and generally to the whole effort of the Slovak explorers, who discoveredabout two thirds from today's extent of the location,
which is more than 5,5 km(!), and that because of that, Slovackajama
today still belongs to the twenty deepest abyssesof the world... It's name
is thus absolutelytruthful and for us it is the best, fully deservedreward.

Meduza(-707m)
This cave, today the 4th deepest cave of Croatia,was also discovered,
the first time climbed and in fact completelyexplored,almost exclusively
by Slovak cavers. The entrance to Meduza (by the way quite resembling
to the entrance of Slovackajama) we found on 28th July 1999by the duo
BranislavSmida and Jozef Ondruska.The entranceis situatedat Rozanski
kukovi, couple tens of meters from the touristic path Premuzicevastaza,
in the side ofnot a deep depression,in the altitude 1580m. The first abseil
to the broken entry little shaft of Meduza, to the depth about -30 m, was
performed by M. Griflik during the same expedition.The progress was
blocked there by a squeeze, from which however some intensive draft
blew.
Duringthe next pretentious winterexpeditionwe widenedthis squeeze
with the help of a drill and bullets in the days 16th-17thJanuary 2001, in
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August 2001.
Duringthis actionswe performedalso the makingof a remote bivak at
the bottom of the abyss: M. Griflik, J. Ondruskaand M. Uhlik, who tried
to probe in the debris of the bottom,but withoutany success, and on 15th
August B. Smida with P. Masarovic pendulated to the windows which
were positioned somewhere in the depth under -500 m. These windows
were later exploredby M. Sova, again with the assistanceof P. Masarovic
(16th August), when the bottom of the parallel well Necakany d6m was
found. In the same day B. Smida and F. Cerny found the higher entrance
to the well Bojim, bojim.
Croatian cavers with the assistance of the French cavers re-explored
the abyss Meduza in the year 2003. Howeverwithout progress further to
the depth,neither in other aspectsthis numerousactionto the abyss Meduza, reportedlyof 59 members,did not bring any remarkableprogress. (The
participantsreportedly did not even find the upper entrance to P450 Bojim, bojim.)
The shaft Bojim, bojim (P450) is today the second deepest direct
vertical inside a cave in the world. (In the time of the discovery it was
even the first one.) The deeper one is only the shaft so called Divka Gromovnica (P513), which was found in the abyss Jama Velebita(-580 m),
accidentallyjust in the neighboringmassif Crikvena,by the cavers from
Zagreb in 2003.
However! Above the upper entrance to the well Bojim, bojim (the
lower has the vertical P430 deep) there is a high chimney (in fact a shaft,
just aimingupwards...), where it is possibleto illuminateit at least further
30 m to plus...
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the composition:J. Stankovic,V. Kon.a,M. Griflik,B. Smida,E. Kaplician
and Z. Agh (all six from Slovakspeleologicalsociety),while B. Smidaabseiledfurtherthrough dimensionalshaft (PS0),where at it's bottom, after
shortrakingamongblocks,he got to positionwherehe was above another
smallerstep (P7) in the depth -145 m, where the cave evidentlycontinued
by the hall-likewideningand by the black crevice.
Duringthe next summer,during the complexexpeditionwe continued
in the detailedsurveyof the abyss Meduza(as the originalwork name we
used at first also the name ,,The second"). On 7th August 2001 B. Smida
and K. Kyska abseiledto -200 m. The first one managed to pendulate at
the bottomof the impenetrablynan·owshaft to a winJuw an<lhe managed
to climb from there through some pretentioussqueezes to the beginning
of some meander with long echo... The next progress was performedon
8thAugustby the MoravianphotographerM. Audy,who continuedalone
through the narrows to the labyrinthof passages and lower areas behind
the Zralok meander, up to depressioncollapse halls (Domceky, Houses)
in -260 m. F. Cerny with K . Kyska on 9th August found in the narrow of
the bottom of these halls the entry to a very deep well... On 10thAugust
this, really immenselydeep, and somewherereally big-profile(up to 1520 m) well was passed through for the first time by J. Ondruskaand by P.
Masarovic,who used about 300 m of ropes in it, but in spite of that they
did not barely see any bottom... The abyss was called for it's enormous
dimensionsas ,,Bojim,bojim", or I am afraid, I am afraid (Smida,2002a,
b).
'
The bottom of this monstrousshaft (in the profile up to 15 x 50 m!),
which is also the definitive bottom of the abyss Meduza in the depth 707 m, was reached the first time by B. Smida and by K. Kyska, on 11th

Sirena (-281 m)

Also the entrance to Sriena this was discoveredby Slovak cavers. It
was 13thAugust 2001 when B. Smida climbedthrough one of the depressions of Rozanskikukovi and he got to some kind of valley where there
was cold air flowing out of there and where some more alive moss grew.
(By this moss the work name of the locationwas ,,Mossslope"). The first
explorationwas done here by B. Kyskova and K. Kyska, they abseiled
only to about -30 m. More serious explorationof this location again by
the team composed almost exclusively from Slovak cavers (Z. Agh, M.
Griflik, E. Kapucian,J. Ondruska,B. Smida,plus the Moraviancaver M.
Audy) was performed during the next pretentiousexpedition in the days
5th-8thJanuary 2004. The bottom of this abyss was reached in the depth
-281 m by J. Ondruska, on the 7th August (Smida,Audy,2004).

LedenaJama (S.U.K.)
U LomskojDulibi (-536 m)
In 1992we found at the bottom of the hollow basin of Lomska duliba
also extensivecave depression(50 x 60m). This abyss was preliminarily
explored before us, longer time ago, however only into the depth of -62
m where the progress was blocked by the icy filling. Howeverwe found
holes and passes in this icy cone melted after time by the draft and so on
the 6th October 1992the trio Z. Agh, I. Aghova and E. Kapucianabseiled
even deeper,to about -90 m, to the place wherethere was a huge deepwell
with an unknown depth... This 180 m deep shaft, somewhereover 20 m
wide in profile, was penetratedby the duo Z. Agh, M. Griflik (on expedition 1993). There is a huge dome down there, 50 x 80 m, with the ceiling impossibleto illuminate,and at it's end there was a series of smaller
wells, where we reached the depth -432 m, during this action, after three
abseils, on the 18th Septemberby the group of four M. Griflik, Z. Agh,
L. Plucinskyand B. Smida(Jalzic et al.,1994). The abyss was re-explored
later by cavers from Karlovac,who in 1996penetratedthroughthe bottom
narrow to another well (P63) and they introducedthe final depth -536 m
(Jelinic,2001).
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mat the bottom.The bottomwas reachedon 23rd July 1996(B. Smida,J.
Kankula).The otherrelativelydeeperabyssesin the reservationRozanski
and Hajduckikukovi,whichwere discoveredby Slovakcavers,and which
we did not mention yet are: in the year 1992 - Pavucia (-112 m); 1993
- Brutal (-108 m), Dvojvchodova(-102 m); 1994- Uhu (-lll m); 1995
- Obor (-124 m), Hneda(-101 m), Pri dvochs1mekoch(-100m).
Until today Slovakcavers,membersof the Slovakspeleologicalsociety frommore clubs (mainlyhoweverfrom the Speleoclubof the University of ComeniusBratislava)exploredabout 150cavesand abyssesin the
northernVelebit(which is at least half of the total number!!,if not more
than half of the number of all the know localitieshere...). These results
were publishedin the completemonograph(Smida et al., 1999)as well
as in ten articles,in Slovak,Croatian,Czech, French,or Englishspeleomagazines,from which only the most importantare mentionedhere (in
chronologicalorder):
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Otherremarkableresultsof Slovakcaversin Velebit
Another importantlocation,which was discoveredand exploredby
Slovakcavers at Rozanskikukovi (partialmassifVratarskikuk, 1676m),
is also the abyssXantipa,-323 m deep (Smida,1994a).It's unusualygreat
entry,in the form of giant mega-depressionwith the outerdiameteralmost
300 m and depth 150m was found on 23rdJuly 1994by Jan Vykoupiland
BranislavSmida.The abyssin whichthereis the well 210 m deep,dangerously coveredwith ice, was exploredby us in 1994and in 1995.Another
interestingabyss named Marianna(-250 m) was found by Erik Kapucian
and by Croatianfemale caver Sanja Ciric. In the year 1996 the brothers
J. and M. Kankulawidenedsome narrowshere, and so they made available the pass to the 210 m deep shaft, which had the diameteralmost 30
2 1 28 Auous! 200:i. l{afumos. Hell os
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7.

Olimp

531 m

SDK (1998)

8.

Lubuska jama

521 m

SBZ (2000)

9.

Xantipa *

323 m

sss (1994)
sss (2001)
sss (1995)

10. Sirena *

281 m

11

250m

li.

Marianna*

The deepest abysses of Rozanski and Hajducki kukovi

Depth
Lukinajama-Manual II *

1392 m

2.

Slovackajama *

1320 m

3.

Meduza *

707m

4.

Jama Velebita

580m

5.

Patkov gust

553 m

6.

Ledenaj ama S.U.K. *

536m

1.

The first year of
discovery

sss (1992)
sss (1995)
sss (1999)
sov (2003)
sov (1997)
soz (?)

* - abyss discovered or explored in considerable measure by Slovak
cavers
SSS - Slovak speleological society (Slovakia), SOV - Speleoloski
odsjek PDS Velebit (Croatia), SDK - Speleolosko drustvo Karlovac
(Croatia), SOZ - Speleoloski odsjek HPD Zeljeznicar, SBZ - Speleoklub
,,Bobry'' Zagan (Poland)
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The karst in the mezdra structural-denudation depression (Bulgaria). Assessment of natural and anthropogenic processes and hazards

GeologicalInstitute,BulgarianAcademyof Science,Sofia, Bulgaria
Abstract
The objective of this study is the karst in the Mezdra structural-denudation depression. The Mezdra structural-denudation depression was
formed as a morphostructure at the background of the deformed edges
of the Moezian platform and the Stara Planina Mountain chain during the
Plio-Pleistoceneas a result of an extension. For this reason the karst in it
is of the relict type and exhibits the features of the Austrian, Laramian and
Illyrian collision orogenes, as well as of the plain karst of the autochthone
to paraautochthone elements of the Moezian continental microplate. The
karst was formed in limestone complexes with different CaCO3 content
and tectonic position in time and space. The contemporary karst formation started after the Plio-Pleistoceneextension and was connected with
the stages of the Iskar River valley development in this pati of its gorge
section and with the entire valley system in the Mezdra depression. The
karst is typical structural one and was developed along faults that crossed
the gorge in transverse direction or were parallel to it. Caves have been
establishedat the levels: 130-135m; 110-115m; 80-90 m; 30-32 m; 17-18

m and 7-8 m. The karst formation is an uncompleted process. Rejuvenated plateau-like karst type is formed on the denudation flattening areas
of the residual plateau with inverse relief with respect to the tectonics.
Disturbances in the natural karst relief are observed in the investigated
territory as a result of seismic events, occmTingduring the historical stage
and before it. Neolithic, Eneolithic and Bronze Age graphics are found
in the cave complex from the region of Tzarevetz village. Schemes of
astronomic and mathematic signs obtained as result of accomplishment
of purposeful systematic observations are traced in some of these graphics. Some of the prehistoric finds are destroyed by the man in the newer
historic epochs. Their protection is very important for the Bulgarian history and world history as well. Close ~ these finds are located facing
limestone quarries. The mining activities created new fractures in the rock
massif and lead to destructive exodynamic processes increase within it.
An assessmentof the natural and the anthropogenicprocesses and hazards
in UH C uf tl1t; 111u:svi11tt;lCi~l~ll,b l C!:,~VHlJ ~11 Bulf:,a!~a
l"'r
v111
geodynamicpoint
of view is made with this work.
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Ethnospeleology: The study of the cultural manifestations of ethnic groups and their rela tions with th e caves
J. G. Aires Lima, M.P. Pais, H. Queirnz de Medeiros
CECAVI IBAMA - Cuiaba, Brazil
Abstract
Since its beginning, humanity has interacted with the cave environment, sometimesusing it as habitationor shelter, sometimes as "centre for
worship". Archaeologicalmaterials such as pictures on the walls, bones,
fire traces, broken pieces of pottery, and other materials are vestiges that
still now can be found in its interior.All over the world, many peoples
have created caves related mythology. In Brazil, several indigenous
groups still preserve their legends, superstitions,myths, and ceremonies.
This knowledge has been passed down from generation to generation
through oral tradition.During the last three years the Brazilian Institute for
the Environment and Renewable Natural Resources (IBAMA), through
its Centre for Cave Study, Protection, and Management (CECAV), has

contacted several ethnic groups in Mato Grosso province to record their
caves related cultural manifestations.Until now, we have registered manifestations from Wauras (kamukuaka cave), Parecis (Haholiaqua cave),
Nhambiquaras (Kaninindi'.1and Taihantesu caves), Bororos (Xibae-Iari
cave), and Xavantes (Uu-Etere cave). In general, these peoples consider
that caves are holy places where heroes are born, where living people find
shelter, and where dead people is buried. For some cultures, caves are
related to the world creation and for others they are the place for the battle
between good and evil. Because of this so huge cultural universe related
to the caves, we propose a new speleology subject: the ethnospeleology,
here considered as the study of the ethnic groups cultural manifestations
and their relationships with the caves.
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Fossiltooth of a secondhumanfrom Petralonacave
Dr NickosA. Poulianos
Ministry of Culture, Ephorate of Palaeoanthropology- Speleaology,Ardittou 34b,Athens 11636.Aegean Un., Medit. Studies,Rhodes,Anthropological
Associationof Greece,5 Daphnomili,Athens 11471.Greece.E-mail:ww.aee@vip.gr
Abstract
The famous Petralona skull was found during 1960 in a small cave
chamber named Mausoleum.It belonged to a male, whose age at death is
estimated to be ~35 years. Excavationsshowed that it correspondsto the
11th layer of the cave stratigraphic sequence and has an age of about 0,7
m.y.a. The crown of an upper right 4th premolar, probably with a single
root, of another human has being unearthed by the author in the same
cave chamber.It comes from a depth of about 1,5 below the level where
the first human was found, correspondingto the 16th layer of the above
sequence.
The premolar is fragmented below the crown. Evidently this happened since its soil deposition, because no marks of excavating damage
are present. The enamel is well preserved and the cusps are only slightly
worn, indicating an age at death of about 16-18 years. The tooth dimensions are somewhat smaller (mainly concerningwidth) than the initially
found (at 1960) male complete skull, indicating that it may belong to a
slender individual(e.g. a female or a young or perhaps slender male). The
crown height is however similar to that of the complete skull. The morphometric teeth similarity of the two humans from Petralona Mausoleum
indicates a close genetic relationshipbetween them, which most probably
was preservedfor the entire time span from the 16th up to the 11th layer, at
least. It is worth mentioningthat among other Lower - Middle Pleistocene
hominids, Petralonapresents the smallestteeth with resemblanceto those
of modem man.
The above evidence supports the previous conclusion,drawn mostly
from the Lower Palaeolithicstone and bone tools, that the PetralonaArchanthropusis autochthonous.

Introduction
Almost half a century ago, Petralona cave was discovered(1959) followed by the identificationof animal fossils and a skull (1960) within its
sediments.Initiallythe skull was consideredto be of an Upper Pleistocene
age, belongingto a Neanderthalwoman..During 1965Dr Aris N. Poulianos, motivatedby a desire to re-empatriateanthropologyto its motherland
started investigatingthe site, among other scientific studies in Greece as
well. His conclusions led to a total reconsiderationof hypothesis heretofore held in palaeoanthropology.Through systematicexcavationsand collaboration with notable scientists (p. ex. Drs Bjorn Kurten, Miklos Kretzoi, Motoji Ikeya and others), he showedthat the PetralonaArchanthropus
was: (1) a male and not a female, (2) europeoid and not africanoid, (3)
prae-neanderthalianand not neandrtalian,and (4) of an age belonging to
the Lower-MiddlePleistocene and not to the Upper Pleistocene.That is,
Petralona man represented the first known European,who developed his
own palaeolithicculture, using fire as well.
Many people have been reluctant to accept these revisions and consequently two rather long interruptionsof Poulianos research have been
experienced. The first interruptionwas achieved through a foreign guided military dictatorship(1968-1974),wile the second one occurred more
recently ( 1983-1997)in democratic times, but on the basis of the same
logic as the first interruption. Unfortunately,during both interruptions particularly the 2nd - excavating data was stolen (e.g. excavated objects,
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notebooks, catalogs), indicating that medieval mentality still survives
even within scientificcircles. Justice reversedthe situationand Poulianos
returnedto the Petralonacave and the AnthropologicalMuseum,which is
built at the site on his expenses.
Since 1997,new catalogs of the findings are being developedin a
digital form. This process is going on with no State supportand under adverse conditions.Becausenobody knows when war-likingbarbarianswill
strike again, to this purpose the all effort of the AnthropologicalAssociation of Greece is directed.These are the main reasonswhy many finds are
still unpublishedand the present paper representsonly a smallpercentage
of the work in preparation.

The humantooth
The famous Petralona skull was found on September Wh, 1960 in a
small cave chambernamed Mausoleum.It belongedto a male whose age
at death is estimated to be ~35 years. Excavationsshowed that it corresponds to the 11th layer of the cave stratigraphicsequenceand h~s an age
of about 0,7 m.y.a. On the 9th of August 1977,the crown of an upper right
4th premolar (No: M' 77 - 287), probably with a single root, of another
human was unearthedby the author in the same cave chamber.The molar
came from a depth of about 1,8 m below the "mixed soil" level, 1,2 m
below the ground stalagmiticflowstoneand 1,5 m below the position the
first human was found, correspondingto the 16th layer of the cave stratigraphic sequence.
The premolar is fragmented4 mm linguallyand 7 mm labiallybelow
the crown and as referred above this happened since its soil deposition.
The enamel is well preserved and the cusps are only slightly worn, indicating an age at death of about 16-18years. Its has the followingdimensions: length 8,2 mm, width 9,1 mm, crown height: 8,2 mm internally
(lingually) and 7,0 mm externally (labially). It has somewhat smaller
dimensions than the complete male skull (mainly concerning width),
indicating that it may have belonged either to a ·female or to a slender
individual. The crown height and tooth's length is however similar to
that of the completeskull. Because of its morphometry,its stratigraphical
position; and since both 4th premolars are present on the complete skull,
there is little doubt that the new find belongs to another individual.This
conclusionis also strengthenedby the fact that the teeth of Archanthropus
skull were initially covered completelyby sinter, since the cranium was
discoveredhanging above the stalagmitic ground and attached by a stalagmiticcolumnto the cave's wall. On the contrarythe isolatedtooth was
found free of stalagmiticmaterial, since it was unearthedfrom the soil of
the 16th laeyer.
The morphometricteeth similarity of the two humans from Petralona
Mausoleum indicates a close genetic relationshipbetween them, which
was thereforepreservedfor the entire time span fromthe 16th up to the 11th
layer, at least. It is worth noting that among other Lower - Middle Pleistocene hominids, Petralona presents the smallest teeth and and resemble
most those of modem man
The above evidence supports the conclusionthat the PetralonaArchanthropusis aufochthonous.

Table l: Comparativemeasurementsof upper 4th premolars of the
two huma11sfrom PetralonaMausoleum.

Archanthropus scull
p4

p4
p4

<lex.
sin.

p4
isolated tooth
p4

<lex.

length

7.5

mm

width

11.5

mm

length

7.5

mm

width

11.2

mm

length

8.2
9.1

mm

width

Picture 1: The referredhumanp4 - top view.
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Picture 2: The referredhumanp4 - distal side view.

Picture3: The referredhumanp4 - proximal side view.
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The Discoveryof VII-XIIcc UndergroundChurchesand Settlementsin Qasharaghby the 2002-2003Expeditionof ASC
Sarnvel M. Shahinyan

Armenian SpeleologicalCenter,61 RostomiStr., Yerevan,Armenia,
Tel:(374 JO)550986, E-mail: speleo@arminco.com,URL: www.speleo.am

Abstract
The ASC expeditionof 2002-2003discoveredand marked five rockhollowedchurches,four rock-hollowedprotectivecomplexes,over thirty
dwelling complexes in Qashatagh (former Lachin). Here of significant
importanceare the monasticcomplexesof Qron and Hochants,of which
evidencethe ArmenianMedievalhistorian StepanosOrbelian(XII c) and
the VII c cuneiformcave.
The inscriptionscomingfrom the assumedRoussaII king of Vankingdom and the Medievalrock-hollowedHochantsand Qronk churches are

of great archeologicalimportance,as here is situatedthe I c Tsitemavank,
the most ancientfamousChristianchurch of Armenia.
The temple of Hochants is situated near village Hochants,20km towards northeast from Goris. Two big halls have preserved from the big
church complex,evidencedby the medievalArmenianhistorians,among
them HovhannesDraskhanakertsi,Movses Kaghankatvetsi,StepanosOrbelyan, etc. The temple has had two more halls, of which only ruins have
preserved. There are numerouspilgrimagesaround the temple, different
settlementsand buildingsof civilian significance.At first the templewas

The Templeof Hochants

two-story,but later, in the XII century it was remodeledinto a one-stmy
big constrnction.
The inside of the church is typical to the XI-XIVcc Armenianchurches, (for comparisonsee Geghard,Kobayr monasteries).
The cave was discoveredon July 23, 2002. It is situated 18kmtowards
south from Berdzor,on the left bank of the river (nearthe settlementcalled
"Stroyka").On the right side of the cave entry there are relief inscriptions,
one of which is from Van kingdom period, 720BC, cuneiforms,and the
inscriptionsreminding of some letters are thought by some scientists as
Aghvan letters. As a consequenceof many battles from Karabagh war,
the cave has sufferedgreatly.During the 90 years of exploringthe caves
of Armenia, there have been but few caves discoveredwith inscriptions.
Caves containingnon-Armenianinscriptionsdo not exceed 10. According

The holicave of Kingdom of Biaina (720 B.C.)
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to the studies it may be supposedthat; 1. The cave has been a small mausolemn, VIII c B.C., 2. Next to the cuneiforminscriptionsnew letterswere
inscribed, 3. Duringthe Christianityperiod, the altar of the above picture
was dug, 4. in XII-XIVcc the rest of the territorywas dug.

TheChurchof Qashatagh
This small,but very beautifulchurch is dug into sedimenthard rocks.
In the geological layers there is much carbonates.The church was dug
in one attempt, the builders had the plan in their mind and closely followedit. The area selectedfor the constructionis isolatedand unique.The
church was dug in separaterock pieces, taking into accountthe peculiari~
ties of the surroundingsand of the landscape.Towardssouthwest,on the
bank of the river there are dug halls, traces evidencingthat here once has

The Temple Knmk (from Tsakhkaberd)

This rock-dug complex is situated on the right bank of Hakari river,
2 km towards south-west from Tsaghkaberd village. Over the rock-walls
open numerous cave openings, of which are worth mentioningthe inhabitable cave complex and the small rock-dug church on the slopes of the opposite rock. With a high roof and correct geometrical synthesis,the church
was built with an excellent knowledge of the area. It seems like the church
was built in one attempt with a detailed plan from the beginning. Every
single detail on the church evidences that the person who ordered it was
someone in power and was far-sighted.
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Cave Man of XXI c
Samvel M. Slrnhiny:m,
Girnzaryan
ArmenianSpeleologicalCenter,61 Rostomi Str., Yerevan,Armenia, Tel: (374 10) 550986,(374 91) 378842,E-mail:speleo@arminco.com, hasmik_nol@
rambler.ru,URL:www.speleo.am
Abstract
The last cave-dwellersof Armenia moved to regular houses in 1961.
Thoughrecentlyan interestingphenomenonis observed. At least 40 cases
are known when people, who have houses with all the modern conveniences, return to cave life again. In fact, some of them dig large, comfortable and multifunctionalconstructionsaccordingto their t.aste and intentions.
The residentof Arinj village LevonVarazdatArakelyanstarteddigging
potatoes and cabbagein his cellar for protectingfrom cold and forgetting
about the primary intention,continueddigging.
With no modern digging or punching instruments,using only chisel,
pick and hammer, today he has already dug 7 rooms, 26m deep, with

500m2 total surface, which are connected to each other by tunnels and
staircases. In fact, the centralbig hall is 12mhigh and is built in the form
of a church.
It's noteworthythat this latter day miner has secondaryeducation and
has never dealt with engineering sciences; he doesn't know geology,geophysics, mining,topography,geodesy,etc.
Neve1iheless, this has not hinderedthe con-idorlabyrinthto connect to
the rooms to millimeter'sexactness.
LevonArakelyaninsists that his activitiesare conditionedby communicating with the Holy Spirit and he is sure that till the end of his life he
will have dug 100 rooms.

The staircasegoes down 27m deep, where the temperature is never higher than 9° C. The corridors lead to over JOdifferent rooms. The length of the corridors is over 200m. All this
was dug by one person in the period of 20 years without using any techniques. It has now become a sightseeingplace asfor the locals, so for the foreigners to come and admire the
amazing cave work. In 2005 Levon Arakelydn was awardedwith the title of a deservedcave-expeditors.

In 1985 Levon Arakelyan, as he himself states, had a dreamsaying that he had to dig a
cave. This was the strange beginning to latest cave-building.
After that Levon Arakelyan, without any electric or mechanical machines, using only
chisel and hammer started digging rooms. Even if he wanted to, he couldn 1have used
electricity,as at that period there was no electricity in Armenia; Armenia was occupied.
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The biggest hall that he has dug is 1Omhigh and 15m diameter at the basis. The big
hall is dug in three layers.
The top layer Q4 holocene volcano-sediments, the middle layer Q1 (pleistocene) clay,
that have marine origination, and the lower layer conglomerateof clay sediments.
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Temporal earthpyramids in caves. An example from Zesta Nera cave of Sidirokastro, Serres (Macedonia, Greece)
& Pemws Christos
Georgios, Vavliakis ,,_,,...,,,,,,.,,..,,,"
Schoolof Geology,Aristotle University(A.U TH.}, 54 124 Thessaloniki,Macedonia,Greece
Abstract
Zesta Nera cave is located in the Krousovitis Basin, where the homonymousriver is flowing,in the region of Sidirokastrotown (Prefecture
of Serres).The region geologicallybelongs to the Rhodope massif. The
cave is a TravertineBridgeof 130min length.In the cave sediments,conical formationsmade by sand deposits,coveredby pebbles, were noticed.
These formationsare usually reported outside of the caves and they are
called earthpyramids.In the present paper, the conditionsand the process
of their creationinside the Zesta Nera cave are analyzed.

Introduction - Geologicalsetting
At the northern region of Serres Prefecture, in central Macedonia
(Greece),close the town of Sidirokastro(Fig. 1) a number of caves have
been recorded (Lazaridis,unpubl. data) in the Krousovitis basin, since
2001. In particular, the systematic cave exploration began in 2001, by
mem~ersof the Departmentof Northern Greece of the Hellenic Speleological Society.In 2002, researchersof the School of Geologyof Aristotle University(Thessaloniki)continuedthe study of the area by a project
sponsoredby the SerresPrefecture.

Figure 1. Map of Greece with the Serres Prefecture and the location of Zesta Nera
Cave depicted

The Krousovitisbasin strikes NE-SW and intervals the mountainsof
Orvilos,Angistron and Vrondou.This basin is filled with Neogene and
Quaternarysediments(Karystinaios,1984,Papaphilippou-Pennou,2004)
that rest onto a pre-alpineand alpine basement that belongs to Pangeon
Unit of the Rhodope massif (Mountrakis, 1985). This basement mainly
consistsof crystallinerocks such as gneissesand marbles,as well as large
granitoidbodies of Tertiaryage that intrudedinto the former,such as the
well-knownVrondougranitoid.
The older sedimentsin the basin are from the Neogeneperiod, deposited in lakes or from rivers. These depositionsare mainly conglomerates,
sandstonesand marls,where sometimeslignitesare interposed.The Pleistocene sedimentsincludebrecciaedmarbles (olistholiths)and travertines.
Olistholithscame from the northern part of the basin as result from the
glacial periods of Pleistocene(Sotiriadis, 1966). The travertines are deposited in small lakes or cascades.At the south part of the Krousovitis
basin holocainicdepositionsappear.
In the central part of the basin there are hills of low altitude.The olistholiths show a characteristicview in the area because they are more

resistant to erosion and they occur on the hilltops. Streams terminating
in the Krousovitisriver have N-S direction and they are of a V shape (in
cross sections)by down-cutting.
Varioustypes of caves have been distinguished,accordingto their lithology and development.The most interesting cave of the area is that
formed by travertine deposits and belongs to the cave category that is
well known as TravertineBridge. This natural bridge (ZestaNera cave) is
created in Zesta Nera area, above the KrousovitisRiver and is the unique
referencein Greece.
Zesta Nera area is located 2 km NE far from Sidirokastro,close to the
Mavros Vrachoshill. The name Zesta Nera (=warmwaters) derives from
a thermal spring, which appears there. The deposition of the travertine
is due to the calcite-saturatedwater of this spring. The main research is
focusedin the travertinebridge, where specialformationsin the cave sediments were observed,formed by the drip water erosion after the deposition of the sediments.This phenomenon always takes place after every
new depositionfollowedby erosion.

Morphology of the Zesta Nera cave
Zesta Nera is a SW-NEstriking cave with two entrances, four chambers and oflength about 130 m. The river entersthe cave from the SW entrance and outflows from the NE entrance.The height of the cave ranges
from 0,5 to 12 m and the breadth from 0,5 to 15 m. The chambersare connected by small passages.Most of the passages are short and wide except
the last one at the NE part, which is high and narrow (Fig. 2).
Along the river into the cave brecciaedmarble (olistholiths)at the lower parts of the sidewallsand travertine at the higher ones were observed.
Sediments from the river cover the floor of the cave. In the chambers,
sometimesthere are places where terraces are formedby sediments.
At the entrances of the cave there are two cascades about 15 m of
height. The water comes from the thermal spring of the area and deposits
the travertine,in which the cave is formed.An upliftingof the basin is the
main fact at the beginning of the speleogenesis. After this, an intensive
down-cuttingresulted in a narrow valley with height differencebetween
Krousovitis River and the stream derived from the thermal spring. The
first cascades that deposit travertines up to now were formed in the area
as consequence.The depositionstartedclose to the spring and by the time
it was forwardedto KrmisovitisRiver.After the formationof a travertine
bridge over the river, the deposition along the valley resulted in lateral
extensionof the cave up to the length of 130m.
TravertineBridges are rare landformswith few referencesall over the
world. Two well-knowncases describedby Bayari (2002) are referred in
Turkey.Bayariconcludesthat the major factorswere lead to the formation
of these natural bridges, are the height of calcite-saturatedsprings above
river level and the width of the valley section. He also mentionsthat the
lateral distance that can be accessed by a travertine rim depends on the
tensile strengthand the grain density of the travertine.

Special forms in the sediments of Zesta Nera cave
In some places in the cave when the river flow is normal, there are
sedimentshigher than its level depositedas terraces.One of these terraces
is located at the east side of the first south chamber of Zesta Nera cave.
In over-flowconditions,the depositionin this place can overpassthe two
meters of height.At this side of the river, mainly sand with few pebbles is
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Figure 2. Groundplan, cross sections andprofit of the Zesta Nera cave (Sidirokastro,Macedonia,Greece).Theplace where earthpyramid~have been observed is also depicted.

deposited. Opposite,at the west side of the chamber,pebbles are mainly
deposited, in over-flowcases. The east side is more interestingbecause
after the over flow event, the erosiongives specialformationson the sediments that are not cemented.These formationswere formedby the same
sediment (silty-sand),and they have a conical shape. It is notablethat on
their top there is always one pebble. The sections parallel to their base
follow the shape of the pebble on their top (Fig. 3b).
The formationsappear only where water drips from the ceiling·that is
12 m high. Drip water erodes the sand very fast in contrastto the erosion
of the pebbles. This water derives either from the thermal spring or from
the rain and comes in the cave trough the travertine's porosity. In this
way there is dripwaterin the chamberduringthe year, almostindependent
from the rainfalls.The drip water can take volumesbetween 2,5 ml/(min
x cm2) or less and 12,6ml/(minx cm2).
At the beginningsmallholes on the sediment'ssurfaceare madeby the

drip water (Fig. 3a). Afterwardsthe erosionbuilds up these formationsby
the removalof the sand (Fig. 3b). The pebblesprotect the sedimentbelow
them from the drip water erosion.Usually their dimensionsare less than
20 cm high and 10 cm wide, mainlydependedon the thicknessof the sediment, on the surface's inclinationand on the pebble's dimensions.
b) A group of them formedon the sedimentaryfloor of the cave.
The developmentof these formationsis very fast. They can be formed
in some days after the over flow fact while their initial creationstarts immediatelyafter the deposition.On the other hand, their destructionis fast
too. They have a lifetimespanbetweentwo over flow eventsand they can
be describedas a temporallyand repeatingphenomenon.
Similar formations,known from outside sediments of the caves, are
called earthpyramids.These are erosionalformationswith conicalor column-like shape, made by sedimentwith a pebble on their top. Their formation is due to the erosionby rainwaterof not cementedsedimentslike

Figure 3. Earthpyramids.fi·omZesta Nera cave: a) Initial stage of their.formationin places where the water drips.
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moraines, rich in pebbles and blocks (Becker, 1966, Dorrenhaus, 1966).
The creationof the earthpyramidsis easier in inclinationalslopes. During
the erosional activity in the area, earthpyramids have been formed up to
their completedestruction.
Some formations by mud or sand are also the "sandsicles", formed
when a high proportion of sand, silt or dust in flowstone or dripstone,
producessharplypointed ends, somewhatlike the denticleof a saw blade.
Other formationsare composedalmost entirely of mud, sand, detritus and
organicmatter. The most common of these are mud and sand stalagmites,
as well as mud or sand stalactites, flowstone draperies, columns etc. In
most of the situations calcareous material cements together the sand
grains (Hill & Forti, 1997).
The formationsin the sedimentsof Zesta Nera cave are earthpyramids
createdby erosionbut in a differentway that allows their developmentto
be repeated.In contrastto the other sand and mud formationsin caves the
earthpyramidsof Zesta Nera cave, ha_vedifferent morphology and they
aren't cemented.
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Conclusions
The Zesta Nera cave is attributed to a "Travertine Bridge" and this
landform is described for first time in Greece. It must be noted that the
travertine bridges can be considered as rare landforms, with few references all over the world.
At the south entrance of the Zesta Nera cave, sand fo1mationswere
observed and they have been describedas earthpyramids. It is also the first
time that these erosional formationsare referred into a cave of Greece, in
contrastto the typical earthpyramidsthat are described always as a formation outside of the caves.
The earthpyramidsof the Zesta Nera cave are temporaland they can be
characterizedby a procedure with a repeating character.This character is
due to the alternationof a) the depositionthat is realized during overflow
events, which have continuous succession and b) the meanwhilesof the
erosion of the sedimentsby the dripwater.
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Megalon Eptamilon cave (Serres, Macedonia, Greece) Speleogenesis and development
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Schoolof Geology,Aristotle University (A.U. TH.), 54 124 Thessaloniki,Macedonia,Greece
Abstract
In the present study the MegalonEptamiloncave is describedand geological observationsin relation to its speleogenesisand developmentare
discussed. It is located at the foothills of the Menikio Mountain, in the
county of Serres (Macedonia, Greece). The region belongs to the Pangeon unit of the Rila - Rhodope massif. The Megalon Eptamilon Cave is
a system of karstic tubes arid the developmentfollows the main tectonic
structureof the region. It has two (2) different directionsof development,
perpendicularbetween them. One has NE-SW and the other NW-SE direction. The corridorsof the cave have two different shapes, accordingto
their bearing. The NE-SW corridors are low and wide, while the NW-SE
ones are high and narrow.

Introduction
The Megalon Eptamilon Cave (MEC) is located at the foothills of

Figure 1. Map showing where Mega/onE'ptamiloncave is located.
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Figure 2. Geologicalmap of the regionof Serres (Tranos& Mountrakis2004) with the Mega/onEptamiloncave (Q) depicted.
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Figure 3. Megalon Eptamilon Cave Survey.

Figure4. Jointsplanefrom the outsidearea of the Mega/onEptamiloncave

Figure 3. Mega/onEptamilonCaveSurvey.

Menikio Mt., close to Eptamilivillage, 3Km from Serres, Prefectureof
Serres(Macedonia,N. Greece)(fig. 1). The cave was discoveredin 1965
during the works at an old marble quarry.In the same year, the first exploration took place by members of the Hellenic SpeleologicalSociety
(H.S.S.), the head of which was the speleologisttI. Ioannou.

Geologicalsettings
The cave has been formedin Paleozoicmarblesthat belongto the Pangeon Unit of the Rhodopemassif (Kilias & Mountrakis1990).At the region acts a IO-km-faultsegmentof the SerresFault Zone, which consists
of sub-parallelE-W strikingfaults that dip at high to very high anglesto
21-28 AuousJ 2005. !(nlomos. IJel/us

the S controllingthe depositionof the Quaternarysedimentsup to the Late
Pleistocene-Holocenefan deposits(Tranos& Mountrakis2004)(fig. 2).

Geomorphologicalsetting
At Menikio Mt. there were recognizedfour (4) upliftingmovements
by Vavliakis(1981), which developedequalPedimentsand Glacis.These
landformshavebeen formedbetweenMiddleMioceneto MiddlePliocene
(Psilovikos,1986).MEChas been formedon a Glacissurface,becauseof
the action of QlJatemary(Pleistocene)faults that acted at the region (Papaphilippou- Pennou,2004).

Figure5. MegalonEptamilonCave:Passages of NE-SWdirection.

MegalonEptamilonCave
MegalonEptamilonCave (MEC) is a system of karstic tubes of NESW directionthat communicatewith NW-SEpassages. The total length of
the passagesof the cave is about 700m (fig. 3) (Pennos, unpubl. data).
In the cave there are various speleothemessuch as stalactites, stalagmites, draperiesand flowstones.During the researchin the cave, few coprolitesof a large carnivorewere found. The size and shape, in compari-

son with those found in the Agios Georgios Cave, allow them to be attributed to the spotted cave hyaena [Crocuta crocutaspelaea(GO-.LD-.FUSS
1832), Tsoukala, pers. com.]. Crocuta crocuta spelaea lived in Europe
during the Late Pleistocene,so it can be concludedthat at those period the
cave may probablyhave a differententrancefrom the present one that was
opened during the works at the quarry.
Speleogenesis and Development

Megalon Eptarni1onCave is a system of karstic tubes developed at

Figure6. Megaloniptamilon Cave:Passages of NW-SE direction.
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the phreatic stage. In the present day the cave system is dry in the vadose
zone. During the speleogenesis at the phreatic stage, two main groups
of passages, perpendicularbetween them, are formed along NE-SW and
NW-SE directions. The shape of the passagesdependsupon the directions
they follow.The passages which have NE-SW direction are low and wide
(fig. 5), in contrast with the others that followNW-SE directionsand they
are high and narrow (fig. 6). In the former case the passages follow the
crossing between the bending and the NE-SW joints. In the latter case
passages are developedalong the other group ofjoints of NW-SE striking.
The water is flowed to the local basic level mainly through the NW-SE
passages.
Afterwards, the cave passes to the vadose zone, when the local basic
level had changed. The hypothetical shape of a phreatic passage along an
almost vertical joint as these with the NW-SE striking, it can't compare
with the shapes observed in these passages. This is due to the condensation inside the cave and, mainly,to the continuouscollapseswhen the cave
passed to the vadose zone. The speleothemesof the cave has been also
fom1edduring this stage.
The geometry of the discontinuitiesof the marbles is responsible for
these collapses. The inclination of the marbles and the joints of NW-SE
striking are the main discontinuities. The passages are becoming wider
and higher because of the collapsed blocks from the SW sidewalls (fig.
7 & 8). These blocks are deposited at the floor of these passages as an
ellouvial cone of debris.

their striking contributeto the collapseprocess.
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The cenotes (anch.ialinecaves) from Cozumel Island; Quintana Roo, Mexico.
LIVI.Mcjva-Ortvz, O.F. Martvnez, Y..l. Tun Chim, lVI.Lo-pcz-M1:jva,G. Yo.nez
Universidadde QuintanaRoa -Cozumel
Abstract

The Cozumel Island is a Caribbeaninsularlandscapethat have karst as
main componentof soil. In this place the caves formed are the sinkholes
(cenotes)and almostare considerate anchialinecaves for their sea connections.The cenotes register was made in the Cozumel, in order to obtain it,

the aerial photographywas analysed, and we made a visit to each cenote
identifiedfor corroboratedthe geographical localizationat same time we
measured the diameter and initial depth that showed the enter. This work
show a checklist of cenotes from this island, location maps and we identify the regions in the distribution of this natural caves in the island.

P-9
Geologicaland structural setting of Ermakia cave, northern Greece
A. Chatzipetros, E. Thomaidm.1
Aristotle University, Departmentof Geology,Thessaloniki,Greece
Ermakia cave is located in northern Greece, NE of Ptolemais town,
between Spilia and Ermakia villages. It is a small cave (its total length
is 50 m) which is formed by two interconnectingchambers.It is placed
entirelyin the LowerCretaceous limestone rocks of Vermion nappe. In the
cave area the nappe consists of gray - bluish medium bedded limestone,
dipping at an average of 35 degrees towards the East. The nappe at the
site has a maximum thickness of ca. 90 m, while the limestone appears
stronglyshearednear its base. Shearingsense indicates a W-SW sense of
movement,which is compatible with observations in other sites near the
nappe's roots. Younger deposits consist of erosion cover and local thin
deposits of flysch and limestone colluviums,as well as terra rossa deposits in small cavities throughoutthe host hill, as well as in the form of
soil cover. Both chambersof Ennakia cave are aligned in an almost N--S
direction. This direction is similar to the general brittle structure of the
area, as documentedby the strike of one of the two dominantjoint systems
(D1), as well as by a normal fault that is visible at the connecting corridor
between the two chambers, which has a S1OE strike and dips towards
the J\i1NW.
The second dominantjoint system (D2) in the cave area is of

NW - SE direction, and is consideredto be the conjugateone of D 1. It is
quite clear that the cave was formed along the pre-existing main fault line,
while its developmentwas facilitatedby the mechanicaldiscontinuitiesof
D 1 system and bedding surfaces of the same strike. The cave is currently
not developing, due to its shallow depth and thin limestone cover; there
are however some indicationsthat it was affectedby an earthquake,which
has broken and displaced a large stalactite in the main chamber. The stalactitewas subsequentlyhealed by flowingwater and speleothems. Based
on geological and structuraldata of the cave and adjacent areas, although
there are not enough stratigraphical informationfrom the cave, it seems
that the cave was formed along the visible N-S trending normal fault,
which was probably formed during the Pliocene extensional stage. Since
the completionof its development, the cave enteredthe period of maturity,
which caused the fall oflarge blocks of overlyinglimestonealong the preexistingdiscontinuities. These conditions are not unique for this cave, i.e.
they may apply to the broader area, it thereforeis very likely that there are
other "blind" cavities of the same characteristics in the area or adjacent
hills that are covered by Vermio nappe limestone.
f ..tfi1 iniemu!iu nul
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Sedimentation cycles in eastern brazilian caves: origin and palaeoclimatic significance
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Abstract
Cavesin easternBrazil commonlydisplayextensiveelastic sedimentation intercalatedwith calcite layers. Clasticsedimentshave often been totally or partiailyremoved, leavinghangingcalcite layers and fragmentary
sediment sequences.These three differentprocesses, i.e. sediment input,
sedimentremoval and chemicalprecipitation,have been linked to distinct
palaeoclimate/hydrologicalconditions. Sediment input is interpreted as
being due to drier conditionsin which scarce vegetationand unprotected
soil favours high soil erosion rates in slopes leading to the caves during
occasionalrainfall events. Sedimentremoval,on the other hand, is probably related to somewhatwetter conditionsin which sediment-freeconcentratedrunoff (throughravines)in otherwisevegetatedslopes is able to
erode and transport sediment.Calcite depositionis unequivocallydue to
wetter past climatic conditions.
Calcite layers,besides indicatingwetter intervals,may bracket the age
of overlying and underlying elastic sedimentation.Ongoing mass spectrometric230Th analyses, have allowed a better understandingof the timing and palaeoclimaticsignificanceof these sequences.The presence of
several generationsof elastic sedimentsis favouredby slow uplift rates,
which allow the caves to stay under the influenceof cyclic climaticevents
for a prolongedperiod.

tion. This situationwas observedto occur in ClearwaterCave, Sarawak
(Farrant et al., 1995).There are, however,non-climaterelated causes of
sedimentaccumulation/removalin caves. These includepassageconstrictions (due for instanceto ceiling collapse)causingsedimentaccumulation
upstreamfromthe blockage.Conversely,pluggingof entrancecan restrict
sedimentinflux into the cave, leading to a period of non-depositionprecededby normalsedimentation.Autogenicsedimentation,which includes
insolubleresidues of the carbonateand biogenicmaterialssuch as guano
can also be independent(or not directlyrelated)of climatechanges.
Caves are subjected to the same palaeoclimate-controlledcycles of
elastic sedimentationand erosion as surfaceterrains,but they also show
palaeoclimaterelated per descensumchemicalprecipitationthat does not
have an analogue on the surface. Chemicalprecipitationrepresentsmeteoric water that percolatesthrough the soil and bedrockbefore reaching
the cave, and thus is independentof type of entranceor base level control, although in order to precipitate,it requires a substratewhere water
flow, sedimentationand erosion are absent.This study,performedin two
karst areas under distinct present climate (semiarid northeasternBrazil
and subhumidsoutheasternBrazil) will analysepalaeoclimateconditions
responsible for chemical precipitation, elastic sediment deposition and
elastic sedimentremoval.

1. Introduction
Many caves in easte~ Brazil show unmistakable evidence of past
phases of sediment input and erosion. In many cases, the input phases
includenot only elastic sedimentationbut also chemicalprecipitationrepresentedby speleothemlayers within elastic material.Althoughsediment
infill can occur in the phreatic zone as discrete inputs through the roof
in flooded passages, as autogenic sedimentationderived from insoluble
residues in the bedrock, or as major inputs that lead to filling of most of
the passage causingdevelopmentthroughparagenesis, we will discuss the
palaeoclimaterelated sedimentationphases that take place after the cave
passagehas reached the vadose zone.
Cave elastic sedimentationcan be controlledby a number of factors.
Foremost among them is the type of entrance configuration.Many cave
entranceslie in the bottom of dolines,and thus are subjectto runoff from
the doline slope. These dolines may have developedsynchronouslywith
the cave, and thus may have behaved as a sediment source throughout
the life history of the passage, or may representa random (and later) feature that brings sediment to a cave passage where allogenic sedimentation was otherwiselargely absent. Many caves representswallet systems,
and receive substantial fluvial sedimentationfrom the river basin. The
source area of sedimentin this case is much largerthan in the doline situation, and may include several tributaries and extensive areas of valley
slope.Furthermore, the verticalamplitudeof water level rises in cavescan
be several times higher than on the surface (Gillieson, 1996) due to the
"closed" nature of the passage. The fluvial setting is thus likely to represent a much more complexsystemdue to its large extensionand combination of slope and river channel settings.These two situationsoccur in the
cratonicarea of eastern Brazil and will be further discussed.
Climate changes can also control sedimentationthrough variations in
base level.A water level rise, or aggradationof the base level streamwill
lead to a decrease in channel gradient inside the cave, causing aggrada-

2. Sedimentationcycles in caves in stable cratonicsettings
Caves in low relief, tectonicallystable areas such as the cratonic area
of easternl:3razil,will tend to remain within the range of palaeo water table variationsfor a moreprolongedperiodthan cavesin tectonicallyactive
areas. This is because of the low rates of base level lowering compared
to the recurrentintervalof climaticchanges,which meansthat short-term
cyclic climaticevents may affect caves at a given elevationfor over several cycles before the site becomes inactive(Fig. 1). If one considersthe
rates of denudationin the Sao Francisco Craton reported by Harman et
al. ( 1998)of 30 ± 10 m/Ma, and the water table variationobtainedfor the
last glacialcycle at the CampoFormosoarea, northeasternBrazil, of 13 ±
1 m (Auler and Smart, 2001), any given fluvialcave passage once above
the water table will be affected by at least 3 glacial/interglacialcycles,
before being decoupledfrom direct water input.In tectonicallyactive areas, many fluvial cave passages are drainedtoo quicklyto be affectedby
more than one palaeoclimatecycle. In caves fed by dolines,the situation
appears to be more complex because doline deepening(or aggradation)
can dependon local factors,and a given sector in a cave can be under the
influenceof runoff for a more prolongedperiod.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the influence of palaeoclimate related water table
oscillations in caves. Caves in areas with rapid denudation (1) will be affected by less
climatic cycles than caves in stable cratonic settings (2).
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3. Palaeoclimaticsignificance
3.1. SemiaridNortheasternBrazil
Speleothemdepositionphases in northeasternBrazil have been summarisedby Wanget al. (2004).These shortperiodsof increasedhumidity
were interspersed with drier intervals. The present semiaridclimate has
developedsince 11,300 yr ago (Auler et al., 2004) as indicatedby 230Th
dating of the youngestphase of calcite depositionin travertines.Present
climaticconditionsfavoursaggradationof (mostlydry) streambedsdue to
soil erosionin vegetation-freeslopesduringoccasionalrainstorms. These
conditionsalso favourssedimentinput into caves, especiallyin dolineassociatedcaveentrances.In fluvialsystemshowever, enoughwater is needed to transportinto caves the fine-grainedmaterialerodedtowardsvalley
bottoms.Suchconditionsare not met duringpresentsemiaridclimaticconditions since rainfallevents do not provideenoughenergyto transportor
erode sedimentsequences.Observationsin one of the caves demonstrate
that not only speleothemdepositionbut also elastic sediment input and
removalare associatedwith wetterthanpresentconditions(Auler, 1999).
3.2. SubhumidSoutheasternBrazil
Caves in subhumidsoutheasternBrazil are mostly of the doline-fed
type and contain abundant chemical and elastic sedimentation.Speleothem depositionis largely absent at present,being restrictedto limited
drip water speleothemsin a few caves.Althoughextensivedeforestation
has occurredsince Europeansettlement,the natural hydrologicalregime
of the area under the presentclimateappearsto have involvedlittle or no
sedimenttransportover doline slopes.The sedimentsin doline fed caves
are at present undergoingerosion. The markedly seasonal climate (wet
during austral summer and dry during winter) enables significantrunoff
to occurduringthe wet months,but becauseof the well-developedvegetation (enhancedduring summer), no soil entrainmentoccurs.
The timing oLspeleothemdepositionin the area is still being determined through systematic mass spectrometric230Th dating of calcite
speleothems. Speleothemdepositionunequivocallyindicateswetter than
present climate since there is no widespread speleothem deposition at
present.An importantfeature of the subhumidsoutheasternBrazil karst
area is that it providesa modemanalogueof the phase of sedimenterosion
in caves.The presentclimateand vegetationare not associatedwith either
speleothem,or elastic sediment depositionbut active sedimentremoval
fromthe cavesis occurring.If this patternis assumedas typicalof present
climatic conditionsin the area, sedimentdeposited during drier periods
could then be removedduring the followingmoister phase. This is supportedby the observationthat speleothemsare being exposedby sediment
erosion, indicating that a phase of speleothemdeposition was followed
by sedimentinput. The data.is, however,too fragmentaryto allow more
detailedinterpretation.A more extensivesamplingand morphologicalreconstructionof the speleothemlayersand associatedsedimentsare needed
to refine the interpretationof any palaeoclimaticphases in this area.

4. Conclusions
Studyof cyclesof sedimentremovaland input in two areasof contrasting presentday climatein easternBrazilhas enableda preliminaryassessment of the palaeoclimatecontrol of these events.Speleothemdeposition
occurs under wet conditions,but sedimentinput can be assignedto any
climatic phase, dependingon local factors. In slope settings, sediment
depositiontends to occur during dry periods, as suggestedby data from
northeasternBrazil. However, in fluvial settings, enough energy (and
thereforewater) is needed to transportsedimentand deposit them inside
caves. In Gruta do Convento, a fluvial cave in northeasternBrazil, both
speleothemdepositionand sedimentinputappearto occur simultaneously.
The ubiquitous occurrenceof speleothemswith significant amounts of
terrigenousmaterialthroughoutthe area confirmsthat at le.astsome sediment input occursduringsuch phases.

The phase of sediment erosion remains the least known part of the
sedimentationcycle in caves. Brain (1995), Brook and Nickmann(1996)
and Brooket al. ( 1997)have correlatedthis pha.seto a wet period in which
the vegetationwould not allow soil entrainment.Brook et al. (1997) further add that such an event would require a climate wetter than required
for speleothemgrowth because speleothemerosionwas also observedto
occur. Observationsat the subhumidsoutheasternBrazil karst show this
not to be the case becausethe presentclimateis clearlydrier than required
for extensivespeleothemformation. It seemsthat sedimenterosioncould
in fact occur in the transitionsbetweenthe wet periods suitablefor speleothemgrowthand the dry phases conducive to soil erosion, althoughvery
wet periods could possibly cause both erosion and speleothemdeposition in slope setting caves.An alternativeexplanationfor cave sediment
erosion phases involves exhaustionof the sediment source. This is not
the case in the Lagoa Santa area southeasternBrazil, because the soil
originatesfrom pedogenesisof phyllite layers which used to overlie the
limestone(Pil6, 1998).Any soil erosionwouldresult in bare dolineslopes
which would not again be coveredby soil. Barren limestoneis rare in the
area and thus complete removal of soil has not occurred.The processes
of sedimentinput and erosionand their relationshipwith climaticpatterns
appearto be complexand local variablesare likely to be of importanceat
any specificsite.
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Unique featuresof fissure quartzitecaves of the InficionadoPeak, centralBrazil
A.S. Auler, Y.O. Stavale, T.A. Nicoli
Abstract
Remarkablequartzitecaves occur on the top of the InficionadoPeak,
state of Minas Gerais, central Brazil. A series of fissures and canyons
characterisethe small (0.9 km2) but highly in-egularsurface of the upper portion of the peak. The two major caves, Centenarioand Bocaina,
are among the longest (respectively3,800 m and 3,200 m) and deepest
(-484 m and -404 m) caves known in quartzite.These caves developas a
networkof very deep and narrowparallelcrevasseslinkedby shorterand
smallerpassages.Only two otherareasappearto displaysimilarcaves, the
tepuy area of southernVenezuelaand possibly the ChimanimaniMountains in Zimbabwe.Some of the undergroundforms of the Inficionado
caves appear to be very rare or even unique, regardlessof rock type: (i).
Breakdownlevels.Entire levels,somewith perennialstreams, are formed
by the wedging of quartzite blocks into the fissures.The process starts

with blocks larger than the fissure width, then smallerblocks and eventually sand filling in the voids, resulting in a floor perched high up in
the fissure.(ii). Ceilinglesspassages.Some of the passageshave no ceiling proper.The undulatingprofile of the fissurescreatesa dark environmentbut someof the main passagesare better describedas very deep and
narrow canyons.(iii). Lateral passage evolutionby flaking of quartzite.
Intergranularspacein quartzitebecomeswaterfilledand eventuallyslabs,
someup to 0.8 m wide, detach from the walls. This processaccountsfor
the enlargementof the fissures.(iv). Short passageswith rounded cross
section.This type of passage are suggestiveof phreatic flow. However
they are closed on both ends. Parallelpassagesare sometimesjoined by
shortpassages(or windows)that cannotbe ascribedto phreaticflowsince
they have no continuityand no input/outputroutes. These passages are
possiblyformedby slow disaggregationof quartzite.
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Th-eSvarthamarcave researchproject,Fauske,north Norway
Stein-Erik Lauritzen', Lene Baastacl1, Julie Bjorlicn1, Edana Fedje 1 & Per Holmlund2
1

Departmentof Earth Science,Bergen University,Allegaten 41, N-5007 Bergen,Norway
Departmentof Physical Geographyand QuaternaryGeology,StockholmUniversity,S-106 91 Stockholm,Sweden

2

Abstract
The Svarthamarproject was launchedin 2003, aiming at a complete
survey and speleogeneticanalysis of caves within the 'Mefjell massif'.
One of the caves, Svarthamarhola, is an anomalouslyhuge cave room,
the biggest in Scandinavia,containinga large ice mass whichwas formed
since 1200 AD. Three MSc. projects (2005) were initiated in order to
study cave microclimate,ice stratigraphyand speleothem stratigraphy.
So far, accurate mapping of Svarthamarholahas revealed that the cave
formedarounda dippinganticlineand that the cavehas a complexhistory,
probablyoriginatingfrom a set of dip tubes developedin a shearedbedding/foliationplane. The big rooms are most probablyformedby a large
river in the past, either as an ice-marginaloverflowor maybe as a preglacial fluvialsystem.Our data loggermeasurementsconfirmvery strong
thermal winds through the cave and an expecteddynamicbehaviourin
relation to external temperatures.We have also cored the upper 5 m of
ice for environmentaltracer analysis,which are in progress as well as a
detailedstudyof a MIS 7 speleothemfrom the cave.

all standardsthe largestnatural cave room in Scandinavia.It is also a dynamicice-cavewith stratifiedice datingback to about 1200AD. The huge
roomscontainloose sedimentsand collapseblocksin all stagesof weathering, ventifacts,fossils, ice and fragile mineraldeposits.We gather that
subaerialweatheringof marbleblocksmighthaveacted for as much as 30
kyr withoutmajordisturbance,leavingmanyblocksin a very fragilestate.
This ,mique and extremelyfragile system is heavily over-usedby both
organizedand causualtourism,whichhas led to severedegradationof the
cave's untouchedatmosphere,as well as direct destructionby trampling,
bonfiresand vandalism.It was decidedto documentand studythe system
while it is still in a recognizablestage. First a thoroughsurveyingof the
main cave and adjacent caves were commenced,combinedwith photographicdocumentation.The main goal is to work out the speleogenesisof
this anomalousroom, secondlyto understandthe environmentalinformation preservedin the cave. Part of this is done as MSc.Theses:Aspectsof
cave ventilation(L. Baastad), Ice stratigraphyand environmentaltracers
(J. Engelien) and MIS 7 speleothemchronostratigraphy(E. Fedje).

Introduction
Svarthamarholain the Mefjell massif at Fauske,north N01way,is by

Figure 1 (left).Location of the cave in Scandinaviaand in the local topography in the
southernwall of the Fauskefjord. This massif is named 'Mefjell'.
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Figure2 (right).Outlinemap of Svarthamarholainserted into the local topography.
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Geographic and geologicsetting
The Mefjellmassif is situatedat the southernside of the Fauskefjord,
Figure 1, with marble bands belongingto the Rognan Formationwithin
the Fauske nappe. Carbonatesare of probable Cambro-Silurian age and
were metamorphosedduringthe Caledonianorogeny.The caves are situated on the shoulderof the mainvalley(fjord)where it is constricted.Just
distally of this is a pre-borealmoraine,it is believed that the pre-boreal
stage and this constrictionare linked.The pre-Borealevents are often regardedas a result of dynamicreorganizationof the ice surface,whichbecame unstableafter rapid calvinginwardsin the fjords. This re-organization createda push-up moraine,often locatedat fjord constrictionswhere
calvingwould be halted.

Svarthammarhola
The cavewas first reportedin the late 1960'es and was surveyedshortly after (Heap 1970).Since the originalmap lacked vertical information,
the cave was re-surveyedusingphotographictripods, Suntooinstruments
and a laser rangefinder.The largeroomsalloweda modifiedtriangulation
techniqueto be used. In orderto obtainaccuratedata from the huge crosssections,a profile scanner was constructed.from a laser rangefinderand
a clinometer.In this way, an accuratesurvey of ceiling, walls and floor
could be made. Surveydata were processedon the cave survey program
Grottolf (Lauritzen2003), from which the centrelinepolygon could be
exportedto Corel Draw for addingwalls and details.
Cave architecture
The laser scans clearly indicatethat arced profiles, which by inspection in the cave and on photographsappearrelativelysmoothand rounded,
are indeed irregular,reflectinggeologicalstructure,Figure 3. Cross-sections are up to ll 00 m2,and spallinghas created dome structuresin the
ceiling. The cave is situated within a relativelythick marble pack, dipping south.The marble and schistpack forms a major anticlinewith axis
dippingca 20° S. Rotationof the centrelinesurvey to maximumoverlap
yieldsa projectionaxis that is almostidenticalto the fold axis taken from
geologicalmaps. Hence, the southwardbend in the cave outline (Figure
2) is actuallya relativelyhorizontalstretchof passagebendingaroundthe

core of a fold, Figure 4.

Othercaves
Severalsmallercaves are known in the area, and being situatedwithin
the same karst stripe, they serve to completethe speleogeneticpicture of
the Mefjellmassif.These caves are Moengrotta(a streamsink),Svarthammargrotta and Kvithola (both fossil phreatic tubes) and tens of smaller
tube fragments and unexplored entrances (Heap 1970, Lauritzen 1983,
1986).

Speleogenesis
Numerous small phreatic tubes with vadose invasiontrenches penetrate from the southern hillside into the cave. Numerous small openings, either too tight to be penetrated,or choked with sediment,occur at
a particularhorizon in the marble.This horizondisplayevidenceof shear
movement,and was probably the target for cave initialization,or 'inception horizon'. Since the large rooms actuallyhave a low gradientaround
the fold structure,it is likely that these voids were createdby vadoseerosion by a sizeableriver.The cave's locationcloselybeneaththe paleic surface allude to a pre-glacialor tertiary development(i.e. Lauritzen 1990),
althoughthis hydrologicalrequirementwas fulfilledin almost every glaciationduringthe quaternary.Situatedon the upper shoulderin the glacial
fjord-valley,perched on a mica schist core in an anticline,one scenario
wouldbe ice-marginaloverflowalong a valleyglacierat about the extent
of the pre-Borealor YoungerDryas stage, the latter is actuallythe 'average' extent duringthe whole Quaternary(e.g. Porter, 1989). Another,but
less likely possibilityis that these 'dip tubes' may be phreaticand vadose
invasionfeaturesthat targetedtowardsthe pre- existing(large)void.

Balch-ventilationof the ice cave
Havingtwo spaciousentrancesat an elevationdifferenceof 45 m, the
cave supportsstrongBalch-ventilation,whichis mostprobablythe reason
for the great ice mass that is situatedat the lower entrance,Figure 5. The
ice mass is abladedfrom the undersideby (presumably)geothermalheat,
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Figure4 (top).Centerlinemap rotateduntil maximumoverlap.In this case, the axis of
projectionisparallel with thegeneralfold axis in the rockmass,demonstratingthat the
cave is indeedcontrolled by a majorfold structure.
Figure3. Cross-sectionmadeby laserscans. Twoobliqueplanes. Whenrotatedto overlap, theprojectionis parallel with thepassage.

Figure 5 (bottom). Verticalprojection of the cave, showing the two entranceswith
Balch-ventialtioneffects.
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Figure 6 (left). Data Logger Station In The UpperEntrance,Logging WindSpeed, Direction, TemperatureAnd Humidity.Photo: SE . Lauritzen
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Figure 8. The 5 m deep ice core, showing dirt bands and layering.

Figure 9. Drilling the ice core.Photo: SE. Lauritzen

creatinga large ice wall at its deepestpoint and an ablationtunnel.Also,
we think that the heat and air movementsthat are initiatedfromnumerous
visitors may affect the ice, which has notably shrunkduring the last 30
years.This hypothesiswill be tested throughour monitoringprogram..

physicalmeasurementswill be used in our enthalpymodelof the cave.

Cave and surface microclimate(L. Baastad)
In order to quantifyair flux and enthalpydynamicsin the cave, two
GSM driven,multichanneldata loggerstationswere installed(Figure6),
togetherwith 25 smallerloggersfor humidity,air pressureand temperature at variousplaces in the cave and on the surface.Particularlyin cold
periods,whensurfacetemperaturedropsbelowthe cavetemperature,very
strong,effluentwinds are generated.Figure 7 shows one such breathing
event,when surfacedroppedbelow freezingin march2005. Assessment
of volumeand surfaceof the cave and of the ice mass,togetherwith these
21-28 Auuusl 2UD5. l<nlrmws. flellas

Ice stratigraphy(J. Bj0rlien)
The ice mass is close to 20 m thick at its maximum,of which the
lower 13 m is exposedin the lower ice wall and in the thermalablation
tunnel.AMS 14C datingof plant fragmentssuggeststhat the ice masswas
formedafter 1 200AD and it grewfirstas a hugeflowstone,which,- when
it completelyobstructedthe cave-was transformedinto an ice lake that
froze in sequences.At least two periodsof ablationoccurredsinceit was
first formed.
The upper ~ 10 m of the ice is not accessiblefor samplingand was
coredfrom the top surfacein march2005,using equipmentand expertise
from StockholmsUniversity. We were able to extract a 5 m continuous core before the drill hit a rock. A thermistorstringwas insertedinto
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Figure I 0, MIS7speleothemwithpreliminaryisotoperecord.The sample consistsof aflowstone base, a dirty hiatus,and a
stalagmiteongrowth.The dirty hiatus is visible isotopicallyin the sequence.

the hole before it was refilled with snow and ice fragments.The ice core
contain one organic horizon and the sequence,which covers the recent
history, will be used for environmentaltracers, of which bomb 14C, 3H
and commencementof copper smelting in the area might yield a time
horizon.

Speleothemstratigraphy,MIS7?(E. Fedje)
Calcareous concretions (Hohlenkrapfen)and frost-shattered speleothemswere collectedfor dating. In additionto previous dates from MIS
5 (Lauritzen 1996),a new specimendated by alpha countingto 170-200
kyr (MIS 7?) and is now subject to detailed TIMS dating and isotope
stratigraphy,Figure 10. This work is in progress, and further details will
be presentedin the poster.

Further work
Explorationfor new cavesand extensionsare in progressin the massif
around Svarthamarhola,as well as a microgravimetricsurvey, searching
for other sizeablevoids in the vicinity.We aim at a completeisotopicand
trace elementprofile of the ice mass of which the commencementof copper smeltingin the area is an interestingtarget.Another target of intereset
is to test the connectionbetweensurfaceclimatearidice ablation/accumulation and to test if the heavy tourist traffickingmay affect the ice mass.
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The karst in the Besaparaheights,the Rhodopesmountain(Bulgaria)
D. Angelova
GeologicalInstitute,BulgarianAcademy of Science,Sofia,Bulgaria
Abstract
The studied region includes the northernmostparts of the Rhodopes
Mountain.It is built by Paleozoicmarbles, which take part in the North
Phodopesnappe.This nappe of block type is overthrustingvariousby age
and lithologypre-Neogenecomplexes.Its integrity is disturbedalso by
tectonic movementsand at Neogene-Quaternaiyboundary the Isperikh
graben is formed.The surfacekarst processesfade away under the 80-m
thick Quaternarysedimentsdue to the negative tectonic movements.In
the Besapara heights the karstificationis spread over 140 sq. km and it
reaches down to 200 m depth. The surfacekarst is poorly developeddue
to the big dips of slope planes.The karst is presentedmainlywith groove
lapiaz in the north and northeasternparts of Besaparaheights and in the

rest parts - with uvalasand blind valleys.Withboreholesare fixedseveral
karstifiedzones at: 5-6 m; 20 m; 20-30 m; 123-125m; 138m and 185m
from the recent surface.The hydrologicaland the hydrogeologicalrelations of the karst water formed are very complicatedas a result of the
intensiveQuaternarytectonic.Withinthe studiedregionpart of them are
drainedinto the karst source"Tri voditzi" with flow rate of 850 litersper
second.One of the biggestelastickarst cavesin fluvialfans in Bulgariais
discoveredin the regionof rail stationOgnyanovo,in the northernfoot of
Besaparaheightsat: 3.5 m; 6.5 m; 19.5-21.5m and 24.0-28.8m abovethe
recent level of MaritzaRiver.The karst relief is disturbedby paleo-and
recent earthquakes,as well as by the up to date performedmarblequarry
mining.
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Speleogenesisand landscapeevolutionin Tromsdalenkarst,Verdal,Norway.
Asbj0rn 0 ystese, Frod e Johan nesen & Stein-Eri k Laur itzen,
1
Departmentof Earth Science, Bergen University,
Allegaten41, N-5007 Bergen, Norway
Abstract
Pronouncedfluvial landscapeelements of Tromdsalnorth of Trondheim, Norway allude to that these elementsmay be preglacialand little
alteredby Quaternaryice erosion.The occurrenceofkarst caveswith relatively clear morphologythat points at adjustmentto former base-levels
makes it interesting to test of landformsand cave developmentcan be
linked.This is done through cave surveyingand speleogeneticanalysis,
formulatedas two MSc. Projects.

Introduction
Verdalmunicipalityis situated north of Trondheimin mid-Norway,
Figure 1. Extensivemarble outcropsare quarriedin Tromsdalen,a tributary to Verdalproper.About20 separatekarst caves are knownwithinthe
marbles, and the potential of the area is far from exhausted(Rian, 2002,
2003 and referencestherein).Wehave donepreliminaryassessmentof the
karst (Lauritzen1999),and found that the topographicsituationand cave
morphologyis sufficientlyinterestingto deserve a closer speleogenetic
and geomorphologicalstudy.It was thereforedecidedto make two MSc
projects for a closer study of two significantcaves in the valley. These
projects have just commenced,and we hope to present more material in
the poster.

Problems
As can be seen in Figure 1, the topographicbasin containingthe marbles and caves display few glacial characteristics.First, as a tributaryto
the main E-W drainingVerdalvalley,it drains towardsthe East, opposite
of regional ice streamsduring the Quaternary.The basin containseveral
ravine-shapedbedrock valleys that also show little glacial modification.
Thick depositsof glacigenicsedimentswithinthe basin also alludeto that
the landformmighthave been filled with sedimentsand stagnantice during long periods of time. Caves are distributedbetween 200 and 300 m
a.s.1.Several of them display good morphologicalevidence of vadose/
phreatic transitions(e.g. Lauritzen& Lundberg2000). One cave display
27--28 .4uuust 2[]05. !{nfumos. Hell os

superbinvasionmorphologyin relationto glacialquanying and infilling.
It is thereforetemptingto test if these cave levelsmay displayclustering
and/ or correlatewith benches and shoulderselsewherein the valley and
surroundinglandscape.

Preliminaryresults
BenkebergCave
This cave containa relict, undulatingphreatic tube with vadose incision. The diameterof this trunk passage is between2 and 4 m. Upstream
it is choked by glacigenicboulders and sumps downstream.This tube
is invadedby a minor streamfrom the surfacethrough a superblymeandring vadose canyon,forming a complete invasionsystem of quite rare
morphologicalcompleteness.The upstream parts of the canyon cave is
unroofed by glacial quarrying.A qualitativetracer test with Photin CU
and cottondetectorswas performedby T.Rianand S.E.Lauritzenin 2004,
demonstratingdirect hydrologicalconnectionsto a major spring at the
nearby river. Furtherwork (by A. 0ystese) will completecave mapping,
spelethemdating,etc. and we will also searchfor possiblecontinuationof
the phreatictrunkconduit.Webelievethat the relictphreatictube is a subglacial or perhaps a pre-glacialfeature which was much more extensive
in the past. There is good chanceto find continuationof this systemin the
form of fragmentsin the adjacenthillsides.
Ramsasgrottene
This is a seriesof severalextensivestreamcaves.Theyare all well-developedvadosecaveswith deepcanyons,rooflevel oxbowsan at leastone
distincttransitionfromvadoseto phreaticmorphology.Furtherworkby F.
Johannesenwill hopefullyprovidea completesurveyof the system.
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Figure 1. a) Key map to Verda!and Tromsdalen. b)
dots: approximate position of known caves. The
approximate drainage area ofTromsdal river. This basin drains eastwards, against the regional ice direction
and is a relict, paleic jluvial system with little modification from glacial ice.
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GroundwaterBasinCatchmentDelineationand GeneralizedFlowRoutes
Throughthe KarstAquiferBeneathBowlingGreen,Kentucky,USA
.Joshua Brewer\ Nicholas C. Crawford
Centerfor Caveand Karst Studies,AppliedResearchand TechnologyProgramof Distinction,Departmentof Geographyand Geology,WesternKentucky
University,Bowling Green,Kentucky USA

Abstract
The major groundwaterbasin catchment areas and the generalized
groundwaterflowroutesthroughthe karst aquiferin the vicinityof Bowling Green, Kentucky,USA were determinedusing the followingtechniques: 1) dye tracing, 2) water table measurements,3) cave mapping,
and 4) cave locationby microgravityand electricalresistivity. The researchwas directedby NicholasCrawfordand performedby the faculty,
professionalstaff and studentsof the Center for Cave and Karst Studies
(CCKS)from 1976to the present.
Bowling Green is located entirely upon a low-reliefsinkholeplain
with large, shallow sinkholeswith large catchmentareas. Since these
largesinkholebasinsare almostflat,manyhomesandbuildingshavebeen
constructedwithinthese sinkholebasins. Sinkholefloodingis, therefore,
a major problemfor the city, and it has respondedby requiringdelineation of sinkholeflood plains and the constructionof storm water detention basins.Althoughstormwater sinks directlyinto the karst aquiferat
numerous open-throatsinkholesand cave entrances,the city has drilled
or constructedover 1,000stormwaterdrainagewells. The U.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency(USEPA)classifiesthese stormwaterdrainage
wells as Class V Storm Water InjectionWells. Until recently,the city
has not made any serious attemptsto improve the water quality of the
stormwaterrunoffsinkinginto the karst aquifer. USEPAnowrequiresall
towns with populationsabove 10,000to complywith its Phase II Storm
Water ManagementPlan Requirements. This has resulted in Bowling
Greenpassinga tax increaseand hiringfive employeesto dealwith storm
water quality. In an attemptto assist the city to meet the new EPArequirements,the CCKShas compiledmuch of its data collectedover the
years into a GIS map showingthe major springs,caves, karst windows,
sinking streamsand other karst features. The map shows the numerous
dye traces as red lines with arrowsand the water table elevationcontours
as blue lines. They were estimatedfrom measurementstaken from open
boreholewater wells and storm water drainagewells that extendbelow
the watertable, cave streams,springs,and perennialsurfacestreams. The
approximategroundwaterbasin catchmentboundaries,based upon dye
traces and water table elevations,are shown as dashed green lines. The
map identifiesthe approximategroundwaterflowroutesand groundwater
basin catchmentareas for the six majorspringsthat drainthe karst aquifer
beneathBowlingGreen.

Dye Tracing
Over 100 dye tracer tests have been performedusing as many as 13
differentdyes. However, most of the traces were performedusing: Sodium Fluorescein(C.I. Acid Yellow73), Eosine (C.I. Acid Red 87), SulphorhodamineB (C.I. Acid Red 52), and TinopalCBS-X: Fluorescent
BrighteningAgent 351. Most of the dye traces were qualitative,using
activatedcoconutcharcoaldye receptors,but other traces were quantitative, using up to five ISCO automaticwater samplers. The dye analysis
was performedat the CCKSDye TracerLaboratoryon a Shimadzuspectrofluorophotometer.Dyetracesand watertable contoursnortheastof the
Barren River performedby the late James Quinlan and Joe Ray (1981,
revised 1989)were includedin the GIS map.
7-28 Au.uust 2005, l(a!m1ws.

WaterTableElevation
Watertable elevationswere measuredat springs,cave streams,karst
windows,and perennialstreamsand in over 100 open boreholedrainage
wells that extendedbelowthe watertable.

GroundwaterBasinCatchmentBoundaries
The approximategroundwaterbasin catchmentboundarieswere establishedfor the karst watershedfor the followingmajorsprings: 1)Lost
River Rise, 2) Graham Springs, 3) Hobson Grove Springs,4) Double
Springs,5) Mt. Ayr Blue Hole and Bluff Springs,and 6) Harris Spring.
Figure 1 is a black and whiterepresentationof a portionof the GIS color
map. Topographiccontourlines and culturalfeatureshave been omitted
to reduceconfusionof graphicson the black and white copy.

CaveMapping
Accessiblecavesweremappedand correctedusingmagneticinduction
transmissions(cave radio) at selectedlocations. The caves were plotted
on the GISmap. Othercaveswithoutentranceswere locatedusinga combinationof microgravityand electricalresistivitytraversesperpendicular
to cave trends establishedby dye tracingand water table measurements.
BothLaCosteand RombergModelD and a ScintrexCG-3Mmicrogravity
meterswere used to locatelow-gravityanomalies(Crawfordand others,
1999). A Sting/Swiftelectricalresistivitymeterwas used to locatehighresistivityanomalies. The low-gravity,high-resistivityanomalieswere
exploredby borings,both intothe anomaliesand on both sid.esto confirm
the locationof caves(Figure2). Dye traceswere then performedto identify the cave streamflowingpast the well drilled into the cave. Once a
cave streamwas confirmed,its routewas establishedby takingadditional
microgravityand electricalresistivitytraversesin a ''leap-frog"fashion
(Figure3).

IntendedUse of Map
The GIS map identifies the approximategroundwaterflow routes
within the karst aquiferin the vicinityof BowlingGreen. Since almost
all surfacerunoffsinksrapidlythroughsinkholes,sinkingstreams,storm
water drainagewells or the relativelythin and permeablesoils into the
karst aquifer,the map shouldassist the BowlingGreenFire Department,
BowlingGreen Departmentof Public Works,BowlingGreen Municipal
Utilities,KentuckyEnvironmentalResponseTeam,KentuckyDivisionof
Water,KentuckyDivisionof WasteManagementand other agenciesconcernedwith spillsand leaks of hazardousmaterials. The map is intended
to aid the BowlingGreen-WarrenCountyPlanningand ZoningCommission and the BowlingGreenPublicWorksDepartmentwith landusemanagementdecisionsand sinkholefloodingproblemsas well as assisting
the WarrenCountyHealthDepartmentwith decisionsconcerningon-site
wastedisposalsystems(septictanks). It providesusefulinformationthat
will help BowlingGreen and WarrenCountyto meet the U.S. Environmental ProtectionAgency Phase II Storm WaterManagementPlan Re-
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quirements. It should also assist Bowling Green MunicipalUtilities in
protectingthe water qualityupstreamfrom its water intakeon the Barren
River (Figure1). Althoughthe map may assist commercialand industrial
businesseswith groundwaterflow direction,the map clearlyindicatesthat
monitoringwells are not appropriatein most of the BowlingGreen area
unlessthey are drilleddirectlyinto the karst conduit that drainsthe facility
and then confirmedby a dye trace.
Hopefully,the map will serve to educate the publicby illustratingthat
surfacerunoff,spills and leaks of hazardousliquids, septictank effluent,
,-------

herbicides,pesticides,fertilizers, soil erosion,animalwaste and other potential contaminantssink directly into the ground and then flow rapidly
throughcave conduitsbeneaththe city to springsand surfacestreams. In
the past, spills and leaks of hazardous chemicals,such as, gasoline, into
the karst aquiferhave resulted in dangerousvapors rising into homes and
buildings (Crawford 1989 and 2001). Bowling Green and other cities
built upon karst must, therefore,be extremelycareful to protect groundwater and caves from contamination. The map clearly indicatesthat contaminantsthat sink into the karst aquifer not only threaten groundwater,
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caves, and rare and exotic cave life, they also endangerthe people who
live abovethe karst aquifer. The CCKSintendsto periodicallyupdatethe
GIS map. Hopefully,it will assistin the protectionof groundwaterquality
in the karst aquiferbeneathBowlingGreenand the surroundingarea.

Crawford,N.C. (2005). Karst groundwaterflow in the vicinity of
Bowling Green, Kentucky,map preparedby Center for Cave and Karst
Studies,Applied Researchand TechnologyProgramof Distinction,Departmentof Geographyand Geology,WesternKentuckyUniversity.
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Sub-dailycycles and hydrologicalbehaviourof Bus de la Spia - Acquasantakarst system (Brenta Dolomites,NE Italy)
A. Borsato, M. Zandonati
Museo Tridentinodi ScienzeNaturali, Trento, Italy
Abstract
Bus de la Spia cave - Acquasantaspringare an importantkarst system
which developedat the foothillof the Brenta Dolomites(Long. 11°02'00"
E; Lat.: 46°13'30") in the Trento Province, NE Italy. Acquasantaspring
(elevation 477 m a.s.l., mean discharge 800 Lis) is characterizedby cyclical discharge fluctuationswith periods which vary between 2.5 to 12
hours dependingby the aquifer condition.Bus de la Spia cave (entrance
elevation 477 m a.s.l.), located 1.1 km NW from Aquasanta spring, consists in a single downdippinggallerythat terminatesat a depth of 58 m in
a siphon.A two years continuoustemperature,electricalconductivity,and

level/discharge monitoringallow to investigatethe complexhydrologyof
the system. The level of Bus de la Spia siphon oscillateswith the same
periodicityof Acquasantaspring,but it anticipatedthe spring hydrograph
by about 40 minutes. The sub-dailydischarge/levelcycles are typically
asymmetrical,with a rising limb lasting40 minutesfollowedby an exponential decrease. The sub-dailycyclescharacterizemost of the hydrological year, and are substituted by near-sinusoidaldaily cycles during highdischarge periods, like the snowmelt.The Acquasantaspring sub-daily
discharge fluctuationsare also coupled with more damped temperature
and electricalconductivityfluctuations.

P-17
Characterization of a karstic-pseudokarstic Alpine aquifer by means of field fluorometer tracing tests (Tovel Valley, NE Italy)
P. Ferre tti, A. Borsato
Museo Tridentinodi ScienzeNaturali, ViaCalepina 14, I-38100 Trento,Italy

Abstract
Tovel valley, located in the northern part of the Brenta Dolomites
(Trento Province, NE Italy) is a 17 km long karstic valley developedin
upper Triassic and lower Jurassic dolomitesand limestones.The central
part of the valley is occupied by complex landside and glacial deposits, several tens of meters thick, that damned the valley and create Lake
Tovel (surface 0.382 km2). The karstic-pseudokarstichydrologyof Lake
Toveldrainedbasin (around20 km2) was investigatedwithin the SALTO
project by means of discharge monitoringand tracing tests. We utilized
severaluranine and TinopalCBS-Xinjectioncoupledwith field fluorometer monitoringto reconstructthe karsticpathwaysin the upper part of the
basin, as well as the complexhydrologywithin the pseudokarsticporous
aquifer that smTotmdthe lake. In fact, the major inflow to lake Toveloccurred via undergroundpathway and it is fed by the S. Maria Flavona
stream which partially drained the upper part of Tovel valley and sinks
within the landslide deposits approximately1 km upstream of the lake.

Tracingtests made under differentflow regimesconfirmedthe hydrological connectionbetweenthe S. Maria Flavonasinking stream and several
perilacual springs and allow to calculatethe hydraulicproperties of the
aquifer.In particular,the maximumvelocityof the tracer varied between
0.75 m/h and 5 m/h with breakthroughcurves that last between 20 days
and two months. Simultaneously, the S. Maria Flavona stream catchment
was investigatedby tracing differentsinkholesand sinkingstreamsin the
upper part of the valley that is characterizedby typicalglaciokarsticmorphologyand developedbetween 1500and 2900m a.s.l. Only two of these
injections were detected at the S. Maria Flavona stream spring, with a
calculatedmaximumvelocityof 500 m/h. Otherthree tracing tests carried
out in the upperpart of the valley were detectedneitheralong the S. Maria
Flavona stream neither at the Tovel perilacualsprings suggestingthat in
this part of the valleythe karsticdrainageis directedoutsidethe lake Tovel
hydrogeologicalbasin.
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Cave developmentin se spain during upperpleistoceneunderperiglacialconditions
Gonzalez-Ramon<lJ,A.; Andreo, B<2J,Ruiz-Bustos, A.<3l
and Richar ds, D. A. <4J
(I) lnstituto Geol6gicoy Minerode Espana. Urb.Alcazar del Genii,4. Edif. Zulema bajo, Granada, Spain. E-mail: antonio.gonzcilez@igme.es
(2) Departamento de Geologia.Facultadde Ciencias. Universidadde Malaga,Spain.E-mail:andreo@uma.
es
(3) JnstitutoAndaluz de Ciencias de la Tierra(CSIC).Facultad de Ciencias. Universidadde Granada,Spain.E-mail:aruizb@ugr.es
(4) School o_fGeographicalSciences, Universityof Bristol, Bristol, BS8 JSS, UK (david.richards@bristol
.ac.uk)
Abstract
Cucu Cave is a small cavity, 30 m long, 1600 m above sea level in
the southern slope of Sierra de Maria (N Almeria province, Spain), an
area where the present precipitationoccurspartially as snow.A sedimentary sequence 9 m thick, including fossils, fills the cave. The sediment
characteristics allow us to consider the prevailing climatic conditions,
and also the age and evolutionof the genesis of the cavity.The lithological sequence is dominatedby clast supporteddetrital sediments without
evidence of alluvial transport.These sedimentswere formed by gelifraction under periglacialconditions.The micromammalfossil species are of
Upper Pleistocene age and the mammal biocenogram also indicatesthat
cold conditionsprevailed at the time of deposition,between 140 and 70
21-28 1luuu s1 20DU. l(nfnmos. Hef!os

ka. Sedimentologicaland biostratigraphicalevidencewithin the cave indicates, during the Upper Pleistocene,increasingdimensionsof the karst
cavitypreviouslycreatedby solution. The detritalsequenceis coveredby
a flowstonewhich evolved during a period of warmer,wetter conditions
and provides a minimumU-Th isochronage of 40 ± 7 ka for the timing
of periglacialaction.

Introduction
Climaticchange has been much debated in the scientificworld in recent decades.Many studies of climatic and hydrologicalvariationshave

been made using carbonate deposits, particularly speleothems, because
they are less affected by postdepositional processes than are superficial
sediments. Speleothems can be dated precisely by means of the U/Th
decay series and consequently they can contribute to our knowledge of
paleoclimatic and paleohydrologic events in continentalareas (Schwarcz,
1986). Geochemicalstudies can be performedwith a very high time resolution from stable isotopes such as 8180 and 813C, which respectivelymay
reflect paleotemperatureand vegetation (Gascoyne, 1992),and trace elements like Mg and Sr, which are indicatorsof paleohydrology (Fairchild
et al., 2001). Nevertheless,the analysisof paleontologicalremains and the
detrital sediments filling the cavities can also be used for paleoclimatic
investigations (Ruiz Bustos, 1995, 1996, 1999).
The main aim of this work is to show the interest and the complementarity of geological, paleontologicaland geochronologicalmethods
to find out more about paleoclimatic conditions, taking into account the
preliminary results obtained in El Cucu cave. This cave is located in SE
Spain,in the northernpart of Almeria province,in the region of Andalusia.
The cave is situatedwithin the Natural Park known as Sierrade Maria-Los
Velez, in the southern slopes of El Cabezo mountain (which rises to 1948
m a.s.l.), at an altitude of 1600m a.s.l. (Fig. 1).

gours have evolved, thanks to the existence of a small spring that only
drains water during particularly wet winters. The cave was explored and
mapped in 2001 by the Velez Association of Speleologists (GonzalezRam6n, 2002; Gonzalez-Ramon,et al. 2002).

Description of the sedimentary filling
The photograph in Figure 3 illustratesthe study area, together with an
explicatory sketch showing the points that were sampled for the paleontologica1study.
At the cave entrance there is a filling some 9 m thick, the stratigraphic
column of which is shown in Fig. 4. The filling is basically made up
of angular, unrounded clasts, with dimensions ranging from sand-grain
size to large blocks several metres across. The sediments are mainly clast
supported, because the matrix is scarce and of a silty nature. Although
no clear stratification can be observed, it is possible to distinguish levels
with coarsely-ordered granulometries,and even coarse upward sequences.
There is a calcite flowstone above the latter sediments.

The cave developed following one of the faults created by the escarpments of Sierra del Cabezo.This fracturepresentsas fault rock the remains
of Cretaceousmarls, several metres thick, which constitute a discontinuity
in the permeability of the Jurassic limestones and favour the presence of
the perched drainage at the rear of the cave. The existence of this flow,
during periods of cold climate, must have favoured the cryoclastic action
which gradually caused the fissure to widen. This widening led to instabilities that provoked rockfalls from the roof and enlarged the cave.

Figure 1. Geographic situation of El Cuci1cave. Extension of the Sierra Maria-Los
Velez Natural Park shown in grey.

From the geological standpoint, the cave evolved in Jurassic limestones in the Inner Subbetic domain of the External Zone of the Betic
Cordillera (Andreo, 1990). These limestones are severely deformed by
fold structures that were subsequentlyaffected by faulting.
The cavity is some 30 m long, has a very large mouth and a principal
chamberthat has frequently been used as a shelter for cattle (Fig. 2). At
the far end of the cave is a second, smaller chamber, where a group of

Dating of the cave filling
The remains of micromammalspecies found in some of these levels
must have been seized and carried there by birds of prey nesting within
the cave. The following inventory has been made of the fauna contained
in samples obtained from the sedimenta1yinfilling:Apodemus sylvaticus;
Microtus nivalis; Microtus arvalis arvalis; Mimomys (Villanyia) savini;
Neomys sp. Crocidura '?; Oricyolagus sp.; Lepus sp.; Capra pirenaica;
Aves; Lacerta sp; Bufo sp.; Salmo sp. From the evidence of this fauna
content, the filling of El Cucu cave dates from the upper Pleistocene, biozone Mp-20, intrazone SI-20-3 (Ruiz Bustos, 1995, 1996, 1999) with an
age of 140-70 ka.
The flowstone covering the detric filling was dated at the Laboratory
of Geochronologyof the University of Bristol, and a U-Th isochron age
of 40 ± 7 ka was estimated.

!Om

Figure 2. Topographicsketch ofEl Cuci1cave (after VelezAssociation Speleologists).

Figure 3. Photograph of the study area and explicatory sketch showing the location of
the points sampled
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Paleoclimaticconsiderations
Accordingto the above-mentionedresults, the cave was partially created by the solution or karstificationof Jurassiclimestone,probably during the middle Pleistocene.The features of the detrital filling (supported
clast and angular shapes of the heterometricpebbles) are in agreement
with a periglacial origin. Thus the cavity created by solution was subsequently enlarged by gelifractionand by occasional rockfalls from the
cave roof.
The fauna encounteredin the sequenceis also indicative of very cold
conditions in southern Spain. The filling of El Cucu cave occurred at a
momentof intense cold in the region,as is evidencedin other karstic cavities in Andalusia (Ruiz Bustos, 1995, 1996, 1999).Taking into account
that the sedimentationcoincidedwith the momentof lowesttemperatures
in the region, the most probable age of a large proportionof the sedimentary register is 80 ± 5 ka.
Since about 40 ± 7 ka, periglacial climatic conditions have become
less significant, as shown by the fact that it was during this period that
the flowstonecoveringthe whole of the detriticfilling was deposited,and
because since then there has been no depositionof detritic fillings similar
to those describedabove.

Ruiz Bustos A.1996. Parameterizationof the distributionof arvicolid
tooth enamel.Acta zool6gicacracoviensia,39(1): 435-446.
Ruiz BustosA. and RiquelmeI.A. 1999.Analisissistematicoy ecologico de los roedoresdel Pleistocenosuperiorprocedentesde la Cuevade las
Ventanas(Granada, Espafia).277-288.In: The scientificstudy of karstic
cavitiesas a contributionto geologicalknowledge(B.Andreo, F. Cairnsco
and J.J. Duran -eds-), 277-288. Patronato de la Cueva de Nerja, Nerja
(Malaga,Spain).
SchwarczH.P., 1986.Geochronologyand isotopegeochemistryof speleothems.In: Handbookof EnvironmentalIsotopeGeochemistry(P. Fritz
and J.C. Fontes -eds-),Vol 2, The TerrestrialEnvironment, 271-303.
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Lateral planation and notched forms of cave Georelief: morphology, typology and developmental features
pave! beHa
Slovak CavesAdministration,Hodzova 11, 031 OJLiptovsky Mikulas,Slovakia

Abstract
The basic characterizationof morphology and typology of lateral planation and notched forms of cave georelief(flat roofs, terraced flat roofs,
flat floors,terraced flat floors, horizontalnotches deepenedinto cave rock
walls) are presented in this paper. These geornorphicforms originated by
lateral corrosion/erosion (denudationflat roof and floors, wall notches) or
accumulationof fluvial/lacustrine sediments (erosion-accumulationanq
accumulation flat floors) are imp01iantindicators of the hydrographical\
and geomorphicdevelopmentof caves. The formation of these forms correspondsto a certain developmentalphase of surface terrain planation (if
ones are formed in the framework of the development of cave level) or
is conditioned by local hydrogeologicalbarrier with an elevated water
table.
Key words: karst geomorphology,cave georelief, planation forms, flat
roof, flat floor, cave river terrace, wall notch

Introduction
The character of cave georelief and sedimentary formations reflect
former or recent natural conditions and processes of cave genesis. From
the point of view of the reconstructionof hydrographicaldevelopmentof
caves in solution rocks (limestone, gypsum, salt) flat roofs, flat floors,
cave river terraces and various wall notches belong to the most remarkable geomorphicforms of cave georelief.They refer to the phases of undergroundwater lateral corrosion/erosion or planation in consequenceof
the long-lasting stable erosion base on the terrain surface (outflow levelled cave passage leads to karst spring), long-lastingand repeated floods
of cavities (at the foot of karst towers in a plain or alluvial land) or the
long-lasting increase of water table caused by hydrogeological (bedrock
or sedimentary) barrier. These lateral planation and notched forms are
characterizedand classified by morhologicaland genetic features.

Cave flat roofs and floors
From the genetic point of view cave solution flat roofs are observed in
severalhydrogeologicaland hydrographicalconditions: (l) in the hanging

Fig. I. Solutionflat roof and planes of repose. Ochtina Aragonite Cave, Slovakia.
Photo:P Bella

position above the local erosion base on the terrain surface: (a) in the isolated island position of karst hydrogeological structures with cave lakes
feededby seepingprecipitationwaters or episodic runnels flowingfrom an
adjacentnon-karsticarea, e.g. OchtinaAragonite Cave (Slovakia)and Na
Spicaku Cave (Czech Republic); (b) in connectionto the hydrogeological
barrier of impermeablerocks determining the level of elevated water table of slowly running or almost stagnant underground water in the partial
hydrogeologicalstructure feeded mostly by runnels and streams flowing
from an adjacent non-karstic area, e. g. Mejiro-do Cave, Hirotani-no-ana
, Cave and Seiryu-kutsu Cave (Japan); (c) in connection with the locally
\ elevated water table in consequence of the barrier of agglomerate breakdown or fluvial sediments in the fluviokarstcave passage determiningthe
lake-like increase of water table with the marked reduction of water flow
(ValeaLesului Cave a.ndVent Cave, Romania);
(2) in -connection with the local erosion base on the surface terrain:
(a) in the side valley position or basin position of the lateral ponor branch
of surface stream, e. g. Dobsina Ice Cave and Stratena Cave (Slovakia)
or in the range of repeated floods permeated from a surface stream, e. g.
near-valleygypsum caves in the Pre-Ural Region (Russia);(c) in the nonside valley position ofunderground stream, in the flow-spring position or
only in the spring position of underground stream between water inputs
and outputs, e. g. Kagekiyo-doCave (Japan); Gargas Cave and Betharram
Cave (France);several caves in the salt karst of the Zagros Mts. (Iran); (d)
at the foot of karst towers originated along a water table during repeated
floods of surroundingplain or alluvial land, e. g. Fung Kui Water Cave
(China); (e) in the shallow phreatic zone near under a water table that
vertically corresponds to the place of water spring on the surface or into
the surface river bed (invisible very slow outflow of water to a neighbour
karst hydrogeologicrecipient, cave lakes have not a direct hydrogeological connection with a hanging surface stream), e. g. the developmental
level in the lowest part of the Jasov Cave (Slovakia).
Several morphogenetictypes of solution flat roofs are known (Bella
2003):
(1) Flat roofs formed by natural water convection (Laugdecken) in the
· shallow phreatic zone near under the locally elevatedwater table (in passages with a typical trigonally cross-section, inclined walls called Facetten or facets) in several gypsum caves in Germany,salt caves in Israel or

Fig. 2. Solutionflat roof, Kagekiyo-doCave, Japan. Photo: P Bella
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limestonecaves, e.g. OchtinaAragoniteCave (Slovakia)and Na Spicaku
Cave (Czech Republic).
(2) Flat roofs formed by epiphreatic remodellingand enlargementof
permanentlyor repeatedly flooded cavities (water-levelplanes), e.g. Mejiro-do Cave and the Hirotani-no-anaCave (Japan), Jasov Cave (Slovakia), Gargas Cave (France).
(3) Flat roofs formed by phreatic remodellingof cave roofs after the
paragenetic developmentalphases of fluviokarsticpassages in the conditions of slowly flowing or stagnant water between floor sediments and a
rock roof, e. g. Stratena Cave and DobsinaIce Cave (Slovakia).
(4) Flat roofs formed by epiphreatic lateral c01Tosionand erosion
of meandering underground stream without the relevant morphological
features of paragenetic development, e. g. Cave of Tri Nahacu (Iran),
Kagekiyo-doCave, Seiryu-kutsuCave and Hirotani-no-anaCave (Japan),
Demanova Cave of Peace (Slovakia).Undercutmeanderis enlargedin the
rock wall on the cut-bankof cave river bed, fluvial sedimentsare accumulated on the opposite side of river bed. The lateral morphogeneticeffect
of meanderingundergroundstream is given by enlargementof meanders
oscillatingalong the main axis of undergroundstreamand their migration
in the direction of stream flow or by lateral displacementof river bed.
In many caves with solutionflat roofs, the activephreaticor epiphreatic
phase of cave rock georeliefdevelopmentfinishup by roof planation.Flat
roofs in several fluviokarst caves were remodelledand dissected during
the younger paragenetic phase of their development,e. g. Stratena Cave
and Dobsina Ice Cave (Slovakia),BetharramCave (France).Terracedflat
roofs present lateral flat roofs under the step of inverse terraces or last
non-parageneticpassages.
Larger floor planation forms are originatedin the connectionwith the
development of cave levels of river bed type. Their origin is connected
with the developmentof cave river terraces (Huang 1993). From the genetic point of view erosion-denudation,erosion-accumulationand accumulation flat floors are known in caves. From the morphologicalpoint
of view flat floors and terraced flat floors (cave river terraces) are distinguished.
The origin of cave solution flat roofs and floors in connectionwith the
surface long-lastingstable erosion base can be correlatedwith the developmentphases of terrain surface in the surroundingarea duringthe phases
of tectonic stability and lateral planation of georelief. Fluviokarst cave
passages with solution flat roofs or floors in the side valley position and
in the spring position of undergroundstream present cave levels of river

bed type. In many cases, if solution flat roofs or floors occur in the spring
part also in the ponor part of caves, there is the border karst of horizontal
contact with the influx of allogenic waler aml shallowpiesumetriclevel.
Another cave solution flat roofs or floors correspond to cave levels of
water table type, ones are formed along a water table, in many cases in
the hydrographicalposition below surface sinking streams in the catchment area. Their roofs or floors are remodelledand enlargedby planation
of slowly running or stagnantwater in relation to the stable erosionbase.
Horizontal flat roofs and floors are formed in ideal water table caves or
caves with mixtureof phreatic and water table levelledcomponents(after
Ford 1988,Ford & Ewers 1978).

Fig. 3. Solutionflat roof and meanderingchannel,Seiryu-kutsuCave, Japan. Photo:
P Bella

Fig. 4. Accumulation.fiat.floor,Grottede LombrivesCave,France.Reproduction
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Cave horizontalwall notches
Variousmorphologicaland genetictypes of wall notchesare described
by Bretz (1942), Lange (1962, 1963), Serban & Domsa (1985), Ford
(1988), Slabe (1995) and others. The complexecharacterizationofnotches is given by Lauritzen and Lundberg (2000). They distinguish these
variousgenetictypes ofnotches: corrosionhorizontalwaterlinenotchesin
vadose standingwater with an open air surface,inclinedvadose and paragenetic wall notches formed by alluviated streams cutting laterally into
passage walls, corrosionnotches related to the Laugdeckeand Laughohle
profilesas standingphreaticwater featuresformedby slowlymovingcells
of density-drivencurrents.
Main emphasis is focused to the differentiationof various morphological or morphogenetictypes of lateral notches and their significance
from the point of view of the hydrographicalreconstructionof cave genesis.Accordingto the morphology,spatial configurationand variationsof
notches Bella (2004) distinguishes simple (one-phased)notches fonned
during one developmental phase, composite (more-phased) notches
formed during several developmetalphases, series of simple uniform or
different notches, series of composite uniform or different notches, also
combinedseries of simple and compositenotches.
Accordingto the morphology of cross-sectionand ground plan, several types of simple and composite notches are distinguished.There are
various types·of simple notches with a mainly horizontaldevelopmental
dimension deepened into cave rock walls: lateral meandering channels
(frequentlyscalloped of fluted), lateral one-sided or double-sidedlongitudinal oval channels (frequentlyscalloped or fluted), lateral upward enlarged parageneticchannels, lateral downwardenlargedchannels, lateral
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one-sidedoval runnels (frequentlyscalloped), small or larger half-cylindrical notches without or with small between-ribbedor irregular hollows
(trough-shapednotches modelled by waves of water), nick water-level
notches (water-levellines formed by more intense dissolution caused by
absorptionof CO2 from cave air), slotted water-level notches, symmetrical wedge-shaped notches, strictly one-sided downward asymmetrical
wegde-shapednotches or half-heart-shapednotches (Laugdecken type),
strictly one-sided upward asymmetricalwegde-shapednotches, partially
downwardor upward asymmetricalwegde-shapednotches, symmetrical
or asymmetricalwedge-shapednotcheswith a rounded vertex (frequently
with small between-ribbed or irregular hollows), one-stepped notches
(type of above-sedimentcorner), overhangingone-steppednotches (type
of water-levelcorner),quasi-prismaticnotches(rectangularhigher and less
or more deep slottednotchesbetweenlower and overhanging upper corrosion comer), deeper quasi-prismaticnotches ended by lateral channel or
wedge-shapednotch, and other similar types. Compositenotches present

more-phasedequivalent unitednotches, more-phased floor stepped notches, more-phased overhanging stepped notches, combined more-phased
floor and overhangingstepped notches, also other combined types.
Neighbouring lateral notches are united into monoform series (with
morphogenetically homogenous and dimensionallyquasi-equalnotches),
dimensionally polyfonn series (with morphogenetically homogenous
and dimensionallydifferent notches), morphogenetically polyform series
(with rnorphogeneticallydifferentand dimensionallyquasi-equalnotches)
or morphogeneticallyand dimensionallypolyform series (with morphogenetically and dimensionallydifferentnotches).From the morphological
point of view, polyform series of notches are differentiated into gradational and irregular series. Lateral notchesoccured on adjacentor opposite
sides of cave passages or halls are symmetrical or asymmetrical (Bella
2004).
If lateral water table or meandering notches deepened into cave rock

Fig. 5. Lateralmeanderingchannel,Seiryu-kutsuCave, Japan. Photo: P Bella

Fig. 6. Small overhangingstepped water-linenotches, Mejiro-doCave, Japan. Photo:
P Bella

Fig. 7. Lateral roundedrunnel in a hanging position, Stratena Cave,Slovakia. Photo:
PBella
.

Fig. 8. Small trough-shaped notch with transversalbet,veen-ribbedhollows,Dead Bats
Cave,Slovakia.Photo. P.Bella
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Fig. 9. Shallowchannelswith scallops, Domica Cave, Slo- Fig. 10. Lateralnotches and.fiat ceiling channel,Domica Fig. 11.Half-heart-shapednotches(Laugdeckentype),Na
valcia.Photo:P Bella
Cave, Slovakia.Photo:P Bella
SpicakuCave, CzechRepublic. Photo: P Bella

walls belong to geomorphic forms of cave levels, their development is
correlatedin connectionwith the stable erosionbase. In other cases, these
lateral notches are originated by local lateral corrosion/erosionin individual cave parts.
Acknowledgement:I am very grateful to Dr. Kensaku Urata for the
assistance of my cave field observations in Japan throughout two study
trips of Slovak speleologists in 2002 and 2003 supported by the Japan
InternationalCooperationAgency (JICA).
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Caracterizadon geomorfologicae hidrogeologica preUminar de la zona carsica del tercio inferior de la cmmca del rfo guanabo, en el occidente de Cuba
A. N. Abra ham Alonso, M, Guerra Oliva, M. Sanchez Cefada, 0. Duran Zarn.bozo
Institutode GeografiaTropical, CITMA,Ciudad de La Habana,Cuba

Abstract
Entre las funcionesy serviciosambientalesdel carso se distinguenla
formaci6nde acuiferos,la recarga del manto freatico y la construcci6n
de formaciones espeleol6gicas(cuevas, nichos, casimbas, etc.) que le
imprimen un valor ambiental y econ6micoa este tipo de litologia,por la
explotaci6nturistica y de sus recursos hidricosentre otros. La cuenca del

rio Guanabo esta ubicada en la region geomorfol6gicade las Alturas del
Norte de La Habana- Matanzas,el carsode esta region se desarrollaen un
relieve de llanura costera por lo que los problemasambientalesestan relacionadoscon la influencia del mar. El presentetrabajo,ofreceuna breve
caracterizaci6n geomorfol6gicae hidrogeo16g
ica de la zona carsica del
tercio inferior de la cuenca del rio Guanaboy algunos de los principales
problemasambientalesdetectados.
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A simple growth model for allogenic pedestals in glaciated karst.
Stein-.Erik Lauritzen

Departmentof Earth Science,Universityof Bergen,Allegaten 41, N-5007bergenNorway,Stein.lauritzen@geo.uib.no
Abstract
Limestonepedestals(Karrentische)are believedto developby differential corrosionbeneathand around a protectingboulder.Here, we develop mathematicalmodels for the size of limestonepedestals as a function
of time and the properties of the perched boulder. Theseproperties are the
shortesthorizontalaxis of the boulder, its shape factorand the rate of condensationcorrosionbeneathit. Because the shielding effect will decrease
with increasingpedestalheight,pedestals will, over time, attain a finite,
steady-state height. The time needed to aquire the steady-state height is
considerable,and probably longer than the Holocene (10,000years) for
most sites. The present-dayheightof pedestals in a given site is dependent
on up to 3 different parametersthat are likely to vary within a pedestal
population.Hence, the model also explains the variability observed in
pedestalheightswithin a site. A method for estimatingthe total denudation by meansof measurablepedestal propertieswas developedand tested
with favorable outcome on pedestal populations at the Svartisenkarst,
northNorwayand in north-westSpitzbergen.

piece of the local limestone (autogenic).The formationof a pedestal is
due to differentialcorrosion between the area beneath the boulder and
the surroundingarea, Figure 1a. The corrosionrate beneaththe boulderis
lower than elsewherebecause the boulder acts like an umbrellaand protects the limestone surface below from the action of corrosiveprecipitation. Pedestals are mostly found in glaciokarstsettings, where the growth
processwas zeroedby glacial erosionwhen the erraticswere laid down.
In the karst geomorphologicalliterature, much attention has been
given to the height of pedestals,and to their significance as measures of
total denudationin bare and alpinekarst settings(Ford & Williams1989,
Bogli 1961,Peterson 1982,White 1988).The averageor maximumheight
of pedestals have been taken as equivalentto the total denudation;this is
rarely the case. Here, we develop a simple mathematicalmodel for pedestal growth, which aims at determiningthe total denudationof the area
outside the pedestal (Lauritzen 1997). This growth model also explains
the variabilityobservedin pedestalheights.

Qualitat ive pro pertie s of pedestals

LimestonePedestals.
Limestonepedestais (Karrentische,Bogli 1960) develop underneath
boulders. The perched block can either be an allogenic,non-karsticrock
type (for instance,a glacial erratic in alpine karst) or it can be an in situ

The followingobservationsare based on alpine sites in.Norway and
Spitsbergen.Within the same area, pedestal heights reveal a rough positive correlation with the size of the perched boulder,althoughthere is a
considerablespread and linear models do not work (e.g. Finnesand2002,

X

Figure 1. Left: The height of an allogenic pedestal is ajimction of differentialcorrosionbenath and around the perched block. The height of any such pedestal is only a minimum
measureof the totaldenudationat the site. Right: Coordinatesystem and variablesused in the growth model.
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2003).There appearsto be a lower thresholdfor pedestalgrowth,because
pedestalsare absentbeneath smallboulders.
The top surfaceof the pedestal,beneath the boulder,is alwaysrugged
and pitted, indicatingthat corrosion·is going on even under the largest
boulders. (The largest boulder observedby the author was more than 4
m across). This corrosion mechanismmay be ascribed to condensation
(c, see below).A block restingon the groundwill not only shelteragainst
direct rainfall,but is also a locus of long-lasting,low levels of moisture.
Therefore,even the highestpedestalsare only a minimummeasureof the
total denudationaroundthem.
Supportingevidencefor variouscondensationand evaporation-related
processesbeneaththe bouldersis the existenceof botryoidalprecipitates
on minor protrusionsand edges, due to seasonalevaporation.This is also
a commonphenomenonon many otherkarst surfaces,like the sharpedges
of rillenkarren.
It must also be kept in mind that there is some differencebetween
the authogenickarrentische(describedby Bogli 1961)and allogenicpedestals carrying a non-carbonate,glacial erratic. Only allogenicpedestals
have uniquely defined initial conditions,i.e. resetting of the process at
t=0. The commencementof growth is not well defined for authogenic
blocks resting on its actualbedding plane parting, thus the height of the
pedestal is not necessarilya precise measure of the post-glacialdenudation of the site. In this case, the pedestalis the exhumed,or 'Hodoo type'
(Lauritzen2005).
The observedevaporationalprecipitatesand the attenuatedcorrosion
deducedfor authogenicblocks add complexityto the problem.A growth
model which include all these effects will inevitablybecome extremely
complicatedand have little but theoreticalinterest.A simplistic,approximate model which in some way summarizethese effects is preferable.A
growth model should, as a minimum,accommodatethe followingcriteria:
1. Thereis a minimum,or thresholdsize,xmin'
for a boulderto produce
a pedestal.The functiondescribingpedestalheightwith respect to
boulder size must not pass throughthe origin.
2. The functionmust include the condensationcorrosionthat occurs
beneath all boulders,regardlessof their size.
3. in order to be practicallyapplicable,the modelshouldbe as simple
as possible.

The model
The observedpedestalheight is a result of two independentcorrosion
rates acting on the karst surface,the rate outsidethe boulder(r1), and the
rate underneaththe boulder(r2). rl' is acting everywhereon the surrounding rock surface,and is identicalto the surfacedenudationrate of the loca-
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with solution:r2 = r1e-/Jx+ 6 (2). The differentialrate, r 1 - r2 is integratedwith respectto time, and simplifiedto:
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where h(XJ1:s tuc 111;;1gm u1 a g1vc;u pc;uc;Mci1 beneath a boulderwith
sizex, a is the total denudationfar away fromthe pedestal,~ the shielding
efficiency,or 'umbrellafactor', and finally,y the amountof condensation
corrosionacting on all surfaces, also beneath the boulder.The smallest
boulderthat can supporta pedestalthen becomes:
x.
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The scatterof pedestalheightsas a functionof bouldersize (e.g. shortest horizontalaxis) can then be explainedwith a familyof functions(eqn
3), all sharing the same a (i.e. total denudation),but having different~
and y, Figure2.
Estimatingthe total denudation(a).
Given a largenumberof pedestalsone may fit curvedfunctionsto the
data set to accommodatea commona, but with various ~ and y values.
This may be done by trial and error on a spreadsheetor by designing
proper computeralgorithms.The model (eqn. 3) may be linearizedto:

In[(a - r )- h ( x)] = -/Jx + In a

(5)

Realizingthat (a - y) = hmax'i.e. the maximum,asymptoticpedestal
height, ln(a) may be determinedby they-intercept of straightlines (for
various~) fitted to a plot ofln[hmax-h(x)]
versusln(x), Figure 3. hmax' and
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tion, Figure 1. It is independentof the propertiesof the boulder,or even
the existence of it. Beneath the erratic boulder,the surface is shielded,
dependingon variouspropertiesof both the boulderitself and of its surroundings.
As a first approximationwe assume shieldingis caused entirelyby a
shape effect (~), i.e. shieldingincreaseswith the 'size' of the block. This
effect is controlledby the boulder's ability to keep the underlyingrock
surface dry from snow and rain. Hence, the shortest horizontalaxis of
the boulder shouldbe a better measureof shieldingthan for instance,the
shadow-equivalentarea. Wehave :
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Figure2. Pedestalgrowthmodel,eqn(3).Pedestalheightas afunction of boulder 'size'
is representedby afamily offunctions, sharingthe same a and y, but withdifferent. (y)
and lower (y) boundaryis shown.
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Figure3. Pedestaldata linearizedaccordingto eqn (5). Theslope of eachline is equal
to the umbrellafactor (/J),so that this can be determinedfor each individual.
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Figure4. Identifyingboulderswith variousfJvalue in a linearizedplot. HighfJblocksdisplaypronounceddrip edges orflat undersides,low fJblocks have generallyslopingor convex
undersides,accordingto the conceptof an 'umbrellaeffect'. Data set of 185pedestals at Glomfjell,Svartisen,north Norway

thereby the common y-intercept (ln(a)) for upper and lower boundary
functions (Figure 2) may be determinedby iteration. This was done for
4 different pedestal populations, 3 at Svartisen (at The Arctic Circle in
North Norway,67°N) and one at Blomstrand,Svalbard(78°N).
The results are shown in Table L Total denudation (a) is 25 - 80 %
pendent assessmentof the total post-glacialdenudationfor the sites. Such
assessmentsare the maximumextent of protrudingquartz veins, (extrapolated) micro-erosionmeter readings, and hydrochemicaldenudationestimates, e.g. Lauritzen(1983, 1991). For example, for the Pikhaugenekarst
at Svartisen, we find that a= 200 mm, 1.7 times the highest observed
pedestalh(x) = 120mm. However,the highest observedprotrudingquartz
vein at 220 mm in the area is in good accordancewith this higher value.
We may assume solutional denudationof a quartz vein as neglible in this
environmentand timeframe. Assuming that post-glacial denudationtime
is some 10 ka, this correspondsto 0.020 mm/year, in good accordance
with the micro-erosion meter rate (during 14 years) of 0.018 mm/year.
Hydrochemicaldenudation(the autogenic component)is 0.033 mm/year
(Lauritzen 1991) which incorporateboth exo- and endokarstsolution.

What controls the umbrella effect?

In a linearizedscatterplot,we may identify families of pedestals sharing the same value of~. So far (august 2004), more than 200 pedestals
have not only been measured,but also subjected to accurate photogramrnetric shape analysis, GPS positioning, and evaluated in micro- and
macroscale landscape context. Multivariate analysis of these data is in

progress and will hopefully reveal the factors that most effectivelydetermine the 'umbrella effect'. This work will be presented later. However,
just by evaluatingphotographsof pedestals that display extreme ~ values,
it is very suggestible (or obvious) that boulders with flat or concave underside and distinct drip-edges tend to have high ~ values, whist boulders
with convex undersides and no drip-edges have the lowest ~ values of
them all, Figure 4.

Large pedestals.
As the pedestal grow taller, the sides of the pedestal and the underside
of the boulder becomes more exposed,and we should expect the shielding
effect to decrease with the aquired height of the pedestal. Given sufficient
time, the ultimate fate of a pedestal is extinction, as the top surface of the
pedestal may get sufficiently rounded to let the block fall off, and even a
new cycle may commence. We may also conceive a steady-state condition, where r 1 = r2• A time-dependentmodel for pedestal growth is:

(6)
where x, ~ and £ are as before, and the additional parameter8 describes
the inhibition of growth rate as a function of aquired height.A cartoon of
a pedestal's life cycle is depictedin Figure.5. Except for very small boulders, it is unlikely that any of the pedestals in the four study areas have
attained their maximum height, suggesting that a timespan much longer
than the postglacial ( > 10 kyr) is needed to see this effect.
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Figure5. The life cycle of a pedestal.a) commencementof growth,the block is left on a glacial(vsmmothedsurface(t=Q).~) Shielding((J)is optimaland thepedestalgrowsfast. c)
Thepedestal becomesso high that the sides are attacked, and it may reacha steady-stateconstantheight.d) most likely,thepedestal will becomeroundedand the block willfall off
beforestage c) is reached.e) a new cycle beginswhile the oldpedestal becomesdegraded.
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Table1
Pedestalparametersfor varioussites (All lengthsin mm.)
Location

Hmax Factor1
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Finnesand, S. (2003)Analyse av overflateformeri Glomfjellomradet
ved Svartisen.Norsk Grotteblad.(41), pp. 3-32.
Ford, D.C. & Williams,P.W.(1989) Karst geomorphologyand HydrologyUnwinHyman,London,601 pp.
Lauritzen,S.E. (1991):Autogenicand allogenicdenudationin carbon-

Conclusions.
A mathematicallysimple growth model for allogenic pedestals has
been developed. The model has three adjustable parameters, the total
denudation of the site, outside the pedestal (a), its umbrella factor (P),
and the condensationcorrosionacting on all surfaces(y). This allows us
to determinethe total, post-glacialdenudationof the site frommeasurable
properties of a pedestal population. Estimated total denudation is then
some 25- 80% higher than the maximumobservedpedestalheight.
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The Gnmli-Seter cave research project, Rana, North Norway
Stein-Er ik Laur itzen, Hilde Hestan gen, Sara M. Skutlaberg & Rannve ig 0vrevik

Departmento.fEarth Science, Universityof Bergen,Allegaten41,N-5007 , Bergen,Norway

Abstract

The Grnnli-SeterCave ResearchProject (2001- 2005) is a multidiciplinarystudy of one of the longestcaves in the countryand also the most
used tourist caves.The projectwas launchedto accommodatethe need for
a proper survey and thoroughknowledgeof the system.The work was
dividedinto threeMSc. Theses,coveringstructuralspeleology,cave sedimentologyand karst hydrology. The Grnnli-Seter system, consistingof
severalseparatecaves now have an aggregatesurveyedlengthof 8.2 km.
This has kd to detailed knowledgeon cave morphology,structural and
stratigraphiccontrol,paleohydrology,stratigraphyand sedimentological
fascies as well as details on aquifer behaviour, volume and present-day
dissolutionrate in the system.This makes the caves to the best surveyed
and most thoroughlyinvestigatedcaves in the country.

Introduction:the project
Grnnligrottaat Mo i Rana, North Norway is one of the oldest known
caves in the country.The first professionalaccount of the cave was in
1875, and the first survey publishedin 1914 (StPierre,2003). This cave
is also the oldest tourist cave in the country and also the only existing
commercialcave with electriclight and footpaths, attractingabout 8,000
visitorsper year.Later,the nearbycave Setergrottawas surveyed by Hom
(1947) and later Langgrotta-Isgrottawas added to the company (Grnnlie 1980).Cave sedimentsof Grnnligrottawere investigatedby StPierre
(1988) and L0vlie et al. (1988). On this background,the project was
launched as a 'total survey enterprise', shared between the authors, the
maps servedas an accuratebasis for detailedstudies of structuralspelology (Skutlaberg2003), hydrology(0vrevik 2002) and cave sedimentology (Hestangen2005).

Mo i Rana, north Norway,a Glacial through that leads directly out from
the Svartisen ice cap, Figure 1. The caves are located in bands of calcite and dolomiticmarble belongingto the R0dingefjellnappe complex
(S0vegjartoet al. 1989).The caves are locatednear the mica schist contact
in the upper limb of a recumbentfold, Figure 2. Thus the caves are confinedunder a dipping(19°NE)mica schist contactand are of Morphotype
B ('Low dip phreaticnetworkor maze') in the stripekarst cave classification of Lauritzen (2001).
Cave surveying
The caves were surveyedto BCRA grade SC by the use of compass,
clinometer,tape and laser rangefinder,using photographictripods as stations. Passage dimensionswere measured at each station and detailed
cross sectionsdrawn,recordinggeologicstructureslike foliationand fractures. Occationally,the polygon survey was linked to fixed points on the
cavewalls whichwere markedsemi-permanentlyby meansof a steel awl.
Survey data were processed on the cave survey program Grottolf (Lauritzen 2003). The projected centerline survey was exported as a HPGL
file (* .plt) and imported to Corel Draw for addition of passage details,
Figure 3. Speleometricresults are listed in Table 1. In additionto the surveying done by the authors, additionalexplorationalpushingand digging
towardsa connectionof all caves has been done:Nedre Isgrotta(Solbakk,
Lauritzenunpublished2002) and new,upstream extensionsof Setergrotta
('Det ForjettedeLand', Lauritzenand othersunpublished2003).

Locationand setting
The caves are all locatedin the wall and shoulderof R0dvassdalenat

[4°00'

14°30'

Figure 1 (above), Location and topographicsetting of the Gr@nlicaves in Redvassdalen at Mo i Rana,N. Norway

Figure 2 (right),Simplifiedgeologicalmap of the recumbentfold containingthe caves,
See textforfurther discussion.
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Table 1
Speleometric data for the Gnmli-Seter system
Cave

Length(m)

Grnnligrotta4,100

Depth(m)

Volume(m3)"

comment

110

12,290

Complete2002

3,540

Connected
by survey,
complete2002

Langgrotta440
Isgrotta
Nedre
Isgrotta

268

Setergrotta 3,430

Situatedbelow
isgrotta,2002-2003

25
81

46,130

Surveyby 2003,
includingextension

234
Total
8,238
a Volumecalculated from passage dnnens1onsat each survey station,
assumingrectangularcross-sections.
Structural speleology and paleohydrology (Skutlaberg 2003)

Structuralgeology
The present-day metasediments were folded and metamorphosed in
the late Silurian,Caledonianorogenywith regional compressionNW-SE.
The stress directionwas deviated around large granite bodies in East and
South so that the marbles were folded around them and in Gronlia the
compressionwas basicallyN-S creatingthe largerecumbentfold structure
which hosts the caves. A later E-W compressiondepressed the fold axis,
so that the structure plunges to the SE (Figure 2). Some brittle-ductile
shear planes seen in the caves are probably from this period. Later penetrationof tonalithicmagmatic dykes also penetratedthe carbonatemass.
A variable composition suggests different injection episodes, and they
have been displacedby later shear movements. As aquicludes,these dykes
displaya pronouncedinfluenceon speleogenesiswhere they occur. Later
fracturingin the brittle regime produced strong E-W and NW-SE striking, steeplydippingfault and shear planes. Neotectonicmovements(NS)
imply that some of the NE-SW shearplanesmight have been activated as
Riedel shears. Subsequent fracture systems developed as erosional unloadingoccurredand during the last, Tertiaryuplift. Glacio-isostaticloading/unloadingalso opened fractures, basically by sheeting mechanisms
closer to the surface.
Speleogenesis
Initial speleogenesiscommencedalong a pyrite-impregnatedhorizon
at the upper marble-schist contact, and we propose pyrite oxidation and
sulphuricacid corrosion as the first speleogeneticprocess, which is quite
common in Norway (Lauritzen 2001). Such marble-mica schist contacts

are often sheared, providing a primary void for attack by the oxidising
fluids. The timing of cave initialization is difficult to set, but the oxidation demand a meteoric environmentrather than hypogean,hydrothermal
conditions.Paleocurrentdirectionsbased on scallopmorphometry clearly
demonstratethat all caves were in general effluent with phreatic flow towards S. Consequently,flow was uphill and can only be explained by
subglacialhydraulic gradients (Lauritzen 1984),probably at stages when
local ice-streams filled the adjacent valley. Speleothem dating in other
caves in the region put subglacial scalloping back beyond 30 kyr (Lauritzen unpublished). Maze- and labyrinth morphology (Gronligrotta, Isgrotta and parts of Setergrotta)advocate epiphreaticpumping as the most
probable speleogeneticregime (See 0vrevik & Lauritzen, this volume).
The larger passages of Setergrotta and Langgrotta are developed along
almost vertical, NNE-SSW fractures and in pattern they form a series of
large phreatic loops in the inclined foliation contact (298°/19°NE), closely resembling the speleogeneticmodel for inclined bedding planes (Ewers 1982), see Figure 3. Late re-routing of drainage due to blockfall and
sediment chokes can be demonstratedin some places, as well as gradual
lowering of the watertable through schist and dyke barriers, creating epiphreatic conditions and flooding sumps. Later vadose curring is evident
along the present-day streamwaywhich forms an invasionpassage

Dissolution rate as a stratigraphictool
In spite of an extensive marble pack, the caves are clustered at the
upper schist contact.Apart from pyrite impregnationin the schist ceiling
and the magmatic veins, the marble also contain dolomitic horizons, so
that a more extensive chemical control of the stratigraphicposition of the
caves at horizoms of high speleogeneticaffinity cannot be ruled out from
inspectionalone. Therefore,the karst rocks were logged at great detail and
investigatedfor chemicaland mineralogicalcomposition.In particular,we
measureddissolutionrates on rock tablets and powder in free-driftexperiments at ambient,atomophericPco2 in order to detem1inedissolutionrates
at various stages of saturation. We propose that loss of ignition at 800°
(expelling CO), dissolution in dilute HCl (total Ca- and Mg-carbonates)
and kinetic properties are the best measures of speleogenticaffinity.Over
a stratigraphicdistance of 150 m, of which the caves occupy the upper 30
m, intial dissolution rate and apparent time to saturation on powder runs
show that the upper 75 m of the sequence has a higher speleogeneticaffinity than the lower half. However,we did not find any preferential zone
of neither purity nor dissolution rate that could explain the much closer
clustering of passages (apart from the pyrite impregnation).We therefore
suggest that the stratigraphicposition of the caves is mainly a hydraulic
effect; the cave was created in the phreatic zone, confined beneath the
mica schist ceiling rock.
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Figure 4. H}@kullaup
fascies in setergrotta.Rounded boulders imbricateduphill indicate enormousdischargesout of the system.Photo S.E. lauritzen.
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Figure 5. Sand sequencefrom Gr@nligrotta
with calcite,u-seriesdated to 10, 15 and 27
kyr.From Hestangen(2005).
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Stratigraphyand sedimentological fascies (Hestangen 2005)
Sedimentologicalfasciesfound in the caves
Except for the active streamways and some phreatic tubes, most of
the cave floor is covered with sediments. Grain sized cover all ranges,
from glacial clays to blocks. Stagnant, glacilacustrinefascies have been
detected in a few places, the best section is at a high level in Grnnligrotta,
where paleomagneticdating suggestslacustrineconditionsat 8.9 - 9.5 kyr,
under ice-contactconditions(L0vlie et al. 1988).Pluvial sand and gravel
is the most common fascies, such sections contain numerous cut-and-fill
structures, making lithostratigraphiccorrelation difficult even over short
distances. Flood and levee-type deposits are found in the large, downstream passages of Setergrotta,as well as the epiphreaticpassages display
parallel accretion of organic mud in the ceiling and walls. The most dramatic fascies found in the cave is the hj@kullaup
fascies, represented by
huge rounded boulder that are imbricateduphill in a sloping gallery. The
blocks have median axes of about 3 m and equally large giant scallops or
inverted potholes are eroded into the mica schist roof above the deposit,
Figure 4. We ascribe these conditionsto have occurred during deglaciations, when large amounts of water were availableand ice-contactcreated
phreatic conditionsin the cave.
Uranium-seriesdating of flowstonescovering sedimentsyielded midHolocene dates whilst several calcareous concretions (Hohlekrapfen)
yielded isochron ages of mid-Weichselianage (28- 32 kyr). One of them
were in direct contact with a sand sequence,Figure 5.

Hydrogeologyand dissolutionrate (0vrevik 2002)
Methods
Stage, water temperatureand electric conductivitywere automatically
monitored with sensors and data loggers at two stations; the cave inlet
(Grnnligrotta)and the main spring. Dischargewas estimatedby standard
salt dilution method and stage-dischargecurves were established.A systematic program of quantitativefluorometricdye tracing experimentswas
carried out by standard proceduresusing RhodamineWT. Water samples
were collected manuallyby conventionalprocedure.
Hydrologicmeasurements
Spring discharge, during the hydrological year 2000/2001, averages
130 ± 50 1/s,and can exceed 2000 1/sduring storm flow. The lowest discharges appear during winter. FromApril to mid-June,dischargeis dominated snow-melt.The aquifer modifies the hydrographto a minor extent.
Flood response is rapid and accompaniedby sharp changes in chemistry
and temperature. The specific conductivityin the spring (mean about 32

µSiem) is significantlyhigher than in the cave inlet (mean about 24 µS/
cm) due to dissolved CaCO3• Watertemperaturein the Grnnli-Seteraquifer is bimodal due to the sub-arcticclimate. During winter, spring water
temperatureapproach 3°C in stable periods while it in summer stabilizes
at about 10°C.

Fluorometricdye tracing
The Grnnli-Seteraquifer has singlepeaked breakthroughcurves,relatively high recovery and insignificantdifference in water discharge between sink and spring, indicatingan aquifer with a rather simple conduit
system and little dispersion.Volumeestimatesbased on mean tracer transit time, are plotted versus distance in figure 6. There is a distinct change
in gradient in the curve which seems to take place a few hundred metres
downstream of Grnnligrotta.In accordancewith observationsand mapping, the downstream,mostly phreatic parts of the system display a relatively high specific volume, about 4 m3/m, whilst the essentiallyvadose,
upstream parts (i.e. Grnnligrotta)display a much lower specific volume,
about 1 m3/m.
Waterchemistry
pH is slightly alkaline as common for karst water, ranging from 6.8
to 8.3. Bicarbonate, HCO3-, and calcium, Ca2+, are the most abundant
ion components in the system. They are positively correlated and concentrationsincrease through the aquifer.The aquifer also contains lower
concentrationsof magnesium,Mg2+. All three componentsare negatively
correlatedwith dischargeand positively correlatedwith specific conductivity. Other ions present are Na+,Cl-, SO/ and K+.All water samplesare
stronglyunder-saturatedwith respect to calcite (and dolomite)with saturation indexes rangingbetween -1.1 and -3.3. The saturationindex of calcite is significantlyhigher in the spring than in the cave inlet at the same
discharge(two-tailed,paired t-test, p < 0.001).Water in the aquifer never
reaches saturation,because the contact time betweenwater and marble is
too short to exploit the whole dissolutionpotential of the water.
Chemicalcorrosionrate
To make an estimate of the chemicalcorrosionrate in the aquifer we
simplify calculationby making some assumptions.Accordingto Palmer
(1991), the rate solutionalwall retreat, S, in a passage segment of finite
length (L) and essentiallyconstant cross-sectioncan be estimatedby the
followingequation:
S

= 31.56Q(C - C0 )

(1)
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whereQ = discharge, C0 and Care soluteconcentrationsat the upstream
and downstreamend of the segment,respectively,p = wet perimeterand pr
is densityof the carbonaterock (2.7 g/cm3) . The coefficient31.56 converts
secondsto years, grams to milligramsand litres to cm3• The numeratoris
the transportrate of calcite, T, out of the passage. Mean annualrun-off in
the spring is 130 ± 50 1/swhich yield a total annual transport of calcite
between7.7 and 14.2metric ton, with a best estimateof 11.1metric ton.
The length of the aquifer is 2800 m. The vadose and phreatic parts of the
aquiferhave quite differentmean cross-sectionalareas, about 1 m2 and 4
m2, respectively.The phreatic part of the aquifer is about 1800 m long,
while the vadose part is about 1000 m long. The wet perimeter of the
phreaticpart is estimatedas a circle while the wet perimeterof the vadose
part is estimatedas three sides of a square.The perimeterof smoothcylinders turned out to underestimatethe perimeter of irregular cross-sections
by about57 %. Accordingto this relationthe wet perimeterof the phreatic
conduitswill be 11.5m, and for the.vadose conduits5.1 m. The best estimate of wall area exposedto corrosionis then 25 892 m2• From equation
( 1) the chemical corrosion rate is calculatedto range between O.11 and
0.20 mm/yr,with a best estimate of 0.16 mm/yr.Instantaneouschemical
corrosionrates have been estimatedfrom total hardness in water samples
and correspondingdischargemeasurements,Figure 7.
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Speleothemedating from Svarthammerholaand MIS 7 oxygen isotope and uraniumseries study
Lauritzen
Departmentof earth sciences, Universityof Bergen,Norway
E. Fed_ie,S.

Abstract
Dating of a stalagmite found under ice cover in Svarthammarholain
northernNorway(give more geography)is being undertakenby means of
uraniumseries analysis. It is believedthat the developmentof this speleothem spans the time of marine isotope stage 7 (MIS7). Preliminarydating carried out by S.E.Lauritzenshow that the speleothemis at least 200
OOOyr.
This particularintervalis of significantinterestbecause, currently;

very few terrestrial deposits representing this time have been found in
northernNorway.It is the intention of this study to localize growth in the
speleothemwhich is attributed to interglacial 7 (Domnitz?)and identify
the 13C/180 variabilityfor use as a climateproxy.The final goal being to
build a climate curve with correlated (absolute?)age which will describe
conditionsin northernNorway roughly 200 OOOyr
ago.
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Abstract
Speleothemshave proven to be generallywell-preservedand widely
distributedterrestrialtools for tracingpalaeoclimatichistory (Yakset al.
2003, Hou et aL 2003, Bums et al. 2001, Gascoyne1992).Furthermore,
some speleothems(especiallystalagmites)haveprovento be datablewith
high precision,using U/Th decayschemes(Richards& Dorale2003,Neff
et al. 2001, Wang et al. 2001). Few speleothemshave been dated with
U/Pb series so far (Richardset al. 1998).
Here we presentthe U/Th and stableisotoperesultsobtainedfrom stalagmitesretrievedfrom SouthernSiberiancavesdocumentingthe climate
variabilityof the interior of CentralEurasia. Furthermorewe carried out
ICP-MSand XRD measurementsin orderto screenselectedelementsand
identifythe mineralogyof the speleothems.
We report data from two caves (i) Botovskayacave locatedin Ordivician limestone670 km NE of Irkutsk and (ii) Polytechnikacave located
in RhipaeiclimestonesNW of the vicinityof LakeBaikal.All stalagmites
(with one exception)analyzedshow230Th/238U > 1 and hence are in secular
equilibriumand older than ~500ka (Edwardset al. 1986/87).Stalagmite
Boti 881 (Botovskayacave) consistsof both, calciteand aragoniteminerals. Wehave foundhigh uraniumconcentrationsofup to 73.6ppm. Therefore this stalagmiteseems suitablefor U/Pb dating(Richardset al. 1998).
Stable oxygen isotope ratios range from -11.2 %0to -14.1 %0(VPDB
standard).o13C values vary from +1.8 %0to -1.6 %0.StalagmitePoly 1
(Polytechnikacave) consists of pure calcite. Its uranium concentration
reaches 0.95 ppm. Stable oxygen isotope ratios range from -11.7 %0to
-14.2 %0(VPDB standard).o13C values vary between -3.9 %0and -7 %0.
These changes in the isotopiccompositionin the stalagmite'scalcite are
most probablyclimate-related.
Future work will be focused on U/Pb dating. This method can give
speleothem ages well beyond the establishedU/Th dating method and
therefore these potential data may be extremelyinterestingfor Neogene
palaeoclimatereconstruction.
Comparisonof our data with results from the Baikal Drilling Project
will help us to validateindependentlyboth records and to elucidate climatic history of this still under-representedcontinentalregion.

Introduction
Speleothems(secondarycave deposits)are widely distributedpowerful archives of palaeoclimaticproxies (McDermott2004). Advances in
mass spectrometryenableus to analysetrace elementsand stableisotopes,
as well as radioactive elements with very high precision. Since stalagmites are very stableover long periodsof time, and can be datedprecisely
with U/Th and U/Pb methods(Richardset al. 1998),they are most useful
for paleoclimateresearch.
Here we present first stalagmiterecords from SoutheastSiberia (see
fig. 1). Two cave locationshave been sampledand three stalagmitesanalysed. Botovskayacave is located near river Lena, about 670 km NE of
Irkutsk.The plateau, in which the cave is developed,consistsof Ordovician sediments(sandstone,siltstoneand limestone).The cave is a horizontal maze labyrinthand is longerthan 60 km (Gobel& Breitenbach2003).
Polytechnikacave is a vertical cave locatedin the PribaikalskMountain ridge, about 70 km E of Irkutsk.The host rock is Riphaeiclimestone
21-28
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Fig. 1 Map of lake Baikal and surroundingregion.Localitiesof Botovskayaand Polytechnikacaves areshownas stars.

and the cave is a multi-levelsystem,boundto tectonicfaults.Lake Baikal
is ca. 7 km to the SE (Breitenbachet al. 2004).
Both caves are situatedin a regionwith strongcontinentality,and thus
high annual temperatureamplitude,.though lake Baikal has a mitigating
effect(Endlicher2000, Breitenbach2004).

Methods
Sampleswere prepared for petrologicand stratigraphicobservations
by cutting and polishing stalagmitesfrom both caves. Thin slides were
prepared for CL (cathodoluminescence)microscopy.We carried out XRay diffraction(XRD)measurementsfor mineralogyand ICP-MSanalysis for elementalscreening.To distinguishbetweencalcite and aragonite,
we used both, cathodoluminescencemicroscopictechniques and XRD
(Breitenbach 2004). We used a ThermoFinniganDELTN1usxL mass
spectrometerwith coupled GasbenchII for stable isotope measurements
C and 8180). To determineages, U and Th isotopicratios have been
(o13
measuredon a FinniganNeptunemulticollectorinductivelycoupledmass
spectrometer(MC ICP-MS).Althoughthis methodallowshigh precision
age determinationup to ~500,000 years, we foundthat the isotopicratios
in the analysedstalagmitesare in secularequilibrium, showingthat they
have been precipitatedbeyondthe limit of the U/Th method(Edwardset
al. 1986/87). Thereforewe concentrateon U/Pb techniquesfor dating.
This method is well establishedfor rock older than half a million years
(Tera& Wasserburg1972)and only recentlyfor comparativelyyoungcarbonates(Richardset al. 1998).
Stable isotope samples (2 x 250±50µgeach) have been taken along
the growthaxis with a cleanedin 10%HCl stainlesssteel drill bit (0 0.5
mm) and along individualgrowth layers for Hendy tests (Fig. 2 and 3).
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After closure of the samples in glass vials under helium inert atmosphere
at 72.0±0.1°C, phosphoric acid (concentratedHl0 4) was added and the
CO2 generatedtransferredthrough a GC column into the mass spectrometer (see Spotl & Vennemann2003 for methodical details). The 20 error
for 613C and 6180 is <0.1 %0 .
ICP-MS samples have been taken with a 1 mm drill bit for U concentration measurements.Samples for U/Th measurementsfor age calculations were taken using a 0.5 mm drill bit. Sample size ranges from 0.14 to
0.19 g (Botovskayacave) and 0.1 to 1.04 g (Polytechnikacave). Analytical sampletreatment is describedin Edwardset al. 1986/87.

Results
Petrography
Stalagmite Boti 881 from Botovskaya cave is a 162 mm long cone
with a maximumdiameter of 75 mm. The samples show a dense palisade
crystal structure, with laminae in sub millimetrescale. The crystal growth
is radial. The top of this stalagmiteshows a broken remnant of a stalactite.
SampleBoti 881 consists of both, aragonite and calcite (three XRD samples). Layered Mn and Mg enrichmentare vaguely

Tab. 1 U and Th samples taken from Boti 881 and Poly 11
o234LJm2

23su(ng/g)

232Th
(pg/g)

Poly 1-1a

711.1±0.1

15,262± 16

4.9 ± 0.2

1.023 ± 0.004

145.6± 0.5

Poly 1-1b

710.5 ± 0.2

19,084± 42

5.5 ± 0.3

1.0·17± 0.007

115.7± 0.8

Poly 1-1c

704.6 ± 0.1

12,423± 14

3.7 ± 0.2

1.025 ± 0.004

177.7± 0.6

Poly 1-3

863.1 ± 0.3

230.0 ± 0.2

3.7 ± 0.3

1.030± 0.001

11.8± 3

Poly 1-4

1,098.2± 0.3

158.8±0.1

1.6 ± 0.2

1.031 ± 0.001

21.8 ± 8

Poly 1-5

780.3 ± 0.3

294.0 ± 0.2

-0.3 ± 0.3

1.030 ± 0.001

8.4 ± 1.6

Poly 1-6

740.5 ± 0.3

319.5±0.2

0.3 ± 0.3

1.035 ± 0.001

7.3 ± 1.3

Poly 1-7

901.4 ± 0.3

187.7± 0.2

3.7 ± 0.3

1.031 ± 0.001

15.1 ± 4.7

1.031 ± 0.001

31.5±17.5

1.048 ± 0.008

115.7± 9

Sample

(23oThf238LJt/

)ac/x 103
(230Th/232Th

Poly 1-8

1,034.1± 0.3

103.5±0.1

-221.1±0.2

Boti 881-5

33,474± 19

926.6 ± 15.7

13.80± 0.6

Boti 881-6

45,879 ± 18

422.5 ± 6.7

13.61± 0.4

1.045 ± 0.006

347 ± 56

Boti 881-7

73,632± 20

131.3± 2.2

15.52± 0.3

0.895 ± 0.004

1,533± 826

Boti 881-8

52,773± 19

149.1± 2.4

16.71± 0.4

1.050 ± 0.005

1,136 ± 530

Boti 881-9

45,069± 19

1,441± 24

15.53± 0.4

1.087 ± 0.006

103.9± 5.2

Boti 881-10

29,655± 22

1,018± 20

15.44± 0.8

1.050± 0.010

93.3 ± 7.7

1All errors are 2a standarddeviation.
26234
234
8U)/(234
3measuredwhere (234
U/23
U/238U)eq]-1}x10
U/238U}eqis the atomic ratio at secular
Um={[(
10,A =9.158x1Q6(Chen et al. 2000)
equilibrium; A234=2.8262x10-06,A238=1.55125x1Q230
3Activity ratio calculated.by dividing230
Th/238U by the 230
Th/238U atomic ratio at secular equilibrium.

visible in Boti 881, which may be a palaeoclimateproxy (McDermott
2004).
Stalagmite Poly 1 from Polytechnika cave is 220 mm long, with a
~50 mm diameter.It is pristine calcite (two XRD samples),except for the
lowermostpart and the edge, where clay particles are incorporated.The
crystalsare in the form of radial columnarpalisades. Both stalagmitesare
dense and finely laminated. Boti 881 is white and shows weathering at
the edge, whereas Poly 1 shows a brown color and shows no secondary
alteration.

Geochronology
From both stalagmitespresentedhere, 6-8 samples for each stalagmite
were taken for U/Th dating. The sample size required was calculated after
determinationof the 238U concentrationon 3-4 samples (~ 100mgeach) on
a Finnigan ELEMENTICP-MS. To control the samples for detrital thorium 230, the activity ratio 230Th/232Th is used. If this ratio is bigger than
100,the detrital thorium fraction is assumedto be negligible.As it turned
out, the entire materialdiscussedhere is older than ~500,000 years. This is
based on the 230
Th/238U activityratio found to be > 1 (tab. 1), which representssecularequilibriumof the parent and daughterisotopesand hence the

limit of the U and Th method (Edwardset al. 1986/87). The smaller errors
found for the activities for samples Poly 1-3 to Poly 1-8 reflect the fact
that we use a larger sample mass and also we improved the blank value.
We are not able to explain the 3%-excess above the secular equilibrium
number with our internal or external precision. We are establishingU/Pb
dating techniquesusing MC ICP-MS analysis, which hopefully will also
help us to understand the activity values found. Fortunately, stalagmite
Boti 881 shows very high 238U concentrations(tab. 1, fig. 2). We use the
ratios of stable lead isotopes to determine the age of the sample (Tera &
Wasserburg1972). So far, we are able to implement a column separation
procedure to obtain lead and uranium fractions with minimal amount of
calcium. This method will allow dating these surprisinglyold stalagmite
samples. The low 238U concentrationin Poly 1 (fig. 3) will probably not
allow U/Pb age determination.
Further we found that the 238U concentrationtrend in Boti 881 shows
similaritiesto the 6180 curve,'although the number of samples is not sufficient for detailed comparison. Similar observationshave been reported
by Kuang et al. (2002) and were interpretedas related to organicmatter in
soil above the cave. Thus, the 238U concentrationmay be another palaeovegetationindicator.We cannot clearly observe the same trend in Poly 1,
probablybecause of a lack of more samples.
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Fig. 2 Stable isotope ratios,Hendy-testplots and Uconcentrationsof stalagmiteBoti 881 (Botovskayacave). The3-pointrunningaverage is given in red,the 7-pointrunningaverage
in blue. The uraniumconcentration shows similarities with the 0180 record.

Stable Isotopes
For stable isotopemeasurements,more than 550 sub-samplesfor Poly
1 and more than 280 sub-samplesfor Boti 881 were recovered.Multiple
Hendy-testswere carriedout to test for isotopicfractionationin individual
growth layers (Hendy 1971).In fig. 2 and 3 the isotope ratios, 813C and
0180, against growth axis, as well as the Hendy-testplots are given. Stable oxygen isotope ratios range of Boti 881 from -11.2 %0to -14.1 %0
(all isotope values are given againstViennaPee Dee Belemnite(VPDB)
standard).The uncertaintyin the Hendy-testshas been consideredto be
negligible(with the variationin the calcite11
818Oc = 0.2 < 2 CTstandarddeviation(= 0.2 %0 - 0.3 %0)). Therefore,
isotopic equilibriumduring stalagmite growth is assumed (Linge et al.
2001,Breitenbach2004).
The o13C valuesvary from +1.8 % 0 to -1.6 % 0. Here the 2 CTerror for the
measurementsis <0.2 % 0. o13C values of this range are commonlyassociated with C3 vegetation(McDermott2004, Baker et al. 1997).Nonetheless, since we find both, aragoniteand calcite, in Boti 881, interpretation
of isotopic signatures remains difficultbecause of possible fractionation
betweenboth phases (Breitenbach2004).
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The stableoxygenisotoperatios of Poly 1 rangefrom -11.7 %0 to -14.2
with 2crstandarddeviationof <0.3 % 0. Five Hendy-testtraverseswere
taken,none of whichshowssignificantcorrelationbetween813C and 0180.
11818Ocis as big as 0.77 %0, but is causedby samplingerror (for detailssee
Breitenbach2004).A toleranceof 0.5 %0 in /1o18Oc is assumedfollowing
Lingeet al. 2003.Equilibriumconditionsare likelyfor the time of precipitation of sampledgrowthlayers.
The o13C values vary between -3.9 %0 and -7 % 0 and 2cr= 0.16 %0 .
These values may be related to shifts in the vegetationabove the cave
betweenC3 (forest)and C4 (grasses)photosynthesis(McDermott2004).
% 0,

Conclusions
The petrographyof both stalagmitessupportspalaeoclimaticanalysis, because the samples consist of dense laminatedand not secondary
effectedcalciteand aragonitematerial.Theuse of the U/Pb datingmethod
will allow us for the first time to determinepalaeoclimateproxies older
than 500,000years from stalagmitesfromthe continentalSiberia. Furthermore,the high uraniumconcentrationsin Boti 881 may be anotherproxy
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itself for soil and/or vegetationcover on the surface (Kuang et al. 2002).
The stable isotope signals in both stalagmites shows large variations
and are therefore useful for climatic interpretation.Further investigation
will show detailed analysis of various proxies of these extraordinaryold
records from a region not well explored yet. Comparisonwith records
from lake Baikal will enable us to understandthe climate of the past of
this continentalAsian region.
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Abstract
Raciskapecina Cave (Matarskopodolje,SW Slovenia)at about 590 m
a.s.l. consistsof simple southwardsdippinggallery,which is mostly over
10 wide and 5-10 m high and 304 m long. It was formed in paragenetic
or epiphreaticconditions.The studied section was about 13 m long with
compositethickness of sampled profile of 552 cm. The lower part (177
cm) is built of 3 sequences,individualgrowth stages of huge vaulted stalagmite.They consist of massive but porous speleothemswith interbeds
of red clays and unconformities.The secondpart consistsof subhorizontal
laminated,mostlyporousflowstones,sometimeswith gours,red clays and
calcitisedsilts. Collapsedroof blocks cover clays with finds of fauna.The
top part is built of huge stalagmites,which were not studied. Standard
analyticalprocedurefor detectionof palaeomagneticpropertieswas used:
thermaldemagnetisationfor 18 samples,and alternating-fielddemagnetisation for 111samples. The obtained data have high-resolutioncharacter
with distanceof samples in centimetres.Samplesof clays from principal
clay accumulationwere washed. Fossil remains were found in clay layer
in the middle of the profile covered by collapsedblocks from roof. Rodents and rests of probably fresh-watercrabs were found. Rodent (vole)
rests representedpoorly determinableassemblageof fragmentsof rooted
teeth (molars).The character of mammal assemblage,especially rooted

form and internal texture of teeth excludes Quaternaryage. Determined
Borsodia(Lagurini)- B. cf. hungarica,Mimomyspitymyoidesgroupsand
Apodemus (Sylvaemus)cf. sylvaticus indicate Pliocene biozone MNI 7 ·
(Villanyian,cca 1.8 to 2.4 Ma). The characterof speleothems,especially
high porosity,can indicate rapid growth in warm and humid climate and
syn- and postdepositionalcorrosion of speleothems.Clay intercalations
representresult of floods with allochthonousload. Alternationof normal
and reverse polarised magnetozonesand palaeontologicalcontent enable
to fix well our data with the GPTS. The bottom of Olduvaisubchron(1.77
to 1.95 Ma) was detected within clay with fauna. Short normal chron
just below detected Olduvai bottom is comparedwith Reunion subchron
(2.14-2.15 Ma). The lower part of profile can be compared with dominantly normal polarised Gauss chron (from 2.581 Ma). According to arrangementof individualsubchrons,studiedprofileterminatesat about 3.2
Ma. The geometryof subchronsin profile is changedby numerousbreaks
in deposition. Obtained picture can estimate the duration of individual
breaks up to 150-250ka. This fact can also explain36° differencein declination values in upper and lower parts indicatingpaleorotationsof the
respective tectonic block. Collapsed roof blocks in the clay with fauna
indicate some tectonic unrest at about 1.9 Ma.
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Abstract
About Several Problems on Dating Stone-DoorTunnels and Caves
SamvelM. ShaninyanArmenianSpeleologicalCenterAbstractThe stonedoor caves are undergroundengineeringconstructions,which were only
built in the territory of historicalArmenia. Similar caves come across in
North-Westernareas of Turkey,around the formerArmeniancapitalAni,
near Bayazetand at the foot of MountainArarat A report on these caves
has been presented(UIS 1989, 10thcongressII, p 440-442).These exquisite engineeringconstructionspresentsignificanttheoretical,practicaland

archeologicalinterest. On the basis of analysis of the research material
from the archeologicalconstryctionsof Armenia both usage period and
the constructiondate of these huildingswere determined.As a result it appeared that: The art of stone-doorcaves got lost in XIX c Variousdetails
of stone-doorcaves come acrossboth in medievalfort complexes(fortress
of Amberd, Ilikia and Paravi) and in the cyclopean forts of Arbatta or
Ararat kingdom(IX - VII BC) in Gegharkunikregion.The applicationof
stone doors in church-buildinghas not been registered.
1
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Abstract
OkgyeCave containsa variety of speleothemssuch as stalactite,soda
straw, stalagmite,flowstone, cave coral, and draperies, etc. Most speleothems are composed of aragonite and/or calcite. Recently cave flower
composedof gypsum was discovered. Okgye Cave has been developed
by corrosion/erosionof groundwateralong the joints and bedding planes
of the Ordovicianlimestone (SeokbyeongsanFormation, Joseon Supergroup). XRD analysisrevealedthat the cave flower is entirely composed
of gypsum. This speleothemis present only in the small part of the dry
passage.The speleothemoccurs on the surface of fallen rock (or wall) as
a crust, and sometimesit is includedas a wedge within the rock, parallel
to the beddingplane. The pH values of meteoricwater, streamwater, and

cave water ranges from 6.4 to 8.3, and the stream and cave water values
tend to be higher (6.8 ~ 8.3). The 834S contents of the dissolved SO/ in
cave water and meteoric water range from 3.5 to 5.8 %0 (CDT), whereas
those in stream water show the narrower range (3.9 ~ 5.2 %0), The 834S
values of the pyrite in surrounding limestone range from -13.5 to -2.9
%0.Therefore,the 834S compositionsof the gypsumflower (2.6 ~ 4.5 %0)
are more depletedthan those of meteoric water and cave water, but more
enrichedthan that of the pyrite. A simplemass balance suggeststhat most
sulfur of the gypsum flower was mostly supplied from meteoric water.
Also the inverserelationshipbetweendissolvedsulfateand its 834S values
confirmsthe sulfur source.

Sueleoluutr:ul

1. Introduction
Limestonecaves in Korea are mostlydevelopedin the Carmbro-Ordovician carbonaterocks (JoseonSupergroup). The SeokbyeongsanFormation is distributedin Sangye-riarea in GangneumgCity and more than
20 limestone caves including the Okgye Cave have been developedin
this area. The Okgye Cave,nominatedas the KangwonProvincialMonument No. 37, is also called 'Cave Flower Cave' due to the abundanceof
anthodites,helictites,and moonmilk.The cave is about 950 m long (main
passage=750m, branches=200m),and developednorthto south alongthe
directionsof the joints and beddingplanes of the surroundinglimestone.
The passage is more or less horizontal(Woo, 1999; Choi et al., 2003).
The cave was developedfrom the corrosionand erosion of groundwater
whichwas suppliedalong the joints and beddingplanes.In the cave, various mineralswere reportedincludingcalcite, aragonite,halite, dolomite,
and hydromagnesite(Woo, 1999).Gypsumspeleothemisrecentlyfound,
and this is the first report of the gypsum speleothemin Korea. Gypsum
formationwas reportedin limestonecavesthat were developedby the dissolutionby sulfuricacid which was formedby the oxidationof hydrogen
sulfide.Gypsumcan be also formedby the evaporationof sulfate-richcave
water. In addition,gypsum can be precipitatedby the oxidationof pyrite
or dissolutionof anhydriteor gypsumand reprecipitation(George, 1977;
Hill, 1979;Hill and Forti, 1986;Palmer,1986;Pohl and Born, 1935;Pohl
and White, 1965).Gypsumspeleothemdeposit,morethan a few metersin
thickness,can be formedwhen sulfur-richgroundwatercirculates.But it
is relativelyrare in limestonecaves elsewhere(Palmerand Palmer,1995).
The objectivesof this paper are to delineatethe originof the gypsumcave
flowerbased on texturaland geochemicaldata.

2. Geologicsetting
The SeokbyeongsanFormation which includes the Okgye Cave is
mostly composedof limestonewith a minor contributionof calcic dolomite and dolomite.The dolomitedistributionis quitepatchy and irregular.
Strikedirectionof the beddingplanes is N10~20°E,and that of the joints
is EW and N75~89°W.No perennialstreamis presentnear the cave.

3. Methods
Gypsum samples were collected for textural examinationand geochemicalanalyses.Thin sectionswere examinedto understandthe texture
and the mineralogywas determinedusing X-ray diffractometer(XRD;
Philipse Bruker D5005). Cave water, rainwater,and stream water were
collected from June to December,2002. Elementalcompositionsof the
waters were determinedusing ion chromatograph(IC; Dionex DX-320)
and inductivelycouplesplasma spectrometer(ICP; LeemanPS950).Pyrite mineralswere separatedusing magneticbarrier laboratoryseparator
after the digestionwith acid. Sulfurisotopiccompositionswere analyzed
using stable isotope mass spectrometer(VG Isotech, Prism II) after the
precipitationas BaSO4 from dissolvedsulfur (Kolthoffet al., 1969),and
the data was obtained in Korea Basic ScienceInstitute.Analyticalerror
for the sulfur isotope is ±0.2 %0,and NBS-127(834Scor=20.32 %0)was
used as a standard.The sulfur isotopevalues are reportedhere relativeto
CanyonDiabloTroilite(CDT).

4. Results
4.1 GypsumSpeleothem
Cave flower in this study is entirely composed of gypsum
(CaSO4 ·2Hp), and mostly occurs where rock-falls.arepresent. Gypsum
crystals are mostly acicular, but rosette-shapedgypsum flower is also
present. They are white to transparentand the size of the crystalsranges
from 0.5 to 6 cm. They usually occur in cracks such as joints or bedding

planes,and the growth of the gypsumcrystalssometimesresult in breaking limestone.This is why many rock-fallsare presentwherethe gypsum
formationis present.The growthof some gypsumcrystalsbreak the rock
into pieces or make beddingplane bend.
4.2 Chemical Compositionof Cave Water,Stream Water,and Rainwater
Cavewater has the pH valuesrangingfrom 7.7 to 8.0, and water temperature(=about 11.7 °C)is constantthroughoutthe year.Steamwaterand
rainwaterhave pH valuesof7.7 to 7.8 and watertemperatureis 14.4~14.5
and 25.1~29°C,respectively.Sulfurisotopiccompositionof the cave water (834S = 3.5 ~5.8 %0)showssimilarrangeto those of streamwater (834S
= 3.9 ~ 5.2 %0)and rainwater(834S = 5.4 %0).Sulfurisotopiccompositions
of the gypsum flower is 2.6~4.5 %0,which is more enrichedthan those
of pyrite in surroundinglimestone(834S = -13.5~-2.9%0).8D and 8180
values of rainwatershowwide ranges of -103~-53.4%0and -14~-7.3%0.
However,8D values of cave and streamwaters have relativelynarrower
ranges-of-80.3~-57.2and -73.7~-64.4%0,and 8180 valuesalso shownarrower ranges of -ll.3~-8.4 and -10.5~-9.7%0,respectively.The 8D and
8180 values follow the MeteoricWater Line of Craig (1961). Chemical
compositionof rainwateris mostly controlledby water vapor, gas composition in atmosphereand anthropogenicpollutants(Faure, 1991). Cl' NO3-, and SO/ compositionsof rainwateris 2.2~3.6, 12.9~21.7,and
7.3~9.9mg/t Cavewaterhas similarCI-composition
(2.87~3.30mg/f) to
rainwater,howeverNO3-and SO/ compositions(12.86~21.65,7.33~9.88
mg/£) are higher. Streamwater has Cl-,NO3-, and SO/ compositionsof
2.9~4.3,7.0~16.9,and 6.3~7.2mg/£, and they are higherthan rainwater,
but lowerthan cave water.

5. Discussion
Plotting the elemental compositionsin the Piper's diagram (Piper,
1944)cave water in Okgye Cave and streamwater nearby is dominated
by Ca-HCO3 type (Fig. 1). The diagram suggeststhat Cl-and SO 2- in
•
4
ramwatercould be derivedfrom the fog on the sea. To determinethe influence from seawatervs. anthropogenicpollutants,Cl-compositionsof
cave water show the narrow and similarrange to that of rain water, but
streamwater show the higher range. But NO3-and SO/ compositionsof
rain water are the lowest and those of cave water is the highest, indicating that nitrate and sulfate compositionsof rainwaterwere not affected
Rain
Water
Stream

o

*
b.

SO/

'%."------"------"I
½

Ca 2+

ci-

Fig. 1. Piper diagram(Piper,1944),showingthe chemicalcompositionsof the water
samplesfrom the study area.
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fromanthropogenicpollutants.Usingthe equationof Mizutaniand Rafter
(1969) to calculate the percentage(A) of (sulfate from seawater)/(total
sulfate in rainwater),14~41% of sulfate in rain water was derived from
seawatersulfate,and 4.7~5.5% and 3.7~9.7% of the sulfatein cave water
and stream water were from seawater sulfate. For the case of rain water in whichA is more than 10%, sulfate ions were mostly derived from
seawater,which affectedstreamwater and cave water.However,because
sulfate ions in cave water and streamwater are less than 10% from June
to August,most sulfate ions were derivedfrom other sourcessuch as surrounding limestoneor anthropogenicpollutants.Rain water collectedduring this period has much lower SO/ and NO3- compositionsthan cave
water,whichsuggeststhat surroundinglimestoneis morelikelythe source
thanpollutants. Also, sulfatecontentsmay be relatedto the amount of precipitation. That is, during the period of low precipitation(about 150~250
mm/month),groundwateris more buffered with surroundinglimestone
and cave water has higher sulfatecontentas a result. However,if the supply rate of cave water increases,the bufferingtime will decreaseand cave
water will have lower sulfatecontent.Oxygenand deuterium isotopevalues follow global Meteoric Water Line, indicatingthat cave water was
not bufferedenoughwith overlyinglimestoneand reflect rain water and
streamwater to some extent.
Sulfur isotopic compositionsof gypsumflow~rhas the similar range
thoseof cavewater,eventhough it is a little lower(Fig. 2). A mass balance
equationshowsthat about 63 to 88% of the sulfate in the gypsum flower
was fromcavewater and only 12to 37 % was fromthe pyrite in surrounding limestone. Also, sulfur isotopic compositionsof waters increasewith
the decreasein sulfatecontent,suggestingthat sulfurisotopiccomposition
of gypsumfloweris mostly controlledby rain water (Fig. 3)

6. Conclusions
The cave flower in the Okgye Cave is entirelycomposedof gypsum.
Sulfur isotopiccompositionsof cave water, rain water, and stream water
show similarranges, but more enrichedrelative to those of pyrite in surroundinglimestone.The sulfurisotopevaluesof the gypsumflowerin the
Okgye Cave are more depletedthan those of rain water and cave water,
but much more enrichedthat those of the pyrite in surrounding limestone.
Therefore,the sulfur in gypsumflower was supplied more by rain water
than by pyrite.
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Originand diagenesisof the cave coralsin the lava tubes of JejuIslands,Korea
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Abstract
Cave corals that have grown by groundwaterseepage, can be found
within the lava tubes (Jingaemot,Arirang, Susan, Mosimoru and Bilaemot Caves) in Jeju Island, Korea.Unlike other speleothemsin many
lava tubes, these cave corals should have formed as secondarymineral
depositsafter the formationof the lava tubes.The mineralogyand formation processof these corals(commonlycitedas siliceoussinter)are poorly
understood.The cave corals in JinagemotCave are composedof opal-A,
calcite and aragonite, whereas those in Susan, Mosimoru,Arirang and
Bilaemot Caves only consist of opal-A.Most cave corals show similar
morphologyto those found in many limestonecaves, however,some of
them showthe form of anthoditesin limestonecaves.
The internal texture of the cave corals in JingaemotCave show alternated layers of aragonite and calcite.Calcite crystals show isopachous fibrous texture, and aragonite crystals show spherulitic fibrous
texture.Most of the terminatedportions of both crystals were replaced
by opal-Aalong growthlaminae,and replacingopal-Acommonlyretains
relic crystalsof calcite and aragonite.Corrodednature of the former carbonate crystals indicatethat the growth of carbonatevs. siliceousminerals shouldhave been controlledby the pH conditionsof cave water from
which they precipitated.Low Mg contentsin the calcite may imply that
aragoniteprecipitateddue to high CO32- contentsrather than high Mg/Ca
ratio in cave water. The mineralogyin cave coralsand diageneticprocess
appearto have close relatipnshipwith chemicalconditionsof cave water
that seeped through overlyingcarbonatesoils and basalticrocks, and the
chemical conditions of cave water were mainly controlledby local climatic variationsin the past.
Key word: Cave corals,lavatube, opal speleothem,diageneticprocess,
paleoclimate

1. Introduction
Jeju Island is the shield volcano formed by basaltic lava. The island
contains about 127 lava tube caves which were formed by Quarternary
volcanic activities (Cultural Properties Administration,·2003). In most
lava tubes, various lava speleothemsare present and they were formed
duringthe formationof the lava tubes.Thus,they have the similarcompositionslike surroundingbasalt.However,Jingaemotand ArirangCaves in
Namwonarea, SusanCavein Seongsanarea,MosimoruCavein Seoguipo
area, BilemotCave in Aewol area, and SocheonCave in Hanlim area includescave coralswhichwere formedby groundwaterafter the formation
of the lava tubes.Thesecave coralshave been called 'siliceoussinter' past
a few decadesby Korean cavers,and the origin and formationprocess is
poorly known. The purposed of this paper is to delineate the formation
processof the cave coralsin the lava tubes of Jeju Islandbased on textural
and geochemicaldata. This will aid to infer paleoenvironmental(paleoclimatic)changes.

2. Methods
Cave corals were collectedfrom the Jingaemotand Arirang Caves in
Namwonarea, SusanCave in Seongsanarea,MosimoruCavein Seoguipo
area, Bilemot Cave in Aewol area, and SocheonCave in Hanlim area to
examinethe textural and geochemicalcharacteristics.Collectedsamples
were impregnatedusing epoxy resin and cut into two pieces, and the thin
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sectionwas made from one slab sample.Routinepetrographicexamination was carriedout using binocularand polarizingmicroscope,and thin
sectionswere stainedwith Feigl's solutionto differentiatearagonitefrom
calcite.Detailedtexturewas examinedusing low vacuumscanningelectron microscope(LV-SEM;Hitachi S3500N)with energy dispersiveXray analyzer(HoribaEDAX)after etchingthe polishedslab sampleswith
0.01%formicacid for 10 to 15 seconds.Traceelementalcompositionsof
cave water and cave coral were analyzedby ion chromatograph(Dionex
DX-320)and inductivelycoupledplasma spectrometer(LeemanPS950).
Mineralogyof the cave coralswas determinedusingX-raydiffractometer
(PhilipseBrukerD5005).Oxygenand carbonisotopiccompositionswere
analyzedusing stableisotoperatio mass spectrometer(VG Isotech,Prism
II), and this was done at Korea Basic·ScienceInstitute.Analyticalerror
range is ±0.2%0,and all the stable isotopevaluesof water and carbonates
in the paper are relativeto SMOMand PDB, respectively.

3. Results
3.1 Morphologyof Cave Corals
Most cave corals are either white or transparent,and the size ranges
from 0.5 to 0.6 cm. They are concentratedin the wall, ceiling,and floor
in caves,fromwhich groundwaterseeps out. Cavecoralscan be six types
accordingto their shapes.The flower type is about i to 2 cm long, and
displayswhite color or transparent.It consistsof acicularcrystals,similar
to the shapeof anthoditesin limestonecaves.The size of the popcorntype
varies from 0.5 to 0.6 cm in length and the type show various sizes.The
tip of the crystalsshowsthe shape of popcorn.The knobbytype is about
0.8 cm longand the tip of the coralshowsvariousshapeand sizeof knobs.
The arborescenttype is about 0.8 to 1.5 cm long. It startsto grow toward
one direction,but makes branchestowardsthe tip. The cone type is 1 to
2 cm long. It starts to grow from one point (nucleus),and the crystals
becomewidermakingthe cone shape.The mixedtype showstwo types of
morphology:columnaror acicularbelowthe pool level,but knobbyshape
abovethe water level probablydue to the surfacetensionof water.
3.2 TexturalResults
The cave coralsin Bilemotand Susancavesare composedof opal,and
those in MosimoruCaveconsistof interlayeringof opal and calcite.Also,
the cave corals in Arirangand JingaemotCaves are composedof calcite,
aragonite,and opal. Cavescoral in SocheonCaveis entirelycomposedof
calcite.The cavecoral in SusanCaveis composedof opal and grewon the
basaltwith the thicknessof 2 to 3 mm. Eventhoughit is only composedof
opal,corrodedsurfacesuggeststhat it was composedof carbonatemineral
and replacedby opal. The cave coral in MosimoruCave is composedof
calcite and columnarcalcite with well preservegrowth laminaeis alternated with acicularcalcite. Corrodedstructurewith irregularboundaries
due to the replacementby opal can be observedand calcite relic crystals
are still preservedin replacingopal. The cave coral in SocheonCave is
composedof isopachouscolumnarcalcitewhichis about 1 mm thick.The
surfaceof the coral show irregularsurfacedue to corrosion,and argillaceous material(clays?)are includednear the tip of the crystals.The cave
corals in the JingaemotCave, composedof acicular crystals, show the
alternationof fibrouscalcite and spherulitic-fibrousaragonite.Also, opal
has pervasivelyreplaced the carbonatemineralsalong the growth lines.
Partiallycalcitizedparts are observedin 1 mm-thickaragonitelayer,and
the neomorphiccalciteshowsequanttexture.Spherulitic-fibrousaragnite

relic crystalsare clearly visible in neomorphiccalcite. Especially,numerous relic crystals of calcite and aragoniteare present in opal, suggesting
the opal is the replacementproduct,not the primaryprecipitate.

3.3 Mineralogyby X-ray Diffraction
All the cave corals analyzed show similar mineralogy.Except for the
cave coral in SocheonCave which is only composedof calcite, the cave
coralsin Jingaemot,Susan, Mosimoru,and Bilemot Caves are composed
of opal which shows the broad and irregularpeak (15~30° 28). The cave
corals in JingaemotCave are composedof calcite (29° 20) together with
opal.
3.4 Ultra-texturalResults
Using the LV-SEM,three replacementtypes can be observed in the
cave corals. The first type is the alternationof opal and calcite. In this
case, spheroidalopal can be foundalongthe surfaceof the acicularcalcite.
These spheroidalopal crystalscoalescedto form the planar opal. The second type is the opal replacing fibrous calcite by cross-cuttingthe calcite
crystals.Thirdly,replacementby opal occurs within the aragonitecrystal
maintainingthe crystal boundary.This type is found only in the corals of
the SusanCave.
3.5 GeochemicalResults
Trace elemental compositionsof the cave waters in Susan, Socheon,
Arirang, and Mosimoru Caves are listed in Table 1. All the caves with
opalinecave corals (Arirang,Mosimoru,and Susan Caves) show that the
pH values of the cave water are 6.1 to 6.7, which is slightly acidic. Ca
and Si contents of the cave water in these caves are 1.4 to 3.6 ppm and
0.5 to 0.8 ppm, respectively,and show very little variation among caves.
The SocheonCave with calcite cave corals has the cave water whose pH
ranges from 7.4 to 7.8. (slightlyalkaline). Also Ca contentof the Socheon
Cave ranges from 62 to 66 ppm, which is significantlyhigher than that of
other caves, however Si content is about 0.4 ppm, which is simlar to that
of other caves. This coincideswith the idea of Wray ( 1999)that precipitation of opal may take place from the small concentrationof Si ions in
cave water.
Table 1. Trace element compositionsand pH values of the cave water
andstreamwaterin Jeju IslandJJ=Jeju,SS=SusanCave, SC=Socheon
Cave, AR=ArirangCave, MS=MosimoruCave. (Unit: mg/L).
Carbonisotopiccompositionsof calcitein cave corals of the Jingaemot
Sample
No. Watertype pH

Na

Mg

Si

JJ-1

Stream

27.4 23.6

Ca

12.9

4.7

JJ-2

Stream

27.7 23.8

12.9

4.7

4.3
5.2

SG1

cave waler 7.8 62.62 27.76 11.58 0.39

3.95 66.42 5.74 23.90

SG2

cave water 7.4 66.18 16.82 11.09 0.44

1.82 44.29 3.33 17.62

ss

cave water 6. 7

1.63 6.28

1.99 0.46

1.05 11.48 1.05

1.16

AR-1 cave waler 6.5

3.55 4.60

2.27 0.45

2.76

8.58

2.36

5.44

AR-2 cave waler 6.5

2.46

3.71

1.71 0.77

1.01 5.25

2.20

3.70

MS-1 cave water 6.3

2.41

2.48

0.69 0.45

0.91

2.99

1.52 4.18

M&2 cave water 6.1

1.36 3.43

0.80 0.77

1.02 6.24

0. 71 0.90

Cave range from -5.0 to -4.9 %0.Carbon isotope compositionof the C3plants in Koreais about-26 %0,and that of the carbonatesedimentsin Jeju
Island is about Oto 1 %0.Thus enrichedcarbon isotopic compositionsof
the cave corals, comparedto organiccarbon, suggestthat carbon was derived both from carbonatesedimentswhich may have been overlyingthe
cave in the past. From the simple mass balance equation, it is estimated
that about 77~78 % of the carbon was derived from carbonate skeletons

and 22~23 % is from soil-derivedorganiccarbon, assuming that ol3C values of carbonateskeletons are near O%0.Using the fractionation equation
by Epsteinet al. (1953), oxygen isotopiccompositionsof calcite,which is
precipitatedin equilibriumwith water at the temperatureof 15.5°C (average temperatureof the Jeju Island), should be about -9.3%0(PDB). Thus,
the oxygen isotopic compositions(-4.7~-5.0 %0)of the cave corals in Jingaemot Cave are enriched by 4.3~4.6 %0,relative to equilibriumvalues.
This may suggestthat evaporationprocess have played the major role for
the precipitation of calcite.

4. Discussion
The cave coral of the Jingaemot Cave was originally composed of
the alternatinglayers of calcite with well-developedgrowth laminae and
spherulitic-fibrous aragonite. For the growth aragonite vs. calcite, it has
been known that Mg/Ca ratio or saturation state (CO/ content) control
the mineralogy. Mills (1965) and Hill and Forti (1997) suggestedthat the
alternating growth of aragonite and calcite resulted from the pH variations of cave water due to the change of evaporationrate. If this is the
case for the cave corals in Jingaemot Cave, growth laminae along with
corroded texture should be expected. Conformablegrowth of calcite to
aragonite and its cyclic occurrence suggest that the chemical conditions
of the cave water have changedcyclically.Also, replacementof carbonate
mineralsby opal also indicatesthe chemicalchange of cave water,which
probablyresulted from the environmentalchanges outside. The cave corals in SocheonCave, composedonly of calcite, were formed by carbonate-enrichedcave water, which was suppliedby meteoric water buffered
with the overlyingcarbonatesand dunes. The bufferingwith the carbonate
sedimentsincreasedthe pH of groundwater. Cave corals in SocheonCave
have grown by evaporation of cave water, accompaniedby pH increase
and saturationstate.
Most cave corals investigated in this study grows from thin film of
water coveringon the surface of cave corals, except for the cave corals in
SocheonCave growing in small rimstone.When cave water entered into
the cave, rapid degassingof carbon dioxide and evaporationwill result in
the precipitationof calcite. As far as the supply rate of water is constant,
precipitationof calcite will increase the Mg/Ca ratio of the thin film of
water (>2:1) and aragonitewill precipitate.If the water supply increases,
this will lower the saturationstate as well and Mg/Ca ratio, calcitewill be
formed again.
When the carbonate sediments,present over the Bilemot, Susan, Arirang, and Jingaemot Caves were removed (re-transported)possibly by
wind, meteoric water began to react only with overlying soil (weathered
basalt). No bufferingwith carbonatesedimentstook place, and rainwater
penetrates into the cave only after the reaction with the soil. This cave
water has lower pH, thus decreased the solubility of Si, and promoted
the replacement by opal. Also, the precipitation of carbonate minerals
followed by opal replacement can also be explained by the amount of
rainfall.When rain fall was small (thus less humid climate),rainwaterhad
enough time to buffer with overlyingcarbonatesediments,and increased
pH and carbonatecontents of cave water will result in the precipitationof
carbonateminerals.As the amount of rainfall increased,rapid infiltration
of rainwater through the carbonate sediments and overlying soil will be
less buffered and have lower pH, thus resulting in the replacement by
opal.

5. Conclusions
Cave corals in the lava tube caves in Jeju Island can be divided into 6
types according to morphology,however their internal texture show the
similar pattern. Most caves also show the similar diageneticpathways in
cave corals,that is, the precipitationof carbonatemineralsfollowedby the
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replaceme.ntby opal. However,if the largeamountof carbonatesediments
is present over the lava tubes, cave corals are only composedof calcite.
The diageneticchange appearsto be closelyrelatedto the environmental
changeoutsidethe caves, that is climaticfluctuationsin the past.
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Abstract
Speciescomposition, distributionand ecologyof cyanobacterialpopulations have been studied in hypogeanecosystemsof three types: i) karst
caves, ii) metal burdenedmines and iii) early ChristianCatacombsexcavated in pumicestone.The cave ofNympholypton(Attica)is a smallnatural cave of archaeologicalvalue naturallylit throughthe entrancewhereas
the karst cave of Perama (Ioannina)has been touristicallydevelopedand
artificial light facilitieshave been installed.The mines of Larymna and
Lavrionare overburdenedwith heavy metals e.g. Ni, Cu, Pb, Cr, Zn, and
Fe. The early ChristianCatacombsof the islandof Milos have been excavated in pumice stone. Accordingto the microscopicanalysisof natural ·
and cultured material the compositionof cyanobacteria,differs in these
three unique hypogean ecosystems.In their inner sites where adequate
light was available,over forty taxa were identifiedso far. The diversity
of cyanobacteriawas significantlycorrelatedto the amount of light and
to the chemistryof the substrate.The alkalinenature of the substratein
case of karst caves favor the proliferationof cyanobacteriawhich reach
lush epilithicgrowthsin inner naturaland artificiallylightedsites. On the
other hand,the acidicnature of the substratein the case of Catacombsand
mines,in additionto the toxicityof the heavy metalspresentin the mines,
restrictthe cyanobacteriadiversityand growth.
Key words: Caves, mines, catacombs,hypogeanecosystems,cyanobacteria,diversity,ecology

Introduction
Karst caves, heavy metal mines and catacombs,representspecifichypogeanecosystemswhere abioticand biotic factorsare in a delicateequilibrium.Light, humidity,temperature,input of nutrientsand chemistryof
the substrateare consideredthe most importantenvironmentalfactors in
such ecosystems(Pantazidou1997, Albertanoand Urzi 1999,Wilkenset
al. 2000). However, anthropogenicinterventionsare sometimesmade.
For example,artificial light is installed in the caves for touristic development and various treatments are applied for conservationpurposes,
catacombsare restored and heavy metals are exploitedfrom the mines.
Consideringall the above,the internalconditionsof the hypogeanecosystems are affected.These changes consequentlyinfluencethe established
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delicateequilibrium(Lefevreand Laporte 1969,Cubbon1976,Leclerqet
al. 1983,Albertano1993,Iliopoulou-Georgoudaki
etal. 1993,Pantazidou
1996, 1997,Pantazidouet al. 1997,Elliott2000).
Becauseof the low light conditions,the hypogearepresenthostile environmentswith low diversityof photosyntheticcommunities.However,
the area near the entrancesand the artificiallylighted sites usually support extensivegrowthsof cyanobacteria,eukaryoticalgaeand bryophytes
(Hernandez-Marineet al. 2003). The physicochemicalpropertiesof the
substrate (pH, rock substance,porosity) also affect the diversityof the
phototrophsand the compositionof the microbialcommunities(Anagnostidis and Roussomoustakaki1988, Pantazidouet al. 1997,Pentecost
and Whitton 2000). Some of these organismsplay an essentialrole in
the hypogeanecosystems,both by contributingto the alterationof the
rock surfaceand by taking part in food chains (Allen 1972,IliopoulouGeorgoudakiet al. 1993,Pantazidou1997,Albertanoand Urzi 1999,Hernandez- Marineet al. 2003).
In the present paper the species compositionand distributionof cyanobacteriain three hypogeanecosystems(karst caves,heavy metal burdened mines and early Christiancatacombsexcavatedin pumice stone)
is presented.The work has been carried out aiming at a taxonomicand
ecologicalstudy giving informationon the cyanobacteriawhich usually
formbiofilmsand mats in the hypogeanecosystemsandplay an important
role as partnersof their microcosmos.

Materialsandmethods
Study area
Hypogeanecosystemsof threetypes: i) karst Caves(Cl, C2), ii) heavy
metal burdenedMines (Ml, M2) and iii) Milos Catacombs(MC) from
continentaland insularGreece,were studied.All -as hypogea-are characterizedby low light conditionsbut there are also somedifferences.
CavePerama (CJ)
Cave Peramais locatedon a hill calledGoritzaat an altitudeof 480m,
near loanina. It covers an area of 14,800 m2 and its corridorsrun to a
lengthof 100m.It is one of the most beautifulhorizontalcavesin the Balkans and amongthe largestin Greece.It is adoredwith 19 differenttypes
of stalagmitesand stalactitesin curiousshapesand size includingthe only
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stalagmite in the world in the shape of a "Cross". Another unique characteristicof the cave is the fact that its chambers and galleries lie in three
different levels. There are also picturesque small lakes. This cave, which
belongs to a part of subterraneanriver, was formed about 1500000years
ago. The cave was discoveredaccidentallyin 1940and was equippedwith
facilities for touristic purposes e.g. light installationsin 1956 (Anagnostidis et al.1982,Petrocheilou1984, Iliopoulou-Georgoudakiet al 1993).

environment is characterizedby high humidity -the relative air humidity
ranges from 68% to 89%. The average air temperatureranges from 18 to
24 °C and the pH of the substrateis around 6-6.5 (Pantazidouet al 1997).

Heavy metal Mines (Ml, M2)
The investigatedmines Lavrion (Ml) and Larymna(M2) are locatedat
Attica and Boeotia respectively(Greece).They consist by a wide network

Cave Nympholyptos(C2)

The CaveNympholyptosis locatedon the southernslopes ofHymettos
Mountain,at an altitude of 270 meters, Attica, Greece. It consists of one
main chamber divided into two halls by a wall formed out by columns.
It has poor stalactite and stalagmitedecoration.It is a small natural cave
of archaeologicalvalue. The sculptorArchedamos transformed the cave
into a temple (ca 5th century BC). .On the stalagmite walls, he engraved
himself as well as a decoratedaltar,shelves for the offeringsand a divinity
seated on a throne. On the floor a pool was dug to collect rainwater leaking through the mouth of the cave (Petrocheilou1984).The cave, in spite
of its archaeologicaland culturalvalue, is more or less abandoned. It is not
artificiallylightedbut naturallylit through the entrance since it is open to
the externalenvironment(Pantazidou1997).

Milos Catacombs(MC)
The investigated Catacombs (early Christian) are situated in the
northern part of the volcanic Milos island, Greece. They are located at
a hillside, approximately300 meter above the sea level. The main group
of Catacombs has been excavated in soft pumice stone and consists of
a hypogean network of three, chambers and corridors 184 meters long,
1.0 to 5.0 m wide and 1.7 to 2.5 m high. Many small, open and ruined
«Catacombs»are scatteredat the area around the Catacombs. The indoor

of wet tunnels and corridors. The mining material in Larymna is ironnickel ore; in Lavrion, an abandonedmine, a complex of ochre, iimonite,
galena iron-pyrites-sphaleritesis present, while the pH is slightly acidic
(Anagnostidis& Roussomoustakaki1988).

Sampling- Cultures- Microscopy
Samples from various lighted sites (entrance area, artificially lighted
inner parts of caves, catacombs and mines), were collected under sterile
conditionsthe last twenty years. Part of the material was fixed in 3% formaldehydesolution and part was kept alive for culturingand examination
under light microscopy.
For culture purposes selected material was put in flasks or petri dishes
with Z (Staub 1961)and BG II (Stanier et al. 1971)media, liquid or solidified with 1,1% agar. In the laboratory,cultures were incubated in an environmental chamber with fluorescent light at 22 °C+1. After 3-4 weeks,
cyanobacteria from the mixed cultures were transferred to fresh media.
Fresh (wild and cultured) as well as fixed cyanobacteria were studied
under Zeiss Light Microscope (LM) and Jeol Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The identification of the cyanobacteriawas based on the
taxonomicalworks of Geitler (1932), Komarek and Anagnostidis(1986,
1989),Anagnostidis and Komarek (1988).
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Resultsand discussion
A total number of 44 Cyanobacteriawere found in the investigated
hypogea(TableI). The cyanobacteria,in general,form very thin patches
and biofilmsin most samplingsites.Growthsof cyanobacteriawere easily
detectednear the entrancesand at artificiallylightedsites.
Only in PeramaCave (Cl) luxuriousgrowthswith high cyanobacteria
diversity(31 taxa) were observed. In NympholyptosCave(C2), although
the.diversity was rather high (24 taxa), the growths were seen.in thin
patchesor in thin biofilms.The othertwo hypogean,the mines (Ml, M2)
and the Milos catacombs(MC) were characterizedby low cyanobacteria
diversity(11 taxa in mines and 4 in catacombs).Thin coatingsor extensive mats (e.g. mats of Ph. subfuscum)were found.
Thus, a first conclusionis that the main differencebetweenthe three
types of hypogeanecosystemsaffectingthe cyanobacteriadiversityseems
to lie on the characteristicsof the substrate. The calcareous,alkalinenature of the substrate,-the case of the C1, C2-favorsthe proliferationof cyanobacteriawhere the light is adequate.On the contrary,the acidicnature
of the substrate(the case of Milos catacombsand mines)and the toxicity
of heavy metal burden (case of mines)make the latter hypogeanenvironments extremelyhostile for cyanobacteria,restrictingtheir growth. The
higher number and the extensivegrowth of cyanobacteriafound in cave
Perama comparingto those found in cave Nympholyptosmay be attributed to the results of the touristic developmentof the former e.g. light
installationshelp in developmentof the photorophs.
The coccoidand/orcolonialChroococcales(25 taxa) and the filamentous, not heterocytous,Oscillatoriales(16 taxa) dominate.Only 3 heterocytous(Nostocales)were found. In the caves (Cl, C2) Chroococcales(23
taxa) outnumberOscillatoriales(13 taxa). Similarobservationshave been
reported by Asencio and Aboal (2000). The restrictednumber of cyanobacteria observedin the metal burdenedhypogea(Ml, M2)and in Milos
catacombs(MC) does not allow us to draw a clear conclusionon the proportionof Chroococcales/Oscillatoriales.
In addition to the thin Oscillatoriales,referred on Table I, we found
various thin filamentouscyanobacteriaresemblingLeptolyngbyawhich
were very difficult to determine.Such forms need further investigation
using additionalstudiese.g. 16SrRNA.
The generaChlorogloea,Cyanosarcinaand Eucapsis(Chroococcales),
Leptolyngbyaand Phormidium(Oscillatoriales)were present in all three
types of the investigatedhypogea.Amongthe filamentouscyanobacteria,
Leptolyngbyaand Schizothrixwere the generaobservedin most samples.
The most frequentlyfound species were Aphanocapsabiformis,Aphanothece nidulans, Chlorogloeamicrocystoides,Gloeocapsakuetzingiana,

Leptolyngbyafoveolarumand Plectonemagracillinum.\
Gloeocapsa biformis, Gl. kuetzingiana, Chroococcidiopsiskashaii,
Pseudocapsadubia, have been also found in hypogea by Asencio and
Aboal (2000).Aphanothececastagnei, Aph. saxicola,Chlorogloeamicrocystoidesare also referredby Anagnostidiset al. (1982),Dor and Dor
( 1999). Scytonemajulianum has been frequentlyreferredfrom hypogea
(Anagnostidiset al. 1982,Iliopoulou-Georgoudaki
et al. 1993,Aboal et
al. 1994,Pantazidou1996, 1997,Albertanoand Urzi 1999,Ascencioand
Aboal2001).Thus,the aspectthat thesecyanobacteriaare amongthe most
commonhypogeandwellersis justified. Furtherinvestigationon the ecologicaland physiologicaldemandsand role as well as the specificationsof
these cyanobacteriaat the specieslevel couldprovideusefulinformation.
It is worth noticingthat Oscillatorialesformhormogonia,whichmove
by gliding and can colonizenew sites in the hypogea.Thus,the "greening", the commonphenomenon,problemin artificiallylightedcaves (see
in Lefevreand Laporte 1969,Iliopoulou-Georgoudaki
et al. 1993)is promotedby these cyanobacteria.
On the otherhand, it must be noticedthat most of.the coccoidcyanobacteriafound,producethick mucilaginoussheaths(the taxa are marked
with an asterisk* on Table 1). The sheathshelp themto attachto the inorganic substratesand simultaneouslythe ensheathedcyanobacteriaoffer a
new organicsubstrateallowingfurthercolonizationby othermicroorganisms. The sheaths favor the aggregationof mixed populationsforming
varioustypesof mats.Theyare hygroscopicand protectthe cyanobacteria
against desiccationand provide advantageto survive in extremeconditions.
In general, the knowledge of hypogea cyanobacteriais restricted.
Caves are those who providea better sourcefor informationat this level.
The alkalinenatureof the substratein case ofkarst cavesfavorthe proliferationof cyanobacteriawhichreach lush epilithicgrowthsin innernatural and artificiallylightedsites.On the otherhand,the acidicnatureof the
substratein the case of catacombsand mines,in additionto the toxicityof
the heavy metalspresentin the mines,restrictthe cyanobacteriadiversity
and growth.
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TableI. List ofCyanobacteriafound in the Caves Perama(Cl) and
Nympholyptos(C2),Mines Larymna(Ll) and Lavrion(L2) and Mi'-

los Catacombs(MC).
Taxa

InvestigatedHypogeanecosystems

Cyanobacteria

Cl

C2

Aphanocapsabiformis*

+

+

Aphanothececastagnei*

+

Aphanothecemicroscopica*

+

Aphanothecenidulans*

+

Aphanothecesaxicola*

+

Chlorogloeamicrocystoides*

+

Ml

M2

MC

+

+

Chroococcales

Chlorogloeasp.*
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+

+
+
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+

Chroococcidiopsisdoonensis

+

Chroococcidiopsiskashaii

Chroococcusminor*

+

Chroococcusminutus*

+

Chroococcusturgidus*

+

Cyanosarcinaburmensis

+

Cyanosarcinasp.

+

Eucapsisminor

+

+

+

+
+

Eucapsissp.
Gloeocapsabiformis*

+

Gloeocapsagelatinosa*

+

Gloeocapsakutzingiana*

+

Gloeothecepalea*

+

Gloeothecesp*

+

Pseudocapsadubia*

+

+

+
+

Synechococcuselongatus

+

Synechocystisaquatilis

+
+

Synechocystissp.

+

Oscillatoriales
Heteroleibleiniakutzingii

+

Leibleiniaepiphytica

+

+

Leptolyngbyaboryana
Leptolyngbyafoveolarum

+

+

Leptolyngbyalurida

+

+

Leptolyngbyanostocorum

+

Leptoiyngbyatenuis

+

Oscillatoriaterebriformis.

+

Phormidiumcorium

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

Phormidiumsubfuscum
Plectonemagracillimum

+

+

Pseudanabaenalonchoides

+

+

Schizothrixcoriacea

+

+

+

+

Schizothrixcf. heufleri
Schizothrixlardacea

+

Spirulinatennerima

+

+

Nostocales

+

Nostocsp.*
Scytonemajulianum*

+

+

Tolypothrixdistorta

+

+
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Endolithicand epilithiccyanobacteriafrom thermal springtravertineand spring-relatedcaves (Greece)
A. Pantazidou, V. Lambrinou

Universityof Athens, Faculty of Biology,Departmentof Ecologyand Systematics,Athens, Greece

Abstract
The carbonate-supersaturatedwater of several hot springs of Greece
forms, due to precipitation,travertine deposits around their vents. Samples were collected from a variety of sites at travertine deposits and
spring-relatedcaves of certain saline hot springs (56-600C)of Aedipsos.
Microflora communitiesof these unique ecosystemshave been poorly
investigated. Microscopic analyses of fresh and cultured material as
well as SEM examinationsrevealed that the communitiesdevelop into
epilithon or endolithon the studied surfaces. Cyanobacteriais the major aerobic, oxygenic, phototrophic component of the communities
investigated.The samples contained a wide diversity of cyanobacteria
and few diatom frustules. Chlorophytesor other phototrophswere not
detected. Over 20 coccoid, colonial and filamentous cyanobacterial
taxa were identified.Certain morphotypesof the genera Aphanocapsa,

twuust

Chroococcidiopsisand Chlorogloeaexhibit taxonomic and ecological
interest. So far, taxa with extracellularcalcium carbonateprecipitation
were not found.Consequently,cyanobacteriado not promote carbonate
precipitationand the studied travertine deposits are abiotic (abiogenic)
precipitates.Cyanobacteriagrowths seem to be importantin localizing
sediment particles and stabilizingpreviously depositedtravertinesince
the majority of the taxa present secrete sheaths. Cyanobacterialsheaths
being extracellularpolymericsubstance(EPS) are a protectiveand adhesive materialthat anchorscells, coloniesand filamentsto the substrate
surface.Exopolymersdirectlypromotethe accretionand preservationof
microbialgrowths,which in tum favor sedimenttrapping.Consequently,
cyanobacteriaare not passiveassociatesin the microfloracommunitiesof
travertinedepositsstudied.Key words:Cyanobacteria,diversity,ecology,
travertine,thermalspringsand caves
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Distribution behavior of cave fauna according to cave environmental change: An example from the Limestone cave in Korea
Choi, Sea-Hee,
Wlm-Rok
TheKoreanInstituteof Biospeleology, Seoul, Korea
Abstract

Cave environmentscan be divided into four subenvironmentssuch as
entrancezone,twilightzone, unstabledark zone with variabletemperature
and stabledark zone with constanttemperature.Unstabledark zone refers
to the dark zone whose environmentcan change under the influence of
overlyingsurfaceenvironme·nt.
All of the fauna tend to live in their own

zones accordingto their living habits and adaptationto darkness.Triglobite
(includingstygobite)groups are dark zone dwellerswithouteyes and pigments. Troglophile(includingstygophile)groups are dark zone dwellers
with eyes or pigments. Trogloxene(includingstygoxene)groupscan be categorizedinto three subgroupssuch as entrancezone dwellers,twilightzone
dwellersand regular cave visitors based on differentdistributionbehavior
accordingto cave environmentalchanges.
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The "Greening" of Km.douki touristic cave (Attika, Greece). The Importance of the Cyanobacteria
A. Panfazidou, A. Oikonomou, S. Antonopouhm

Departmentof Ecologyand Systematics,Faculty of Biology,National and KapodistrianUniversityof Athens, Greece
Abstract
Koutoukiis a largetouristicallyimportantcave and the most impressive
in Attica. It is locatedon the slope of Mt. Hymettosand its entry shaft is
38.5 m deep.Beyondthat it opensup into a singlehuge cavernsubdivided
into sectionslinkedby corridorswith rows of columns,stalagmitesand stalactites.The cave has been touristicallydevelopedsince 1962when an artificialentranceand corridorleadingto the interiorwere opened.Artificial
lights were installedfor the visitors' convenience. To find out the impact
of humaninterventionson the biodiversity,physiognomyand biodeterioration of caveecosystem,sampleswere collectedduringthe years 1989-2005.
Samplingof microflora and substratewas carriedout from variouslit sites
under sterile conditions.Field observationshave shown that its lit inner
surfaces support a multitudeof phototrophicorganisms.The installation
and proliferationof rich and diverse photosyntheticorganismswere due
to the environmentalconditionsi.e. the adequatelevel of light and water
supply.Cyanobacteriaand chlorophyteassemblagesas well as bryophytes,
were visible with the naked eye. The vegetation covering extensive lit
surfacescaused an aestheticalterationof the cave's appearanceresulting
in the «greening»of the cave. The microbiologicalanalysisof cave phototrophs(freshand culturedmaterial)under light microscoperevealedthat

rich epilithicand endolithicphototrophicmicrobialcommunitiescover the
lit surfacesconsistingof cyanobacteria,chlorophytes,diatoms,as well as
bryophytes.From the collectionsof the period 1985-1998thirteenspecies
of cyanobacteriawere determinedwhile from those of the period 20002005 nine species were detected.The consequencesof the installed flora
on the substratewere studiedunder SEM. The examinationsrevealedthat
cyanobacteriawerepresentnot only on the surface(epilithic)but also in microporesand betweencrystals(endolithic). The epilithic,filamentousnitrogen fixing cyanobacteriumScytonemajulianum present in all collections,
tends in the last years to cover extensivedim lit surfaces,and promotesthe
precipitationof calcium carbonatessince it has the ability to precipitate
CaC03 aroundits sheaths.Thus, we furtherstudiedits bioactivemolecules
and its antibacterialactivity.The lipids of S. julianum were extracted,isolated, purified,determinedand then tested for their biologicalactivity.Our
results showed that, Scytonemajulianum contains a phosphatidylcholine
(Cl6:0/18:2),even thoughbacteriavery seldomincludecholine-containing
phosphoglycerides.
Additionally,two types of biologicallyactivephospholipidswere detected.Thesefindingsenrichour knowledgeaboutthis species
and may prove useful to the field of chemotaxonomy.The antibacterialactivity of the lipidswas tested againstcertainpathogenbacteria.
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Bryophytesat lampsin selectedpublic caves in the CzechRepublic= past and recentsituation
Kubdova, Svatava
Departmentof Botany,MoravianMuseumBrno,CzechRepublic
Abstract
Bryophytesgrowingclose to lamps in regularuse were studiedin show
caves. Data were collectedin 2004 in five caves open to the public: Balcarka Cave,KaterinskaCave,JavorickoCaves,PunkvaCaves,and SloupSosuvkaCaves.All of them are situatedin Moravia(the CzechRepublic).
They are formedin Devonianlimestone.The cave environmenthas an even
temperatureandhigh air humidity.Previousinvestigationsof the lampflora
were donein the 1960s-70s.The managementof show caves(illumination,

chemicalremovalof plants)has changedsince that time. This paper comparesthe bryophytelampflora in the 1960s-70s and the presentone.During
the previousinvestigations51 bryophytes(only mosses)were recorded.In
2004 only 35 mosseswere recorded.Overall,36 % of the bryophyteflora
remains the same as in the past. 64 % of the bryophyteflora is different.
Amblystegiumserpens,Brachytheciumvelutinum,Fissidenstaxifoliusand
Leptobryumpyriformewere frequentlyobservedboth in past and in the
present.
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Flora and Fauna of Armenian caves
Ghazaryan

ArmenianSpeleologicalCenter,Yerevan,Armenia
Abstract
FloraandFaunaofArmeniancavesHrachGhazaryanArmenianSpeleologicalCenterAbstractIn work the data receivedas a result of studyingof
numerouscaves of Armeniaare resulted.Studyingrevealsriches of forms

of speleofaunaand set of the specific microorganismsadapted to dwelling in conditionsof caves. Special interest representsstudyingcave settlementesof the personin territoryof republic.
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Speleologyin Armenia
A. Harutunian,V.Ter-Khazaryan
ArmenianSpeleologicalCenter,Yerevan,Armenia

Abstract
Speleology in Armenia Vahan Ter-KhazaryanAnahit Harutunian
ArmenianSpeleologicalCenterAbstract Speleologyin Armeniais quite
new phenomenon,while the sciencewhich studies spelaeanset up from
the early palaeolithand comes on till the last quarterof the 20th century.
ConsequentlyArmeniacan be consideredone of the basic hearthsof cave

(spelaean)archeology,wherework (research)has recentlystarted.Nearly
95% of the caves of Armenianmounaniousisland (mountainsof Armenia) contain archeologicalsubject-metter.The mentionedscientificfield
of this biblicalcountryis very importantfor researchand it is consideredto
the world-wideculture.
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Speleologyin Armenia
A. Grigoryan
ArmenianSpeleologicalCenter,Yerevan,Armenia

Abstract
From the cave dwellingto the surface mountedhousing block Ashot
GrigoryanArmenianSpeleologicalCenterAbstractOne of the important
conditionsfor the human existenceis his or her living area: inhabitedenvironment.The initial stage of the inhabitedarea is a natural cave-dwelling. In this naturalenvironmentwere formedsizes and proportionswhich
form and secure horizontal,vertical, spacious and practical sites of the
house and environment.This firstly characterizesperceptionof the space
by the humanbody sizes and psychologicalunderstandingof the environment, in a directway, as living space.One of the naturalmeasureformsof
humanbody is a shrinkingposition,howeverfor the livingsurroundingsit
is necessaryto take into considerationnot only minimalconvenience.For

the solutionto this problemthe best proportionalunit can be measuresof
a lying and standingman, duringwhich stretchedarms and legs measures
shouldbe taken into account.This convention&,!
space conditionedby the
man's physicalsize can be consideredinitial.And for a more convenient
state of the living area from the point of rise (standing man) one step
forward,left, right,back as well as state of stretchedarms and legs,which
will be consideredas "comfortable"preconditionfrom the point of view
of horizontalmeasures,while in verticalcase: two man sizes or one man
size and man's jump up are necessary.What about the space itself, it is
regardedmore efficientif it providesone family,at least, and one clan at
most, and if the area givesan opportunityfor a numberof such dwellings,
here we have an exampleof the inhabitedarea.
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Investigationof Zagedanskayain the honor of A.V.Alexeev cave system (North Caucasus)
Alexander S. Gusev (1,2), Sergey Yu. Lipchenko (3), Oleg B. Tsoy(4), and AlexeyL. Shelepin (2)
I Moscow State University,Moscow,Russia, 2 Russian GeographicSociety,Moscow,Russia, 3 SSCC Hydrogeoecology,Cherkessk,Russia, 4 Saratov
State University,Saratov,Russia (e-mail:gusev@sai.msu.ru)

Abstract
The resultsof the speleologicalinvestigationsin 1995-2001in the earlier unexploredarea of Zagedan-Urupkarst massif of Abishira-Akhuba
mountainridge (North Caucasus- Karachaj-CherkessianRepublic,Russia) are presented.There was foundedand exploredrather large cave system named "Zagedanskayain.the honor of A.V.Alexeev" (amplitudeis
570 m (+19/-551),longways 5500 m). The descriptionand the history
of explorationof the cave system are presented.The tracing of the cave
streamallowedus to discoverthe cave dischargespot (Atsgaravauclusian
spring),locatedat intervalof 6 km. We supportthe discoveredkarst system joins all the largestcaves in the massif.

Introduction
In the last decadeof the 20th centureformer Sovietcaverswere cut off
from the deepestAbkhaziancaves becauseof the militaryconflictin Abkhazia. It is given a good impulsefor the investigationin caves locatedin
Russia. In result, severalnew large were found and exploredin the "old"
N. and W. Caucasusregions (Mt. Fisht plateau, Mt. Dzhentumassif,and
Abishira-Akhubamountainridge, mainly).One of the new cave systems
was found and exploredby our team in Abishira-Akhubaridge (Gusev
et al., 2000; Lipchenkoet al., 2004). It was named "Zagedanskayain the
Kalatnos.

honor of A.V.Alexeev".Mr.Alexeevwas one of leadersof Saratovcaving. He was one of the pathbreakersin the cavesof Zagedanmassifduring
our first expeditionin 1995,and was died in a car accidentin 1996.

Geology and geographyof Abishira-Akhubamountainridge and
Zagedan-Urupkarstmassif
Abishira-Akhuba ridge is located on N.-W. Caucasus, between
BolshayaLaba and BolshojZelenchukrivers, being a part of the Lateral
Ridge and is located in parallel of the Main CaucasusRange.AbishiraAkhubaridge being separatedfrom the Main Range by Arkhyz-Zagedan
tectonicdepression.
In the tectonicattitudeAbishira-Akhubaridgerepresentsthe asymmetric anticlinelasting from northweston a southeastmore than on 30 km.
The axis of an anticlineis displacedto the north from the watershedline
of a ridge having marks about 3000 m a.s.l. The southernslope of an anticline abruptlyfalls asideArkhyz-Zagedandepression,the northernone
hollow goes down aside North-Jurassicdepression.The ridge has been
shatteredinto separateblocksof variousorientationin Hercynianstageof
mountainformation.It testeda raisingin the subsequentmountainformation epoch,as a result of whichactiveprocessescame to life again.
Tectonic processes in aggregate with river erosion and activity of
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ancient glaciers have predetermined modem orography of AbishiraAkhuba ridge. Its southern slope is dismemberedpoorly. Traces of an
ancient congelationare expressed here by the small sizes relicts karrens which have placed at altitude above 2750 m a.s.l.. Northern slope
is dismemberedby the river valleys on spurs. The spurs stretch to the
northeastdirectionand has extent from 5 up to 30 km.
The highest points of a ridge are peaks with marks about 3200 m
a.s.1.Glaciercialforms of a relief (circuses, valleys, karrens) are developed on a watershedline of Abishira-Akhubaridge and its northern
spurs.Headsof the rivers flowing down on northern slope had glaciers
in length from 6 up to 18 km with capacity of an ice up to 300 m.
Circuses meet on a watershedpart of a ridge is more often. Top from
its have merged in the uniform circus. It stretches along the ridge in
the form of a trench, representing a chaotic heap of blocks, rocks and
taluses.The bulk of sloping snow tongues, feedingthe rivers of northern slope (Kjafar-Agur,Kjafar, Chilik, Malyj Urup, Atsgara, Bolshoj
Urup) concentrateshere. Age of a hydrographicnetwork of AbishiraAkhubaridge is earlier than Ice Age. Channelsof the basic rivers used
lines of dumps or axes of syncline folds.
Paleozoic metamorphizedvolcanogenic-sedimentary
thickness and
magmaticrocks take part in a geologicalstructureof a high-mountainous part of Abishira-Akhubaridge. The most ancient characterized
sedimentaryrocks in riverheadsUmp are Paleozoic(D3-Cl) limestones
of Dzhentuseries.Its stretchalong a watershedline of Abishira-Akhuba
ridge from BolshayaLaba river up to BolshojZelenchukriver.The area
has a complexstructurewith a lot of explosiveinfringementsof various
directions,depthsand ages.

Stated testifies to an opportunityof developmenta powerful underground karst here. Favorable geological(the pure limestones,tectonic
breaches), climatic (an abundance of deposits and presence of an ancient congelation),and geomorphological(monocline seam of rocks)
conditions to promote one.
Zadegan-Urupkarst massifis locatedon the westernspurof AbishiraAkhuba ridge to the north from the Main Caucasus Range.The massif is
separated from the main part of Abishira-Akhubaridge by Atsgarariver
valley. West boundaryof the massif is ZadeganMountain, south one is
a watershedcrest, and north one is Ump Mountain.Surfacelimestone
extendsfrom ZadeganMountainon the west to Atsgarariver to the east.
Its lengthis 8 km and widthfrom 0.5 up to 2 km, altitidesare 1900-3100
m a.s.l. The highestpoint of the massifis Skala Orlov("Cliffof Eagles"
Peak,3102m a.s.l.).
AtsgaraandUmp riverswatersheddividesZadegan-Urupkarstmassif
by the westandthe eastparts. The eastpart of the massifincludeLagemoe
plateau(the deepestcave of the plateau is Gorlo Barloga(3000 rn/-900
m), it is the deepest cave in Russia), Rostovskoeplateau (Rostovskaya
Cave System,4650 m/-550m) and Atsgarinskoeplateau. The west part
includeUrupskoeplateau(GorynychCave,680m/-383m) and Zagedanskoe plateau(fig. 1). Explorationsof Zagedanskoeplateauare discribed
in this paper.
Zagedanskoeplateau is a westest plateau of the massif. The area of
one is about 1 km2. The western border of the plateau is the Zadedan
Mountain spur, the eastern one is the steep slope to the Urup river
valley. Surface karsted rock at the plateau extends from the mountain ridge top (altitude 2740-2800 m a.s.l.) in the northern direction
toward Urup river. Limestone goes under an non-karstedrock on the

Figure1. Zagedan-Urup karst massif
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2400-2450 in a.s.l. altitude. Capacity of the karsted rock at the plateau
nearly 220 m, the slope is 30-40 degrees with an azimuth is about 0.
There are more ten cave entrances on the Zagedanskoe plateau are
known now. All entrances are on the 2500-2700 m a.s.l. altitude. The
main ones are marked by greek letter "'I'". Five entrances was united
into a cave system.
Morthologyof Zagedanskayacave system
Zagedanskaya in the honor of A.V. Alexeev cave system have amplitude is 570 m (+ 19/-551), total length is 5500 m. The system includes 5 caves: Podsnezhnik ("Snowdrop", 'P-1), Dorbun-Tur ("Round
Cave", 'P-2), 'P-14, KOTA ('P-22) and Dobroe Utro ("Good morning",
'P-3). The altitudes of the entrances are presented in the fig. 1.
The system is divided on the two main parts by morthology.The first
part (Podsnezhik Cave) is a dry, more ancient labyrinth with huge rockslided halls and large passages.A lot of deposits and accumulatedformations are observed here. The second, more younger and irrigated part is a
channel for modem undergrounddrain. Dorbun-Tur,KOTAand Dobroe
Utro caves are the tributaries of the river-bed.This division is clear illustrated in fig. 2. There are two levels of cave developmentexist. The first
(I) is an old dry level inside oflimestone. The second (II) is an young irrigated level along lower boundaryof a karsted rock. The length of the passages for level (I) is nearly 2 km, the one for level (II) is nearly 3.5 km.
The cave system developsboth in the north (vertical and sloping passages) and the east (horizontalpassages)directions.Podsnizhnikentrance
is the uppest one of the system. It altitude is 2678 m a.s.1.The entrance
is disposed nearly upper boundary of a large sloping snow tongue. The
snow tongue have a size nearly 350xl20 m. It is a basic spring of nutrition of a system underground drain. The upper part of Podsnezhik cave
is a large (diameter 3-6 m) sloping,'funnelwas named Truba (The Tube).
On the -120 m depth it results in a system of rock-slidedhalls. From this
system of halls a lot of passages are begun.,,(Rukavitsy (Passage of Mitten), Leoshin (Passage of Aiexey), Symyj,,(Cheese Passage), Obez'yanka
(Monkey Passage), and others). Trub~ united with a lower part of the
cave in two places,,through P44 (the 7.1rgestpit of the cave system) and
P21. The lower part of the cave is an Tigated (nearly 101.p.s.)meander.It
has several small pits. A length of o/~nder is 700 m. We named it "Tropa
normal'nykh geroev" (NormalHeroes Path). The end of the meander is a
deepest point of Podsnezhnikcaje (-320 m). It is an irrigatecfn~rrowness
named Oksankin laz (Manho!efof Oxana). In this place Podsnezhnikand
Dorbun-Turcaves are conn7tted.
Cave 'P-14 is a nart0w f ertical 30-m chink entered in Zal Snezhnogo
Os'minoga (Snow Octopu~Hall). Usually the 'P-14 entrance is blocked
up by snow.
\
The entrancesof Dobroe\Utro, KOTAand Dorbun-Turcaves are along
lower boundary of the sloping snow tongue. The Dorbun-Tur cave entrance is a lowest one of the Zagedanskayacave system(2574 m). It Begin
as series of narrow dry low-slopingpassages. The last passage result in
the first pit ofDorbun-Tur cave. The 150-mseries of irrigatedpits ofDorbun-Tur result in meander. In this place (-330 m from Podsnezhik cave
entrance) Dorbun-Turcave stream (5 l.p.s.) is connectedwith Podsnezhik
cave one (fig. 3). Long (the length is about 800 m) quasi-horizontalpart
of the cave is developed from this point to the east direction.It is an irrigated (30-40 1.p.s.) passage with the everal inputedpoor (less 11.p.s.)inflows. This part have a complexmorth o . It is_g_£Qp1bination
of narrow
passages, small halls, projections, siphon manholes, and wide meanders.
Semi-siphon(length 4.5 m, air layer 10-15 cm) is located in 250 m from
the beginning of the passage. A narrow unexplored siphon is located in
200 m further than the semi-siphon.An entrance to the upper dry level of ·
the cave was found near the siphon.Next 300 min the cave were exploted
by the second level (these levels are local ones, different from global levels of the cave system discussedabove).
The second level is a narrow dry passage in a clay. There are no de-
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posits here, however, we found looses of calcium crystals on the floor.
Morthologyof the third (uppest)level namedVuduGallery quite different
from the second level. Numerous original deposits (excentric stalactites
and helictites)are located here.
There are four expanded artificiallypassages (length 6-15 m), named
as "dry siphones", are located in the local drops of the second level passage. Its were real siphonesin the past. Secondlevel passage comesto the
11-mpit after the fourth dry siphone.An ascendingmeander (length 230
m) was found in the top of the pit. The bottom of the pit is a first (lower)
level. It is an irrigated (about 40 1.p.s.)gallery goes to the east direction
to the last siphon manhole.The path turnsto north directionafter the man
hole. The cave develops by the contact with a bottom non-karstedrock
here. This is a high inclinated(30-40 degrees)gallerywith severalprojections, named Chiomaya Truba (Black Tube). It is finished as a series of
irrigatedpits. A hall, named VishniovyjLiker (Cherry Liquor Hall), were
found in the bottom level of the series of pit. There are some paths from
the hall. Basic water stream falls away in stones in the bottom of a last
10-mpit. This point is a bottom of the cave system (-551 m). Three passages beginningin VishniovyjLiker hall were explored.Short descending
passage comes to the siphon. The level of the siphon is approximately
equal to the bottom of the cave. Twohorizontalmeanders(length200-250
m) were explored to the narrow chink in a clay and to the ascendingpit,
accordingly.At least two last paths are perspectivefor the further investigation (fig. 3).
,,,
Zagedanskayacave system i; 7a suf~cientlycold cavern. Temperature
measurementswere carried out in Dorbun-TurCave, basically.Air temperature grow~ since +o.2°ei~ the up of the first pit in the cave (-50
m from the Dprbun-Tur Cave entrance) to + l.0°C in the beginning of
the horizonta1part{-220 m). Summer air temperaturein the first hall in
P_odsnezhnik
£ave (+~6°p is not constant and depends from a ground
air temperafure~
Zon/of suppl of Zadeganskayacave system is an upper part of a
ridge, and the sic source is a large sloping snow tongue. Old borders
of the sloping snow tongue are trac~d.by featuresof a relief. As well as a
glacier on Mt. Fishtplateau, the sloping snow tongue was greater size in
the past. A valley with precisely expressedchannel of the significantsurface water stream,.comingto an end as ponors on altitude is about 2500 m
a.s.1..It gives the instructionon existenceon Zagedanskoeplateau of one
more large cavity ldyatedbelow on a slope.

_ Historyof exploration\
Idea of investigationin'Zagedanskoeplateauwas advancedby 0. Tsoy
in 1993-1994.Zadegan-Urupkarst massif was a poor investigatedspeleo
region with a indefinitespeleolo_gical
potential.·Explorationof the massif
was begun in 1983.Urupskoeplateauwere exploredfirstly.Cavinginvestigations went to the east direction later. The most western Zagedanskoe
plateau was unexplored, in result. RostovskayaCave was a deepest one
(depth-550 m) on the massif in 1995.
First expeditionby leadership of 0 . Tsoy was carried out in August,
1995. It had an investigated purpose. The team includes four cavers
from Penza and Saratov,only. Lagernoe, Rostovskoe,Atsgarinskoe,and
Urupskoe plateaus were examined. Basic investigation was carried out
on Zagedanskoeplateau. Two large caves were found here. Podsnezhnik
Cave was studied to the chink on -110 m depth. Dorbun-Tur Cave was
exploredto the irrigatedpit on -90 m depth. Expeditionshows a perspectivity of the caves on Zagedanskoeplateau.
Four cavers from Penza (leader is O. Tsoy) took part in the second
expedition in August, 1996. However,three cavers left the plateau soon
after beginning of the expeditionbecause of a serious disease with one of
cavers. In result, 0. Tsoy investigatedthe caves alone. He stopped near
the end of a vertical part in Dorbun-TurCave (-210 m), and in the system

of halls in PodsnezhnikCave on -190 m depth. Entrances in Dobroe Utro
and KOTACaves were detected.
No caversfrom Penza and Saratovcould go in an expeditionin August,
1997. However,large experiencedcaving team from Moscow (Moscow
University,mainly)by leadershipof A. Shelepinvisited the caves in agreement with 0. Tsoy, The team works on Mt Fisht plateau in 1993-1996
(Reisner and Shelepin, 1997). Numerous passages (Rukavitsy,Leoshin,
Symyj,Obez'yanka, and others)were explored in PodsneznikCave. Cave
"':P-14" was found and connected with PodsneznikCave. Most interesting result in Podsneznik Cave was obtained in "Khod 1997 goda" (Path
1997). Ultimatelynarrow chink stoppedthe cavers in -320 m level in only
30 m by horizontal from Dorbun-TurCave. Cavers working in DorbunTur Cave exploreda subhorizonalhigh irrigatedpart of the cave. The expeditionwas stoppedon an excavationof the second dry siphon. In result,
total length of the caves reaches 2.5 km, a generalwater streamwas found,
but the caves were not united in a cave system.
The problemof associationof the caves in uniformsystemwas reached
on joint Moscow-Saratovexpedition(leaders are A.Shelepinand O.Tsoy)
in August, 1998.Searchesof connectionof the caves were conductedboth
from Podsnezhnikand Dorbun-TurCaves. In PodsnezhnikCave researchers found the new site, named "Tropa normal'nykh geroev" (Normal Heroes Path). It was the longest and complex path to a bottom part of the
cave. However, during its pathfinding it was possible to connect both
caves. Thus there was rather improbable event, two independent groups
of cavers were in different caves, have heard each other. The established
voice communicationhelped to pass from the different parties through
narrownessesand to meet in a smallZal Vlyublionnykh(Hall Enamoured)
on depth-320 m from the top entranceof the system.In Dorbun-TurCave
was completedan excavation of the dry siphons (the undergroundcamp
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Figure2. Positionof karstedrocks (a), levels of the cave system (b).

was established).Cavers came to the pit which has deduced again on the
irrigatedlevel. Further has begun inclined,high irrigated ChiomayaTruba
(BlackTube),to pass which up to the end it has preventedlack of time and
equipment.There was exploredKOTACave, on depth -75 m incorporated
with Dorbun-TurCave and become by the fourth entrance in the system.
Thus, as a result of the expedition in 1998 on Zagedanskoekarst plateau
there was a large cave system with total length 4.5 km and amplitude of
465 m, with four entrances and free continuationin several directions.
Cavers from Moscow (leaders are A.Shelepinand A. Rychagov),Saratov (leader is 0. Tsoy),Penza, and Ufa took part in the next expeditionon
the plateau in August, 1999. One of the basic purposes of the expedition
was a definition of a cave system underground water unloading place.
Tracing of a cave water stream using a fluorescein has been lead (see
below). In Dorbun-TurCave a series of high irrigated pits was explored.
The depth of the system of -546 m was reached. In Podsnezhnik Cave
a number of new passages (Aktiniya (Actinium Passage), Kol'tso (The
Ring Passage), and others) were found. There is passed connection Dobroe Utro Cave (-115 m) with Dorbun-TurCave that has added the fifth
entrance in the cave system.
Small expeditionof Moscow and Saratovcavers (leaders are A. Gusev
and O.Tsoy)was carried out in August, 2000. Researcheswere conducted
in a bottom part of Dorbun-Tur Cave. Two from several passages were
explored in Vishniovyj Liker hall. A siphon stopped investigators in the
short (50 m) descending passage, and a narrow chink in a clay stopped
ones in the horizontal (length 250 m) meander.
Seven cavers from Orenburg(leader is V. Samsonov)has continuedan
exploration in the final expedition in August, 2001. Two new meanders
were found in Dorbun-TurCave. The first is an ascending230-m meander
in the top of 11-mpit after the fourth dry siphone. The second is a horizon-
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tal 200-m passagein the bottompart of the cave. It comesto an endwith
the ascendingpit. Topoof the lastpassagewasnot done.So, an explored
part of the cavesystem has longways5700m (it is on 200 m more,than
dataofficiallypresentedby us).

ment. The traps similar used, were locatedfor various time in different concentrationfluoresceinsolutions. The experimentshowed that
a necessaryconcentration of fluoresceinin traps must be 1-10mg.p.1.
and enduranceof a trap in a solution must be more than 1 hour for reliable identificationof presenceof fluorescein.

Tracing of the cave stream and hydrology of the massif

The receivedresults testify,that Zagedanskaya cave system water
unloads in Atsgara river vaucluse.As the terminationsof other large
caves of area (GorynychCave, UrupskayaCave, CherkesskayaCave,
Gorlo Barloga Cave, RostovskayaCave) are not further 200 m on a
straight line from a line connectingplaces of start and an output of
dye, it is possible to assume, that all of its represent uniform karst
hydrologic system (fig. 1). Its characteristics(distance on a straight
line is about 6 km, a water stream gradientis 0.12, time of passage of
dye is 67-68hours) are close to resultsof experimentswith the colouring, lead in other areas of Caucasusand in Crimea(Dublyanskijet al.,
2002).Velocityof a water stream(2.1 km per day) is equalto a typical
water stream velocity in Proval Cave - KrasnayaCave and Mar-Khosar Cave - KrasnayaCave hydrosystemsin Crimea.

The questionon unloadingundergroundstreamsof Zagedanskoeplateau up to 1999remainedopened.The nearestsignificantsurfacewater
streamis Urup river.Fallingof karstedlayersis directedto Urup river
valley.The charge of water in Zagedanskayacave systemat an altitude
of 2118m a.s.l. (nearby30 1.p.s.)is comparableto the chargeof Urup
riversourceappearingin 750 m to the northfroma stonytalusat 2100m
a.s.l.altitude.Presenceof severalsurfacewaterstreamsaboveUrupriver
source,the severalstreamsflowinginto the talus, and also existenceof
somecaves(Urupskaya,Gorynych,Cherkesskaya)
withsignificantwater
streamsin areaallowedto doubtthatunloadingof caveswaterstreamsof
theplateauoccursin Urupriver.Thenearestlargevaucluse(Atsgarariver
spring)is in 6 km on a straightlinefromtheeastedgeof Zagedanskoeplateau,at altitudeabout 1900m a.s.l.An unloadingof Zagedanskayacave
systemwaterstreamhere is unevident,as the streamwouldpass undera
watershedof UrupandAtsgarariversin this case.
For the decisionof the question an experimenton tracing a cave
systemwater stream was carried out in August, 1999.Fluorescein( 1
kg) was mixed with NaOH (1 kg) and dilutedup to water (5 lts). The
solutionhas been started in a stream of the last pit in Zagedanskaya
cave system(-540 m) at 7 p.m., 20.08.99.The chargeof a streamwas
estimatedas 30 l.p.s. Traps were placed on all nearest significantsurface water streams 2-4 days prior to the experience(Urup river, altitude 2000 m a.s.l., projective distanceto the end of Zagedanskaya
cave systemis 2_km; Urup river, altitude 1900m a.s.l., distance3 km;
Zagedankariver, altitude 1500 m a.s.l., distance4 km; Atsgara river
vaucluse,altitude 1922 m a.s.l., distance6 km; Gorlo Barloga Cave,
altitude2000 m a.s.l., distance3 km).
The traps representedporouskapronpackingswith 2.5-3 gr (10-12
tablets)the activatedcoal. Packingswere located in the open plastic
cylinders(length 8 cm, diameter2 cm), having apertureson the surface. 3 traps (1 control, and 2 skilled)were establishedin each point.
Controltrapshave been removedbeforea fluoresceinstart,and skilled
ones have been removed from both Ump river points at 12 a.m.-1
p.m., 23.08.99, from Zagedankariver point at 10 a.m., 24.08.99,and
fromAtsgarariver vaucluseat 2 p.m.-3p.m., 23.08.99.The traps have
been placed in individualpolyethylenepackages and transferred in
laboratoryof Saratov State University. Standardtechniquewas used
for the analysis:tests were located in 5% alcohol solution of KON,
presenceof fluoresceinwas defined both visually and spectrophotometrically.
Outputof the water streamdyedin greencolorhas been noted visually by several observers before the removingof the traps from Atsgara river vaucluseboth in vaucluseand in 2-3 km below on current
Atsgarariver.Unfortunately,durationof an fluoresceinoutputhas not
been fixed. It has occured between 2 p.m. and 3 p.m.. So, the traps
have lain in the dyed stream of less hour.We estimate an upper level
of a fluoresceinconcentrationvalue in a streamis 0.1-0.8 mg.p.l. (consideringa debit of a source is about 2 m3/s and durationof dye output
is 10-60min.).This fluoresceinconcentrationquite allowsto define its
presencein a streamvisually.
However,a presenceof fluoresceinin an alcoholsolutionof KON
has not been found both visually and using spectrophotometer.The
result of the analysisof tests has been explainedby laboratoryexperi-

Conclusions

Prospectsof the furtherpassageof the cave systemare kept. There
are someperspectiveplaces for the furtherresearchesin a groundpart
of the cave system.Potentialof increasein amplitudeof the cave system is about 200 m and one of increase in extent of the system is
more than 6 km. Prospectsof a findingof higher entrances in the cave
systemare improbable,becausean altitudeof pass only on 40 m above
the upper point of the system. Existenceof one more large cavity on
the plateaubelow Zagedanskayacave systemis possible. So, the cave
systemand the region require the furtherinvestigation.
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ICE CAVES OF PRIOLHONIE/EasternSiberia,Russia/
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I, Karl Marx str., 664003Irkutsk,Russia,eltrof@jc.isu.ru

1.

Introduction

Priolhonie is situated in the central part of the western shore of Lake Baikal (Fig. 1), geographical position is N 52°30' l 07°50' , the altitudes vary from 460 to over 600 m a.s.l. The region considered is confined by
53 °30' and E I 06°20'
the Primorsky Range on the West and by the Lake Baikal on the East. The area is situated in front of the biggest island
of Baikal - Island Olhon, that is the reason of it is named Priolhonie.

- cave
and its

number

/ Klm
.\~
hir

MONGOLIA
Figure 1
Region of explorations: Caves and its number: 1 - Bolshaya Baidinskaya, 2 - Malaya
Baidinskaya, 3 - Mechta, 4 - Ryadovaya, 5 - Oktyabrskaya, 6 - lya, 7 - Vologodskogo, 8 Skotomogilnik
The relief of Priolhonie is a typical hummocky topography: gently smoothed out forms of local watersheds (at 350-380
m above the level of Lake Baikal), divided by the dry trough-shaped valleys which have low concave sides and flat
bottoms with a width of 300-600 m. By geostructural signs the area belongs to the Sayano-Baikal fold belt.
Metamorphic complexes from the Archaean-Lower Proterozoic, consisting of gneisses, amphibolates, schists, marbles
and calciphyres, are folded in structures of NE direction. Karstic rocks, represented predominantly by the marbles, have
a thickness of strata from 1 to 200-250 m.
Climatic peculiarities are defined by two main factors: the huge water volume of Lake Baikal and the Primorsky Range.
Average annual temperature of the air is negative: -0,4 °C, the duration of frost-free period is 124 days. The Primorsky
Range (maximum absolute altitudes are 1500-1600 m), blocks the predominant western and nord-western winds and
detains the moisture of air mass . Therefore the least precipitation in the whole Lake Baikal basin falls in Priolhonie: 182
mm in year, 95 % - in warm season and 5 % - in cold part of the year. Along the shore of Lake Baikal, approximately 3
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km in land, snow cover is observed dur ing a cold season only in negat ive forms of microrelief. The power winds with a
velocity of up to 40 m/s in November and December are the reason of this phenomenon. The deep freezing of the soil
occurs due to the lack of snow.
8 caves with snow and ice formations are situated withi n the area considered . The caves are called Bolshaya
Baidin skaya, Malaya Baidinskaya, Mecht a, Iya, Ryadovaya , Vo!ogodskogo, Oktyabrskaya and Skotomog ilnik (Fig. l).

All underground cavitie s are disposed ne ar the coastal escarp of Lake Ba ikal, at the altitude of 300 m above the level of
the lake. Morphometric characters of the caves and volumes of its glaciation are represented in Tab le 1.

Table l
Ic e ca ves of Pri .olhon ie
Name
Bolshaya
Baidinskaya
Malaya
Baidinskaya
Mechta
Ryadovaya
Oktyabrskaya
lay
V ologodskogo

Number (see
the Fig. 1)

Le.mrtb

l

45

2
3

55
823
450
80
578
46

4

5
6
7

Volume, m 3

Depth
m.

cave

ice

ll

600

120

8
52

180
8500
2500
290
1200
350

8
70
3

57

20
32
17

2
3
12

Cave Skotomogilnik wasn't investigated completely,

2.

Genetic and morphological

peculiarities

of cave ice formations

Ice cave observations in Priolhonie are accomplished from 1976.
The caves considered are characterized by wide spread of snow and ice formations . Seasonal ice is formed in places
where the summer temperatures of the air rise above 0°C. It is either near cave entrances or inside underground systems
under fissures or under roofs situated near the surface. Perennial ice formations are developed in places where average
annual temperatures are negative and summer ones are near to 0°C . Underground cavities can be di vided into 3 types,
according to the origin of the coldness and accumulation of snow and ice in the caves.
Cold caves with a sack-shaped mo;phology , Bolshaya Baidinskaya, Malaya Baidinskaya, Mechta, Ryadovaya and
Oktyabr skaya are grouped in the first type. These caves are chara cterized by the descending winter type of air
circula tion . Formation of ice is due to the freezing of water wh ich comes into cavity through the fissures, as well as
forming from the air through the proce ss of sublimati on . In origin they are congelation and sublimated ice. Snow-banks
made as a resuit of accumulatio n of snow in unde rground cavities after snow -storms, as well as the falls of ice
sublimated crystals are responsible for formation of deposited and metamorphosed ice near entrances, and in Boishaya
Baidinskaya also between upper and lower halls. In its tum the snow -bank s play an important ro le in supporting
coldness in cavities.
Ice stalactites, stalagmites and stalagnates formed as a result of supply of water-droplets in zone of negative
temperatures are wide-spread in caves of the type considered. Seasonal ice stalactites and stalagmites .have been noted
every year near the entrance s in caves Bolsh aya Baidinskaya (Fig. 2A), Malaya Baidinskaya, Mechta, Ryadovaya, as
weU as in big halls inside both Baidinskaya and the Throne hall in Mechta. Forms and sizes of ice droplets are
distinguished by considerable variety. Conic, complicated, keel stalactites and complicated stalagmites occur
(description of the forms of sta lactit es and stalagmite s is given in line with [31). According to data of long-term
observations the biggest stalactite was registered in May 1996 with the length of l ,0 m, d iamete r near the foundation of
55 cm - in Khoroshikh hall in Bolshaya Baidinskaya. Usually the sizes of seasonal ice stalactites in Bolshaya
Baidinskaya and Mechta are not more than 0,5 m , and stalagmites not more than 0,3-0,4 m, but in Malaya Baidinskaya
and Ryadovaya cotTespondingly 0,25-·0,30 and 0,03-0J 0 m . In Ryadovaya the ice dropl ets thaw by July, in both
Baidinakaya and Mechta - by August. The intensity of the thaw is 0,38-0,40 cm per day. Perennial ice stalactites,
stalagmites and stalagnates have been recorded in Mechta and Bolshaya Baidinskaya. The following ice formations
have been revealed: conic , complicated, keel stalactites , stalagmites -drum sticks, complicated, large ice-mass under
stalactites. The following stalagnates (column) have also been observed: conic from below, swollen in the middle part,
with a large ice foundation and stalagmite s: Ice stala ctites reach a height of 1-1,5 m, stalagmit es - 2-2,5 m. Of special
note are the huge stalagnates in Mechta, with a heigh t of more than 3 m and diameter near the foundation of up to 1 m.
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The position of seasonal and perennial droplets indicates the direction of fissures along which the underground waters
penetrate into cavity.
Aufeis-layers forming under supply of liquid water in parts of cavities, frozen below 0°C, are wide-spread on the·
horizontal and subhorizontal areas in Mechta, both Baidinskaya, Ryadovaya and Oktyabrskaya. Seasonal aufeis-layers
have been fixed near entrances in all caves researched. Areas of these aufeises not exceeding 8-10 rn2, they thaw
completely by July. Perennial aufeis-layers are developed in Mechta, Bolshaya and Malaya Baidinskaya. The area of
aufeis body in Mechta reaches to 200 m2, in Bolshaya Baidinskaya to 50 m2, in Malaya Baidinskaya to 20 m2, ice depth
varies from 0, l to 0,4 m in all caves. Aufeis in Mechta is characterized by hydro-carbonate-calcium composition with
mineralizationl 18

mg/I.
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Cave ice of Priolhonie: A - Bolshaya Baidinskaya, B - Iya, C - Vologodskogo

In cold period of the year in Bol.shaya Baidinskaya, Malaya Baidinskaya, Mechta and Ryadovaya condensedcongelation ice has developed. Inverted distribution of air temperatures in underground systems conditions the
formation of this ice. For example, the vertical gradient in Bolshaya Baidinskaya in the winter season is 0,8-1,4°C per l
m. Condensed moisture forming in upper parts of the walls and on the roofs of underground cavities flows down and
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freezes in the zone of negative tem perature s. The rnantle of icing with depth 5-15 cm , as well as ice conic sta lactite s
with a length of 15-20 cm and diameter near the foundation of up to 5 cm are formed in the lower patts of passages in
caves considered.
Srri..alllakes of 15-20 cm depth are situated in Bolshaya and Malaya Baidinskaya and Mechtai the sizes of the lakes are
4,5 x 2,2, 2 x l ,5 and 5 x 1,5 111 respectively . They freeze .in winter. Seasonal segregation ice forming under slow
chilling of ground have been found at the bottom of upper halls in both Baidinskaya.
Seasonal and perennial crystals of underground hoarfrost are widely represented in caves Mechta, Bolshaya and Malaya
Baidinskaya, Ryadovaya and Oktyabrskaya.Crystals are formed as a re sult of the fall of atmospheric moisture on the
surfaces with a tem perature below 0°C. Seasonal formations have been noted near entrances in all underground cavities
considered, they thaw completely at the beginning of the summer. Perennial crystals have been registered directly near
perennial aufeis-Iayers in both Baid inskaya and Mechta: on the one hand, hum idity of the air is supported by
sublimation of ice and on the other hand, a zone of negative temperatures is set up near perennial aufeis-layers. The
latter defines the minimum thaw of ice crystals. Sizes of crystals change during the year, maximum ones are noted from
March to June . Usually the ice crystals have a form of the hexahedral plates, maximum sizes are 3-4 cm in diameter.
Hoarfrost in the shape of needles with a height of 0,3-0,5 cm have been observed in Bolshaya Baidinskaya only. Spr ing
snow-banks with volume of snow-icy accumulation up to 5-15 m 3 have been noted in Bolshaya and Malaya
Baidinskaya, Mechta, Ryadovaya and Oktyabrskaya. They thaw by June. A perennial snow-bank made by snow, firn
and ice is disposed in Bolshaya Baidinskaya , ice depth is 8,2 m, volume is 110 m3. Remains of malacofauna found in
lower part of snow-bank date it from Pleistocene-Holocene (4]. Question about origin of this snow-bank is being
discussed.
Cave lya is one of the second type, thermoventilated one, a cave opens at both ends, which is distinguished by the
change of direction of air draught in the cold and warm seasons (Fig. 2 B). Congelation and sublimated ice have been
observed here. Seasonal stalactites are noted in central parts of the underground system, with a length of not more than
12-15 cm, diameters near the foundation are 3-5 cm. Until to1997 the perennial aufeis-layer was disposed in Ice hall,
the ice had hydro-carbonate-calcium composition, ' mineralization was 189 mg/I. Seasonal hoarfrost has been registered
near Entrance I. it is the hexahedrons with sizes l-3 cm in diameter. During the whole year crystals of hoarfrost cover
the roofs and walls of the Ice hall and the underground system adjoining it. In the Ice haU there are ice needles with a
height of up to 0,5 cm but in the adjoining system there are ice hexahedrons. The sizes of hexahedral crystals increase in
direction from the second (lower) entrance to inside parts of the cave - from 0,5 to 3-5 cm in diameter. Seasonal aufeislayers and spring snow-banks have been fixed near the entrances of the cave.
Vertical cave Vologodskogo represents the third type (Fig. 3 B), a karstic pit with snow and ice, ice is formed as a result
of recrystallization of snow supplied to the ca ve through the entrance (its sizes are 3,5 x 2 m) in cold period of the year.
Summer snow-banks with a volume of snow and ice of 10-12 m3 (in accordance with the climatic conditions of the
year) are developed here and are conserved until August. Seasonal hexahedral ice crystals have been noted near the
entrance.
Types of ice in caves of Priolhonie are represented in Table 2.

Table 2
Cave ice of Priolhonie

Deposited and
metamorphosed

Sublimated ice

Congeiation ice

ice
Cave
Dropletaccumulat
ive
aufeis

Bolshaya
Baidinskaya
Malaya
Baidinskaya
Mechta
Ryadovaya
Oktyabrskaya
Iya
V ologodskogo
* : A - annual, P

Aufeis
-layers

Ma
ntle
of
ice

Ice of
the
lake

A*

p

A

p

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
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+

+
+
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+
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+

+
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+
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+
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+
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+

+
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3.

Dynamics of cave glaciation

Observations of the dynamics of cave glaciation in Priolhonie stretch from 1976 to the present. It is in this short period
that the essential changes in its state were registered. From the seventies of last century the considerable decrease of the
sizes of cave glaciation has been observed. So, complete degradation of the aufeis-layer occurred from 1976 to 1997 in
Ice hall of cave Iya: in November 1977 the area of one was 226m 2 with an ice depth from 1,5 to 2,5-2,8 m; in July 1993
2
its size have decreased to 6,9 m2 with an ice depth from 6 to 88 cm, in July 1996 - to 1,5 m and maximum ice-depth 78 cm. Complete thaw of aufeis-layer was registered in July 1997. Within the span of twenty years, the annual thaw of
aufeis-layer averaged 11,3. The same considerable degradation of aufeis-layer was observed in Bolshaya Baidinskaya:
2
in July 1993 the area of ice in Khoroshikh hall was 23,3 nl, in October 1998 - 14,4 m , in June 2003 - 10,5 and in May
2
2005 - only 7,8 m 2 • Within the span of twelve years, the annual thaw of aufeis-layer averaged 1,2 m •
Observations of the dynamics of aufeis-layers in both Baidinsakaya and Mechta were marked. In Bolshaya Baidinskaya
marks were done on the walls at observations points to the left, in the centre, to the right of the ice body and on the
frozen block, in Malaya Baidinskaya - on the frozen block too, but in Mechta - they were on the walls to the left of the
ice stalagmites named Organ and Ded Moroz. During every following visit the measuring of the distance, for which the
ice limit was moved away by comparison with the previous state, was accomplished. As may be inferred from Table 3
considerable degradation of cave ice is noted in both Baidinskaya and Mechta, starting from 1995. During last ten years
the rate of ice retreat varies from 3,2 cm (in Mechta) up to 11,7 cm per year (in Bolshaya Baidinskaya). The rate of the
thaw (observations by the frozen blocks in both Baidinskaya) achieves from 1,7 up to 12,9 cm per year. And as for

Table3
Degradation of perennial aufeis-layers in caves Bolshla Baidinskaya, Malaya Baidinskaya and Mechta
(marks from 26t July 1995)

Date of
observations

left

Bolshava Baidinskava
in the
right
centre

Mechta
on the
block

Malaya
Baidinskaya

Organ

0,8

Ded
Moroz

}6th
September
1995
th
1 May 1996
13tnApril

4,5

8,5

2,5

3,2

1,3

2,5

10,3

12,0

9,7

1,0

1997

10,0

12,0

9,0

collapse

1,0

12,5

27 ,5

16,0

3,5

marking

62,0

32,5

64,5

ll,8

22,5

16,5

27,0

21,5

4,7

7,0

10,8

11,8

12,6

2, 1

4,2

26 th October
1998
2th
November
2003
Ith May2005
Average
intensity per
year

12,9

1,7

Mechta, in autumn 1976, in system Metro, milky-white ice was characterized by a depth of 0,5-0,7 m, in autumn 1998 ·
the dirty-black ice had a depth not more 20-21 cm, but in spring 2005 the ice was absent on the whole of the system
considered, the temperature of the ground was +0,2°C. The intensity of the thaw is 3 cm per year.
It is evident that the climatic changes cause the considerable degradation of cave glaciation in Priolhonie. In effect, as it
is illustrated by Fig. 3, until 1967 the small fluctuations of average annual temperature of the air, conditioned by the
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Figure

3 Dynamics of average annual temperature by the meteorological station: 1 - Irkutskobservatory, 2 - Uzur

cyclicity (25 , 11-years, etc.) of nature processes, are revealed . After 1967the steady trend in increase of average annual
temperature of the air is noted. It has been just this increase which is responsible for the degradation of cave ice in
region researched. The following meteorological data were used for analysis: observations at the meteorological station
Irkutsk-observatory, characterized by the longest period of observations in Irkutsk amphitheatre - duration from 1830
interruption and from 1882 to 2003 - without interruption, as well as observations at the Uzur station, which is situated
75 km to the NE from Bolshaya Baidinskaya, with the same period of meteorological observations. Both data published
( l, 2] and unpublished (starting from 1965 the materials were received by the treatment of average month temperatures
by Meteorological monthly books) were used. And its turn, the considerable degradation of cave glaciation is the
foundation to consider the cave ice as an indicator of the warming of the climatic conditions in Priolhonie.

4.

Conclusions
Three main types of cave ice are observed in 8 karstic caves of Priolhonie: congelation, sublimated and
deposited-metamorphosed.
According to the origin of the coldness and accumulation of snow and ice three types of cavities are
distinguished here: cold sack-shaped caves, thermoventilated cavity characterizing by the change of direction of
air draught in the cold and warm season and vertical pit .
The system of topographical signs for the prese ntation of cave ice formations on the underground maps is
proposed .
The rate of ice retreat varies from 3,2 up to 11,7 cm per year and the rate of the its thaw achieves from 1,7 up to
12,9 cm per year.
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Abstract
The structure and functional specifics of microbial communitiesand
fungi from cave deposits and near-by surface soils have been studied in
caves of the ArchangelskRegion of Northern EuropeanRussia.The caves
are all undergoingthe active process of modem karst deveiopment. Cave
microbial communities were overall quite similar to those from surface
soil horizons located over the caves, with some substantialstructuraldifferences, including:replacementof dominant species and the appearance
of new, rare species; the prevailing growth of oligotrophicand psychrotolerant forms; and the changes in kinetic growth parametersof microbial
populations.

Introduction
Karstogenic landscapes are widely spread around the world and are
characterized by high contrast of ecological niches. A special position
among them belongs to cave habitats that have various degreesof connection with the surface.There is a constant influx of matter and energy from
terrestrial biotopes to the caves undergoing the active process of modem
karst development. Various microorganismsalso get here from surface
with the help of air streams, infiltration waters and flood karst waters.
In the new environmentalconditions the introduced microbialpool may
undergo substantial changes. However, it is not known, which features
and properties of microbiocenosesthat grow in surface environmentsare
inheritedby the microbial communitiesthat form in the cave habitats.

The site and samplescollection
The caves involved in this study are located at the site of "Pinezhsky"
State Natural Reserve and special natural reserve "Golubinsky"near settlement Pinega in Archangelskregion (64°32' north latitude, 43°15' east
longitude)in the northern taiga (boreal forest) natural subzone.At this site
there are specific karstogenic and typical glacial landscapes.The caves
lay in gypsum and anhydrites 4 to 50 meters deep from the surface and
have the following attributes [Structure and dynamic... , 2000]: stable
average annual atmospherictemperatures 1-4° C; temperaturesof ground
waters 0, 1-10°C; annual spring floods; sulfate-calcium mineralization
of waters ranging from 0,4 g/1 during flood period to 2,5 g/1 during lowflow period; oligotrophicconditions (the content ofbiophilic elementsin
gypsum is much lower than in cover loams. Loose deposits in caves were
represented mainly by moraine clays eroded by surface waters. Several
samples of cave deposits and surface soils were collected in August 1998
for microbiologicalanalysis. The following samples were considered as
taken from rich habitats:
1) SLA-:the soil litter of "albeluvisol" soil (Note: Here and below soil
types are named accordingWRB Soil Classification[WRB, 1988]), (typical eluvial-illuvialforest soil in northern humid climate), located above a
cave, which was developedin draining position on a smooth slope;
2) SLL - the soil litter of "gypsiric leptosol" soil (organic accumulating soil on hard gypsum bedrock), developed on single gypsum residual
hills;
3) SLCave - the fragmentof soil litter removed from the surface into a
cave by spring flood waters.
The following samples were considered as taken from barren habitats:
21-28 Auuust 2005. l(alnm os. Hel!ns

4) MIA- the mineralilluvial horizon of"albeluvisol" soil (typicaleluvial-illuvialforest soil in northernhumid climate),locatedabovethe cave,
which was developedin drainingposition on a smooth slope;
5) GPL - the gypsum powder of "gypsiric leptosol" soil (organic accumulating soil on hard gypsum bedrock), developed on single gypsum
residual hills;
6) MDCave - the mineral sedimenton the cave floor which is flooded
not yearly.

Methodsof analysis
Field assessments of esterase activity (Index of vital biomass). Determination of vital biomass index in field conditionswas based on the
intensity of tluorescein diacetate (FDA) (achromaticform) hydrolysisto
fluorescein(green coloring)by a complex of esterase enzymesof microbial cells in vivo. It is known from previouslypublishedreports [Ingham
& Klein, 1982]that intensityofFDA hydrolysishas strongpositivecorrelation with the amountof biomassof active microorganisms,which allows
to perform indirectestimationof biomass in samplesof natural substrates.
One gram of fresh soil or deposits was used for analysis (three replications taken). The specimen was immersed in 50 ml of phosphate buffer
(pH - 6.47) and then was shaken manually for 10 minutes. After that 1 ml
of 0.001 % aqueous solution of fluorescein diacetate was added to the
obtained homogenate.The specimen was put into a warm place (20° C
- 25° C) for 2 hours. After that exposition, 10 ml of colored solutionwas
filtrated into a calibratedtest tube and comparedto the scale of standards
under illuminationwith wavelengthof 480 nm. Ten-pointrelativescale of
standardsfor hydrolysisintensitywas utilized for result estimation.Score
of 10 correspondedto 100% transformationof fluorescein diacetate into
fluorescein(resulting concentrationof fluorescein0.0002 mg/ml). Score
of "O"correspondedto the absenceof fluoresceindiacetatedestructionfor
the incubationperiod mentioned.
Cellulose decompositiontests. The test of cellulose decomposition
was carried out using the applicationmethod with cotton strips [Jones &
Mollison, 1948].The methodinvolvedcompleteplacementof preliminary
dried, weightedand sterilizedcotton strips into soil or cave deposits.After
completionof exposuretime (2-8 weeks) the cotton strips were taken out,
washed, dried and weighted.Percentageof mass loss was measured.
Characteristicsof bacterial communities.Biodiversityand structureof
bacterial community of soil horizons and cave deposits were studied by
culturing 1:100-1:10,000dilutionsof soil suspensionon solid.Twoweight
specimensof each samplewere taken. The cultureswere incubatedfor 10
days. Bacteria were studied on glucose-peptone-yeastagar at temperatures of 28° C and 5° C. There were three replicationsof Petri disheswith
cultures used. Genus identificationof bacteria was performed [Bergey's
manual..., 1997] using morphological, cytochemical (Gram stain) and
physiological-biochemicalsigns (test for oxidase and catalase).
Characteristicsof fungal communities.Biodiversity and structure of
micromycetescommunityof soil horizons and cave depositswere studied
by culturingdilutionsof soil suspensionon solid medium.Dilution 1:100
was used for micromycetes culturing. Five weight specimens of each
sample were taken. Microscopicfungi were grown on Czapek agar and
Wateragar at temperaturesof 25° C, 15° C and 5°C. In all cases for each
weight specimenwe performedreplicationthree times. The cultureswere
incubatedfor 10 days, after which the pure cultureswere countedand iso-
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lated for genus and species taxonomic identificationof fungi. Identification was performedusingthe keys [Referencesare abridged].Biodiversity
and structureof micromycetescommunitiesand the quantitativeratio of
species was characterizedusing the following indices: a) frequencyof
occurrence(percentageratio of samples/replications,in which the given
species were found, among all the investigatedsamples/replications)
; b)
relativeabundance(percentageratio of the coloniesof the given speciesto
the total numberof fungalcoloniesfor every replication,and subsequent
calculationof the mean value for the sample among all replications);c)
assessmentof rank distribution of species abundance [May, 1975); d)
assessmentof species diversity accordingto Shannon's diversity index,
based on the valuesof speciesoccurrence[Megarran,1983].
Determinationof temperatureoptimumfor culturesinitiallycultivated
at differenttemperatures.For modelexperimentof temperatureadaptation
determinationan elementarybacterialassociationisolatedby "diminishing streak"techniquefromone of the coloniesfromMDCave sampleafter
primary inoculationat +28° C was used. Associationwas stable (did not
split into componentsby terminaldilutionwith furtherinoculationon glucose-peptone-yeastagar) and included two components:Myxococcales
spp. and Aquaspirillumsp. The elementaryassociationwas reinoculated
into Petri dishesat +5° C and +28° C to get biomassof "mesophilic"and
"psycl~rophilic"
lines. After accumulationof biomassin the new temperature conditionsthe temperaturerange of growth was determinedby reinoculationinto severalPetri dishes, incubatedat differenttemperatures.
Capabilityfor growthat differenttemperatureswas studied.
Multisubstrate testing for investigation of functional structure of
microbial communities. Method of multisubstrate testing (MST) was
utilized to analysefunctionalpatterns of natural microbial communities
using spectrumanalysisof consumedmonosubstrates.A specialmicrotitre plate, which included47 test substrates,was used for implementation
of MST.Weightspecimensof 2 gram were taken from samples at field
moisture for the test. Each weight specimenwas mixed with 100ml of
Serenson's phosphatebuffer (pH = 6.5). Vital dyes were added to the
obtainedcentrifugate:
I) in the first seriesof tests, an aliquot of centrifugatewas mixedwith
solutionof TTB (concentration3 g/1)in 10:1 ratio (final concentrationof
the dye - 0.27 mg/ml),as an indicatoractivitydehydrogenaseenzymes;
2) in the secondseriesof tests, FDA(fluoresceindiacetate)was used as
an indicatorof esterasevital activity.The FDA solutionwas added to the
centrifugateuntil final dye concentrationof0.0001% (0.001mg/ml).
Samples

Albeluvisolsoilunderthe
Cave

"'
·s
VJ

"'

The obtainedsamplewas thoroughlymixedand 0.2 ml of it wasplaced
into each cell of plate using multi-channelbutcher.The plates were incubated in thermostatat +28° C. Optical density of the cells was measured
by photometryat 1st,2nd and 3rd days of incubation.Measurementswere
performed at wavelength of 510 nm for TTB-containingplates and at
wavelengthof 480 nm for FDA-containingplates. The data obtainedwere
categorizedusing algorithmsof cluster analysis by means of SPSS 10.0
software. Numericaldata of the device (optic densitiesof solutionsat 510
nm and 480 nm minus controlsamplevalues)were used as indexvaluesof
growth energy.Simple summationmethodwas used for the device readings from all cells of the plate. It was called "communityperformance"
and was used for demonstrationof global intensityof metabolism.

Results and discussion
Results of cellulosedecompositiontests. The table below shows the
results of 8-week experimentmeasuringthe intensity of decomposition
of cotton strips exposed in soil and cave environmentalconditions.The
cellulose in "cave environment"decomposessignificantlyslower when
comparedto soil environment.This is likely to be associatedwith predominanceof copiotrophes(Aquaspirillum)in the psychrotolerantpool
of microorganismsin cave clays, while hydrolyticbacteria - cellulosedecomposers- are passive at low positivetemperatures,althoughmaintaining vitality.
Index of vital biomassin samplesof soil and cave habitats. The results

SLA sample
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ii-lOmin

---MDCave

------*--:
_______

tg-0,23
ii-40min

-'--30

time, min

60
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Indexof"vital biomass".
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of field assessmentof vital biomassindex using methodof FDAhydrolysis are presented in the table. Despite of high diversityof vital biomass
indices for differentsoil types, existingin differentenvironmentalconditions, one cannot say that cave deposits contain substantiallyless biomass of microorganisms.Rich organiccave depositshave values of vital
biomass index which are very comparableto many soil litters. Mineral
deposits of caves have values of the index, typical for moderatelybarren
soil horizons.Meanwhile,the processof FDA hydrolysisby microorganisms in differentsamplesvariessubstantially.Figureshowskineticgraphs
of this process for some of the samples.It demonstratesthat in the samples from habitats experiencingconstant influence of low temperatures
the FDA hydrolysisbegins with delay and has a lesser activationenergy
(tangentto the curve at the initial stage) (Fig).

Frequency
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Abundance
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Taxonomicstructureof saprotrophicbacterialcommunitiesin soil and
cave habitats. Featuresnoted for bacterial communitiesof litters and illuvial horizons of surface soils (SLA, MIA samples)were similarto the
typical characteristicsof most soils of taiga region. For these soils, dominating microorganismsof the litters are cellulose-decomposingbacteria
of Myxococcalesorder and Cellulomonas,as well as typical pedobionts
of mineral horizons,such as Arthrobacter.In the bacterialcommunityof
gypsiric leptosolsignificantpercentageis ui;cupicdby representativesof
Actinomycetalesorder: 17% in SLL and 31% in GPL. This soil also has
maximumabundanceofMyxococcalesand Bacilluscomparedto albeluvisol. In the bacterialcommunityof SLCavethere were found the same
groups of microorganismsas in SLA,with dominationof Myxococcales.
The structure of bacterial communitiesof these biotopes differed in·the
ratio of bacteria of Cellulomonasgenus and Aquaspirillumgenus: 10:1
in the albeluvisoland 1:10 in cave habitatsrespectively.The domination
of Aquaspirillum, which are typicalhydrobionts,in SLCaveis associated
either with their influx with spring flood waters, or with constantlyhigh
humidityof cave atmosphere.Usually,Cellulomonasare isolatedin high
numbersfrom forest litter in autumnperiods,when the processof miner- ·
alizationof seasonalabscissionof leavesbegins.That is exactlywhat we
observedin the analysisofSLAsample, whichwas taken in the beginning
of autumn.Consideringthat materialof SLCavesamplegot into the cave
in the springwith springflood waters,but was taken for tests in Autumn,
there weren't found Cellulomonasgenus bacteria. This appears to indicate some indirect evidenceof absence or great suppressionof seasonal
dynamicsin caves when comparedto terrestrialhabitats.Bacterialcommunitiesof MDCavehave similarfeaturesto MIAbacterialcommunities.
The dominantposition in these communitiesis occupiedby bacteria of
Arthrobactergenus and Aquaspirillumgenus.
Biodiversityand structureof microscopicfungi communitiesin soil
and cave habitats. The communitiesof microscopicfungi isolated from
samplesof organichorizonsof surfacesoils and caves were significantly
richer in terms of species diversitythan fungal communitiesof mineral
horizonsof the samehabitats(Lookthe table below).Micromycetescommunities of soil horizonsand SLCavesample had pronouncedstructure,
which included two to three dominating in occurrenceand in relative
abundancespecies,severaltypical and frequentspecies,and severalsporadic species.However,the percentageoflow-abundantspeciesexceeded
one half. At low temperaturesthe percentageof rare, low-abundantspecies with relative abundancevalues less than 10% increases.The communities of micromycetesisolated from cave spring flood clay had low
speciesdiversityand the lowest values of Shannon'sdiversityindex (Table). Structureof fungalcommunitiesof these cave depositswas different
from typical soil habitats and even from mineral soil horizon:there were
only rare species of micromycetesthat had at the same time high abundance (Fig.). Appearanceof these species in the inoculatewas random
and did not depend on the cultivationconditions(temperatureand nutrient medium). High values of relative abundancewere observedin all the
fungalspeciesisolatedfrom this sample.These valuesexceeded10%and
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(30-60%)
(<30%)

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

•

>60%

~ 10-20%
< 10%

usuallywere 50% to 100%.Therefore,the patternsof speciesdistribution
may be describedby a model of communitycomposed of several discretely distributed(i.e. rare, with low spatialoccurrence)and absolutely
prevailing in number (i.e. abundant)species, and at the same time rare
and not numerous(i.e. not abundant)speciesare completelyabsentin the
community.The prevalenceof rare but abundantspeciesof fungitogether
with their "dotted", randompattern of isolationis caused by barrenness
and discretenessof organic substratesexisting in cave clays, which is a
specificfeatureof the given habitat.
The massive growth of one predominantpopulation (one species)
within such discretelydistributedsubstrate-containingareas is possible
in the absenceof interspecificcompetitionin the circumstancesof disruption or terminationof continuousprogressionof fungal successionwhich
takes place in the process of decompositionof organic substrates.This
indicates global unsaturationof cave fungal communities.The species
compositionof micromycetescommunitiesof cave depositshas hereditary similarityto the communitiesof surfacesoil horizons.For instance,
in the communityof micromycetesin a soil litter fragment,brought into
a cave by spring flood, there were many fungi species isolated,which
were also found in a soil litter taken from daylightsurface(Tableabove).
Thesewere fungithat grow in the seasonalabscissionof leaves,decaying
plant remains and tree remains:Mucor hiemalis, Geomycespannorum,
Cladosporiumcladosporioides,and nematophagousfungusArthrobotrys
arthrobotryoides.At the sametime,the data on speciesstructureshowthat
when soil litter is moved from surface into cave habitats,which are different in physical,climatic,and trophicparameters,substantialand rapid
restructuringof fungalcommunityoccurs,and speciesthat weredominant
in surfacehabitatsare forcedout of the communityby fungithat are more
adaptedto the new conditions.
Differentialsignificanceof temperaturesand organic matter supply
for studyingof structuraland functionalfeaturesof communities.Population numbersof bacteriain the communitiesof soil litterswere 2-4 orders
of magnitudehigher,than in mineralhorizons,and were equal to 107 to
109 CFU/g (Table below). Incubationat differenttemperaturesallowed
to reveal substantialdifferencesin mesophilicand psychrotolerantbacteria groups ratio in biotopesof daylightsurfaceand cave biotopes.The
percentageof psychrotolerantpool of bacteriain MDCavewas 20%. At
the same time the numbersof bacteria,grownat 5° C and at 28° C, were
within the same range of magnitude.In MIA samplethe patternwas opposite: percentageof psychrotolerantpool of bacteria was only 0.05%,
and numbersof bacteriagrownat 5° C were two ordersof magnitudeless
than numbers of those grown at 28° C. Analysisof bacterial communities grown at 5° C demonstratedthat the spectrumof bacteriataxonswas
significantlynarrowedwhen comparedto the spectrumobtainedat 28° C.
At 5° C the vast majorityof coloniesisolatedfrom mineralsubstrateswas

representedby bacteria of Arthrobacter genus and Aquaspiri11um
genus,
while there were no representatives of other genus found.Analysis of litters showed much lesser influence of factor of the temperature on psy-

chrotolerant pool of bacteria.

Soil habitats
/ C'T T \
(GPL)
\UL,. Li)
XXX
X

Species

(SLCave)
X
X

Cave habitats
(MDCave, Cave 1) (MDCave,Cave 2)

Acremoniumcharticola (Lundau)W. Garns
Acrernoniumkiliense Grutz
Acremoniumsp.
Artrobotrysartrobotryoides(Berl.) Lindau
X
xx
Aspergillus niger van Tieghem
X
Aspergilluswentii Wehmer
X
xx
ChaetomiumglobosumKunze ex Steud.
Chrysosporiummerdarium (Link ex Grev.) Cann.
X
xx
Cladosporium cladosporioides (Fres.) de Vries
X
GeomycesChrysosporiumpannor11m(Link) Hughes
xx
XXX
xx
X
Mucor hiemalis Wehmer
X
Oidiodendrontennuissimum(Peck) Hughes
XXX
Penicillium aurantiogriseurnDierckx
X
PenicilliumcanescensSopp
X
Penicillium chrysogenum Thom
X
X
PenicilliumcrustosumThom
X
X
PenicilliumdecumbensThom
X
XXX
X
Penicillium expansumLink ex Gray
Penicillium funiculosumThorn
X
X
X
xx
PeniciHiumjanczewskii Zaleski
XXX
PenicilliumjanthinellumBiourge
Penicillium minioluteumDierckx
Penicillium oxalicumCurrie & Thom
X
PenicilliumroquefortiiThom
X
PenicilliumrugulosumThom
X
X
xx
Penicillium spinulosumThom
XXX
Penicilliumthomii Maire
Phialophoracinerescens(Wollenw.) van Beyma
xx
RhizopusoryzaeWent & Prinsen Geerligs
X
X
Sterile dark-coloredmyceliurn
X
Sterile light-coloredrnycelium
Trichoderma viride Pers. ex Gray
XXX
Verticillium lecanii (Zimm.)Viegas
xx
Shannon's diversityindex
2,45
2,27
1,99
Evenness
0,75
0,86
0,84
Speciesfrequency of occurrence: X - rare(< 30%); XX - typical (30--60%);XXX - dominant(> 60%).

X

xx

Albeluvisolsoil (typical forest soil in
humid climate)
Soil litter
(SLA)
Quantity of colony
forming units/ 1 gram of
dry sample

28°C

sc

The ratio of psychrotolerantto
mesophillicpools, %

0

Illuvial mineral
horizon
(MIA)
6,10
107

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

2,06
0,94

1,93
0,95

Samples
Gypsiric leptosol (primitive soil on
gypsum rocks))
Soil litter
(SLL)

uo

3,92
109

X

X

l ,35
107

0,31
105

No data

X

X

0,34

0,05

No data

X

X

108

Gypsum powder
(GPL)
2,00
106

X

Noclat::1

Nodat.i

The Cave
Soil litter
(SLCave)

Clay deposit
(MDCave)
1,58
105

X

1,14
109

X

X

0,68
107

X

0,60

23,42

0,37
105

In the studyingof influenceof soil and cave habitats on microscopicfrmgi communities we utilized different cultivation conditions for their isolation:
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barren and rich mineral mediums (Wateragar, Czapek agar); low (5° C,
15 C) and standardfor soilmicrobiologicalanalysis(25° C) temperatures.
Substratelimitation(growingof micromyceteson poor medium- Water
agar) caused reducing of total numbers of fungal colonies isolated from
the study samples.Also substrate limitationdetermined the structure of
communities,their compositionand percentage of infrequent species in
fungal community.For instance,isolationof fungal cultures from rich in
organicmatter litters on Wateragar resulted in the increaseof percentage
of infrequentand scarce (low abundant)species by 15-20%.And, on the
contrary, cultivation of fungi from oligotrophicsoil mineral horizon on
Water agar resulted in communitycompositionwith several highly abundant fungal species, while the percentage of low-abundantspecies was
significantlylower than obtainedwhen grown on rich medium. Isolation
of fungi from cave clay deposits on Czapek agar resulted in abundant
growth of sterile mycelium,which inhibited growth of any other fungi.
The factor of temperaturealso played a significantrole, as it determined
global diversity of species in isolated communitiesof micromycetes.In
fungal communitiesof oligotrophichabitats (e.g. cave clays and mineral
soil horizon) the increase of cultivationtemperaturefrom 5° C to 15° C
and 25° C resulted in the increasednumber of species isolated.And vice
versa, in fungal communitiesfrom surfaceand cave litters that had lots of
organic substratesthe increaseof diversityof specieswas noted when reducing temperaturefrom 25° C to 15° C and 5° C. Apparentlythe shift of
thermalrange of growthinto less typicalzone for these substratesactivates
the reserve microbial pool and initiates development of resting fungal
forms, which are present in the given substrates.Increase in the diversity
of species of fungal communitiesoccurredas a result of greater percentage oflow-abundant specieswhich grew from 30-50%to 75-90%.
The data of complex analysis of multisubstratetests results. Using
FDA as a metabolismindicator,the reduction of incubationtemperature
resulted in predictable decrease of all calculatedindexes: Shannon's index, amount of substrate consumedand value of "communitymetabolic
performance".Notably,the decreasein the indicesdependedon the initial
values. It may appear to be the evidence that organismswith prevailing
r-strategy (hydrolytics)- which are presumablydeterminedin FDA assessment - are equally depressed at low temperaturesin both soil and
cave habitats.
In the TTB-analysisrelativelyhigh values of diversityindex and evenness in cave clay sample (MDCave) when compared with other oligotrophic samples are worth attention. However,the amount of substrates
consumed and communityperformancefor that sample did not exceed
the correspondingvalues for MIA and GPL. SLCave and SLA samples
taken in winter season featuredrelativelyhigher values of evennessand
communityperformance.It is likely/lo be caused by activation of community in mesophilicconditionsof incubationafter being exposedto cold
environmentalconditions. Most probablythat the responseof community
is just a single-eventreaction.
To address the assessmentof rapidnessand grade of temperatureadaptation response we performeda series of experimentswith elementary
association (refer to "Methods of analysis" section). The results showed
differencesin the growth capabilitiesof ,cell associationpool at low temperatures depending on the previous temperatureof cultivation.For instance, if the initial cultivationtemperaturewas +5° C, then the range of
temperatures in further reinoculationwas widened towards lower temperatures:+ 1.5° C and +3.5° C. If the associationwas initiallycultivated
at +28° C, .further it wasn't capable to grow at temperatureslower than
+5° C during the same period of time. For temperatureshigher than incubationtemperatureof previousculturingthere were no similarpatterns
observed. For instance, at +36° C the cultures cultivated earlier both at
+5° C and at +28° C grew with similar intensity.The patterns observed
and the experimentconditionsare demonstratedat Figure 6. Most likely
those rapid changesin the ecologyof microorganismsare associatedwith
predominantpropagationof adapted psychrotolerantcellular pool which
21-28 AU[JUS! 2005,
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exists inside a populationof a singlegenus.It is evidentthat bacteriamultiplicationat low positive temperaturesc;uses the appearanceof modification changeabilityor divergenceof elementaryassociationcomponents
(micropopulations),which occurs later in sequentialcell generations.Determinationof temporal stability of this feature was not included in the
objectivesof the present study.

Conclusions
In conclusion,based on the presenteddata we can emphasizethe followingspecificfeaturesof structureand functioningof microbialcommunities in environmentalconditionsof caves undergoingactive process of
modem karst developmentand closelyconnectedwith daylightsurface:
• In caves undergoingactive karst developmentwe observedbasic
diversityof zonal soil microorganismsin vital state presentedin numbers
that are comparableto the terrestrialhabitats.
• The main featuresof microbialcommunitiesof cave habitatswere
caused by influenceof environmentalfactors and adaptationof microorganismsto the specificclimateof cave environment.It was manifestedby
inhibitionof hydrolyticorganismsgrowth (which neverthelesspreserved
vitality), predominanceof psychrotolerantand oligotrophicforms, discrete developmentof mono-speciespopulationsresultedfromthe absence
of significantnatural competitionfor nutrients.
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ABOUT THE SEISMI C STABILITY OF ANCIE NT ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTIONS
Samvel M. Shahinyan
ArmenianSpeleologicalCenter, 61 RostomiStr., Yerevan,Armenia, Tel: (374 10) 550986,E-mail: speleo@arminco.com,URL www.speleo.am

Abstract
In their analyses scientists, examining the consequences of Spitak
earthquake,arrivedat variousconclusionsconcerningdifferentquestions.
But they were unanimouson one point. The general quality of engineer
works didn't meet the security requirementsof Armenianseismiczone.
But the problemis more serious.In town-planningand differentengineering works the geological, seismic, hydro-geological,petrographical
structure,the peculiaritiesof landscape and geomorphologicalstructure
of the area were not taken into consideration.
In the given report the author brings up several examples of underground constructions, built from 300-3000 years ago and in spite of the
destructiveearthquakespreservedtill our days. Someof the examples are
the Orgov tunnel, II BC, the Ashtarak and Shirak stone-doorcaves, built
700-3000 years ago, the multi-piece underground settlement in Spitak
coming from Middle Ages, the cave settlementsof Ani and Akhourian,
built 800-1500 years ago, in VII BC built water channel of king Argishti,
up to these days irrigatingthe gardens ofDalma.
The reason of seismic stability and longevityof the ancient constructions was the profound knowledge of nature and its correct use by the
buildersand the settlers.
The destructiveearthquakeof Spitak (1988, Spitak,Armenia,25 000
victims) almost razed to the ground the cities of Spitak and Gyumri. It
took 15years to coverthe damagecausedin numeroussettlements,but the
psychologicalstresspeople sufferedat times still makes itself felt.
The whole process of origination of modem man in the Armenian
Highlandwas accompaniedby activegeotectonicprocesses- earthquakes,
volcanoesand etc.These geologicalphenomenaas ecologicalfactorshave
influencedthe formationoflocal population'smode oflife, way of thinking and relations with the surroundingenvironment.
Pleistoceneand Oligocene earthquakeshave been common phenomena in the ArmenianHighland, which however have played a great role
in the fate of the people. The capital cities of Armeniawere often moved
not becausethey were invadedby the enemy,but mostlybecause the natural phenomenamade life impossible. Thus for instance in 200 B.C. as a
consequenceof a destructiveearthquakeriver Araks changed its course,
bringingaboutunbearableconditionsfor health and the capital city moved
from Armavir to Yervandashat.In I B.C. as a consequenceof tectonic

processesa huge gap openedon the way to Nakhijevan,causing the draining of Ararat lake water, creating arid landscape aroundYervandashatand
the capitalcity of Armenia was again movedto Artashat. These geological
processes were also mentioned in Strobe's work "Geography". In 330-338
A.D. again caused by an earthquake, river Metsamor changes its course
and the whole area of Artashat bogs up. They were obliged to once again
move the capital city - this time to Dvin. However this area too was in
an active seismic zone; in only 42 years from 851-893 there had been
5 destructive earthquakes,during one of which in 893 Gami earthquake
there were 120thousandvictims, which makes 5% population of Armenia
today.The capitalcity is then moved to Ani, which however after the 1064
earthquakeloses its forts, is capturedand destroyedby Turks.
Volcanoesalsohave been the constantcompanions inArmenian history.
Here are the periods of severalvolcano eruptions (acc. to A. Kazanchyan)
Porak- coordinates(40°011, 45°4?1)the end ofV millennium, 780 B.C.,
Ararat- coordinates(39°421, 44°181) middle ofXXX millennium, I-IV cc.,
1783, 1840, Zschook (35°441,46°011), middle of IV millennium, Vayots
mount (39°48',45°301) and Smbatasar (38°371, 42°131) 1441 and etc.
Naturally, one who had lived over 10 000 years in such an active
geotectoniczone should be able to prevent the destructive influence of
earthquakesand volcanoes. We have explored and taken measurements
of numerous anthropogenic caves and tunnels,which were built by taking
into account the conditions of the surroundings. These caves are valued
not only from engineeringpoint of view,but also from archeologicalpoint
of view, as they were built from 800-4000 years ago. As to compare we
will mentionthat none of the faces and tunnels dug in 1900-1930is good
for usage today,and the Arpa -Sevan 45-km-long tunnel put in 1960's has
been completely repaired 3 times in 400 years.
Stone-Door Caves
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In Armenia these caves are spread in the region of Aragatsofn,in the
surroundingsof Saghmosavank,Dzorap,Avan,Agarak, Kosh and Ujan
villages, also in Shirak region and in the territory of historicAni. These
caves were built in the I millenniumB.C. till XVc.; already in XVIIc
the historiansmention that these type of buildingswere no longer built
(Artemi from Ararat, S.M. Shahinyan).These are caves that were dug in
volcanicrock layers and at first (I-II millenniumB.C.) most likely served
as mausoleumsand parish places, while later (from the middle of I millenniumB.C. till XVc.) as storagesfor keepingfood. Some caves are designedfor hiding for a long period.
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4. HovhannesDraskhanakettsi,"Historyof Armenia","State University", 1996,Yerevan,p 397

SubterraneanTunnels
Such tunnels come across in the area of almost all Bronze Age fortresses and sanctuaries,however,only very few of them have preserved
today.We will presenttwo of them.One is the Anberdsecretflee way that
lost its militarysignificancein XIIc, the other is the 2-km-longsecrettunnel going to the gorge from a BronzeAge Cyclopeanfortress.
Anberd tunnel was first explored by Pyatrovski and Ajan, then by
Tokarskiand at last in 1986,2002 by the expeditionof ArmenianSpeleologicalCenter. Only 11Omof Anberdtunnelwere explored, the other two
tunnels were little examined.These tunnels were built two-storied.The
architecturalscheme reminds of a Dolmen building. The cover is from
relativelyregular 1.5-2.0m long-slabs,while the sides are fromhuge rock
pieces.
The OrgovTunnelis an exceptionalconstruction.This was built in the
clay layer between two lava layers. The builders must have known very
well the surroundingenvironmentand the geology of this mountainous
area. This is why despitethe buildingbeing over 3000 years old, it's over
80 m long sectionhas wonderfullypreservedup to our days.
Having observed these constructionswe think that it would be right
for the engineersto examinetoday the experienceof our forefathersand
apply it in constructiontoday.A thing that should solve some seismicsecurityproblems.
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Revue historique de la speleologie de la Siberie et de !'Extreme-Orient
E.V.Trofimova
Universited'Etat d'lrkoutsk
Abstract

Dans la region de la Siberie et de !'Extreme-Orient les roches karstifiees occupent une surface de plus de 15 % du territoire global. La se
trouvent de nombreux d'avens, grottes et gouffres. La plus longue, la
grotte Bolichaia Orechnaia (Sai'anOriental)possede des galeries qui se
developpentjusqu'a47 km. Le plus profonde,le gouffreEcologique(Altar de Montagne),possede une denivellationtotale de -345 m. On peut
diviserl'histoire de la speleologiede la region selon les etapes suivantes:
la periode des premiers renseignementsfragmentaires(de 1722 au debut
du XX siecle); la periode d'accumulation des connaissances(du debut
du XX siecle aux annees 1958-70) et la periode d'approfondissementet
de systematisationde information(des annees 1958-70jusqu'a present).
La premieredescriptiondes grottes siberiennesa ete realise en 1722 par
le chercheur suedois Ph.J. Stralhlenbergpour la celle Eniseiskai'a(pres
de Krasnoi'arsk).Et jusqu'au debut du XX siecle l'interet principal a
ete pour les grottes comme l'objet de residence probable de materiaux
archeologiqueset paleontologiques,asavoir,pour les grottes situeesdans
les valleesdes grandesrivieres.Dans les anneestrentes du XIX siecle, ce
sont les travauxde F.V.GebleretA.N.Koulibinqui ont ete ensuitegeneralises par F. Brandt en 1870. 11a montre 37 especes c:lemammiferesdans
les cavites souterrainesd'AltaL En 1875 I.D. Tcherskya collectie des os
d'animaux dans la grotte Nizhneoudinskai'a(Sa'ianOriental) et a deter-

mine 19 especes de mammiferes.En 1892 P.S. Proskour'iakova decouvert de la faune pleistocene dans les grottes de Kranoiarsk.A partir des
annees vingt du XX siecle l'envergure des explorationsgeographiques,
geomorphologiqueset geologiquesgrandisse dans la region consideree.
Au cours des releves geologiquesune multitude d'entrees de grottes se
sont decelees et portees sur les cartes mais les cavites souterrainesellememe ne sont pas recherchees.On note la publication de la description
de la grotte celebre Bouhtarminskaiaen 1925 par V.P.Nehorochev.En
1934 V.P. Maslov a explore la grotte Balaganskai'a(vallee d'Angara) et
en 1957 P.I. Kostromin a inspecte la grotte Mokrouchinska'i(Primorie).
En 1954les nombreusescavites souterrainesd'Alta'ide Nord-Ouestet de
Nord-Est note S.P.Souslov.La deniere periode liee avec la naissance des
clubs speleologiquesdans les centres administratifsdu territoire:en 1958
a Krasnoi'arsk,en 1966aVladivostok,en 1969aIrkoutsk,etc. La quantite
des grottesexploreesaugmente, par exemple,dans la region d'Irkoutsk en
1969 n'ont ete decouvertesque 20 grottes et a la fin des annees quatrevingt-dix deja plus que 200. Mais les clubs sportifsd'amateurs ne realisent
que les decouvertes et au mieux les releves topographiquesdes cavites.
Les participants des expeditions s'interessent peu aux particularitesscientifiquesdes manifestationsendokarstiques.Et d'autre part, les regions
s'etendant au-dessus de 56° N n'ont pas ete incluses dans les itineraires
_speleologiquesjusqu'a present. C'est l'affaire de l'avenir.
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Abstract
The Ballet cave is located approximately40km to the North of Belo
Horizonte,Minas Gerais, in the EnvironmentalProtectionArea of Lagoa
Santa Carste, one of the most important carstic areas of Brazil, with a
great number of archaeological,speleologicaland paleontoiogicalsites
where the vestiges of Lagoa Santa Man had been studied. The cave in
limestonehas about 150 meters of developmentand the panels of prehistoric rock art are locatedin the entrance. The paintings are very peculiar,
forminga special group with stylisticsproper characteristics. The disor~
dered visit, withoutthe previouspreparationof the site, caused a series of
degradations,mainly of the walls, due to action of vandals who had left
its marks in a lot of graffitimade with coal, chalk, clay and incisions. The
main objectivesof the interventionproposal had been the conservation
of the culturalpatrimony,the adaptationof the site for the visitation and
the diffusionof its importance. The interventionwas divided in: graphical and photographicdocumentationof the panels before and after the
intervention,identification of pigments of paintings and the materials of
the degradations, removalof the graffitiand the implementationof visitation strncture.

prises one of the most importantcarstic areas of Minas Gerais state and of
Brazil, as it shelters a great number of archaeological,speleologicaland
paleontologicalsites where the vestigesof Lagoa SantaMan were studied
(FIGURE 1).
In this archaeologicalsite surveys were accomplishedin 1956,by Hurt
and Blasi, and in 1973 for the Franco-BrazilianMission coordinatedby
archaeologistAnnette Laming-Emperaire. The archaeologicalwork already accomplishedin Lagoa Santa area evidencedhuman occupationat
least 12000 years before the present, with an importantheap of information on the biological characteristicsof populations,its rituals, technologies and artistic production.
The Ballet cave is located in the propertyof mining companyLafarge
Cimento that by demand of environmentalauthorities carried out in the
area a wide environmentalproject includingthe conservationand adaptation of the cave for visitation. The conservationproposal privileged a
minimuminterventionapproachand was dividedin two differentphases:
cleaningof the graffiti and implementationof the visitation strncture.

The cave and the rock art

Introduction
The EnvironmentalProtection Area of Lagoa Santa Carste, created
in 1990, is situated approximately40km to the North of Belo Horizonte
and embracespart of the municipalitiesof Lagoa Santa, Pedro Leopoldo,
Matozinhosand Funilandia.Its total area of 3590 square kilometerscom-

The cave is placed halfway down the slope of a dark grey limestone
massif, partially hidden by vegetation. The entrance is open to the East,
being about 10 meters wide and 8 meters high..The floor is uneven, with
fallenblocks and sediment.From the entranceroom can be seen the painted panels in the first landing. A large group of speleotems,composedof
14111
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Stateof conservation
The Balletcave is very
closeto denselyurbanized
areas, with easy access
and intense visitor flow
since many years.And the
visitationwithoutorganization had brought many types
of problems: touching, apply
of water and other actions on the
pictorial layers. Several speleotemsare
brokenand garbageis spreadover the floor,fromthe entranceto the dimness zone.
In the middleof the decadeof 1990,the cave entrancewas fencedoff
with concreteposts and barbed wire, causing great visual impact. The
fence, however, didn't impedevandalsfrom continuingto enter the cave.
The kind of alterationfound on the paintingspanelswas: insectnests;
animal excretions;mineral deposits (probablycaused by the successive
applications of water to the paintings); dust accumulation(probably
causedby wind action and tramplingof the sedimentprovokingthe suspension of particulatematerial);stains and countlessgraffiti (done with
coal, chalk, clay and by incision). Almost all the cave surfaces,whether
of rock, concretionsor speleotems,shown the action of vandals, in the
mostvariedplaces(floor,roof, wall),at differenttimes,throughdrawings,
namesand dates.

stalagmitesand stalagmites, separatesthe first room from the main room.
The height of both rooms is similar to the entrancedecreasingprogressively to the end of the cave that it ramifies into smaller proportioned
galleries.The total horizontaldevelopmentof the cave reaches approximately 150meters (FIGURE2).
The panels are placed at the right side at entering the cave, in two
levelsof landings, dividedin six panels in the walls, in the roof and in an
isolatedblock on the first landing.All the paintingscan be observedby
natural lighting.
The rock paintings found in Ballet cave have been included in two
graphic groups that also show up in other sites of the area, the Pianalto
Traditionand the Ballet StylisticUnit (PROUS,1992).The PianaltoTradition was the first group to develop in the area, its older illustrations
being probablyassociatedto the early Holocenegeologicperiod,between
12000and 8000 BP.The Ballet StylisticUnit presentspeculiar representations, forming a special group, with its own stylistic characteristics,
composed essentiallyof line drawings of human illustrations,with rising heads of birds that give a sensationof lightnessand suggest the use
of masks. The sex is well indicated, be it for men or for women, and
childbirth scenes are pictured. The thematic expresses a culture linked
to a dramatic-ritualrepresentation,showingvery complex socio-artistic
aspects(BAETA,1995).
The man panel, named FertilityRitual,is about 5 metershigh from the
floor.It includesmostlyanthropomorphicillustrations,with arms and legs
in movement, suggestingpregnantfemalesand a childbirthscene. All the
pictures, in procession,seemto walk towardthe cave entrance.The color
employedis predominantlyblack, and the largest illustrationsare about
80cmheight.
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Intervention
As first measure the cave was surveyedto mark the location of the
paintingspanels and of the alterations.A detailedphotographicsurveyof
the cave,the paintingpanels and other surfacesto be cleanedwas carried
out, before,duringand after the interventions.
Samplesof pigmentsfor identificationhad been collected.The chemical analyses had been made in the CECOR/UFMG- Centro de Conservac;aoe Restaurac;aode Bens Culturais da UniversidadeFederal de
Minas Gerais.The materialwas identifiedby FTIR - FourierTransform
Infrared Spectroscopy,PLM - Polarized Light Microscopyand MicrochemicalsTests, wherethe resultsof the techniqueshave been combined.
It was possibleto identifyto types of black pigments:manganesedioxide
(pyrolusite)and charcoal.
The followingstagewas the carryingout of solubilitytests on the wall
deposits. Basedon the resultsof the tests was carriedthroughthe removal
of the dust deposits, animals excretions,insect nests and graffiti on the
paintings and other wall surfaces of the cave. The intent was to eliminate the interferencethat acceleratesdeteriorationand harmsthe aesthetic
readingof the panels and of the cave as a whole,inhibitingalso new acts
of vandalismsince a defacedwall incitesnew strikes.
During the process of cleaningand removalof the deposits,the floor
of the cave was coveredwith plastic, to avoid water penetratingthe archaeologicalsedimentand provokingchangesin the cave's microclimate.
Measuresof RelativeHumidityand EnvironmentalTemperaturehad been
taken duringthe interventionprocesswith intentionof accompanyingthe
possiblealterations.
All the wallswherethey had graffitihad passedfor the cleannessprocess with the removalof coal, clay, chalk, etc. In the case of the defacing
by incisions, those will be camouflagedin an attemptto hide then and to
return, to the panels, aestheticcharacteristicscloserto the original(FIGURE 3, 4, 5).
The wholeproposalwas thoughtout seekingminimalinterventionand
impa~t,whetherby the removalof the defacementsand other depositsin
the wall surfacesof the cave. Withthe executionof this work it was possibleto discovera new recordedfigureand two paintingvestiges.
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Figure2 - Mapsand sectionsof Ballet cave.
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Abstract
The terrains studied are characterizedas endokarst domains within
High Atlas Mountain(Morocco) and Vitosha Mountain(Bulgaria). They
includethe biggest undergroundkarst systems discoveredso far in Bulgaria and Morocco. Both cave systems are attractivetourism objectives.
According to us their resources are not evaluatedenough. They have a
high degree of ecologicalpreservation.The natural forms of surface and
sub-surfacekarst (geological, tectonic, geomorphological, hydrological
and hydrogeological,mineralogical, climatic, soil, vegetation, animal,
etc.) are combinedwith uniquehistoric monumentsfrom the remotepast
till the presentdays. The nearness of both karst phenomena to extremely
urbanized territories of Agadir and Marrakesh towns in Morocco, and
Pernikand Sofiatowns in Bulgaria put them also in good communication

relations with different types of monuments (natural,historic and cultural
of local importance and protected by the international conventions) of
very close territories.Their immediateneighboringto the highly urbanized centersput also a numberof questionsabout the preservationof these
unique karst eco-systems.Their rich natural,historicand economic specificationsmake them attractive objectivesof sustainabletourism in both
countries. An assessmentof the recreationpotential of both karst domains
based on geographic location, geological conditions, tectonic, hydrology and hydrogeology,relief, climate,biosphere,historic and economic
specifications,etc. is made in the work presentedfor the needs of esthetic,
scientific-informative,educational and cave tourism. The terrainsstudied
might be used for performanceof nature-protective,scientificand educational programswithin their territories,too.
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The impactsto the environmentand the creationof «pseudokarst»landforms, fromthe bauxiteminingactivityin the mountainof Ghiona
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Abstract
The Bauxiteminingactivity in Ghionahas resulted in the deterioration
of the natural environmentof the area. These deteriorationsalso include
the changesin the relief and the geomorphswhich are mainly due to the
use of the surface exploitationmethod for the mining of bauxite. The
abandonedmines and especiallythe surfaceexploitations show,as far as
the morphologicalcharacteristicsare concerned,significant similarities
with the karstic forms of the relief, which are called "dolines" and are responsiblefor the formationof a "pseudokarst"reliefin the area. This work
presents:(a) the evolutionof the "pseudokarst" relief in the northeastern
side of GhionaMountainand (b) the effects- changesin the natural environment,the geological- geomorphologicalcharacteristicsand the relief
in the study area, from the miningactivityof bauxite.
Key-words:Artificial cavities, Environmental geomorphology
, Environmental ImpactAssessmentStudies,Ghionamountain,Miningactivity,
Pseudokarst.

1. Introduction
Strictlyspeaking,the Karstictypes of the relief are the types that are
formedas a result of the solventaction of water on calcareousrock. This
karstic relief is characterizedby valleys with closed cavities of various
shapes and dimensions, due to the absence of surface hydrographicnetwork and the presenceof too many undergroundcaves. Main conditions
for the creationof karstic forms, are the presenceof easily water soluble
rocks and the heavy rainfallwhich alter the soil mechanicalbehaviourof
the calcareousrocks.(Theodoropoulosand Zamani.1972,Psarianos1986,
Mariolakoset al. 1987, Monroe and Vicander 1989, Papapetrou-Zamani
1990, Papadopoulou-Vryn
ioti 1996, Castiglioni 1997, PapadopoulouVryniotiand Kotsis2004).
Monroe(1970) uses the term "pseudokarst"to define those areas that
have landformsthat resemblethe Karstic areas which though are not the
productofkarsticprocesses.Castiglioni( 1997)uses the term "parakarstic"
phenomenafor those processesand landformsthat are created from the
weathering and erosionof the non calcareousrocks, while he calls "pseu-

dokarstic"the landformsthat resemblethe karstic ones but originatefrom
quite differentprocesses.Also the term "doline" determinesthe natural
closed cavities of various dimensions and shapes (cylindrical, conical,
bowl-or dish-shaped)which in most of the cases drain through undergroundways. Usually the dolineshave a diameter of 10up to 1000meters
and depths from 2 to 200 meters.
In the study area wherewe have the presenceof bauxiteores and these
are mined mainly using the surface and underground mining method,
there are large areas, that show extensivekarstic phenomenamainly due
to the calcareousbackground.These surface exploitationsof the bauxite
ores, which increasedsignificantlyduringthe decadeof the seventiesexhibit significant similaritiesto the naturalkarsticformsof the reliefwhich
are called"dolines". For this reasonthe term "pseudodolines" was used in
order to describethese artificiallandforms.
The impactsto the natural environmentand especiallythe changesin
the geological- geomorphological characteristicsof the north eastern side
of the Ghiona Mountain,in combinationwith the increase in number of
surface exploitationsof the bauxite ores and of the "pseudokarst" relief,
constitutethe object of this study.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Researchsite location- Geomorphology

This study deals with the surfacebauxite exploitations that are found
in the northeasternside of the Ghiona Mountain.More specifically,the
study area is located within the bounds of the imaginary triangle with
points of intersections being Liritsa Crest (altitude2.007 m) and the villages Kastelia (430 m) and Mariolata(340 m).
The morphology of the relief of the greaterarea is shapedby the Mount
of Ghionawhich has as highest point the PyramidaCrest (altitude2.507
m) west of the study area and by the secondarylower highestpoints Plativouna (2.316m), Vraila (2.177m), Liritsa (2.007m), Pigadoulia(1.024
m), Kastrinou (1.424m),Tsouka(1.099m), Stirfari(805 m), andAlefando
(829 m). The naturalbanks of the northeasternside show significantmorphological slopeswith deep crevicesalternatingwith roundedand deeply
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karstic crests and are differentiateddependingon the nature and position
of the geologicalfonnations,going from limestone(slope60-85%)to flysch (slope 20-60%). Lower down we have subsequentlimestone elavations ending in alluvial areas of the plain that extendsbetweenMariolata
- Gravia - Kastelia and Brallos.

2.2 Methodsusedfor the miningof bauxite
The mining of bauxite in the greater area is done: (a) from the surface,
using the method of "upright grades" by uncoveringthe deposits during
whichprocedureverticalor step miningfrontsare fonned until the surface
of the ore, while at the same time the non usable materialsare removed,
(b) undergroundusing the method of "chamberand poles" during which
galleriesare opened up in order to reach and obtainingthe ore, (c) in several cases a combinationof the above mentionedmethodsis applied.
The basic criterionupon which the method used for mining is chosen
is economicconsiderationsand it is detennined from the ratio 1= volume
of unused materials(m3) / Bauxite weight (tn). When 1< 5, it is economic
viable·to use surface mining, while when 1> 5-6, then the underground
mining is preferred. Nowadays in order to comply with environmental
legislation(L. 998/79 and L. .1650/86),in decidingwhich methodto use,
amongstother things one has to seriouslyconsiderenvironmentalcriteria
that ensurethe protectionof the environmentsince land restorationis now
imperative.
2.3 Characteristicsof ''pseudodolines"
"Pseudodolines"are artificially fonned landfonns which in their entirety fonn the "pseudokarstic"relief and which exhibit significantsimilarities to the natural karstic fonns of the relief that are called "dolines"
but differ in the way they were created.
The main similarities of the "pseudodolines"to the natural dolines
are:
- They are both closed or semi closed cavities of various fonns and
dimensionsthat exceed a height the 30 meters. This height corresponds
to the excavationfront and the volume of the calcareousfonnation that is
removed as unused material.In certain cases the height of the excavation
frond exceeds 200 meters as it is in the case of the large mine "Koukouvista 5". The diameter of "pseudodolines"on the top of the cone varies
from 50 -250 meters.
- These "pseudodolines"are locatedon calcareousfonnationswhich
constitutethe roof and the floor of the bauxite mines.
- As far as the hydrogeologicalcharacteristicsare concerned, the
"pseudodolines"present significantsimilaritiesto the natural dolines due
to the calcareouscompositionof their walls and their floorsand due to the
capabilityof these fonnations to show an increasedpenneabilityand thus
their ability to drain the surfacewaters throughundergroundkarsticways.
In many cases where we have similar undergroundbauxite exploitations,
these tunnels facilitatethe drainage of the surfacewaters and act as artificial drainagenetworks,thus substitutingthe natural drainage.
The main differencesare:
- They differ in the way they were fonned. The natural dolines are
landfonns that are created by the solvent action of water on calcareous
rocks, while the "pseudodolines"are createdas a result of human activity
and specificallyfrom mining activities.
- They differ from the natural dolines in the stepwisedevelopment
of the slopes of their cavities, resemblinga flight of stairs, which result
from the artificial levels fonned from excavationworks and the removal
of unused materialsduring the bauxite mining activities.It was observed
that in the older mines the angular shapes of these levels tend to become
rounded as a result of the intense action of external factors which, assisted by the long periods of snow coverage during winter time, enforce
the erosion-decayphenomena of calcareous slopes of "pseudodolines".
These phenomena are more intense where we have weak soil mechanic
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characteristicsdue to existingdiscontinuitiesin the rock, or cases of serious breakage,where the rock is broken to pieces.
- The depositionsof unused materialsin or outsidethe cavity of the
"pseudodoline"are characteristicof man made interference.

2.4 Investigationmethod
In order to record the existing environmentalsituationin the near and
the greater area of study,we used topographicaland geologicalmaps as
well as vegetationmaps. Also for the recordingof the time evolutionof
the numberof mines as well as the assessmentof impactsand the changes
in the natural environmentand especially the geological - geomorphologicalcharacteristicsof the area, we used air photographsof the Hellenic
MilitaryGeographicalService(H.M.G.S.)of the years 1945, 1960, 1970
and 1986, in scale 1: 42.000, 1: 30.000, 1: 15.000and 1: 30.000respectively.
The data from the aerial photographswere combinedwith data from
the evolutionof the phenomenathat arised from observationsin the area
that are related to natural and man made activities in the mining area
which have to do with the fonnation ofcavities "pseudodolines"and formationsdue to depositionsof unused material.Observationswere carried
out over time, every five years during the months of February,June and
September,for the time between 1989- 2004 and everymonth,fromJanuary to May 2005, at ten (10) "fixed points - witnesses"in selectedplaces
at the mines of "Maganiara","Kranies", "Koukouvista5", "Paliampela"
and "Alefando".

3. Results- Discussion
3.1 Bauxite mining and its impact to the natural environment- The
creationof ''pseudokarstic"landforms
The result of the surfaceminingmethodfor the miningof bauxite,was
significantchanges over the time in the relief and the landfonns which
originatedmainly from the stepwiseexcavationfronts and from the cavities fonned from the process of revealingthe ore and the depositionsof
the unusedmaterials.In the rapid deteriorationof the characteristicsof the
relief and the creationof the "pseudokarstic"landfonns also contributed
the use of improveddrillingmachinesas well as the use of contemporary
heavy duty machinerywhich mine and transport with great speed large
quantitiesof ores and unused materials.This "pseudokarstic"entity extends and covers large parts of vegetationfree slopes, forests and forest
areas and consistsof alternatingexcavations"pseudodolines"depositions
and an extensiveroad network constructedin order to make the mines
accessible.
The expansionof the surface exploitationswas limited significantly
after to the implicationof Laws 998/79 and 1650/86accordingto which
the developmentof surfacemining was prohibited,while Environmental
ImpactAssessmentStudiesand the enforcementof environmentalrestrictionsbecamecompulsorywhen it cameto minesthat were foundin forests
and forest areas. The exploitationand developmentof the deposits was
counterbalancedwith the applicationof the undergroundmethodof mining.Also the restorationof land of the abandonedmines was judged as
imperative.The data and referencesrelating to the temporalevolutionof
the mining activity of Bauxite in the Northeasternside of Ghiona, from
the beginningof the 20th century,verify the fact that mining activity,in
combinationwith forest fires, illegalwoodcutting,and grazing,constitute
the main burden in the ecosystemsof northeasternGhiona.
The main impactsto the natural environmentof the study area due to
the bauxite mining activityand especiallydue to the surfaceexploitation
methodsused are describedin detail below,and these are:
(a) Changesin the geological-geomorphologicalcharacteristicsof the
area and the fonnation of "pseudokarstic"landfonns.These changes are
due to the artificialfonnation of cavities"pseudodolines"heaps from the
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depositionof unused materials and the constructionof an extensive road
network in order to make the mining sites accessible, which are mainly
representedby the disorder in the morphologyof the relief and the creation of "pseudokarstic" landforms, changes in the erosion- deposition
characteristicsof the ground and the creation of acquiredunstable ground
conditions or changes in the geological order of the rocks as well as in
their cracking,dislocation,compactionor overlappingof the surface layer
of the ground and the geologicalformations.More specifically,as far as
the increase in the erosion rate of the ground, this is due to the large size
of excavation fronts. The excavation fronts that constitute the walls of
the "pseudodolines"show artificiallyformed upright slopes on the order
of 80-90%, in relation to the already existing relief and in combination
with the deforestationof the land, are responsible for the changes in the
direction of movement and the natural flow rates of the surface waters
which flow in the uphill parts of the basins, according to the conditions
of the water level flow. Those conditions are also amplified by the construction of the extensiveroad network in order to reach the mines with
new slopes in the road surface (7-10%) and longitudinalexcavationsthat
force the resulted ground waters to alter their natural direction of flow
due to condensingand waterproofingof the road and follow its grade or
to overflow above the filled in slope. This results in the amplificationof
the erosion phenomenaof the in-depth/ ravine causing and backstepping
erosion. (Tsochos1997,Vavizosand Mertzanis2003).
(b) Changes in the surface and underground waters. These changes
have to do with the differentiationof their flow direction or their course,
their quality and quantity as well as changes in the rate of absorption of
the surface waters or drainageroutes, or the rate and the quantity of land
washings.An importantpoint in the above mentioned changes is the differentiation of the natural characteristics of water drainage. The steep
slopes of the excavationsin the excavation fronts, that is in the walls of
the "pseudodolines"and the deforestationin the area result in the increase
of both the quantity and rate of the outflow of the surface waters ~nd the
restriction of penetrationin these locations. The opposite phenomenon,
that is the increase of penetration, is seen in the bottom of the artificial
cavitiesand of the "pseudodolines"as well as in the depositionsof unused
materials,especiallyin those cases where these cover large areas and their
condensing and granulometricgraduation allows it. (Papaspirou et al.
1983,Kaminariet al. 1989,Mertzaniset al. 2004)
(c) Landscapedeteriorationof north eastern Ghiona, due to the differentiation of the character of the relief and the creation of visual changes
as a result of the destructionof its natural characteristics(vegetation,soil,
rock formations). The destructionof the natural characteristicsis accompanied by the disappearanceof the visual characteristics of the natural
environment (lines, texture, colour) and their replacement with new man
made visual charactersof intensecoloration,geometricallines and shapes,
differenttexture and sizes that dominatethe landscape,due to the removal
of volumes from the excavationsites and the depositionsof unused materials in heaps downhill.(Brofas 1987).
(d) Changes in air quality,due to the creation of dust and the emission
of exhausts from the heavy vehicles that transpo11the ore and the unused
material, as well as during the excavationprncedures of the bauxite min~
ing (excavation,drilling,blasts), which can also create health problems to
the people workingthere as a result to their continuousexposureto them.
(Crounseet al. 1983).
(e) Changes in the microclimate,due to uncovered surfaces of the excavation fronts and the deposition of unused material which act as heat
collectorsand result in high temperaturesin the area, especiallyat midday
during summer.This phenomenonis also blamed for the loss of a fir plantation due to dryness in a mine in Ghiona (Brofas 1989).
(f) Creationof noise and vibrationdue to blasts and excavationprocedures which are noisy with negative effectsto the workers, the inhabitants
and also to the wild life.
(g) Changes in the flora and the fauna and most importantly the de-

struction of the dwellings (Veresoglou2002) and the shrinkage of forests and forest areas and grazing land due to the creation of successive
vegetation free areas as a result of excavationsand deposition of unused
materials. (Adamakopouloset al. 1988).An important point to consider
is the disappearance of the multiple functions of the part of the forest
that became extinct. Those functions are wood production and secondary
products, the protection of the soil against erosion, the effects·on water
balance, the supply of food for the necessities of wild life, the climatic
balance and aesthetic considerations(Brofas 1987).Alongside the excavationprocedures,multiple fires have worsenedthe negative effects in the
fauna of the area, as many nesting and food supply spots for a variety of
species disappearedtaking along with them those species too, thus limiting the kinds of those species.
3.2 Development of the surface exploitations of bauxite and of the
"pseudokarstic" landforms
Nowadays,the relief of the area is characterizedby the "pseudokarstic'
landforms which appear to have a lot of "pseudodolines", that come to
0.15 per km2 • More specificallythe number of surface exploitationswith
similar characteristicsto the "pseudodolines"is for the years 1945, 1960,
1970, 1986, 1989, 2004 and 2005, to 1, 11, 18, 26, 26, 26 and 27 respectively.
The rate of evolution of the number of surface exploitationsof bauxite
show an increasing tendency for the time from 1930 until the end of the
1980's while from that time onwards and up to date this tendency falls.
This fact is attributed to the implicationof environmentallegislation (L.
998/79 and L. 1650/86),which significantlyrestricts the surface exploitations of bauxite and at the same time makes mandatory the restoration
of land at the end of mining activities.A similar evolution is seen also in
the size of surface exploitationswhich in their majority were made wider
as time went by and reached sizes of excavation fronts and depositions
of unused material of over 150 meters high and the longest diameter approximately 200-250 meters. Also we estimate that the surface that the
unused material take up has a size more than 3,5 times the size of the
quarry - excavation.Indicativelywe refer to the case of "Koukouvista5"
mine, which when calculating the excavation front and the unused material depositions,the size of the derangementexceeds 0,3 km2 (height 350
m and width 950 m approximately).

4eConclusion
The way that the bauxite was mined until now in the northeasternside
of the Ghiona mountain, mainly using·the surface exploitation method,
consists the most significant burden to the ecosystems in the area and
resulted in the deterioration of the characteristics of the relief and the
formation of a peculiar environmentalentity that is characterizedby the
strongpresence of"pseudokarstic" geomorphsand "pseudodolines".This
"pseudokarstic"entity consists of alternating:(a) excavationsand cavities
"pseudodolines",which originatedmainly from the scaled bauxite mining
excavation fronts, (b) heaps in the ground created from the depositionof
unused materials from the mining operationsand (c) a dense road network
that was necessarily constructed,in order to make the mining sites accessible. The "pseudodolines" formed show a significant similarity to the
natural karstic forms of the relief, what is called "dolines" but differ in the
way they were formed.
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Abstract:
The study of three karsts (Poissons, Cousance, Rupt-du-Puits) of the Barrois (NE France) can be used to propose
a geomorphological model of karst migration associated with the incision of the hydrographic network and the
retreat of the non-carbonate formations of the Cretaceous. Poissons karst is older than the Cousance karst, itself
older than that of the Rupt-du-Puits. Through this three karsts, their geographical position, their morphostructural
context, it is therefore possible to mark out the evolution and establishment of the reliefs of the calcareous
plateau. This evolution is marked by the incision of the Marne hydrographic network, by the retreat of the
Cretaceous cover and by the karstification and exhumation of the limestone masses.
Keywords: Karst record, geomorphological evolution, Rupt du Puits, Barrois

In limestone country, valley incision leads to constant readjustments of underground karstic flows expressed in
stepped landforms. In the particular sphere of covered karst, the removal of a clay-sand cover leads to the
migration of karst structures.
A covered karst
The karstic infiltration zone is bracketed between two thickness of l and 30 metres of overlying Cretaceous
deposits. Without such cover, the diffuse infiltration does not allow organised karstic water flows. Over 30
metres, no infiltration appears possible since most of the drainage follows surficial pathways [Devos et al.,
1999]. This part of the Paris Basin (fig. 1) gently dip westward and these two thickness limits define a roughly
N-S area, about 20 kilometres large, of potentially very active karstic infiltration. Vertical incision of the Marne
and its tributaries locally eroded the Cretaceous sediments and allows the outcropping of the underlying
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Tithonian limestones. The study of three karsts of the Barrois (Poissons, Cousance, Rupt-du-Pu its) between the
valleys of the Marne and the Saulx, can be used to propose a geomorp hological model of karst migrat ion
associated with the incision of the hydrographi c network and the retreat of the non-carbona te format ions of the
Cretaceous .

Figure 1 : Location of the Barrois area.

Thre e karsts studies (fig. 2)
T he Poissons karst is inactive and filled with iron ore coming from the weathered overlying Cretaceous
sedimen ts. He is perched +120 / + l 50 m above presen t-day base level. A 400 k yrs U/Th age obtained on a
speleothem exceeds the limit of the dating method and suggests its genesis at least during the Middle Pleistocene
(isotopic stage 7 and over) [Jaillet, 2000]. The karstic morphologies and associated endokarstic deposits testi fy
during its activity the presence of Early Cretaceous outcrop s about lO kilometres eastward from their present-d ay
position. Towards the North, the Cousance karst system displ ays a first +75 m horizontal plu·eatic drainage
pattern subsequently bored by vertical shafts related to a+ 10 / + 15 m drainage level. Spe leothems related to this
second incision stage define at least an Eemian s.l. (+10 0 to +120 k yrs) activity (isotopic stage 5) (Jaillet et al.
2004). Last, the active Rupt-du-Puits karst system displays perched+ l5 rn paleodrainage patterns compatible in
relative height with the "Cousance " Eemian karstic evidence. As yet , U/Th dat ing on speleothems and 14C dating
on organic rich sediments did not allow to define ages older than isotopic stage 2 [Jaillet et al . 2002].

Figure 2 : Photos of three studied karsts : Paleo-karst of Poisson s, paleo-karst of Cousance, and the active
karst of Rupt du Puits.
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Figure 3 : Cartography of the migration of the karsts of Poissons, Cousance and the Rupt-du-Puits. Three
stages are linked to the incision of the hydrographic network and the retreat of the cretaceous cover. The
extension of the cretaceous cover of stage 1 (Le Roux, 2000) holds account of a generalized ablation of
around fifty meters. The extension of stage 2 is scliematized between stage 1 and the current extension.
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Figure 4: Synoptic vertical profile along the Marne valley. The three studied karsts are setting in their
morphostructural context. Note the contact between the ante-cretaceous planation surface and various
reconstituted topographic surfaces. Note also the position of the paleo piezometric levels together with the
position of the three karst systems.
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Mi gration of karsts
This migratio n of kars ts in the Barrois fro m south to north is demonstrated by the simultan eous karst ic rec ord of
the base paleo -levels and the cover paleo-extensions (fig. 3) . This could be recognized in these different kar sts
from the following elements:
- the structur e and elev ation of the drai nage chan nels and paleo dra inage cha nne ls of the different
karst systems;
- the survey of the cover thicknesses needed for the genesis of these channels;
- the amount of cover eroded for causing the limestone slab to outcrop;
- the nature of the infiUs of these ch anne ls;
- the hydrodyn amic activity of these channels (active/ inac tive) .
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~he Karsticsystemof the KerketioMountain(Koziakas)and its exploitation.
by George Bathrellos*, Efthimia Verikiou**, Hariklia Skilodimou***
Abstract
The Kerketioor KoziakasMountainis the eastern continuityof the
mountainrange of Pindos towardsthe plain of Thessaly,and belongsto
the homonymgeologicalunit ofKoziakas. In this unit, somekarsticformationsare presentwithintransgressionaloolithiclimestonesof Jurassic
age, or withinsuccessionsoflimestoneand irestonethat date fromTriadic
up to LowerJurassic.The recordedkarsts are dolines,caves,and springs.
When studyingthe geographicaldistributionof these karstic forms it
is concludedthat they followthe territorialdevelopmentof the mountain
Koziakasfromthe Northto the South.In the studyarea the tectonicactivity, alongwith the compositionof the formations(lithology),are favorable conditionsto the rock permeabilityand dissolution.This also results
to the formationof an undergrounddrainagenetwork. It is of outmost
importanceto thoroughinvestigatingthe continuityof the found caves
by experts.
Aparttheir geologicalinterest,the karsts constitutesan attractivepole
for the visitors. A further scientificstudy and exploitationof the karstic
combinedwith the developmentof the generalnatural and culturalelementsof the Prefecturemay promotealternativetypes of tourism.

Introduction
The studyarea,whichis the Kerketioor KoziakasMountain,is located
at the westernedge of Thessaly, in the CentralGreece. (figure 1), and is
the easterncontinuityof the mountainrange of Pindostowardsthe Thessaly terrain. The directionofKoziakas is N-S.
The presenceof limestone,from the stratigraphicunit of Koziakas,
alongwith otherparameters, insinuatethe co- existenceof karsticformations. In additionto this, there are tectonic disruptionsand joints contributingto the rock permeability.Their nature,frequencyand order are
responsiblefor the generationof karsts. Furthermore,the intensetectonic
activity favors the rock permeabilityand dissolution,which lead to the
developmentof an undergrounddrainagesystem.
This paperinvolvesthe descriptionof the karsticsystemof the mountain Kerketioin associationwiththe touristdevelopmentof the prefecture
ofTriakalaand the furtherimpactof this researchto its growth.

Descriptionof the karsticsystemof mountainKerketio
Accordingto in situ study,along with the supportof the publishedor
oral references,the existenceof karsts is confirmed. The karstic system

is distributedalongthe mountainKerketio(or Koziakas)startingfromthe
northernup to the southern. The total number of the reported locations
and the ones frompreviouspublicationsis nine. In fact, the real locations
may be more than nine, since the biggest part of the mountainKerketio
is inaccessibleto typical researchersbecause specialtrainingand alpine
equipmentis needed.In the followingparagraphsthe locationsof the karst
are describedas shownin figure2. The topographicbackgroundof figure
2 is a referencefromthe surveymapsof the MilitarygeographicalService
(scale 1: 50 000, sheetKalambakaand Mouzaki)(Bathrellos,2005).
In the northernpart of mountainKoziakas,at the locationAntallaxima,
close to the westernpart of the village Megarhi, a cave baring the same
name as the villagewith extraordinarystalagmitesand stalactitesis found.
(Location1, figure2) (PhotographsI & 2). This cave was reportedfrom
Th.Nimas(1987)and G.Ziakas(1992).The entranceof the cave is located
at a height of 850 meters.
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Figure 1: The study area.
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At the southeasternpart ofKoziakas, western to Filyra, there is a cave
with a good variety of stalagmites and stalactites. (Photograph 3). The
inhabitantscall this cave as "the Cave ofBei" thanks to the spring close to
its entry at a height of 1450 meters; it still remains inaccessible.
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Northernof the cave above,southwesternof the village Xiloparikoand
northern to Pialia the cave Chrysikotripaexists. (Location 4, figure 2).
The entrance of this cave is locatedat a height 1400meters.
It would be advisable to systematicallystudy the cave "Aeras" at Paleokariaunder which a river flow occurs.
On a slope of the road from Gorgogyrito Kori, on the mountainKerketio, northern to Kori, some smallkarstic formationsare present. (Location
3, figure 2) These characteristicstalagmiticforms were revealed during
excavationsto constructthe road (photograph4). The formationsare visible from the road and the karst is typicalthough of a small size. They are
located on 800 meters height.
Accordingto the inhabitants'reports, anothercave also exists in the region but it was impossibleto confirmduring the site survey. The possible
location is consideredto be at the limestone,eastern to Kotroni (location
6, figure 2). It is allegedthat treasure hunters destroyedthe entrance.
Another karstic form found in the study area is the doline - karstic
plain, western to Koziakas at a height of 700 meters (Location2, figure
2). The locationis called "Lakka"but it is commonlyknown as "Baltitsa"
(photograph5). A lot of streams end up there and during the winter and
the spring much water is accumulatedand cover its bottom. There is a
subsurfacedrainage in the doline. Nowadays,it is coveredby flora, there
is sedimentyield disposedon its bottom.
Moreover,some small dolines are situatedon the top line ofKoziakas:
two of them are found at the village Kori at a height of 1700meters (locations 8 & 9, figure 2) and another one western to Kaloneri and northwestern to Glykomiliaat the site "Pinakia", 1500 meters height (locations7,
figure 2).
Finally,the karst behind the new bridge of Pili, on the way from Pili to
Elati- Pertouli must be reported. Based on reports of MAVRIDISet al.,
(1985), the Portaikos river should have run undergroundand flew out to
the location of the old stone-madebridge. Other karst is developed locally,along the perimeterof the basin.These karsts supply a good quantity
of water and are drained from springs at their lower part.

Figure 2.: The locations of karsticfeatures of the Kerketio Mountain(the topographic
maps was published by Hellenic GeographicMilitary Service, scale 1:50,000,sheets
"Kalambaka", "Mouzaki")
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The tourist developmentat the prefectureof Trikalaand the exploitment of the KerketioMountain
Meteora is a characteristicNatural Monument of the Prefecture of
Trikala that has attracted tourists all over the year and leads the population of Trikala to be involved with tourist activities. Though the area is
continentaland does not favor the massive tourism, a tourist current has
been developedthe last years. This current launchedthe constructionand
operation of tourist accommodation. Within twenty years, from 1975 to
1996, the official reports reveal the doubling of tourist accommodation:
in 1975 the beds to rent were 1254and in 1996approachedthe 3417, that
was an increase of 172,49%.The funds of the emigrantsand the financial
support of the EU (Leaderproject etc) were responsiblefor this increase.
(The following data, in table 1, come from the National Statistic Service
for the years 1983, 1985, 1987, 1990, 1993, 1995 & 1999, and STAVROU, 1984).

Photos 5 & 6: The doline - kw:~ticplain "Laka" at Prodromos.
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Numberof staysovernightper arrival
YEAR

1975
1976

Fromabroad

FromGreece

Total

staysovernight

arrivals

71.552

63.440

1,13

112.008

62.387

1,80

183.560

125.827

1,46

85.363

1,06

103.639

59.013

1,76

194.486

144.376

1,35
1,32

90.847

average

staysovernight

arrivals

average

staysovernight

arrivals

average

1977

96.585

92.426

1,04

105.026

59.771

1,76

201.611

152.197

1978

123.353

117.733

1,05

105.659

58.456

1,81

229.012

176.189

1,30

1979

117.557

109.581

1,07

106.235

55.363

1,92

223.792

164.944

1,36

1980

151.868

136.637

1,11

104.126

56.319

1,85

255.994

192.956

1,33

1981

109.565

101.877

1,08

91.623

49.573

1,85

201.188

151.450

1,33

1982

117.636

108.994

1,08

87.152

47.972

1,82

204.788

156.966

1,30

1983

121.452

113.726

1,07

81.472

45.195

1,80

202.924

158.921

1,28

1984

132.830

125.403

1,06

82.874

48.025

1,73

215.704

173.428

1,24

1985

119.859

111.477

1,08

75.189

43.350

1,73

195.048

154.827

1,26

1986

103.712

96.995

1,07

67.162

39.722

1,69

170.874

136.717

1,25

1987

112.098

105.367

1,06

68.453

44.065

1,55

180.551

149.432

1,21

1988

105.736

101.354

1,04

72.959

47.950

1,52

178.695

149.304

1,20

1989

97.399

91.742

1,06

65.498

41.103

1,59

162.897

132.845

1,23

1990

92.441

86.322

1,07

88.502

50.931

1,74

180.943

137.253

1,32

1991

61.075

55.204

1,11

95.757

51.758

1,85

156.832

106.962

1,47

1992

91.220

83.142

1,10

116.151

68.153

1,70

207.371

151.295

1,37

1993

71.604

64.493

1,11

102.327

59.609

1,72

173.931

124.102

1,40

1994

107.376

96.813

1,11

103.149

62.506

1,65

210.525

159.319

1,32

1995

94.806

84.883

1,12

106.184

62.999

1,69

200.990

147.882

1,36
1,34

1996

101.800

93.282

1,09

106.504

61.903

1,72

208.304

155.185

1997

124.699

112.219

1,11

129.029

75.830

1,70

253.728

188.049

1,35

1998

149.404

130.925

1,14

136.500

81.451

1,68

285.904

212.376

1,35

1999

113.951

100.169

1,14

131.872

81.238

1,62

245.823

181.407

1,36

2000

137.022

121.219

1,13

150.078

91.830

1,63

287.i00

213.049

1,35

Table1: The stays overnightper visitor arrivalin the Prefectureof Trikalhe most im ortant remark of the tourist activit for the develo me
The tourist development, especially after 1975 when data are available, is upcoming until the mid- 80's.
Then a recession was recorded until the beginning of the 90's. From
the mid-90s up today the number of tourists from Greece and abroad has
been increased steadily. The recorded decrease was the result of the luck
of accommodationbackground;but when modem constructionsor services were developed,after 1985, an importantincrease of the visitors occurred.
Table 1 demonstratesthe number of arrivals and stays overnightof the
visitors (from abroad and from inland) in the prefecture ofTrikala.
Figure 3 shows the changes of the arrivals and stays overnight of the
tourists (from abroad and from Greece) in the Prefecture ofTrikala. The
increaseof the arrivalsdid not resultedto a respectiveincreaseof covering
the tourist accommodationof the Prefecture of Trikala. This was due to
the irrespectiveincreaseof the beds in relationto the increaseof tourist arrival. The fullness of the tourist accommodationfluctuatesbetween 50%,
in 1980, and 32.5% in 1995, and 1999. The biggest percentage belongs
to Greek tourists except the years 1978-1980and 1990-1996. Therefore,
a remarkable decrease of the fullness of the total of visitors and tourists
from abroad is observed. On the contrary,the fullness from Greek tourists
is potentially increasing,though less from the one of years 1970-1980.

of the Prefecture of Trikala is the number of stays overnight per visitor
arrival as shown in Table 1. The stays overnightof tourists from abroad
fluctuatefrom 1.04per arrival (in 1977and 1988)up to 1.14(in 1998and
1999). On the other hand, the stays overnightof the Greek tourists in the
Prefecture o( Trikala fluctuate between 1.52 per arrival (1988) to 1.92
(1979). This is not a remarkableincreasethough the developingnumber
of tourists from abroad: every visitor does not stay over one night in the
Prefecture of Trikala. Thus, the bulk of touristsjust passes by the Prefecture of Trikala, only for sightseeing(e.g. Meteora) and is considered
an intermediatestop of a longer trip. The explanationof this conclusion
is based on the luck of alternative activitiesthat may stir tourists' interest within the prefecture of Trikala, which is what the tourist-developed
countries apply. As for the Greek visitors, they stay in the available accommodationfor almost two nights: they select the prefecture of Trikala
for short holidays and/or in combinationwith a visit to the prefecture of
Karditsa. The most preferred locations are Elati, Kalambaka,Trikala in
the prefectureof Trikala,and the Lake of Plastirasin Karditsa.
Figure 4 shows the changesof the stays overnightper visitor arrival to
the Prefecture of Trikala. (Total of Greek and tourists from abroad): the
stays overnightper visitor arrival fluctuatefrom 1.20to 1.47.
The last years some alternativeactivitieshave been developed in the
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Figure 3: The changes in arrivals and stays overnight of the tourists in the Prefecture
ofTrikala.

prefecture of Trikala apart from sightseeing,such as the winter sports in
the snow center of Pertouli, hunting in the controlled area of Koziakas,
horse riding, mountain trekking, archery,trekking to Meteora, agro-tourism, etc.
The thoroughstudy of the karstic systemof the mountainKerketiowill
result to the exploitationof the region since it can be a tourist attraction.
The growth of the caves of Koziakasand the potential of visiting the area
may lead to the increaseof the stays overnightper tourist.
The development of such activities combined with similar policies
in terms of tourism, providing better quality services, will end up to the
change of the reason of the tourist current from "simply sightseeing" to
"holidayresort". Hence, the agriculturaleconomymay be enhancedwith
a tourist character. If the number of stays overnight increases, all other
forms of employmentare developedunder certain condition,which is basically,the rational land planning.

ConchJtsions
A karstic system has been developed along the mountain Kerketio in
nine locations. These locations are extendedfrom North to South spread
all over Koziakas and it is necessary to further study them because of
their potential communication. The karst comprises dolines, caves, and
springs.
The study, investigationand development of the karst, as well as the
growth of the caves of Koziakas Mountain will boost the tourist activity
of the prefectureof Trikala,leading to the increase of average of the stays
overnightper visitor.
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Reconstructionof vaegetationchangesin WesternTatraMts. (Poland)basingon Carbonisotopiccompositionof speleothemscalcite
H. Hercman, T. Nowicki
Instituteof GeologicalSciences,PolishAcademyof Sciences, Warszawa,Poland
Abstract
Detailedanalysesof Oxygenand Carbonisotopiccompositionof speleothemscalcite is a standardmethod for palaeoclimaticreconstructions.
Usually,attention is focused on Oxygencompositionchanges as a main
indicator of temperaturechanges. The number of work on Carbon isotopic compositionas an indicatorof palaeoenvironmentalchangesis limited. Three stalagmitesfrom Czarna Cave (2 stalagmites)and Szczelina
Chocho3owska Cave (1 stalagmite),both locatedin Tatra Mts. (Southern
Poland)have been analysed.SzczelinaChocho3owskaCave is locatedca.
40 m aboveChocho3owskaValleyfloor,CzarnaCaveis locatedca. 400 m
higher in KoDcieliskaValley.Time span of stalagmitesdeposition,covering most of Holoceneperiod, is ca. 10 2 ka. Carbonisotopiccomposition
is in the range of 2 %0and 5 %0in Czarna Cave stalagmitesand from
2.5 %0till 6.2 %0for SzczelinaChocho3owskaCave stalagmite.There are
three periods(ca. 10, 8.5 6.5 and5.5 - 4.5 ka) with differencesin Carbon

isotopiccompositionbetween these caves ca. 2.5 3 %0.In all of them,
lower value of o13C is in speleothemsfrom SzczelinaChocho3owska
Cave. Main factor controlingthe Carbon isotopiccompositionin speleothems'calciteis proportionof biogenicand "mineral"carbondiaoxidein
waterenteringthe cave.Higherproportionof biogenicCO2 is reflectedas
lowervalues of o13C.We can assume,that lowero13Cis an indicatorof
more intensivevegetationabove the cave. Takingaccountof differencies
in altitudeof Czarnaand SzczelinaChocho3owskacave the easiestexplanation is strong vertical gradientof vegetationintensityin Tatra Mts. in
periodsmarkedby differento13C:ca. 10, 8.5 6.5 and 5.5 - 4.5 ka. These
periodsare separatedby muchuniformvegetationintensity(similaro13C
in both caves).From ca. 3.5 ka Carbonisotopiccompositionin both caves
are similar.Systematictrend of loweringofbioge9ic carbonis visible.
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DIKTAEONANDRON: ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTSAS A RESULTOF HUMANACTIVITIESAND TOURISTEXPLOITATION
OF THE CAVE(CRETE-GREECE)
Mertzanis A.1,VavizosG.2& Zam:iakiA}
1 TechnologicalEducationalInstituteof Lamia,Annex of Karpenisi,Departmentof Forestry,36100Karpenisi,Greece.amertz@hol.gr
2 Eco-ConsultantsS.A., 5 Aetideonstr., 15561,Holargos,Athens, Greece.vavizos@athforthnet.gr

Abstract
The thousandyear's use of the cave "DiktaeonAndron",initiallyas a
worshipplace duringthe last Minoantimesand as a touristattractionduring the contemporarytimes and especiallyfrom the decade of 1960until
today, led to the change of the non biotic characteristicsof the cave and
resultedin the changeof its biotic coefficientsas well. The existingnatural environmentconditionsof the insideof the cave have been affectedby
the fall of part of its roof as well as from the meansused for the lighting
of the cave,while they have been significantlyderangedbecauseof its use
as a touristattractionwhichwas donewithoutthe prior suitableprotection
measuresbeing taken. Also significantwere the damages caused in the
beginning of the twentieth century from the archaeologicalexcavation
works in order to reveal the hefty archaeologicalmaterial it contained.
This work describes the environmentalconditionof the cave "Diktaeon
Andron" as it is today, while estimatingthe impacts in the ecosystemof
the inside of the cave as a result of humanactivityand especiallyfrom its
tourist exploitationthat was carriedout withoutany plan.
Key-words:Cave of Psychro,Crete,DiktaeonAndron,Environmental
ImpactAssessmentStudies,Speleology,Tourismdevelopment.

1. Introduction
The protection and the showing off of the environmentof the caves
constitute,in combinationwith their rationallyplanneddevelopment,the
basis for the preservationof these importantecological,geomorphological
and culturaldeposits.In many cases, the unplanned"touristexploitation"
of the caves,was seen as an appealingmeansfor the short term economic
development, with significant however effects on this "tourist asset"
itself.

The cave of Psychroor "DiktaeonAndron",in the northernside of the
Dikti Mountain,is accordingto mythologyZeus's birth place.According
to mythology,Rea found shelterin the "DiktaeonAndron"cave and gave
birth to Zeus becausehis fatherKronoshas vowedthat he wouldswallow
all his childrenin order to keep his kingdomto himselfforever.
Humanpresencein this cave is known from the late Minoanera, during which it was used as a place of worship,whilethe environmentof the
cave has degradedsignificantlyduringthe near past and especiallyin the
last 40 yearswhereit was touristicallyexploitedwithoutany prior suitable
protectionmeasurestaken. Most seriouswere the damagesdue to the use
of candlesfor lightingpurposesuntil the year 1999when it was electrically lighted.Also seriouswere the damagesto the cave in the beginning
of the previous century,when there were excavationworks in order to
revealthe rich archaeologicalmaterialit contained.The excavationworks
that were carried out mainly by foreignarchaeologicalmissionssuch as
Fr. Halbherr-I.Hatzidakis,J. L. Myres,J. Demargue,D. Hogarth,contributed to the destructionof the chamberwhichconstituteda distinctivelevel
in the interiorof the cave. In this part, which is referredto as the Upper
Cave were located most of the archaeologicalfindingswhich were also
amongstthe most importantones, of the late Minoanera (altar,cyclopean
wall, temple, libationplaces, copper statuettes,weapons,etc). It is noted
that the Upper Cave did not have stalactites.The fall of the Upper Cave
whichwas helpedby the use of explosives,had as a result, apart from the
changein the morphologyof the cave, the fall of rock volumesand fragmentswhich covereda largepart of the LowerCavewherethe stalactites
were found(Platakis1973,Watrous1996).
Theserelativelyrecent human interventionsin the morphologyof the
cave and the pollution that resulted from its use as a tourist attraction,
interferedwith the environmentalconditionsand the fauna naturallyoc-
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curringin the cave and caused seriousbut reversible effects in the cave's
ecosystem.In order to deal with these effectsthere is a need for elimination of the burden to the environment,as well as the implementationof
suitable environmentalprotectionand restorationmeasures.

2, Materials And Methods

2.1 Researchsite location
"DiktaeonAndron", which consiststhe object of this study, is located
in easternCrete in the Lassithi Prefecture, in the geographicalarea of the
communityof Psychro. It is a cave with a width of 14.8 m which extends
in the northernside of mountainDikti (or Lassithiotika)in an altitude of
1,025m uphill the plateau ofLassithi (altitude820 m) and in a distanceof
800 m from the communityof Psychro. The entrance to the cave is connected,via a poor quality stone footpath,to the main road leading to the
Psychrodwellingarea, which is in turn accessible to all the villages of the
Lassithiplateauand to the road networkof Crete.The Psychrocommunity
is 12 km away from Tzermiado communitywhich is the largest village
in the Lassithi plateau and it is 31 km from Mallia, 64 km from Agios
Nikolaosand 70 km from Heraklion.
2.2 Climatic-Bioclimaticconditions
The climate of the area according to data from the Meteorological
Station of Tzermiadovillage is mild continentaland is characterized by
high temperaturesand dryness in summer and by low temperaturesand
heavy rainfall in winter. The relativehumidity in the area is kept in high
levels throughoutthe year and lies from 66% in July to 84% in January.
More specifically: (a) the average yearly rainfall is 1,489.5mm and has
an averageheight of over 100 mm from Octoberto April, which is when
approximately94% of the rainfall is recorded in the area. The average
monthlyrainfall shows a high in January(309 mm) and a low in July (2.9
mm). (b) Snowfall has been recorded from November to April, period
during which the snow remains on the ground. (c) The average monthly
temperaturesin the area range from 5.5 °C in January to 20.1 °C in July.
The averagehigh is in July (25.1 °C)and the average low in January (2.5
C). The absolute low is in January and the absolute high is in July. (d)
the prevailingwind direction is N by NW throughoutthe year, while in
Decemberprevail humid and warm NW winds. The force of the winds is
weak or medium. (e) According to Emberger classification,the bio-climaticvegetationlevel correspondsto a wet type, with cold wintersand (f)
Accordingto the UNESCO-FAQclassificationof the bio-climaticlevels,
the area is classified in the intense medium-Mediterraneanbio-climatic
vegetationlevel, with a number of biologicallydry days of93.7.
0

2.3 Ecology - Flora - Fauna
2.3.1 Flora - Fauna of the area aroundthe cave
The vegetation in the area around the cave and more specificallyin
the perimeter of the existing archaeological site, is characterisedby the
presence of types of bushes such as the Quercus coccifera, which has
developedinto a tree form. While we have the appearanceof individual
specimensof Quercusperbescensand Cretan maple tree (Acer creticum).
The lowerlevel consists of Euphorbiaacanthothamnos,Arum macubatum
and Urgineamaritima.We also observequite a few species of Origanum
dictammus, Primulavulgarisand Cyclamencreticum.It is not known if in
the past there were any rare or endemic species of vegetation in the area,
but the intense pastoral.stockbreedingin the area around the cave does
not rule out the disappearanceof rare or endemic species which possibly
existedthere previously.
More generallythe area is characterisedby intense_degradationof the
vegetation. The main cause of this degradationis on one hand the intensive grazing and on the other hand the repeated fires·some out of negligence and others deliberate aiming at creation of more graze land (Zach-

aris, 1977). According to information from the community of Psychro,
in the area there are approximately 1,000 goats and lamb. Over-grazing
and fires have repeatedly destroyed the vegetation in the greater part of
the wider area of the cave arid this resulted in the erosion of the land the
revelation of the motherrock in a percentageof about 80% of the surface.
The remaining 20% consists either the fenced area around the cave, or
the place of cracks and karstic limestone cavities which are covered by
shallow depositionsof terra rossa and exhibit poor and degradedvegetation. This land degradationresulted in increased dryness and caused the
backward evolution of vegetation which can be seen by the substitution
of the original species of the plant-communitygroup "climax" with other
speciesthat were able to adapt to the new deterioratedconditionsand thus
changedthe characterof the area.
In the greater area that surroundsthe cave nowadays we do not come
across Cupressusserpevirens,V. horizontalis,a species that accordingto
the bioclimaticconditions in the area shouldhave been the typical species
in the area. This species has disappearedever since ancient times, as its
wood was initially used in ancient shipyards(Zacharis 1977).In the bare
land and here and there we see Quercuscoccifera, in a bush form as well
as kinds of firewood such as Euphorbiaaranthothamnos, Coridathymus
capitatusand Urgineamaritima.
The land fauna of the greater area consistsof the kinds: Lepus europaeus, small rodents of the Mouridae family,Erinaceuseuropaus,while there
are also a few reptiles. The poultry species in the greater area includes
apart from the usual kinds, predatorywith the most importantrepresentative of its kind the Gypaetusbarbatuswhich is an endangeredspecies,as
well as the kinds Hieraetuspennatus and Falco sp.
2.3.2 Ecologicalniches of the cave
The most significantniches which exist in the cave today are:
(a) Ecologicalniches chiroptera of the Vespertilionidaeand Rhinolophidae families are located near the entranceof the cave in the blind corners to the left and to the right of the alleysgoingup and down respectively. The chiropterankinds that have been recorded in "DiktaeonAndron"
are: Plecotus austriacus, Rhinolophus ferrumequinumand Rhinolophus
hipposideros.The presence of the endangeredspecies Plecotusaustriacus
in the "DiktaeonAndron" cave is confirmedin relevant references(Paragamian 1991, H.Z.S.-H.O.S. 1992).Additionally,chiropterawere found
from the research team on the remainingsof the Upper Cave, in its outer
part, which was not disturbed from the excavationworks.The residence
period inside the cave of the above kinds of chiropteracoincideswith the
hibernationseason and possibly with the nesting season. In Greece these
specifickinds hibernatefrom Novemberto March.In May, they give birth
to 1-2 young which they nurse for 21-28 days and the young ones become
independentafter 45-50 days. In the summerthey can be found in trees or
buildings.They prefer agriculturaland forest areas and low altitudesand
feed on insects.The kinds found in the cave form small colonieswhich do
not exceed 5-10 individualsduring wintertime.
(b) Ecologicalniches of poultry species are located in dents and cavities near the entrance of the Lower Cave and in the ruins of Upper Cave.
In these areas is located a limited number of species of the following
kinds: Pyrrhocoraxgraculus, Hirundo rustica, Monticola saxatilis, whil~ ________
_
previously the ruins of Upper Cave was a nesting place of the kind of
Alectorisgraeca.
(c) Ecologicalniches of cave-dwellinginvertebrate arthropodsare located in the interior of the cave in dents of the geological formations.
2.4 Geomorphology- Geology- Surfaceand undergroundwaters
"Diktaeon Andron" cave is located at the southwesternboundariesof
the Lassithi polje which is directly connectedto the morphologicalcharacteristicsand the geomorphologicalevolutionof the cave. This polje is
the result of the tectonicreactionsof the QuarternaryEra, while its present
14t!Jinternn!ionnl Cunuress ot Soeleuluuy
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morphologyas well as the evolutionof its peripheralkarstic phenomena
(Diktaeon Andron cave, etc), were differentiatedlater as a result of the
dissolvingaction of water (Psarianos1961, Theodoropoulosand Zamani
1972, Mariolakoset al. 1987, Papapetrou-Zamani1990, PapadopoulouVrynioti 1996,Castiglioni1997).
2.4.1 Geomorphology- Characteristicsof the Cave
The altitude of the plane part of the Lassithipolje which extends to
an area of approximately45 km2, is between 814-870m, while over the
village Psychro, at an altitude of approximately1,025 m and inside the
limestonefo1mationis locatedthe cave "DiktaeonAndron". The morphologicalsurfaceslopes have valueswhich in their greaterpercentagerange
from 0-10% in the plane part of the polje, they extend to the south from
10-35%and are then evened out again in the intenselyin the karstic top
MoutsounaToumba(altitude 1,537m).
Morphologically,the cave "DiktaeonAndron" consists of two main
parts: (a) the western part with a length of about 40 m, width 19 m and
maximumheight of 6.50 m and (b) the northernpart with a length20 m,
width 10 m, and height that ranges between 1.30-4.00 m. The entrance
area with a width of 18m and heightof 14m is coveredfroma calcareous
volume that has fallen of the ceiling and from large volumes of stalagmites. The main chamber has a north-southdirectionand a high slope,
while its floor is covered with a clay layer and is slipperydue to the increasedhumidityand the clay substrate.At the back and to the easternside
there is an openingof a small chamber, while in the western side there is
a bigger chamberpartitionedinto two parts by a group of columns. In the
first part there is a small lake and the area surroundingthe lake is lavishly
and spectacularlydecoratedby largecolumns,stalactitesand stalagmites.
2.4.2 Geology
From a geologicalpoint of view, the near and the greater area of the
cave mainly consist of: (a) Quaternarydepositionswhich cover the bottom of the Lassithi polje and C(?nsistof mud, clay, sand and gravel, (b)
Limestonesof the Tripolis zone and (c) The Series of phyllite-quartzite,
which includes rocks of differentages, origin and degree of transformation. The main part consists of clay slates, phyllites, quartzphyllites and
quartzitesof the Permian-UpperTriassicera (Creutzburg1977, I.G.M.E.
1977,I.G.M.E. 1987).
More specificallythe limestonesof the Tripoliszone, which consist
the main fonnation from which the "DiktaeonAndron" cave is formed,
are of Jurassicuntil Eocene age and are usually foundon top of the layer
of «phyllites-quartzites».These are limestonesand dolomites found in
thick layers up to compactrocks and locally breccieor micro crystaline,
whichincludein their mass the "DiktaeonAndron"and other caves. They
are heavily fragmentedand have large intervalsdue to cracks, fragments
and karstic phenomenaand come to dimensionsof the cave under sh1dy,
the Tzermiadocave etc.
2.4.3 Surfaceand undergroundwaters
The superficialhydrographicnetwork of the greaterstudy area is representedby the streamHavgaswhich gets its water supplyfrom the basin
of the polje ofKatharo which is situatedat the southeasternside of the basin. Of secondaryimportanceare the streamsKlorosand Poros as well as
someunnamedstreamswhich direct the rain water to a lower area. Parts
of the Lassithi plateau are periodicallyflooded from rain water until the
water finally flows through the sinkholesformedat the boundariesof the
polje and especiallyin its northwesternend (sinkholeHonos)as well as in
the part betweenHonos and the dwellingarea Pinakianos.The drainage
of the polje is achievedthrougha networkconstructedby the Countryside
DevelopmentServiceof the Ministryof Agricultureand the volumeof the
water that falls into the sink and feeds the karstic tunnels of the carbon
rocks is estimatedto be 17.5x 106 m3 annually.
l-28 August 2005. l<alnmos. Hellos

As far as the undergroundwater supply is concerned,the most important hydrogeologicalentity in the area is the formationof the limestones
of the Tripolis zonewhich in combinationwith the underneath"phyllitesquartzites" has createdthe springof Psychrodownhillfromthe "Diktaeon
Andron" cave. This spring is estimated to supply around 40 m3/hour.
The Psychro spring as well as most of the springs(Perganti, etc) which
are found in the boundariesof the plateau, constitutethe karstic contact
,springswhichcollectand give out part of the waterof the hydrogeological
basins which are found uphill (Kourmoulis1979, Knithakisand Kalogiannakis1987,Kallergis 1999).In the low alluvionthe water supply is
satisfactoryand is used by approximately8,000 shallowwellswhichyield
aroundof 5 m3/hour.Thereare two mainwater tableswhich are foundthe
first in a depth 8-10m and the secondin a depthof 14-22m, while deeper
water suppliescan also be found in the sandstonelayers of the alluvium
fonnation.
2.5 Methodof research
In order to record the~existingenvironmentalsituationin the near and
the greaterarea of the "DiktaeonAndron" cave, topographic,geological
and vegetationmaps were used, while the area was visited in order to
make in situ observationsand verify the recordeddata. In order to estimate and evaluatethe burden to the environmentan importantrole was
played by the in situ observationsas well as the data from the "Environmental Study"and the "Study for the showingoff of "DiktaeonAndron"
cave which were conductedfor the ArchaeologicalReceiptsFund of the
GreekMinistryof Culture.

3. Results- Discussion
3.1 Human activitiesand their impactsto the environmentof the cave
The most importantburden on the environmentof the "DiktaeonAndron" cave whichresulted in changesof the non-bioticcharacteristicsof
the cave and the_reforealso caused changes in the biotic characteristics
are:
(a) Its use over a time period of more than one thousandyears as a
place of worship, initiallyduringthe late Minoanera and later during the
Hellenisticera, a fact that can be proven amongstother things from the
findingsthat are kept in the museumof Heraklion.It is worth notingthat
the "DiktaeonAndron",duringthe PrepalatialPeriod(2000- 1700b.C.),
was more importantthan the Trapezacavewhichcan also be foundin the
plateauof Lassithi.It remainedfamousduringthe Hellenisticera (around
700 b.C.) when it lost importancedue to the showing-offof the Idaion
Andronin Rethimno(Platakis1973, Watrous1996).
(b) The excavationworks and other activitiesnecessaryto reveal the
immense archaeologicalmaterial that it contained.These interventions
happenedin the beginningof the previous centuryand helped bringing
about the destructionof the chamberwhich formeda distinctlevel in the
interiorof the cave. In this chamberwhich is known as the Upper Cave
were locatedmost of the findingsand the most importantones of the late
Minoan era (altar, cyclopeanwall, temple, libationplaces, copper statuettes,weapons, etc).
- Theseinterventionsand especiallythe fall of the UpperCavewhich
was assistedwith the use of explosives, resulted,apart fromthe alteration
of the morphologyof the cave, in the fall of rocks and rock fragments
which covered a large area in the Lower Cave, where we have the presence of stalactites.From the Upper Caveremainsonly one part which sits
on solid groundand its greaterpart consistsof rock fragments.
- The fragmentsfrom the fall of the floor of the Upper Cave have
alteredthe morphologyof the centralpart of the LowerCave.The change
of the morphologyresulted in the destruction of certainnaturalbiotopes
of the fauna.
- The fall of the roof resulted in an increaseof the area where there
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is prominent presence of bryophytes. The fall of the roof abolished the
different micro-environmentsthat existed in the interior of the cave and
disruptedthe conditionson its floor.
(c) Its use as a tourist attractionwithout any prior measures taken for
the protectionof the cave which happened in contemporarytimes and especially duringthe sixtiesand furtheruntil the end of the previouscentury.
The burden to the environment of the cave from its use as a tourist attraction in combinationwith the pollution caused as a result of this, disrupted
the environmental conditions and the flora habitats and caused seriousbut
reversible effects in the ecosystemof the cave. The uncontrollednumber
of visitors inside the cave, have in the past caused serious damage to the
flora and fauna, due to movement,noise, lighting and the emissionof CO2
from the breathingof the visitors, from the transportationof organic matter as well as micro-organisms that the visitors bring in the cave with their
shoes. This burden to the environmentof the cave leads in complete degradation of the ecosystemof the cave and the evacuationof all the higher
organisms(chiroptera),especially from the parts of the cave that are directly affectedfrom the burden of the movementof visitors and which are
found near the nesting areas of the chiroptera.An importantconsideration
for the ecologicalequilibriumof the environmentof the cave, is the creation of suitable conditions in the interior of the cave, which will allow
the protection of the fauna and the flora, the preservation of biodiversity
in the area but most importantly safe nesting and feeding places for the
chiroptera.The fact alone that there are chiroptera present even today in
the interior of the cave, is by itself an indication that the biotope of this
kind as well as their numbers is possibleto be reinstated providedthat it is
possible to cancel out the burden.
- The environmentaldamages to the interior of the cave were significant, caused by the use of the candles used for lighting purposes until
1999when the cave was electricallylighted.The use of candles caused the
covering of the stalagmites with wax and the covering of stalactites with
fume, whereas the lake inside the cave was also seriously polluted as its
bottom was coveredwith wax.
- The layer of wax that rots and decays in combinationwith the slow
rates of biological decomposition,due to the low temperature of water
around 5-7 °C,contributedto the formationof a deposit layer of wax in the
bottom of the lake.
- Due to the pollution of the lake the fauna specimens of the area
have migrated. Also in order to construct a passage part of the lake was
filled with ruble and this resulted in shrinkage of its area and its volume as
well as its rate of water replenishment.It is noted here that the lake constitutes an implicitly ecologicalniche, since the pollution has caused the
migration of all the living organismsthat used to inhabit the lake earlier.
(Paragamian1991). If the conditionsin the lake return to normal, it is possible that the original habitats will return.
- The existing great amounts of organic matter in the form of wax
creates ~ stress in the environmentdue to the products from its anaerobic
decomposition.
- The large number of visitors in the near past and the lighting of the
interiorof the cave with candles,disruptedthe evolutionconditionsof the
organisms and created deposits of fumes and wax in the geological formations. The deposition of fumes and wax on the geological formations
complicatesthe movementof the natural inhabitantsof the cave inside the
cave.
The expansion of the entrance area of the cave resulted in more
light enteringthe area and thus making this part of the cave more lighted.
These lighting conditionsbrought about the further evolution of the low
growingvegetation(bryophytes,ivy, etc) of the geologicalformationsand
the typical terrestrialmicro-fauna(gasteropodesof the species ofBulimus
and Helix, micro arthropods,etc) in the interior of the cave.
The great opening of the entrance to the cave allows the pollution
of the species of flora and fauna that are usually found inside the cave with

dust and mainly with micro-flora and micro-fauna from outside the cave.
- The great opening of the entrance of the cave affects the temperature of the interior of the cave which changes depending on the season
from around 6 to 13 °C. This fluctuationof the temperatureinterfereswith
the living conditions of the natural inhabitantsof the cave.
Another impact to the caves which is a result of their intense tourist
exploitation, of which typical examples are the caves of Perama (Ioannina-Epirns) and the cave of Diros (Mani-Peloponnesus), is the creation
of micro-flora of natural origin (fungi and algae) which is formed as a
result of the long time micro-climaticchanges in the interior of the cave
(electricallighting,temperatureincreases,wind drafts from the man-made
entrances and exits as well as the transport of microorganismsand fungi
from the visitors) and on the surface of the lit stalactite formations and
generally from the internal geomorphological decorationof the cave.

4. Conclusion
The uncontrolled tourist exploitationof the caves is an important but
short term asset of the local economic developmentin an area, which neverthelessin all cases leads to serious selfdestruction of this "tourist asset".
The case of the "Diktaeon Andron" cave is a characteristic example in
Greece, of the use for over thousandof years of a cave by man, initially as
a worship place and more recenlly as tourist attraction.
The destrnctions in the environmentof the cave as a result of the human activities are in direct correlation with the way they operated: (a)
the excavation works and interference in the beginning of the previous
century in order to reveal the rich archaeologicalmaterial present, which
led to the fall of the Upper Cave and resulted in the alteration of the morphology of the cave, the fall of rocks and rock fragments, the covering
of a large part of the Lower Cave as well as the destrnctionof certain of
the natural biotopes and the fauna and (b) its tourist exploitationwithout
prior protection measures taken which happened in contemporarytimes
and especially from the decade of the sixties until the end of the previous
century. From the unplanned and uncontrolledtourist exploitation of the
cave, there was pollution and derangement of the environmental conditions and of the fauna of the cave as well as serious but reversible effects
to its ecosystem. To deal effectivelywith these effects there is a need for
eliminatingthe burden to the environmentas well as taking suitable protection and restoration measures.
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Columns of Cretan earth: "The speleothem and the symbeP'
E, Nikit ea, A, Kroys ta iaki

SpeleologicalClub of Crete, SPOK
Abstract
Photographic exhibition is attemted showing off the speleodeposition, that is the way in which a calcariousdepositionshapes into a pile /
column, the figures / shapes it takes during its inflation/ bulges and the
alterationit undergoesin the course of time untill it's decay / corruptionis
attemptedin the photographic exhibition(fair).
Moreover cases of columns in caves with anthropologic interest are

shown off/ set off.
These columns are probably connected to devotionalprocesses and
usually characteristicsholds of the earth or the fixation? Are attributed
to them.
The poster's dimensionsare 2,30 X 0,40 m. and it includes at most
10 photographswith dimensions 0,30X0,2l m. As well as a brief text of
100words.
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Explo ration and Preservation of the Kipuka Ka nohina Cave System, Ka'fi Hawari
C. K.
Cave Conservancyof Hawai'i, Ocean ViewHI USA

Abstract
In 1998, members of the Cave Research Foundation and the Hawai'i
SpeleologicalSurvey began a systematic exploration of Kula Kai Caverns. The Caverns lie in an ancient volcanic island of land called Kipuka
Kanohina,located beneath the Mauna Loa volcano. The Kipuka also contained other caves - Poha Cave, Eli's Pit Cave, and The Maelstrom. Each
cave is highly braided and mazy, with multiple levelsof passage. Eventually all four caves were connectedtogether, along with a fifth section of
cave called The Cordwinder.The cave system yielded several surprises.
There are several lava balls in the cave,with one lava ball over five meters
tall. The cavers also found beautiful gypsum formationsthroughout the
dry sectionsof the cave. Many of these secondary formationshave impurities of copper or iron, coloring them brilliant red or blue. The surveyors
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also found that the ancient Hawaiians used and explored the cave extensively. Gourd cradles are evident in many areas of the cave, along with
torch sticks, opi' i shellsand chmed kukui nuts. The explorationteam also
found sleeping platforms, fire rings, and tool making sites. The team has
cmTently explored the cave to a lengthof over 32 kilometersof contiguous
passage and over 38 kilometers within the flow unit. This makes Kipuka
Kanohina the second longest lava tube systemin the world.In 2002, several members of the exploration team formed a non-profit corporationto
protect the cave. The Cave Conservancy of Hawai'i has now purchased
several pieces of property over the Kanohina cave system,and is working
with other landownersto protect the cave. The Conservancyis also working to protect other significant cave systemsin ftawai'i .

W-2
Revealing the Caves of Soqotra Island (Yemen),the Soqotra Karst Project (2000-2005)
P.De Geest and the membersof the Soqotra Karst Prnject
VrijeUniversiteitBrussel,Department ofGeolop;y,Brussels,Belgium
Abstract
The existenceof cave systems on the arid, tropicalisland Soqotra(Republic of Yemen),situated between the Horn of Africa and the Arabian
Peninsulain the Indian Ocean,was unknownuntilrecently.The combination of a bi-annualrainy season generated by the Indian OceanMonsoon
and extensivefractured limestoneareas causes' rapid undergroundwater
drainage,resultingin poor drinkingsuppliesfor local communities.During the last 5 years the Soqotra Karst Project, a multi disciplinaryteam of
Belgian cave explorers and scientists,supportedby internationalcounterparts, explored and mapped approximately25 km of underground galleries in 35 differentcaves during 7 expeditions(De Geest et al., 2005).
This study provide essential information about vast undergroundfreshwater resources,enabling a pilot project, which provides running water
for about 600 people from the Nissam and Irisseyl villages (De Geest
P. & VanDammeK., 2004). Some caves reveal archaeologicalartefacts
such as ancientpottery and different sorts of mural paintings. A perfectly
preservedwoodentablet with Syriacinscriptionswas found in Hoq cave,
datingback to 258 AD (Robin C. & GoreaM., 20.02), demonstratingthat
this cave must have been a well knownplace visited by merchants sailing
the traderoute betweenEast Africa,the Arabianmainlandand WestIndia

(DridiH., 2002).New endemiccave fauna give clues about the palaeogeographicalevolutionof the archipelagoand complementsthe rich biodiversityof the islands. Speleothems are dated, whilethe study of their geochemicalcontent enables a regionalpalaeoclimate reconstruction, which
can provide insights in the monsoon variability over time. Together with
the Yemeniand local governmentalagenciesa deontological code is under
constructionto assurecave protectionand new possibleeco-touristassets.
Some references De Geest et al., 2005. SoqotraKarst Project 2000-2004:
cave exploration and karst reseach on Soqotra Island (Yemen).Private
publication,pp.140. De Geest P., 2004. Soqotra Karst Project. Spelerpes
2004-2: 13-17. De Geest P., 2003. Soqotra Karst Project: Karst exploration and Cave research on SoqotraIsland. Dioscorida,issued by Friends
of Soqotra, vol.2 : 4. De Geest P. & Van Damme K., 2004. The study
of undergroundkarstic water resources of Soqotra: an application. Tayf,
the SoqotraNewsletter,issuedby the SoqotraConservationFund and the
Friendsof Soqotra, vol.l : 3. Dridi H., 2002. Indiens et Proche-Orientaux
dans une grotte de Suqutra (Yemen). Journal Asiatique 290.2: 565-610.
Robin C. et Gorea M., 2002. Les vestigesAntiques de la grotte de Hoq
(Suqutra,Yemen). Academic des Inscriptions & Belles-Lettres.Compte
Rendus, avril-juin2002: 409-445.

W-3
Le Karst du Massif du Fala.km et fa Resurgence de Maarns Resultats des travaux hydrogeologiques et Topograp hiqu.es
Par PASCALRElLE
Provincede DRAMA MACEDOINE. GRECE du NORD
1) History of exploratory expeditions:
Summer 1978:
MissisPETROCHILOU,who is the presidentof Greekcaving society
welcomedus in Athens and indicated us an area to study and a list of
interestingcaves to visit.
MissisPETROCHILOUadvisedus to dive in the resurgingsourcesof
Macedonia and introduced us to mister G. AVALAINOS who would later
be our guide.

Preambule
L'objectifde cette resume est d'etablir un recapitulatif de nos investigationsinitieespar Me Arma PETROCHILOU en 1978. Les expeditions
fut realise en collaborationde Mr AVALIANOSpuis de Mr IANOPOULOS
Nous publierons en 2006, une etude scientifiquesur le secteur du
FALAKRO(Province de DRAMA Macedoine GRECE du Nord) en
groupement avec nos colleguesgrecs
La collecte de ces donnees doit debouchersur la modelisationde la
dynamique hydrogeologique locale.
Nouspourronsainsi donnerune ebauchede sa restitutionet une evaluationdes potentialiteshydrologiques.

Photo: Thefirst photo of the cave after siphonfrom CORDIERVincent in 1978... The
story has began.

With our guide, we visited some old Greek mines near Athens.After
that we were heading in the direction to northernGreeceto the Macedonia. There, we visited the cave of ALISTRASwhich is full of beautiful
mine,ralconcretions. From this cave, we realize a topographicmap and a
set of photo slides.
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Phntn.· 1 - CORDIERRegis et Vincentat the siphon 3

2 REILE Pascal and CORDIER Vincent.Divingsiphon 1980.

Photo:Dynamite openingof the siphon number2 calledsiphon NIKOS.

After this, we dove in the resurgencesource of MAARAS. We went
throughthe first eight meter long siphon.Behindthis obstacle,we founda
three hundred meters long free air gallery,of which we took topographic
measures.
Mister AVALIANOSwas accompanyingus during this exploratory
expedition.
1978-1980:
The district chief of drama, and the engineer KAPASinitiate the important program concerningrock perforatingand tunnel masonry at the
entranceof the cave ofMAARAS.
This artificialaccess,which is built bypassesthe first eight meterslong
siphon.

August 1981:
Thanksto the help of architectmissAnna BAZDEK,who was also our
interpreters, our exploratoryexpeditionscould progressfurther.We dove
two siphons, one of three and the second of thirty meters. Behind these
two siphonswe discoveredtwo kilometresof new gallery.Wehelpedmister Nikos IOANINISto go through the first siphon. In kind recognition
of the courageof our friend, who was just discoveringdiving,this access
was given his name.
It was the first importantdiscoveryafter the siphons.
Easter 1982:
The weathercircumstancesdon't allowedus to dive in MAARAS.We
investigatein the region lookingfor shafts or caves which could be connected with the underneath Karst system. A 138 meters deep shaft was

Photo: The chamber calledAKROPOLIS.
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discoveredthanks to the help of an inhabitanthunter of OHIRON: mister
CHRITOPHOS. During a farming accident he passed away So his short
name CHRISTOSwill be given to the shaft.

to access a part of the cavity. An expioration until S4 siphon gave us opportunity to find a violent cuffent of air at this point . This passing awake
our curiosity and would be a goal of a new exploratory expedition.

Summer 1983:
For a road a tunnel which bypasses the entrance area was built. During the works, palaeontologic layer was discovered in the gallery. This
was a fossil over flood gallery of the cavity. Bones of rhinoceros were
discoveredthere. We went on exploring and we could pass through the S4
siphon which much difficulties. At this point, 4280 meters gallery were
discoveredat all.. An injection of fluoresce in co
lour was realized in the area of OHIRON at the point where the water
is going under the earth.
- COLOUR TRACING RESULTATDU TRA(;AGE DE LA KATAVOTHREDE OHIRON
Le trac;agea ete realise a l'aide de 1 kg de fluoresceine en Aout-Septembre 83.

Summer 1997:
We requested to be authorized to explore one more time the cavity.
But the matter is connected with archeology and so the university and the
ministry dont give us easily the
permission. At the end a contact with professor XEIDAKIS and the
culture ministry representative Mrs IANOPOULOS,allowed us to receive
a restricted permit under Mrs XEIDAKIS responsibility.
We began new explorations.The water stream was very low, of one cubic meter each second. The clearing of a bypass of the fourth siphon gave
a good result. This bypass is a only five meter long little lake. It enable to
shmi cut the sixty meters long siphon. After that, we could find one more
time the already discovered gallery that continue to the point 4280 meter
from the entrance.
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Result: Time: 26 H 40 Km: 9000 metres
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1992:
Works GREEK of tunnel building. Discovering·of archeologic and
paleontologic layers.

Summerj995:
During a short visit, we could see that our discoverywas revalorisedby
local communityand that arrangementswere made to enable every public

Photo

In the futur the siphon would be more easy to cross afaer digging out
the sand which obstruct near the roof of it. After that we explore until the
point 5871 meters, where the main gallery divide in two. Both ends with
siphons. The first one is situated 6076 meters from the entrance . And
the second 7791 meters. During this year, the topographic measures, at
all 8544 meters long was totally achieved. Mister Nikos IOANINIS did
explore the all gallery during the works of topography.
We received help from the representative of the district mister
LEFTER!, who is the mayor ofKOKINOIA.
Chemistry and temperature water studies would complete the colour
tracing which we had previously done.
Photo: PascalREJLE in the siphon 7
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CHEMESTRY WATERANALYST
Resultats des mesures du 06/08/97 a 5871 m de Pentre e.
Full J:i~low
in the spring : 1.029 m3/seconde
Temp.: 12.9°C, Cond.: 356 p siemens, pH: 7.6

ZESTO POTAMOS

Para.metres

KRIO POTAMO S

Afflu ent chaud

Affluent froid

150 litre s /seco nd e

60 litres /seconde

Temp

16,5 °C

12°c

Cond

Q

389 µ siemens

320 µ siemens

PH

7,53

7,50

Po 4

0,140 mg/1

0,469 mg /1

32 0, 86

241, 26

10,40

8,99

Carbo nat es
Sulfa tes

1,44

Chlorures
Nitrates

7,8

2,5

Fluor

0,69

0,5 6

Sodium

4,2

3.8

Potassium

2,7

1,9

Le zesto potamos est influence par des drainages de bordure du polje ou l'agriculture se develo_ppe
de maniere notoire.
Summer 2000:
We brought the diving equipment in the cave of MAARAS to the old S5 siphonand where after the gallery is divided in two. We reached the siphon

Fish in the Krio potamos : in 5871 m of'the Entrance

Line of Manganese in the Cave

number six. The water is muddy because of the storm of the previous
days. In all the cave the level of the water is very low, that is to say about
ten centimetre less than three years ago. And this level continue to lower
in spite of rains.
The siphon number six is thirty meters long. It is muddy. And after
that we discovered and topographic measures of 1500 meters galleries.
The river gallery follow its course until a siphon again at point 7500 me··
ter distance from the entrance. This gallery become parallel with a large
fossil gallery during about 500 meters This fossil gallery is collapsedat a
point of it. We dove into the siphon number seven at 7800 meters far from
the entrance,but without success. Water is muddy and we could explore
until point 15 meter deep. The siphongoes probably deeper, and is almost
filled with sand.We explored also both of the starts of galleries at the point
where outside the water disappear under the eaiih. The first one gives access to a little siphon 25 meters long and 10 meters deep. The second one,
after a short digging out and descendinga 10 meters shaft is occupied by
water at this point.

We tried colour tracing in this area where water goes under the earth.
Wewantedto know which part of the Maarascave this water feeds. But it
was difficult to realize because it was not raining since a week and water
was pumpedto irrigatethe agricultural fieldsof the polje (=a kind of dry
valley). Nevertheless we demanded to have a necessaryvolume of water
to the mayor administration.
So finallywe could experiment the colour tracing with five cubic meters of water delivered by a firemen truck and a kilogram of fluoresceine
colour. In the previousexplorationsuch a tracing was a success, but now it
was not the case. The transit was slow and it is difficultto make use of the
restitutionof the colour, because organicmaterial contaminateit.
Diving in the last two siphons in Maaras cave has added 1500 meters of topographied galleries. Then now totality of developedgalleries
are l 0 040 meters. In the Maaras cave, today nobody has dove the 'Krio
potamos'. And may be it is possible with a better equipment to obtain
success at the siphon number 7 that's to say with more air bottle and a
Fenzy buoy.
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Photo Marblesand Manganeselitho logy

Photo : Greekteam an terminalcave

Summer 2003:
We did a set of explorationin the area, but water conditions don't allow us to full fill all our planifiedprogram.The team of Greek and French
cavers keep on exploring the area. A lot of rains and inundations over
floodedthe disappearancepoints of the river in the mountain.
The Greek team a week in advancein the program has dove one more
time the ending siphon . The diver went a fevvmeters more and reach the
depth of 30 meters.A cave situated Drama north east is promising a lot.

Prospectives

of the team Greek et French will be focused on
In the futun; , tbe
the study and re1.1alorisation
of the 1 great sources of the Falakro moun-·
tain:
- Maras,
- Milopotamcs,
Drama sources.
And the polje
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1980

1981

CordierRegis
CordierVincent
Filippi Elisabeth
Ioannidis Nikos
Laethierpascal
Reile Pascal

CordierRegis
CordierVincent
FilippiElisabeth
IoannidisNikos
Laethier pascal
Reile Pascal

1978
AvalianosGiorgos
CordierRegis
CordierVincent
Filippi Elisabeth
IoannidisNikos
Laethierpascal
Reile Pascal

1997

1995

FilippiElisabeth
IoannidisNikos
Reile Pascal
XeidakisG.S

Durlet Pierre
Filippi Elisabeth
IoannidisNikos
Giannopoulos V Langlois
Dominique
Langlois Marie
TrouillotGerard
TrouillotQuentin
Reile Adeline
Reile Benoit
Reile Pascal
TrouillotGerard
XeidakisG.S

1982

1983

CordierVincent
Filippi Elisabeth
IoannidisNikos
Trouillot Gerard
TrouillotChritine
Reile Pascal

Cordier Regis
CordierVincent
Filippi Elisabeth
IoannidisNikos
Laethierpascal
Reile Pascal
2003

2000
Cailhol Didier
Cailhol sylvie
Filippi Elisabeth
Durlet Pierre
GiannopoulosV Langlois
Dominique
LangloisMarie
Laureau Pierre
Nicod Lionel
Reile Benoit
Reile Pascal
TrouillotGerard

Filippi Elisabeth
Reile Benoit
Reile Pascal
GiannopoulosVassili

* Divers
* Speleologist

W-4
The Lava TubeCaves of Rwanda
M. Lamnai:ms
GermanSpeleologicalFederation,SpelaoclubBerlin
Abstract
The principalcavingarea of Rwandais located in the NW of the country (Ruhengeriand Gisenyi provinces). This region belongs to the East
African Rift Valleyand the VirungaMountains form a big chain of volcanoes along the border with Uganda to the North and the Democratic
Republicof the Conga to the West. The largest volcano is the Karisimbi
that summits at 4,507 m. The mountains are covered by a dense jungle
and are host to the last MountainGorillason Earth. Most of the volcanoes
belong to the Rwandean"Pare National des Volcans"(PNV) which significantlycontributesto the tourist income of the country.At the foot of
the mountainsextensivelava flows cover the region at an elevationof between 1,900and 2,700 metres. The known caves are entirely of volcanic
origin fonned in Cenozoicbasaltic lava. Lava tube caves are very abundant. The main first phase of cave explorationin NW Rwandatook place
between 1975 and 1977. Belgian speleologistsfrom the Centre Routier
SpeleoBelgiquevisitedthe area in 1975.They surveyed4 caves including
Ubuvumobwa Musanze (to a length of 1,600 metres) and 4 other caves
(Grottes de Bigowe, Grotte de Salomon and Grotte des Commandos)in
the Mutura region (Gisenyiprovince).In 1977 a Spanishteam from Barcelonavisitedthe volcanicregions of NW Rwanda.Their studiesincluded
Ubuvumobwa Musanzeat 4,560 metres and Ubuvumobwa Nyirabadogo
at approximately 1,500 metres (the latter cave remained unsurveyed).

A recent phase of explorationwas initiated in 2003 when a RwandeanSwiss-Germanspeleologicalproject surveyednearly 10 km of cave passages in 42 caves of the Ruhengeriprovince.The most significantfindings
were lava tube caves like Ubuvumo Nyabikuri-Ruri(Bukamba district)
at 3,384 metres (unsegmented),which is currently the longest cave of
Rwanda as well as Gacinyiro2 (Kinigi district, unsegmented,1,470metres). Ubuvumo bwa Musanze, formerly reported to be the longest cave
of Rwanda at 4,560 metres was found to be segmented with the longest
segment beingjust 1,600metres long. Some of the caves still containhuman remains from the 1994ethnic genocideand later conflicts.In 2004, a
second internationalspeleological expeditionof cavers from the Netherlands, USA, Kuwait and Germanyresulted in the explorationof 20 more
caves with a total passage length of about 9.1 km both in the Ruhengeri
and Gisenyi province. The most significant findings in 2004 were lava
tube caves such as Ubuvumo Manjari deux (Mutobo district, Ruhengeri
province) at 1,660 metres, which is currentlythe second longest cave of
Rwanda, and Ubuvumo Cyamazera (Mutura district, Gisenyi province,
1,484 metres). UbuvumoNyiragihima (Mutobodistrict, Ruhengeriprovince) was exploredto 1,116metresand is currentlythe eighthlongestcave
of the country. Many caves in NW Rwanda still await explorationand the
potentialfor furtherdiscoveriesis as excellentas the co-operationwith the
local authorities proved to be.
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An overviewof caving regionsin NorthernLaos
Joerg Dreyhrodt1 & Michael Laumanns2
1
Bekassinenstr.86, D-28357Bremen,GermanyOoerg_dreybrodt@yahoo.de)
2
Unterden Eichen 4 C, 15834Rangsdorf,Germany
Abstract
Four expeditions were undertaken from 2000-2005 to achieve an
overview of the caving regions in Northern Laos. The first project was
conducted by a Dutch team in 2000 and followed by German (2002,
2003) and joint German-Dutch(2005) expeditions.Five main regions of
the North were visited yielding caves with a total length of 25 km: the
Nam Ou valley near Muang Ngoy; the Luang Prabang district; the area
of Phoukhounnear Kasi; the Vieng Phouka district and near MuangNan.
The largest potential was discoveredin Vieng Phouka (Luang Nam Tha
province) with the river cave system of Tham Nam Eng. It consists of a
3,120 m long upper fossil system and a 3,460 m long lower active river
system.Furtherplannedexpeditionswill focus on this area whichhas also
the highestpotential for show caves.

1. Introduction
This chapter gives an overview of speleologicalexpeditionsto Laos
and introduces the caving areas in the north. A geological abstract follows. Chapter 2 introducesthe cave regions in more detail and the most
importantdiscoveries.A look on the Laotianand his relationshipto caves
is done in chapter3. The last chapter summarizesand gives an outlook.

1.1 Overview
Since 1992Laos has rapidly opened to foreigntourists and many successful speleologicalprojects have been carried out, mainly by French
teams. On an occasionalbasis Italian and British caving expeditionshave
contributedto the knowledgeon karst and caves of Laos (Brouquisseet
al. 1999).Most of the cavingexpeditionswere dedicatedto Khammouane
province (Mouret(2001) in central Laos and the area aroundVangVieng
(Vientianeprovince)(Hedouin&.Renouard2000).
Althoughcaves were known from the north of Laos (e.g. the historical
Pak Ou show cave near to Luang Prabang)no systematiccave exploration
had been done there before a Dutch team started work in the Luang Prabang province in 2000. They surveyed7.3 km of passages in 16 caves in
the Nam Ou Valleyand around Muang Nan and releaseda report on their
findings (Eskes& Darnen2004).
The Dutch trip was followedby a lightweightGermanreconnaissance
project to the Nam Ou area around Muang Ngoy in 2002/03 and a larger
German project in 2003/04 to Luang Prabang district. This yielded 34
caveswith a total of 5.6 km, amongstwhichwas, so far,the longestknown
cave of northernLaos (Tham Loum at 1.6 km).
Finally, a common German-Dutchexpedition to northern Laos was
conductedin February2005. The first part of the project focusedon caves
at Phou Khoun close to Kasi. The expeditionsucceededto connectthree
separateknown caves to one 2.6 km long system (Tham Seua-NamLot).
However,the main part of the expeditionwas dedicatedto an until then
untouched area at Vieng Phouka (LuangNam Tha province)close to the
Burmaand Thai border.Here a EuropeanCommunitybasedmicro-project
that promoteseco-tourismas an additionallocal incomeactivelysupported the explorationof the caves with local transport and guides. The area
surprised with the longest active river caves in the north. It took only a
week to surveycaves with a total length of 8.9 km. The longestthe Tham
Nam Eng systemconsistsof an upper 3,120m long fossil caveand a 3,460
m long lower active river cave.A link could not be found yet.

1.2 Geology
The natural history,as well as the morpho-and orogenesisof northern Laos is complexand poorly known. The followingobservationswere
taken from Mouret (2004). Most limestoneoccurrencesin the region are
of Upper Paleozoic age (Permian to Carboniferous,360 - 250 my old).
Towardsthe south some Jurassiclimestonesuccessionshave been identified in the area around Luang Phrabang. Depositionof limestoneobviously has not been continuousin all cases as sometimes20-50 m thick
limestonesequencescan be observedthat are sandwichedbetweenclay or
sandstonelayers. The thicknessof the limestonesuccessionvaries and is
suspectedto reach at maximum5,000 meters. The carbonatesare in most
cases underlainby schists.
Tectonicmovementsfrom the Triassiconwardshave stronglyaffected
the limestone sequences.The main tectonic fractures run from N-S and
fromNE to SW.The carbonatesare heavilydeformed,often showsa steep
or even near-to-verticaldip, are partly re-crystallizedand metamorphin a
way that the porosity of the limestonewent lost and even the distinction
of the formerlyseparatedlayers disappeared.Weathering,knownas "case
hardening" further contributedto the diageneticmodificationof the carbonates leadingto a less favorablesolubilityand lower subrosionrates.
Karstificationof the limestonetook place in a moderatetropical climate and the karst landscapeis coveredby a dense forest. The morphology of the limestoneregions can be subdividedinto differenttypes:
a.) Extensive karst massifs with spectacularpeaks that summits at
about 1,600m-1,900min the northern part of the Nam Ou river while
the Nam Ou river flows at about 360 m only. The slopes of the massifs
are steep and verticalcliffs are abundant.These large massifscoverup to
15 sq. km and are intersectedby rivers and dry valleys. The karstifiable
limestonehas its base at or beyondthe current level of the main river.
b.) Isolatedkarstmountainsthat also can formhigh peaks.Thesesmall
limestonecones rest on top of non-karstifiablerocks with a diameterof
about 250 by 500 metersand a height of 120m. These isolatedmountains
are dominant in the region along the Mekong between Luang Phrabang
and Pak Ou.
It is suggestedthat the larger karst massifs and isolated karst cones
belongedto much more extensivelimestoneregionsin the past, which are
today eroded to a great part. The limestonemassifs and cones are fairly
easy to locate on the topographicalmaps due to their steep walls.
Caves are developedon differentlevels above the currentwater drainage and give evidenceof a multiphasespeleogenesis.The Mekongis the
main stream in the whole region with the Nam Ou being its largesttributary river. Both rivers are still important transport and travelingroutes.
The Nam Ou traversesseverallarge karst massifsin a deeplyincisedscenic gorge, which appearsto be mainly the result of erosive down-cutof
the river.
The limestonemassifsof the ViengPhoukaarea are in generaloflower
elevationand of limited extend but they are stronglykarstifiedand host
significantcaves, probably due to a different stratigraphyor diagenetic
modificationof the rocks then those in the Luang Phrabangprovince.

2. CavingAreas
An overview of caving areas is found in map 1. The most intensely
investigatedarea is around the villages of Nong Khiaw and Ngoy Nua
in the north-eastrelativelyclose to the Vietnamborder.Two of the four
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expeditions focused on this area and a large number of caves have been
found along the banks of the Nam Ou river. The Vieng Phouka district in
the north-westhas only recently been visited in February2005. It revealed
as an unexpectedsurprisethe longestcaves in northernLaos.

The Luang Prabang district was targeted in the 2003/04 expedition and searchedfor
caves in a radiusof about 50 km. Most of the 26 surveyedcaves are 100-200m long with
the exceptionof the 1.6 Ianlong ThamLoum. They show a great varietyincludingcaves
with only one straightpassage to mazes and big chambers.Just a short trip was done to
the Phou Khoun area about 100 km south of Luang Prabang with one cave completely
surveyed. The area is still sensitive due to activities of Hmong rebels. The last section
covers the MuangNan area that was exploredby the Dutch expeditionin 2000.
Caving areas in northernLaos.
A: MuangNgoy/NamOu
B: ViengPhouka
C: Luang Prabang
D: Phou Khoun
E: Nan

2.1 Nam Ou Valleyat MuangNgoy
The investigatedarea is crossed by the wide Nam Ou river from the
NE to the SW. Where the national road no. 1 crosses the river, the village of Nong Khiaw (named Muang Ngoy on the topographicalmap) is

Viewfrom Muang Ngoy Nua towards the North into the gorge of the Nam Ou river
(photo:J. Dreybrodt)

situated. The small district town is a transfer point where people arrive
by car or bus and continue to travel up- or downstreamon the Nam Ou
by boat. These limestoneareas were first investigatedby the 2000 Dutch
expedition. Four caves were surveyed and a site with ancient rock paintings was visited. Restrictionsmade by the administrativerepresentatives
of Muang Ngoy forced the team to stop the explorationand to return to
Luang Phrabang. They were allowed to continue as a joint project with
the provincialforest department in the area aroundMuangNan. The same
area was investigated by the German reconnaissancein 2002.
About 14 km upstream (north) of the town ofNong Khiaw the Nam
Ou river crosses an approximately20 km long and 15 km wide area of
large limestone massifs that summit at 700 - 1,500 m and that are covered with a dense monsoon rain forest. The Nam Ou patily has created
an extremelyscenic gorge with breathtakingcliffs up to 600 m high. The
village ofNgoy Nua is situated right in the middle of the Nam Ou gorge
where the tributary creek of Nam Ngoy coming from the East joins the
Nam Ou. Ngoy Nuii is accessibleby a l hour iong boat trip from Nong
Khiaw/MuangNgoy only.
The longest cave along the gorge is the Tham Kham / Pageo (Holy
image cave / Middle cave). The cave is reached in 30 minutes by foot
from Ngoy Nua village along the Nam Ngoy creek. The Tham Khan cave
(520 m) has a wet lower entrance and a upper dry entrance. A sump is
reached after about 200 m that certainly connects to Tham Pageo. This
sumpwas free-divedfor about 10 metersand two air-filledchamberswere
reached. However,no connectionto Tham Pageo was made. UXO Laos
(the regional explosivesclearanceproject) has removed explosivesfrom
the cave. Tracescan still be seen in Tham Khan.
The entranceto Tham Pageo (1,550 m) opens immediatelyeast of the
Tham Khan resurgence. The entrance and the subsequent 100 meters of
phreatic passage are pretty low with less than one meter and filled with
mud. Later the cave becomes walkable and two crawls and a duck have
to be passed until the cave divides into an East/Northeastand West section. The later one ends in a sump that connectsto Tham Khan. The East/
Northeastsectionof ThamPageo continuesfor another500 m until it ends
abruptly.
The 21 caves so far known along the Nam Ou can be subdividedin
two groups:
a.) Active river caves like the Tham Khan/Pageo and the Tham
Doun's. These caves are flooded during the Monsoon.
b.) Fossil caves that are situated about 50-150 m above the river of
Nam Ou. These caves often have a rich calcite decorationand sometimes
high contentsof CO2 • The average length is about 100-200m.
It has to be noted that during the expeditionscaves with easy access
mainly near the river were investigatedexclusively.The upper cliffs and
tops of the enormouskarst plateaus still remain virtually untouchedand

Side passage of ThamNam Eng (resurgencecave)
{photo W Zillig).
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a full-scaleexpeditionwill require exhaustive"jungle-bashing"in steep
terrain.
2.2 ViengPhouka
The districtvillageof ViengPhoukais situatedin the LuangNam Tha
provincehalf-wayalongthe road fromLuangNam Tha towardsHuayXai
at the Thai border.In a few years the region will experiencean economic
boost due to a highwaythat is currentlyin constructionbetweenThailand
and China. Caves play an importantrole in the ViengPhoukabased ecotourismproject from the EuropeanCommunityand are visited in combination with trekking activities.The 2005 speleologicalinvestigationsof
the Dutch-Germanteam were logisticallysupportedin a generousway by
providingtransport and well-trainedguides. Due to the excellentconditions the 2005 cave investigationsled to importantdiscoverieswithin a
period of one week only.
The Tham Nam Eng is the best known cave in the area and used for
eco-tourism.It is mentionedin severalinternationalguide books and also
indicatedon touristmaps fromLaos.The guidespay great attentionon the
protectionof the cave which is thereforelooked.Wastehas to be carried
out and nothing shouldbe left in the cave. Despitethe intenseuse of the
cave no systematicsurveyhas been done and the guides visited only the
known areas.Their fear to get lost kept them out of any new passagesand
exploration.
The cave is reached by a 1 hour drive on the dusty main road from
ViengPhoukato LuangNam Thajust a few km furthernorth from name
giving village Ban Eng. It takes only 10-15 minutes to walk from the
road eastwardsto the base of the mountainridge that hosts the Nam Eng
system.It consistsof the upper fossilcave of3,120 m lengthand the lower
active resurgencecave of 3,460 m length. Some of these passages are
situatedless than 100metresfrom each otheron a comparablelevel.However,no link betweenboth caveswas found.Thereare also severalvertical
shafts that ascend from the main_passageof ThamNam Eng (resurgence)
that may connectboth caves.ThamNam Eng resurgencecave drainsmassive water duringthe wet season.The walls nearly of the completecave
show scallops with a diameterless than 1 cm. Dripstoneformationsare
rare in Tham Nam Eng resurgencecave and can be found in the upper
parts of higherpassagesonly.
Other caves surveyedin the area are the Tham Pasat ("Tunnelcave",
1,490m) and Tham Phou Pasat (645 m). They are located in an isolated
-ridge about 25 km north of Vieng Phouka. The active river cave Tham
Nam Lot crossesthe ridge and has at least 5 entrances.
The ViengPhoukaarea offersprobablythe biggestpotentialin northern Laos. Severalother caves were reportedin the district.Unfortunately
they are less close to the roads. The 3 hour intensejungle hike to Tham
Phoulan on the last day surprisedwith a 250 m long, 80 wide and 100m
high huge chamber.The cave remainedunsurveyeddue to lack of time.
2.3 Luang PrabangDistrict
Most of the caves in the vicinityof Luang Phrabanghave easy access
due to the well developedinfrastructurenear to the provincialcapitol.Furthermorethe city of Luang Phrabangis a focal point of the local tourism.
Consequently,caves play an importanteconomicrole. The Pak Ou caves·
are the most knowntouristcavesof Laos.They are situatedon the western
Mekongshoreoppositethe confluentwith the Nam Ou, approximately25
km upstreamthe Mekongfrom Luang Phrabang.The caves were visited
by foreignerssince 1867,when Douart de Langre first exploredthe Mekong. Both caves contain thousandsof Buddha statues of differentsize.
The statues are mainly made from wood. They are coveredby leaf-gold
in many cases.
Luang Prabanghas two large 30 km long and 1,000m high limestone
plateaus located to the east and south that are directed from NE to SW.
The searchfor caveswas intensifiedaroundthe plateausand the Mekong.
21-28 Auuust was.Ha!umas. He/Ins

In total 26 caveswith a total lengthof 4.1 km were surveyedand mapped.
Most of them have about 100m of length.
The longest cave Tham Loum (Wind cave, 1.6 km) is found in the
remotevillage of Longkhoayin the southernPhou PhaxangNoy plateau.
The cave followsthe axis of the limestoneridge from NE to SW.It consists of a single rift-controlledmeanderinggallery with no significant
branches.Except of a small entrancewith a strongcurrentof air and few
other crawlsthe entirepassageis of walkingsize.
The second longestcave is the multi level river cave Tham Pha Man
(405 m) north ofLuang Prabangat the Mekongnear Ban Man PhoneSai.
A steeplydescendingbut climbablepassagegivesaccessto a complicated
maze of inter-connectedphreatic passages on several levels. While the
upper level of passagesare decoratedwith calcite formationsthe lowest
level reachesthe statickarst water level.
The eastern plateau of Phou Longhouayhas only few short caves of
50-80mat its northernend at the Nam Pa river and on the plateaunear Ban
LongKout.The Chompetdistricton the west side of the Mekonghoststhe
after the nearbymonasterynamedTham KhouHa Sakhalin(120 m). Furthermorean overnighttrip was done25 km upstreamthe Nam Khamriver
to Tham Kengkong(Crystalcave, 373 m) namedafter t9e nearbyvillage.
The cavesin the LuangPhrabangarea surpriseby its greatvarietyfrom
straightpassagesto large chambersand mazesmostly locatedhigh in the
ridgesof the mountains.OftenCO2 is present.The highestpotentialseems
to be at Ban Longkhoaywith 6 other caves mentionedby the villagers.
2.4 Phou Khoun
The T-juntionof the north-southroad 13 with the road 7 to the Plain
of the Jars marks the location of the village of Phou Khoun. It takes 3
hours on the windingroad 13 from Luang Phrabanguntil Phou Khounis
reached.The area was a showplaceof Hmongrebels and a long time consideredto be unsafe.Onlyrecentlythe situationrelaxedand the first time
a permissionwas obtainedin 2005 to visit the caves nearby.Nevertheless
the local authoritiesinsistedon certainsafetymeasuresand 3 soldiersand
2 policemenequippedwith automaticguns escortedus to the cave on the
first day.
The Tham Seua (Tiger cave) - Nam Lot (Tunnel cave) system was
originally known as two separate caves which could be successfully
linked duringthe surveyto one 2.7 km long system.It takes a 10 minute
walk from the T-junctionalong the road 7 to about 200 m beyond the
hospitaluntil a footpathto the left is reachedwhichdescendsto the valley
with the caves. The entrancesare found after another 45 minutes at the
very end of the valley at the base of a north-eastto south-weststretching
mountain ridge. The system consists of the maze like Tham Seua that
connectsto the main river passageof ThamNam Lot. A 60 m higherupper level with three separateentranceshas several interlinkedand richly
decoratedchambers.One passage descendssteeplyto the river passage.
The river crosses the mountainsand exits as a spring betweenboulders
and blocks.An intensesearchfor a crawlthat connectsto the riverpassage
failed. Other caves furtherawaywere reported,but locatedin still unsafe
areasand out of limits for the time being.
2.5 MuangNan
The MuangNan area is reachedby a 1.5h drivefromLuangPhrabang.
It has been intenselysearchedby the Dutch expeditionin 2000. The longest cave is Tham Gia with 1.4km lengthwhile Tham Thia has a remarkable depth of -105 m and was once the deepest cave in Laos. In total 7
caves with 2.5 km passagesare known.

3. Laotiantribesand Caves
There is a remarkabledifferenceof the attitude of Laotiantribes to-
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wards caves. It varies greatly from area and tribe and is influencedby believes in spirits,hunting tradition and war history.In general the first day
in a new cavingregion is always the most difficult with any tribe. People
do not understandthe reason behind caving and are thereforereluctant to
give information.But the cave survey techniques once shown are easy
understandableand to draw a map in order to get not lost creates usually
high confidenceafter the first day. Suddenly on the 2nd day the "known'
caves in the area at least double.
The Hmong who live high in the mountains have the most practical
attitude. Asked about cave entrancesthey know the exact locations, walking distancesand even the approximatelysize of the cave. The most fascinating encounterwe had in the 1.6 km long Tham Loum at the Hmong
villageLongkhoaysouth ofLuang Prabang. Childrenuse the cave as playground and we got greetedby a cheerish group of about 10 boys and girls
equippedwith some candlesand "one way" Chinesetorches in the remote
parts of the cave.
The Khmu tribe settles along valleys and rivers and mix with the
Hmong in villages. Answers like "the cave is huge - 1 day to walk in"
can result in findings of few Buddha statues at the entrance of a 19 m
long cave. This happenedat Ban Nun Savat near Luang Prabang. Usually
Khmu know the entrances, but not what is behind. Exceptions exist as
always.
The influenceof the Vietnamwar is easily realized in the once heavily
bombed region of Muang Ngoy Nua at the Nam Ou river. Villagers are
very hesitant to reveal any informationsince the caves were used as shelters and hiding places during the war. Whole villages spent several years
in nearby caves apd left them only at night to farm the fields.They believe
in ghosts and bad spirits that still have influenceon their life. Any visit of
such a cave without the permissionof the nearby village can have serious
consequences.Besidesthat unexplodedordnance(UXO) might be pres~nt
and the villagersknow about it.
Almost every village asks immediatelyfor an official permission that
must be issued from the provincial tourism office. The reason may be in

shiftingresponsibilitiesto higher authorities,because caves are in general
considereddangerous.Guides alway~accompaniedus for our safety.

4. Conclusion
The former unknown north of Laos slowly discloses its face on the
speleologicalworld map. An overall of25 km passages has been surveyed
in the last 5 years with increasing s·uccess. A major cave region with a
high potential has been found around Vieng Phouka in the Luang Nam
Tha province. Future expeditionswill focus on this area. White spots are
still the formercave shelters of the communistresistance fighters at Viang
Xai (Sam Neua).
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THAM NAM ENG
(Nam Eng village, Vieng Phouka district,
Luang Nam Tha province, PR of Laos)

N 20° 43'25,5" IE 101° 09'18,6"
Fossil cave (alt ca. 710 m): Lenglh: 3120 rn
Resurgence cave (alt ca. 680 m}: Length: 3460 m
Depth of complete cave system: 85 m (+53 m / -32 m)
Surveyed February 2005 by Laos team 2005 to BCRA Grade 4 B
Drawing: J. Burgers, J. Dreybrodt & M. Laumanns
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Karst, Caves and Speleology in the Islamic Republic of Iran
V. Madelat, J. Ashjari, H. Akbarzadeh, M. Laumanns
GeologicalSurvey of Iran, Tehran, Iran
Abstract
Iran is a vast country that has a wide variety of soluble rocks, especially carbonates.Karst areas,coveringapproximately11% of Iran's land
surface, have a significantimportancefor the water supply of many regions. Most of the occurrencesare karstified.Caves were used as shelter
for living and defencepurposesin the past. Therefore,inscriptions, statues, manmadewells and caverns, and ancient monumentscan be found
inside caves.Most of the IranianUniversitiesthat have karst areas in their
neighbourhood,as well as severalgovernmentalinstitutions,deal with respective geologicaland hydrologicalinvestigations.Since 1945 amateur
groupsfrom the Iranianmountaineeringclubs startedwith cave investigations. Beginningin the earlyseventiesforeignspeleologistsstartedto visit
Iran, mainly British,French, Polish and Italian teams. The investigations
led to the discoveryof the deepestcavesof Iran, namely-751 metresdeep
and 1,364metres long Ghar Parau (Kermanshah).This cave remainedto
be the longest cave of Iran until the late nineties.Czech cavers startedto

conduct speleologicalprojects in Iran since 1997. They organisedsurveying projects every year until 2001. Their work was dedicatedto the
Hormozregion in southernIran where they discoveredremarkablylong
caves formed in salt. One of them, Tri Nahacu, is currentlythe second
longestcave of the worldformedin salt at 5,010metres.It was the longest
surveyed cave of Iran in 1999. Joint Iranian-German-Britishsurveying
projectsto Iran were carriedout in 2000and 2001.The successfulprojects
resultedin 11,440metresof mappedpassagelengthfor GharAlisadr(Ramadan) and firmly establishedthe cave as being by far the longestcave
oflran at that time.This was supersededby GharKatalehkhor(Zanjan)in
2003 when during a two-weeksIranian-German-Swiss
surveyingproject
this impressivenewly openedshow cave was measuredto 12,860 metres
of length.Approximately1,000caves are currentlyknown from Iran but
only data on about 500 of themare publishedin an "Iran CaveDirectory".
This indicatesthe enormousamountof work that remainsto be donewith
respectto Iraniancaves.

W-7
Recent explorations in Krubera-Voronjacave (West Caucasus).
D. Provalov,I. Zharkov
Abstract
Since 1999 there have been many breakthoughdiscoveriesin the Kru-

bera-Voronjacave (-2080 meters) made by teams of Ukrainian Speleo
associationand by Cavex team.Wewill discussachievementsof the most
recentexpeditions.
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Le ricerchegeospeleologichecondottein Etiopia dal CIRS negli anni 2003/2005
Rosario Ruggieri
CentroIbleo di RicercheSpeleo-Idrogeologiche,
cirsggr@inwind.it
Summary
CIRS geospeleologicalresearchin Ethiopiain the 2003/2005years
A researchagreementcarriedout through2003 and 2005, betweenthe
GeologyDepartmentof the AddisAbebaUniversityand the CIRS of Ragusa, has finalizedthe study of karstic phenomenas,both superficialand
deep, present in someareasof Ethiopia.Duringthe 2003 expeditionsome
reconnaissanceswere undertakenin some areas of Tigray and Hararghe
which underlinedregions with limestoneoutcroppingshowingdifferent
karstic potential.In the 2005 expeditionefforts were concentratedjust in
the Mechara area, in the Hararghe south-easternsector, which resulted,
based on the first results, interest to both karst and speleological.In the
above mentioned area the Rukiesa cave was explored, an interesting
active karst system which captures the meteoric floods of a wide area,
creating an undergroundriver with an outlet createdby the Burka spring
located somekilometersaway on the right bank of the Mecharariver.
The explorationof the Rukiesa-Burkasystem,undertakenin the inlet
sector for about I km and in the outlet for about 80 m in an extremelynarrow conduitflowingin a gallerywith water,presentedcriticaldifficulties
during both the two expeditions:the first in the 2003 year because of a
flood; the second in the 2005 year because of an unexpectedhigh value
presenceof CO2 along the river gallery, luckilythere were zero incidents.
Still in the Mecharadistrict, in the Ejersa river basin, a second interesting active system, make up of two caves, Garayati and Eyefeyete,has
2 1-28 Auuust 2005. l{a!umus, He/las

developedinto two differentlevels·which are probably connected..This
karst systemwas onlypartly exploreddue to the presenceof a sumpin the
Eyefeyetecave and an overflowingconduit in the.Garayaticave which
was left for the followingyear's exploration.As the researchin the area of
Mecharais not yet completed,and will be the objectiveof futureexpeditions, the main effortsduringthe researchwill be to lead the explorations
in a safeconditionconcerningboththe floodeventsand the dangerof high
valuesof CO2•
All that said, it is currently possible to summarisethe presence of
a karstic phenomenologyof particular interest for the speleogenetic,
geomorphologicand hydrokarstdisplayedaspects. Similary interesting,
in some caves, the observedfauna was characterizedby the presenceof
arachnidand isopodshowingtroglobycharactersto be evident.

Antefatto
A conclusionedelle ricerche speleologichecondotte in Zambia nel
settembredel 2002, si coglie l'opportunita,prima del rientro in Italia, per
effettuare una breve tappa in Etiopiaper un concordatoincontrocon la
direzionedel Dipartimentodi Geologiadell'Universitadi Addis Abeba.
Con il Capo Dipartimentosi discute sulla fattibilita di porre in essere
un congiuntoprogrammadi ricerca sugli aspetti carsici di alcune aree
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dell'Etiopia da realizzare l'anno successivo.Individuatealcune aree e
definitiin lineadi massima i punti cardinidell'accordoche dovevasancire
l' avvio della ricerca si approfittadei pochi giomi precedentiil rientro in
Italiaper effettuarealcune ricognizionipreliminarinel settorenord-ovest
del paesefra le Goledel Nilo Azzurroe il IagoTana.In questearee vengono osservatialcunidegliaspettimorfologicipiu peculiatie interessantidel
territorioEtiopicocostituitidagli elevati rilievi dei verdeggiantialtipiani
settentrionali(amba) ricoperti da spesse colate basaltichee dissecati da
profondegole.Nel settoredelle Goledel Nilo Azzurro,lungola stradache
da AddisAbebaconduceal Lago Tana,discendendoper piu di mille metri
la profondaincisionecreata dalle acque del fiume, si ha, altresi, modo di
osservaretutta la serie <leiterreni della formazioneAntalo nei cui calcari
giurassici, affiorantinelle aree inserite nel progetto, sarebberostate, da li
a poco, realizzatele ricercheconcordate.

Le ricercheprecedenti
Le prime ricerche speleologichecondottein Etiopiain forma sistematica risalgonoal 1972 organizzatedal British SpeleologicalExpedition
to Ethiopiaa cui va attribuitoil rilievo delle grotte Sof Omar (15,1 km),
la cavitaattualmentepiu lunga del paese, e Nur Mohammednella regione
di Bale oltre all'esplorazionedi altre cavita prevalentementeverticalinel
settore orientaledella regione di Hararghe.Alcuni anni dopo, nel 1976
una spedizioneorganizzatanell'ambito dell'Universitadi Addis Abeba
esploraaltre grottenella regionefra cui la EnkoftuMohu (-192 m) attualmentela cavitapiu profondadell'Etiopia.Sebbenequalcheannodopo,nel
1980,altre ricerchevengonoeffettuateda un team russo, delle quali pero
non si hanno notizie di nuove scoperte, l' avvio di nuove esplorazioniin
formadocumentatasi realizzaquasi20 anni doponel 1995prima, con una
spedizioneorganizzatada un team di speleologidell'Universitadi Huddersfield,e nel 1996dopo, con una secondaeffettuatadal LimestoneResearchGroupdella stessaUniversita.Nel corso di questeultime spedizioni ricognizionivengonoeffettuatenella regionedi Sidamo, senza risultati
degni di nota, nella regione di Bale e in quella occidentaledi Hararghe.
In quest'ultimanel distrettodi Mecharaviene esploratala grottaAynage
(3,3 km) e la grottaAchere (3,8 km), allo stato attualeil secondosistema
carsico piu lungodell'Etiopia.

Nota geograficae climatica
Compresanella fascia di latitudine 2° - 14° Nord e longitudine33°
- 48° gradi E, l'Etiopia con un territorio di poco piu di un milione di
Kmq,presentaaspettimorfologiciestremamentevari che possono essere
ricondottia due principali aree geografiche: il vasto e fresco altopiano
centralecon una altezzamediacompresafra 1800e 2400m e i torridibassopianiad est ea sud. Nel tavolatocentralesi erge la quartacima piu alta
dell'Africail Ras Dashen (4620 m) e nasconoquattrograndifiumi fra cui
il Nilo Azzurrodal IagoTana.
A sud ii paese e attraversatodiagonalmentedalla grande depressione
dellaRift Valley,ampia fino a 50 km, e costellatada laghi, che nel settore
settentrionalesi aprenella ancorapiu profondadepressionedellaDancalia
uno dei luoghipiu caldi del pianeta.
Sotto il profilo climatico gli altipiani godono di un clima temperato
con temperaturemedie diume sui 16° C e precipitazionidistribuite fra
giugnoe settembredi circa 1000mm d' acqua.
La parte meridionaledella Rift Valley, situata ad una altitudinemedia
di 1500m, presentaun clima da temperatoa caldo con precipitazionisimili a quelledeglialtipiani,mentrenella depressionedella Dancaliale piogge sono inesistenticon temperatureche possonoraggiungerei 50° C.
Nel settoresud i bassipianipresentanoun clima da caldo secco (quelli
orientali)a caldo umido (quelli occidentali),mentre nei bassipiani del
nord-est, soggetti a siccita, le piogge sono circa la meta di quelle degli

altipiani.

Lineamenti geologici
Rocce del Precambriano, costituite prevalentemente da metamorfici
con locali intrusioni.di rocce granitiche, affiorano nel settore nord del
paese, mentrealtrove sono ricoperteda sedimentipaleozoicie mesozoici.
Questiultimi, originatisia seguitodi una trasgressionemarinada sud-est,
presentanospessori di circa 3000 m nell'area prossima al confine con la
Somalia,che vanno poi a ridursi verso nord e ovest fino a scomparire
in Eritrea e lungo il confine con il Sudan.Arenarie e calcari con intercalazioni di argille e gessi costituisconola FormazioneAntalo di eta da
Giurassico a Cretaceo inferiore, mentre calcari eocenici sono presenti
nell'estremosettore orientaledel paese.
Nel Cretaceo superiore si completa il sollevamentodell'area al di
sopra del mare cui si accompagna una diffusa laterizzazionedei sedimenti affioranti,mentre con il Terziarioinferiore-mediouna importante
attivita vulcanicaproduce un diffusoricoprimentodel territoriocon lave
basaltiche. Nel Mioceneuna intensa attivita tettonica con faglie, accompagnatada attivita vulcanica,inizia la separazionedell'Africadall'Arabia
e lo svi,luppo della Rift Valleyorientaleafricana.Mentre l'apertura della
Rift Valleysi accompagnaal progressivosoUevamentodelle regioni circostanti a formare altipiani con altezze superiori ai 4000 m, l'erosione
delle lave terziarieporta in affioramentole sottostantirocce mesozoiche
e precambriane.
Sottoil profilo carsico, la FormazioneAntalo, costituitada calcaricon
intercalazionidi argille, siltiti e gessi,risulta la piu importanteper cio che
concemelo sviluppo di cavita carsiche. Nell'area di Mekele,nel nord-est,
la formazionepresenta gli spessori niaggioridi calcare, intomo agli 800
m, sebbenein gran parte mamoso, mentre nelle Regioni di Bale e Harar,
a sud-estdella Rift Valley,gli spessoridi calcarepuro sono intomo ai 400
m, ma con minori intercalazionidi mame. A nord-ovestdella depressione
gli spessori di calcare si riducono a 50 m, e fino a circa 25 m lungo i
versanti delle Gole del Nilo Azzurro, prevalendodi gran lunga gli strati
mamosi e argillosi.

Le aree di ricerca
Obiettivi della prima fase delle ricerche, condotte dal CIRS con la
spedizionedel 2003, sono state alcune aree della Regione settentrionale
del Tigray e altre nel settore sia centro-orientaleche occidentaledella
Regionedell'Hararghe.
Con la seconda fase, realizzata nel 2005, le ricerchevengono invece
concentratenel distretto di Mechara, est Hararghe,per la prosecuzione
delle esplorazioniiniziatenel 2003.

Tigray
La struttura geologica di Mekele, capoluogo del Tigray, si presenta
come un Outlier circondatoda rocce del basamentoprecambrianosu tre
lati, mentrenella parte meridionaleda sedimentipiu recenti.
Le ricognizioniin questo settore interessanole Gole del fiume Enda
Gabre, a circa 20 km a SE da Mekele, una profonda incisione che ha
evidenziato,al di sopra della coperturadoleritica che ricopre l'altipiano,
circa 20 m di calcari della FormazioneAntalo sostenutida rncce mamose
impermeabili.In questavalle, in prossimitadi una cascataviene osservata
una piccola cavita, chiamataKidane Mimret,a quota 2229 m, originatasi
nei travertinie poco distante sul versantesinistrouna cavita di natura tettonica chiamataManchelfo - Mai Auli a quota 2275 m viene rilevata.
Una seconda ricognizioneinteressa, in un'area al confine fra la Regione di Gondar e di Welo, la Golden Cave, a quota 2676 m, una cavita
14th lnlernolional Conmess of Soefenlovy
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originatasinelle rocce ignimbritichecon particolarimorfologieparacarsiche ubicata a circa 3 km a sud-estdi DebreZebit.

Hararghe
Le ricerchenella regionedi Harar si realizzanoin tre aree: nell'area di
Hirna,nell'area di Kombolchae nel Distrettodi Mechara.
Nell'area di Hirna in localitaAge, circa 120 km ad ovest di Harar,
viene esplorata e rilevata la grotta Goda Ferda il cui ingresso, un ampio androne,si apre a meta versantesulla falesia carbonaticasovrastante
un'ampia vallata. Lungo quest'ultimasempre sulla falesia carbonaticasi
osservanodiversi ingressi di cavita naturali, alcune di chiara origine nei
travertini.

GrottaGoda Ferda
Dall'ingresso,si risale sulla sinistraun polverosopendio infestatoda
escrementidi capre, fino a raggiungere,oltre un basso passaggio,un ampio e alto vano con depositi di calcite e un secondoingresso,sul settore
sinistro, a strapiombosulla vallata. In questo ambientesi osservano, altresi, riempimentidetritico-argillosilungo alcunisolchi che denotanofasi
di riempimentodella cavita.
Lagrotta prosegue,quindi, risalendosulla sinistraun piu irto e polveroso pendio fino ad arrivare su un meandriformecondottoimpostatosu
una frattura.Sullasinistrail condottorisaleper alcunimetri con andamento a spirale fino ad un ultimo ambientein cui si osservanoalcuni pipistrelli; sulla destra il condotto, piu ampio, prosegueancoraper alcunimetri
per poi chiudere in corrispondenzadi un piccolo vano. In questo livello
rialzatodella cavita sono presentilungo le pareti del meandromorfologie
sia di erosionemeccanicache di corrosionechimicaquali solchi e alcune
nicchie. Ritornandonel settore d'ingresso si risale sulla destra un ultimo
condottoil cui soffittonella parte superiorepresentauna tipicamorfologia
a canaledi volta. Quest'ultimocondottodopo alcunimetri risulta ostruito
per la presenzadi depositidetritico-chimici.

GrottaGoda Wonji
A 15 Km a NNO da Harare a circamezz'ora di camminodal villaggio
di Kombolcha,sulla sommitadi una bassa collina calcarea e ubicata la
grottaGodaWonjia quota2221m. La cavita,esploratae rilevata,dopoun
ingressodi formasubelletticain partemodificatodai locali,si presentanel
complessocome un angusto condottofreaticofossileparzialmenteriempito da detriti clasticie colonizzatonella parte terminaleda pipistrelli.

Distrettodi Mechara
E' nel Distretto di Mechara tuttavia che le ricognizioniproduconoi
miglioririsultati esplorativiin virtu di un rilievoparticolarmentecarsificato, sia in superficieche in profondita,stante la presenzadi un notevole
spessore di calcari massivi puri giurassicidella FormazioneAntalo con
ridotti spessoridi intercalazionimarnose.
Nell'area vengono individuate14 cavita, 6 delle quali, di seguito de-_.
scritte,vengonoesploratee rilevate.

PozzoKilibesera(area di Haro Gur~ti)
Si raggiungeil fondo del pozzo,a quota 1615m, discendendoprima il
blandopendio di una dolina, fra una fitta vegetazione,fino all'ingressodi
una forra, mediamentelarga sui 2 m, impostatasu una fratturaN 226, e un
successivopozzettoprofondo5 m. La parte terminaledel crepaccio,dopo
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un ulteriore dislivello di circa 2 m, si restringe infine con un condotto
largocirca 40 cm chiusoda un sifone.
Nel corso dell'esplorazionecondottanel febbraio del 2005 il tentativo di provare ad immergersinel condottoabortiscesul nascere per la
presenzadi un piccolonero serpentesullaparetein prossimitadell'acqua,
moltoprobabilmentevelenosostandoa quantoci viene riferitodalle nostre guide locali.

GrottaShimbiwochi(area di Haro Gurati)
La cavita, chiamataShimbirwochi,a quota 1602m, a circa 500 m in
direzioneSSO dal pozzo carsicoKilibesera, si sviluppaallo stessomodo
su fratturaNE ma chiude dopo circa 30 m con un basso sifone allagato.
Sulle pareti, si osservanodiversi fossili quali echinidi e coralli e alcuni
piccoligeodi riempitida cristallidi calcite.

SistemacarsicoGarayati- Eyefeyte(Ejersariver)
Il sistemacarsicoGarayati- Eyefeyte,in localitaNeno nel bacino del
fiume Ejersa, risulta costituitoda due cavita: la Garayaticon ingressoa
quota 1461m e la Eyefeytea quota 1490m e ubicataa circa 100m a SE
dalla precedente.La Garayati e una cavita-sorgenteemittenteanche nei
periodi secchi, mentre la Eyefeyte,risulta eruttareun cospicuovolume
d'acqua solo nel corsodella stagionepiovosadei monsoni,stantea quanto
riferito dai locali peraltro suffragatodalle accentuateforme di erosione
concentrataosservabili lungo i fianchi dell'incisione che dall'ingresso
della cavitava a sfociarenel limitrofoalveo del fiumeEjersa.
Sebbeneal momento non e stato possibilecollegare le due cavita a
causa della presenza di un sifone, e molto probabile che il sistema idrocarsicosia unico e costituitoda un livello di base rappresentatodalla
Garayatie da un livellosuperioredi massimaescursionefreaticacostituito
dalla Eyefeyte.

Morfostrutturedella GrottaEyefeyte
11grandeingressodella cavitae ubicatosul versantesinistrodel fiume
Ejersa a quota 1490slm all'inizio di un breve canalone.Risaliti il primo
terrazzodel grande ihgresso,sulla parete destra si nota una precaria impalcatura,costruitacon alcuni tronchidi alberi legati assiemecon liame,
che raggiungeuna cengiaimpostatasu uriafrattura.Talestrutturaprecaria
vierteutilizzatadai l6caliper raccogliereil mieledepositatodalle api nelie
parti dell'antro. '
Superato il grande ingresso, ci si immette sulla destra in un basso
condotto che dopo pochi metri conduce in una dolina di crollo aperta
all'esterno peril crollo della volta. Superatala dolina, la cavita riprende
nuovamente.con una nera pozza d'acqua alimentatadallo stillicidiodi
guanoprovenientedalla volta ricopertaquasi interamenteda una colonia
di grandi pipistrelli.In questo settore l'atmosferae fortementepermeata
da un intcnsoodorcdi ammoniacaprodottadal guano.Si baipassala pozza risalendosulla sinistraun ripidopendio,cosparsoe reso scivolosodal
guano,e proseguendodopo attraversoun bassoe strettobudello. Superata
la strettoiala cavita si allarga e si apre nel settoredestro con una cengia
~he si affacciaa monte sulla nera pozza di guano,mentre sulla sinistrasi
addentracon una grande galleria.Nel _terrazzosoprastantela pozza una
seconda impalcaturacon tronchi di alberi e presenteeretta per gli stessi
scopidella precedente.
Percorrendola grande galleriasi osservanomorfologiegeneratesisia
lungo giun;iidi sfrato_siasu fr,~th:tt~orientateN 170.La presenzatli strati
hforlnazionegiurasicacalcareo-dolo-calcareo-rparnosi
, nell' am~itodelli
mitica, si1 evidenziatanelle' parti alte\della volta con piatte morfologie
a domo allungatenella direzione della frattura.~ circa\meta percorso e
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presenteun primo complessodi depositicalcitici,stalagmitie colonne,a
tratticorrosiprobabilmentedai gas acidi generatidal guano, cui fa seguito
un secondocomplessopiu imponentein cui spiccauna caratteristicaformazione stalagmiticaa forma di testa di cammello.
La cavita dopo circa 300 metri si arresta apparentementein corrispondenzadi un piccolo laghetto che con molta probabilitanascondeun
sifone.

Morfostrutturedella GrottaGarayati
La cavitaattraversoun basso ingresso,a quota 1461m, emetteun rus~
celloperennecon una portatadi pochilitri al secondonella stagionesecca.
Nel complessorisulta svilupparsiper circa 500 m su un'unica galleriaad
andamentomeandriforme, impostataprevalentementesu due sistemi di
fratturaprincipaliNS e N 250 e secondariamentecon tratti su interstrato.
La presenzadell'acquaecostantelungotutta la cavita con profonditamedia su 1,5 m con morfologiedelle sezionimediamentestrette a forra che
si allarganonei punti di intersezionefra due sistemidi fratturaa formare
dei piccolilaghetti.In alcunitratti, la parte superioredelle gallerieappare
a sezionerettangolarepiatta allargatal~teralmentein corrispondenzadi
livellicarbonatico-mamosipoco carsifie,atie erosi meccanicamentedalle
acque.
La gallerianella parte tenninale, superatoun basso laminatoioquasi
del tutto allagato, si allargaa formareuna sala con un tratto che risale sulla destraostruitodopo una decinadi metri da depositie una galleriasullo
stessoasse della precedenteda cui sopraggiungeil ruscello. Proseguendo
da quest'ultima,dopo circa 50 m, la galleriachiude frontalmentecon un
caminoposto a circa 2 m di altezzadal pavimento,da cui si precipitauna
piccolacascata.Risalitoil caminoalto circa 3 m, parzialmenteostruitoda
alcunigrossitronchinella parte superiore,la cavitasembraproseguirecon
un piccolocondottoquasi completamenteoccupatodall'acqua.
La parziale rimozione di alcuni <leigrossi rami incastratinella parte
superioredel tratto ascendentedel camino, fa aumentarela portata della
cascataprima parzialmentearginata.

SistemacarsicoRukiesa- Burka(Mecharariver)
II suddettosistemacarsicoecostituitodallagrottaRukiesacon ingresso, a quota 1618m, nel settoredestrndel bacinodel fiumeMecham,dalla
cavita - sorgenteBurka, a quota 1515 m con scaturiginesu una falesia
carbonatica,a pochi metri dal greto del flume, e da una cavita verticaie,
denominataGrotta Bunakerabbasi, distante dalla sorgente circa 500 m,
a quota 1618m, in direzione ESE da quest'ultima. Per quanto conceme
questedue ultime cavita, sebbenenon si hanno ancora evidenzeesplorative della loro appartenenzaal sistemaRukiesa,considerazionidi natura
idrogeologicafanno riteneremoto probabileche il sistemasia lo stesso e
che la grotta sorgenteBurka costituiscail punto di emergenzadel corso
d'acqua sotterraneodella grotta Rukiesa.

Morfostrutturedella GrottaRukiesa
La cavita,ubicata a 7 km dal villaggiodi Mecharain direzioneENE,
si raggiungedopo circaun'ora e mezzodi camminopercorrendoun sentiero, non sempreben definito,che costeggiala sommitadel versantedestro
della valle del fiumeMechara. Dal paese dopo aver raggiuntoil fiume, il
sentierocosteggiadelle suggestivegole, inciseal passaggiodelle arenarie
carbonatichecon i calcaridellaFormazioneAntalo,quindirisalee discende
piu volte il versanteprima di raggiungerela cavita. Si accede alla grotta
Rukiesa,a quota 1618m, attraversoun'angustaaperturaubicatasul fondo
di una depressionedi formasubellitticaallungatain corrispondenzadi una
strutturatettonica.Dall'ingresso,discesoun salto di circa 2 m, si entrain

un grande salone con morfologiesia di crollo sia di riempimenticalcitici
sulle pareti. Da quest'ultimo, nella parte terminale sinistra attraversoun
condottosi scendein un primo livelloinferioredove la presenzadi un persistente stillicidioe di vasche piene d'acqua evidenzianocome la prima
parte della cavita in occasionedi piogge funga da grossopunto assorbente
verso i livelliinferiori.Su questosecondolivellorisalendoil settoredestro
si percorreuna galleria-laminatoioche viene parzialmenteesplorataper la
presenzadi acqua,mentre discendendosulla sinistrae dopo aver attraversato uno stretto e basso condottosi raggiungel'orlo di un pozzo di circa
30 m che conduce al terzo livello inferioredel sistema. Quest'ultimorisulta costituitoda un grandeambienteinizialeinteressatosia da fenomeni
di crollo sia da depositicalciticisulle pareti e sul pavimentodi vario tipo.
In questo settore un consistentee diffuso stillicidiointeressaampie aree
creandodiversevasche piene di acqua. Dal salone,discendendoil settore
sinistro,fra grandimassidi crollocementatil'un l'altro, si diparteuna galleria interessatadalla presenzadi un corso d'acqua che proseguein direzione NE. L'andamentodella galleria,impostatasu frattura, presentabrevi
tratti impostatisu discontinuitasecondarieorientateNO e altri ad andamentomeandriformecon evidentimorfologiefreatichesviluppatesilungo
la discontinuita generatrice.11corso d' acqua, contomato lateralmenteda
depositisabbioso-argillosi, a tratti scompareal di sotto di blocchidi frana.
Proseguendolungo la galleria si supera una prima frana risalendo sulla
sinistra un ripido versante fangoso-sabbioso e riscendendonuovamente,
poco dopo, attraversoaperture fra i blocchi rocciosi fino a riprern.lereil
corso d'acqua. Si procede,quindi,lungoquest'ultimofino ad una seconda
frana che ostruiscefino al soffittola galleria.Da una strettopassaggi9fra
clasti,in parte cementati,si attraversala frana fino a ritrovarenuovamente
il corsod'acqua costrettoquestavolta in uno strettocondottoparzialmente
allagato.Da quest'ultimo si diparte una galleria-laminatoioin direzione
NE fino ad arrivarein prossimitadi un pozzodi circa 5 m, da cui si precipita il corso d'acqua a formareuna piccolacascata.Al di sotto del pozzetto
la galleriaprosegue ancora, con una sezione a forra occupata sul fondo
dall'acqua. Quest'ultimapromettentegalleria,lungo la quale prosegue il
corso d'acqua, sara l'oggetto delle future esplorazionidel CIRS indirizzate a raggiungere il punto di emergenzaidrico del sistemacarsico che si
ipotizzacorrisponderecon la sorgenteBurka,di seguitodescritta,distante
in linea d'aria circa 1,5km dalla anzidettagalleria.
Ritomando nel salone sottostante il pozzo da 30 m e risalendo in
arrampicatanel settore sinistro una parete di circa 3 m si raggiungeun
ripiano che discende rapidamentecon un fangosopendio lambito da un
piccolo laghetto. Da quest'ultimo si diparte in direzioneNE uno stretto
meandrocon acqua che viene parzialmentepercorso e rilevato per circa
50 m prima di interrompeme l'esplorazione per problemi di sicurezza
legati al possibileverificarsidi piene improvvise.
Altri ambientidel sistemasono presentinel settore antecedenteil secondolivelloubicatial di sotto del saloneinizialecon evidentimorfogenesi
da frana.

MorfostruttureGrotta - sorgenteBurka/ GrottaBunakerabbasi
La sorgente Burka scaturisce a quota 1515 m tra massi sul versante
a circa 5 m dal livello del greto fluviale creando una piccola cascata e
un sottostante laghetto perenne anche nei periodi di secca. Sebbene la
scaturigine delle acque non sia visibile, risalendo il versante di alcuni
metri si puo accederead un livello superioredel sistemadi alimentazione
attraversouno stretto budello su frattura.Il condottosi sviluppaper circa
80 min modo particolarmentestretto e tortuosoprima di sfociarein corrispondenzadi una galleriacompletamenteallagata.
A circa·500 m in direzioneESE dalla sorgentead una quota di 1618m
epresenteuna secondacavita verticaledenominataBunakerabbasiche si
ipotizzacollegarsicon il livello delle gallerieche alimentanola sorgente
Burka.
14117
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La cavita, raggiuntadopo circa mezzoradi camminoda Haro Gurati,
si presenta con una inizialedepressionedi 2 m di dislivello,allungatasu
una fratturaN 50, sul cui fondo si diparteun condottocarsico che dopo
pochi metri si affacciasu un pozzodi circa20 m, quest'ultimougualmente
impostatosulla anzidettadirettricestrutturale.
L'esplorazionedella galleriaallagatadeUaGrotta-sorgenteBurkae del
pozzo della Grotta Bunakerabbasisaranno oggetto,cosi come anzidetto
per la Grotta Rukiesa, delle future ricerche programmatedal CIRS nel
2006.

Conclusioni
I risultati delle prime fasi di ricerca realizzatenel 2003 e 2005 dal
CIRS in Etiopia hanno evidenziatola presenzain alcune aree carbonatiche di fenomenologiecarsichedi notevoleinteresseper cio che concerne
sia gli aspetti esplorativi sia gli aspetti geomorfologici,idrogeologicie
biospeleologici.
L'area di particolareinteressesu cui si sono indirizzatele ricerche e
stata il Distretto di Mechara dove la presenza di calcari particolarmente
puri dellaFormazioneAntalodi eta giurassicaha consentitola formazione
di sistemi carsici attivi con discretepotenzialitadi sviluppoe caratterizzate da particolarimorfogenesi.
Nel corso delle ricognizioninumerosesono state le cavita individuate
che sarannooggetto di future esplorazioniin aggiuntaal completamento
delle ricercheavviatedei sistemiGanayati- Eyefeytenel bacinodel fiume
Ejersa e Rukiesa- Burka nel bacino del fiumeMechara.
Nel primo sistema carsico, costituitoda una grande galleria di circa
300 m (Eyefeyte)con un sifone terminalee da una cavita percorsa da
un ruscello per circa 500 m (Ganayati)fino ad un condottoparzialmente
allagato, gli sforzi esplorativisaranno indirizzatisulla possibilita di attraversare quest'ultimo condotto in condizionidi sicurezzaper cio che
concerneil pericolo di piene improvvise.

Piu problematica appare la prosecuzionedelle ricerche nel sistema
carsico Rukiesa-Burka,esplorato e rilevato al momentoper 1,1 km, in
considerazionedel pericolocostituitosia dallepiene verificatesinel corso
delle prime esplorazionidel 2003, sia dalla inaspettatapresenza di alti
tenoridi CO2 nella galleriadel fiumenel corsodelleesplorazionicondotte
nel 2005Al riguardo,si esfiorataper poco la tragediastantelo stato avanzato di malessereche aveva colpitotutto il team in un settoredella cavita
distantedall'uscita econ pozzi e strettoieancorada superare.
Le esplorazionefuture di questo sistema dovranno,pertanto essere
condotte,nel settorea montecon l'adozionesistemidi rilevazionedi CO2
che consentanodi stabilire la possibilitao meno di una progressionein
condizionidi sicurezza,mentrenel settorea vallenel corso della stagione
seccaondeevitareil pericolodi piene nella galleriaallagatadella sorgente
Burka,individuatadopo circa 80 m di strettissimocondotto.Al riguardo,
un probabilepunto di bypass del sistemaallagatopotrebbescaturiredalla
futura esplorazionedel soprastantepozzo Bunakerabbasi,distante solo
500 m dalla sorgenteBurka,la cui esplorazioneestata impeditanel 2005
dalla aggressivaopposizionemanifestatadai localidel vicinovillaggio.
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New speleologicaldevelopmentsin Africa and the.MiddleEast
F. H. Nader
American Universityof Beirut I Speleo-Clubdu Liban, Beirut, Lebanon

Abstract
Since the previous InternationalCongress of Speleology(13th ICS,
Brasilia, 2001), several major speleologicaldevelopments- on the national as well as the internationallevel - took place in Africaand the Middle East. This contributionsummarizessome these events and discusses
their impact on the national and internationalrealms. One of the major
events occurred in Lebanon, a few months before the 13th ICS, where
the first internationalsymposiumon the speleologyof the Middle East
took place grouping more than 200 local participantsand about 35 eminent speleologistsfrom the MiddleEast and almostall continents.38 oral
presentationsdiscussed various speleologicalissues related to Lebanon,
Syria, Egypt, Tunisia, Saudi Arabia, Turkeyand Iran. This event forged
rewardingties betweenthe Speleo-Clubdu Liban and the Saudi Geological Survey,which have led to a joint trainingcampaignin Lebanon(summer 2002). The Saudi GeologicalSurveyhas been caving and exploring
new caves in SaudiArabia and breath-takingdiscoverieswere published.
Meanwhile,Tunisiaadheredback to the UIS througheffortsfrom Belgian
caversand localTunisiancavers- who were enjoyingperfectinternational
collaboration.This was officiallysettled during the UIS Bureau meeting
in Samcheok(Korea)in July 2002. In 2001,MichaelLaumanns(Berliner
21-28 Auausl 2005. l(nfamas. Hetliis

HohlenkundlicheBerichte)publisheda compilationof the international
speleologicalexpeditionsto Tanzania(between1994and 2000).This was
followedby the "Atlasof the GreatCavesand the Karstof Africa"in 2002
- alsoby MichaelLaumanns.The samegroupmademomentousdiscoveries in Iran and coineda perfect internationalcollaboration.Contactswith
Pakistanwere launchedand a requestby the nationalPakistaniclimbing
and speleologicalorganizationwas transferredto the UIS Bureau during
the latter's annualmeetingin Hanoi (September,2004)to get Pakistanas
a countrymember of the UIS. Africa, and namely Kenya were also the
subjectof internationalexpeditions,recently(cf. MichaelLaumanns). On
a UIS initiativeand throughthe effortsof caversfrom about 11 countries
(Belgium,France, Germany,Hungary,Japan, Lebanon, Poland, Spain,
Tanzania,Tunisia,U.K.) an internationalexpeditiondevoted to support
a newly established national organizationfor speleology in Tanzania
(TanzaniaNationalSpeleologicalTrust)was succeeded(December2004
- January2005).Resultsof this expeditionmay set the examplefor future
internationalcollaborativeexpeditions.Finally,futurecavingprojectswill
be discussednamely the upcoming2nd InternationalSymposiumon the
MiddleEast Speleology(April,2006) in Lebanon.
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Speleological Notes on Afqa Cav e, Syria
M. Metni, L Bou Jawdeh
Speleo Clubdu Liban,Antelias, Lebanon
Abstract

This paper presentsthe results of the speleological investigation conductedby the Speleo Club du Liban (SCL) in the Afqa Cave in Palmyra,
Syria on April 24-25, 2004. The Speleo Club du Liban was requested by
the Directorate General of Irrigation for Steppe Basin in Syria to study
the cave. SCL was also requested to find means to restore the hot mineralizedwater baths that used to exist inside the cave prior to drying out

of the spring. The cave used to be an importanttouristic attraction in the
city where tourists enjoyed bathing in its water renown for its medicinal
benefits. In addition to mapping the cave and identifying previously
unreported gypsum speleothems growing rapidly in the altered cave environment, SCL assessedand presenteda solutionfor restoringthe baths.
Means to promote tourism and educationon the cave environment were
also provided

W-U
Speleological
of Ho her Goll massif (North.em Calcareous Alps, Austria)
Z. Rysiecki, K. Najdek
WielkopolskiKlub TaternictwaJaskiniowego(PoznanCaving Club),Poznan, Poland
Abstract
Hoher Goll massif is situated 20 km to the south from Salzburg. This
massif is an east-west elongated crest, 11 km long and 3 km wide. The
highest peak - Hoher Goll reachs 2522 m a.s.L The surrouding valleys
lie at altitudeof c. 500 m. The deepestand the longest caves are: Hochschartehohlensystem(1033 m of depth,7 km oflength), Grubemhornhohle
(854 m of depth, 9 km of length) and Jubiiaumschacht(1173 m of depth,
2 km -oflength). The Hober Goll as a part of the Northern Calcareous
Alps consistsof a sedimentarysuccession ranging from Late Carboniferous to Eocene times.Hoher Goll massif is built of Dachstein limestonesof
the upper Triassic,which are 2-3 km thick There until 1960 only twenty
caves were explored. At the beginningof the 60's a group of cavers form
Salzburg, led by Walter Klappacher, began to explore the Grubernhorn
area. Hoher Goll massif has been exploratingby Polish cavers since 1969,
whichplayed a majorrole in the explorationof the easternpart of the massif. During this time Polish and Austrian cavers discovered 30 caves. At

that time the Grubemhornhohlewas fourth on the list of the world's deepest caves (856 m of denivelation). In the 70's Polish cavers discovered15
caves, includingJubilaumschacht and Monhohle.Our group organizedby
KatowickiKlub Speleologiczny(Katowice SpeleologicalClub) is including cavers from Poznan, Katowice, Ruda Slqska and Krakow, has been
exploringthis massif from 1990to 1999. Since2000 expeditionsto Hoher
Gollmassifare organizedby WielkopolskiKlub TatemictwaJaskiniowego
(PoznanCavingClub). Wehave discovered121 caves of total lengthof32
km. In 2001 The most impmiant successof this exploration is a discovery
of connection between two big caves: Kammerschaiienhohle and Hohle
Der Sprechenden Steine,which fonned a great Hochschartehohlensystem
(-1033 m of depth). Last year the Schartenschacht Cave was explored to
-924 m. This year it is possible to explorethis cave to a depth over -1000
m (it could be third cave in Hoher Goll massif which is deeper than 1000
m). Otherwise every year during summerthe explorationis providedin all
parts of this massif and we have discovereda lot of caves.

W-12
Report on Multiyear Project to Map and Photograph Caves for the Belize Institute of Archaeolo gy
D. Larson, K Burns Larson, B. Pease, W. Hunt

Abstract

In Februaryand March of 2005, NSS cavers from the US and Canada,
an informal group named XMET (Xibalba Mapping and Exploration
Team) made their sixth annual trip to survey caves in Belize under the
auspices of the Belize Institute of Archaeology. The Maya made extensive use of the caves during the height of their civilization and many of
the caves contain cultural material. Over the course of the project, the
cavers of XMET have mapped eight km of passageway in Barton Creek

Cave, have done dye tracing to find the source of the water in Barton
Creek Cave, have mapped and are in the process of mapping eight other,
smaller, caves. Cave divers have penetratedsumps at the back of several
of the caves and have extended the surveyedlength more than a thousand
meters. The caves of Belize have beautiful large rooms, which XMEThas
photographedwhile surveyingthem. In 2005, XMET receivedpermission
to visit the Chiquibul System to photograph the second largest room in
Central America, the Chiquibul Chamber in Actun Kabal. XMET will
return to Belize to continue the project in Febrnary,2006.
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New informationon the plutonicand tectonicprerequisiteson the genesisof "Arjer"Cave
Samvel M. Shaninyan
Armenian SpeleologicalCenter,61 RostomiStr., Yerevan,Armenia, Tel:(374 JO)550986,E-mail:speleo@arminco.com,URL:www.speleo.am

Abstract
In 1977-2004in the "Arjer" cave workedthe expeditionsof the Academy of Sciencesof Armenia,the GeographicalAssociation,Speleologists
of Ukraineand the ArmenainSpeleologicalCener.Balyan,Vanyan,Klimchouk, Doublyanski,Shahinyanand Haroutyunyancame up with scientific reports.
After rather serious examinationsand on the basis of certainmaterials
Dublyanskifoundthat it's a hydrothermalkarst.
The new data collected by the ASC in 2001-2004not only confirms
Dublyanski'sand Klimchouk'sviewpoints,but also findsthat it originated
and developednot only under the influenceof till 100C0 hydrothenns,but
under the influence of even higher, up to 800-900C0hydrothermsand
fumaroles.
The large numberof calcites,aragonites,Icelandic ... shpar... - consequences of low and high temperature,the thick stream sedimentson the
ceilings,walls and the floor co~firmthe hypothesisof hydrothermalorigin. But the recentlydiscoveredS:O2 till 30cm i;rystaldruzes, whirh was
in a relevantlychlorised camera of 2m diameter,evidencesthat during
speleogenesishere has been high tension and high temperature.Similar
druzeswere foundin the same karst area, near Mozrovvillage,4 km from
"Arjer".
In this area of monolith CaCo3 numeroussigns of Fe, Mg, Mn have
been discovered.For the ceilingof the cave to bear all the high tension,it
had to be very thick. But we know that the ceilingof "Arjer" doesn't have
a powerfulceiling.This allowsus to form a hypothesisthat the karst area
ofVayk, where the biggest caves of Armeniaare situated -Arjer, Magil,
Mozrov,Karmir,Cyclope,Anahit, etc, should have been coveredwith a
thicker geologicallayer, which was missing.From this we concludethat
Arjer and the othercaves originatedduringthe last ice-coveringor the last
two ice-coverings- during Vyunn and Ris. As that hypotheticgeological
layer,whichpreventedthe cave ceilingsfromburstingunder the high tensionswas nothingless than a powerfulice-layerof severaltens of meters
long.
·
This hypothesisallowsto explainwhy in this zone, with no water reservoir and with an arid climate, there has been so much water as to dig
denudateand suffusivetunnelsup to 2.5-2.8m diameterin the mentioned
caves and in differentplaces.
All those who are acquaintedwith the geologyof ArmenianHighland
will agree with that here everythingis difficultand complicatedto such
an extentthat the implementationof a scientificexamination,basing only
on some facts and details is impossible,just like a generalpicture can't be
formedand one will easily blunder.
That's why any new scientificversionor theoryis usuallysubjectedto
the severestcriticism,or createsfavorablegroundsfor endlessdebates.
The version I would like to bring to your attentionnow is a result of
scientific quest of long years and is based on the data obtained by our
scientistsduringlaboratoryworks.
"Arjeri"caveis inYeghegnadzorregionofVayotsDzorMarz.it is situated in the depth ofkarst limestonemassifsbetweenrivers Gravi and Jerovani. The region is characterizedby dry continentalclimate,the annual
precipitationmakingno more than 600mm.All the caves we revealedand
examinedin Yeghegnadzorkarst massif are dry,withoutlakes.The karstfonning processesare stoppedorare missing.
The developmentof geological~onstructionsand structuresof the area
were greatly influencedby tectonic-~~ plutonicprocesses,that in N-Q
periodsfunctionedmore actively, modifyingand reconstructingthe whole
geologicalcomplex.
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This is evidencedby the tracheandesiologicallava cover pumice-ash
sedimentsand tuff andesit compositionin neogenspecies.The thickness
of these species at places reaches 300 meters. The Quarternarylava in
Yeghegnadzorregionand in VayotsDzorMarzaccordingto A. G.Aslanyan
(1958) fall into three types: low - middle - upperquarternary.To the low
quartemarylavasbelongstreamsoflight-grayandesitsofupper streamlavas ofYeghegisandArpa rivers.To the middlequartemarygroupbelongs
the Gyuiludusstream of olivin-pyroxilicandesit-basalt,that stretchestill
Jennuk.The upperquaternarylava streamscoverthe territorywith a thick
(tiU60m)layer,startingfromYeghegnadzortill Vayk.The main lavamass
has flown to the side of river Arpa, the volcanicand tectonicprocesses
still very activeratherrecently(of courseaccordingto geologicalconceptions).As a result of a strong earthquakein 735 the city of Moz was destroyed,leavingunderits ruins 10000 inhabitants.Historiansconfirmthat
from the mount Vayotssarvolcanic cone crater erupted smoke and ash.
Thepresenceof numeroushydrothermaland mineralsourcesin the region
once againevidencethat the plutonicactivitywon't be extinguishedin the
entrails.In Jennuk the mineralwaters in springshave the temperatureof
80°C.
In the Gravi gorge the expeditionof ArmenianGeographicSociety
and the SpeleologicalCenterin 1989have discoveredmineralformations
that couldonly originatein case of high temperatureand tension.Wehave
discoveredmonocrystalsand druzes SO2, high-temperaturearagonites,
Icelandicspars (width 35cm, extension20, 40, 50, 60m) in the cavesArjeri, Kannir, Anahit,Cyclope,as well as in the old and ruinedpaleokarst
caves.
Myself,I have no doubts on the Gravi gorge being a series of ruined
paleocaves(for exampleTskhaltubtunnels).Here too; among clear carbonate, karst specieswe have discoveredcrystals SO2 30cm-55cmlong.
For such formationsan environmentof high temperatureand tension is
necessary.But the caves situated in the width of carbonatekarst species
do not have thick covers, thus the cover of Arjeri is maximum20-30m,
Morz no more than 1Om,Anahit- 18m.Thena questionarises:how come
the coverdid not ruin in the presenceof suchtension?why CaCO3 did not
undergometamorphosis?how comeno ore pocketswere formedcommon
to the plains on the way to mineralizedhydrothenns?
The given versionfor explainingthe karstogenesisand the processes,
which accordingto geologicalmeasurestook place at the end of neogen
and at the beginningof quaternary,couldbe the freezingRis-Vyunn.
The ice-cover 100-200mthick put pressure on the earth's crust with
the weight200 tones per meter.In the places wheretectonictrenchesare
developed,the breakingsand the depth distortions,that is the lithosphere
was in a static statebut easily distortablebecauseof strategraphictension
and fragmentsthe misbalancedand provokedprocessesstarted to influence with whole of its might.Wann gases and hydrothennsstartedgoing
up by tectonictrenchesto the upper layersand cameout, on the ice.
Under the cover there formed lakes and not large water basins. Water in these waterfallsis rich of active·chemicalcompositions,for which
it has acquiredbig carotene quality.In case of activizationof the wann
streamfromthe plutonicinculcationthe meltingof glaciersbecamefaster,
because of which great amounts of water formed,which by the already
opened ways speedilymoved by the massifs, forming "water-pipes"of
1,0-l ,8mdiameterwith very well polishedwalls.
Thus summingup the above-said,the conclusionis the following:
I. The previouskarst massifsare situatedon a same absoluteheight,
as the tracesof freezingin Gegharkunikand Sisian,as well as in the northern slopeof Aragats.
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2. In the karst regionstraces of huge karsts were discovered.The existence of huge water-reservoirswas supposed,but it appearedthat they
do not exist.
3. Up to our days have preservedcaves with hydrodynamic"pipes"
(diameter l ,5-3m) and tunnels with mined roofs (e.g. Arjeri, Magil,
Karmir,etc.).
4. The formationofMagili cave(1,9km)in the conglomerateswithout
activeand formationalprocessesof dynamicwater wouldbe impossible.
With such argumentsand taking into account the fact that there are
mineralsin the caves that could originateonly in active chemicalwarm
water solutions(originatedfrom intrusion)or from penetrationof hydrotherms, we may bring up the followinghydrothermsabout the formation
ofkarst caves in Vayk.
The limestonemassifs were coveredwith ice. The hydrothermswent
up to the surfacefrom tectonicbreakingbecause of depth intrusions.As
a consequenceof thermobalancedestortionmeling began under the ice.
Melting dissolved with chemical compounding (originated in hydrotherms)and becamevery active.Carthogenprocessesstarted,spillinginto
tectonicbreakings.
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Activitiesof Czech and Slovakcaversin RivieraMaya, Mexico
Zd enek Motycka
CzechSpeleologicalSociety

Severalexpeditionsof Czechand Slovak SpeleologicalSocietyto the
MexicansemiislandYucatanwereproceededin last two years in cooperation with UNAM - The MexicanNationalUniversityand QRSS - Quintana Roo SpeleologicalSurvey.The area of the activitiesof expeditionsis
knownas a RivieraMaya.Besidesas a result of geoologicaland climatic
conditionsit is a uniquearea with large underwatercave systems.
The expeditionsworked in the surroundingsof the towns Tulum and
Chemuil.First explorationbrioughtdiscoveryof new pasages in cenote
Cangrejo,where total 1328mhas been discoveredand documentatedup
to now.The most importantdiscoverywas in cenote Joolis. The entrance
was found in 2002 and 167mof c01Tidors
have been known. During first
explorationanother 180mlong continuationwas discoveredand surveid.
The followingdivesbroughtthe discoveryof huge, severalhundredmeter
long tunnel"Esperanza." Withinthe first week more than 1000mof new
corridorswere discovered,while the secondweek brought the discovery
of a new cenote, called Tatich. Totally2405m of new passages was discovered,documentatedand joined them with other 3 neighbourcenotes
- Polo, Hoyt a Chu-much-cho. So the systemlong 3587marose.
Later, two new cenotes were found, 600m far from the end of the
known parts of Joolis and 200m far from the end of the another cave
called Ich - Kin. In the first of them, called Nai-Bosch due to the black
walls,huge tunnel 200mlong was found.It leads directlyto Ich-Kin.The
second cenote brought a big surprise.Near the wall of the spread corridor old Mayan ceramicpot was found. Then the cavers discovereddry

cavern with the small island in the middle of lake with the ruins of the
stone wall nearby and connectedto the cave. All these discoverieswere
documented.
Also other cenote called Zebra was found.Huge tunnel 30m wide and
200 m long was found during first exploration.This tunnel leads to another big cenote. Tottaly 1819mwas explored and documentated.
Near Tulum new cenote Dos Locos was found, exploredand surveid
493m of new passagesthere.
Totally 6860m of new comidors was discovered and surveied by
Czech and Slovakcavers in RivieraMaya up to now.
The importantpart of the expeditionswas also the soil taking and and
catchingup of the troglobytesanimals for the researchofUNAM.
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Fig.I ThecenoteNai Bosh, RivieraMaya, Mexico.Photo by: Radek Husak

Fig. 2 Old, Mayanceramicpot found in the cave ChaeHa, Riviera Maya,Mexico.Photo by: Radek Husak
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Chinese/AmericanCooperationin Cave Explorationand Surveyin WaterResourceDevelopment,Da Long Dong,HunanChina
C. Groves, P. Kambesis, H. Shiyi, .J. Zhongcheng, D. Groves
Hoffman EnvironmentalResearchInstitute, WesternKentucky University,Bowling Green,Kentucky USA,Institute of Karst Geologyof China, Gui/in,
Guangxi,CHINA
Abstract
During two trips in late 2003 and early 2004 collaborativeteams from
the Hoffman EnvironmentalResearch Institute and the Guilin Institute
of Karst Geology of China did reconnaissanceand karst water resource
assessmentwork in the Xiangxiarea, a remote sectionof the GuizhouPlateau in northwestHunanProvince.The Da Long Dong (Big DragonCave)
system,which drainsthis section of the plateau,resurgesinto the Xiangxi
river via a 260 meter waterfall. Sumpedpassages at the upstream end of
the cave systemwere exploredand mappedusing cave divingtechniques.
The recharge area for this cave system encompasses200 km2 of plateau
top tqwer karst. A number of fault controlled shafts and caves located
on top of the plateau were explored and mapped. High water, geology
and local culture/languageadded extra challengesto the explorationand
surveywork conductedin the area. The main objectivesof work included
1) exploring the unknown sections of the undergroundriver beyond the
upstream sump (water-filledpassages) in Da Long Dong, specificallythe
area beyond the first sump in Da Long Dong and the underwatersections
between Da Long Dong and Leigong Dong (ThunderingCave) and 2)
exploring and documentingthe series of shafts and caves on the plateau
1
above Da Long Dong to determine if they are associatedwith the cave

system and the Da Long Dong undergroundriver. Both of these objectives were in support of determiningthe feasibilityof, and aid planning
for,the constructionof an underground/surfacereservoirthat·ifsuccessful
may provide much more accessibledrinking water to thousandsof poor
Miao MinorityNationalityresidentson the plateau.Overallthe team was
successfulin meetingthe objectivesof the study given the constraintsof
time and planningupon the cavingteams. Duringthe originalplanningin
December2003 it was made clear that, due to the difficultyof logistics,
a full-scale,successful,cave surveyingand diving expeditionwould require enough time for planning to occur during the next dry seasonafter
the end of the 2004 Asian Summer Monsoon (ASM). However,due to
the requirementon the Chinese side to completeall surveyingbefore the
onset of the 2004 ASM (expectedin April), we completedarrangements
and with considerabledifficultywent forwardwith the expeditionas soon
as was possible.The resulting difficultywas primarilythat the monsoon
rains began while the expeditionwas in the field, makingthe cave diving,
in particular,more difficultand dangerous,and potentiallyprecludingthe
opportunityto connectplateau shafts to the river becauseof higherwater
levels
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Cave complexSamsar
Gagik H. Pogosyan

Location
The describedplace is in territory of today's Republic of Georgia in
area Samckhe-Javakheti,in area Akhalkalakon northeast surburb of the
Armenianvillage Big Samsar1• It is situated on the right bank of rather
shallow canyon with 2 km depth, west from Samsar2 Mountainon Samsar mountain ridge3 of Javakhk Hills of Akhalkalak table-land.A river
originatingin springs lying in 1 km, on South-Eastof Big Samsarvillage
flows on the gorge.

kalak region» in 1987 [6, page. 18, 19]. The investigatorhas dated the
complexby 9-4 centuries.Later on the certainpart of materialshas found
a place on web-page[11,Threephotos of cave complexof Big Samsarvillage]. Research on ArmenianArchitectureOrganization,when the complex is dated by 11-12centuries.

Investigations
The cave complexconcernedis not a new found one.
As far back as in 1896 E.Lalayan in «Materials for further investigaion» collectionbecome to given Samsar complex [1, MaTepmLII11
,IJ;Jrn
,IJ;aJibHett:nrn:x
Hccne,IJ;oBaHHH,
CTp.167-192,SeeAppendix1].Owingto its
actualitythe work has been republished[4, page. 80-83].In this complex
the attention of E.Lalayan was mainly attracted to the caves, which he
has described in details. In separateparagraphnamed «An animal found
in the caves of Samsarnwas given the documentarydescriptionof events
occurredin 1837 [1, page 171-172;4, page. 82-83, See Appendix2.
The next person investigatedgiven complex was S.Karapetyan,who
has prepared «The list of historical-architecturalmonuments of Akhal1

Big Samsar village is located at a heigh of 2034 m above see level,position data: [41° 31 '60N; 43° 36'0E].
Samsar mountainis located in 2.5 km to North-North-Eastfrom GreatAbu! Mountain.Height- 3284 m.
3
The mountain ridge consists of igneous rock with prevalence of trachyte lava. Greatnessis about 70 km North-East. The highestpoint is GreatAbu! volcanicmountain(3301 m).
Consistsof trachyte-andesiterocks. The slopes are coveredwith Alpineplants.·[3, v.10,page 160}.
2
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Photo 1. Thepanoramaof canyon.

Photo 2. The interior of cave church.

Chart1, Situationplan of cave church.

Thanks to the next expedition organized by cultural organization
"Khoran" in August, 1994 the complex has been investigationby the
author. The objectivesof the expeditionscontained the investigationof
cultural-historicalheritageof Armenianpeopleat the territoryof Northern
Javakhk,in this case - at the territory of Akhalkalakand part of Borzhomi
regions of Georgia.
In 1996/97the complexwas investigatedby N.Vakhishvili.As a result
of which in 2002 the materialshave been published in «Javak..lieti»
volume of the guidebookpubl. by Georgian Cultural Heritage Information
Centre is a Non-GovernmentalOrganisation(GCHIC),where the monument is dated by 10thcentury [10, page 28, #113].

Monumentdescription
There are many monumentsin the outskirtsof Big Samsarvillage and
in~idethe village.Thereare many cavesburrowedin the rocks on the right
of the ravine (see photo 1)4 go on the northeast outlying districts of the
village.The largestone amongthem is the cave church.

Cave church
The cave church is located in 55 meters from the river (see chart 1) is
three-naverectangularin plan domicalbasilicawith non-centralconstruction (see chart 2). The bearings for supporting arches are two pares of
squarecolumnssituatedby the centre.By the dint of supportingarchesthe
cupola leans on in-apsidalattachedcolumnsand easternpare of columns.
4

Chart2. Fieldplan of cave church.

The altar is utterly ruinous, although on the perimeterof conch the traces
of its remains are visible (see photo 2). The floor is fundamentallycov-

All photos used are madeby the authorin 1994.
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Photo 3. Entrance embrasureof cave churchfrom south-west.

Photo 4. Viewon the damaged window of cave church
from the south

ered with earth. The church has two skew side-altars.The right-sidesidechapel is a logical extensionof right hall, closer to side-altarentrancethe
height of the nave notably sinks. There is a passage communicatingwith
surfacein the southernwall of the side-chapel.The left-sideside-altarhas
two entrances.The first entrance in is the northeast angle of the church.
The second admissionaperture is realized from long and convergenthall
situatedbehind the northernwall of the main hall.
The embrasureof the entranceis located in southern-westangle of the
church (see photo 3). The only window is hacked through in the southern
wall between columns.The southernwall has many damages,including
in the areas of window and entrance(see photo 4).

Artificialor anthropogeniccaves andpassages.
Many artificial caves, passages, and manholes surround the cave
church.
As it has been already said above there is a passage communicating
with·surfacein the southern side-altar.There is a manhole in it, which is
nothing else but a secret passage that going a way roundaboutthe southern side-chapelamplifyingleads to a large cave located immediatelyto
the northeastfrom altar apse. From the northern-easternpart of the round
cave on the height of 1,8 m the manhole continues.Making a turn to the
church, but alreadyhaving slope of 35-40°,the manholegoes up and sets
against the dome, in which the crack existing opens magnificentvista to
the church hall. The crack is rather narrow and so it is not visible from

the hall.
Second and third entrancesare located in northern-westernangle of
the church.Both passagesare equal by height and width - 50 x 50 cm approximately.One begins in one and a half meters from the west engaged
columnliterallyfromthe surfaceof the floorand extendsupwardsat angle
of 30-35°during 12 m, going out in almost right-angledin its plan cave
having window openingin the southernwall, from which the view to the
canyon opens from 4 m height. The entranceto another manholeis situated in 2 meters to the north of the previous one and extendsto the joint
with the next cave.
There are many communicablepassages,hollowsand caves out of the
cave church as well. Thus originatingin the cave church three manholes
joining with other caves create advancedanthropogeniccave complex.

Cellsand chapelin rock debris
There are wreckagedetachedfrom the rock betweenthe river and the
cave complex.Cells and even one chapel have been gouged in them (see
photos 5 and 6). It is obvious that this debris of the rocks had been detached before the creationof cave complex,because the entranceembrasure correspondswith the relief. Perhapsone of the rock's wreckage(see
photos 7 and 8) lies on the side, which allows to state that it have been
detachedlater than origin of complex.It containscut out cavitywith trace
of candles,the locationof which was failed to be determined.

Photo 5 and 6. Cells and chapel in rock debris.

Photo 7 and 8. Other rock wreckage.

From the modernhistory of the village
The forefathersof present population of Big Samsar village settled
down here during«Great Karin resettlement» in 18305• Perhapsit is necessarynote that there was a village in WesternArmeniaof the same name
Samsar,which was located in Malatia, Yusni-Mansur(Adiaman)gavar6•
The interpretationof «samsarnword is not quite clear7.

1000 +--------

--

-----

--

----

later on
Before the middle of 1850s the village was called Tok (A.au),
e3lJe3fi).Since 1921the village was namedBig Samsar
- Tok Samsar(A.au
(0»i PUP:fi).The fact of similar name of the village even earlier in 1877
is notable. After the collaps of Soviet Union and till today the village
begins to be called Didi Samsari (didi-samsari - Georg. lit. Big Samsar,
which is metaphrase fromArmenianlanguage).

-

Table1, The curve ofpopulation dynamicsin Big Samsar,Small Samsarand Ikhtile villages8.

Three recessionsare observed in the dynamics of the growth of village's population. (see table 1). The first slump was observedin 1853-57
and was conditionedby the rise of a new village in the neighbourhood.
The matter concernsIkhtile Samsar(!'EEi'(;Ele3Ue3:fi),and later on Small
Samsar9 (oaufi
e3Ue3fi), 1/3 of the populationof which (about 70 people)
5

has been resettled from Big Samsar village, and 2/3 (about 150 people)
- from Ikhtilevillage10 (hencethe name). The second slumpwas observed
in 1887, caused by the second wave of immigrationin near by village.
The third slump concernedwith the next intrusion of Turkishbarbarians
in 191811•

Villageare occupied in agricultureand cattle breeding. Thereis secondaryschool acting in the village.[3, v. 7, p. 438].

6

Before the beginningof the First WorldWarthe villagehad 150Armenianpeople (about 20 houses). The villagewere occupied in.fields as proceedingof differentsorts of cereal
crops,cottonwool,and tobacco,gardening, cattle breedingand d/fjerentarts. During the GreatGenocidein 1915thepopulationof the village has been outcast.Mostof them perished
duringtransmigration
. Few escapedhavefound shelter in differentcountries [3, v.10,p. 160].
7
SAR (§e20:- Arm. lit. MOUNTAIN).According to G.Achmyan - SAMSAR or SENSAL: «At the times of Rubenids -junior official raising taxesfrom the shops»,from this - SAMSRCHEKKarst,Jud. II 79, 234. [2, p.168]
8 Thefoundationsare archivematerials[5, 5.1-5.6;published in the second collection 7, appendix8, 1-aa6aeCPY,
3
3
e3 Uiffz9it3iVY0
i3U9Y
fl3U
E9Fz,
p. 136].
9
PataraSamsarivillage (patarasamsari - Georg.lit. Big Samsar,which is a metaphrasefrom Armenian language)is situated at a height of 2065 m above sea level, position data:
[41° 32'60N; 43° 36' 0E].

JOIkhtile or Ekhtilavillage is situated at a height of 1736 m abovesea level,position data: [41° 32 '60N; 43° 32 '60E].

11

[9, 250. The Governmentof ArmenianAkhalkalakianfriendZvassociation to the central councilof associations Tiflis,2 December 1918].
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It is noteworthy that there was the lack of coincidence between numerical strengthof the villagesand their names.

Appendix 1

Samsars
There are weather-beatenrocks of black and white, big and small
stones, lime and clay earth and sand at the two sides of the hollow.
In these weather-beatenrocks is dig majestic church, several chapels
and great number of caves. The church situated on the right bank of the
river in the hollow of Small Samsaris entirelydig out in the rock.
There is a quantity of caves in the whole hollow particularly in Big
Samsar, they are mainly big and small undergroundcaverns connected
with each other by narrow and long passages that sometimes descend,
sometimes go up little by little, and sometimes extend straight opening
new passage in different sides. In general these passages have such size
that a man can easily move bowing down, and here and there they are so
high that one can go upright.
The caves,which most likely servedas dwellingfor people, are always
higher than one sazhen12, from 1 to 10 sazhens in length and 1··5 sazhens
in width.
There are also caves, where stone cribs are built, shelves, stone stairs
are dig in the rock, there are windowswith stone lids in the rooms closer
to the hollow.There are small holes in the window-sills.
Upon the whole all these passages and caves are very clean, the air is
clean also, and there is water in one of the caves and it is clear and very
cold.
Nowadays this spring crashes down in the canyon, thanks to richest
village man and very hospitableKarapet Gdlyan it provides with water
whole Big Samsarvillage.
Among these caves I have climbed into all significant ones. Worthy
Ter-Makar,lively and interestingyoung man Ter-Harutyunyan
, as well as
several village men accompaniedme from the village.
I think that it is enough to describe the direction of only one cave:
called by people «Khach maghara»13 and located at the right bank of Big
Samsar's ravine,just a little higherup from the spring.
We get in through smallpassage dig in the rock stone and climbingup
by stone stairway 10 steps athwart,we entered spaciousand lightlyroom.
Villagepeople have taken and used the lid of the passage.
The room is square, size 7 arshines14 and 1 sazhen in height, there is a
windowin the northernwall with 1,5lengthand 1 arshinewidththat looks
to the canyon.It is noticeablythat the windowhas stone leaf. There is one
hole in the windowsill. At the left of the windowat a distanceof 1 arshine
there is a small hole and a sitting-placefor one person. It has three doors.
In the eastern wall opens a door with 4 ¾ arshines height, 1 arshine
width, and 1 ¼ arshinethickness, near whichfrom the heightof¼ arshines
a Christ is cut out. At the both sides ' and i letters are visible, and two
small hollows below.Armeniansfrom the village come here for worship

and light candles.Throughthis doorwe entereda room with the same size
but with only 1 sazhenlength and 2 arshineswidth,where in the northern
wall oval windowwith 0,5 arshineslengthand a quarterof arshineswidth
opens, and there is a hole for gun below. There is a stone storage here
in the eastern wall, will 1,5 arshine length and 1 arshine width. In the
southernwall a door with the same sizes opens,which leads us to a cavity
with 1 sazhen length and half-sazhenwidth, the same height, where were
no morepassages. Wereturnedto the room of Christ and entered in the
passage in the westernwall, which would be with 1 arshine height and¾
arshinewidth. Squatingwe went 10 stepsforward, thepassage becamea
litterwiderand higher,10 steps more,and we went down in a squareroom
with 1 sazhendepth and 8 arshinessize, in whichwe have foundhuman's
and animals' bones. Perhapsthey were not noted by same size. From here
throughone narrowpassage they literallyhangedover and droppedin the
big room, more than 1 sazhenin height,3 sazhensin length and 8 arshines
in width. From this room for a long time we went by one narrowpassage,
one more passage went down, perhaps it was already collapsed,and we
continuedto go being bent, and finallyhave seen that the passage falling
off was closed.
Throughthe same passage we returned to the cave with Christ again
and entered a narrow passage leadingfrom the southernwall, which was
1 arshine in height and 1 arshinein width.After 20 steps anotherpassage
openedin this passage,which leadedto northwest.We continuedto go by
the same passage, perhaps after about one hundred steps we had to tum
back, because the passage was closed over the collapse.Accompanying
village people said that several years ago they climbed into this passage
and went very far. They stated that this passage extendsto Merenia15 and
jointed with the cave visible on the hill till now.At the return we climbed
from this passage into the passage leadingto northwest,which after long
way opened in a room where was a reservoir.Wereturned,went out from
this cave and climbed into other caverns.In Big Samsarthere are 8 such
remarkablecaves.
Besides the church and numerouscaves, two small mills gouged in
one stone are noteworthyin Samsar,which are situated in the depression
of Small Samsar,at the right bank of Kekhutriver.
One of them is gouged in a stone with 4 sazhens width, 6 arshines
length and 5 arshinesheight. On its side lookingto the north a small door
with 1,5 arshinesheight and 14 vershoks 16height is opened. It is visibly
tha1:there was a stone leaf inside.Whole gouged space in the stone has 3
arshineswidth, 4,5 arshineslengthand 3,5 arshinesheight.Near the door,
4 vershoks below the ceiling and 12 vershoks higher than floor a place
with 0,5-1 arshineswidth and 2 arshines length spreads,which probabiy
was the place where the miller was sleeping.
Closeto him down to the floor a hollow for water drain is gougedwith
1,5 arshines width, from another side a place for goods with one-andhalf arshineswidth and 2 arshine length and the same height. The rest 2
arshinesof length and width is the place for mill, from which no stone or
other things remained, since village people took them away. There is a
oviform window with 12 vershoks length and 0,5 arshines width at the
southernside.

12

Sazhen is an archaiclong measure(was in use beforeadoptionof metricsystem),.firstmentionedin Russiansourcesat the beginningof XI century.In 1835by the decreePeterI the
value of sazhen was equatedto 7 Englishfoots or 84 English inches,or 3 Russianarsheens. 1 sazhen is equal to 213,36 cm. [8J
13

Khach maghara(§E3a (P6 1n1 : -Arm. lit. «The cave of christ»).

14

Arshin is an archaiclong measure(was in use beforeadoptionof metricsystem).In Russia was in use since )(VJcentury(beforewas cubit).Initiallywas equal to 27 inches.In 1835
by the decreePeter I the value of arshinewas equatedto 28 English inches. 1 arshineis equal to 711,19mm. [8]
15

16

Mereniavillage (0»n»Y<;3)is situatedat a height of 1756m above sea level,position data: [41° 32' 25N; 43° 33' 14E].

Vershokis an archaiclong measure(was in use before adoptionof metric system).A vershokwas equal to the width of twofingers (middlefinger andforefinger).In 1835 by the
decree of Peter I the value of veshokwas equatedto 1/16 arshine or 1,75 inch. 1 vershokis equal to 4,44 cm. [8]
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Appendix 2
Wild being found in the caves of Samsar

Presentwitnesseshave settled in Big Samsarat the times of transmigration17. In 1837, when Samsar was covered with dense forest, today
alreadyan old manNahapet founda wild man.
«Oncein the night, - he told me, - with an axe on my shoulderI went
to the mill, the mill which is higher than Khach maghar in Big Samsar
canyon.SuddenlyI heard someunknownsoundand see a man of middle
height, withoutbeardand moustache, with smalleyes, naked fromhead to
foot, only beltedby grass, with uncoveredhead, and somethingleathern
is tied on the neck, is standingand whistling,knittinghis brows. Slowly
steppingup to him I wanted to stab him on the head with the axe, perhaps
he attackedme and bitted in the shoulderso heavily that blood becameto
flow as from a spring.Gatheringall my forcesI deliveredhim such kind
of blow that he tumbled down to the ground.Right away catchinghim
by his leg I make myself heard to a friend miller Petros, with his help I
draggedthe savageup to the mill and hammeredin the door behindhim.
The savage beganto dash to differentwaystryingto break loose, but seeing that he cannot,uttered unintelligible: hm, hm, hm... began to show
first to the ground,then to the sky. In the morningtogetherwith Petros
properlyhanginghis hands and feet we guided him to the village. Two
days he remainedin the master's cattle-shed.They gave him bread and
foot - he didn't eat, made a bed -he didn't lie down, he fingeredgrass
thrownin front of caw and ate it. I walkedup to him, unleashedand took
awaythe leathernbandagefromhis neck;and he beganto showto the sky
and to beg until I didn't tie in on his neck again. On the third day firmly
bindinghis handswith solidlashinggavehim to fourpeopleto take him to
Khrtviz18 (EAfiAA½)- as a gift for the steward,I also went to changemy

clothesand to get ready with them. Perhaps before I arrived the wildbeing
vastly clamouring, in the way that the escorts were terrified, pulling break
off the cordageand run away. Coming in time I dashed after the wild, he
alreadyrunawayclimbed into Khach maghara(cave). With my friends I
came to the door and fired a gun. That moment he suddenly jumped out,
vastly cried out and disappeared in the forest».
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Abstract
This presentationdescribesthe work carriedout by speleologygroups
(CIES,GPS,NEC e SAGA)who have been associatedwith Due~aCave
Systemfor the past 6 years (1998-2003),in particularin relationto the
clearing, the exploration,the diving, the topography,the photographyand
interpretationof the variouscaves of the system.

1 -Introduction
1.1 - Generalgeomorphologicbackground
The Limestoneridge of Condeixa-Sic6-Alvaiazere
mountainscomprise a group of limestone chalcomarlyand chalcodolomiticrelieves,
which, are situatedat the mesocenozoicwestern Portugueseborder betweenthe parallelsof CondeixaandAlvaiazere.Even though,as a whole,
they are not considereda limestonemassifas such,their distincttectonics

17

and the erosionplaces this orographicgroup,with no more than 400 km2,
above the surroundingareas, to the East and West, and even though in a
more subtleway,to the North and the South.Thereare also differentgeomorphologicunits linkedto these levellinglithologies,the mainonebeing
(for its extent,altimetrydevelopmentand importancein the karsticfunctioning)the groupnominated"Serras e PlanaltosCalcarios"("Limestone
Ridgesof Mountainsand Plateaus")(CUNHA,1990)which is associated
with the levellingof the "purest" limestonefavourableto the karst of the
MediumJurassic.
In relation to this unit, the outlineof the landslidesystem, especially,
the structuralcombination during Jurassic and post Jurassicperiods, allows us to see in the current regionallandscape two sub-unitswhich, in
a way,correspondto two small massifs functioningindependently. Thus,
there is the Massifof Condeixa-Sico (to the NW) and the narrow Massif
of Castelodo Sobral- Alvaiazere(to the SE), separated by a complexarea

It is intended«GreatKarin resettlement»in 1830.

18

Khertvisi(EnAi9
½) villageis situatedat thejunction of riversKura and its right-bankconfluentParvan. Over the settlementmedievalstrongholdof the same name is dominated,
whereat the mentionedtime the stewardwas seating. The villageis locatedat a heightof 1197m abovesea level,position data: [41° 28 'ON; 43° 16 '60E].
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of landslide and fold related with the great tardi-hercynianaccident of
Lousa-Pombal-Nazare.
It is precisely in this last, most northernmassif that the Due~aCave
Systemarises.It is, generically,not a very high sectorin comparisonto the
basic level which commandsthe drainagein the area, which is the bottom
of the Dueyavalley at approximately200 m. As it is, the highestpoint of
the area is at 347 metres in the VG of Castelodo Sobral.
1.2 - Location and surroundings
Due9a Cave System is situated at the extreme East of the limestone
massifof Sic6-Alvaiazere,in the countyof Penela,districtof Coimbra,in
a sector of great morphologicaland structuralcomplexity,with diversely
orientedlandslideswhichimpedethe levellingof dolomiticlimestone(Inferior Lias), marls and marly limestone(Mediumand SuperiorLias) and
limestone(Dogger).
The karstic levellingwhere the system occurs, which is the top of a
residual anticlinal structure consistingin marly limestone from the Superior Lias and Dogger, is now nearly totally isolated from the rest of
the massif in relation to the karstic undergroundflow, except in the SW,
where an isthmusoflimestone makesa link with the East. To the East, the
limestoneis in contactwith the schistof the MassifHespericoalonga area
of intense lam.lsli<le
<lim;te<lto the N-S. To the North, NNW, S and SSE,
the normaland karsticerosionprovokedthe total dismantlementof the top
part of the anticlinalstructure,showingthereforemarls from the Lias, not
too favourableto karst and permeable.The evolutionofthe basic level on
the edge of the levellingpresents a complexhistory,which we will only
be able to study after a future synthesisof speleologicalwork currentlyin
progress.However,we can say that it has a significantrole in the determinationof the genesisand the evolutionof the system's galleries,which
is constitutedby an intricatecrossingof springs,at various stages of the
hydraulicactivity.
In this undergroundcavitysystem,we highlightSumidouroda Varzea,
the Caves of Algarinho,Sopradordo Carvalho,and Olho do Dueya- the
main spring.

2 - Sopradordo Carvalho/ Algardo Carvalhal
2.1 - Summaryof the history of the exploration
The cave of Sopradordo Carvalho,also known as "Gruta Talisma",
was discovered in 1992 by the Arqueologyand SpeleologyGroup of
Pombal(GAEP)followingthe indicationsgivenby Mr.AntonioDias - an
inhabitantof the village Taliscas.A strong current of air flew through a
small crack in the limestone,which indicateda link to a big cavity.A few
days of clearing generateda pit 4 metre deep, which led into the cavity
and to an undergroundriver with uniquecharacteristics.It is probablythe
largestundergroundwater course in Portugalthat may be followedwithout diving techniques.The cave's explorationwas carried out by GAEP,
who thought it to be of about 4000 m. However,the cavity's topography
was never presented.To proceedwith the explorationand the studyof the
cave, GAEP asked for the collaborationof CIES and SAGA,but did not
allowthese groupsto do a topographicsurvey,whichwas essentialfor the
continuationof the work. This impedimentenabledthe possibilityof collaboration,and the group's incapabilityto proceedwith the work on their
own, endedup compromisingthe explorationof the cave in the following
years. The feelingswas that the group was not up to what was expected
and therefore,in 1999,the speleologistsof CIES, GPS, NEC and SAGA
groups decidedto put all their effortstogetherand engage in the exploration and topographyof Sopradordo Carvalho.They very quicklycleared
new galleriesand did more than 2000 metresof topography.
In the meantime,the local councilof Penela was attractedby the idea
of potentiallyincreasingtheir tourism with the explorationof this cave,
and, in 1999, acquired the land where the entrance of the cave is situ21··28 Auuusl 2fJ05. l<ofnmos. He/Ins

ated and started organisingtouristy visits of the cave. Even worse, they
impededthe speleologicalcommunityto have accessto it, compromising
thereforethe continuationof the study.This situationstill continuestoday.
We still do not know the real extentof the Caveof Sopradordo Carvalho,
for which mainly the group that ironicallydiscoveredit and the Local
Councilof Penelamay be held responsible.
2.2-Hydrogeologyand Morphology
Situated at the Eastern border of the system, Sopradordo Carvalho
arises from Southto North, along landslideswith the same direction,parallel to the edge of the limestonelevelling,followingthe valley where
SabugueiraStreamflows.This is the streamalongwhichwe may find,on
the way down, the main springof the system.At this point it changesits
name to DueyaRiver,which collectsmainlythe waters comingfrom the
MassifHespericocomposedof schistand quartzite.
The fact that the streamgot in contactwith the sedimentaryland of the
limestonemassifresultedin the emergenceof springs,as the underground
flow followedthe alreadyexistinglandslide,whichessentiallyoriginated
the galleriesof Sopradordo Carvalho.The changesof the water level and
the deviationsof the streambedalong the years, due to the erosion,and
successiveperiodsof obstructionand clearingof the springsprovokedthe
areas of springto change locationeither up or down river, and therefore
forming new galleries and sometimeseven changingthe course of the
flow withinthese galleries.Thus, on the left side of the valley we can see
variousinfiltrationareas,both fossilisedand active,whichare successively springsand emergences.Nowadays,the main springarea ofSabugueira
Stream only exists partially.It is situatednear the main road IC3 which
crossesit. This springis responsiblefor the great flow of the underground
streamof Sopradordo Carvalhoin winter.However,these are not the only
waters it collects.In the summer,even after a very dry period and when
SabugueiraStreamis dry, even thoughthere is less flow,it remainsin the
siphon and right up to the point where the cave has been explored.This
fact has not yet been explained(Couldit be deep phreaticwaters?).
The spring area, or the joining of external waters, has not yet been
totally explored.Most probablyit still carrieson for more than a kilometre upwardsbeyond the point we reached.It comprisesboth paragenetic
galleries- sometimesseveralmetres high - and siphonsin smallerchannels, intersectedby a few chambersdue to subsidenceand landslidewith
rejection,allowingthe contactwith differentlithologies.This is the most
intricatearea of the cave.
Algar do Carvalhalis situated in this area. There is an old entrance
- found with the help of the SLOTERsystem - which may have been
functioninghas a springor as an emergence.This entranceis well-hidden
and blocked by large blocks cementedin with calcite. It was opened in
2001 by the groupsreferredto above,who workedvery hard for several
monthto clear it. Chronologically,it was the secondentranceof this cave
to be opened so that it would allow the accessto the last part of the cave
at any time duringthe year.This is also due to the fact that, approximately
in the middleof the cavity,there is a 200 metre long mill, whichbecomes
a siphon due to the rising level of the river in autumn/winterimpeding
thereforethe accessto the rest of the cave.
On the way down,the cave continuesas one galleryof 3 to 4 metresin
diameter,allowingfor free flow in the dry period,along 1000metresin a
straightline.At this point the undergroundstreamleavesthe largegallery
and part of it divertsto a smallergallery.150metresof this smallgallery
has alreadybeen explored,which revealedthat it is intersectedby small
siphonsin directionto the Dueyaspring.The continuationof its exploration is now compromisedby the arrivalof domesticeffiuentsof the village
of Taliscas.The larger gallery continuesdownwardsand is still active in
periodsof greaterwater flow.Its explorationis still undergoing.The fact
that this galleryis not as importantfor waterflowhas resultedin its blockage with sediments,which has made its explorationmore difficult.It is
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furtherdown from the disjunctionof these galleriesthat we find the first
entrance- o Sopradordo Carvalho- whichwas openedin 1993by GAEP,
who gave the cave its designation.
Due to its great hydraulicactivity,the cavehas relativelylow amounts
of calcite. It has a few areas exhibitinga great number of fossils, it is of
greatbeautyand speleologicalinterest.Someof these areas may be compromisedby the expansionof the "touristyvisits" to this cave. Some of
theseareashave alreadybeen vandalisedand someconcretionshave been
brokenand taken away.It is thereforeurgentto find a way to preventthis
type of behaviour.
At the presenttime 2800 metres.have been registeredtopographically
and 4500 metres have been estimated.This cave is not only thought to
be the largestin the Massif of Sic6 but also one of the largest in Portugal.
Thereis still a lot to studyand discover,not only in termsof exploration
of the cavitybut also in terms of geologicalinterestdue to the complexity
of the structureof the area whereit is set in, in termsofbio-speleologyand
archaeology.We were not able to go any furtherdue to the impediments
imposedby the local councilof Penela in the last few years.

3 - Cave of Algarinho
3.1 - Summaryof the history of the exploration
The cave of Algarinhois referred to in 1993by the group GAEP.At
that time it was obstructedbut water poured out of the blockage during
the rainy season.
In April 1998,the speleologygroups SAGA,CIES, GPS, and STEA,
clearedthe entranceof the cavity by using a mechanicaldigger.After 4
hours removingstone and blocks, we found a small entrancefrom which
we could feel a currantof air which suggestedthat it was a largecave.
The progressionin the cave was relativelyeasy and the speleologists
went approximately1200metres into the cavity.Duringthis first exploration, two manmadeconstructionswere identifiednear the entrance.A first
analysisrevealedthat they dated from the pre-romanperiod.
The next weekend, a new memberjoined us - the group NEC, who
couldnot proceedfurtherthan the Siphonof Areias, 200 metres from the
entranceof the cave of Algarinho,due to the rain fall of that week.During
the next few monthand after the loweringof the water level in that siphon
we did numerousexplorationand topographicstudiesof the cavity,going
furtherthan the 1200metres alreadyknownright up to a new siphon. The
water levels of this siphon was successivelycheckeduntil, at the end of
the secondmonth,a speleologyteam of NEC managedto go furtherstill,
exploringthe cave up to anothernew siphondenominatedup to now Terminal Siphonof Algarinho.Two tentativedives in this siphon were done
- one by Ricardo Rodrigo (STEA) and anotherby Jesus Manteca (G.E.
GORFOLI- Spain),both were unfruitfulas the explorationof this siphon
turnedout to be difficultand dangerousdue to its sandybottom.
In September1999,an archaeologicalteam carried out a study of the
manmadeconstructionsfound in the cave,but it was not possibleto determine conclusivelythe origin of such constructions.
In May 2001, the speleologistHugo Mendes - member of the group
GPS - discoveredthe spear of Alvado Longo, in Bronze, approximately
2900 years old, in an area of the cave about 50 metres from the entrance.
This discoverywas ofupmost importanceas it broughtabout the possibility of the cavebeing connectedto the old Castleof Castelodo Sobral,situated in the surroundingarea. The presenceof the spear and the manmade
constructionssuggestthat this cavity may have been used as the tomb of
one of the tribechiefsof the old castle.Ifthis theoryis confirmed,we have
then a Cave-Tomb,sealedafter the chief's burial,whichmakesit a unique
case in Portugalboth in speleologyand in archaeology.
It is only in 2002that a new fossil gallerywas foundnear the end of the
cavity,which seemedto be an obstructedcavern from which ran a great
currantof air, probablyprovidingthe great flow of air in this cavity.

Althoughthe water level in the siphonhas fluctuatedin various metres
in the terminalsiphon of Algarinho, up to now that level has not lowered
sufficientlyto allow he continuationof the explorationbeyond this siphon, which is now dependenton the discoveryof a new passage.
We must also highlight the discovery of asphalticpitch in the water·
and on the walls of the cavity along 600 metres. An aerial photographof
the implantationof the Cave of Algarinhoshowsthat the cavity is situated
near a query at the bottom of Monte de Vez,which is probablythe source
of this pollution.
At the moment, 2296 metres of galleriesof the Cave of Algarinhoare
registered topographically,and they are estimated to be approximately
2500 metres long. It goes from East to West, its entrance is situated at
approximately250 metres from Sopradordo Carvalho,and it finishes at
approximately650 metres of the end of Sumidouroda Varzea.
3.2 -Hydrogeology and Morphology
The Cave of Algarinhois a key elementto understandthe flow within
the system. The dimensions of its galleries are not in accordancewith
its currenthydraulicactivity as a spring.The flow remains reduced even
after heavy rainy periods. This highlightsthe importancethat this cavity had in past years, having probably been the main spring of the cave
system. Due to the drop of the basic water level of Duec;aSpring, the
main gallery formed various springs along 500 metres in an area furthest
fromthe entrance.Thesespringsdeviated furtherand furtherway towards
Olho do Duec;a, which became more and more important as the valley
graduallydeepeneddue to the erosion.Up from this area, there was, at a
certainpoint, a spring,whichcollectednearlyall the water,and which still
collectsthe greatestpart of the flow. The estimateddepth and the characteristics of the terminal siphon suggest that there is a passage to forced
channels,maybe near a gallery (spring)which has a direct connectionto
Sumidouroda Varzea or Olho do Duec;a(ver Fig.I).
The galleriesof Algarinhofollowperfectlythe landslideschemeof the
local area. They have rectilinearbranchesand windingareas. The galleries' slopesfrequentlyfollowthe slight inclinationof the deposits. There is
hardlyany solidificationeven thoughthere are a great numberof galleries
with free or sub-aerialflow.

4 - Sumidouro da Varzea
4.1 - Summaryof the history of the exploration
Situated in the south-easternborder of the depression of Varzea da
Povoa, betweenthe districtsof Ansiao and Penela, Sumidouroda Varzea
is consideredto be the most importantspring of the Massif of Sic6-Alvaiazere,and it is also the most studiedspeleologicallyspeaking.In recent
years, there have been various attempts the pump up the waters of this
spring,which even provokedan accidentwith the group GAEPdue to the
accumulationof combustiblegases from the water pump installedinside
the cave. Fortunately, this accidentdid not developinto what could have
been a tragedy.It was quite a dramaticscenarioinvolvinga forwardemergency system never seen in Portugal. Ironically,it was because of this
incidentthat Sopradordo Carvalhowas discovered.
In summerl998, after the explorationof the Cave of Algarinho, the
groups CIES, GPS, NEC and SAGAdived into this cavity,to see ifthere
was an accessiblegallerybeyondthe siphonsituatedat the entrance.This
dive was performedby ChristianThomasand JoaoNeves of SAGAgroup
and resultedin the discoveryof a 150meter longgallerywith considerable
dimensionsacross three siphons.After this underwaterexploration,the
groups decided to set up a pumpingsystemthe to try up various siphons
to find out if there was a connectionbetweenthe Cave of Algarinhoand
Sumidouroda Varzea, taking into accountthat the connectionto Duern;a
springhad alreadybeen verifiedby J.A. Crispimby means of delineation
in January 1985.
/.'1th lnternuf!onul
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In October 1998,with the support of SociedadePortuguesade Espeleologia (SPE) (Portuguese society of Spoleology),the pumping of the
siphonsofVarzea were carried out, which revealeda 520 meter long gallery right across to a new siphon with water flow. This siphon was later
on explored by Joao Neves (SAGA) and Ricardo Rodrigo (STEA), who
confirmed the existence of successive active branches of galleries with
high levelsof CO2_These were intersectedwith siphonsthat were difficult
to explorebecausethey were small and the waterwas very dirty,therefore,
they only managed to go in 150 metres. The rising water levels closed
the siphon once more, which meant havingto dive or pump the water out
again to be able to have access to the majorityof the cave.
Sumidouroda Varzea is now topographicallyregistered as being 428
metreslong, and is mainlymovingtowardsthe NE. It ends at less than 650
metres from the end of the Cave of Algarinho.

4.2-Hydrogeology and Morphology
Sumidouroda Vatzea is anotherexampleof the importanceof the waters of this system in the past, which drained all the Karstic area situated
in the W, and which has now been erodedright down to the impermeable
centre. Thus, once again, the large sizes of its galleriesare not in proportion with the current water flow.
1The first part of the cavity is in sequence with a landslide which is
mainly directed to the SE. The cave presents a succession of sprinkles
- alreadyobviousat the entranceof the gallery-conditionedby transversal
landslide,which are replicas·of the large fissure along the depressionof
Varzea, crossed by horizontalbranches. At the base of each sprinkle,we
frequentlyfound a siphon.After 100metres, the entranceareajoins another gallery directed to the NE where there is a permanentwater flow.Upwards, there is a siphonthat is so restrictivethat it has not of yet been explored. However,we hope that it will lead to the straightofDogger which
makes the link to the rest of the Massif.This water course, togetherwith
the permanent waters in the terminal siphons of Soprador do Carvalho,
constitutethe greater part of the flow of Olho do Due<;aoccurringduring
the dry season. Further down the gallery, there is once more a succession
of rectilinear branches intersectedby sprinkles, which change direction
by taking, yet again, advantage of the directions taken by the landslide
system. However, the cavity's morphology changes and becomes mill
passages - sometimesonly a few centimetreshigh - and some rooms with
subsidence,in a context with a thinner stratificationthan at the entrance
gallery, which suggesta changeoflithology (top of Aaleniano?).The typical sprinklesare sub-aerialpassages, whereasthe horizontalbranchesare,
in their great majority,siphons.All the air pockets are high in CO2 which
makes it very difficultto stay there and, therefore, impedesthe continuation of the exploration.

5 - Olho do Due~a
5.1 - Summaryof the history of the exploration
The first explorationgoes back to the sixties, subsequentto the clearing of the entrancecarried out by the water servicesof the Mondegowith
the intention of studying the possibility of collecting and stabilisingthe
flow.For years, we had no idea of this fact. We could see that some work
had been done to the spring, such as making impermeablethe adjacent
area, constructinga well in concrete,and rising a dam and canals, which
we thought to be due to the needs of irrigatingwater to the fields nearby.
In the eighties, Joao Neves (SAGA)dived in the well and saw that there
was a gallery at approximately3 metres deep, opened and held with cement blocks and alreadyrottingwood,but the subsidenceimpededthe explorationto proceed.The water levelhad visiblydecreasedand the bottom
of the well was full of cement blocks and vegetationdown to 5, 5 metres
deep. The spring was then consideredinaccessibleand the hope of being
able to get to the system given up. Furtherattemptsto find a way in were
21-28 Auuust 20[]5, Ha!urnos. lie/las

also unsuccessful.It is only in 2002 that we got to know, by striking a
conversationwith a local inhabitantwho participatedin the clearingwork,
that approximately600 metres of this system- althoughthis distancecan
not be confirmed-had already been explored in the past. We were also
told that, at the end of the 1990s,the bottom of the well had been cleaned
which exposed the artificialgallery giving access to the cave. We immediatelydid all that was necessaryto start the explorationagain in 2003.As
soon as the water flow and the visibilityallowedit, a series of dives were
done by Joao Neves (SAGA)and Manuel Soares(CIES),who permitted
the explorationand the topographyof approximately300 metres of galleries.

5.2- Hydrogeologyand Morphology
Olho do Due<;ais the main spring of the system and constitutesthe
basic level, which controlsall its "recent" evolution.The origin and morphology of the galleries depend greatly on large landslidesdirected generically towards E-W, where the section may reach several metres in
diameterand landslidestowardsN-S, where a sectionis highlyreduced.
The cavity starts at the verticalwell (7 metres deep) which allows access to the 20 meter long, artificialgallery.At the end of it, we then go into
the natural gallery which takes approximatelya SW direction.50 metres
further, starting at the bottom of the well, and upwards,we find the first
room whose dimensionsare 3 by 4 metres.From then on, the cave is very
close to the surface,with areas where the water flow in done alternatively
in siphons and in galleries (or rooms) in free run; there is evidence in
these galleriesof varied quantitiesof sand deposits, and a chaos of blocks
at various states of erosion.It is commonto find a layer of light-coloured
and very thin silty clay especiallyin the gallerieswhere there are blocks.
Some of the galleriesthat have been seen are no more than the areas surroundingfissuresfrom which the river has taken the fillingmaterials.
Nevertheless,the continuationof explorationhas been _compromised
by the emergenceof domestic and industrial effluents from the nearby
villageofTaliscas and the industriesimplantedupstream.

6 - Conclusion
We believe that Due<;aCave System is of upmost importance,both
regionallyand nationallyand we feel it is our obligationto carry on with
the explorationwork and the research.We know that this is a somewhat
modest presentationbut it is a start. Therefore, we are prepared to make
all the necessaryefforts to prevent the work from stopping,so that, with
the collaborationof all interestedparties, we may show to the speleology
communityone of the most interestingspeleologicalsystemsin Portugal.
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KuzgunCave:the first super-deepcave in the AladaglarMassif,Turkey
A. Klimchouk,Y. Kasjan,G. Samokhin,L. Nazik,S. Bayari,K.Tork
Instituteof GeologicalSciences,NationalAcademyof Scienceof Ukraine,Kiev, Ukraine
UkrainianSpeleologicalAssociation,Kiev, Ukraine
GeneralDirectorateof MineralResearchand Exploration,Ankara, Turkey
HydrogeologicalEngineeringSectionof HacettepeUniversity,Ankara, Turkey
Abstract
Since 2001 extensive speleologicalinvestigationshave been carried
out in the AladaglarMassif in the Central TaurusRange, Turkey,under
the joint Turkish-Ukrainianproject. The massif, located between the regionalEcemisFault on the west and the deeplyincisedvalley of Zamanti
River on the east, is comprisedmainly by Triassiclimestones.The local
relief extendsbetween400m and 3750melevations.Hydrogeologicaland
geomorphologicalstudies suggestthat generalpotentialof the Aladaglar
Massif for deep caves is up to 2500m, althoughthe hydrologicsystem
amplitudedepth can be up to 2700m. While this project, the part of the
"Call of the Abyss" project, was aimed to finding and exploring deep
caves in this high mountain massif, the adopted strategy was based on
systematicsearch and explorationof all caves. It accountedfor specific
featuresof high mountainglaciatedkarst and includedresourcesand techniques to negotiatevarious kinds of blockagesand obstaclesexpectedto
be encounteredin the upper zone of such karst. During four expeditions
in 2001-2004over 150 caves have been explored,mainly vertical,of the
total depth of 6640m. Of them 32 caves are deeper than 50m deep, and
12 caves are in excess of 100m.Fifty-sevencaves are located above the
3000m altitude,the highest exploredcave being at 341Om.The adopted
approachhas proven its efficiencyby the eventualdiscoveryand exploration of the first super-deepcave in this area that was named Kuzgun
(=Crown's in Turkish).The cave is located in the middle section of the
Kemikli glacial valley, at the altitude of 2840m.Discoveredand pushed

to -400min 2003, Kuzgunhad been exploredto -1400mduringthe 2004
expedition;one of the greatest depth advanceever made duringa single
expedition.Besides the currently deepest branch, another major branch
namedVeterokhad been found that deviatesfrom the first one at -480m.
It had been exploredto the depthof -600m.In both branchesseveralopen
leads remainedunexplored.The explorationin 2004 has been stopped
due to the lack of time and equipment.The total surveyedlength of the
cave is currently3187m(as for 2004). Kuzgunis a truly remarkableand
importantcave that integratesat least three generationsof cavities: (1)
pre-glacialvadoseinvasioncaveconsistingof verticalpits and shafts(cascades of pitches) alternatingwith inclined meanders,- a typical alpine
cave system; (2) ancient (Late Miocene?)cavitiesrepresentedby large
slt::eplyinclinedchamberswith massivespeleothemsof variousages; (3)
presumablyhydrothermalcavities representedby a number of pockets
and chambersencounteredby the invasionsystemat variousdepths.The
upper part of the cave (up to -400m) contains an enormousvariety of
secondaryformations.In the 2005 explorationof Kuzgun will be continuedin depth in both branches,as well as specialeffortswill be paid to
break into depth into two nearby potentialupper entrances,Kosmodrom
(currently-125m)and U45 (currently-85m),locatedat higherelevations
(respectivelyat 3010mand 3040m).Ongoingscientificstudiesin Kuzgun
will be focusedon mineral formationsand sediments,morpho-structural
con!rolsand temperatureprofilingthroughthe cave.
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KruberaCave in the ArabikaMassif,WesternCaucasus:the first 2000mdeep cave on Earth
A. Klimchouk,Y.Kas,jan,N. Solovjev
_ UkrainianSpeleologicalAssociation,Kiev, Ukraine
Abstract
In 1980Ukrainianspeleologistsstartedtheir explorationsin the Arabika Massif.They adopteda searchand explorationstrategythat accounted
for special characteristicsof formerlyglaciatedkarst of the Alpine type.
This implieda thoroughsearchin selectedareas,guidedby the knowledge
of glaciokarstspecifics,and systematicexplorationand siege of obstacles
encounteredin prominent caves. For Ukrainianefforts the Ortobalagan
glacial valley in the southwestpart of the·massif had been selected.The
suggestedapproachwas adoptedby other speleologicalgroupsof the exUSSR that joined the explorationsin Arabikain 1980s,which resultedin
a boost of numberand depth of deep caveshere during 1980s.In addition,
large-scale dye tracing experiments conducted in 1984-1985revealed
enormouspotentialof Arabikafor deep caves by establishingthe world's
deepesthydrologicalsystem with the total.amplitudeof over 2300m. By
the end of 80s, major caves in the Ortobalaganvalley were: Arabikskaja
System,composedofKujbyshevskaja(-ll00m) and GenrikhovaBezdna
(-965m; connected to Kujbyshevskajain 1989), Krubera (-340m), and
Berchilskaja(-500m; by Moldaviancavers). Explorationof these caves
requiredenormousdigging/blastingeffortsto negotiatenumerousboulder
chokesand squeezes.Politicalturmoilin Abkhaziaduring 1990ssuspended cave explorationsin Arabika.Resumedin 1999,Ukrainianexpeditions
focusedon KruberaCave,where major breakthroughhas been made. The
2F28 August 2005. Kalmnos. Helfas

successiveseries of expeditions,in some of which cavers from France,
Russia and Spain took part, resulted in establishingKrubera as a new
world's deepestcave in January2001 (-750min 1999,-1215min August
2000, -1410m in September2000 and -1710m in January 2001). Since
2000 the UkrainianSpeleologicalAssociationlaunchedthe "Call of the
Abyss"projectto maintainthe pace of deep cave explorationsin Arabika
and anotherregion selectedfor the project, the AladaglarMassif in Turkey. Explorationof the first 2000m-deepcave on Earth had been adopted
as an ultimate goal for the project. The work in Krubera continuedin
summerof2001 (Ukr.S.A.,the work and the bottomand in sidebranches)
and then in 2003, when the joint expeditionof Kiev and Moscowcavers
found a continuationbehind a sump at -1410m.During2004-2005there
were three expeditionsconductedunder the project,in 2004 sponsoredby
the NationalGeographicSociety.In August (56 membersfrom Ukraine,
Moldova, Spain,· France, USA, Britain, Russia and Abkhazia) a new
branchwas found in the post-siphonsection,exploredto -1840m.In October (9 members,all from Ukraine)a large series("Windows")was discoveredand exploredto -2080m.These two expeditionsadded 370m to
the total depth of Krubera and 3415mto its total surveyedlength that is
currentlyabout 9100m. The most recentexpeditionin February-Marchof
2005 (5 members,all from Ukraine)explorednumerousside leads in the
Windowsseries (about 500m of passagesexploredbut not surveyed)and
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found a continuation behind the deepest sump in caves dived so far, located at-1990m (10m/-4m). The explorationwill be continuedin the next
two expeditionsplanned for Augustand Septemberof 2005. The Krubera
Cave has apparentperspectivesto advanceto a greater depth as no major
water flowsand "collector"passageswere encountered so far in the deepest section. Two potentialupper entrances,located40 and 90m above the
present one, are in work to be connectedwith Krubera.Also, there is an
immediateperspectiveof connectingKruberato the KujbyshevskajaCave
through a level of fossil passages at -160 - -200m (the work in progress;

less than 100m remained between the extreme points). When realized,
these supposed connections would extend the total length of the Arabikskaja Systemto about 16kmand would make it about 2200m deep. Overall, there were twenty major Ukrainian expeditions to the Ortobalagan
valley since 1980, of them eight conductedspecificallyto Krubera since
1999. This massive 25 years-long effort allowedto pass the magic 2000m
mark in caves, almost 50 years after the depth of 1OOOm
was first conquered by French caves in 1956.

W-20
Recent Explorations in Leuka Ori Mnt. on Crete
K. Adamopoulos,P. Stavropoulos,~- Limakis
SELASClub,Athens, Greece

Abstract
Between the year 2003 and 2005, a few cavers of SELAS club and a
caver from EOS Hanion club participateseveral speleological expedition
in the areas called "Paulia Halara" and "Stemes", situated on the "Leuka
Ori" massif (2454m)which is on the island of Crete, in Greece. The base

camp was on a high altitude (1980m).Aroundthis area, the team located
more 150and explored 50 caves and potholes, most of them above 1850m
altitude.Explorationswill continue in the years to come, by small expedition teams in order to further explore and mark more prospective caves
for exploration.

W-21
InternationalSpeleologicalExpedition"Anogia- Ntelina2002"
KAdamopoulos,N. Mitsakis,A.Christodoulou
SELASClub,Athens, Greece
Abstract
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Resultsof the InternationalSpeleologicalExpeditionin Tanzania2005
.J.P.Bartholeyns,S. Gotto, A. Kobayashi,H.F. Nader, Pinto, Roemer, E. Van Den Broeck
Abstract
The speleologicaltargets of the !SET 2005, lhe first one under the
auspicesof the InternationalUnion of Speleologyis to continuethe work
done by the Germancaverson Zanzibar,in MatumbiHill and in the Tanga
area;to prospectand explorethe Ulugurumountains.But duringthis work
the participantswill also implantthe speleologyin this country and pro-

mote the first speleological association : the Tanzanian National SpeleologicalTrust. Even if lhe results obtaineddid not meet the expectations, it
is not essentialto pile up records, but to produce work that is valid on the
scale of the exploredkarst. And on top of it, the speleological activityhas
beenjoined by intereststhat were pedagogical,social and human,but also
relationalon the local and internationallevel.
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Remapping of Humpleu Cave (Romania): First results
P. Hauselmann, B. P. Onac

Abstract
Humpleu Cave, the second longest cave in Romania, is currently being remapped by a Romanian-Swiss collaboration.
Due to its l.ength (at least 39 km), the remapping is done in the scale 1:1000, both in plan and in longitudinal section.
Already after 5 km of remapped passages , some results can be drawn. The cave is organized in five levels which are
related to the valley deepening outside the cave. This general pattern, however, seems to be complicated, since the
present water course uses three levels. Some indications for hydrothermal influence are found. In order to clarify the
cave's genesis, further mapping must be done.

The cave
Humpleu Cave is the second longest cave in Romania. It is situated in the Humpleu hill, in the Bihor Mountains (Fig. 1).
Discovered in 1984, it contains about 39 km of mapped passages. The cave is mainly horizontal, but has another
entrance on top of the hill, that joins the main passages after a series of shafts. Humpleu is famous for two reasons: the
first one is the size of its rooms, which are amongst the biggest in Europe. Moreover, they are often richly concretioned
and thus very splendid. The other reason is the beauty of the 5.2 km long underground river, which runs quietly in a
huge meander. The river passage has to be negotiated with a diving suit, since there are several ducks and semisumps to
pass, before reaching the final sump in a distance of about seven hours from the entrance. The final sump has not been
conquered yet, despite several attempts. The distance from the entrance as well as the cold water prevented a success so
far.
The first mappings after the discovery of the cave were done rapidly by several caving groups. Sadly, most of the
mapping data bas been lost subsequently due to various reasons. To date, only data of parts of the active river could be
found again. The lack of data and of a beautifully drawn cave plan (and longitudinal section) effectively prevents any
scientific work. So, the ·decision was made to remap the cave in those parts where there are no data, and to use the
present data where possible.

- Fig. 1: Location of Humpleu Cave in Romania

The remapping project
The remapping is done in a Romanian-Swiss collaboration. To remap a huge and long cave in the normal l:500 scale
would take several decades of work by very dedicated cavers. So, we decided to remap the cave in the scale l: l 000.
This has the advantage that more than one room can be shown on one plan sheet (which .will have DIN A2 size), and the
time used for drawing inside the cave is reduced to anacceptable amount.
The cave is remapped conventionally with tape, compass and clinometer. A plan view, a longitudinal section and gallery
profiles are taken. Caves belonging to the same hydrogeological system are also remapped and integrated into the
general overview of the area. The data is introduced into Toporobot. Remapping is done during cave camps of 6 to · 10
days duration. If possible, several groups are formed per day, some of them remapping, others equipping shaft passages
or climbing chimneys in order to make mapping more effective.
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So far, about five kilometers of passage had been mapped in three camps.Of course, a lot is still to be done, especially
because there are many sumps in lateral passages near the entrance, which most probably lead to dry passages behind.
The results we alreadyachieved are presented below.

Some results
Passage levels and passage size
The 3D representation of the cave (Fig. 2) makes it easy to recognize that the cave is organized in five levels, of which
the lowest one is the temporary spring. The next lower level~so far encountered in the "Galeria marmitelor", is active
only during floods, and presents shafts going down to the water table. The next level is fossil in its downstream part
(Metroul), may get flooded in the middle part (Galeria lacurHor.ascunse) and is perennially active in the upstream part
(Activ). The entrance level comprises the huge rooms and big, fossil phreatic passages. They are sometimes connected
with the uppermost level which also is represented by huge rooms. We think that the lowermost three levels can be
expanded after having passed the blocking sumps, in order to get more information.
Even though the river is impressive in flood, and probably has a discharge of 5-10 m3/s (not measured yet), compared to
about 20-30 tis in very dry season, it is clear th1t the present discharge cannot be held responsible for the creation of the
fossil phreatic passages that are way bigger. This implies that the discharge once was higher, which could be attributed
to a larger catchment area.

SSW

NNE

Bigrooms

Marmite
Level 1

Temporaryspring

0

50

100

150m
by toporobot

Fig. 2: Projection of the entrance part of Humpleu cave. The five levels are represented by the grey lines.

Hydrothermalinfluence?
Near the entrance, huge calcite spars can be observed. They were formed by hydrothermal waters, as suggested by fluid
inclusion data and oxygen isotope signature that indicate a maximal temperature of 60-65°C. However, it is unclear if
these spars were deposited in a room that is genetically linked with the present cave, or if the cave later intersected the
crystaliferous void. Another fracture filled with smaller spars is encountered in the Metroul area. Although we do not
have any isotope analyses on these crystals, their occurrence suggests a similar genesis.
At any rate, there are some indications that point towards a hydrothermal influence near the entrance:
- The transverse fracture zone where most of the Metroul is situated is responsible for the creation of an intricate
phreatic labyrinth that is somehow inexplainable by normal speleogenetic principles, even if we take into account that in
that area, there was an ancient karstwater table.
- On a fracture, a passage displays the typical form of a hydrothermal feeder, with steep and very narrow passages below
that enlarge upwards and form a nice tube before reaching the main passage. Water flow was clearly upward, ceiling
meanders are present in some places.
- In the fractured area, a stratiform breccia predating the phreatic speleogenesis was found. To date, brecciated horizons
in. the limestone are not known at the surface; it is therefore possible that the formation of the breccia is related to
hydrothermal activity.
'
- Pendants are very typical, especially near the entrance part (Fig. 3). Their morphology is very difficult, if not
impossible, to explain by circulation of ordinary meteoric water.
So far, no thermal sources are known in the area. Further investigations and analyses are needed to confirm if a
hydrothermal stage originated during the speleogenesis.

Valley deepening and history of the cave system
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At first sight, the cave seems to follow the classical pattern of genesis: an episodic valley deepening that reflects itself in
the cave in form of various subhorizontal levels. However, the present water table does not fit to that observation: The
water table rises considerably from the spring up to the the third level, where it stays subhorizontally for several
kilometers. Observation of the watertable in several sumps reveals that there is a more or less horizontal water table in
the Metrou-Marmite area, dropping to the level of the spring within a short distance. The water level at the sump located
at the downstream end of the active river is, however, higher. This reveals that the whole zone between the terminal
sump and the spring level is in fact perched . Is it due to tectonic accidents? Or does it reflect a knickpoint migration
responding to a past valley deepening (as suggested by the waterfall in the river passage just before the downstream
sump)? If the latter possibility is true: Why is the system behaving differently from other studied cave systems? Was the
time too short? Is the valley . deepening really episodic? The answer to those questions can only be found after
investigating the passages behind the sumps.

· Future wor~
In three expeditions, one eighth of the cave system could be mapped. The results open up more questions than answers.
In order to conduct studies, further mapping must be undertaken. This will be the main goal of the years to come. In a
first run, the lateral passages in the entrance part will be completely mapped. Then, the many different sumps in that area
should be dived, and the continuations behind them, which have to be partially dry, should be explored. Once the
entrance part is more or less mapped, we will continue the remapping in the active stream and in the huge rooms above
it. The final and first result .should be a usable map of this very interesting cave system that can then be used for further
scientific studies.
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Fig. 3: Picture of roof pendants. Photo by Bogdan Onac.
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FINK MAX
FINTIKIS GEORGIOS
FISSE CARMEN
FORD DEREK
FOYLE MALCOM
FOYLE RITA
FRANTZ PERI
FRANTZ WILLIAM
FRISIA MRS
FRUMKIN AMOS
GAAL LUDOVIT
GALLETTI IOLANDA
GARASIC Ml.ADEN
GARCIA-DILA DE LA VEGA SERGIO
GARLAOUNI CHARIKLEA
GAZELLE MARTINE
GAZIK PETER
GENTILE GIACINTO COSIMO
GHAZARYAN HASMIK
GHERLIZZA FRANCO
GHEZZAZ MOHAMED
GHIDELLI SANDRO
GIAI - CHECA BERNARD
GIBOUT
GINES ANGEL
GISBERT MARIO
GIWA BILL
GLAZEK JERZY
GLERIA LUCA
GOLUBOVIC MIUANA
GOMES ESMERALDA HELENA
GOMEZ LAUREANO
GONZALEZ-RAMON ANTONIO
GOODBAR R. JAMES
GOTO SATOSHI
GOULOPOULOS NIKOLAOS
GRADZINSKI MICHAL
GRAHAM SHERRY
GREHN CHRISTEL
GRIGORYAN ASHOT
GRIGORYAN SAMVEL
GRISHINA EVGENIA
GROVES CHRIS
GROVES DEANA
GRUNDSTROEM ANDRES

RUE DES VENNES 131
8, RUBERLEI BOARETTO DA SILVA

4020
13084-010

Camille.Ek@ulg.ac.be
Ii ndage@terra.com. br

62300
3100-500
030077
347 42
33010
95251
13600
13600
13600
SK9 2BD
07700
TW14 0EA
5063 ·
400186
I-20161
38100
74100
K9H 552

BELGIUM
BRAZIL
PUERTO RICO
GREECE
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
TURKEY
ITALY
USA
FRANCE
FRANCE
FRANCE
UNITED KINGDOM
FRANCE
UNITED KINGDOM
NORWAY
ROMANIA
ITALY
ITALY
ITALIA
CANADA

+ 32 43 43 74 6
+55193289-2016

VELISSARIOY 4
MANUEL HENRIQUES 24 1 ESQ
STR SF. DUMITRU NO2 SECT3
KAYA SULTAN SOK No 92 D.9 OZCA
VIA OTTAZIO VALERIO 26
PO BOX 78
19 CHEMIN DE FARDELOUP
19 CHEMIN DE FARDELOUP
19 CHEMIN DE FARDELOUP
FOUR OAKS WILMSLOW PARK NORTH
RUE DE BIDON
12 SPARROW FARM DRIVE
ROALD AMUNDSENS V 93A
BLOC D7 SC.II APART,28
VIA VIGNATI 18
VIA CALEPINA 14
VIA G. MESSINA 93
Bll, 1100 HILLIARD ST

LIEGE
CAMPINAS
CAMUY
SIDIROKASTRO
POMBAL
BUCHAREST
ISTANBUL
OSOPPO
VALLECITO, CALI
LA CIOTAT
LA CIOTAT
LA CIOTAT
WLIMSLOW CHESIR
SAINT MARCEL D'
LONDON
BERGEN
CLUJ NAPOCA
MILANO
TRENTO
TARANTO
PETERBOROUGH

0030 23230 64601
00351 962458746
+40 213155050
+ 90 212-289-00

fpe@fpe-espeleo.org
enacheliviul@yahoo.co
bulent_e@hotmail.com

001 209736 2708

steve@caverntours.com

0442085631
+44 1625531558
+33 475 98 76 4
0044 77 9282 67
004 7984 79059
00 140264 434 2
+39 02 64 60 43
+39-461-270-354
+39 3476154251
705 748 5448

jcfait@mairie-laciotat.fr
tfaulkne@globalnet.co.uk
marc-faverjon@wanadoo.fr
firasfayad@yahoo.co.uk
EdanaFl 7@netscape.net
ioanafeier@yahoo.com
gwferrari@gwferrari.it
paolo. ferr@tin.it
ficocellis@libero .it
andrei-filippov@htomail.com

N. MARIAKAKI 42
GRAND VIA CORTS CATALANES 384
187 CEDAR ISLAND ROAD
1 THE GLEBE STEEPLE LANGFORD
1 THE GLEBE STEEPLE LANGFORD
16345 ENGLEWOOD AVE.
16345 ENGLEWOOD AVE.

73135
08015
ON L3V 1T2
SP3 4NH
SP3 4NH
95032
95032

CHANIA/ CRETE
BARCELONA
ORILLIA
SALISBURY WILTS
SALISBURY
LOS GATOS
LOS GATOS

GREECE
SPAIN
CANADA
UNITED KINGDOM
UK
USA
UNITED STATES

0030 28210 83329

GEOGRAPHY DEPT, HEBREW UNIVERS
ZELEZNICNA 31
VIA CARDUCCI 165
NOVA VES 66
PLAZA DE PUERTA CERRADA 21
ARISTOTELION UNI VERSITY
JOSEPH FOURNIER UNIVERSITY

91905
979 01
97100
HR-10000
41400
54124
38042

JERUSALEM
RIMAVSKA SOBOTA
RAGUSA
ZAGREB
ECIJA (SEVILLA)
THESSALONIKI
GRENOBLE

VIA DELLE SORGENTI C.N.
RAOSTAM STR. 61 B
VIA OTTAZIO VALERIO 26
23 RUE PDT DESCHANEL

74010
375000
33010
31100

STATTE TARANTO
YEREVAN
OSOPPO
ORAN

ISRAEL
SLOVAKIA
ITALY
CROATIA
SPAIN
GREECE
FRANCE
SLOVAKIA
ITALY
ARMENIA
ITALY
ALGERIE

599 CHEMIN DU PUITS DU PLAN
135 RUE LOUCE
C/FERRO, 6 3o,1a
C/ TARRAGONA,1
PO BOX 1633
MAKOW POLNYCH 16
VIA OTTAVIO VALERIO 26
ANDROMACHIS 139

06370
06220
07013
50005
00233
PL 61-606
33010
17672

MOUANS SARTOUX
GOLFE JUAN
PALMA DE MALLOR
ZARAGOZA
ACCRA
POZNAN
OSOPPO
KALLITHEA

FRANCE
FRANCE
SPAIN
SPAIN
GHANA
POLAND
ITALY
GREECE

AVDA/FRANCIA N9-1-4A
URS.ALCAZAR DEL GENIL 4
620 E. GREENE STREET
KODAIRA-SHI

22700
18006
88220
187-0031

OLEANDRY STR. 2A
5001 ELAINE AVENUE
KOMETVAGEN 5 8TR
YEREVAN GOVERNMENT HOUSE 3

30-063
27616
183 33
375014

1ST KRASNOKURSANTSKIY PROEZD
WKU EST 335 1 BIG RED WAY
WKU EST 335
LARS MEYERS GT. 18

5KOR KV43
42101
42101
N 8622

JACA
GRANADA
CARLSBAD, NEW M
TOKYO
ATHENS
KRAKOW
RALEIGH NC
TABY
YEREVAN
YEREVAN
MOSCOW
BOWLING GREEN
BOWLING GREEN
MO

SPAIN
SPAIN
USA
JAPAN
GREECE
POLAND
USA
SWEDEN
ARMENIA
ARMENIA
RUSSIA
USA
USA
NORWAY

C
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+ 1- 705-326-3057
00441722790408
00441722790408

dford@mcmaster.ca
malcfoyle@theglebe43.freeserve.co.uk

014083568506

peri@fra ntzfa m ily. us

00972-25883352
+421-47-5811528

msamos@mscc . huji .ac .ii
gaal@ssj.sk

+ 385-1-4666-586
+34-649-953-232
0030 6972 867599

mgarasic@grad.hr
sergio.dils@arrakis.es
pennos4@hotmail.com

+39 - 349582 34
529575

mimmog@katamail.com
hasmik_no1@yahoo.com

0033 04 92 28 0

bernard.giai-checa@ffspeleo.fr

971 284528
003476359070
+ 2-332-43803898
+48 61 829 6021

agines@educacio .caib.es
d.adrian@teleline.es
zomayi@hotmail.com
glazekj@amu.edu.pl

0030 6937280903

miljanamakis@yahoo

0034974362905
00 34 958 18314
505-234-5259
08109034371007

laurenlola@telefonica.net
antonio .gonzalez@igme.es
Goodbar@cavemen.net
goto-s@x.age.ne.jp

.com

+48 12 66 32 49
+ 1 919 876 485
+46 709 98 06 5
245517

gradzinm@ing.uj .edu.pl
sheretha@bellsouth.net
Christel.grehn@home.se
ashgrig@arminco.com

270 745 5201

chris.groves@wku.edu
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Name & Surname

Institute

Zip code City

State

Tel

E-mail

GRUNDSTROEM ANNELISE
GRUNDSTROEM SVEIN
GUERIN JANINE
GUERIN PIK
GUICHARD CHRISTIANE
GUICHARD FRANCIS
GUILLERMIER PASCAL
GULGUN GURCAN
GUSEV ALEXANDER
GUTIERREZ GAMERO ANTONIO
HAJNAL AGNES
HANN PETER
HANN SANDRA
HAPKA ROMAN
HARUTYNYAN ANAHIT
HAUSELMANN PHILIPP
HAWKINS WELDEN
HEAZLIT CINDY
HEGEDUS GYULA
HERCMAN HELENA
HESTANGEN HILDE
HILL ALAN
HILL CAROL
HLAVAC JOZEF
HONG KEUN PYEO
HOOPER JOCELYN
HOSE LOUISE
HUBBARD DAVID
IDDRISS DAUD
JABBOUR-GEDEON BADR
JAILLET STEPHANE
JAMES JULIA MARY
JAMES PAT
JEANMAIRE LIZ
JEANMAIRE MICHAEL
JEANSSON EVERT M.
JEANSSON IRENE
JEFFERYWILLIAM
JOHANNESEN FRODE
JORDEN JAY
JURADO ASTRID
KAMBESIS PAT
KARANOUH RENA
KARTALIS NIKOS
KASHIMA MASAKO
KASHIMA NARUHIKO
KASSAMANI HADI
KATES ELINOR
KATSIAVOS GIORGOS
KATSUJI YOSHIBA
KEARNS JOE
KHACHATRIAN LUDVIG
KHACHATRYAN RUBEN
KICINSKA DITTA
KIM JONG KUN
KIM LYOUN
KISS ATTILA
KLEFFEL DIETER
KLIMCHOUK ALEXANDER
KOBAYASHI AYUMI
KONIARI ELENI
KOURAMPAS NIKOS
KOVARIK JOHANNA
KRAFFT CHRISTOPHER
KRAWCZYK WIESLAWA EWA
KREJCI OLDRICH

LARS MEYERS GT 18
LARS MEYERSGT 18

N-8622
N-8622

ngf@speleo.no
ngf@speleo.no

11250
24200
24200
38042

0033 468694774

stoche.bes@wanadoo .fr

+33 5 53 3117

guichard.francis@free.fr

UNIVERSITETSKIJ PR.13
AYALA 160 5 DCHA
SUGAR U. 7/C
49 GREENHILL ROAD
49 GREENHILL ROAD
CHAMP-PITTET
RAOSTAM ST 61 B
32 HALDEN STREET
1 BIG RED WAY
5672 BLUEGRASS LANE
ARANY JANOS UT.9
UL. TWARDA 51-55
HJELMSVEI 7
17 EL ARCO DRIVE
17 EL ARCO DRIVE

119992
28009
2500
BA215ND
BA215ND
1400
375000
3014
42101
95118-3513
H-1221
00-818
5063
87123
87123

MOSCOW
MADRID
ESZTERGOM
YEOVIL
YEOVIL
YVERDON
YEREVAN
BERN
BOWLING GREEN
SAN JOSE CA
BUDAPEST
WARSZAWA
BERGEN
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERGUE NM

+7 095 939 22 4

gusev@sai.msu.ru

+36303002420
00441935410197

Hajnala@pizollt .hu
peterhann6@aol .com

0041244250372
273662
0041313320174

roman. hapka@pronatura.ch
speleo@arminco.com
praezis@geo .unibe.ch
hawkins@wku.edu
cheazlit@hawaiicaves.org
hegedusgyula@t-online.hu
hhercman@twarda.pan.pl
Hildehestangen@hotmail.com

592 GYO DONG
12717 BULLICK HOLLOW ROAD
1400 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
40 WOODLAKE DR.
BOX MD65-MADINA ACCRA
P.O.BOX 31 MANSOURIEH MATN
UNIVERSITY DE SAVOIE
THE SCHOOL OF CHEMISRTY
28 ELM PARK ROAD
ELM COTTAGE PEAK FOREST
ELM COTTAGE, PEAK FOREST
PI 219 GISSLABO
PI 219 GISSLABO
DEPT.OF BIOLOGY MARYLAND UNI
NEDRE ULTESKOGEN 5
11201 CR 132
AYALA 160 5 OCHA
1 BIG RED WAY
P.O.BOX 135 970
ALISTRATI
KO 273-5 TANIMACHI
10-13 DOGO HIMATA
MMNEIMNEH STREET, 6TH FLOOR
214 JONES VALLEY DRIVE

245-701
78726-5204
88220
22901
00233
1253 2010
73 376
NSW 2006
CH45 5JH
SK17 SEN
SK17 SEN
38898
38898
20742
5119
75009-2527
28009
42101
SHOURAN
62045
791-8002
7918002
2033 6107
35802

2- 7-24, TAKAGI ICHINOMIYA
Al MATERIALS RESEARCH LAB

491-0837
16802

BYRON 5
AMU INSTITUTE OF GEOLOGY
592 GYO-DONG, GANGWON-DO
709-13 SUKSADONG, KWANGWONDO
2092 BUDAKESZI CSAK J.U. 42

375009
61-606
245-701
200-932
2092

SAMCHEOK CITY
AUSTIN TEXAS
CARLSBAD, NM
CHARLOTTESVILLE
ACCRA
BEIRUT
LE BOURGET DU L
CAMPERDOWN
WALLASEY
BUXTON
BUXTON
TREKANTEN
TREKANTEN
COLLEGE PARK MD
BERGEN
CELINA TEXAS
MADRID
BOWLING GREEN
BEIRUT
ALISTRATI
MATSUYAMA
MATSUYAMA
SNOUBRA
ALABAMA
ATHENS
AICHI
UNIVERSITY PARK
YEREVAN
YEREVAN
POZNAN
SAMCHEOK CITY
CHUNCHEON
BUDAKESZI

NORWAY
NORWAY
FRANCE
FRANCE
FRANCE
FRANCE
FRANCE
TURKEY
RUSSIA
SPAIN
HUNGARY
UNITED KINGDOM
UK
SWITZERLAND
ARMENIA
SWIZERLAND ,
USA
USA
HUNGARY
POLAND
NORWAY
USA
USA
SLOVAKIA
REPUBLIC OF KOREA
USA
USA
USA
GHANA
LEBANON
FRANCE
AUSTRALIA
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED KINGDOM
SWEDEN
SWEDEN
USA
NORWAY
USA
SPAIN
USA
LEBANON
GREECE
JAPAN
JAPAN
LEBANON
USA
GREECE
JAPAN
USA
ARMENIA
ARMENIA
POLAND
REPUBLIC OF KOREA
KOREA
HUNGARY

+47 751 40177
+47 751 401 77

CARPE DIEM
RUE CHARLES PEGUY
RUE CHARLES PEGUY
JOSEPH FOURNIER UNIVERSITY

MO
MO
POMAS
POMAS
SARLAT
SARLAT
GRENOBLE

P.O.BOX 136 KIEV 30
PFLEGHOFSTREET
ADANADON 26 - VIRONAS
34 WARRENDER PARK TERRACE
1 BIG RED WAY
METEORVAGEN 1 D
BOHATEROW MONTE CASSINO 1/52
LEITNEROVA 22

01030
72070
16231
EH9 lED
42101
17560
40-231
658 69

KIEV
TUEBINGEN
ATHENS
EDINDURG
BOWLING GREEN
JARFALLA
KATOWICE
BRNO

UKRAINE
GERMANY
GREECE
UNITED KINGDOM
USA
SWEDEN
POLAND
CZECH REPUBLIC

0014088915670
361-226-2902
+48 22 697 88 1
+47 916 211 84
(505) 296-2705
015052962705

carolannhill@aol.com

+1 505 234 5561
014349516353
00233244266689
+961 3 666 469
033479758673
61 2 951 91 415
+44 1516384630

Ll•ose@cemrc.org
david .hubbard@dmme.virginia.gov
ecogh20@yahoo.com
badrjg@hotmail.com
Stephane.Jaillet@univ-savoie.fr
jmj@chem. usyd .edu.au

0044 1298 77715
46048055056

fish@jeanmaire.freeserve.co.uk
Evert.Jeansson@ssko.slu.se

013014055202
+4795909538
012142026611

jeffery@umd.edu
johannesenfrode@hotmail.com
jjorden@texoma.net

+961-1-86-62-37
23240-82045

renakaranouh@hotmail.com
alscav@otenet.gr

0081899782781
+9613800827

nkaseegl@viola.ocn.ne.jp
hadikassamany@hotmail.com

+81-586-25-4088
+1 814 865 0639

katsuji@d6.dion.ne.jp
bjk4@psu.edu

+37410 522771
+48 61 829 60 2
0082 33 570 384
+82 33 262 5176
+36-20-9447-837

ruben@fpwc.org
kicinska@amu.edu.pl
hkpl@samcheok.go.kr
caver92@hanmail.net
pavlolgy@axelero.hu

+380-44-5851853
00491628454464
0030 210 7654 6
+ 44 131 22 94

klim@speleogenesis.info
ZVN03346@nifty.ne.jp
zoupis@hotmail.com
nkourampas@yahoo.co.uk
johanna. kovarik@wku .ed
christopher.krafft@temo .se
wkraw@us.edu.pl
okrejci@cgu.cz

004687982229
+48 322561683
+420 543 429 26
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Name & Surname

Institute

Zip code City

State

Tel

E-ma il

KUBESOVA SVATANA
KUHTA MLADEN
KWANG CHOON LEE
LABEGALINI JOSE AYRTON
LAKE MICHAEL
LAMBRINOU VASSILIKI
LARSEN LINDA
LARSON BURNS ELEANOR
LARSON DAVID
LAUMANNS MICHAEL
LAURENT ANNE
LAURITZEN STEIN ERIK
LAZARIDIS GEORGIOS
LE BLANC LUC
LEE KYUSUP
LEEL-OSSY SEABOLY
LEITE JOANNA
LIND MATS
LINNMAN ASA
LIU YU
LOISEAU LAURENT
LOPEZ CASAS JUAN CARLOS
LOPEZ-MEJIA MARILU
LOUIS BERNSTEIN
LOUREIRO MANUEL
LOYINDO EDWE DIDI
LOYZA MARVA LORENA
LUCHERINI OLGA
LUCIC IVO
LUNDQUIST CHARLES
LYCKEN THOMAZ
LYEVASHOV VOLODYMYR
MACKENZIE SHAW
MADELAT VALA
MAGNUSSON RUNE
MAGOS KONSTANTINOS
MANSOUR H. SATCHU
MARIANO DANIEL FERREIRA
MARQUES ANDRADE RUI MANUEL
MARQUES DOS SANTOS LOURDES
MARRIS BRENDAN
MARSEL MEYSSONNIER
MARTIROSYAN S. HAMLET
MATSUZAWA RYO
MATTAR CHRISTINE
MATTELLON FABIO
MATTHEWS MARGOT
MATTHEWS PETER
MATTHEWS PETER
MATTLET JEAN MARC
MATTS GRACE
MAVLYUDOV BULAT
MAXWELL YAW ASAFO ADJEI
MC CLURE ROGER
MC DONNELL GEOFFREY
MEALLARES JACKIE
MEDEIROS RITA DE CASIA
MEDVILLE DOUGLAS
MEDVILLE HAZEL
MEGALOUDI FRANGISKA
MEJIA ORTIZ LUIS MANUEL
MENEGHINI MARCO
MENICHETTI MARCO
MENIER ANNICK
MERCADO EFRAIN
MERDENISIANOS KONSTANTINOS

HVIEZDOSLAVOVA 29 A
SACHSOVA 2

CZ 627000
10000

skubesova@mzm .cz
kuhta@igi.hr

37580-000
2120
11524
95251
93110 - 2226
93110-2226
15834

CZECH REPUBLIC
CROATIA
KOREA
BRAZIL
AUSTRALIA
GREECE
USA
USA
USA
GERMANY

+420545217322
+385 - 1-6160-776

TITOV TRG. 2
2 DERRIBONG PLACE
MEANDROUPOLEOS 5
PO BOX 78
4346 VIA PRESADA
4346 VIA PRESADA
UNTER DEN EICHEN 4C

BRNO
ZAGREB
CHUN - CHON
MONTE SIAO-MG
THORN LEIGH
ATHENS
CALIFORNIA
SANTA BARBARA
SANTA BARBARA
RANGSDORF

0055 35 3465 14
612 9514 1725
0030 2106984285

jal@tec3000.com .br
Mike.Lake@uts.edu.au
lavas@panafonet.g r

018059677458

delarson@aol .com
michaellaumanns@aol .com

UNIV. OF BERGEN
EM. PAPPADA 34
5980 SAINT ANDRE

N-5007
57004
H2S 2K4

BERGEN
THESSALONIKI
MONTREAL

NORWAY
GREECE
CANADA

+47 55 58 35 08
0030 2920 33056
0015142777897

stein .lauritzen@geo.uib.no
georgelazarides@yahoo.com
lleblanc@cam.org

H- 1015 BATTLYOY 53
R.FRANCISCO LUCAS PIRES, N54 4
VARNSTIGEN 5
SKIMRAGARDEN TIMMERMON
50 QIXING ROAD
RUE SAINT JOSSE.13
AYALA160 5 OCHA
AV.A NDRES QUINTANA ROO S/ 111
731 WASHINGTON STREET
CONVENTO DE SANTO ANTONIO
BARAKA N 61
CALLE 51A NRO. 6074
VIA IPPODROMO 56
RANNO BB
214 JONES VALLEY DRIVE, SW
LINNEGATAN 18
16 B COPERNIKA 57
80, HAWES ROAD
PO BOX 13185-1494
BOX 16013 SE 72016
APLOTARIAS 36

H 1015
3030-489
SE 141 70
61060
541004
B1210
28009
77640
21502
6201 001
243
1885
20151
88370
35802
41304
04116
BOS 9AU
1494
SE 18378
82100

BUDAPEST
COIMBRA
SEGELTORP
TYSTBERGA
GUILIN
BRUXELLES
MADRID
QUINTANA ROO, C
CUMBERLAND MARY
COVILHA
KINSHASA
HUDSON
MILANO
RAVNO
HUNTSVILLE, ALA
GOTEBRG
KYIV
WEST YORKSHIRE
TEHRAN
TABY
CHICS ISLAND

RUA DONATO DA FONSECA
MANUEL HENRIQUES JR 24 1 ESQ
RUA JOSE BRANQUINHO 22 6 ESQ
13 CHARLOCK ROAD HAMILTON
19 RUE DE BILLON

30380260
3100-500
3510001
LES l RX
69100

6-23-2 RYOUKE URAWA
P.O.BOX 31 MANSOURIEH MATN
VIA OTTAZIO VALERIO 26
66 FROGMORE CRES
66 FROGMORE CRES
66 FROGMORE CRES
RUE SAINT JOSSE 13
176 WILLIAM STREET
TUSHINSKAJA 10
BOX MD 65
4700 AMBERWOOD DRIVE
13, ADAMS CRESCENT
JOSEPH FOURNIER UNIVERSITY
SQN 107 - BLOCO"E" - APT. 418
11762 INDIAN RIDGE ROAD
11762 INDIAN RIDGE ROAD
SOULIOU 5, DAFNI KALOGIRON
AV.ANDRIS QUINTANA ROO 5/ 1\1
CORSO 4 NOVEMBRE 130
CAMPUS SCIENTIFICO SOGESTA
278 ROUTE D'ANGOULEME
HC-02 BOX 7429
MPOLOUMBEI 19

330-0072
1253 2010
33010
3114
3114
3114
B1210
2200
123362
00233
45424
2760
38042
70.743-050
20191-3525
20191-3525
17234
77640
38016
61029
24000
00627-9115
17236

BELO HORIZONTE
POMBAL
VISEN
LEICESTER
VILLEURBANNE
YEREVAN
SAITAMA
BEIRUT
OSOPPO
PARK ORCHARDS
PARK ORCHARDS
PARK ORCHARDS
BRUXELLES
BANKSTOWN
MOSCOW
ACCRA
DAYTON OH
ST. MARY'S
GRENOBLE
BRASILA
RESTON VA
RESTON VA
ATHENS
COZUMEL, QUINTA
MEZZOCORONA

HUNGARY
PORTUGAL
SWEDEN
SWEDEN
P.R.CHINA
BELGIQUE
SPAIN
MEXICO
USA
PORTUGAL
REP.DEM.CONGO
ARGENTINA
ITALY
BOSNIA HERZEGOVINA
USA
SWEEDEN
UKRAINE
UNITED KINGDOM
I RAN
SWEDEN
GREECE
TANZANIA
BRAZIL
PORTUGAL
PORTUGAL
UNITED KINGDOM
FRANCE
ARMENIA
JAPAN
LEBANON
ITALY
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIQUE
AUSTRALIA
RUSSIA
GHANA
USA
AUSTRALIA
FRANCE
BRAZIL
USA
USA
GREECE
MEXICO
ITALY
ITALY
FRANCE
PUERTO RICO
GREECE

URBINO
PERIGUEUX
CAMUY
IMITTOS

C
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~,
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36 30 26 16631

!oss@iris.geol io.e lte.h n

00468464 7337
+46 - 156-31036
+8607735837840

lind.mats@telia.com
asalinnman@hotmail.com
liuyu9507.student@sina .com

0052 98729000
+1 301 697 2760
00351 27531 960
243 8932062
54 11 4 2 15 1087

lmejiam@prodigy .net. mx
Satya@aol.com
LOUREIRO@UBI.PT
e_lam ission@yahoo .fr
lloyza@yahoo .com.ar

+385 98 347 669
001 256 284 268
+46-31-247485
+38-80442389993

ivo .lucic@zg.htnet.hr
lundquc@email.uah.edu
thomaz . lycken@fusemail. com
vovleva@ukr .net

0098216007537
004687586440
0030 22710- 2359 3

vala _ madelat _ gsi@yahoo .com
rune.magnusson@abc.se
pelineo@chioso nl ine.gr

005531 33448093
00 35 191 96 03
003512 32436906
0044 11627619

conta t o@bam bui.org. br
rui@myspeleo .com
LOURDESMARQUESANTOS@hotmail.com
brenda n .m@btinternet.com

+81 48 832 44 8
+961 1 493 207

ezy07107@nifty.ne.jp
chr ist inato@hotmail.com

+61 3 98 76 14
+61 3 98 76 14
+ 32 2 242 27 53
001129790037 4
+ 7-95-959 - 0035

matt hews@melbpc .org .au
matthews@me lbpc.org.au
jeanmarc.mattlet@sk ynet.be
tizzytinkalot@hotma il. com
bulatm@male .ru

01937233356 1
0061293852077

rog mcclure@aol.com
g.mcdonnell@unsw.edu.au

0055 6 1 3039- 4 2

rita _surrage@ig.com. br

703 - 860-0134
0030 2109716764
+ 529878729000
0461 - 604063
+ 39 - 722304262
+33 06 81 96 89
0011 787-898-68
0030 210 9710284

medville-family@verizon. net
fmegaloudi@yahoo.fr
luismej ia@correo.uqroo.m x
marcom73@libero.i t
menichetti@uniu rb.i t
annick. menier@wanadoo .fr
karst@hotmail.com
mnisianos@med.uoa.gr
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Name & Surname

Institute

Zip code City

State

Tel

E-mail

MERTZANIS ARISTIDES
MESROPYAN STELLA
MEYSSONNIER MARCEL
MIHEVC ANDREJ
MILOVANOVIC DRAGAN
MIORANDI RENZA
MITSAKIS NIKOS
MOARKECH KAREN
MOCIRAN MARIA MAGDALENA
MOHAR FRESAN MARCOS
MOLDOVAN OANA
MOLHANCOVA HANA
MOREIRA PEDRO
MORENAS ALAIN
MORENO EVELYN
MOSES JOHN
MOTYCKA ZDENEK
MOURET CLAUDE
MUCKE DIETER
MUKHIN KONSTANTIN
NADER FADI
NAGEL EDWARD
NASSAR DANY
NAZIK LUTFI
NIGGEMANN STEFAN
NORMANDIN ANNICK
NOVOMESKA MARIA
NOVOMESKY JAN
NOVOTNY (MR)
OCHIAI NAOYUKI
ODDOU ALAIN
ONAC BOGDAN
ORCHE AMARE PILAR
OSBORNE ARMSTRONG
OTAVAJIRI
OVREVIK RANNVEIG
OYSTESE ASBJORN
OZEL EMRULLAH
PALACIOS-VARGAS JOSE G.
PALOC HENRI
PANCARCI MELTEM
PANCHENKO OLENA
PANTAZIDOU ANDRIAN!
PAPA SPIRIDOULA
PAPOYAN SEDRAK
PARGA URES ELADIO
PARK IN YONG
PASTORELLI ALESSANDRO
PASTORELLI BARBARA
PASTUREAU SILVERE
PATERNOST SABINA
PAUNOVIC NEVENA
PAVLIDIS SPIROS
PECARCRTOMIR
PEMBERTON ADIN
PENNOS CHRISTOS
PEREZ MARIA ALEJANDRA
PERSOIU AUREL
PESSOA MIGUEL
PETREAS CHRISTOS
PLAN LUCAS
POGOSYAN GAGIK
PORTER EMMA
PORTESEIL JEAN LOUI S
POTHOS EMMANUEL
POULIANOS NIKOS

LESVOU 23

111 47

amertz@hol .gr

69100
6230
11000
38100
162 31
16-6703
400006
04510
400006
141 00
3800-110
26110
00926-5636
79938
66434
64800
09603
KV. 43
0236/26
OH-45202
1253 2010
06510
58644
H2S 2K4
SK-82104
SK-82104

GREECE
ARMENIA
FRANCE
SLOVENIA
SERBIA
ITALY
GREECE
LEBANON
ROMANIA
MEXICO
ROMANIA
CZECH REPUBLIC
PORTUGAL
FRANCE
PUERTO RICO USA
USA
CZECH REPUBLIC
FRANCE
GERMANY
RUSSIA
LEBANON
USA
LEBANON
TURKEY
GERMANY
CANADA
SLOVAKIA
SLOVAKIA

210 222 42 33

19 RUE BILLON
TITOVTRG 2
ZAHUMSKA 46
VIA CALEPINA 14
KOLOKOTRONI 158
ROUMIEH
CLlNICILOR 5- 7
CIUDAD UNIVERSITARIA
CLINICILOR 5, P.O.BOX 58
HLAVNI 2732
RUA BANDA DA AMIZANDE
ROUTE DE VAISON
497 AVE. E. POL., PMB 94
6900 HUECO TANKS ROAD 1
NA KRALOVKACH 894
10 CHEMIN DU MILIEU
MULDENSTRASSE 56
1, KRASNOKURSANTSKIY PROEZD
PO BOX 11-0236/26
1 FILSON PLACE # 1
P.O.BOX 31
KARST & CAVE RESEARCH UNIT
DECHENHOLE 5
5980 SAINT ANDRE
KOPANICE 5
KOPANICE 5

ATHENS
YEREVAN
VILLEURBANNE
POSTOJNA
BELGRADE
TRENTO
ATHENS
BEIRUT
CLUJ·NAPOCA
MEXICO
CLUJ
PRAHA 4
AVEIRO
MIRABEL AUX BAR
SAN JUAN
EL PASO TEXAS
KURIM
BORDERES
GROSSSCHIRMA
MOSCOW 5 KOR. 7
BEIRUT
CINCINNATI
BEIRUT
ANKARA
ISERLOHN
MONTREAL
BRATISLAVA
BRATISLAVA

+33-4-78-39-17·
+386 5 700 1916
+381 11 420 532
0039-461-270375
0030 6944925541
9613087984

marcel.meyssonnier@free.fr
Andrej. Mihevc@guest.a rnes .si
milovdr@beotel .yu
miorandi@mtsn.tn.it
nikos.mitsakis@selas.org
karenmoarkech@hotmail.com

+40 264 59 59 5

oanamol35@yahoo.com

00 351 96245874
0033475278610

etpmem@myspeleo.com
alainmorenas@hotmail.com

019159210535
+420 541 264 44
+33559139017
0049 37328 5545
0070954 786035
+961-1-350000 E
0101 513721 450
+ 961 1 21 5395
+903122873430
+45 2374 71421

johnmoses@excite.com
z. motycka@mediform.cz
secretariat@ffspe leo.fr
geomontan@t -online .de
k .e.muhin@mtu.net
fadinader@hotmail.com
nagel@iac.net
danynassar@yahoo .com
cave@mta .gov.tr
St. Niggeman n@gmx.de

P.O.BOX 926355
135 RUE LOUCE
KOGALNICEANU 1
PZA.PUERTA CERRADA 21
UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
LEITNEROVA 22
ALLEGT.41
HUNSTADSVINGEN 13 D
KARST & CAVE RESEARCH UNIT
CIUDAD UNIVERSITARIA

11190
06220
400084
41400
NSW2006
658 69
5007
5053
06510
04510

AMMAN

YUNUSEMRE CAD. NO. 181
16B COPERNIKA 57
ATHENS UNIVERSITY
LISSANDROU 8

07100
04116
15784
54124

R/BISPO TEODOMIRO 2 - 1 IZQ
592 GYO-DONG
VIA ZAMBONI 67
VIA ZAMBONI
2 RUE DU CHATEAU

15703
245-701
40126
40126
83400

MLADENA STOJANOVICA 31A
ARISTOTELION UNIVERSITY
PARKSKOCJANSKE
JAME
2621 BUTTERMILK PIKE
GENNADIOY 1
1034 ISLAND DRIVE COURT APT106
CLINICILOR 5 PO BOX 58
n. 54 4 ESQ.
15 TSOKOPOULOU STR
JAQUINGASSE 6/39
RAOSTAM ST 61 B
77 DIBBLE ROAD
JOSEPH FOURNIER UNIVERSITY
1315 COMMONWEALTH AV APT 506

11040
54124
SI-6215
41017
62122
48105
400006
3030-489
15237
1030
375000
B67 7PZ
38042
MA02134

JORDAN
FRANCE
ROMANIA
SPAIN
AUSTRALIA
CZECH REPUBLIC
NORWAY
NORWAY
TURKEY
MEXICO
FRANCE
TURKEY
UKRAINE
GREECE
GREECE
ARMENIA
SPAIN
REPUBLIC OF KOREA
ITALY
ITALY
FRANCE
SLOVENIA
SERBIA
GREECE
SLOVENIA
USA
GREECE
USA
ROMANIA
PORTUGAL
GREECE
AUSTRIA
ARMENIA
UK
FRANCE
USA
GREECE

GOLFE JUAN
CLUJ
ECIJA
SYDNEY
BRNO
BERGEN
BERGEN
ANKARA
MEXICO DF
ANTALYA
KYIV
ATHENS
THESSALONIKI
YEREVAN
SANTIAGO DE COM
SAMCHEOK CITY
BOLOGNA
BOLOGNA
HYERES
BELGRADE
THESSALONIKI
DIVACA
VILLA HILLS
SERRES
ANN ARBOR
CLUJ NAPOKA
COIMBRA
FILOTHEI ATHINA
VIENNA
YEREVAN
SMETHWICK
GRENOBLE
ALLSTON
ATHENS

00421 02 4342 8

clskba@pobox.sk

+962-79 - 5544195
+33-4 -93-63-00+40 264 595 954
+34955904844
+61-2-9351-6266
00 420 605 500
+47-555-83-440
+4798469341
+903122873430
+52-55-56-22-49

Ochiai.Naoyuki@jica.go.jp
alain.oddou@wanadoo.fr
bonac@bioge.ubbcluj.ro
pilar..:..orche@yahoo.es
a.osborne@edfac.usyd.edu.au
j otava@volny.cz
rannveig .ovrevik@geo .uib.no
j esusistheonlyone@hotmail.com
emooz@mta .gov .tr
troglolaphysa@hotmail.com

+90 242 313 18

meltempan@yahoo .com

0030 2107274354
0030 26410 44 984

apantazi@biol .uoa.gr
rl_pappa@yahoo.com

+34607730655

edieladio@walla.com

+33-4-94-65-34·

spastureau@wcortho.com

00381 11 266 77
0030 2310 998 494
0038657082100
001 859341 4156
0030 23210 64 991
001 734 327 959
0040 264 59 59
00351-239085123
0030 210 6846 1
+43-1-4277-53-4
529575

testprob@mobtel.co. yu
PAVLIDES@geo.auth.gr
psj@psj.gov.si
themadirishman@fuse.net
pennos4@hotmail.com
mperez@umich.edu
persoiu@hasdeu.ubbcluj.ro
miguel _ pessoa@sapo.pt
christos@petreas-associates.com
lukas.plan@univie.ac.at
gag@president.am

+33 47 688 1093
+ 1.617 .254.21.3

porteseil@grenoble.cnrs.fr
Emmanuel.Pothos@tufts.edu
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PRELOVSEK MITJA
PROVALOV DENIS
QUEENN J . MICHAEL
RADER ERIK
RAEISI EZZAT
RAGNHILD ARNESEN
RATHGEBER - HELLWAGE BEATRIX
RATHGEBER THOMAS
RAZZUOLI MASSIMO
RECHMANY HELENE
REDINHA NUNO
REGALA FREDERICO
REILE PASCAL
RENAN KOEN
RIVERA JANI
RIZZO NATHALIE
RODET JOEL
RONCORONI PATRICIA
ROUSSOMOUSTAKAKI MARIA
ROWLING JILL
RUGGIERI ROSARIO
SAADEJAD
SAHAKYAN KRISTINE
SAKOFSKY BRIAN
SALEM GHADA
SANDA IEPURE
SANSON ERIC
SAVVAS CHARLEY
SCHERRER RENE
SCHUKIN DMITRY
SCUKA OSKAR
SEALEY RICHARD
SEBELA ROMAN
SELF CHARLES
SEMERARO RINO
SEMIKOLENNYKH ANDREY
SHAHINYAN SAMVEL
SHAVARSH MIKAYELYAN
SHONE ROBERT
SHOPOV YAVOR
SIGVARDSSON LEIF
SILVA MODERNO DAS NEVES CLAUD!
SIMIONCA IURI
SIMITZIS VASSILIS
SMIDA BRANISLAV
SMITH GORDON
SMITH JUDY
SOLBAKK TERJE
SONINSEOG
SPILDE MICHAEL
SRAIH YASMINE
STAMENOVA MAGDALENA
STAV BIRGIT
STEFIN PETER
STEPANYAN HOVIK
STRAZAR ALES STANISLAV
STRICKLAND PETER
STRINATI PIERRE
STROJ ANDREJ
SZEKELY KINGA
SZENTES GEORG
TALLENT JEREMY
TAMAS TUDOR
TARTAR! GEORGI A
TAWKJOHNNY
TAYLOR NICK

Institute

Zip code City

State

Tel

E-mail

TITOV TRG 2
1ST KRASNOKURANTSKIY PROEZD
214 NORTH CANAL STREET
1034 ISLAND DRIVE COURT APT106
DEPT OF EARTH & SCIENCE
LARS MEYERSGT 18
AFFALTERBACHER STR. 24
AFFALTERBACHER STR 24
VIALE CAMPI ELIS! 25
P.O.BOX 31MANSOURIEH MATN

6230
5KOR KV43
88220
48105

POSTOJNA
MOSCOW
CARLSBAD, NEW M
ANN ARBOR
SHIRAZ
MO
ERDMANNHAUSEN
ERDMANN HAUSEN
TRIESTE
BEIRUT
POMBAL
ALCACER DO SAL
BEURE
ISTANBUL
MEXICO
TOULOUSE
MONT SAINT AIGN

SLOVENIA
RUSSIA
USA
USA
IRAN
NORWAY
GERMANY
GERMANY
ITALY
LEBANON
PORTUGAL
PORTUGAL
FRANCE
TURKEY
USA
FRANCE
FRANCE

+386 5 700 1942
+ 7-095-478-6035

mitja. prelovsek@zrv-sazu .si
k.e.muhin@mtu.net
JMofGUADS@Hotmail.com

+98 917 11 70 2

e_ raeisi@yahoo.com

ATHENS
THORN LEIGH
RAGUSA
BEIRUT
YEREVAN
BOWLING GREEN
BEIRUT
CLUJ NAPOCA
GRENOBLE
AUSTIN, TEXAS
HETTLINGEN
MOSCOW
POSTOJNA
LITZMFIELD
RUDICE
BRISTOL
TRIESTE
MOSCOW
YEREVAN
YEREVAN
HESSLE
SOFIA

GREECE
AUSTRALIA
ITALY
LEBANON
ARMENIA
USA
LEBANON
ROMANIA
FRANCE
USA
SWITZERLAND
RUSSIA
SLOVENIA
UNITED KINGDOM
CZECH REPUBLIC
UK
ITALY
RUSSIA
ARMENIA
ARMENIA
UNITED KINGDOM
BULGARIA
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
GREECE
SLOVAKIA
USA
USA
NORWAY
KOREA
USA
SWITZERLAND
BULGARIA
NORWAY
SLOVENIA
ARMENIA
SLOVENIJA
USA

APARTADO 135
CABINET REILE ENVIRONNEMENT
ETILER MAYA SITESI 4-3

D-71729
71729
34143
1253 2010
3100 500
7580 909
25720
34337

25 RUE LOUIS DE BROGLIE
LAB.GEOLOGY UNIV . OF ROUEN

31100
76821

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY AND SYST
2 DERRIBONG PLACE
VIA CARDUCCI 165
P.O.BOX 31 MANSOURIEH MJHN

15784
2120
97100
1253 2010

652 E. 12TH STREET
P.O.BOX 31 MANSOURIEH MATN
CLINICILOR 5
JOSEPH FOURNIER UNIVERSITY
12319 WYCUFF LANE
BRUGGWIESEN STREET 6
NAMETKINA STREET D9, KV 132
JAMSKA 30
I GARR I CK RISE
RUDICE 266
4 TYNE STREET
AR. SCIENCE PARK PADRICIANO 99
PERVOMAISKAYA ST R 94-133
YEREVAN RAOSTAM ST. 61 B.

42101
1253 2010
400006
38042
78727
CH 8442
117420
6230
WS7 9HR
679 06
BS2 9UA
34012
105203
375000

TIBESREACH REDCLIFF ROAD
UNIV. OF SOFIA, 7. BOURCHIER 5

HU13 0HA
1164

MANUEL HENRIQUES JR 24 l ESQ
SF. DUMITRU STR, NO 2
VAS. PSILAKI 6-8
CAJKOVSKEHO 40
9850 N. SKYLINE DRIVE
9850 SKYLINE DRIVE
GABRIEL TISCHENDORFSVEI 40
NOHYOUNG_DONG
MSC03-2050
76 IMPASSE DE LA ROSERAIE
75 VASIL LEVSKI BLVD
JAMSKA CESTA 30, SI - 623 0

3100-500
030077
74100
917 08
47119
47119
5162
690-802
87031
1003
1040
5007
6230

CESMINOVA 21
12717 BULLICK HOLLOW ROAD

1230
78726-5204

POMBAL
BUCHAREST
RETHIMNE
TRNAVA
FLOYDS KNOBS
FLOYDS KNOBS
LAKSEVAG
JEJU
ALBUQUERQUE
LAUSANNE
SOFIA
BERGEN
POSTOJNA
YEREVAN
DOMZALE
AUSTIN TEXAS

SACHSOVA 2
KVVHM-TVH BARLANGTANI I
ALTE FRANKFURTER STR 228
1225 HIGH STREET
CLINICILOR 5-7
ARGONAFTON 22 ANO ILLISIA

10000
H-1025
61118
42101
400006
157 72

ZAGREB
BUDAPEST
BAD VILBEL
BOWLING GREEN
CLUJ -NAPOCA
ATHENS

5 BEECHWOOD AVE

41075

FT.THOMAS

::i

,-;::

I

0714437990

katster.hoehle.sw@gmx.de

+961 1 56 20 60

lenarech@yahoo.com

+351 91 9447814
00 333 8151 897

aesda@netc.pt
pascal .reile@infonie.fr

+33-235-140-019

rodetjac@free.fr

0030 210 7274375
612 9697 4484
+39 932 669062
+961 3 666 469

mrousso@biol.uoa.gr
rowling@ali.com .au
cirsggr@inwind.it
badrjg@hotmail.com

+1 270 745 3252
+961 1 366 166
+40 264 595954

bsa kofsky@gmai I.com
ghadasalem1@hotmail.com
siepure@hasdeu.ubbcluj. ro

001 521 431 023
+41-52-316-17-3

cavedeep@hotmail.com
renescherrer@freesurf.ch

+ 386 5 700 01 1
0044 01543 6740
+420 721 900 97
+44117 - 954-1728
+39-40-3755661

oskar.scuka@postojnska-jama.si
sealeyr@wolvcol .ac. uk
roman.sebela@seznam.cz
self@globalnet.co.uk
rino.semerano@area.t rieste.it
aasemik@list.ru
speleo@arminco.com

550986

003598984 48132

YYShopov@Phys .uni-sofia.bg

00351 919033 65
+40 21-315-5050
0030 26310-25885
+421 2 434 2562
+1-812-945-5721

fpe@fpe-espeleo.org
simionca _ iur i@yahoo.com

+47-90151543
82 064 746 5665
+ 15052775430
00 41 213119837

terje.solbakk@student.uib.no
caveson@hanmail.net
mspilde@unm.edu
yasmine _ sraih@yahoo .fr

+386 5 700 01 4

peter.stefin@postojns

00386 17241703
+ 1-512-258-8384

ales.st razar@helios.si
pstrickland1@austin .rr .com

CROATIA
HUNGARY
GERMANY
USA
ROMANIA
GREECE

+385-1-6160-783
0036 1 325 9503
+49 6101 87625
270 745 3252
+40264595954
0030 210 7482 4

andrej.st roj@zg.htnet.hr
szekely@mail. kvvm. hu
szentesg@aol .com
talleja@wku.edu
bonscott33@yahoo .com

USA

859 5 12 4992

taylorni@nku.edu

sandia@nextra.sk
GLSTIS@aol.com

ka -jama.si
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Name & Surname

Institute

Zip code City

State

Tel

E-1nail

TAYLOR NICOLAS
TAYLOR STEVE
TECCO ALICE
TER-GHAZARYAN VAHAN
THIES JEAN CLAUDE
THOMAISIS THOMAS
THOMPSON JIM
TOBIN BENJAMIN
TOOMEY RICKARD
TORK KORAY
TORRES PUGA ELENA
TOURTE BERNARD
TRAVOUS KENNETH
TREPAT QUILEZ MANUEL ESTANISLA
TRIANTAFILLOU DIMITRIOS
TSIMPANIS EVANGELLOS
TSOUKALA EVANGELIA
TULUCAN TI BERIU NICULITA
TUNCER KADIR
TURRI STEFANO
UENO SHUN ICHI
URBAIN ANNE-FRANCOISE
URBAIN BERNARD
URBANI FRANCO
VALE ABEL
VALTER LUI S
VAN DEN BROECK ERIK
VAN DER PAS JAN-PAUL
VAN WAARDENBURG ARJAN
VARDANYAN SHAVARSH
VASILJEVIC BOZIDAR
VAVLIAKIS ELEFTHERIOS
VAXEVANOPOULOS MARCOS
VENl GEORGE
VERES DANIEL
VERHEYDEN SOPHIE
VICTORIA JOSEP MANUEL
VID GABOR
VIGNOT ANNE
VLADISLAV TROTS
VOLD TOR-CHRISTIAN
WALLIN CURT
WANG JUN
WARNER MICHAEL
WELLENS DENIS
WESSEL ANDREAS
WHITE L. ELIZABETH
WHITE WILLIAM
WIDMER URS
WILDBERGER ANDRES
WILLIAMS G.
WILLIAMS PAUL
WOO KYUNG SIK
XAVIER JEFFERSON ESTEVES
XAVIER T .M.S. ZELIA
YIBOKOU AKOELE
YUSHKO ANTON
ZACHARIADIS STAVROS

SC 204D NUNN DRIVE
607 EASR PEABODY DR INHS-CBD
VIA OTTAZIO VALERIO 26

41099
61820
33010

USA
USA
ITALY
ARMENIA
LUXEMBOURG
GREECE
USA

0101 859 572 53
+ 1 217 333 5702

lubbersb@nku.edu
sjtaylor@uiuc.edu

00 352 39 77 17

jcthies@pt.lu

011 636 337 820

disasterjim@aol .gr
benjam in .tob in@wku .edu
myotis@earthlink.net
cave@mta.gov.tr

ZALAVRAS IOANNIS

ZANDONATI MICHELE
ZENTAY PETER
ZENTAY ZOLTAN
ZEZOVSKI IVAN
ZGHEIB JAD
ZGHEIB JOE
ZGHEIB MARWAN

HIGHLAND HEIGHT
CHAMPAIGN, IL
OSOPPO
YEREVAN
HOBSCHEID

21 MERSCHGRUND

83 73

1 JIM THOMPSON WAY
1 BIG RED WAY
EST 438, 1 BIG RED WAY
KARST & CAVE RESEARCH UNIT
CIUDAD UNIVERSITARIA
25 RUE LOUIS DE BROGLIE
1300 WEST WASHINGTON
C/ MAJOR 26
METONOS 33 HOLARGOS
VELIOTI 1
ARISTOTELION UNIVERSITY
VISIMULU I STR. 77
KARST AND CAVE RESEARCH UNIT
VIA MANGIAGALLI 34
NATIONAL SCIENCE MUSEUM
RUE DE LA CHAPELLE42
RUE DE LA CHAPELLE 42
APARTADO 47334
497 AVE. E. POL, PMB 94
RUA VENERANDO DE RATOS 6-26
RUE VAN DER MEERSCH 6 BOX 1
VAUWERHOFWEG 3
STENEN CAMER 26

63626
42 101
42 101
06510
04510
3 1100
85007
25360
15561
17456
54 124
2900
06510
20133
196-0073
5000
5000
104 1A
00926 - 5636
2560
1030
63 33 CB
3721

NEMANJINA 22 - 26
ARISTOTELION UNIVERSITY
GIANNITSON 5
11394 CANDLE PARK
SCORTARILOR 7, BLOC D7, SC. II
DSTE CP160/02 AV. FR ROOSEVELT
CORTS CATALANES 384 -3o 4o ESQ
110 KULSO-SZILAGYI STREET

11000
54124
38334
78249-4421
400186
1050
08015
H 1048

CARACAS
SAN JUAN
TORRES VEDRAS
BRUXELLES
SCHIMMERT
NC Bil THOVEN
YEREVAN
BELGRADE
THESSALONIKI
VOLOS
SAN ANTONIO TEX
CLIJ NAPOCA
BRUXELLES
BARCELONA
BUDAPEST

NAMETKINA STR D.9, KV380
TROLLMYRA 51
HAGGKULLEVAGEN 48
50 QIXING ROAD
P.O.BOX 10 SCHOHARIE

117420
N-8028
SE - 18437
541004
12157

MOSCOW
BODOE
AKERBERGA
GUILIN
NEW YORK

INVALLDENSTRASSE 43 D-1011
210 MATERIALS RESEARCH LAB. BL
RESEARCH LABORATORY BLDG
LETTENWEG 118
IM TIERGARTEN 49
UNIV. OF AUCKLAND SGES
UNIV. OF AUCKLAND SGES
HYOJA 2 DONG 192-1 KANGWONDO
SHIS,QI19, CJ04, CS17,LAGO SUL

1011
16802
16802
CH 4123
CH 8055
PB 92019
PB 92019
200 - 701
716 55-040
716 55 040

BERLIN

GERMANY

UNIV .PARK PA

USA

SECTOR 5, PETROVSKIY ISLAND
ARISTOTELION UNIVERSITY
SPELEO OF IOANNINA
VIA CALEPINA 14
2011 BUDAKALASZ KERT U. 4
2011 BUDAKALASZ KERT U.4
STR "SMILEVSKA" BB
250 BADARO STR, PARK BEYROUTH
250 BADARO ST. PARK BEYROUTH
P.O. BOX 135 970

197110
54124

UNIVERSITY PARK
ALLSEHWIL
ZUERICH
AUCKLAND
AUCKLAND
CHUNCHEON
BRASILIA DF
BRASILIA DF
LOME
SAINT-PETERSBUR
THESSALONIK I
IOANNINA
TRENTO
BUDAKALASZ
BUDAKALASZ
SKOPJE
BEYROUTH
BEYROUTH
BEIRUT

USA
SWITZERLAND
SWITZERLAND
NEW ZEALAND
NEW ZEALAND
KOREA
BRAZIL
BRAZIL
TOGO
RUSSIA
GREECE
GREECE
ITALY
HUNGARY
HUNGARY
SKOPJE
LEBANON
LEBANON
LEBANON

38100
2011
2011
1000
2085-7705
2058 7705
SHOURAN

BLACKWELL
BOWLING GREEN
BOWLING GREEN
ANKARA

MEXICO
TOULOUSE
PHOENIX
EL TALLADELL
ATHENS
ALIMOS
THESSALONIKI
ARAT
ANKARA
MILANO

TOKYO
NAMUR
NAMUR

USA

USA
TURKEY
MEXICO
FRANCE
USA

00 1 270 745 513
+903122873430
+33 - 534609563
+ 1 6025424174

SPAIN

GREECE
GREECE
GREECE
ROMANIA
TURKEY
ITALY
JAPAN
BELGIQUE
BELGIQUE
VENEZUELA
PUERTO RICO
PORTUGAL
BELGIUM
NETHERLANDS
NETHERLANDS
ARMENIA
SERBIA
GREECE
GREECE
TEXAS USA

0030 210 6521 8
0030 210 9965230
0030 2310 998 517
0040 257276657
+903122873430
+39 02 503 1555
00 81 3 33 64 7
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~·
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~

~

btourte@wanadoo .fr
ktravous@cox.net
espeleomega@yahoo.es
t rj im2k5@gmail.com
lil it s@geo .auth.gr
t iberio2002mo@yahoo .co.uk
tuncerk@mta.gov .tr
stefano.turri@uni m i.it
s-u eno@parkc ity.jp

+32-81 - 736-782
+58-212-2720-72
+1 - 787-760 - 2100
979906092
0032 53 78 4814
0031-45-4041600
+ 31-6-480-486-0

urb ain .bernard@skynet .be
urbani@cantv.net
enlacepr@caribe.net
erik@speleo.tv
jpgvanderpas@hetnet. nl
arjanvanwaardenburg@yahoo.co.uk

+381-11-313-569
0030 2310 998 454
0030 24210 28305
+ 1-210-558-4403

bozidar.vasiljevic @ekoserb.sr.gov. yu
VAVLIAKIS@geo.auth.gr
vaxevanopoulos@hotmail.com
gveni@satx.rr .com

+32 265022 40
+34 -934234993
+36 1 232 14 18

sophie.varhryden@ulb.ac
cfisse@in icia.es
vidg@szthalo .hu

+7954244261
+47 913 87 379
+46 - 8540-618-53

mso2003@ inbox.ru
ngf@speleo .no
curt.walli n@te1e2.se

ROMANIA

BELGIUM
SPAIN
HUNGARY

FRANCE
RUSSIA
NORWAY

SWEDEN
P.R.CHINA
USA

.be

5182957978
+49-30-2003-879

an dr eas .wessel@musoum .hu.berlin.de

+ 1-814-865 - 1152
+4 1-61-485-9070
+41-44-461 - 33-0

wbw2@psu.edu
suzdot@hotmail .com
wildfisch@bluew in.ch

+64 -9-373-75-99
+82 33 250 8556
00 55 61 3366 2

p.w illiams@auckland.ac.nz
happyman369@sayclub .com
jeffex@te rra.com .br

+ 7812-2332443
0030 6947 890 820
0030 26 510 81650
0039-461-270 35
+36 20 490 2305
+36 20 445 2724
+389 2-204-1206

anton@sector5 .ru
ZAHARIADIS@HO TMAIL.COM
zandonat i@mtsn.tn.it
zentay@manuf.bme .hu
zzentay@axelero .hu
zezovski@mol.com.mk

+961-1138-6006
+961 - 1-866-237

jz gheib@tyan zgheib .com
renak@future.com. ib

Name & Surna me

I nstitute

Zip code City

State

Tel

E- mail

ZHALOV ALEXEY
ZHANG CHENG
ZHARKOV ILIA
ZIMELS NELINA
ZIMELS YUZEF
ZOGBI LEDA
ZORMAN TOMAZ
ZORZIN ROBERTO
ZOUPI S KONSTANTI NOS
ZUPAN HAJNA NADJA

75 VASIL LEVSKI BLVD
50 QIXING ROAD
KRASNOKURSANTSKIY PROEZA 1

1040
541004
5KOR KV43
46000
46000
05027 - 000
SI 6215
37 129
16231
6230

BULGARIA
P.R.CHINA
RUSSIA
UKRAINA
UKRAINA
BRAZIL
SLOVENIJA
ITALY
GREECE
SLOVENIA

+ 359-2-93 - 00650
+8607735837343

alex@speleo-bg.com
chzhang@karst .edu .cn

+380352 520023
+55-11-3646-629

zimyuz@rambler. r u
ledazog@terra .com.br

045 807 94 15
0030 210 765 4636
+38 6 5 700 1937

roberto .zorz in@com une. ve rona .it
zoupis@hotmail.com
zupan@z rc-sazu.si

UL. ZAMKOVA 9 KV 2 1
DE AZEVEDO, 1400 APT. 84
SKOCJAN 2
LUNGADIGE PORTA VITTORI A 9
ADANON 26
TITOVTRG 2

SOFIA
GUILIN
MOSCOW
TERNOPOL
TERNOPOL
SAO PAOLO
DIVACA
VERONA
VYRONAS
POSTOJNA
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